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Oral evidence

Taken before the Culture, Media and Sport Committee

on Tuesday 8 November 2005

Members present:

Mr John Whittingdale, in the Chair

Janet Anderson Rosemary McKenna
Mr Nigel Evans Adam Price
Paul Farrelly Mr Adrian Sanders
Alan Keen Helen Southworth

Memorandum submitted by Chris Goodall

NO PUBLIC BENEFIT FROMMOVING TO DIGITAL TRANSMISSION OF TELEVISION

Summary

At first sight, the decision to make television transmission digital is one of the least interesting or
controversial that this Government has made. In terms of the public interest it has generated, it equals the
implementation of EU directives on the thickness of sausage skins. TheGovernmentmaintains a fiction that
the analogue switch-oV has a simple technological inevitability, similar to themove from vinyl to CDmusic.
It has succeeded in its aim of getting commentators to yawn whenever the subject is mentioned.

But the lack of debate does not mean the decision is correct: the policy’s minor benefits are outweighed
by the huge costs it imposes, falling disproportionately on the poor and the old. A reasonable assessment
of the financial implications of the switch to digital suggests that the net cost will be of the order of £5 billion.
The non-financial costs—including the anxiety caused to the old and the less able by the need to operate
new and poorly understood home equipment—are at least as important.

The Government is ignoring inconvenient facts that contradict its sunny faith in digital TV. This evidence
ranges from the 10% estimated rise in household electricity bills to the data from the Government’s own
trials suggesting that perhaps a quarter of homes will need new rooftop aerials and that most old people are
unable to work the new home equipment, evenwith substantial outside help. The homes that will completely
lose access to terrestrial TV are not even mentioned.

The rationale for the Government’s policy is reasonably clear. Analogue television broadcasting uses
valuable spectrum. In fact television broadcasting sits on some of the best electro-magnetic real estate.
Television is transmitted at a frequency that allows signals to bend a bit over hills and get through stone
walls, unlike, for example, the comparatively weedy signals from mobile phones. But analogue television
uses a large swathe of spectrum, and is relatively ineYcient. Today’s five terrestrial channels use more
spectrum than all the mobile phones in the country.

Digital transmission uses about a sixth as much spectrum per channel. So switching from analogue to
digital might reduce the amount of valuable spectrum occupied by TV, or may allow us the dubious benefit
of access to many more TV channels in the same amount of electro-magnetic space. Thus far, the
Government’s logic is impeccable: analogue television is wasteful and should be replaced. Those of us who
oppose the Government’s policy are not fools: our argument is not that analogue TV should be maintained
forever, but that the move to digital should be gradual. Viewers should not be compelled to incur large and
continuing costs even if they have no interest in more television. The old and the poormust not be penalised.

The Government’s Analysis of the Costs and Benefits

In order to quantify the benefit to UK society of the move to digital TV transmission, ministers
commissioned an analysis that compared the advantages of switching oV analogue with its costs. The
economists carrying out the analysis assessed the value to UK citizens of getting more television channels.
They concluded that increased access to television channels was more valuable to individual householders
than the cost of buying the little Freeview boxes for each TV and VCR in the home. The numbers released
in February 2005 were somewhat vague and imprecise but showed a small social benefit of about £80 a
household. On the basis of this work, ministers leapt happily to confirm the already announced decision that
switch-oV would happen.
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On 15 September, Tessa Jowell is expected finally to rubber stamp a schedule for turning oV analogue,
starting in the region that covers the England/Scotland border in 2008. And the opposition to this will be
negligible, confined to a few harmless cranks, some Luddites and people who think that British TV has been
going downhill since the arrival of commercial television.

This article looks at whether the Government has really made a proper case for the change. Is its
enthusiasm supported by a realistic appraisal of the costs and benefits of switch-oV? Or have the economists
who assessed the financial consequences misunderstood many problems and ignored others? Did they take
into account the disproportionate impact of the switch on elderly and the poor?

Government Claims All the Background Financial Data is Top Secret

The first point to make is that the Government refuses to discuss the figures that lie behind its insistence
that the move to digital is good for Britain. I have made two requests to Government Departments under
the Freedom of Information Act asking to obtain sight of the underlying assumptions in the work of the
Government economists. Both have been refused. The first, addressed to the DTI, was made on 17 June.
The reply came back on 15 July stating, that “the information cannot be located in thisDepartment” because
of “a change in professional personnel”. This assertion suggests a somewhat cavalier approach to the
maintenance of government records, but the Department assured me that the other sponsoring body,
Culture, would have the information I requested.

On 28 July, I wrote to the Department for Culture asking for the background work that justified the view
that switch-oV was good for Britain. I was after a list of the financial assumptions that the Department’s
economists had made when they released the conclusions of their cost/benefit analysis. The Freedom of
Information Act allows government departments 20 working days to respond to information requests.
Ninety three minutes before this deadline, I got an email from Culture. In it, a press oYcer stated that no
information would be released to me. The reasons included an assertion that some of the data might
“prejudice the economy” if it became public. This is a wonderfully surreal reply. A government report argues
that a particular policy will benefit the economy, but a request for the background assumptions supporting
this is refused on the basis that public knowledge of these calculations would do damage to that same
economy. (Somehow one suspects that the FoIA is not working as well as its proponents wanted.)

So the rest of this article has to do without the benefit of knowledge of the Government’s calculations.
Nevertheless, we can be confident that its calculations completely omitmany important costs and understate
others. Why? Because it was only after the cost/benefit analysis was published in Febraury that some of the
high social costs from switch-oV emerged (largely as a result, it has to be said, of further work sponsored
by theGovernment). I suspect that cost/benefit analysis completed by Culture and theDTI wrongly omitted
a large number of the costs to UK citizens. So I have made a new FoIA request to Culture, asking whether
or not seven separate categories of costs, including a budget for assisting the elderly, were included in the
analysis. I expect an answer a fewminutes before the statutory deadline telling me that the “yes/no” answers
I requested are state secrets on a par with the codes for communicating with Trident submarines. But one
has to try.

Other Government Reports; the Ferryside Trial

The most important recent information fromGovernment has been the published report of the Ferryside
switch-oV trial. Ferryside and LlansteVan are two small villages in rural west Wales. Until November last
year, the 475 houses in these two villages had no access to digital terrestrial Freeview services. They were
restricted to the BBC channels, ITV and the Welsh Channel 4, S4C, delivered by a tiny TV relay sited on a
telegraph pole in the middle of one of the villages. As a trial, these homes were given access to additional
digital services. The telegraph pole was wired up to transmit a second set of TV signals.

About four months later, the old analogue transmitter was turned oV. The people of Ferryside and
LlansteVan now only have digital terrestrial TV, and they are generally quite happy. The trial was declared
a success. The UK’s 25 million TV households will be converted to digital on the basis of a trial involving
fewer than 500 homes.

Despite the Government’s argument that Ferryside demonstrates that digital conversion will not be a
painful process, the full published assessments of the trial show a very diVerent picture. The two villages,
sitting astride a beautiful estuary, have stable and close-knit communities. People know their neighbours
and are willing to assist others where necessary. Nevertheless, it took enormous levels of support and
assistance from a large team of paid-for advisers and technical assistants for conversion finally to be
achieved some weeks later than originally planned.

Before the digital switch, Ferryside had unusually poor television. It had no Channel 5 and, despite the
presence of large numbers of English speakers, only the Welsh Channel 4 and the Welsh variant of BBC2.
Digital TV meant a lot more television channels that people want to watch. So this is an area where digital
conversion could be expected to be easy and popular. (In most other areas of the country that today have
no access to Freeview, homes will see only a small increase in the number of channels available to them.)
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The trial used levels of advertising and informational support that cannot be replicated in the real
circumstances of switch-oV in 2008 and beyond. The project team incurred cash costs of almost £2,000 a
home. The indirect costs of support from the broadcasters were probably equally expensive. Every home
was provided with free digital reception equipment. Technical assistance was provided at no cost, even in
those instances when the technician had to return many times to the home.

The Need for New Aerials

The published reports of the trial are reasonably thorough and comprehensive. We learn, for example,
that about 45% of all homes had to have a new television aerial or required modification to their existing
installation. Even after extensive investigation by television engineers, just over 1% of homes in the coverage
area lost TV reception completely as a result of the conversion to digital. They had to be given a satellite
dish instead. Nineteen per cent of homes were unable to install the set top boxes provided to them, even with
the assistance of neighbours, and were forced to ask for technical assistance. Twenty seven per cent had to
call in some form of help from outside their circle of friends, relatives and neighbours.

Further, the published statements do acknowledge the problems householders experienced during the
conversion process:

During the Trial we received many complaints of reception diYculties, picture break-up,
“freezing” and lack of availability of services. Some Trial households who experienced these
problems had assumed that they were caused by transmitters “bedding down” or being “trialled”.

The reality was very diVerent. Such issues were invariably caused by aerial or connectivity
problems. The transmitters were fully operational from the start, and there were no instances of
breakdown during the Trial.

Source: Report of A Digital Switchover Technical Trial at Ferryside and LlansteVan, DCMS,
July 2005, p 32.

This open statement of the problems that householders experienced should cause considerable worry.
Problems in Ferryside will be magnified a thousand-fold when switch-oV reaches our large urban centres,
where help from neighbours is less likely and no eager young technician is available to pop round every day
to demonstrate how to work the equipment.

In Ferryside, the analogue services ran alongside the new digital transmissions for four months. In most
other places without digital TV today, the switchover will occur without an overlap period: one night the
service will be analogue, the next morning it will be digital, on diVerent frequencies, using unfamiliar set-
top boxes and very probably requiring a new aerial and cabling.

Many people needed to spend significant sums in Ferryside to improve their reception. For some of the
45% of homes that had a problemwith their aerial, a new installation would have cost £150 or so. (Estimates
of extra expenditure on TV aerials were probably not included in the Government’s top secret cost/benefit
analysis because the problem was expected to be much less severe than it has turned out to be.) In Ferryside,
aerial problems should have been minor since most households are close to the TV transmitter. For typical
UK households, aerial problems may be even more frequent than in the trial. Indeed, large numbers of
people currently using set-top aerials may not be able to receive any digital TV pictures at all. Those unable
to install a roof-top aerial may experience a complete loss of terrestrial TV.

The Difficulties in Helping the Elderly

Missing from the reports are detailed quantifications of the amount of help householders actually
received. Nevertheless, a large number of the comments in the research are chilling. It is clear that many old
and vulnerable people suVered from the process, even with the huge amount of help available to them. The
extract below summarises the position among a group of residents identified as possibly in need of extra
help.

In December, a number of the respondents were still having significant problems operating their
set-top boxes. They were very apprehensive of the whole process. Even the basic operations, such
as switching on or selecting channels, caused anxiety and anything more sophisticated, such as the
use of the EPG or interactive services were out of the question. Some of the respondents we
interviewed at Christmas had been visited by a succession of technical staV and at the time of our
visit, were still not able to carry out the basic operations consistently. A number of these residents
were “scared” of the technology andwere not at all sure that theywould ever be able to fullymaster
the simple tasks of switching on the television and choosing the programmes theywanted to watch,
let alone select programmes for future watching, or access interactive services.

Source: Ferryside and LlansteVan Digital Switchover Technical Trial: Research on Vulnerable Households,
DCMS, July 2005, p 22.
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In time, the report goes on to note, many vulnerable residents did eventually become more confident that
they could use the new equipment that they were obliged to use. But this was only after two months’ careful
hand-holding and assistance. The Government has no plans to provide such assistance when it comes to
switching over the remaining 25 million homes.

So the results fromFerryside can be summarized as showing that a largemajority of people liked the extra
choice of television that they now receive. They can get access to Channel 4 and 5 for the first time. But a
large proportion of homes had to install a new aerial, some lost TV entirely and the elderly and less able
experienced significant diYculties getting the equipment to work.

These diYculties will all be much greater in other areas of the country and any reasonable assessment of
the Ferryside trial would suggest that many millions of homes will not be able to install digital TV reception
equipment without outside help. Perhaps half UK households may need to modify their aerial systems at
their own expense. Some of these modifications will be trivial—perhaps a new lead will be needed from the
aerial socket on the wall to the TV—but without outside specialist help the householder will be unable to
determine the cause of her reception problems. These reception problems will occur all at the same time, on
the day of switchover, and so the demand for help will overwhelm those skilled people able to install a new
aerial or improve the cabling.

Rise in Electricity Consumption

Other issues arising from the Ferryside trial were not extensively commented on in the reports. One
important implication of analogue switch-oV is a significant rise in UK domestic electricity consumption.
The typical Ferryside home had 2.75 TVs and 1.5 VCRs. Each will need a separate device that takes in the
digital signal and converts it to analogue. These boxes will be on all the time, whether or not the TV is in
use. Current models typically consume about 18 watts of electricity all the time. In Ferryside, homes needed
an average of 4.25 boxes, totaling 77 watts of power. For such homes, the electricity used will increase by
about 1.9 units a day, or about 700 units a year. This is between 10 and 15%of total UKhousehold electricity
demand. At predicted levels of electricity prices, this is about £50 extra a year; a trivial figure to most people
but the best part of a week’s pension to the less well-oV. And of course this is on top of the several hundred
pounds for the set-top boxes.

As importantly, analogue switch-oV may mean the diVerence between achieving the UK’s Kyoto targets
and missing them. It used to be thought that the UK would easily undershoot the Kyoto bar, but growing
household electricity demand, of which analogue switch-oV is going to be the single most important
constituent, means that theUKmaymiss the legally enforceable target. Put in crude terms, analogue switch-
oV means another eight million tonnes of carbon dioxide a year pumped into the atmosphere

Interestingly, the Government’s most recent edition of the cost/benefit analysis of switch-oV does include
a statement that extra household electricity costs were included in the calculation. Civil servants have been
coy about what figures were actually used, but one member of the switchover project team told me oV the
record that instead of using the electricity consumption of boxes currently on the market (about 18 watts),
the economists had used the figure suggested by the—completely voluntary—EU best practice guidelines.
These suggest target electricity consumption about 90% lower than the boxes on sale today. Set top boxes
are largely bought on price; designing a box to consume very little power when not in use adds perhaps £15
to the price in the shops. Somanufacturers don’t do it. The cost/benefit analysis seems to have assumed very
low electricity consumption even though it is virtually impossible today to buy an energy eYcient box.

There are some interesting comments in the Ferryside trial report about this topic. Several residents still
maintained the old habit of turning oV electrical appliances before going to bed. This behaviour dates from
the days when the risk of fire from appliances was greater and when electricity consumed a greater fraction
of household income. The people turning oV the new digital boxes either found that they didn’t work
properly when they were turned back on again or took a long time to boot up before the television could
be used. The trial team reports that they eventually convinced one resident simply to leave the boxes on all
the time. They probably didn’t tell the parsimonious householder that it might cost an extra £50 a year.

Some People Lost Television Entirely

The small number of people unable to receive any broadcast television at all after the trial also receive
little attention in the reports. The trial organisers arranged for a satellite dish to be installed, and the problem
was solved. At 1.2% of the total number of homes in the trial area, the problem looks manageable. But if
Ferryside is typical of the UK, 300,000 homes across the country will lose their terrestrial television. Sky
currently charges £150 to install a satellite dish able to receive the main broadcast channels (and many other
services, most of egregiously poor quality) with no monthly subscription. The total cost—at about £45
million—is high, but relatively trivial in the grand switch-oV scheme. However the consequence for
households needing to buy a Sky dish is decidedly non-trivial: not only will they have to install the dish, but
also they will be able to run only one television oV it. All other sets in the household will be useless unless
the owner buys more expensive equipment.
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And if over 1% of homes lost terrestrial reception in the experimental conditions of Ferryside, we can
reasonably expect the figure to be higher elsewhere. In Ferryside, householders benefited from skilled
television engineers and the best possible advice on the type, placing and orientation of aerials. Others will
not be so lucky. In some of these cases, free satellite will be a perfectly good replacement. In other
circumstances, because of the physical configuration of the ground, the household dish may not be able to
see the satellite, or planning conditions may make satellite installation impossible. These homes will lose all
access to television. The number may be 10,000 or it may be 50,000; no-one has yet dared to estimate the
number publically.

The Atypical Lack of Communal Aerials in Ferryside

Ferryside almost entirely consists of what are known as single family homes. These self-contained
properties have separate aerial systems just feeding the one house. However, about 20% of UK homes are
fed by some form of communal aerial system. They are flats, shared houses, recently developed estates, or
other places where no one single householder controls the aerial system. For these five million homes, the
householders are reliant on a landlord or other agent to maintain the system. Very few of these aerials are
compatible with digital television transmission and will need significant expenditure. A recent government
guidance note gave an estimate of £140 per property for one large social landlord. Most municipal
authorities will reluctantly agree to funding the new installation. Private landlords will not be so willing and
the Government has already begun to adopt a somewhat terse tone in its guidance

Many landlords and managing agents have already started to think about adapting or changing
communal systems in their properties in time for digital switchover. However, there are many who
have not yet started to make plans and, with some areas likely to start the switch as early as 2008,
there is little time to lose.

Projects to upgrade or replace existing communal TV systems may take several years to complete,
particularly for large social or private sector landlords . . . Completion of these projects may be
delayed by the pressure on the installation resources available for carrying out the work.

Source: Digital Switchover, a Good Practice Briefing, DCMS, August 2005, p 25.

The message is rammed home elsewhere.

The prospect of entire communities being faced with blank TV screens might seem farfetched.
However, unless action is taken, residents of homes served by outdated TV systems may find
themselves with no access to television services when analogue TV signals are switched oV in the
near future.

Source: Digital Switchover, a Good Practice Briefing, DCMS, p 4.

At an average cost of £140, and a total number of five million aVected households, the cost will be around
£700 million. Some of this expenditure would have been eventually incurred anyway because of a need to
replace ageing equipment, but I see no evidence that any of this cost is included in the cost/benefit analysis.
More importantly, it seems likely that some communal aerial systems will not be upgraded in time. The
DCMS says that by spring 2005 only 120 technicians had passed the tests to qualify as trained technicians
able to install new digital equipment to cover five million households. So some people will either lose TV,
or will have to install their own reception capacity through satellite, or cable or an indoor aerial. In these
circumstances, some installations will be costly, unsightly or ineVective.

The Uncertainty over Set-top Aerials

The homes in Ferryside generally did not suVer from loss of reception on set-top aerials. The DCMS
reports acknowledge that this may be a problem elsewhere in the country but that the closeness of homes
to the transmitter enabled the triallists to continue to get good pictures oV set-top aerials. I suspect that
nowhere in the Government’s financial analysis is there a cost ascribed to losing flexible set-top reception
inmany parts of the country.Many householders are unable to put up a good rooftop aerial. How the people
in lower signal strength areas are going to continue to get their TV remains a mystery unaddressed by
Government ministers.

Recent Changes to the Transmitter Plan and the Need for International Clearance

So far, this article has looked at recent information put out by Government departments. Ofcom, the
industry regulator, has also taken its part and published a crucial—and completely unnoticed—document
in June 2005. In it, it examines the options for new transmitter locations, and transmitter powers (Planning
Options for Digital Switchover, 1 June 2005). It also admitted that reaching the Government’s target of 14
extra TV channels available to all was unattainable. The conclusion seems to be only six are possible. And
this will require more powerful transmitters (costing the broadcasters more) and a range of new television
transmitters sited along the south coast of England. None of this information will have been included in the
cost/benefit analysis but it would have made the economics even more unattractive if it had been included.
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In this and other documents, Ofcom and the DCMS make regular reference to international pressure to
switch oV analogue signals. We’re told that other countries are hurrying along the digital road and the UK
will be left behind if we don’t force the pace. At best, this assertion is only partially true. Though the EU
has repeatedly stressed the importance of digital TV, member states are gradually reversing their
commitments—usually weak in the first place—to digital switch-over. Other countries have realized the
problems that switchover brings and which our Government has chosen to ignore.

The switch to digital requires coordination between nations because television signals cross international
borders. The UK needs to get approval from the international body which controls frequency allocations
to the new digital plan. It may achieve this, but optimism should be tempered by the observation that of the
five countries most directly aVected by overspill from UK television signals—Ireland, Norway, the
Netherlands, Belgium and France not one has an announced plan to move to all-digital transmission.
Coordination of frequency allocations so that services from one country do not interfere with another will
therefore be made complex by the fact that our neighbours have not begun to calculate their own
requirements. Frequency planning resembles nothing somuch as three dimensional chess and we can expect
long negotiations, particularly with France, before other countries agree to UK plans. They are under no
obligation to do so.

What Should we Actually do Next?

I have tried to deal with some of the issues facing those planning to switch oV the analogue transmitters
in three years time. Of the issues facing the Government, the most intractable is the need to assist the tens
of millions of UK citizens who are going to find dealing with an unfamiliar technology diYcult and
confusing. The palpable sense in the reports of the Ferryside trial that many vulnerable people needed
enormous amounts of help should not be ignored. It is these people who, when asked, resist analogue switch-
oV for very good reasons.

TheGovernment’s response to the potential social problems of switchover is to promise a hugemarketing
campaign. (When is it not?) All the expensive advertising campaigns in the world will not help the elderly
deal with a new technology that they neither like nor understand.

The best Government policy would clearly be to delay switchover for several more years until as many
people as possible had got a free satellite service or had tried digital TV of their own free will. This is how
we all switched over from LPs to CDs. We may have grumbled but we did it at our own pace and choice.
No-one was pushed, bullied, or felt their civil liberties to be under threat.

In addition, it makes clear sense to push the EU to set much stricter standards on the power consumption
of UK set-top boxes.

Forcing the pace of switch-oV has no discernible benefit either to the economy or the large majority of
UK consumers. For those customers wanting a greater range of TV services, but unable to receive Freeview,
a far better solution would be to encourage the development of a “free satellite” service as recently
recommended by the Voice of Viewer and Listener.

Obliging the poor and the disabled to spend hundreds of pounds on boxes, new aerials and extra electricity
for TV services that they don’t want and will find diYcult to use is a poor policy for a liberal society.

September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Dr Jeremy Klein, Scientific Generics

Our organisation conducted a research project on behalf of DTI and DCMS into the human aspects of
the switchover process and wrote a series of reports which were published on the digitaltelevision.gov.uk
website.

As a consultancy we have no “position” either for, or against, switchover. Our role was to provide
impartial research upon which oYcials and ministers would be able to make informed decisions. We have
followed the process for almost three years and we would be happy to help the Committee in its Inquiry.

I am aware that the Chair of the Committee has commented on the need for further and more extensive
research. In general, we have been impressed by the level of planning that theDTI andDCMS have achieved
in respect of switchover. The work we undertook was a follow-on from an initial scoping study undertaken
by academics at Loughborough University. We were not limited or arbitrarily constrained in the survey
work and I do not think that there were many gaps in knowledge regarding consumer behaviour by the time
we had finished.
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From an early stage we encouraged the departments to take seriously consumer attitudes and to be careful
about seeing non-adopters as “refuseniks”. We believe that the conclusions we were able to draw from our
survey work have largely been taken on board.

I now turn to the four issues on which the Committee is particularly interested in receiving evidence.

1. Policy Objectives, Economic Benefits and Platforms

The Committee wishes to look at roles of the diVerent platforms in the delivery of digital television. We
were always encouraged by DTI and DCMS to be platform neutral in our research. However, we think that
the desire to be platform neutral has actually hindered a proper understanding of the switchover process.
The transition that is occurring is to replace analogue terrestrial broadcasts with digital terrestrial
broadcasts. It is true that some viewers may wish to opt for a pay-TV satellite or cable service for one or
more of their TVs. However, there is no reason why this choice should be conflated with analogue switch-
oV. For most viewers at this stage, analogue switch-oV means the replacement of analogue terrestrial
equipment with digital terrestrial equipment, and other platforms are for the most part irrelevant.

Once greater attention is placed on digital terrestrial broadcasting, the role of Freeview becomes critical.
There is evidence that viewers will look at Freeview channels as a whole package and not necessarily
distinguish between the PSB channels and the others. The overall balance of Freeview channels—shopping
genre versus news versus music etc—might be a matter of legitimate public interest but is left exclusively to
a market mechanism.

2. Feasibility of the Switchover Timetable

In terms of our research, the main feasibility issue concerns the notice period that consumers would feel
they need before switchover. We found that people had a median expectation of three years notice,
indicating that if the noticewere in fact three years, asmany peoplewould be happywith this period aswould
be unhappy. The current timetable does achieve this for the majority of regions.

3. Costs of Switchover

Establishing the total cost of switchover for consumers is more diYcult than might at first be imagined.
The majority of uptake will be voluntary—driven by the desire to have more channels—but there will
undoubtedly be a compulsory element. The dividing line between voluntary and compulsory switchover is
not easy to determine and we are aware that there are diVerent estimates in the public domain.

The cost of assistance is currently to be met by the BBC. It is at first sight surprising that the Treasury
would receive receipts from the sale of the freed-up spectrum whereas the BBC is bearing these assistance
costs.

4. Protection of Vulnerable Groups

At the request of the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport the Ofcom Consumer Panel
published a report in November 2004 entitled “Supporting the most vulnerable consumers through digital
switchover”. The report concentrated on those with disabilities and discounted aVordability issues. The
report stated that the cost of a set top box is in the range of £25–£50 which is “not large when compared to
the cost of the television licence fee (currently £116)”.

In making this comparison the Consumer Panel appeared to assume that the licence fee is universally
aVordable. However there are a large number of people who are prosecuted every year for TV Licence
evasion. According to the Citizens Advice Bureau in 2003, “Over the years thousands of women have been
imprisoned in the United Kingdom because they were not able to pay fines imposed upon them for not
having a TV Licence. Almost all of these women were on benefits and around half of them had dependent
children”.

I have confirmed with the Townsend Centre for International Poverty Research that the cost of a set top
box would be a significant burden for some households on means tested benefits such as lone parent
households. The charity One Parent Families shares this concern and has commented:

“Around one in four families in Britain today is headed by a lone parent, and around half of these
are in poverty. For those reliant on benefits—currently set at £56.20 for a lone parent, an
additional cost of £25–£50 is likely to represent a substantial burden. One- parent families already
face substantial deprivation: for example 10% cannot aVord toys and sports equipment for their
children (compared to 2% of couple children) 22% cannot aVord new clothes when needed, and
26% cannot aVord a home computer. We are concerned that additional charges risk exacerbating
the poverty and social exclusion faced by many lone parents.”

The Child Poverty Action Group made similar comments when I spoke to them.
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The support scheme so far announced by the Secretary of State aims to provide help for people aged 75
years and over and people with significant disabilities. This is of course welcome. But we are not satisfied
that suYcient research has been undertaken into the aVordability of set top boxes for other households living
in poverty. The proposed support scheme may prove to be inadequate for these households.

29 September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Mentor Technology International Ltd

Comments on the feasibility of, and the steps needed towards, achieving switch-over to the Government’s
timetable with suYcient geographical coverage

If Analogue Switch-OV (ASO) is to succeed, two separate processes need to proceed in parallel. The
Transmitter Roll-Out process is concerned with providing viewers with digital coverage, and involves issues
such as:

— Completing the DTT1 transmitter build program.

— Providing fill-in arrangements (eg satellite) for areas outside DTT coverage.

— Implementing power changes, equalisation and channel re-assignments to improve coverage and
reception.

The Equipment in the Home process is concerned with converting the installed base of TVs and VCRs
to digital:

— Persuading viewers to buy digital equipment.

— Ensuring that digital upgrade solutions are available at reasonable prices.

— Providing information to assist viewers in the conversion to digital (leaflets, help lines, websites
etc).

— Facilitating aerial (and downlead) replacement where necessary.

— Creating cost-eVective in-home distribution solutions to serve televisions that previously used set-
top aerials.

— Resolving problems caused by converter boxes (multiple remote controls, problems when
programming a VCR to record sequential programs on diVerent channels etc).

— Special arrangements for vulnerable viewers (elderly, people on low incomes etc).

The Transmitter Roll-Out aspects of the problem have received a considerable amount of attention, but
it is important to recognise that turning oV analogue transmitters in a region will be politically impossible
unless a high proportion of the equipment in the home has been converted (not just one TV per household).

There are essentially three ways of persuading people to switch to digital:

1. Create Consumer Demand

— Improved and more reliable DTT reception.

— More information/education about digital TV.

— More Free to Air channels, with interactive capabilities.

— AVordable conversion (equipment and aerials).

2. Force Consumers to Change

— Legislation/regulation to force the inclusion of digital decoders in TVs and VCRs.

— Health warnings or surcharges on analogue equipment.

3. Bribe Consumers to Change

— Overt or hidden subsidies.

At the present time, the first approach is being used. However, this approach suVers from the significant
disadvantage that it is extremely diYcult to create a demand for DTT receiving equipment in a particular
area until DTT coverage is available in that area. This means that the Equipment in the Home process
cannot proceed until the DTT transmitters have started broadcasting. In contrast to this, the second and
third approaches could be used to promote the sale of DTT receiving equipment even if there is no DTT
coverage in the area, thereby allowing the Equipment in the Home process to run in parallel with the
Transmitter Roll-Out process.

1 Digital Terrestrial Television.
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To illustrate this point, the diagram below shows how the fringes of a transmitter coverage area could
create major diYculties for the Equipment in the Home process:

12

Current DTT
coverage

Main
transmitter

Current analogue
coverage

In order to avoid causing interference to analogue services in adjacent areas, DTT transmitters are having
to operate on restricted power until after ASO. As a result, people living in Area 2 in the diagram above will
not receive DTT coverage until ASO is complete, and it will be hard to create consumer demand for digital
TVs and VCRs in this area while no digital services are available. However, if equipment in this area is not
converted prior to ASO, then those homes without satellite or cable will have no television services at all
after ASO. The problems that this would cause are so serious that it is inconceivable that ASO would be
attempted in this situation. Previous transmitter work has demonstrated convincingly that viewers respond
badly to even minor disruption to their TV services, and the disruption caused by ASO is likely to be far
more severe:

— There will be a huge requirement for new digital TVs and VCRs, and for converter boxes to
upgrade existing analogue equipment. This could create a sudden (temporary) surge in demand
for equipment in the area where ASO is occurring, leading to supply problems for retailers.

— The TVTAP2 programme highlighted the lack of suYcient skilled technicians to carry out aerial
and in-home work. In many rural areas, it was necessary to bring in teams of urban-based
contractors tomeet the demand.Whilst this is possible in isolated cases under a centrally-managed
programme, it will be extremely diYcult to achieve if a widespread transition is taking place across
the country.

— There will be a number of people (particularly among the elderly) for whom the conversion to
digital will be simply incomprehensible. TV shops will need large numbers of temporary staV to
install converter boxes for these people, and to explain to them how their favourite programs
are selected.

— Communal aerial systems will have to be upgraded for DTT, and every household served by the
communal aerial system will have to be briefed on the new receiving arrangements. Since
approximately 20% of households in the UK receive their television signals through communal
aerial systems,3 this could lead to a severe shortage of skilled technicians.

Unless the majority of the conversion work in the home has been carried out before ASO occurs in a
region, the industry may not be able to handle the “bow wave” of work that will be generated when the first
analogue service is turned oV. It is therefore essential for the Equipment in the Home process to run in
parallel with the Transmitter Roll-Out process in all areas of the diagram above.

Spectrum limitations mean that roughly 25% of UK homes will remain outside DTT coverage until after
ASO, so these people will have to be forced or incentivised to make their homes “digital ready” prior to
ASO. A high quality marketing campaign, coupled with targeted assistance to vulnerable groups, will
certainly help to drive this process forward.However, people who are willing to convert may find themselves
obstructed by shortages of equipment and skilled technicians, and past experience suggests that there will
also be a significant number of laggards, refusniks and others whowill remain unconverted at the pointwhen
the analogue signals need to be turned oV. It seems likely that the early stages of ASO will be accompanied
by a considerable amount of public anger, and this will inevitably be reflected in media coverage.

Even in areas where DTT coverage has been available for a number of years, the Equipment in the Home
process is facing diYculties. Modern television equipment has a life expectancy that is well in excess of 10
years, so it is reasonable to assume that a high proportion of the equipment being purchased today will still
be operational when ASO occurs. With only a few years to go until ASO begins, new equipment purchases

2 The Television Transmitter Adjustment Programme (TVTAP) was established in 1998 to manage the roll-out of DTT across
the UK in accordance with the requirements imposed on the DTT licence holders by the ITC code. The principal requirement
was that any interference caused to existing analogue television reception by DTT transmissions must be rectified at no cost
to the viewer before the digital transmitter was brought into service.

3 Source: DCMS Digital TV Information for Landlords.
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need to be focused on equipment with built-in digital decoders, but this is not currently the case. Digital
equipment is significantly more expensive than analogue and—for people outside DTT coverage areas—
delivers no immediate benefit.

This issue is often dismissed by pointing out that the price of converter boxes is falling. However, it is
important to realise that each converter box requires a separate remote control, thereby increasing the
complexity of using digital TV. Furthermore, it is impossible to fully restore the functionality of an analogue
VCR by placing a digital converter in front of it. Concerns have also been raised about the power
consumption of a large installed base of converter boxes, and the impact that this could have on the UK’s
CO2 emissions.

In the Channel 5 and TVTAP programmes, the conversion work needed in the home was highly enabled
for the viewers. This required:

— Information and technical support to the public (call centres, leaflets etc).

— Arrangements for vulnerable viewers.

— Selection and regular audit of approved suppliers.

— Complaint handling.

— Security arrangements for home visits.

— Prevention of fraud.

— Relationships with public-facing trade bodies (RETRA, Intellect, CAI, ABI etc).

— Management of media relations/PR.

— Investigation of unforeseen technical issues in the home.

— Addressing shortages of skilled technicians.

Digital UK (formerly SwitchCo) has a role to play here, and it is critically important that it is given the
necessary resources to adequately address all of these areas. Without well funded centralised programme
management, many viewers are likely to find that they cannot obtain the support that they require.

During the last few years, there has been surprisingly little discussion about the issue of programme
management for ASO. For cable and satellite, the switch to digital was driven by the market, and it appears
that there was a general expectation that the same thing would happen in the case of digital terrestrial
television; market forces would drive the conversion of TV receivers to digital over a period of time, and the
decision to close analogue services would be taken when this process had reached a certain threshold. The
Digital Television Action Plan took the line that “the Government can promote and support the take-up of
digital television, but the market has to bear the lion’s share of the work”.

However, converting a free-to-air platform to digital is an entirely diVerent proposition from converting
a pay TV platform. There are a number of reasons for this:

— Suppliers of pay TV services can use subsidies to help their customers to migrate from analogue
to digital. Viewers of free-to-air services do not directly generate any revenue (apart from the
licence fee) that can be used to pay for subsidies.

— Pay TV operators have the ability to force their customers to convert to digital. Within an open,
horizontal market such as DTT, no organization (except the government) has the power to force
people to convert.

— Converting a satellite or cable TV customer to digital normally only involves changes to the main
television in the house. However, every analogue television and VCR in the house will require a
converter box if they are still to be usable after ASO.

— The government has guaranteed that public service broadcasts will continue to be available after
ASO to everyone who can currently receive them. This will cause major problems in areas with
marginal terrestrial coverage, because viewerswho currently accept poor quality analogue pictures
will probably not be able to receive DTT.

— Many users of portable televisions with set top aerials will find that a rooftop aerial is necessary
to receive digital transmissions. The cost of an aerial installation, a converter box and in-house
cabling could be far greater than the original cost of the TV.

For these and other reasons, market forces will not be suYcient to drive ASO to completion, and a
centrally-managed programmewill be necessary. Fortunately, the Channel 5 retuning programme—and the
subsequent TVTAP programme—provided valuable experience that can be put to good use in the ASO
programme. However, it is important to recognise that ASO will be far more complicated than anything
previously attempted:

— Previous programs were confined to particular geographic areas. ASO will aVect every television
viewer in the country.
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— In previous programmes, statistical techniques were used to predict how many people would be
aVected by a particular transmitter change. For ASO, it can be stated with certainty that anyone
who is still watching analogue signals will be aVected. This means that the scale of the problems
generated in a particular area by ASO are likely to be far greater than anything previously
experienced.

— The purpose of previous programmes was to correct interference caused by transmitter changes.
Viewers who experienced interference very rarely found that their services were completely
unwatchable, so most re-tuning visits could be scheduled eYciently (ie they were not emergency
visits). ASO, on the other hand, will eliminate some existing services completely—people will not
be able to “make do” with a degraded picture.

— Previous programmes provided services free of charge to those viewers who were aVected by
transmitter changes. Restoring service after ASO will almost certainly involve the viewer in some
expenditure.

— Simulcasting techniques are currently being usedwithin theDTT coverage areas to allow a gradual
migration from analogue to digital. However, spectrum congestion will prevent the use of
simulcasting in many areas, so a “big bang” changeover will be required instead. A change-over
of this sort will involve major disruption to viewers, and will be much more diYcult to manage.

— Previous programmes had a clear programme sponsor who set the requirements and provided the
necessary funding.

Mentor was originally founded because it was clear that a large number of programmes (in both the public
and the private sector) were spectacularly failing to meet their objectives. Sadly, we continue to hear about
critically important programmes that have wasted large amounts of money and failed to achieve their
objectives. Research commissioned by Mentor shows that the ten most common reasons for programme
failure are as follows:

— Lack of programme management capability.

— Objectives not clearly defined.

— Inexperienced people assigned to key activities.

— Limited support from top management.

— Unrealistic plans that overlook key tasks.

— Incompatibility with other organisational goals.

— Relentless optimism, particularly with novel technologies.

— Absence of meaningful controls.

— Inadequate resources.

— Undisciplined cost management.

Great care will be necessary to ensure that the ASO programme does not repeat these classic mistakes.
The establishment of Digital UK indicates a recognition that a programme organization is required, but
Digital UK must be in a position to make the fundamental tradeoVs between Scope, Timescales and Cost
that are an essential part of programmemanagement. Furthermore, ASO has many diVerent stakeholders,4
so Digital UK must have the authority to arbitrate between them if consensus breaks down. It does not
appear that Digital UK has been set up to run the programme in this way.

In our view, a Programme Manager should be like the general on a battlefield. To be successful, he must
have the authority to ensure that the resources under his command are used as eVectively as possible in
pursuit of the agreed strategy. However, we find that the term Programme Manager is often used to refer
to someone whose role is closer to that of a war correspondent—someone who reports on the state of the
battle from the sidelines, but is unable to control what is going on.

At the launch of Digital UK (SwitchCo), it was stated that the organisation had three major tasks:

— “To co-ordinate the technical roll out of digital terrestrial television across the UK, region by
region, to a timetable yet to be confirmed by the Government”.

— “To communicate with the public about digital switchover to ensure everyone knows what is
happening, what they need to do, and when”.

— “To liaise with TV equipment manufacturers, retailers, digital platform operators and consumer
groups to ensure understanding of and support for the switchover programme”.

Words such as “co-ordinate”, “communicate” and “liaise” raise concerns that Digital UK may turn out
to be closer to a war correspondent than a general. Digital UK is critically important to the success of ASO,
but it will only succeed if its remit includes real accountability. ASO will be one of the largest and most
complex programmes ever undertaken in this country, so Digital UK should be built around a core team
of professional programme managers who have real experience of delivering diYcult programmes.

4 ASO stakeholders include DCMS, DTI, Ofcom, local & regional government, broadcasters, industry bodies (eg Intellect,
RETRA, CAI), consumer groups, equipment manufacturers, retailers, installers, transmitter operators and social services.
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To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed ASO programme, some pilot trials are necessary. Pilot
trials are used during large programmes to:

— check the scaling of key dimensions;

— refine processes;

— verify key assumptions;

— establish performance benchmarks;

— test security procedures;

— test data management procedures.

The Ferryside Technical Trial provided some valuable feedback from viewers about the benefits of going
digital, but it was not a true pilot:

— Householders were given the equipment free of charge, so the trial failed to answer critical
questions about how much householders are prepared (or able) to pay to convert to digital.

— Although householders were expected to install the equipment themselves, a substantial amount
of help was provided free of charge to anyone who ran into diYculties.

— Communication with the public was unrealistically extensive (meetings in village halls to
demonstrate equipment etc). The trial left many unanswered questions about the eVectiveness of
the marketing messages and the processes that will be used during the national ASO programme.

Comments on theProtection ofVulnerableGroups inTerms ofFinancial andPracticalAssistance

A number of techniques were developed during the Channel 5 programme for helping vulnerable groups
such as the elderly, the disabled, people on low incomes and people for whom English is not their first
language. We have discussed these issues during numerous meetings with broadcasters, civil servants and
regulators.

The government should be particularly concerned to protect vulnerable groups from fraudsters who will
seek to exploit the public’s lack of understanding of the ASO process. The bow wave of work that will move
from region to region during ASO will place tremendous pressure on local aerial contractors and television
retailers, and this will increase the opportunities for fraudsters to move in. The Channel 5 programme
included extensive security procedures, and was conducted in close consultation with the police. However,
theChannel 5 security arrangements were successful because theywere activelymanaged by a strong, central
programme management organisation; there is a risk that the more distributed nature of the ASO
programme will blur responsibilities and substantially increase the risks.

The costs of conversion will clearly be an issue for people on low incomes. A typical household is likely
to have to buy about three converter boxes, and possibly an aerial upgrade as well. Unfortunately, the
Channel 5 and TVTAP programmes created an expectation among members of the public that reception
problems caused by transmitter changes would be resolved free of charge. There will certainly be people
arguing that the same principle should apply to ASO.

29 September 2005

Memorandum submitted by David Elstein

I am here in a personal capacity. I have been involved in broadcasting for more than 40 years, and
for the last decade have been a persistent voice in questioning the wisdom and eYcacy of the proposal
to switch oV the analogue television system whilst tens of millions of households remained wholly or
partially dependent upon it.

Part of my critique has been based on my experience at Channel Five, where a legal requirement to
retune individual household videos that might suVer interference from Channel Five signals was a
condition of launching the service in each transmitter area.

We visited 10 million homes. We spent nine months and £165 million doing so. As it turned out, the
task was almost wholly unnecessary, as only 2% of videos were ever aVected by Channel Five’s signals,
and a cheap blocker could have been posted to each aVected home that would have instantly halted
interference.

Retuning visits were simple: in ten minutes or so, any video (and very few houses had more than one)
could be tuned to an unaVected frequency, or a blocker installed. A screwdriver was the only equipment
needed. Very simple training was all that the temporary workforce required. By comparison with this
exercise, analogue switch-oV (ASO) is vastly more complex, with more potential for chaos and consumer
revolt than any other civilian project in our history, including North Sea gas conversion and
decimalisation.
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The most relevant precedent was the replacement of 405-line VHF TV transmission with 625-line UHF
transmission. That process was driven by an irresistible consumer proposition—colour television and a
third channel—not available by any other route (unlike digital television); was aided by the prevalence
of TV rental companies, who supported the changeover (rental has virtually disappeared these days); was
eased by the small number of TV sets in use (less than 25 million) and complete absence of videos (which
had not been invented); and was helped by the relative speed of household replacement of TVs at that
time (modern sets can last 20 years, compared with 6–7 in the past).

Even so, we waited 21 years from the introduction of UHF before the last VHF transmitter was
switched oV: at which point a mere 15,000 homes were still dependent upon 405-lines.

Yet ASO is being launched just 10 years after the introduction of digital, and when the number of
analogue devices—TVs and videos—numbers between 80 and 100 million, and is rising by 5–7 million
every year. The potential for consumer confusion, dismay and resistance is huge. The potential costs are
vast. The supposed benefits are negligible. So why are we doing it?

It’s important to make a clear distinction between DSO—Digital Switch Over—and ASO—Analogue
Switch OV.

DSO is a natural process whereby consumers progressively—and voluntarily—upgrade their television
reception and video recording equipment from analogue to digital, so as to enjoy the greater choice and
flexibility that digital oVers.

ASO should be a consequence of DSO. As consumers become less dependent upon analogue television
transmissions, broadcasters and policymakers can make informed and carefully measured judgements as
to when to withdraw analogue transmissions, area by area, region by region.

It is a truism to say that digital broadcasting is more eYcient than analogue. Nothing follows from
this as far as the consumer is concerned. Virtually every household in the land can enjoy the benefits of
digital choice without losing the many other benefits of analogue continuation.

As long as analogue signals are required for the functioning of tens of millions of TVs and videos, in
which consumers have invested billions of pounds, there would be immense consumer loss if those signals
were arbitrarily withdrawn. Only a very strong economic argument would begin to justify the great
upheaval and welfare loss that would result from premature ASO.

There is no such argument. All the evidence is that the very modest benefits that might be derived
from re-allocation of analogue spectrum—and even those are mostly non-cash—are overwhelmed by the
cost of premature ASO, let alone the massive disruption it would cause. The likelihood, in any case, is
that released spectrum would be re-used for more television channels, marginally improving the appeal
of just one of the many means of receiving digital television.

Chris Goodall and Andrew Wheen have put into their written submissions a set of considerations in
relation to both cost and practicability. The cost estimates they have generated cover diVerent areas.

Andrew looks at planning and building new DTT transmitters; a decade or more of parallel
transmissions of analogue and digital terrestrial television; post-ASO spectrum re-arrangement and
upgrades; fill-in arrangements at the edge of DTT coverage; upgrading existing analogue TVs and VCRs;
upgrading rooftop aerials and communal aerials; and managing the transition process. My estimate of
these costs approaches £8 billion.

This total absorbs both the Consumer Panel’s estimate of help to the vulnerable and Chris Goodall’s
estimate of household costs of reception. It does not include his estimate of the NPV of a proportion
of the added electricity costs of using equipment that needs to be left on all the time: £3.5 billion is
his figure.

Nor does it include a range of costs that arise from a series of policy decisions associated with the
pre-emptive launch of digital terrestrial television—DTT—and the pressure to deliver ASO as a
consequence. These include the unnecessary bribe to ITV to induce it to take part in the DTT adventure,
with a cost to the Treasury in excess of £1 billion; the parallel decision to allow Channel 4 to squander
the Treasury’s share of its surplus revenues on DTT transmission and new digital channels—another
£500 million; and the permission given to the BBC to launch a raft of digital channels, which would
surely never have been granted just for transmission on cable and satellite—at least £3 billion.

Some people have noted that if the amount spent so far on the BBC’s new digital channels—
purportedly designed to help drive digital take-up, but actually barely watched—had instead been spent
on providing free satellite dishes, digital take-up in the UK would now be 95%, rather than 62%, and
the fraught process of ASO would look a little less daunting: though we should never forget that figures
for digital take-up only ever refer to one TV per home, which is between a third and a quarter of all
analogue devices, nor that attaching a digital set-top box to a video can never fully restore its current
functionality after ASO.

That 95% take-up figure, by the way, was originally set as a pre-condition for ASO by Chris Smith
in 1998. It has now been abandoned. Ofcom currently forecasts that in 2010—half way through the
intended switch-oV period—there will still be five million homes without any digital connection, and only
41% of all TV sets will be digitally enabled: a situation seemingly designed to engender consumer fury.
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Indeed, Ofcom itself notes that the costs of ASO will be borne “primarily by some consumers who would
not purchase digital TV otherwise and by the larger number of households who would not choose to
convert secondary TV sets and video recorders”. This is the consequence of forcible state intervention
in the realm of consumer choice.

So, I repeat, why are we doing this?

The nominal reason is advanced in the government’s green paper on the future of the BBC. “27% of
households will be unable to get digital terrestrial services until the analogue terrestrial signal is switched
oV. We will therefore pursue digital switchover as the only way to ensure that the benefits of high quality
free-to-air television are available to all”.

Surely there has never been such a blatant non sequitur in a government publication. The “benefits
of high quality free to air television” are already available, through satellite delivery, to eVectively all of
those 27%. Indeed, the chances are that 30–40% of the 27% already have a digital connection, through
cable or satellite. It is bizarre that the least useful of all digital platforms should be regarded as an essential
requirement for all consumers, irrespective of the cost of provision. DTT oVers the fewest channels and
least choice, little interactivity and only modest opportunities for upgrading to new technological services,
such as high definition.

Moreover, it is a well-attested fact that delivering digital television to the most remote 5% of households
is far more expensive through DTT than through satellite. The optimum number of DTT transmitters
is between 80 and 120. Yet the government is committed to the conversion of all 1,154 terrestrial
transmitters to DTT, even though the additional cost, in capital and operating expenditure as compared
with satellite, runs to hundreds of millions a year.

So we should ask: cui bono? Obviously, it is not the consumer or the public purse. The only real
beneficiaries are the vested interests with something to gain from ASO, led by the terrestrial broadcasters.

It was the BBC that pursued DTT when no-one else supported it. Suitably induced, the other terrestrial
broadcasters have joined suit. What they see is a digital platform, to which they have been granted
privileged access, which tightly restricts the number of channels available, and so protects them against
new entrants and their audience share against digital fragmentation. In Freeview homes, the terrestrial
channels and their spin-oVs obtain nearly 90% of all viewing: by far the best outcome achieved on any
digital platform.

Channel 4 recently revealed that it captured a 14% viewing share in 5-channel homes, 11% in Freeview,
and 7% in homes with access to 400 channels. For Channel 4, 11% is survivable; 7% not.

The BBC has a further motive. Greg Dyke revealed in his memoirs that the primary motive in launching
Freeview was to establish a large population of digital set-top boxes without a conditional access slot,
so as to block any attempt to push the BBC into a digital subscription (as originally advocated by Gavyn
Davies before he became BBC chairman), or any move to replace the licence fee as a whole with voluntary
subscription.

Bizarrely, the BBC currently argues that one of the reasons for ASO is to end the unfairness of a
significant minority of licence fee payers funding the BBC digital channels for years without having any
access to them. These non-digital households are predominantly the poor and the elderly: so the BBC
now proposes to compensate for those years of unfairness to them by increasing the licence fee burden
with which so many of them already struggle.

At least Greg Dyke has come out against using the licence fee to pursue ASO, which is the government’s
current proposal, in which the BBC has concurred. The foolishness of involving the BBC in the making
of discretionary payments to householders in order to assist the passage to digital is only matched by
the impropriety of using the most regressive form of public funding in our society, whose purpose is
supposedly the provision of broadcast services, to promote a government engineering project.

Of course, politicians have been complicit in this process from the start, persuaded that leaving the
digital future—let alone the BBC and regulated television—to the likes of US-financed cable firms and
Murdoch-dominated BSkyB was unwise. The prospects of billions from post-ASO spectrum sales
underpinned the original DTT proposition. Those prospects, like the idea of universal Internet access
through the TV, have faded or disappeared. Instead, we have chosen to re-invent spectrum scarcity in
the age of spectrum plenty: and tried to explain to consumers that the enormous cost of doing so is in
their interests.

Like Brer Rabbit and the tar baby, government has become attached to ASO, and does not know how
to detach itself. Instead, plunging onward and hoping for the best is chosen policy. Reluctant to face
the odium of the potential failure of this high-risk strategy, ministers invite the BBC to bear a significant
proportion of the most visible costs. The BBC, trying to defend its Charter and its licence fee—and,
almost laughably in these circumstances, its independence—has succumbed.
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In yet another priceless non-sequitur, Michael Grade has said: “if the government wants to use the
licence fee to achieve an objective that is at the core of the BBC—universal coverage, universal
availability—I don’t see how we can object.” That digital television already enjoys eVective universal
coverage and availability does not seem to enter the argument. As we can see, the cost of the ASO project
is not just monetary.

So we are committed to using a compulsory and regressive tax to pursue a compulsory and regressive
policy, at least partially in defence of that compulsory and regressive tax. On top of massive sunk costs,
we will sink even more massive costs, with open-ended consumer pain arising from an ill-thought-through
and daunting technical operation on an unprecedented scale. And we have yet to think of a good reason
for the premature imposition of what will either happen naturally or need not happen at all.

8 November 2005

Witnesses: Mr Chris Goodall, Dr Andrew Wheen, Mentor, Dr Jeremy Klein, Scientific Generics, and
Mr David Elstein, examined.

Q1 Chairman:Goodmorning everybody. This is the traumatic is sometimes used. For people in their
middle years and lower, the idea of having a digitalfirst session of our inquiry into the Government’s

plans to switch oV the analogue signal between 2008 set-top box in the room is almost second-nature, but
for many of the old, who have never used computersand 2012. This is a policy which is clearly going to

impact on every household in the land, and the and who find electronics very diYcult, the
imposition of digital terrestrial television is going topurpose of our inquiry is to shine a search-light into

the Government’s rationale for carrying out this be something of no benefit and significant cost.
There is one other area I would like to deal with;policy and how it intends to go about it, and perhaps

to raise and seek answers to some of the questions other people will deal with more. The impact on the
UK’s electricity consumption from forcing people towhich have not yet been addressed suYciently,

certainly in the public domain. Therefore, at our first buy set-top boxes for every TV and analogue video
recorder in their house is significant. There is somesession, we have invited four diVerent analysts, all of

whom have conducted quite a lot of work in this debate about exactly how significant, but I have
some figures, which I would be happy to give to thearea. I hope that you will guide us as to the kinds of

diYcult questions which we need to be putting to Committee’s staV afterwards, to justify my view that
the cost is somewhere between £500–700 million perthose who will be appearing at future sessions of this

Committee. Can I welcome Chris Goodall, Dr year to UK consumers; and the net impact on
carbon-dioxide emissions is significant, probablyAndrewWheen fromMentor,Dr JeremyKlein from

Scientific Generics and David Elstein now of between three and four million tons a year of
carbon-dioxide, at a time when we are working verySparrowhawkMedia. Canwe start oV by asking you

to say what you think are the main justifications for hard to keepwithin theKyoto constraints. Those are
the things which I would like to identify first as theswitching oV the analogue television signal and what

you see as the diYculties that are going to have to be problems. I would like to come back when other
people have finished perhaps.overcome?Who would like to begin? Chris Goodall,

you are first on the list. Dr Wheen: I do not want to say too much on the
justification side, because I think we are where weMr Goodall: You ask two questions: first of all, the

main benefit to the UK economy and society and, are. I would certainly have some diYculty with a lot
of the justifications that have been used.second, the major costs and uncertainties. As far as

I can see, the only significant benefit to digital Nonetheless, we are where we are. I prefer to focus
on the problems that I see, and in particular the areaswitch-oV is that it will give a limited number of

extra channels to those people outside the Freeview of programme management, which is certainly a
particular expertise of the company I work for. If wereception area. There will also be some increment to

the television channels available to people in other look at big programmes in both the public and the
private sector, what we find is that they very oftenparts of the country, but every time this issue is

examined the number of extra television channels deliver late, overrun on cost severely and usually do
not deliver what was intended in the first place; so onthat we are going to get falls. Those are, I think, the

only significant benefits to the UK economy and its those three key criteria of scope, timescale and cost
they seem to fail on an extremely regular basis. Wepeople. What are the problems? These range from

the important to the extremely severe. I will deal have done some research to try and find out why that
might be, and what we have found is that almostwith the issues which I think are most important for

theUK economy and society; I am sure other people invariably they fail for the same reasons. There are
ten reasons why programmes fail and fail again. Iwill come up with diVerent ones. To me the most

important thing is that for a large fraction of the have listed them in my written submission. To
summarise them briefly, they are lack of programmepopulation, perhaps 20%, digital TV represents

nothing of benefit whatsoever—they do not want management capability within the organisation,
objectives not clearly defined, unrealistic plans thatmore television channels—but digital terrestrial is

being imposed upon these people, and for many, overlook key tasks, absence of meaningful controls,
inexperienced people assigned to key activities,particularly the old and vulnerable, this will be

costly and extremely stressful, indeed the word limited support from top management (who in this
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case would be the Government), relentless optimism would have diYculties using the equipment, but the
issue of aVordability seems to have got lost, and we(particularly with novel technologies), inadequate

resources and undisciplined cost management. I am must not forget, I think, that for some people £25 is
a lot of money. That sector of the population seemssad to say, those ten reasons keep coming back time

and again; whether it is the Passport OYce, the to have got lost in the deliberations so far.
Criminal Records Bureau, the Scottish Parliament Mr Elstein:Mr Chairman, I should emphasise that
building, you name it, they are always there. I think I am here in a personal capacity. Although I chair a
it is sad that in our view the analogue switch-oV number of companies, none of them to has anything
programme may be going to be one of the first to do with this issue, at least not directly. I have been
programmes to fail in all ten counts. It is hard to concerned with this issue for a decade, and, having
prove it on some of them because a lot of what is spent 40 years in broadcasting, my concern largely
being planned is still under wraps and it is diYcult to arises from my experience of Channel Five where I
get at what is being planned, but where stuV is in the was in charge of the only recent vaguely comparable
public domain we have to say that it does not fill us exercise, the video retuning that preceded the launch
with confidence. This is particularly sad: because if of Channel Five nine years ago. Andrew’s company
you look at what has happened in the past, were the project managers for it, and it is no
particularly under Sir Peter Gershon at the OGC, reflection on Mentor when I say that the project
who did a lot of good work trying to get rigorous ended up costing three times as much as was
programme management methodologies into originally budgeted, taking three times as long. It
government programmes, and if you look at what is was actually very well managed. It was just one of
apparently going on within analogue switch-oV, it those things where typically you do not foresee all
appears that all that has been thrown to the wind the problems as they arise. I should also emphasise
andwe are back to the “hope for the best” approach. that, compared with analogue switch-oV, video
What I would like to see is a much more rigorous retuning was trivial. Nobody was ever going to lose
approach to programme management and television reception; the company was required by
eVectively much better control. The problem with law to anticipate any problems and solve them. The
programme management is that sometimes you get impact of Channel Five signals on videos turned out
programme managers who are little more than to be tiny—round about 2%—and all you needed to
reporters. In the analogy we often use of a do to avoid that impact was to have some partly-
battlefield, the programme manager is the general trained individual with a screwdriver spend ten
who is marshalling his forces, who is making tactical minutes in your home either retuning your video or
decisions, who is keeping stuV in reserve and installing a blocker. There was nothing to it, but it
throwing forces into the action in pursuit of an cost us £165 million and it took us nine months. I
agreed strategic objective. Far too often the would anticipate that analogue switch-oV is not ten
programmemanagers we see are little more thanwar times more diYcult, even though there are ten times
correspondents. They are sitting on the side-lines more analogue devices involved, it is possibly 100
writing despatches back to base telling them how it times more diYcult in terms of scope, scale, cost,
is but they are not able to eVect what is going on at expertise, impact on the consumer and the potential
all. If you look at the remit that SwitchCo, or Digital for disaster. The problem really is that everyone
UK has been given when they launched a few understands the point of digital television, or nearly
months ago, the three objectives that they stated everyone does, and digital switch-over is a
began as follows: “to coordinate, to communicate, completely natural progress that will happen at the
to liaise”. These are not words like “to manage, “to pace that consumers want it to happen or suppliers
control”, “to organise”—they are much softer, want it to happen. An analogue switch-oV (ASO), as
much weaker words—and what we are very much opposed to digital switch-over (DSO), should be a
afraid of is that we have not got a general here, we consequence of DSO, not a pre-condition of it. In
have got a war correspondent, and we think that will otherwords, as digital take-up progresses youwill be
lead to trouble. able to see, as broadcasters and policy-makers,

where you can switch oV your analogue transmittersDr Klein: To a large extent I think the public will
understand this transition as being inevitable, and and replace them, painlessly for the most part, with

digital transmissions. Our problem is that we aretherefore the overall transition from analogue to
digital is something that people will accept. The committed to a process which is horrendously

premature. Ofcom itself predicts that halfwayproblem, I think, comes with the coercion involved
in doing it. Our evidence showed that people will through the analogue switch-oV process at least five

million homes will still not have a single digitalwant to see a properly made public interest case so
that they can see that, even if it incurs costs or other connection; only 40% of TVs and videos will be

digitally enabled at that point. It is utterlyinconvenience to them personally, there is a broader
public interest that is served, and it is not totally astonishing. The last time this nation went through

a process remotely like this, which was the transferclear that that public interest case has been made. In
terms of diYculties, the only thing I would add to from 405 line VHF transmissions to 625 line UHF

transmissions, it took us 21 years (from 1964 towhat other people have said would be that the
current support arrangements envisaged for 1985), it was a fraction of the complexity of this

operation, a quarter of the number of TVs, and thedisadvantaged and vulnerable people may not be
adequate. The track that has been gone down has video had not been invented. The UHF proposition

was overwhelmingly attractive: colour TV for theconcentrated on elderly people and people who
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first time and a third channel (BBC Two), the rental HD—in actual fact DTT may prove a temporary
companies were easing the process and TVs did not phenomenon and that further down the line people
last very long anyway in those days, roughly seven may want services which they will have to take from
years. I have got a TV that is 35 years old which is satellite, or cable, or IPTV, but which simply cannot
still functioning perfectly well. Most TVs last 15 to be supplied by DTT.
20 years, and most consumers regard their old TVs Mr Elstein: The oYcial reason given in the
as important as their new TVs. Even that process, Government’s Green Paper on the Future of the
which was remarkably simple by comparison, was BBC is this: “Twenty-seven per cent of households
never completed. No government would take will be unable to get digital terrestrial services until
responsibility for full switch-oV of VHF until 1985, the analogue terrestrial signal is switched oV.Wewill
and at that point 15,000 homes—not five million therefore pursue digital switch-over as the only way
homes, 15,000 homes—were dependent on VHF to ensure that the benefits of high quality free-to-air
signals. What we are embarking upon is something television are available to all.” Of course, the
of immense complexity, fraught with danger and benefits of high quality free-to-air television are
which has no consumer benefit at all, inmy view, and available to all today. You get more choice, more
where the costs are immense. The lowest estimate I quality from satellite or cable, which all of those 20%
have seen is eight billion pounds. The benefits are of homes can get now, you do not have to switch oV

tiny in terms of release spectrum value or even anything to deliver it; and, by the way, 20–30% of
nominal consumer benefits andwhere all the benefits those homes already have digital television because
of digital television can be made available through they are getting it from cable or satellite. It is the
cable or satellite without switching oV analogue at biggest non sequitur I have ever seen in any
all. We could quite legitimately proceed with government publication. It is an impossible logic.
analogue transmissions alongside the 80 DTT On that basis, even if it cost you £100,000 billion to
transmitters we already have for as long as get the DTT signal to the last person in the most
consumers derive benefit, and as long as tens of remote part of England, you would do it because
millions of analogue televisions and videos derive that is what you do; you give them a choice of three
benefit—and, by theway, we add five to eightmillion platforms instead of two.Why? There has to be some
of those to our national stock every year even now— cost-benefit analysis behind all of this.
why are we doing it? There is only one main reason Dr Wheen: I did do an analysis of this a couple of
why we are doing it, apart from the fact that the years ago, and one of the things I found was, if you
Government finds itself committed, and that is it is look at the cost per additional user and compared
of benefit to the terrestrial broadcasters. The rolling out DTT further or putting them on satellite
terrestrial broadcasters have driven this process with some kind of subsidy to take out cost
from the start and they are the main beneficiaries. diVerences, that wewere actually about at the break-
Channel Four gives very eloquent reasoning for even point now. It depends on the assumptions you
supporting DTT and ASO. Last week they make exactly where the break-even point comes,
announced that in five-channel homes they enjoyed whether it is the current 80 transmitters or whether
a 14% viewing share. In true multi-channel homes— it is 120 or something like that, but we are at the start
400-channel homes, Sky, Cable—they enjoyed a 7% of a very long tail of transmitters. By the time DTT
viewing share. In Freeview homes, which have very is fully rolled out it will be something like 1,100
limited capacity (30 channels), they keep an 11% transmitters, of which we have currently got 80.
audience share. Freeview, DTT’s delivery There is an awfully long tail there, and, as you get
mechanism is our way of replicating spectrum further down that tail, there is a very strong law of
scarcity in the digital age. The terrestrial channels diminishing returns to the point where, when you get
and their spin-oVs retain 90% of all viewing in near the end, you are paying well over a thousand
Freeview homes. That is why they are so committed pounds per home to put them on this service and yet
to the complete roll-out of DTT, even though there the cost of putting them on satellite would be a
is an overwhelming economic case for limiting DTT fraction of that; and so I think there is a very good
transmissions to 80 maybe 120 transmitters, not to case to be made for using satellite fill-in, at least in
1,154, which is current government policy. Eleven some of the more remote areas, rather than rolling
per cent is a survivable audience share for Channel out the DTT network literally to replace the
Four, 7% is not. It is a classic situation qui bono: if analogue network, which is going to be an extremelyyou want to know why we are going where we are challenging thing to do. As you say, of course, goinggoing look for who benefits, and you do not have to forward, Sky for sure will push high definition TV.look far.

The DTT platform is already band-width
constricted, it will become much more so if it is
having to compete with high definition broadcastsQ2 Chairman: One of the prime justifications that
on other platforms, and, of course, if you did adopthas been given by the Government for switch-oV is
the approach of using satellite fill-in, it would meanto extend the choice for the consumer to the whole
that you could complete analogue switch-over muchpopulation so that almost everybody will have
earlier. The time taken to build all these newaccess to Freeview should they choose that
transmitters would no longer be a problem, becauseparticular platform.Do you think that the long-term
the satellite is up in the air right now. You couldpotential of DTT is secure, or is it arguable that, as
avoid a lot of what I call the big bang switch-overstechnology improves, as applications become more

spectrum hungry—I am thinking particularly of where one day people are on analogue the next they
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are on digital. That is what a lot of switch-overs will these figures have fallen. We have been told that the
have to be in this country because there is no other information is too secret to release and therefore
way of doing it—you cannot simulcast—and those outsiders are unable to gain access to the DTI/
will be extremely traumatic experiences, they will go DCMS numbers. I would suggest everything else
badly wrong in some cases and people will get that they have identified is significantly overstated,
extremely angry, but you would largely avoid that and I have written one piece of paper, which I am
using satellite fill-in, and so I think there is a very happy to leave behind, which goes into why the
strong case to be made. All this stuV about there individual categories the DTI has identified are
being 2% or 3% of people who cannot get satellite, if major overstatements of the public benefits.
you look at the studies of where those people are Mr Elstein: I have left with the Committee a little
they are mainly people in the cities, they are people note of where I think all these numbers truly are.
sitting behind tower blocks who cannot see the AndrewWheen andChrisGoodall have in their own
satellite; the people out in the wilds of the country on estimates magically come up with numbers between
the whole can. six and seven billion pounds in costs which curiously
Dr Klein: I think your question concerned whether do not substantially overlap. When you add the
DTT was a fill-in technology that would not have a individual costs together, they are getting over the
long life. I comment that digital television is not a ten billion, and I think they leave out many, many
particularly good medium for interactive use, and I costs which are part and parcel of the whole DTT
think there is some evidence that people do not look adventure which have been buried long ago. I give as
to television for too much interactivity anyway; so I an example the BBC’s digital channels. I do not
am not sure that the criticism that DTT is not very believe for a moment that any government could
interactive is a strong one. In terms of the limited have authorised the BBC to spend £300 million a
availability of channels, when we did our survey a year on digital channels to go on cable and satellite.
few years ago we found that of the households It was only because they were going to go on to
without digital television two-thirds were happy digital terrestrial television that they got
with the five channels that they had at the time; so I authorisation. Indeed, if the BBC had spent on
think we have to be cautious about believing that giving away free satellite dishes what they have spent
there will be a widespread demand for a very large so far on their barely-watched digital channels, we
number of channels. I think those two issues tend to would have 95% first set digital take-up now as
suggest that DTT is not as fragile a proposition as opposed to 62%. There is a lot of money being spent
some of the other people have suggested. for a lot of individual purposes which do not figure

in the DTI cost-benefit analysis, and I think a lot of
the benefits in the DTI numbers are, as Chris says,Q3 Paul Farrelly: David, I think you mentioned the
heavily exaggerated. There is a very simple issuemagic words “cost benefit analysis”. In asking this
here. From a consumer point of view analoguequestion I am at a complete and utter disadvantage,
television is a terrific benefit. You can get signalsbecause I have a DTI statement saying that there are
virtually anywhere in the country, nearly all yourquantifiable benefits in terms of net present value to
televisions can work with a set-top aerial—thethe UK of between 1.1 to 2.2 billion, but I do not
signals are not particularly good sometimes, butknow what they have included in that and what they
they are there—your video recorder functions, youhave excluded. I tend to be sceptical in these things:
can record one programme while watching another.because if people decide it is a good thing generally,
Post analogue switch-oV no video recorder, eventhey will throw in anything that will support their
with a digital set-top box, will be able to deliver thatcase. I just wondered whether the panel generally
functionality. Eighty-seven per cent of thewould care to comment on the figures that have been
population have video recorders, all of which willbanded around and what you understand, before we
have substantially reduced functionality as regardsask for the specific figures from the Department, is
ASO, even if they put in a digital upgrade. So fromin and what is out and how those figures can be
a consumer point of view the negatives aresupported?
overwhelming; from a public purse point of view theMrGoodall:The benefits that theDTI/DCMS study
numbers are stunning. Andrew has just taken youidentified amounted to about six billion pounds in
through the digital transmission issues. Those extratotal of which about half was the benefit to
900 and something, no, just over a thousandcustomers not currently covered by DTT of getting
transmitters, if you add up from Andrew’s analysisextra channels (2.7 million). That amounts to
the additional capex and opex, you come to a figureapproximately an estimate of £900 per household
of between £700 and £800 million unnecessaryfrom getting the incremental channels from DTT,
expenditure to deliver a worse quality product to theand I have to say that that is completely at variance
consumer. I just would not put too much emphasiswith all other work that has been done on the value
on the DTI figures. You need to do a completelyof those channels. The BBC, for example, has valued
independent cost-benefit analysis and I suggest youits own digital channels for the purpose of its licence
have had two cost-analyses already.fee submissions and it has come up with a figure of
Dr Klein: May I say that calculating the costs toabout £40 a year for those channels. There is, in my
consumers turns out to be a very diYcult exerciseview, no clearmethodology behind this whichwould
because of the very blurred dividing line betweenjustify the figures, and, as I have said in my note to
voluntary expenditures in relation to switch-overthe Committee, attempts by people from outside to

get a better understanding of the justification of and compulsory expenditures. If, for example, I go
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out and buy a set-top box three years before switch- expensive to maintain; so I think a decision not to
switch over is probably a decision not to haveover is to occur in my region, am I voluntarily

buying that set-top box because I want the extra terrestrial broadcasting or television and switching
to digital, therefore, is a necessary if one wants tochannels or am I being forced to do so in preparation

for switch-over? According to where one puts that have terrestrial television into the future.
dividing line, one gets very diVerent answers. The Mr Elstein: As and when somebody manages a
same thing applies to VCRs. We know that VCRs national switch-over I will be fascinated and I will
are a dated technology and new technologies are takemyhat oV to them. The issue here is notwhether
coming in their place; so if I replace my VCR with a you are going to be left behind. We are already very
digital DVD am I being forced to do so to cater for advanced in terms of digital take-up, partly driven
switch-over, or am Imerely making an investment in by market forces, private investment, partly driven
new technology for myself? In the work we have by the huge public investment that we can put into
done this has been quite an issue, trying to draw a digital terrestrial television anyway. The issue here is
sensible dividing line. at what point do you inject compulsion into the

process? Why do you want to inject it in 2008 ratherDr Wheen: I cannot add much to what has already
been said. It is certainly true that any cost-benefit than 2010 or 2012? What you inevitably do by that

intervention is you increase the cost and pain of theanalysis is likely to come up with the answer they
want to come up with, and so it depends on how process. The longer you wait for the market to take

itself along, for people to work out that, “Freeviewyou treat a whole load of things that are very hard
to quantify. One thing I would say is that any boxes at thirty-five quid are terrific. I am going to

install one on every TV and I am going to give onebenefit analysis that looks at the cost of the released
spectrum, and assumes any significant value is to my granny”, you ease the problem rather than

building up resistance to it. I do not agree withprobably wrong. There was a consultation done
several years ago, I think by the DTI, if I recall Jeremy that terrestrial broadcasting will wither

away. At any moment in time, when an analoguecorrectly, looking at spectrum planning issues, and
one of the responses to that came from Nokia, who transmitter is nearing the end of its useful life, a

broadcaster or a group of broadcasters have to takebasically said, “Please, do not assume that there is
another bonanza here in this freed up spectrum. We a view, “What dowe do?Replace it with an analogue

transmitter or work out a way of substituting awould not dream of producing equipment for the
mobile networks to work in this spectrum because digital one?” That is the nature of the process. If you

want a national plan, then what you want is a reallyit would be a UK specific; it would not be available
across Europe. There is no volume in it for us. We high-class, high-powered project management team.

We do not have that. For the biggest single civilare not interested”; and I think you will find that
is still the case. It is very likely that any spectrum project in the history of this country we do not have

that. It is bigger than North Sea Gas conversion,that gets freed up will be used to bolster the DTT
platform. bigger than decimalisation.We have announced that

we are going to do it. We have absolutely no
mechanism for delivery.

Q4Mr Farrelly: This leads me to my supplementary Paul Farrelly:Chairman, I hopewewill be asking for
on this, which is: what weight should be attached to the figures behind the cost-benefit analysis, and I
statements such as, “We will not be able to release would hope that, as a regulator, Ofcom might test
the entire spectrum. That could give us another those figures well in the public interest.
bonanza à la 3G Mobile”, and also what weight
should we give to statements such as, “This is the
way of the future. If we do not switch over we risk Q5 Adam Price: Dr Wheen, you referred to, I think
being left behind. We will be Vinyl GB”, as it were? “trauma” was the word you used, that could flow

from a big bang approach to switch-over, and thisMr Goodall: There is no other country in the world
that is systematically engaged in a system of seems to run slightly counter to the claims the

Government are making in relation to its trialcompulsory switch-over. Every other country has
looked at it and said, “No, thank you very much.” exercise in West Wales. In Ferryside and in

LlansteVan 99.2%of the respondents there have saidDrWheen: If you compare it with the bonanza from
they wanted to keep digital television and over 80%3G, you have to bear in mind the market conditions
did not need any help in actually installing it. Havein which that happened, which was at the height of
you had a chance to look at the lessons from the trial,the internet boom when mobile and internet were
and do you think it was a useful exercise in terms oftwo very sexy technologies and people thought this
understanding some of the challenges at a nationalwas the way tomake a small fortune. Nobody thinks
scale?that way now. If the same auction occurred today it

would raise a fraction of what it raised at that time. Dr Wheen: One of the things I have been saying for
Even if the TV spectrum was being sold for mobile the last three year is: “When are we going to run a
use, it would not raise anything like that sum of proper pilot?” Various things are being presented to
money. me as being proper pilots and have then been

downgraded, “Oh, well, perhaps it is a technical trialDr Klein: I think other countries like Italy and
Sweden have announced switch-over programmes, or perhaps it is an experiment”, or something like

that. There was the “Go Digital” activity up in theand I think one has to be careful in believing that the
analogue network can merely remain as it is. The Midlands and various other things have been

categorised as a pilot, and initially the Ferryside onetransmitting equipment will become increasingly
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was also categorised as a pilot but was then Q7 Rosemary McKenna: Is there any public value in
it at all? Is there any point in the Government goingrechristened as a technical trial. If you look at what
ahead with this, because basically you are saying,it was testing, it was testing whether it is possible to
“This is a pointless exercise. Stop it now”?plug set-top boxes in and receive digital
Mr Elstein: I do not think that is quite what we aretransmission. Did it test people’s willingness to go
saying. We are saying if you want to plan forout and buy set-top boxes? No, it did not because
analogue switch-oV, link it to the process of digitalthey were given them for free. Did it test the
switch-over and digital take-up, plan for it in a cost-eVectiveness of marketing messages and whether
eVective way and intervene where you need to, not inyou could persuade the public do this?No, it did not.
order to drive particular private agendas. AnalogueIf you look at what was going on, it was a completely
switch-oV is inevitable at some point in time. We doartificial environment but most of the key issues
not play 33 rpm records anymore; indeed most of uswere not properly tested. People who ran into
do not play records at all any more; even our CDsdiYculties got a visit from a technician and, in fact,
are being displaced by our iPods. You have just gotsome of them got a number of visits from
to work out what the rhythm of the process is, andtechnicians, and some of the elderly had great
you have got to optimise it. Andrew Wheen hasdiYculty in getting the hang of this equipment and
pointed out that if you substitute satelliteneeded multiple visits to explain what all the little
transmission for the vast majority of proposedbuttons were and why you needed more remote
digital transmitters you are going to save a hugecontrols and all this kind of stuV. I am sorry, but in
amount of time and money, but if you plan itreal life that is not going to be the way it will be. The properly.key things—the process issues, the marketing

communication issues and all the things like that
Q8 Rosemary McKenna: You are talking about thethat will really make or break a nationwide
process, not the fact that we should be doing it. It isprogramme—were not tested by Ferryside.
the way that it is being done that is causing all of youMr Elstein: If you projected the Ferryside
problems, and you think that you have a better wayexpenditure of a household and the length of time
of doing it?taken to convert that household onto the national
Dr Klein: I think it depends whether what you do isstage, which, of course, youwould never do, it would
leave it to a market mechanism or a managedcost between £25–50 billion and would take 100
process. The Government started out saying, “Weyears. I do not think there is a huge amount to be
will essentially leave it to the market”, and given alearned from Ferryside, other than that it is
timescale for transition which is relatively long buttechnically possible, after a lot of heaving, shoving
ambitious, the attractiveness of the product and theand spending and persuading, to get nearly everyone cooperation of broadcasters will lead to a transition,to agree, “Yes, it is nice to have digital television, so the Government, in eVect, does not have to do

particularly as we can now get English language very much to manage the process. It appears that
Channel Four and Channel Five which we would that takes you just so far up to the last 20% of the
could never get before”, which applies to, I think, a population having converted one TV in their
very small part of the population indeed, no doubt household. After that it stalls and needs to be
many of them your constituents. managed. Of course, once you get into something

that is managed, then people have to be responsible
for it and it costs money. I think partly what we are

Q6 Adam Price: Indeed; half of them! The Secretary all grappling with is this transition between amarket
of State said, on the basis of the trial, “This confirms mechanism to a managed mechanism.
what we suspected of digital television as a product
people want.” From what you are saying that is a

Q9 Mr Sanders: The thing that strikes me as odd isconclusion that you cannot draw from the
what is the rush to do this by 2012?Ferryside exercise?
Mr Goodall:We are saying that there should be noDrWheen:Yes. I think when you give people digital rush, and there is no reason that we can see why that

television, when they gain access to English versions date should be picked rather than, say, 2020.
of channels which they previously only got in Welsh Dr Wheen: The only possible one may be that there
and they are English speaking—those types of are, I believe, a lot of analogue transmitters that are
things—then, of course, people will welcome it, and coming near the end of their useful life and so they
previous trials have shown the same. The trial in will either have to be replaced with analogue or with
Birmingham showed that when you gave people digital. There may be a factor there, but apart from
PVRs to replace their VCRs, they liked them once that and what Chris Smith said quite a long time
they got the hang of it. There is nothing surprising ago, those are the only two reasons I can see.
about that. Mr Elstein: The people who feel pain are the
Dr Klein: There is a gradual process of digital terrestrial broadcasters, because as long as they
technology being taken up by people; so in that simulcast in analogue and digital, they are bearing
sense, if you give them it they find they like it and something over £100 million a year in additional
they want it. The question comes around the cost. That sounds like a lot and in one sector it is a
compulsion: if you are forced to do something you lot, but relative to the total potential cost of
do not want, do you think it is good value for premature analogue switch-oV, it is trivial; and I

would say to my friends in terrestrial broadcasting:money? I think that is an open question.
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“You volunteered for this. It is an investment in Mr Elstein: No, what I am saying is that it will
happen naturally and what you do not need to do iskeeping your audience share, your revenues, your

licence fees, whatever it is you wanted, so do not intervene dramatically to make it happen. It is the
intervention that need not happen at all, or maybemoan about it. You were granted privileged access

to a technology and a transmission system which not happen at all. A lot of technologies change
without the Government even realising it.you do not pay a penny for in terms of spectrum fees,

so the fact that you have to pick up the physical
transmission costs should not worry you.” Q12 Janet Anderson: You are also saying it should
Incidentally, one of the less recognised aspects of be managed?
this whole process is that the first wave of digital Mr Elstein: I would prefer it to be managed.
transmitters are nearly all going to have to be
replaced as a result of analogue switch-oV because Q13 Janet Anderson: How can you manage
they are the wrong power. Even the 80 that have something without intervening?
already been put in at some expense are going to Mr Elstein: You try and get a grip on the process.
have to be replaced at a cost of, did you estimate, You try and understand what is involved. I have
£400 million, something of that sort. You are looked at the kind of work that Chris Goodall and
involved in a gradual process and you have to make AndrewWheen and their colleagues have done. It is
a judgment as to at what point you intervene and highly complex project management analysis which
manage it. Jeremy Klein is entirely correct; you is far beyond anything we are doing now. One of the
cannot just leave it to the market; you have got to things that is thrown out by good project
monitor the market and understand what the management is what you do not do as well as what
consumer issues are, but just basically telling people you do do. You do not do certain things that are
that all your TVs and videos are going to stop going to happen of their own accord; you try and
working is not what I call management. find what the critical path is, what the key decisions

are, what you do about them. Jeremy Klein and
Andrew raised the point about what happens whenQ10 Rosemary McKenna: If you go down that road
transmitters reach the end of their natural life?Whatyou say the only people who benefit are the
kind of decision do you make? They are quiteterrestrial broadcasters. Those of us who
diYcult decisions. What I am saying is thatpassionately believe in public service broadcasting
personally I would be delighted if analogue switch-will say that is okay, that is fine. They are the ones
oV happened painlessly. It would be very good forwho benefit because the ultimate beneficiary is the
the whole nation. What I can see is a process whichconsumer, the people out there who access
is fraught with danger and diYculty and very littletelevision, who pay their licence fee, who want to
recognition of the nature of the danger and thewatch television, who get good public service and
degree of the diYculty.who actually get access to these services through

that. That is the other side of the argument, is it not?
Mr Elstein: I would agree with you that the Q14 Janet Anderson: Do you think it should not

happen at all?terrestrial broadcasters, including the BBC (a very
important part of our national life), will benefit MrElstein:No, I amquite content for digital switch-

over to proceed and analogue switch-oV to follow ingreatly if there is a larger group of digital households
which have DTT than have cable or satellite. What an orderly fashion as a result. It will happen at some

point in time.shall we do about that? Do we spend many billions
of pounds artificially boosting one of three digital
platforms, the one with the least number of Q15Mr Sanders: I seem to get the message from you
channels, the least opportunity for introducing, as that digital television is a good thing but that it does
the Chairman has pointed out, higher types of not necessarily have to be delivered through
technology and the one which inevitably creates terrestrial broadcasting, and that actually, were the
barriers to entry which simply do not exist in any terrestrial broadcasters to invest in satellites, that
other transmission system?Why arewe doing this? If might be the easiest route to 100% digital coverage
we are doing it with open eyes, with a clear purpose, eventually?
saying we value the terrestrial broadcasters so highly Mr Goodall: The easiest thing, surely, is to give
that that we are willing to pick up the tab and the everybody a satellite dish that does not have access
pain and the inconvenience and the consumer to DTT today, and the customer would be a tiny
revolts and the Daily Mail campaign against it, fine, fraction of the cost of the Government’s
but at least let us do it with our eyes open. programme, and it would involve far fewer

problems. It could bemanaged in a way that nobody
lost the television service, and I simply cannot seeQ11 Janet Anderson: I wonder if I can press Mr
why that is not the logical way forward.Elstein a bit further on this. You said, David, you see

analogue switch-oV as inevitable, but in the paper
Q16 Chairman: And you would still switch-oV theyou have given us you conclude by saying, “We have
analogue signal?yet to think of a good reason for the virtual
Mr Goodall: Yes.imposition of what will either happen naturally or

need not happen at all”. Are you saying that this
need not happen at all, because that is clearly what Q17 Chairman: It is a diVerent way of achieving

analogue switch-oV.you say here?
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Dr Klein: You would not be replacing it with digital hundreds of small repeaters around the country,
most of them have no protection against powerterrestrial.
failures and this kind of thing. They are very
vulnerable to a single failure. I think actually, inQ18 Chairman: No. Indeed.
terms of resilience, the satellite is a better bet. FromDr Klein: But I think, once you go down the route
a rather strategic point of view, there is a questionof deciding to have digital terrestrial, then there is a
about whether you want to commit yourself to adegree of rush; I think there is a problem with the
satellite that belongs to a company based inareas that cannot at the moment, for technical
Luxembourg, but I would point out that yourreasons, receive digital terrestrial. I think that is then
terrestrial towers are operated by companies baseda problem that has to be managed.
in the States and other places. This is anMrGoodall:TheCommitteewill probably not be the
international business.only people to look at the experience of Berlin
Mr Goodall: We are not talking about stoppingBrandenburg. The analogue terrestrial television
terrestrial broadcasting, we are talking aboutsignal was turned oV in that part of Germany, but it
stopping analogue terrestrial broadcasting.was done so at a time when less than 5% of the

population received their television through
terrestrial means. That was an infinitely easier Q22 Mr Sanders: What are the most important
process to manage. It was about 150,000 households citizen and consumer benefits associated with
in total. That is the sort of point where, if you did not widening the coverage of digital television?
go the satellite route, you might decide eventually it Mr Elstein: Any particular method of delivery:
would be okay to manage a compulsory switch oV. television or digital terrestrial?
We are a long way from that.
Dr Klein: It is worth, I think, recognising that the Q23 Mr Sanders: Any. Is it just a choice?
pain may not be as great as some people predict. We Mr Elstein: You are dealing with a perfectly natural
can think about a situation, a household with three process which, although a significant minority of
televisions, twoVCRs, having to convert and you tot people in this country are content with four or five
up the cost and it is £500. It appears that if you have channels, might even still be content with two—
got three televisions and if you have got two VCRs, before the launch of BBC Two they were not asked
the chances are that you have already converted whether you wanted a third channel, we just did it.
some of them to digital, and by the time of switch- The great majority of the population appreciates the
over you will probably have converted all that you additional choice that digital television brings.
ever want to convert; so the likely cost per household Digital television gives you significantly more
is not generally going to be more than one, perhaps variety of content and substantially more choice, if
two televisions, perhaps one recording device; there that is what you want, but the great thing about
may be some issues with the aerial. I think one digital television is it is a voluntary process. Those
should not go down the road of believing that a who want it can get it. The issue that we have to face
massive cost is going to be imposed on all is at what point do we convert voluntary to
households. That is not to say that there might not compulsory? What is the moment of intervention,
be diYculties with certain households being able to what is the rationale for intervention and how do we
aVord even small investments in equipment, but I do fund that intervention.We have not even mentioned
not think we should go down that road. today the peculiarity of inviting the BBC to use the

licence fee to fund the analogue switch-oV process,
Q19 Paul Farrelly:Would any government, mindful something which has alarmed even people like Greg
of national security and the extra terrestriality of Dyke as an inappropriate and unwise course of
satellite and the vulnerability of satellite, wish to rely action. I just think we are snatching, and not very
solely on satellite for the provision of television eVectively, at something which we should not even
services? Is that an argument that has been played be worrying about too much for the next two, three,
out at all? four years. Yes, have a plan, yes, do some pilot
DrWheen: I think the vulnerability of satellite is not studies, yes, do some work, but the notion that in
a good argument, because if you look at the three years time you are going to physically start
reliability of the service delivered by satellite, it is in switching oV people, even at that point in time the
most cases better than what the terrestrial network people in the Borders, 30%ormore of themwill have
achieve. no digital connection and 90% of them will have

analogue equipment that is dependent on analogue
transmissions at that point that they start switchingQ20 Paul Farrelly: I am thinking of a James Bond
oV. It is extraordinary that we are contemplatingscenario?
doing that.Dr Wheen: I know, but there is more than one

satellite in the sky.
Q24 Mr Sanders: Do you have those figures and do
you have them broken down by each region?Q21 Paul Farrelly:Where the reds take out the spy

in the sky. Mr Elstein:Does Ofcom have the details per region?
Mr Goodall: It would be possible to calculate.Dr Wheen: Sure, but there is more than one satellite

in the sky and there is more than one ground station, Mr Elstein: I am sure it is obtainable.
Mr Goodall: I have tried to do it. It is a non-trivialso there is redundancy built into the system. If you

look at what is going on in all the hundreds and exercise.
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Q25 Chairman: As I understand it, the Digital UK Q28Chairman: It will not be a question of putting on
an expensive aerial?plan is that they are going to phase the switch-over,

therefore they are going to begin by switching oV, I Mr Goodall: No, they will simply lose television
reception. A small number of people in the Ferrysidethink, BBC Two and then subsequent stations. It is

not just going to be that one day you are on analogue trial lost television reception, full stop. The same
thing is likely to happen in Border. In fact theand the next day you are on digital if you are lucky.

MrElstein:Where you can, Chairman. There will be problem is probably going to be worse in Border
than it was Ferryside.places, as Andrew says, where you cannot where it

will be all or nothing. DrWheen:We found this a lot onChannel Five, that
if you get into the more remote parts of the countryDr Wheen: It is as you describe, in the sense that in

a lot of the relays that are served by the main you find people who are watching very marginal
analogue signals with a very grainy picture, and theytransmitters it is not possible to simulcast on those

relays, you cannot simultaneously have the analogue are getting them by putting television masts up on a
local hill, and all kinds of strange arrangements.and the digital services up at the same time to allow

people to switch gradually, so what you have to do When you switch to digital it just will not work at all,
it is as simple as that.is literally one night you turn oVBBCTwo analogue

and you then have technicians running round all the
repeater sites switching them over to digital. The Q29 Mr Evans: It is Border first, is it not?
hope is that, when they turn on their TVs the Dr Wheen: Yes.
following morning, their set-top boxes will work or
their aerials will work, none of which they have any

Q30 Mr Evans: Does it mean these are going to bechance to test; and this opens up a whole Pandora’s
the lambs to the slaughter; these are the oneswho areBox of problems. InChannel Five we had one or two
going to really suVer and panic will set in when theyexamples where people went around selling what
see the problems, that people have not got televisionthey described at “Channel Five ready aerials” in
pictures, and then the Government will back oV?places where Channel Five was not yet on the air.
Dr Wheen: It will certainly flush this problem out.People shelled out 150 quid, or whatever, for an
Mr Elstein: It would be more fun to switch oVaerial and then, when Channel Five came on, they
Crystal Palace; thenwe could all enjoy the process ofdiscovered it was just an ordinary contract aerial
seeing what happens!that was no better than any other. That kind of fraud

is going to be extremely possible in these areas, and,
without active programme management of the sort Q31 Mr Evans: It sounds as if it is going to be a
that we had on Channel Five, there will be very few cowboy’s charter in that particular area if there are
people around to stop it. huge problems with aerials and other problems even

being able to find technicians; I am sure even finding
a plumber in that region must be diYcult enough. IfQ26 Chairman: As I understand it, the Ferryside
there is a huge demand to get technicians in then Itrial showed that 45%, or thereabouts, of aerials
hope Poland are training them up now, quitewere insuYcient to be able to receive Freeview with
frankly!the new boosted signal. In the situation you are
Mr Elstein: They will be shipped up to Penrith fordescribing, those households are not going to know
the purposes of that process.whether or not their aerial is good enough until the
Mr Goodall: You might also investigate thesignal is switched on; so potentially 45% of
problems of upgrading aerial systems in multiplehouseholds will have their set-top box, think that
dwelling units—blocks of flats. According to thethey are ready to receive digital and on the big day
Government’s own statistics, there are only 120they are going to press a button and nothing will
people in the UK qualified to do that. They are nothappen.
working in Penrith today.Dr Wheen: Correct, and this will all happen in the

same region of the country, and, as we know from
the roll-out of digital terrestrial, where we, Mentor, Q32Mr Evans:You can see huge problems as far as
were running the thing, we had to ship aerial riggers that is concerned. This other issue which you have
into areas where we were doing work because we touched on, David, which was that 5–8 million extra
could not rely on the supply of qualified and trained units have been added to the stock of non-digital-
aerial riggers locally. Just imagine what could ready equipment, it is true, is it not, that people are
happen if a whole region suddenly has this problem now walking into Dixons and Currys today and
and all the aerials need replacing simultaneously. It buying equipment that simply is not ready for the
just does not bear thinking about. digital switch-over?
Mr Goodall: Some portion of the people in that area Mr Elstein: That is inevitable, the price diVerential
will lose television reception entirely, full stop, at the between a digital TV and analogue TV is so great.
moment of switchover. Nobody knows whether it is People do not worry about analogue switch-oV. As
going to be a large number, say 5%, or whether it is we know from the research published last week, a
going to be 0.5% but it is going to be some people significant proportion of people have never heard of
and they will not know beforehand. it or, if they have heard of it, do not know what it

means or how it will aVect them. A substantial
majority of all TVs sold today are analogue, notQ27 Chairman:You are talking about permanently?

Mr Goodall: Yes. digital.
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Mr Goodall: That 90%—the total volume of their bedrooms which are going to need equipment
integrated digital TV sets sold at the moment is as well—I do not know what the number of TVs or
about 600,000 a year; compare that toDavid’s figure video recorders are in the average house?
of 5–8 million analogue sets going into the market. Mr Goodall: 2.4 televisions today in each house.

Mr Elstein: 4.25 in terms of Ferryside, combined
TVs and videos. At least we have that number out ofQ33 Mr Evans: This is an incredible thing, is it not,
Ferryside.that people are now going in and buying soon to be

obsolete equipment from Dixons and Currys?
Dr Klein: The trouble is that the way to use a market

Q38 Mr Evans: So the average price is going to bemechanism to get round that is to set a date, so that
£500 per house, including if the aerial needs doingpeople know to get digital-ready equipment.
as well?
Mr Goodall: That is probably a bit high. The figureQ34 Mr Evans: We have got the date, so why are I have come up with is something around £300 forpeople still able to buy all this stuV? the average house.Dr Klein: The move against setting a timetable
Mr Elstein: A lot of the problem is that people willexacerbates that problem. That is the point. I think
not know if the equipment is going to work at theyou find within a year or so that the majority of
point at which they are expected to buy it, becauseequipment in the retailers will be digital.
we are working with a diVerent signal. After
analogue switch-oV the power is going to be driven

Q35 Mr Evans:When? much higher and people will get a signal. A lot of
Dr Klein:Within a couple of years. people will say, “I don’t know that I’m going to need

a new aerial until after switch-over so I’ll wait until
Q36 Mr Evans: Whose responsibility is this? Is this then”.With the best will in the world, there is always
the industry, or should the Government be saying, going to be a problem when you switch oV any
“Hold on now”, and giving a warning to people that transmitter or convert it from analogue to digital.
if they are going to buy a TV this Christmas (and I Janet is perfectly correct to take me up on this. You
am sure there are a lot of TVs and video recorders cannot just stand away; you have got to have a view
sold atChristmas time) surely they should know that as to what you do and when you do it. My big
this stuV ain’t going to be working in a few years? concern is that this is a vast process when you add all
Mr Elstein: You could not do that without tanking the diVerent decisions together, and we need amuch,
the Dixons’ share price. If they were not allowed to much stronger grip on what we are doing, why we
sell analogue equipment, what are they going to do? are doing it, when we do it, what we are willing to
There is not the digital equipment in the stores to spend on it and how we deal with the issues that are
sell, and a lot of consumers will resist paying the thrown up by it. We are not anywhere near that at
extra price for a digital-ready piece of equipment. the moment.
What is the intervention designed to do? Jeremy is MrGoodall:DigitalUKhas a budget of £200million
quite right, at some point you have to start waving and almost all of that is going into running the
flags at people, but you have also got to see if it is advertising campaign. The total amount of money
making any diVerence when you do. Let us see if in for programme management appears to be less thana year’s time we are at 50% digital TVs rather than £3 million a year.analogue TVs. The interesting thing about this is the
estimate of the total number of analogue devices in
people’s homes that are currently functioning is Q39Mr Evans: These poor guinea pigs now living in
somewhere between 80–100 million. I listened to the Border, when is their switch-oV?
then Minister for Broadcasting a few months ago Dr Wheen: 2008.
that analogue switch-oV for radio was completely
out of the question because there are 150 million

Q40 Mr Evans: So it is less than three years nowanalogue radios around. By the time our 5–8 million
before they get switched oV, and that is when we willa year adds to the 80–100 million already in stock,
know for the first time what the implications areand not going into the backyard very quickly, we are
going to be for the rest of the country?going to be at about 140 million analogue devices in
Dr Wheen: Yes. There is one other point to make,total that we are trying to replace, upgrade, throw
which is: yes, we are switching analogue frequenciesaway or whatever. I am not sure what the diVerence
to digital, so a particular channel that is used for anbetween 140 and 150million is in strategic terms, but
analogue transmission becomes a digital channelit sounds to me as if we have just got one mindset
overnight; but one thing you have to remember isthat says, “We’re embarked, we’re en route, we’ve

just got to make the best of it”, and one which says, that it will not be possible probably to put that
“Hang on a minute, this is all a bit diYcult. Are we digital channel up to full power after the switch-over
really sure we want to climb on board this thing?” because there will still be analogue services in

adjacent regions which may well be interfered by it.
You may well find that people sitting near the edgesQ37 Mr Evans: If you are looking at the cost of all
of the Borders region will one day get DTT but theyof this—and I know we have had some diVerent
will not get it until people sitting in southernestimates, from a small amount of money perhaps
Scotland and other places have been done as well.depending onwhat sort of house you have got, if you

have got two kids and they have all got portables in This is such a tangled puzzle.
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Q41 Mr Sanders: How does that work on the south Dr Wheen: I would like to see what we would call a
“plan of record” being put together; which is a verycoast where some communities have problems with

cross-channel interference at the moment? top level plan involving all the stakeholders. By “the
stakeholders” I mean the transmitter operators, theDr Wheen: There are big issues about international
broadcasters, the regulator, the Government and socoordination with the French and others, which
on, the people who are directly involved. A plan ofhave not yet been resolved.
record is a top level statement of what is intended;
what the objectives are; who is going to pay for it;

Q42 Mr Evans: It sounds like a complete fiasco. what are the timescales; who is going to manage it
Mr Elstein: Just a severe lack of preparation. and all those sorts of things. Until you have

something like that in the public domain, I think
everybody has their own idea of what you are reallyQ43Mr Evans:Have you all got an agenda here this
trying to achieve. One of the things that really worrymorning; because what you have come here today
me about this is that it is such a distributed andwith is more fireworks than 5 November, from what
diVuse arrangement at the moment that we have gotI can see?
on analogue switch-oV, and somuch of it seems to beMrElstein:Personally none at all. I am an individual
done by hoping that people will cooperate and workcitizen saying what I think, with a certain amount of
together. The reality of life is when you have gotexperience.
commercial organisations with shareholders they doDr Klein:We are a consultancy and we were neither
not always have the some objectives and thingsfor nor against switch-over. We were attempting to
change. When you start getting conflict andunderstand what consumers thought/think and look
disagreement Digital UK is not in a position to bangat the usability issues and so on and so forth.
heads together and say, “This is how it will be”. TheyDr Wheen: Have I got an agenda? Clearly Mentor
will have to try and discuss and negotiate, and Idoes manage programmes and would be interested
cannot see that working.in helping; but, in actual fact, I tried very hard to

avoid appearing at this Committee because I felt
from a commercial point of view we would probably Q46 Janet Anderson: Who is it you are really
do more harm than good, but my arm was twisted concerned about: is it the commercial organisations
a bit! and shareholders, or is it the consumer?
Mr Goodall: No agenda whatsoever. I am just a Dr Wheen: I am actually more concerned about the
concerned private citizen. I worked with David on consumer. I think that the terrestrial broadcasters
Channel Five re-tuning and, as David says, the have probably had more than their fair share of
problems are 100 times worse. attention up until now. If you look at the committees

that have been looking at this issue in the last few
years, the broadcasters have been heavilyQ44 Janet Anderson: I have to say I find your
represented on every one; the consumer has beenevidence today rather depressing; I think it displays
almost completely absent. Certainly from oursome verymuddled thinking. It seems to mewe have
experience on Channel Five, when essentially whatnot got a clear idea, first of all, whether you think
we were doing was with the consumer and not thethis process is inevitable or not; but you think if it is
broadcaster, no, I think the consumer needs a lotgoing to happen that it should be managed; which is
more attention than they are getting at the moment.clearly what the Government is trying to do and yet
Mr Goodall: Who is managing this process today?you complain about the Government setting a
There is actually no single person you can call upontimetable. Can we just get a clear indication from
and say, “Tell us how it’s going to happen”. That isyou about whether you think this should happen;
the problem which we all identify is crucial to this.how it should be managed; and is it right to set a
We are sympathetic to the idea that digital televisiontimetable?
is better for people than analogue. What we areDrWheen: Should it happen? I am fairly agnostic on
pointing to is that this compulsory switch, withoutthat point. I tend to favour the satellite approach
any significant management at all, is simply going tomyself, certainly in the more remote areas, because
result in disaster.it is a far cheaper and quicker solution. If the

terrestrial approach is the one selected, so be it.
Should it be more actively managed: absolutely. The

Q47 Janet Anderson: You are saying it is in theproblem at the moment is that we are getting a lot of
interests of the consumer but you think it should beannouncements about dates with no plans to back
managed better?them up. It is very unclear how this process is going
Mr Goodall: Probably that means either spendingto work at the moment. In fact it has become far
£10 billion on it, if you want to do it according to themore obscure in the last few months since the end of
Government’s schedule, or taking a longer time overthe Digital TV Action Plan, which was not a plan at
it, planning it more carefully, using satellite ratherall. At least that did provide a degree of openness so
than terrestrial transmission means and trying to dothat those of us with an interest in the subject could
it probably over a period of 10 years. Frankly theactually find out what was going on.
evidence is absolutely clear-cut that the UK is not
ready to start it in 2008 and it will have to spend a
great deal more money than anybody is currentlyQ45 Janet Anderson:What would you like to see the

Government doing that it is not doing now? budgeting.
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Dr Klein: I am not sure I go along with the Q51 Chairman:My local Asda has a £29.99 set-top
box on sale at the moment—presumably that is thedepressing views here. I have seen a lot of planning

at a technical level, people looking at individual least eYcient in terms of energy consumption, and it
would cost a lot more if we were to reduce the figuremasts and do they need to be strengthened to carry

bigger aerials for digital television and so on and so you are quoting for radiation?
Mr Goodall: Another £15 at most.forth; all the stuV to do with neighbouring regions

and the TV signals interfering with each other. I am
not sure I go along with the impression that has been Q52 Helen Southworth: Have you done a
created that this is a chaotic mess. I think there are comparison of what the electricity costs would be?
issues though around who is driving this, who is When would they get a return on the investment?
doing what and particularly this dividing line Mr Goodall: The average box will cost you £7 a year
between the broadcasters and Government. From in electricity.
the beginning the Government basically said it is for
broadcasters to make this happen and the Q53 Helen Southworth: It will be a couple of years.
Government’s role is to protect the vulnerable in the How long are they going to last?
process. If you go down that track you do have this Mr Goodall: They are built very badly.
lack of accountability. I would urge the Committee
to look at who is responsible, and really check up Q54 Helen Southworth:More bad news!
that the vulnerable are being protected in the way Dr Klein: On power consumption we have done
that Government originally gave its commitment to. some work recently looking at this, and our figures

come out much lower than Chris’s. When you take
into account the transmitters that would be shutQ48 Alan Keen:We are all getting depressed, so if I
down after analogue is switched oV then you prettycan look for something to cheer us up. Going back
much come back to the status quo.to the beginning I remember Chris Goodall said,

because of the increased uses of electricity, the
Q55 Helen Southworth: You have done the wholeKyoto Agreement was going to be wrecked, we are
cost?going to have global warming and turn southern
Dr Klein: Yes.England into a desert. It is not quite as bad as that,
Mr Goodall: That is simply not true. This is thebut could you give us some good news and explain
cheapest box on the market; it emits 10 watts andwhat will be the eVect of the extra electricity?
anybody can do the sums. If you buy one of theseMr Goodall: In terms of percentages?
you are going to add to your electricity
consumption.

Q49 Alan Keen: Yes, and is it inevitable?
MrGoodall:The problem is, if you have a digital set- Q56 Rosemary McKenna: Many, many televisions
top box you can of course turn it oV at the wall but incorporate this. They do not need a set-top box
it tends to not work properly when you turn it back because it is incorporated in the set and that is going
on again; so you have to keep the box on. The to happen and more and more families are going to
current generation of boxes you have to keep on in move to that over the next few years?
standby and it is sitting there, buzzing gently, and Mr Goodall: The price premium in Dixons for a
radiating about 10 watts of heat. It may sound not digital set is very substantial. Nobody in their right
very much but David gave us figures for the number minds buys a digital—
of sets which are going to have to be converted, and DrWheen: I had a look yesterday at two comparable
my own figure is about 80 million in 2012 and that is sets—one with digital and one without from the
enough to make a significant diVerence to people’s same manufacturer—and there was a diVerence of
electricity bills and the to the UK’s total use of £140.
electricity.
Mr Elstein: There is at least a way of solving that, Q57 Mr Evans: Is that a rip-oV then? If clearly youwhich is that you impose standards either through can get devices which are cheaper, should not thethe EU or domestically which require set-top boxes price diVerence be closer?to be able to power down. It adds maybe £5, £10 or Dr Wheen: That is probably true, but it reflects£15 to the cost of each set-top box, so you can supply and demand. The other key point is that Iquantify the physical cost to the state of doing this. have yet to see a portable TV with a digital front-This has happened in the past. In France in the 1980s end; and that is where the volume is in the market.they forcibly imposed peri-television sockets on all Until we fix that we are nowhere. If you look at whatthe television manufacturers to ease the pathway to they did in the States, they actually mandated thatmulti-channel television and Canal Plus. It added TVs had to have digital front-ends after a certain£10 per TV set but the state imposed it. We could date. They introduced it in stages depending on theavoid the Kyoto issue but by spending money on size of the TV. That is the kind of action that wouldbetter quality equipment. have stopped this.

Q58 Mr Evans: Should we be doing that?Q50 Chairman: It would mean requiring the
consumer to pay more? Mr Goodall: You would add approximately one

watt to the total power consumption in the televisionMr Elstein: Yes, requiring the consumer to spend
more. if you do that.
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Mr Elstein: I think semi-seriously the DTI has for equipment manufacturers and retailers to drop
prices naturally as technology gets more taken uppointed out that, presumably if these set-top boxes

are giving out so much heat, actual central heating is not there when you have artificial switch-oV dates
and, therefore, it may become more costly to thecosts will drop proportionately!

Mr Evans: There is good news! consumer as a result.
Chairman: I began the session by saying I hopedPaul Farrelly: A very quick observation, which is

perhaps one for the next witnesses to take on you would give us some diYcult questions to ask
those who follow you in giving evidence to thisboard: as someone who is waiting for the cost of

digital SLR cameras to come down in price before Committee—I think you have succeeded in doing
that so thank you very much indeed.I buy one, I do have a concern that the incentive

Supplementary memorandum submitted by David Elstein

You might also care to pass on to the Committee the reply I had no time to give Janet Anderson: “a”
timetable is not the issue—what is needed is a credible timetable, based on a clearly thought through action
plan, generated by a suYciently empowered project management team; we have had “a” timetable for six
years (2006–10) which no-one believed and which had no impact on consumer behaviour; the new timetable
is a little more credible, in that Ofcom and the broadcasters and the transmission engineers have signed up
to it—but that does not begin to make it certain to happen; indeed, the risk with this approach is that any
early setback will discredit the whole “timetable” concept.

9 November 2005

Memorandum submitted by Ofcom Consumer Panel

The Ofcom Consumer Panel welcomes this opportunity to bring to the attention of Parliament its views
about the Government’s proposals to switch oV analogue terrestrial television broadcasts over the period
2008–12.

The Consumer Panel has been established to advise on the consumer interest in the markets regulated by
Ofcom—a requirement of Section 16(2) of the Communications Act 2003. The Panel is independent of
Ofcom and sets its own agenda. It has a responsibility to understand consumer issues and concerns related
to the communications sector (other than those related to the content of programmes and advertising) and
to help inform Ofcom’s decision-making by raising specific issues relevant to the consumer interest.

In July 2004, the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport asked the Ofcom Consumer Panel to
consider what measures might be necessary to protect the interests of “the most vulnerable” consumers
during digital switchover. In response, in November 2004 the Panel published, Supporting the most
vulnerable consumer through digital switchover, a copy of which is enclosed.

The Consumer Panel’s evidence to this Committee inquiry draws on this report. As our evidence sets out,
we have proposed a practical way for understanding who might be vulnerable in the switchover and how
they might be helped. We are concerned that the practical support model suggested by our report and
recommended to Government has not been taken on board. We would therefore welcome the opportunity
to provide oral evidence to the Committee to discuss what we believe needs to be done to identify and help
those people who will be truly vulnerable in the switchover.

About the Consumer Panel

The Consumer Panel has been established to advise on the consumer interest in the markets regulated by
Ofcom—a requirement of Section 16(2) of the Communications Act 2003. The Panel is independent of
Ofcom and sets its own agenda. It has a responsibility to understand consumer issues and concerns related
to the communications sector (other than those related to the content of programmes and advertising) and
to help inform Ofcom’s decision-making by raising specific issues relevant to the consumer interest.

About our Response to this Inquiry

The Committee is focusing its inquiry on four areas:

(i) Policy objectives and economic benefits of digital switchover, and the relative roles of the diVerent
platforms in the delivery of digital television.

(ii) The feasibility of, and the steps needed towards achieving switchover to the Government’s
timetable and with suYcient geographical coverage.

(iii) The costs associated with the digital switchover process and how these are to be met.
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(iv) The protection of vulnerable groups in terms of financial and practical assistance.

The Consumer Panel’s evidence relates to the fourth of these areas of inquiry.

The Panel’s Priority: Assisting the Socially Isolated

1. In July 2004, the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport asked the Ofcom Consumer Panel
to consider what measures might be necessary to protect the interests of “the most vulnerable” consumers
during digital switchover. In response, in November 2004 the Panel published, Supporting the most
vulnerable consumer through digital switchover.5 This report focused on identifying who might be vulnerable
in the switchover process and understanding their needs for support. We also discussed practical ways in
which this support might be delivered.

2. The Consumer Panel starts from a position of support for the principle of digital switchover. It takes
the view that there are potentially significant benefits to people at large in the UK from a switchover to
digital television. But the full value of these benefits will only be realised if the route to switchover ismanaged
in such a way as to minimise the risk of detriment to vulnerable people.

3. We have concentrated on two key principles. First, our belief that what people need is practical, on
the ground help. Second, that conversion of a single television set to digital in a household ensures continued
access to television. Our estimates of costs are therefore based on single-set conversion.

4. The key finding from our research into digital adoption and our analysis of the process of take up of
new technology is that those who are likely to be most vulnerable are people who need help in eVecting the
practical changes that digital television adoption requires and who have no-one to whom they can turn for
support. That is, that digital switchover presents the biggest challenges for those who are socially isolated—
people who will have diYculty in finding out about switchover, in understanding what it means and hence
who are unable to take eVective steps to deal with it. People without an adequate network of support from
friends, family, neighbours or carers will therefore be particularly vulnerable.

5. “Social isolation” does not map easily onto concepts of vulnerability that can be captured by, for
example, the benefits system. It will be related to age, and possibly to various kinds of disability and to low
English literacy.

6. Our main recommendation to deal with this is that the body charged with implementing the
switchover, Digital UK, should develop a process—working closely with the voluntary sector and local
government—to help identify people who, for the reasons stated, will be vulnerable to the eVects of
switchover and support them through it. We estimate that the cost of such practical support, delivered with
the involvement of the voluntary sector, could be in the region of £110 million.

7. We recommend that financial assistance should be oVered to people currently eligible for TV licence
fee exemptions or concessions (people over 75 or registered blind) in order to meet the costs of one-oV

purchases of equipment and any necessary aerial upgrade work. We estimate that the cost of such financial
assistance will be approximately between £134 million and £270 million. In total, the cost of all we are
recommending is therefore within a broad envelope of £250–£400 million.

8. We recommend that the particular requirements of people with disabilities, especially those with sight
or hearing impairments, should be looked at quickly and inmore depth in order to ensure that, in particular,
suitable equipment at reasonable cost will be readily available for these groups.

9. We recommend that manufacturers and retailers should urgently be pressed to make sure that all
equipment on sale is clearly labelled with its digital capabilities so as to prevent people making expensive
mistakes in their purchases between now and the switchover date.

10. We recommend that manufacturers be pressed to continue to develop easy-to-use sets and remote
controls for those people who do not want complicated functionality.

11. We believe that it is extremely important that an eVective public information campaign about the
“What?”, the “How?”, (including the “How much?”), of digital switchover should begin at the earliest
opportunity. This will be integral to ensuring that the widest possible number of people understand and are
able to deal with the full implications of digital switchover.

Consumer Panel’s Response to the Secretary of State’s Announcement of 15 September 2005

12. The Consumer Panel expressed strong disappointment that the Government’s action plan did not
reflect the analysis of vulnerability stemming from social isolationwhich the Panel had, at the Government’s
request, produced some 10 months earlier. The Panel’s report had set out a model of practical support to
be delivered by local grass roots organisations and we urged the Government to push the delivery of this
support to the top of its list of priorities.

5 Supporting the most vulnerable consumers through digital switchover: A report by the Ofcom Consumer Panel (November
2004). This can be found on the Panel’s website at http://www.ofcomconsumerpanel.org.uk/dso/dsoreport.pdf
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13. The Panel also noted that the Government is proposing to oVer free installation, equipment and
instructions only to older people if they are also claiming pension credit. We believe this represents a move
away from the principle of free TV reception for everyone over the age of 75 regardless of income—a policy
which commands widespread public acceptance. Many pensioners who are entitled to pension credit but
who do not claim it will not get help with the switchover.

14. Finally, the Panel was disappointed to learn that most consumers will be charged for calling the
switchover helpline.We asked why should people pay for advice about switchover when they have no choice
but to switch? The plans to make 0800 calls available on a selective basis are impractical.

15. Digital switchover can bring significant consumer benefits. The Consumer Panel believes that the
Government needs to think harder about how tomake sure that people whomight get left behind are helped
to make this huge and important change.

Memorandum submitted by Voice of the Listener and Viewer

ANALOGUE SWITCH-OFF

“The digital revolution has the potential to bring immense benefits, but I am determined that
the interests of the consumer and viewer must take priority in determining the timetable for
the switch over from analogue to digital”
Chris Smith, Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport, Speech to the Royal Television
Society, September 1999.

The Policy and Economic Benefits of Digital Switchover

1. Two categories of benefit will arise from digital switchover. The first will accrue from the introduction
into the UK of a digital television service. The second, those which will arise from releasing, for other uses,
those parts of the electromagnetic spectrum currently used for analogue television broadcasting. It is
important not to conflate the two.

2. Beyond that, the benefits in the first category may be subdivided into those that will accrue to British
broadcasting, and those that will accrue to viewers.

Costs Incurred by Viewers

3. The overt policy aim of digital broadcasting is to oVer viewers greater choice, but viewers have to pay
increased costs to exercise that choice. Digital broadcasting, like analogue broadcasting, is built on an
economic and cultural partnership between broadcasters and viewers: the broadcasters pay for the
broadcasts, while viewers pay to watch them. For both analogue and digital broadcasts, viewers pay in four
main ways, by

— installing a receiving aerial, and by purchasing, and paying for the depreciation and maintenance
of a television receiver, and ancillary receiving equipment such as a videocassette recorder;

— paying for the electricity to run these pieces of receiving equipment;

— paying the Government an annual television licence fee to receive the broadcasts; and

— paying higher prices for goods and services that are advertised on television.

In recent years, some digital viewers have also shown a readiness to pay an additional regular subscription
in order to watch encrypted broadcasts.

4. Nearly all the economic analyses of costs and benefits in the UK broadcasting industry, including the
quarterly reports currently issued byOfcom, give amisleading picture of economic developments, since they
omit from their calculations the expenditure laid out by UK viewers to receive television broadcasts. The
last complete survey of television economics of which VLV is aware, was carried out in 1970 [C F Pratten,
TheEconomics of Television (Political andEconomic Planning, Broadsheet 520, 1970)]. Pratten showed that,
at that time, 71% of broadcasting costs were paid directly by viewers for the purchase and maintenance of
domestic receiving equipment, and thus only 29% (a figure which included both the BBC’s revenues from
the television licence fee and ITV’s revenues from the sale of advertising time) was paid by broadcasters
themselves (Pratten, Table 3.1). Regrettably, as this data was collected so long ago, it is extremely diYcult
for VLV to give an accurate estimate of the current costs incurred by viewers for the purchase and
maintenance of their television receiving equipment. Nevertheless, that proportion of total broadcasting
costs remains substantial, and—including the additional costs which viewers pay for subscription services
today—it is almost certain that the costs incurred by viewers are well in excess of the costs currently incurred
by broadcasters.
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Additional Costs to Viewers

5. Digitalisation has required viewers to incur increased costs to watch television. The main areas
have been:

— The need to upgrade, or to install, a new television aerial

This has not been a universal requirement for all viewers, but it has been necessary for many
viewers who live in areas of the country out of reach of the principal terrestrial transmitters, or
who received their analogue signal through a set-top aerial. Although some viewers of subscription
television have had their satellite dishes installed free of charge by their satellite operator, they have
ultimately paid for this service through higher subscription charges. In addition, the
approximately one fifth of UK viewers who live in multiple dwelling units—a term that includes
both large blocks of rented accommodation and privately leased flats—are facing particular
problems about upgrading their communal analogue aerials (see below).

— The need to install new receiving equipment

Some viewers have had to upgrade their TV receiver from analogue to digital. However, according
to trade statistics, many viewers have replaced their old analogue set with a new wide-screen
analogue set, possibly under the mistaken apprehension that it could receive digital signals.
Fortunately, the advent of Freeview (digital terrestrial television DTT) has generated a
competitive horizontal market in set-top boxes which can convert digital terrestrial signals into
analogue format and this has led to wider choice and lower cost of equipment.

— The need, either to adapt their videocassette recorders, or to replace them by digital recorders, in
order to be able to record digital signals. It is still very diYcult for a viewer tomake an oV-air digital
video recording of a programme on one channel, while watching another channel.

— The need to replace, or to transfer to digital, a domestic library of oV-air video-recordings.

— The need to pay for the increased power consumed by most digital television sets, and/or set-top
boxes.

— The requirement, since 1 April 2000, for every household to pay a television licence fee that has been
increased by 1.5% above the rate of inflation to enable the BBC to fund its new digital services. This
additional charge will continue to apply until March 2007, and applies whether or not the
household can receive the BBC’s digital services via its terrestrial transmissions.

The Main Benefit for Viewers

6. The main benefit for viewers of digital broadcasting has been access to a wider range of channels than
under the old analogue regime. But the impact of the new channels has been modest. The traditional
analogue channels still retain 70% of audience share, and all the new digital channels combined, including
those produced by the BBC, still command only 30% of audience share. The principal analogue channels
which have lost audience share during the last two years—mainly in peak-time—have been BBC 1, and
especially ITV 1. However, both Channel 4 and BBC2 have increased audience share during the first six
months of 2005. It is ITV 1 that has suVered especially heavily from the advent of digital, for according to
Ofcom, ITV’s audience share almost halved between 1995 and 2005. In part, this was to be expected as
viewers were progressively oVered more and more new channels, including Five, launched in March 1997.
But ITV’s decline has also had an impact on programme choice, arguably more important to viewers in the
digital age than increased channel choice.

Channel Choice versus Programme Choice

7. There is growing evidence that despite the increase in channel choice, programme choice is, in fact,
declining. In part, this arises from the downward pressure on the production budgets of many programmes
as a result of inter-channel competition, which has led to an increased number of programme being repeats.
But the decline in programme choice has also arisen from the increased need of the mainstream channels,
such as ITV 1, to hold on to their principal categories of viewers, and this tends to squeeze out other
programmes designed for minority tastes. Thus it becomes increasingly diYcult in the multi-channel age for
a programme-maker to square the circle of making “the good popular and the popular good.”

8. In short, increased channel choice has not automatically provided viewers with increased programme
choice. Indeed, Ofcom has recently decided to relax some of the regulatory requirements for ITV 1’s output
of regional programming.
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Decline in Original Production

9. A further problem formany British viewers has been the relative decline in the number of domestically-
produced programmes, compared with the growth of those produced in the USA. Although there is no
precise data on this trend, it is already clear from the balance of payments data that the growth in satellite
and cable channels has turned the UK from being a net exporter of television programmes into a net
importer of programmes. Nearly all of the programmes on these new channels are sourced from the USA,
often because many of these new channels are financially linked to major American media corporations.

Benefits to Viewers of Digital

10. To sum up, the benefits for viewers of digitalisation have been that. in return for paying increased
reception costs and the need to pay a subscription for many programme services, they have been given
increased channel choice—although that has brought only a limited choice of programmes, many of which
are now either made with smaller budgets or predominantly of American origin.

Benefit to UK Government

11. A potential benefit for the UK government, on the other hand, is the possibility of selling oV unused
analogue spectrum for other purposes an issue to which we shall return below.

The Relative Roles of the Different Delivery Platforms

12. The advent of digital transmission has made possible the convergence of television broadcasting and
telephony delivery systems, which were traditionally organised in a completely diVerent manner:

— Television transmissions were broadcast to viewers on a one-to-many basis, and were normally
available free at the point of use, as the decoder for the electromagnetic transmission was
eVectively built into the television receiver.

— Telephone transmissionswere delivered to subscribers individually, and were charged according to
their use of the network. Charges, which often included a basic rental fee, also varied according
to both the time and the distance of the call. In addition, charge rates have now been varied
according to the type of call that is made, or the network of the receiving party. Although viewers
often have a choice about which delivery platform to use, the services that they oVer are not
directly comparable. Moreover, electromagnetic signals delivered in this fashion can now be
received over a range of domestic devices: domestic phones, fax machines, mobile phones,
computers etc.

The Satellite Platform

13. The first digital television platform was the BSkyB satellite service. What was distinctive about it,
although often not realised at the time, was not just that it was a satellite-based service, but an encrypted
service which assumed that pay television was the norm—inwhich the broadcaster retained control over the
freedom to decrypt the signal. For the viewer there was no choice in the provision of signal decoders, and
therefore no competitive market in them. Moreover, Parliament made it a criminal oVence for a viewer to
attempt to acquire a signal decoder from any other source.

14. Furthermore, since the platform operator regularly changed the encryption codes in order to avoid
piracy, or freeloading by lapsed subscribers, every viewer who used the platform had to agree to establish
a telephone connection between her/his home and the broadcasting control centre to receive upgrades.

15. Finally, partly because of the platform’s readiness to carry other-subscription-based channels, (and
also because of the commercial failure of ON-Digital (now ITV-Digital)), the Sky satellite platform became
a de facto monopoly The result was that when viewers, who lived in an area of the country where they could
not receive the BBC’s digital transmissions via a terrestrial transmission, wanted to take advantage of the
BBC’s initiative of providing a free-to-air satellite broadcast of its new digital services, they could only do
so by signing a contract with the Sky platform. They were also sometimes required to establish a telephone
connection with the Sky broadcasting centre. There were three further requirements to which viewers had
to agree in order to receive a signal via the Sky platform. First, they had to pay for the installation of their
own satellite dish, second they had to agree to sign up with the Sky platform for a minimum of 12 months;
and third, they had to accept that Sky would give no guarantee that they could continue indefinitely to
receive the BBC’s broadcasts on a free-to-air basis.
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The Terrestrial Platform Freeview

16. The second principal platform is the Freeview platform, which distributes digital broadcasts
terrestrially. Viewers, who can access DTT on a free-to-air basis, do not have to sign a contract with the
platform provider. Its bouquet of channels, includes all the BBC’s digital channels, and the full range of
advertising-funded channels oVered by ITV, Channel 4 and Five. In addition it carries several other free-
to-air channels, and several radio channels, including all those broadcast by the BBC. Freeview also carries
a number of Pay-TV channels for which viewers have the option of paying amonthly subscription to Top-up
TV. Freeview carries two further adult channels, for which viewers have to pay an additional subscription.

17. Although the Freeview platform was introduced a long time after the Sky satellite platform, it has
proved extremely popular, and according to Ofcom, now reaches over five million. The big disadvantage of
the Freeview platform is that at the moment it can only reach about 73% of households, leaving the
remaining 27% uncovered. A key policy issue therefore is how to provide free-to-air digital coverage for the
remainder of the country.

Options for Viewers who have not yet Switched to Digital

18. There are two main options, which are not necessarily mutually exclusive, but which could have
profound implications for viewers who have not yet switched to digital, or who are especially vulnerable.
The first solution, which is favoured by Ofcom, and by large sections of the broadcasting industry, is
progressively to switch oV analogue broadcasts in order to create additional space in the terrestrial spectrum
for the DTT broadcasts which cannot be fitted into the current arrangements for simulcasting analogue and
digital broadcasts. The details of the plan, were agreed between Ofcom and the commercially-funded public
service broadcasters, as part of the process of renewing their digital broadcasting licences, In brief, they
envisage the switch-oV of analogue broadcasts on a region by region basis between 2008 and 2012 which
means that the Government has changed its digitalisation policy from one which was viewer-led, to one
which compels viewers to switch on dates pre-determined byGovernment. Moreover, the planned coverage
will only cover 98.5% of the country, thus leaving approximately a quarter of amillion analogue households
out of the range of a free-to-air platform.

The Need for an Independent Free-to-air Satellite Platform

19. In recent months VLV has campaigned for the public service broadcasters to introduce a free-to-air
satellite platform for their digital broadcasts, and has encouraged discussions between them. (see attached
VLV policy paper) The BBC was ready to contribute towards this project, but both ITV and Channel 4,
who were already under contractual obligations to the Sky satellite platform, were reluctant to make any
commitment. However, ITV has now committed itself to establish such a platform, and it is likely that
Channel 4 and Five will follow. Although this initiative will initially require all the public service
broadcasters to invest money into the new platform, which is to be called Freesat, VLV considers that in
the long term it will have two major advantages for viewers. These are:

— First, Freesat will oVer viewers living in all those parts of the country which are not currently
covered by theDTTFreeview, the opportunity to receive free-to-air broadcasts. Depending on the
precise configuration of the new platform, analogue viewers in all parts of the country should be
able to receive these satellite broadcasts, and they may have the possibility of receiving more than
one regional broadcast. Whether or not the new platform, like Freeview, would also carry
encrypted channels is unclear.

— Second, it could mean that the pressure to switch-oV analogue broadcasts would diminish, since
it would no longer be necessary for the Government to endorse the earlier plans of Ofcom and the
broadcasters to drive towards 100% terrestrial coverage for Freeview. The arrival of Freesat would
mean that those viewers living outside the current Freeview area would no longer have to rely on
terrestrial transmissions if they wished to switch to free-to air digital broadcasts, since the Freesat
option would be open to them.

The Cable Television Delivery Platform

20. The third delivery platform is cable television, which is available in a number of cities and towns, but
not nationwide. The distinctive advantage to the viewer of cable is that it can deliver both telephone and
television services simultaneously. Moreover, it is an interactive service that can oVer viewers access to
services such as video-on-demand. However, the disadvantage for the viewer who only wants to receive
television services, is that he has to pay to receive a signal, and is forced to enter into a contract for a
minimum of 12 months.
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Telephone—Broadband

21. The fourth potential delivery platform is the telephone network. Traditionally this has not delivered
television services, but it seems likely that BT will start to oVer pay-television services from next year.

The Relative Roles of the Different Platforms in the Delivery of Digital Television

22. For the ordinary viewer, there are three key questions about the choice of delivery platform: These
are:

— Will it deliver a signal to my house or apartment?

— Do the channels delivered include the broadcasts of the BBC and other public service
broadcasters? And

— What channels are available, and how much will it cost to receive them?

23. The answer to key question 1 may well narrow the viewer’s freedom of platform choice. As for key
question 2, in general, the BBC makes its programmes available to the satellite and cable platforms free of
charge but at the moment, it does not make its programmes available to BT. Similarly, it is generally in the
commercial interest of ITV, C4 and Five to make their programmes available on as many platforms as
possible. Thismay well mean therefore, that the crucial issues around platform choice are those of cost (free-
to-air or a regular subscription), those of enhanced channel choice, which may well involve paying an
additional subscription to watch a pay-channel.

24. The key issue for many viewers therefore, especially those who have not yet switched to digital, is
whether or not they will be able to receive their digital broadcasts on a free-to-air basis.

The Feasibility of Achieving Digital Switchover

25. The recent announcement by the Secretary of State for Culture,Media and Sport of a rolling regional
programme of analogue switch-oV between 2008 and 2012, represents a switch from a policy of viewer-led
choice to one of forced migration. It is likely to generate a range of responses from diVerent categories of
viewers.

Multi-set Households

26. Although nearly 62% of UK households can already receive digital broadcasts, many of them are
multi-set households which still have to convert to digital all of their remaining analogue sets and their
videocassette reorders. For those who already receive their digital signals via Freeview, the conversion of
the remaining analogue sets should be relatively straightforward, since they can probably convert the
remaining sets by purchasing a set-top box for each. It will be more diYcult to convert videocassette
recorders. For these they will probably have to buy a more sophisticated set-top box. Or they will have to
buy a digital video recorder (DVD) and replace their videocassettes with DVDs or (illegally, since the
analogue to digital transfer of oV-air recordings was not envisaged in the 1988 Copyright, Designs and
Patent Act) transfer to digital video the oV-air recordings which they previously made from their
analogue set.

27. Approximately two thirds of the households who have a digital set are receiving their digital signals
from the BSkyB satellite. We are advised that they may need an additional Sky installation to convert their
second and third sets to digital, or alternatively, if they live in the area covered by Freeview, they could opt
for DTT for their second of third sets. It may also be that if the BBC and ITV introduce their Freesat
platform, Sky subscribers who do not live in an area covered by Freeview, will be able to receive digital
signals on their second and third analogue sets via Freesat. The situation will not become clear until viewers
know the precise technical specification for Freesat signals.

28. Many viewers who are already receiving their digital signals from the BSkyB subscription service have
already opted to install the SkyPlus digital videorecorder, which can record and store digital signals oV-air.
It is not yet clear whether this category of viewers will be able to transfer to digital their oV-air videocassette
recordings.

Households which have not yet Opted for Digital

29. Approximately 38% of UK households cannot yet receive a digital signal, but they are likely to think
seriously about switching to digital between now and analogue switch-oV, a date that will vary between 2008
and 2012 according to the region of the UK in which they live. In our estimation, most of the late adopters
will be likely to opt to receive free-to-air digital signals, either via the terrestrial Freeview platform or the
proposed Freesat platform, depending on where they live.

30. Beyond this, there is significant uncertainty about the proportion of UK households that will be able
to receive digital television. The oYcial estimate for digital terrestrial coverage is 98.5%, which potentially
leaves 1.5% of the UK (approximately 400,000 households, or 900,000 citizens) beyond the reach of digital.
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This figure may be significantly reduced when Freesat comes on stream, but we shall not know until the
precise specification is announced. In addition, we note that at as yet no switchover date has been announced
for the Channel Islands—an area of the British Isles that has traditionally been able to receive British TV.
Nor is it clear whether those islands will fall within the footprint for the proposed Freesat platform.

Transmission Power and Multiplexing Arrangements

31. All of these estimates are based on the assumption that the transmitter power and the multiplexing
arrangements for each of the UK’s public service channels are the same. But this will not be so. Although
the BBC has adopted an amplitude modulation standard of 16QAM, Ofcom has allowed the commercially-
financed public service channels to use a less robust standard of 64 QAM, as it allows them to multiplex
more individual digital channels into the same bandwidth. These diVerences in amplitude modulation will
aVect the area of digital coverage. Last year, in its Report to the Broadcasting Minister, Persuasion or
Compulsion: Consumers and Analogue Switch-OV, the Consumer Expert Group highlighted the fact that
the DTI/DCMS Draft Plan for Digital Switchover anticipated a greater area of coverage for the BBC’s 16
QAM transmissions than that for the 64 QAM transmissions. [96 to 93.4%] (para 79)

Households in Multiple Dwelling Units

32. A particular problem will arise for the approximately one in five UK households that are situated in
multiple dwelling units (MDUs). The accommodation may be rented or leased, and the landlords may be
in either the public sector or the private sector. In most cases, they will share a communal television aerial,
and in some case the terms of the lease or the conditions of the tenancy agreement may prevent them from
modifying their arrangements for receiving television signals. In almost every case, the decision about which
receiving platform to adopt will have to be a collective one.

33. The Government has been involved in discussions with local authorities and with the major private
sector landlords. Depending on the terms of the lease, or their tenancy agreements, some landlords have
simply taken a decision and passed the conversion cost onto their lessees or their tenants. Others have
adopted more consultative arrangements.

34. There are othermultiple dwelling units, however, where the lessees, or the tenants, suVer from absent,
or irresponsible, landlords. To date, neither the Government nor the broadcasters have taken any action,
either to consult with leaseholders or tenants associations, or to give them advice as to how to deal with
absent or unhelpful landlords. Section 134 of the 2003 CommunicationsAct, which has received virtually no
publicity, changes the balance of power between landlords and their leaseholders or tenants in three ways.

— First, where a lease, licence, or other premises-related agreement, which is granted or entered into
after the enactment of the Act, which prohibits, or restricts an occupier’s choice of electronic
communication services, to a person who has an interest in the relevant premises, or a person
selected by a person with an interest in the relevant premises, that provision is to have eVect as if
it provided for the election by the occupier of an alternative electronic communications service,
subject only to the prior consent of the landlord, licensor or other party to the agreement which
consent shall not be unreasonably be withheld.

— Second, in any lease or other premises-related agreement of more than one year, which has been
entered into since the enactment of the 2003 Communications Act, any restriction imposed on the
lessee relating to the provision of an electronic communication service is only to have eVect, as if
the prohibition or restriction applied when the lessor had not given his consent, such consent not
to be unreasonably withheld.

— Third, in any leases, licences, or premises-related agreements entered into before the
commencement of the 2003 Act (ie most such agreements), Ofcom has the power to include them
by order into the provisions of section 134. Any such order has to be approved by Parliament under
the provisions of s 403 of the Communications Act.

35. It therefore appears that the digital platform choice of viewers living in multiple dwelling units will
depend on whether their tenancy or leasehold agreement was entered into before or after the enactment of
the 2003 Communications Act. For the majority of leaseholders who entered into their leasehold or tenancy
agreements before 2003, since we understand that Ofcom has not yet issued any s 134 Orders, it appears that
many will discover it is their landlord who will determine from which platform they are required to receive
their digital broadcasts. For theminority of leaseholders, who entered into agreements after 2003, there may
be a real choice, but, given the virtually non-existent publicity of this choice, few may know that they are
entitled to exercise it.
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The Costs Associated with the Process of Digital Switchover

36. The costs which viewers will have to incur in order to switch to digital will vary markedly. The oft-
quoted figure of £50 to buy a set-top box to enable a viewer to receive a digital signal on an analogue
television set, will only apply to viewers who live within the DTT Freeview area, who already have a good
roof aerial installed, and who only have one set to convert. In addition, of course, they will also have had
to pay the 1.5% above inflation from 2000 to 2007 on their television licence fee in order to finance the BBC’s
digital channels.

37. Today, most households have more than one set. Over the country as a whole there is probably an
average of 2.5 sets per household, which would imply a minimum cost conversion cost of say £75 for 2.5 set-
top boxes, to which should probably be added a further £100 for an advanced set-top box to upgrade an
analogue videocassette recorder.

38. Many sets will also need to have their aerials upgraded, which could mean an additional cost £50 to
£300 for an aerial installed by a qualified aerial installer.

39. Switchover costs could increase markedly for people living outside the Freeview area, who will either
have to incur regular subscription costs by opting for a satellite or a cable platform, or wait for the arrival
of Freesat, which may reduce conversion costs, depending on the configuration of the new platform.

40. Some households will, of course, opt to buy integrated digital television sets (IDTVs) which cost
between £500 and £800, significantly more than comparable analogue sets. During the next three or four
years, this maywell emerge as the favourite purchasing pattern in non-Freeview areas, as viewers realise that
they will have to plan to purchase receiving equipment that will enable them to continue to receive free-to-
air analogue signals until the moment of switchover, and then to be fully equipped to receive digital signals.

41. Aerial installation costs could be even greater for households in multiple dwelling units. In one
London Borough, council tenants were charged £200 per flat to upgrade their communal aerial system.

42. It is diYcult to provide an estimate of the average conversion cost for each household, since each
situation is diVerent, but in VLV’s opinion, a rough estimate of £600 per household would not be
unreasonable.

The Protection of Vulnerable Viewers

43. Naturally, the cost of switchoverwould fall most heavily on the poorer section of viewers. VLV shares
Ofcom’s conclusion that the transitional burden of switchover will fall most heavily on low income groups,
and we share the regulator’s conclusions about the need to provide financial assistance for some groups.
[Ofcom, Driving Digital Switchover, para 7.53]

44. VLV endorses the conclusion reached by the Consumer Experts Group in its Report to the
BroadcastingMinister, namely that before Switchover, the Government should ensure that its original 95%
take-up test should be maintained for households on low and fixed incomes. [Persuasion or Compulsion.
Consumers and Analogue Switch-OV, para 102]

45. The most obvious manner in which to achieve this would be to provide switchover assistance as part
of the normal benefit system. This could either be allocated in the form of a cash bonus, or in the form of
a token for an aerial upgrade, and/or for a gift voucher towards the purchase of a new piece of receiving
equipment (rather like a book token) redeemable at all major electronic retailers. Payment towards the
replacement of an outmoded videocassette recorder would also be required.

46. A second vulnerable group are the elderly, notably those over 75, who may need assistance in setting
up and learning to operate digital receiving equipment. VLV endorses the proposal of the Consumer Experts
Group of providing financial support to voluntary groups to enable them to do this at the local level.

47. A third vulnerable group are the physically handicapped, who need specially adapted digital
equipment, an exercise in which specialist charities and organisations are already working with equipment
manufacturers.

Funding an Educational Campaign and of Helping Vulnerable Viewers

48. According to the Government Green Paper on BBC Charter Review, it is proposed that the BBC
should bear the major costs of conducting an educational campaign to inform the public of the proposed
changes and that the BBC should both assist and pay for vulnerable viewers to make the change to digital.
VLV agrees that the BBC, as our principal public service broadcaster should play a leading role in both the
educational campaign and in assisting vulnerable viewers to make the change. VLV is concerned, however,
that the cost of paying for new equipment for vulnerable viewers—a social benefit that would normally be
met from general taxation—should not fall on the BBC because that would place a disproportionate burden
on license fee payers.
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Voice of the Listener and Viewer (VLV) is an independent, non profit-making association which has been
working for quality, independence and diversity in broadcasting for over 20 years. VLV represents the
citizen and consumer interests in broadcasting and is free frompolitical, commercial or sectarian aYliations.
VLV is concerned with the issues, structures, institutions and regulation that underpin the British
broadcasting system, and supports the principles of public service in broadcasting. VLV does not handle
complaints.

October 2005

Memorandum submitted by Royal National Institute of the Blind (RNIB)

Who We Are

We are the leading charity working in the UK oVering practical support, advice and information for
anyone with sight loss. We are an organisation of blind and partially sighted people, with 80% of our
Trustees and Assembly Members being blind or partially sighted. We are also a membership organisation
with over 10,000 members, 81% of whom are blind or partially sighted.

Do People with Sight Loss use Television Services?

Every day another 100 people will start to lose their sight. There are around twomillion people in the UK
with sight problems. When RNIB conducted a survey in 1991 we found that 94% of blind and partially
sighted people surveyed used television as a key source of information, news and entertainment.

We welcome the Committee’s timely announcement of an inquiry into the many issues that are presented
by the Government’s proposals to switch oV analogue terrestrial television broadcasts over the period
2008–12.

Introduction

We have a range of concerns relating to the protection of vulnerable groups, principally the two million
people in the UK who have a sight problem, 90% of whom are over the age of 60.

— We have arranged our comments in accordance with the four areas of inquiry set out in the
Committee’s press release announcing the inquiry.

In summary we make the following points:

— Blind and partially sighted people can now access audio description services on both digital
terrestrial and satellite. However, the amount of audio described programmes may not be enough
to act as a “pull factor” in convincing the twomillion people in theUKwith sight loss to go digital.

— There is only one digital terrestrial “Freeview” receiver that can give access to audio description.
It costs more than twice as much as a standard set top box, and therefore financial assistance with
this extra cost will be essential for people on low incomes.

— Assistance in the form of a helpline and also a domestic installation service will be essential in
ensuring that blind and partially sighted people are not excluded from digital television and access
services such as audio description.

— We have welcomed the Government’s announcement that there will be specific support during
digital switchover for households where one person is blind. We are calling on the government to
extend this support to partially sighted people.

— The start of switchover in 2008 also provides an ideal opportunity for the Secretary of State to
increase the target for audio described programmes from 10 to 20% allowing people with sight
problems in the UK to see a clear benefit from going digital.

1. The Policy Objectives and Economic Benefits of Digital Switchover, and the Relative Roles of

the Different Platforms in the Delivery of Digital Television

The role of diVerent platforms in delivery

One of the major benefits of digital television for blind and partially sighted people is audio description.
Audio description has been available on digital satellite (Sky) since 2000, and on Digital Terrestrial since
the Netgem freeview set-top box was released in early 2004.
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Audio description is a special service to give blind and partially sighted people access to TV, just like
subtitling is provided for deaf and hard of hearing people. The service is an additional narration that helps
blind and partially sighted people understand and follow programmes. The audio description fits between
passages of dialogue to describe action sequences, body language, costume and scenery etc to allow the
viewer to understand exactly what’s happening on screen.

In terms of the diVerent platforms, we are now at a point where the very modest amounts of audio
described programmes are available on both Freeview and digital satellite. However, we believe that the low
targets for audio description may not act as a major incentive in getting people with sight loss to go digital.
More ambitious targets are needed to make the access services provided on digital a real pull factor, as
outlined in more detail in our response to question 4 of this consultation.

We hope that when Ofcom comes to make recommendations to the Secretary of State on future targets,
the impact of this decision on the attractiveness of digital to blind and partially sighted people, their families
and friends, will be one of the considerations included within discussions.

2. The Feasibility of, and the Steps Needed Towards Achieving Switchover to the Government’s
Timetable and with Sufficient Geographical Coverage

Shortly before Parliament’s summer recess, DCMS announced a pilot scheme in partnership with the
BBC in Bolton. We have enquired through Parliamentary Questions what plans there are to address the
access concerns we set out in more detail in our response to question 4 of this consultation and look forward
to the Secretary of State’s response.

“Mr Don Foster (Bath): To ask the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport, if she will
take steps to ensure that provision is made to help blind and partially-sighted people during digital
switchover with (a) installation and aerial adjustments, (b) financing of accessible set-up boxes and
(c) free telephone advice on the options they have, including advice on the availability of audio
description; and if she will make a statement. (15947)”

3. The Costs Associated with the Digital Switchover Process and how these are to be met

In our response to question four we outline our concerns in relation to the costs associated with digital
switchover for blind and partially sighted people on low incomes who need help with the costs of digital
terrestrial or satellite hardware.

4. The Protection of Vulnerable Groups in Terms of Financial and Practical Assistance

Below we set out six areas that we believe must be addressed to ensure that vulnerable groups are fully
protected in terms of financial and practical assistance that they will need to be included in the digital
revolution.

4.1 Is there assistance to meet the higher costs of receivers that blind and partially sighted people incur?

It is crucial that there is financial assistance to meet the higher costs of receivers that blind and partially
sighted people face.

People who need a digital terrestrial receiver that has the technical capacity to receive audio description
end up paying much more than the cheapest price for a Freeview Set-top box, of around £40. The price of
the Netgem i-player AD, the only Freeview box that can receive audio description, is £99. We believe it
would not be fair to expect blind and partially sighted people to pay more than twice the amount for digital
TV than their sighted counterparts, and therefore blind and partially-sighted people on low incomes, we
believe, should be provided with a free set-top box.

Our research (RNIB, 2004) found that three out of four older blind and partially sighted people were
living in or on the margins of poverty (living on less than half the mean national household income). This
compares to one in four of all pensioners living in poverty (Help the Aged, 2002). Clearly then there is a
genuine case to provide significant financial support to older blind and partially sighted people who simply
do not have the personal resources to cope with any additional costs resulting from digital switchover.

4.2 Is there a free helpline service that blind and partially sighted people can use?

The next key issue for blind and partially sighted is that there needs to be a free helpline service before,
throughout and after switchover. It is essential that blind and partially sighted people can use a free
telephone helpline to obtain advice on the digital TV services that are available to them, access features and
access services, such as audio description.

To ensure a good quality helpline service, the helpline staV need to be trained in disability issues, on what
equipment is available for blind and partially sighted people and on the nature and availability of audio
description.
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A free and qualified helpline service is not just an essential requirement for blind and partially sighted
people, it is also an issue for people who are deaf and hard of hearing, for example, or people with learning
disabilities. If this helpline service is to be of value to those people, it must be ensured that staV are fully
trained to understand a range of impairments, how these impact on access to digital television and be able
to provide advice on the most appropriate options.

4.3 Is there a trusted domestic installation service for blind and partially sighted people?

It is essential that there is a trusted domestic installation service because blind and partially sighted people
will clearly have more diYculty than sighted people in installing a digital box and adjusting their aerial if
necessary. Anyone who has tried installing a digital box will know that a lot of the information on how to
set up the system is given on the TV screen, without the option of speech output for people who cannot read
text on screen. It is therefore extremely diYcult or impossible for someone with a sight problem to install a
digital box without assistance.

We therefore believe that a trusted domestic installation service is an essential part of digital switchover.
It must be set up with staV trained to install the box and able to advise blind and partially sighted people
on how to use the box, how to navigate and how to access audio description.

This installation service needs to be free for blind and partially sighted people on low incomes.

When the retuning for Five took place, a similar service was used around the country quite successfully,
and we suggest that this model could be looked at.

4.4 Is there a choice of set-top boxes and IDTVs for blind and partially sighted people?

We believe that there needs to be a choice of set-top boxes. At the moment there’s no choice of Digital
Terrestrial Television (DTT) boxes to receive Freeview audio description, as there is only one box available
on the market, which means there is no competition that can influence the price of the box. It also means
that blind and partially sighted people have not got the same possibility as other users to choose a box with
increased functionality, with a more ergonomic remote control or with more user-friendly features.

These are all important considerations for people who may have manual dexterity diYculties that limit
their ability to operate complicated remote controls, or people with sight loss who need a remote control
that is well laid out or has good contrast between the buttons and numbers/text.

We strongly believe that the capacity to receive audio description must be built into all integrated digital
televisions by equipment manufacturers. This would make access services part of the mainstream allowing
people with sight loss to have a choice of products to meet their needs and avoiding ongoing exclusion as
digital technology rolls out.

In addition, there is at the moment no solution for cable customers, which means that blind and partially
sighted people who are cable subscribers are unable to receive audio description, and this issue also needs
to be resolved by the regulator, broadcasters and equipment manufacturers.

4.5 Are electronic programme guides, teletext and interactive services accessible for blind and partially
sighted people?

Electronic programme guides, Teletext and interactive services are at the moment not accessible because
they rely on people seeing the screen and have no alternative voice output. It means that it is almost
impossible for blind and partially sighted people to use and navigate digital television, to knowwhat channel
they are on or to consult the electronic programme guide to see what’s on.

An aVordable, accessible solution for electronic programme guides is an essential pre-requisite before any
analogue signals in a region of the country are switched oV. Otherwise blind and partially sighted people
will not be able to access television and this clearly would be unacceptable exclusion of a substantial number
of people from public service broadcasting.

In addition, blind and partially sighted people will have no access to on-screen interactive digital text
services and teletext. This is a regression because in the analogue environment a technical solution for
creating voice output for teletext has been developed, but no similar solution currently exists for digital
teletext.

4.6 Is there a suYcient number of audio described programmes to convince blind and partially sighted people
to go digital?

There needs to be strong encouragement for blind and partially sighted people to move to Digital TV,
just like for other consumers. We would argue that in order to give blind and partially sighted people a
stronger incentive to embrace digital television, the targets for audio description need to be increased.

At the moment those targets stand at 6% going up to 10% of programming. We think the target should
be 20% of programming by the 10th year of digital licences to ensure that blind and partially sighted people
can clearly feel the benefit of going digital.

In public information campaigns the benefits of digital television are not emphasised enough. We would
like the availability of audio description to be advertised as an advantage of switching to digital. This
message needs to go out not just to blind and partially sighted people but also to their friends and family,
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as everyone who is in touch with a blind or partially sighted person can potentially advise them on audio
description and the fact that it is only available on digital TV, although currently on a limited number of
programmes.

Lastly all information that is made available to the wider public should be available to blind and partially
sighted people in their preferred reading format, whether that is large print, audio, Braille, or electronic
formats.

Conclusion

The inclusion of blind and partially sighted people in digital switchover will require attention to the
following:

— Assistance with the extra costs of buying the only digital terrestrial “Freeview” receiver that can
give access to audio description. It costs more than twice as much as a standard set top box, and
therefore financial assistance with this extra cost will be essential for blind and partially sighted
people on low incomes.

— Assistance in the form of a helpline and also a domestic installation service to ensure that blind
and partially sighted people are not excluded from digital television and access services such as
audio description.

— Urgent attention to the problems of a) the inaccessibility of Electronic Programme Guides and b)
digital teletext and digital text services.

In addition we would like to see recognition by Ofcom and government that an increase in audio
description targets would act as a strong incentive to get the two million people with sight loss in the UK
to go digital.

September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Help the Aged

Summary

“My old TV is packed up and I need to buy a new one—a big investment for me. On going round the
stores I foundmyself a bit bemused.Do Iwant widescreenwhere some people look squashed as in a distorted
mirror? Will this be obligatory in future? I looked at an analogue set and nobody said it would be switched
oV in the future. There was mention of “a box”. It seemed nobody had time to explain anything.”

Letter to Help the Aged

— People over 50 watch more television than anyone else in the UK. Over 65s watch over five hours
per day compared to around 3° hours for all ages and just over four hours for 55 to 64 year olds.

— Many older people remain unconvinced of the benefit of switch-over. A survey by Help the Aged
at the Pensioners Parliament in July 2005 revealed that 25% of delegates saw switch-over as an
opportunity, but the majority (57%) saw it as a threat.

— Help the Aged believes that Digital TV has the potential to deliver, at an aVordable cost, a wide
range of useful services to some of the most vulnerable older people in the UK.

— Across the board, many consumers remain confused by the process of switch-over with only
around 30% aware of the impending change (in advance of the formal announcement).

— As takeup increases, digital TV could help tackle the digital divide by increasing access to
interactive information and services to older people and to those in lower social classes.

— For the most disadvantaged groups to benefit from digital TV as a potential information tool,
Government should not miss the opportunity of developing a cross departmental programme
which would ensure that all older people can use digital TV as a route into a wide range of
activities, services and information.

— We are concerned to ensure that the process of developing the detailed proposals of support for
vulnerable consumers will be an open one and expect to be consulted on the detail.

— Help the Aged believes that Switchco/Digital UK should set up a focus group of older people to
consult on the information it plans to produce for switch-over.

— Help the Aged is concerned that the voluntary sector will be asked to fill gaps in information about
switch-over, without being funded to do so. We are already receiving queries about digital TV via
our telephone helpline and in writing. If Government or Switchco/Digital UK want the voluntary
sector to assist in getting information about switch-over to consumers, we will need financial
support to do so.
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— The initial consumer leaflets about switch-over do not inspire confidence that older people’s
information needs are being provided for. The use of language such as “scart cables” and “ADSL”
may be appropriate for some older consumers but care needs to be taken to ensure that
information is inclusive and accessible, avoiding jargon and technical language as well as being
available in a wide range of formats and languages.

— TheGovernment should put pressure on the industry to begin to better consider the needs of older
people through design of hardware and software.

— Sadly, with new initiatives like the move to digital TV, a small number of older people are likely
to find themselves being targeted by rogue traders or bogus callers using digital TV as an excuse
to get into the homes of vulnerable older people. Local police, Government and trading standards
oYcers must be on their toes to monitor local activity and must ensure that any such activity is
cracked down upon. The DTI must progress activity on developing a charter mark or equivalent
which will give older people confidence in the aerial installers.

— The Government must launch a major information campaign targeted at private landlords, care
homes and other housing providers, as well as people living in this accommodation in order to
prepare them for switch-over.

Introduction

2.1 Help the Aged was set up in 1961 to respond to the needs of poor, frail and isolated older people at
home and overseas. As a national organisationwe campaignwith and on behalf of older people, raisemoney
to help older people in need and provide direct services where we have identified a gap in provision.

2.2 Help the Aged have an expert knowledge of issues around digital television and over the past year we
have worked closely with the DCMS, Switchco/Digital UK and Ofcom to ensure that digital switch-over
does not disadvantage older people. Help the Aged were members of the Digital TV Action Plan
Stakeholders Group and are currently members of the Switchco/Digital UKConsumer reference group and
the DCMS Consumer Expert group.

2.3 Help the Aged gives advice and information on a variety of issues to 100,000s of older people every
year. SeniorLine, our free and confidential telephone advice service, answers 75,000 calls a year, around a
third of which concern benefits issues. The Charity produces easy-to-understand information leaflets on a
wide range of issues and disseminates around 3 million of them each year.

Benefits of Switch-over

Help the Aged believes that Digital TV has the potential to deliver a wide range of useful services to some
of the most vulnerable older people in the UK. Digital services could improve television for people with
disabilities through the provision of audio description. It could oVer internet and email access for older
people together with innovative and interactive services which could transform the way vulnerable groups
access public services. Furthermore, switch-over should enhance reception and could enable the
broadcasters to make savings on their transmission costs.

Some people have been paying (through the licence fee) for digital services since 1998 but have been unable
to receive them and switch-over will allow the 20–25% of the population without digital terrestrial coverage
to have this option.

However, despite these advantages many older people remain unconvinced of the benefit of switch-over.
A survey by Help the Aged at the Pensioners Parliament in July 2005 revealed that 25% of delegates saw
switch-over as an opportunity, but the majority (57%) saw it as a threat. 18% had no view. This is
particularly disappointing for digital switch-over given that those in attendance represent the more active
older people and are therefore probably more likely than the general population to understand and be
convinced of the potential of digital TV.

Across the board, many consumers remain confused by the process of switch-over with only around 30%
aware of the up-coming changes (in advance of the formal announcement). There remains some confusion
about the impact of switch-over and of course, consumers are continuing to buy analogue TV sets.

A small percentage of the population are currently telling surveys that theywill refuse to upgrade to digital
TV. There will be a need to continue to monitor how the “principled objectors” respond to the process of
switch-over as there are risks of further social exclusion if there are small numbers of older people who
simply refuse to switch-over or are unable to do so. The estimated number of principled objectors is around
5% although recent research implies the figure could be higher. An article in the Daily Mail (23 September
2005) suggested that “About 60% of the population already has digital TV—in the form of Sky, cable or
the Freeview service. But researchers found that, of the remainder, more than half say they ‘never will’ make
the switch—the equivalent of about 20%of the population. Opposition to the new technology is particularly
high among the over-65s, with more than a third vowing never to go digital.”
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However, it is important to note that whilst there remain concerns around the switch-over process
amongst older people, those early adopters tend to be remarkably positive about digital TV, as was
highlighted by the technical trial in Wales.

Digital TV Could Tackle The Digital Divide
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The table above shows how, if digital TV was used as a delivery tool for improving access to government
services and other information and products, there is some potential for using the technology to tackle the
digital divide. The figures, which have been provided by Yoomedia, highlight the idea that digital TV is
potentially more socially inclusive than internet access. In other words, it is already the case that digital TV
accesses sections of the community which the internet is still failing to reach.

Case Study

Digital TV Content company, YooMedia hosted an “e-consultations demonstration” on IDTV for the
Department of Health in December 2002 using YooMedia’s proprietary chat technology. An orthopaedic
consultant and a physiotherapist guided and answered six patients’ questions about hip replacement
operations. The results of the trial were extremely positive with both the patients and the doctors agreed
that “e-consultations” on IDTV were an eVective method to answer questions and concerns.

As take-up increases, digital TV could begin to tackle the digital divide by increasing access to interactive
information and services to older people and to those in lower social classes.

However, to benefit from some of the most exciting opportunities oVered by digital transmission requires
more than the cheapest, basic set top box. The Netgem set top box, for example, oVers audio description of
programmes and internet access, but it costs about £100 compared with £30 and upwards for an entry level
box. For themost disadvantaged groups to benefit from this potential information tool, Government should
not miss the opportunity of developing a cross departmental programme which would ensure that all older
people can use digital TV as a route into a wide range of activities, services and information.

Case Study

The Glasgow Housing Association have developed an “Access for All” project. Through a Pilot in
Drumchapel and Dalmarnock 600 homes in six high rise blocks have been introduced to a range of housing
and council information services, including interactive communications, directly into their homes. The
project, which seeks to provide aVordable access to the world wide web through digital television for all
residents, has delivered interactive housing support and has been supported by a one to one tailored training
programme and a remote help desk facility.

FEASIBILITY OF SWITCH-OVER

Timetable

As late as May 2004, the Digital TV Project were working towards an estimated timeframe of
“Completion by 2010, as an option”. The timetable now set is planned to happen between 2008 and 2012.
This timetable is probably realistic from a consumer point of view, although this relies upon excellent
information and support for older people.
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Older people can currently access digital TV via Satellite, Cable, Broadband connection or digital
terrestrial. There has, over recent years, been a big increase in takeup of freeview set top boxes. However,
the market alone will not deliver takeup of digital TV to enable switchoV by 2010. Government intervention
will therefore be necessary and has now been promised through its proposed support packages.

Access to Digital TV

It remains the case that some 25% of homes cannot currently access digital TV through terrestrial aerial
(freeview signal). This figure will not increase until after the analogue signals are switched oV. However,
there are, through the new free satellite provision, alternative possibilities for some individuals.

The announcement of the Freesat service from Sky and the recent announcement of a BBC/ITV
equivalent, which will give access to digital services by satellite to the substantial minority of the population
who are unable to access terrestrial or cable digital TV, has alleviated one ofHelp theAged’s major concerns
about switch-over.

The £150 initial cost of a Freesat setup will be prohibitive for some older people and in some areas
planning restrictions prevent the use of Satellite TV. It remains a concern that some may not be able to
obtain a freeview signal until switch-over begins.

Help theAged firmly believes that no-one should lose access to television as a result of digital switch-over.

In 1999 the then Culture Secretary Chris Smith set a coverage test which required that digital TV should
be available to everyone currently able to access the main public service broadcasting channels in analogue,
before switch-over. This is now not considered possible before switch-over. However, Help the Aged
believes that the commitment to full access should be maintained at the point of switch-over.

Resources

If switch-over is to be the success it should be, Help the Aged believes that Switchco/Digital UK needs to
be properly resourced.We are concerned that Switchco/DigitalUKwill not have adequate funding to ensure
good information provision and to deliver a vulnerable assistance scheme. The Government must ensure
adequate funding is in place.

Costs of Switch-over

Cost to consumers

The cost of switch-over will fall mainly on the consumer and is likely vary between £40 and £500 per
household.

Costs to the consumer6

Adapt 1 TV and re-plug VCR: £40 to £80
Adapt 2 TVs and re-plug VCR: £80 to £160
Adapt 2 TVs, one with twin tuner PVR for reordering: £350
Add new roof aerial: £150

Some homes will need new TVs/Set top boxes/videos/aerials, and whilst at the cheapest end of the scale
homes can upgrade for £30–40, at the other end of the scale some estimate switch-over could cost in excess
of £500. A further additional cost for many older people may involve installation support even for the most
basic set top boxes. It is clear that cost will be a significant factor for many older people, notwithstanding
the support provided for some vulnerable older people.

It remains worrying that for those people who buy television equipment now, many are not aware that
switch-over will take place during the expected lifetime of television sets bought today.

Costs to Industry, Government and the Broadcasters

There are a wide range of experts who have estimated the cost benefit of switch-over to a variety of
diVerent bodies. We are not in a position to validate any estimates but it remains disappointing that a
significant cost of switch-over will fall on the consumer.

Government will, over time, announce full details of the support it will provide for vulnerable consumers.
Whilst we do not wish to comment on the source of funding for switch-over, it is essential that Switchco/
Digital UK and the DCMS have adequate funded in order to meet their various obligations including
support for vulnerable consumers.

6 Presentation by Michael Starks, Digital TV Project. February 2004.
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Protecting Vulnerable Groups

We believe that switch-over should be broadcaster-led but that the final decision on timetable should balance
these benefits against the need to ensure that the interests of the most vulnerable consumers are protected. I
have therefore asked Ofcom’s independent consumer panel to consider what measures might be necessary to
ensure this protection and to report to me later this year with their advice. We will also take advice from leading
charities. The Government’s final endorsement of a timetable will be subject to being satisfied that adequate
measures are in place to meet this objective.

Tessa Jowell MP, Ministerial Statement, July 2004

Subsequently, an Ofcom Consumer Panel Report, led by Collette Bowe at the request of the Minister,
suggested that:

“SwitchCo, . . . should develop a process—working closely with the voluntary sector and local
government—to identify people in need of help through switch-over and provide a scheme oVering
practical support. We estimate that a national scheme along these lines could cost in the region of
£110 million.
Financial assistance should be oVered to people currently eligible for TV licence fee exemptions
or concessions (people over 75 or registered blind) in order to meet the costs of one-oV purchases
of equipment and any necessary aerial upgrade work needed to make the transition to digital. We
estimate that the costs of such assistance could lie between £134 million and £270 million.
Significant and rapid attention must be paid to the particular requirements of people with
disabilities, especially those with vision or hearing impairments, in order to ensure that suitable
equipment at reasonable cost will be readily available.”

The LabourManifesto, published earlier this year, gave a firm commitment to a timetable of 2008–12 and
on 15 September 2005, the Government confirmed this timetable and announced the scope of the support
scheme for the most vulnerable households which would ensure that:

— help will go to all households with one person aged 75 or over;

— help will go to all households with one person with a significant disability (receiving attendance
allowance, disability living allowance);

— help will be available free of charge to households with one person aged 75 or over/disabled
households receiving pension credit, income support or jobseekers allowance; other households
will pay a modest fee; and

— specific support for households where one person is blind.

Assistance will consist of providing the necessary equipment to convert one TV set and the relevant
support to install and use the equipment. Equivalent arrangements will be made to provide assistance if a
diVerent platform for receiving digital is opted for.

The DCMS press release added “Further details of how the scheme will operate in practice need to be
developed by the BBC and the Government.” This raises a significant question as to the role of Switchco/
Digital UK. We understand that Switchco/Digital UK will be responsible for the implementation of any
support packages for vulnerable groups and we are therefore concerned about the coordination of how the
support packages will be delivered.

Help the Aged welcomes the proposed package of support for over 75s and for people with disabilities.
However, we are anxious to ensure that the process of developing the detailed proposals of support for
vulnerable consumers will be an open one and expect to be consulted on the detail. In a letter to Help the
Aged, dated 4 May 2005, Richard Caborn MP committed the Government to “a wide consultation in the
area” of support for vulnerable groups. He confirmed that “We will ask the BBC to help establish and fund
schemes for the most vulnerable consumers, including the elderly”. We are concerned that the Government
does not forget its commitment to consult.

Information Support

In a presentation byMichael Starks of theDigital TVProject in February 2004 he noted that a foundation
of switch-over must be “Public understanding of the reasons for switch-over”. Help the Aged remain
concerned about the importance of good information support, particularly for vulnerable consumers.

The process of switch-over will not be simple. There will be a 4 year switch-over period, during which time
diVerent regions and channels will be switched oV at diVerent times. There is a real potential for confusion
and worry amongst older people.

The provision of consumer information and support is therefore vital and a programme of consumer
information needs to be tied into the switch-over timetable.

Consumers need access to information about when switch-over will take place in their area, what
platforms will be available to them, whether they will need a new aerial and how the transition will be
managed in areas without existing digital terrestrial coverage.
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We remain concerned that some of the providers of digital services continue to charge national call rates
(0870-0871 numbers) on their telephone helplines. We know that many older people will not call national
rate or even local rate numbers. We very much welcome the decision by Switchco/Digital UK to provide a
freephone number for older people and other vulnerable groups. We believe the Government should ensure
SwitchCo/Digital UK has suYcient funding to provide clear information to older people.

The initial consumer leaflets about switch-over do not inspire confidence that older people’s information
needs are being provided for. The use of language like “scart cables” and “ADSL” may be appropriate for
some older consumers but care needs to be taken to ensure that information is inclusive and accessible,
avoiding jargon and technical language as well as being available in a wide range of formats and languages.
We understand that whilst the initial launch advertisements were tested on focus groups, none of these
included anyone over the age of 65.

Help the Aged believes that Switchco/Digital UK should set up a focus group of older people to consult
on the information it plans to produce for switch-over.

Some information is available via the internet. However around 80% of over 65s have never used the
internet and the majority of vulnerable older people do not use the internet for information. If websites are
used to disseminate information, they must meet best practice standards for accessibility and should be
available in a range of languages.

Help theAged is concerned that the voluntary sectorwill be asked to fill gaps in information about switch-
over, without being funded to do so. We are already receiving queries about digital TV via our telephone
helpline and via letters. If Government or Switchco/Digital UKwant the voluntary sector to assist in getting
information about switch-over to consumers, we will need financial support to do so.

Help the Aged are concerned that we did not receive the information providing “FAQs” designed for our
own telephone helpline and information services until the day before the announcement of the timetable.
This made it impossible to disseminate the information to regional and local contacts in advance of the
announcement.

Equipment Support

A recent letter to Help the Aged demonstrated some of the problems older people are facing in gaining
information about their options in a digital age. The writer said:

“My old TV is packed up and I need to buy a new one—a big investment for me. On going round
the stores I found myself a bit bemused. Do I want widescreen where some people look squashed
as in a distorted mirror? Will this be obligatory in future? I looked at an analogue set and nobody
said it would be switched oV in the future. There was mention of ‘a box’. It seemed nobody had
time to explain anything.”

Part of the problem relates to the fact that retailers have little incentive to sell set top boxes as they do not
make much profit from doing so. We believe there is a need for much better staV training on the issue of
switch-over. Retailers should exemplify excellent practice when dealing with vulnerable consumers seeking
information on and access to digital television.

Accessibility of Digital Television

TheAccessibility of digital television will play a vital part in ensuring that vulnerable groups are protected
at switch-over.

The report from the technical switch-over trial in Ferryside and LlansteVan revealed that “A small
minority needed lot of support—mostly the very elderly and the disabled”. They noted however, that in
general age was not a barrier to using and enjoying digital television and that many “older people were very
keen—they tend to watch a lot of TV and appreciated the additional choice”.

However, the report also revealed that the “Additional remote controls were a problem for some,
especially the elderly. Many older people would have preferred a simple remote control with big buttons for
the 3 basic functions”. They added “Some elderly users found diYculty with directional remote controls that
needed to be pointed directly at the set top box (rather than at the TV) many also had a tendency to hold
down the buttons on the remote control, or to press them more than once, leading to diYculties in channel
selection.”

Research under the banner of “EasyTV”, published in 2002 highlighted the need for easier to use domestic
digital TV receiver equipment. Results presented by Easy TV, of a major survey of the public’s attitudes to
the ease of use of digital and interactive TV, showed that on average the public perceived digital and
interactive TV to be as diYcult to use as a personal computer (PC). “Elderly and female respondents were
most likely to report perceiving digital and interactive TV to be diYcult to use”.7

7 http://www.itc.org.uk/uploads/UsE—report.pdf
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Finally, Digital Television for All (September 2003) by The Generics Group on behalf of the DTI,
highlighted the problems faced by older people with themove away from analogue television towards digital
(DTV). The report estimated the extent to which people with some level of capability loss (reduced dexterity,
impaired vision and hearing, and impaired cognitive functioning) would be excluded from accessing DTV
using current equipment. It estimated that two million people (4.4% of those able to access analogue
television) could be excluded from simply viewing the new digital terrestrial television set top boxes at
switch-over. A further 700,000 people would be excluded from using advanced features such as digital text
and interactive services.

The report also noted that 15% of viewers who want digital terrestrial television would need technical
assistance to set up. It has been suggested that one major electronics retailer has up to 25% of set top boxes
returned because individuals cannot install them. In responding to the report, the DTI stated that it would
take forward recommendations and work with the industry on how best to take forward action to address
issues of accessibility and usability.

The Government should put pressure on the industry to begin to better consider the needs of older people
through design of hardware and software.

Rogue Traders and Bogus Callers

Sadly, with new initiatives like the move to digital TV, a small number of older people are likely to find
themselves being targeted by rogue traders or bogus callers using digital TV as an excuse to get into the
homes of vulnerable older people. Local police, Government and trading standards oYcers must be on their
toes to monitor local activity and must ensure that any such activity is cracked down upon. The DTI must
progress activity on developing a charter mark or equivalent which will give older people confidence in the
aerial installers.

Care Homes, Sheltered Accommodation, Private Rented Accommodation, Houses in Multiple

Occupation

There remain major concerns about the move to digital TV in relation to older people living in homes
they do not own. Around 570,000 people live in Care homes for example. Help the Aged is concerned that
some vulnerable consumers may be forced either to pay extra for television services, or left without access
to TV because their landlords are not prepared for switch-over. We are also concerned that some landlords
may be unwilling to upgrade communal aerials and some tenants may refuse to pay for upgrading
communal aerials.

The Government must launch a major information campaign targeted at private landlords, care homes
and other housing providers, as well as people living in this accommodation in order to prepare them for
switch-over.

Support in other Languages and for People with Disabilities

It seems obvious, but Government and Switchco/Digital UK must provide information in languages
other than English and other formats as appropriate for those with certain disabilities (tape, Braille etc).
There is currently limited information available in alternative formats.

September 2005

Witnesses: Ms Colette Bowe, Ofcom Consumer Panel, Ms Jocelyn Hay, Voice of the Listener & Viewer,
Ms Leen Petre, RNIB andMr David Sinclair, Help the Aged, examined.

Chairman: Good morning; I apologise for keeping Mr Sinclair:We will need to be platform-neutral in
any decision you make. The problem with goingyou waiting. One of our witnesses in the last session
down the satellite route is what happens to the cablesaid that one of the things that had been absent so
companies. I am sure they would not be particularlyfar had been the voice of the consumer in this entire
happy about that.process. I hope this next session will give you a

chance to begin to correct that.
Q60 Mr Sanders: You and the listeners have both
supported the launch of free-to-air satellite. There

Q59 Mr Sanders: In your evidence you have talked must have been a reason why you supported that?
a bit about free-to-view satellite being part of the Mr Sinclair: Absolutely. It is vital that consumers
answer, which is what we heard in the earlier session. have a wide variety of diVerent choices in terms of
I wonder if you could talk a little more about your access. Up until a while ago this was an issue
analysis of what is actually happening here and particularly (and will be an issue) around set-top
whether, in fact, we are choosing the right platform boxes until the point of switch-over—that a

significant minority of the population, until BBC2 isto move people to digital or not?
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8 November 2005 Ms Colette Bowe, Ms Jocelyn Hay, Ms Leen Petre and Mr David Sinclair

switched oV, will not be able to access any services. reached by digital terrestrial television. I do not
believe that is a satisfactory outcome for anybody inThe worry people will have is that you will go

overnight, it will be switched oV, and if you have got this country and plainly satellite has got a role to
play there. We have got to keep focussed on thata set-top box will it work or not? At least if you have

got a free-to-air satellite alternative that gives 98.5% because 1.5% translates into a lot of people.
consumers another alternative.

Q63 Mr Sanders: What about consumer resistance
to digital television and the likelihood that this willQ61 Mr Sanders: But you have got to buy a box,

have you not? persist after switch-over; is that something your
organisations have picked up?Mr Sinclair: The box will come with the free-to-air.
MsHay:We are conscious of the fact that there will
be quite a lot of resistance and it will becomeQ62 Mr Sanders: You still need an extra gizmo in
increasingly diYcult, because the most resistantorder to receive the satellite service?
people will remain until the end. Most of thoseMr Sinclair: Yes.
people who wish to have multiple channel televisionMs Petre: The Consumer Expert Group has said in
have already moved. The previous witnesses wereits report published in October last year that a free
perhaps more technically qualified, but I do notsatellite oVering was crucial, and a free satellite
think the situation on set top boxes is quite as dire asoVering with a guarantee that it would remain free.
they said. At home I have got an old on-digital boxSpeaking for the RNIB and for blind and partially
and we can turn it oV—wedo so every night—it doessighted people, in terms of platforms we have no
not cause problems; it works with our existing aerialpreference for any particular platform, but what we
so we are very lucky and we get very good reception.are concerned about is that the oVering on each of
Our fear in VLV about future boxes is that there isthose platforms should be accessible for blind and
going to be a big divide between the cheapest boxespartially sighted people, which currently it is not
and the most sophisticated boxes. I think there is awith electronic programme guides, on the screen
huge danger there that a large swathe of people,navigation and so on.We are also concerned that on
particularly the most vulnerable, will be either giveneach of those platforms there should be suYcient
or acquire the cheapest boxes which will have very,oVering of the access service that has been developed
very limited functionality and they will not be ablefor blind and partially sighted people—audio
to take advantage of everything, and also they maydescription. Those are issues for the RNIB.
have a shorter life.Ms Hay: Speaking for Voice of the Listener &

Viewer, we strongly support the launch of a free-to-
air satellite to provide competition in that market. I Q64 Mr Sanders: Can you quantify the likely

consumer resistance, any studies done, percentagethink the satellite market is the only market where
there is not competition at every level of delivery. As and likely numbers?

Ms Hay:We have no figures.we have heard this morning, a large number of
people (I think it is 27.5%) will not be able to receive Ms Bowe:We are of course independent of Ofcom,

but I have seen estimates which suggest thatdigital terrestrial signals until after analogue switch-
oV, and even then only if the transmitters are built something like around 10% of households might be

either reluctant or unable to move. I am sure thoseout and in many areas it will be uneconomic. There
are advantages with digital terrestrial, and I numbers could be made available to the Committee.

Could I just raise a question about the use of theunderstand one of those is the easier use of portable
sets, which is not just for carrying them around but word “resistance”, because that sounds like

something that is a very conscious choice where youbecause they aremuch smaller andmany peoplewho
live in flats will find it much easier to have a small set have said, “I knowall about this and, by theway, I’m

not going to do it”. I think that is going to be quitethan one of the huge widescreen sets that are
currently being sold. Terrestrial has some a rare event. What, in our diVerent ways, we are all

worried about on this side of the table is people whoadvantages, for instance it will bring very local
televisionmore cheaply than satellite; but in order to actually do not know what this is about possibly.

This morning the conversation you had from thehave competition, and in order to have 100%
coverage of the country then we need both. Voice of earlier witnesses, which everybody in the room

found riveting, is probably incomprehensible tothe Listener & Viewer strongly recommends a free-
to-air satellite service. I think the target for digital practically everybody out in the street, and let us just

keep remembering that. Even if you go into a shop,terrestrial is only 98.5% anyway, so that is going to
leave something like 400,000 households, nearly a this presupposes that you are going to have a very

good conversation with somebody in a shop about,million people, who will not have access at all.
Ms Bowe: The Ofcom Consumer Panel has given “Do I have digital or do I have analogue”, it is not

like that, is it? One problem is: what on earth is this?advice on who are the people who are likely to be
most vulnerable in this switch-over, and how can The second problem is: even if you know what it is,

what am I supposed to do about it? Again, we are allthey be supported through it. That advice has been
platform-neutral, but I would like to strongly talking cheerfully about set-top boxes and no doubt

our previous friends would know all about Scartsupport JocelynHay’s last point which is, even if this
switch-over is managed, delivered and comes good, leads and things but an awful lot of us do not know

about that stuV. The third thing is: even if I do knowthere will be quite a substantial number of people
who, even on the best executed plan, will not be what I am supposed to do, how am I supposed to do
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it? Do I go down to the shops, or is somebody going to the gas networkwhich would be one of the biggest
ways to protect against fuel poverty. The issueto send me something? Even if I have got this thing,

how do I install it? What if it still is not working?We around the potential for satellite is that we do not
want to go down the route where you have only gothad some slightly disturbing things from the

previous witnesses about how this might actually one solution. If we cannot do it right for gas over
50 years—work on day one in the Borders. If people are sitting

in their house, maybe even having gone through all
of those things, with a blank screen thenwhat do you Q67 Chairman: Can I quickly come back to this
do then? I am saying this to give it some context— 1.5%. It is one thing for the Government to say,
this idea of what does it mean for people. It is not “Your analogue set is not going to work, therefore
about resistance; it is about maybe any one of those you’re going to have to pay maybe £30 for a set-top
things I have just described, if you are a real person, box”; but it is another thing to say, “Your analogue
you could have a problem with. is not going to work, DTT doesn’t reach you so

you’re going to have to go out and spend £150 on a
satellite box and dish”. Would it be your view thatQ65 Paul Farrelly:Colette, you have just referred to
those people, given they are not a huge number,the not so much eye-opening as skull-shattering
should be given satellite dishes?session we had previously. Could I ask you, as the
Ms Bowe: Or should be given support to get them.representative of the Consumer Panel of Ofcom,
Speaking only for the Panel, we think it is simply notthat when we are talking about Government figures
acceptable that people should have televisionand the cost benefit analysis that will be traded
services withdrawn from them in that way. It is anaround and bandied around to support what is
issue which the Government has absolutely got tohappening, that you and your Panel can give us an
address. I have lost count of the number of times Iassurance youwill be making those figures subject to
have heard the expression “only 1.5” being bandieda rigorous scrutiny; and also that we can expect to
around. Only 1.5 is 1.5 too many.see something such as a commentary published by

Ofcom in this respect?
Ms Bowe: I am afraid I cannot speak for Ofcom. Q68 Mr Evans:Do you accept as well that there are

some people out there who do not like satelliteAlthough we are the OfcomConsumer Panel, we are
an independent body and we are called the Ofcom dishes; they hate to have them on their walls or

anywhere?Consumer Panel because our statutory job is to
advise them. I cannot make undertakings on behalf MsBowe:Ormight not be allowed to.Where I live in

London you are not allowed to have a satellite dish.of Ofcom, but I can give an undertaking that I will
go straight out of this room and go back and say
what you have just said to Ofcom. Q69 Mr Evans: What happens there then? There

may be some people who cannot get cable, will not
be able to get the digital terrestrial and then all of aQ66 Paul Farrelly: What about on behalf of the
sudden, through planning, cannot have a satellitePanel?
dish?Ms Bowe: I think it is absolutely of the essence that
Ms Bowe: That is going to be a problem.this Committee has access to all the relevant

information that Ofcom has got. I think it is not only
in your interests, it is in the interests of everybody in Q70 Mr Evans: It may be a sought-after area, you

never know!the UK. Please understand I am not myself an
Ofcom board member. Ms Hay: That is why I think you need all three

technologies—cable, terrestrial and satellite—Mr Sinclair: On the point of resistance, Help the
Aged did some work at the Pensioners Parliament, because there are many places where you have got to

have a clear line of sight to the satellite, and that iswhich is a big event held in Blackpool every year
where you have members of the National not available in many cities, and also in the lee of

hills and even trees.We havemembers who have SkyPensioners’ Convention coming. We did a survey
there, not very scientific, but you would imagine television and even if it rains heavily, for instance, it

interferes with the picture, and so do trees when theythem to be amongst the most active older people,
many ex-trade union type members, but 57% of come out in leaf. There are problems of reception

with all three technologies.those who responded saw digital switch-over as a
threat and not as an opportunity. Clearly in terms of MsPetre:Could I just go back to the point you were

making earlier about people who want to refuse thistake-up of the technology by older people, take-up
decreases with age.What we certainly have not done technology. Just as was said before, I think use of the

term “people who choose to refuse this” is slightlyis won the hearts and minds yet of the older
population about the potential of the technology to dangerous. I would say there are categories in the

population for whom there is no serious incentive todeliver vast improvements to their quality of life and
tackle real issues of social exclusion, where there is go digital. That is the way I would phrase it. When

you look at blind and partially sighted people, forsome real potential there. On the satellite point, back
in 1948 the Government on a national scale pulled example, at the moment the additional narration

which helps them to follow television programmes isthe gas network together, so we had a national gas
network. Despite having 30,000 excess winter deaths only oVered currently on about 8% of programmes,

going up to 10%; andwe as theRNIBfind that that islast year, we are still in the situation of a significant
proportion of the UK population not having access not enough audio description to convince blind and
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partially sighted people to go digital. The other issue problem. We heard a lot in the previous session
about the need for very tight project management infor blind and partially sighted people, and also for

other disabled people, is that the technology this, which we all endorse, but who owns the
problem of identifying who are the vulnerable andgenerally is less accessible and more diYcult to use.

When you have got sight problems it becomes a real figuring out what to do about them?We did a report
for the Government nearly a year ago saying, “Thischallenge to try and navigate your way around

digital channels on the television screen. There are is how you figure this out. This is how you do it”.
Nearly a year later I am still not clear who is goingsolutions for that. You can provide electronic

programme guides with speech output, but no to own that problem.
Mr Sinclair: There is a lack of research in this area.manufacturer has done so, so far. When people with

dexterity problems want to go into a shop and find We do not know who are the most vulnerable. We
do not even know what the take-up is by race, age,out which remote control is going to be easier to use

for them, or whether a set delivers very good quality sex or disability at the moment. Coming back to
your question,my real concern andmy real beef withsubtitles, that information is simply not available for

people at the moment. As the RNIB we are theDTI/DCMS approach is that they see vulnerable
consumers as a problem. They are looking atvery supportive of the research the DTI is

commissioning, looking specifically at accessibility delivering a technology project which delivers digital
TV switch-over but not necessarily one whichand usability of this equipment; but there might be

more needed to drive this than research about what potentially looks at digital inclusion which looks at
what the technology could potentially be doing.features are available.
They are looking at a process which goes between
now and 2008 and 2012 which will deliver switch-oV

Q71 Rosemary McKenna: Following on from that, at this point, and switch-oV at that point, but not
do you really think the Government are aware of the looking at what the potential is in a world where we
scale of the problem of the vulnerable groups that are reliant upon technology. You have talked a bit
they are going to have to support? They say they are about coercion in the earlier session; of course the
going to target vulnerable groups, and I particularly Government coerces people to do all sorts of things;
know about the partially sighted people because I sometimes we would not like them to; and
worked with the VIPONAIR (Visually Impaired sometimes it is just because of cost. A good example
People) in Glasgow which is an internet radio is that last year the Government coerced most older
service. I suppose in oneway, to have it all in one box people into using bank accounts and they are
in the corner for people with mobility and sight attracting a lot of criticism and concern from older
diYculty it is going to be wonderful; but the cost of people. Quite rightly there was a need for an
actually helping them to access that set, even after exception service to protect the most vulnerable, but
they have purchased the set, do you think the actually it makes a lot of sense to have a bank
Government really understands just how costly and account rather than keep your money under your
how diYcult that is going to be? bed. If you do not have the programme and the
MsBowe:There is even a question before that which coercion to a certain extent there is a real risk, and
is: who are we talking about here, before you even do what we are seeing in the figures is that older people
the costs? As you will all know, there is a trial going will miss out on the benefits of the technology. We
on at the moment in Bolton about how you might know we have only got one in five older people who
make all this work in terms of adoption. We have have ever used the internet; that is 80% of over-65s
been surprised and disappointed to see that that who have never used the internet. We have got the
trial, which is being run by the DCMS, is focused on DTI pulling employment-related information from
people who are over 75. That is one important group printed form into the internet. We have got the BBC
but, as I think we all know, there are people in our moving towards a digital curriculum and away from
society who may not be over 75 but who may be mainstream provision of education via TV.We have
highly vulnerable in this process for the sorts of got the Cabinet OYce looking at compelling people
reasons I was dilating on to Mr Sanders. In eVect to use public services via electronic means. Literally
you might not have anybody who can give you a the Cabinet OYce has talked about “compelling”.
hand with this. You might be socially isolated. Most There is a real risk we will be having this box which
of us around this table, I would imagine, if we have a has so much potential, and certainly will have a lot
problemwe send for some young person who knows more potential in two years’ time, when we can stick
how to do it. A lot of people are isolated and cannot a broadband wire into the back of this box and all
handle this process. Our concern is that there is not these sorts of things.We could be delivering it in care
suYcient focus going into understanding actually homes. You could press the red button and at two
who is going to be vulnerable. Of course, it will be o’clock on BBC2 you could get chair-based
many old people, but not all old people. It will of exercises. There is immense potential with the
course be many of the people that Leen Petre is technology and in two years’ time the technology
concerned about who have various kinds of will have changed.My overriding concern is this: we
disability; but also people who, perhaps because are delivering a process which is about switch-over
English is not their first language, are isolated from and not about using the technology to tackle
this process. I think there is a prior question, which exclusion.
is: does the Government understand who is going to Ms Petre: There is this whole issue of the potential
be vulnerable, and then following on from that? Our of this technology in the future and for that reason

it is so crucial to make sure that everyone is includedconcern is that we are not clear who owns that
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in this. If you are talking about delivering Q72 Rosemary McKenna: Can I just say thank you
for pointing out the first question. It is absolutelyGovernment services over digital television, like

teachers’ television or other programmes in the who, rather than how they are going to deal with it.
It is not just financial vulnerability; it is physicalfuture, it would not be acceptable for anyone to be

excluded from those. Another point I would like to vulnerability; it is all sorts of vulnerability;
remoteness and everything. It seems to me that, asmake relating to the costs of supporting vulnerable

consumers is that I think there is a danger at the always, a lot of the burden of this is going to fall on
the voluntary sector. The voluntary sector is notmoment that cost considerations will inform the

decision about who is a vulnerable consumer. We going to be able to cope with the vastness of the
problems of access for vulnerable groups. Obviouslyhave to turn that logic around again.When you look

at the discussions, for example, on whether people you will lobbying very hard with theGovernment. Is
there one thing all of you would say that we couldover 75 are going to get support or whether they are

going to get support for free, those discussions are say to the Government to get the message through
to the Government on the importance ofdiscussions which are based on financial

considerations rather than the real needs of those understanding this, given the timescale that they are
proposing?people. When you look at elderly blind and partially

sighted people RNIB research shows that three out Ms Bowe: Support the voluntary sector. If this is
of four elderly blind or partially sighted people live going to work, it is going to work at the grass roots.
on an income that is less than the oYcial poverty Who operates at the grass roots, the voluntary
line. We need to redress the balance and make sure sector, broadly defined, including all sorts of things
that the discussion on who is considered vulnerable like faith communities; they cannot take on this
is not informed by budget restrictions. massive job without some financial support.

Support the voluntary sector would be my oneMsHay: I think it is also important to recognise that
some of the people may not be seen as vulnerable. message.
There are particular groups, as we know, who are Ms Hay: I would agree with that, very much so.
especially vulnerable, but actually people living in Government must recognise that it is going to cost a
remote and rural areas are also going to be lot. Nobody yet knows how much is going to come
considered as perhaps not vulnerable but they are to the Government from the sale of the analogue
going to need a huge amount of help; it is not going spectrum. I think that the possible receipts may have
to be easy for them to get in and out of shops and to been underestimated in the same way as at the height
get the help and advice that they need. I really do of the dot.com boom the benefits were exaggerated.
agree with the previous witnesses that themagnitude There is always an exaggeration on both sides.
of the task has not been realised. Almost every Government must give support. It is people on the
person in the country is aVected by digital switch- ground, that voluntary sector—a whole range of
over. As David Elstein said, it is a mammoth task, voluntary organisations, that have that access and
and I really do not think the resources that are being that shared ability to help in a practical way. That is
put into it are adequate in anyway. One of the things why VLV has suggested and recommended (and I
which concerns us for instance, and in representing am glad it is going ahead) through the Digital
listeners and viewers, is that the BBC is being Stakeholders’ Group that they should now form a
expected to bear the major cost not only of the consumer group there to support the work of the
education campaign and of some of the costs of Ministerial Policy Group, and to support the work
running Switchco now called Digital UK. It is quite of Digital UK. Because it will be such an immense
right that the BBC should be taking the lead both in job, every single iota of help will be needed if it is
developing new technology and in assisting and going to be achieved successfully in getting this
helping and educating people. But it is not right that message across. I was speaking to three intelligent,
the licence fee payer should be required to bear the informed, interested groups in Kent who had asked
costs of both assisting vulnerable people and of for a speaker about this earlier this month. I was
paying for their sets. It is an open-ended talking about BBC charter renewal, and I held
commitment that nobody has yet actually up these two leaflets—and I do commend the
quantified. We heard varying opinions from the Government for the work they put into publicising
earlier panel as to how much that is going to cost. I last year’s consultation and this year’s Green Paper,
think it wrong of Government to pass what is a but not one of over 200 people had seen these had
highly desirable, highly necessary social cost onto a heard of them nor really knew much about charter
section of the population in that way. One of the renewal or the BBC’s licence fee. It is exactly the
figures I have seen is that it could actually aVect 2.8 same sort of problem that is going to come with
million households, which is more than 10% of all digital switch-over. It really brought it home to me.
households: a huge figure. We are very, very
concerned as a group representing citizens and
consumers that the magnitude of the task of Q73 Chairman: I chaired a seminar last week where

Ford Ennals was speaking. He set out his plans forinforming people and the scale of time in which that
has to be achieved has not yet been recognised. A lot two leaflets through every single door in England,

plus obviously a major advertising campaign whichof people risk missing out which one of the reasons
why I agree that the focus on the consumer has has just started. Is it your view that that is too little,

too late, or both?actually been inadequate.
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MsHay: I just think it is going to need support. Just gulf between these two. What is your reaction to the
announcement by the Government of their packagehaving an advertising campaign is not enough. An
of help?astonishing number of people do not read the papers
MsBowe:Aswe said at the time, Chairman, we wereor, if they do, they gloss over the adverts. These two
very disappointed by that on a couple of grounds.leaflets were both in our local library—I picked them
One is that, frankly, targeting help on over 75s inup because they were surplus—and I am sure they
receipt of pension credit does not seem to us towere in most other libraries as well; but people just
connect at all with any concept of vulnerability,do not seek things out unless they are told personally
except possibly low income. The kinds of things wethat it is something that is going to aVect them
have been talking about this morning, about thepersonally.
sheer diYculty of knowing what you do and howMr Sinclair:Of course leaflets alone are not going to
you do it with this technology, are not addressed atbe the solution for the majority. I have a concern
all by that announcement. The other reason why we,that we have had a couple of leaflets over the last
as a Consumer Panel, felt concerned about thatyear or so for which we have had comments in; and
announcement was the linkage with the take-up ofthe comments, as far as I am concerned, have been
pension credit which as we know has been patchy, toignored. We have still got comments on the Scart
put it mildly. We were very disappointed that whatcables; we have still got some fairly technical
is at present a principle that you as Parliament haveexplanations in the leaflets. At the same time with
agreed, which is people over the age of 75 get freethe advertising campaign in advance of the launch,
television, seemed to us to be getting somewhatthe big ads in all the papers, I went to a presentation
eroded by that approach; because what theand was told that every age group had been
Government is proposing is that people will only beconsulted, 16–64, at which point I just looked at
helped to, in eVect, continue to receive free televisionthem. I think there is a real lack of consultation and
if they are in receipt of pension credit. That, I have toawareness amongst older people. Certainly one of
say, seems to me to be an insidious move away fromthe things I would encourage you to do as a something which you as Parliament have alreadycommittee in your inquiry is to talk to some older agreed. For that reason we found that very

people in your constituencies, or we could organise disturbing. So two reasons: one that; and one that
a group of people to come and talk to you. I think this does not connect with vulnerability. You asked
some real people need to be entering into this debate about the Ferryside trial: yes, it is true that £2,000
and feeding into it. per household was the cost of assistance. I do not

think in reality any of us are talking about anything
like that. Of course Ferryside was doing quite a lotQ74 RosemaryMcKenna: I was involved with one of
of things as well as addressing the question of howthe very first, very early groups of getting seniors
people understand technology. We have done aonto access into the internet and it works like a
quite diVerent calculation, where we estimated thatcharm, but the support has to be there. The training
the cost of deploying the voluntary sector to helphas to be there; the support has to be there. They are
people a) get the kit and b) to sit with themwhile theyall silver surfers now and having a great time but
figure out how to work it would probably costunless that support and help is there it will not work.
something like about £100 per household. That isI agree with you. not a figure drawn from the air. We consulted a

Ms Petre: I just wanted to add to the message to the number of national charities in working that figure
Government a question about the information that out. That seems to us to be a much more reasonable
consumers get: is giving information enough? A route to go down. Again, however, I do not see any
second tier of the message to the Government has to evidence that the Government has actually picked
be: unless you are going to interfere either through up on those.
public procurement or through other means, the
market is not going to deliver intuitive, usable and

Q76 Mr Evans: That is one television, is it?accessible equipment. Obviously equipment that is
Ms Bowe: One television, yes. One television is notnot usable or user-friendly for you andme is going to
quite the point there. This is not the cost of the kit,be evenmore diYcult to operate for disabled people.
this is the cost of somebody coming to your houseJust giving people information about levels of
and saying, “This is what you need to do. Let’s go tousability is not going to resolve that problem.
Dixons or Currys and buy it, and then I’ll come back
next week and we’ll see if it’s all working okay and
talk about various aspects of it”.Q75 Chairman: The Ferryside trial we heard about

earlier, successful in some areas, revealed I
understand the amount of help that elderly people Q77 Mr Evans: You heard what the experts said
needed actually exceeded all expectations. I think about the cost, they seemed to suggest £300 but we
the figure £2,000 per household as being the cost of have heard other quotes and, indeed, Jocelyn, you
technical assistance was quoted. On the one hand have suggested as much as £600 a household?
you have that trial that has taken place, and then you Ms Hay: Yes, we have, because it will include, also,
have the Secretary of State’s announcement of the the cost of a new recorder, for instance, and it could
package of help for vulnerable people which relates include the cost of a new aerial as well as the
to those over 75 who are on income support whowill installation. Of course, people who have got, as we

have, a library of video cassettes are going to have toget help to convert one set. There seems to be a huge
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change those too and re-record them. There are them, and that is vital. I think a separate point
around theGovernment’s support package, what wequite a lot of related costs, I think, even for a

household that only has one television set. It could do not know at the moment, we do not know the
nature of what support we will provide in terms ofadd up, but will vary enormously.
the home help but also we do not know what set top
box we will be given. I have got a real worry thatQ78 Mr Evans: You heard what the others said
people either will be given a voucher for £40 and toldabout the cowboy’s charter. It seems as if the
to go to their high street store or they will be given avulnerable are prayed upon by unscrupulous people
£40 equivalent box. If we are talking about this issuewho want to make a quick buck.
of the potential of the technology, you are not goingMs Hay: Yes.
to be delivering that with a £40 box, you need oneMs Bowe: Which is why we think people need
potentially which will be delivering television tosomebody from a trusted source, like a local charity,
people who cannot currently access it, things likea local faith community, who can come and sit with
audio description and things like that, internetthem while they go through this process. That is
access via TV, all these sorts of things, and you arewhere our £100 calculation comes in, it is not the cost
not going to get them through a cheap set top box. Iof the kit or anything else, it is of mobilising people,
do not see where the debate is. Perhaps we will learngiving them a bit of training to do that.
more after the Bolton trial but I think that is a key
point what the technology will be, and it is all veryQ79 Mr Evans: The Ferryside experiment was
vague at the moment.somewhat artificial because the reality has got to be
Ms Hay: It is not just the elderly, there are a lot ofwhen somebody does have problems they pick up a
younger people who are in dire financialphone. Who do they phone? Can they get a
circumstances who are going to need help also. Thetechnician? How much is it going to cost? Is it the
irony is that the poorer you are, themore you rely onaerial? Is it the TV? What do they need?
your television for entertainment because you haveMs Bowe: All that.
not got the freedom to buy any other. I think there
is a huge swathe of young people who will need helpQ80 Mr Evans: There will be some people who will
as well. One of our big concerns, we have notbe completely helpless.
mentioned here, although it was brieflymentioned inMs Bowe: Absolutely.
the last session, is those who live in flats or multiple
dwellings and that is about a fifth of the population.

Q81MrEvans:Have youmanaged to put a figure on They are going to encounter, and are encountering
how many people you think are going to need this already, huge problems. I think there is a big
heavy help? diVerence between those who signed their tenancy
Ms Hay: No. agreements before the 2003 Act. After the Act I

think they have more choice about whether they can
Q82 Mr Evans: David? do but they have still got to get co-operation with
Mr Sinclair: The real group of concern for me is the their fellow dwellers, but before that, I think it is up
250,000 older people who are failing to claim the to the landlord to decide what technology they can
guarantee credit element of the Pension Credit. take, whether it is satellite, cable or whatever. There
Government in the last year alone has spent £15 is a huge amount of work to be done on this issue.
million in promoting Pension Credit. If these people Ms Petre: I think in terms of vulnerability, it has to
are missing full-page adverts in The Sun then how be borne in mind, also, that there is vulnerability
are we going to be communicating these messages to that is of a financial nature. As David just said, it is
them when, to be honest, even us, as the voluntary very important that those people are not just given a
sector, may not be getting through to some of these £30 voucher to go and get the cheapest box in their
250,000 people. I think there is a real worry and a nearest supermarket. The other vulnerability is the
real challenge for people who are potentially very, vulnerability relating to people’s familiarity with
very isolated. Building on that means testing issue, technology and their ability to deal with technology.
which is a real concern, means testing a set top box Both those issues really have to be addressed. Some
is absurd. It is extending means testing at a time people might fall in one category and not in the
when we are heading towards the Pension other, or some people might fall in both categories.
Commission and looking at the impact of means I think it is quite important that Government bears
testing on savings and adding another element. Is that in mind and keeps that in focus.
DCMS or Switchco going to have a telephone line
and then people have to send in their Pension Credit

Q83 Chairman:You said that the burden is going toform so they can access to that? There is a whole
fall on the voluntary sector in large part to providerange of practical problems. We know some of the
the help and advice that is needed by these groups.problems which exist in terms of Pension Credit
Looking at my constituency, and voluntarygenerally but there will be real challenges in
organisations I know there, they are themselvesadministering this whole system. It would be a lot
predominantly made up of relatively elderly people.simpler and a lot fairer to say “Everyone over the age
The kind of people I know who do wonderful workof 75”, for example, if you are judging it on cost.
for Age Concern, Help the Aged, and all sorts ofComing back to the original point, we have not got
voluntary organisations of that kind, will have asthe research as to who are the most vulnerable, how

many they are, how are we going to get through to little clue about how a scart lead works as the people
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they are supposed to be advising. Do you envisage Q88 Mr Evans: Can they speak to a human being?
Mr Sinclair: Yes, eventually.that the Government ought to set in train some kind

of training course for all these people in voluntary
organisations up and down the land so they are in a Q89 Mr Evans: Eventually?
position to advise their client groups? Mr Sinclair: Yes.
MsBowe:Yes, that is precisely what we suggested in Ms Petre: The type of information you get is of a
our report to DCMS 10 months ago, Chairman. We very general nature. You do not anywhere get any
are not saying here, yes train people to be technical information answering the question what box do I
experts; we are talking about training people to be need if I want good subtitles or if I want audio
able to help people go down to the shop, buy their description. That sort of information is not available
stuV and we are assured that the process of through that telephone line.
connecting up your set top box does not require you
to be a trained engineer. What we are talking about Q90Mr Evans: It might be useful if you could tell us
is people who are just that muchmore able to do this what deficiencies there are in that system because I
than those who are there to help. As I am rather think it is going to be important as people wake up
older than you, Chairman, I feel able to say that not to the fact that this is looming, that they themselves
all old people are completely incapable of doing this, are going to have the capacity but also the ability to
some of us might be trainable to be able to help our be able to answer people’s genuine questions.
fellow older people to do this. Ms Bowe:Mr Evans, it is Digital UK which has got

to be given ownership of this and has to be able to
both lead it and manage it. One concern I have gotQ84 Chairman: I am sure with adequate training it at the moment could be summarised as I do notwould not be a problem but you say you made this know who owns this problem. You said at the

recommendation 10 months ago, have you had any beginning, Chairman, that you were looking for
response to it? questions for subsequent witnesses. I think a very
Ms Bowe: After many months we had a visit from pointed question would be who owns this issue of
DCMS oYcials who said that in due course they identifying vulnerable consumers and working out
would be telling us about the results of the trial in what they really want and then delivering it. At the
Bolton. I have made it very clear to DCMS that the moment there seems to be a plethora of diVuse
Bolton trial’s post-evaluation needs to be very public responsibility.
and DCMS needs to be able to satisfy us that it has
taken all of these points on board and given them a

Q91 Mr Evans: Is it not the Secretary of State whoreally good trial in that Bolton trial. I do not feel
owns it finally?confident about that at this moment at all, I hope I
Ms Bowe: There is Digital UK. What is Digital UKam wrong but I have no reason to suppose that my doing in this?confidence should be there. Ms Hay: There are two secretaries of state involved
and Digital UK. My understanding is that Digital
UK is the project leader but it is the size of the taskQ85 Mr Evans: Is there a freephone number now
and that is why again, we have suggested andthat people can phone?
supported the idea of involving the voluntary sectorMs Bowe: Yes.
because that is a resource that is there and can be
mobilised. In some cases, provided people can be

Q86 Mr Evans: What assistance do you get? Is it trained to understand the technology, and I am sure
good? a lot of older people can, then in some ways they are
Mr Sinclair: It is exactly the same as the other line more reassuring, less threatening to older people. It
except you do not have to pay; probably I should not is Digital UK’s job tomanage the project but I really
say that publicly. I think that is a great success in do not think anyone has yet grasped the magnitude

of the task that is facing them or the cost that willterms of Digital UK’s willingness to listen and
accrue if it is to be carried out successfully. It takesbalancing the need to manage money well.
money to train people.Originally there was going to be an 0870 number,
Mr Sinclair: On the cost point, the issue in terms ofthen it was an 0845 and we said it is still not
Digital UK needs money is they need seriousacceptable. It is good that at least they have oVered
money—and it came from earlier sessions—in orderthe freephone number. At this stage, as far as I am
to do the job well. We should not be deciding policyaware, you get through to an operator eventually
based upon how many millions the Chancellor canbut it is fairly automated. It gives you some basic
aVord or BBC can aVord to put into a pot. I haveinformation.
some slight concerns around relying upon the
voluntary sector and certainly seeing us as a cheap

Q87 Mr Evans: It is not press one, press two, press option; full cost recovery is essential. We are already
three, is it? taking calls, producing information sheets, every
Mr Sinclair:You can get through to it but it is good time we have a new government initiative our
information, of course, if you happen to speak telephone and information staV have to be trained
English and happen to be able to use the phone. At up on the new issue.We do not get any state funding
the moment it is not available in other languages. I for any of this, any support, and actually I have

some concern about us being expected to be ado not know if they havemade provision for text yet.
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delivery arm of government unless government is snooker match, you see everything clearly except
for the ball because it is going too quickly and getsgoing to be funding us to do so. There is a strong role
lost. This is a problem in technology which needsfor volunteers, there is a strong role for workingwith
to be looked at and addressed. Somebody needs toindustry as volunteers will be a vital part of
take a decision as to what the transmissiondelivering peer to peer advice particularly.
standard should be because it aVects the reach of
the signals in the higher standard, for instance, the

Q92 Alan Keen: I do not think I have ever had a signals will go further so the reach is further and
body of witnesses in front of me who every time I the quality of the picture is better. What viewers
get to the point—and it has happened a hundred want is a reliable signal that gives them a good,
times of thinking—the answer comes out before I stable picture. They have been promised better
can even say. Never mind Digital UK, I would put quality pictures and sound and they should get
you four in charge of it and give you Digital UK’s that. But in order to get it the technology has to
money. The words have not been used—I am not deliver. The other problem with digital is that you
asking a question, you have given all the answers— either get it or you do not get it, the “digital cliV
whether people are isolated by geography or eVect”, as they say. Unlike now, when people will
loneliness in a big city, it is not the percentage of put up with almost any kind of reception if they
people who are going to be aVected to their want to hear or see a programme, you will not have
detriment by this, it is the fact that for those people that option with digital, you either get a good
who are going to be aVected—there was a very picture or none. These are additional technical
famous football manager, Bill Shankly, who when problems which need to be dealt with, someone
confronted by “football isn’t life or death, is it?”, needs to take a decision on them so that at least
he said “no, it is much more important than there is a common standard and some inter-
that”—TV really is their life. I have known people operability between technologies.
myself, television is their life and they have nothing Ms Petre: I think from the RNIB point of view,
else other than TV. I would be very confident if you there is a real opportunity with digital television
four were looking after those people on behalf of if we get it right. If we get digital television to
government. We could not do better, Chairman. deliver more audio description so that blind
Ms Hay: I am sure you are right there that or partially-sighted people can enjoy more
television is absolutely central to those people’s programmes, if we get digital television to deliver
lives in a way that it is not to any of us. They have some government services into people’s homes that
not got the excitement of getting out or the ability they might otherwise not have such easy access to,
to get out. Another point that has not been looked if we manage to ensure that digital television stays
at today is the need for a reliable signal—another a reliable source of information and entertainment
danger with digital. We support digital because we for a lot of people who find it diYcult to get out of
see the benefits in the end but there are problems, their house, if we manage to make sure that digital
and one of these, again, is that there is a variation television is easy to navigate and use for elderly and
in the standards of transmission. For instance, disabled people, if we get all of these things right
between the BBC, which has a higher standard of then digital television can be a real improvement
delivery signal (16 QAM) as opposed to Ofcom on the analogue services that people have at the
which has allowed the commercial sector to go to moment. But we have to tick all of those boxes, we
64 QAM, which is not so robust and will not reach cannot miss out on any of those.
as many people. The analogy that I have heard is Chairman: Can I thank you all very much for
that if they allow too many services to go on a coming. You have raised a number of serious
single frequency for commercial reasons, if they concerns. We will put those to subsequent witnesses

and try to get the answers. Thank you.push more services in, then if you are watching the

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Royal National Institute of the Blind (RNIB)

1. Helpline Facilities

As soon as possible, a helpline facility should be set up to deal with enquiries from disabled people in
general and the specific questions blind and partially sighted people are likely to have. The Helpline should
have a facility for people to speak to a live operator rather than to an automated system.

Given the intention of the government is to give specific support to blind people, live operators on the
helpline should have undergone visual impairment and disability awareness training to help them
understand diVerent impairments and their impact on using digital TV. They should alert blind and partially
sighted callers to the availability of audio description on diVerent platforms and on the prices of the options
that deliver audio description and on where they are available from. Ideally, the helpline function should
oVer a clip of audio description for people to listen to, so that people who are not familiar with the service
can experience it. Furthermore, the helpline facility should be a point of contact to enable people to find
out whether they are eligible for the “vulnerable consumer support package”, what this support entails and
whether it comes free of charge in their particular case.
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2. The Demand for and the Cost of Audio Description

For blind and partially sighted people

When making decisions on the level of provision of audio description, it is important to bear in mind that
currently around two million people in the UK have sight problems. An RNIB survey in 1991 found that
94% of blind and partially sighted people surveyed used television as a key source of information, news and
entertainment.8

Another RNIB survey conducted in April 20039 showed that 75% of blind and partially sighted
respondents wanted audio description. This figure was confirmed by the TNS audio description research,10

where two thirds of those in the age groups 16–64 and in the age group 65–75 showed wide appreciation for
audio description.

Some of the comments that RNIB has received on audio description on TV are:
“I have listened to The Bill since it came out and I’ve never understood it. This was the first time
I understood it (with audio description).”
“TV programmes are much more interesting and easier to follow. I hope the TV broadcasters will
expand this to all drama and films.”
“[Audio description] has made watching our favourite programmes far better, Coronation Street,
Emmerdale and Easters, are just a few that we can fully enjoy now alongwith anyone else. I cannot
describe what it’s like to fully understand what is happening. I have never had sight, and really
didn’t realise what a large part of the programme I actually missed out on. I would like to thank
you from both me and my husband for making this fantastic service available to many visually
impaired people, you have made a real diVerence.”
“I was sorry that Waking the dead and Spooks were not being described⁄they are good
programmes that would really benefit from being audio described.”

For sighted viewers

The Audetel project conducted in 199511 found that 40% of sighted respondents involved in the project
said they would find it useful to have descriptive commentary on certain programmes, especially when they
have the TV on in the background, whilst they were doing something else and not actually looking at the
screen. A third of people in the survey reported this happened very or fairly often.

The cost and reach of audio description

The cost of audio description is the outcome of a commercial negotiation between the broadcasters and
their audio description provider. It very much depends on the number of repeats on the channel, how many
hours a day that channel transmits, the genre that is being audio described etc, the overall size of the
contract, the length of the contract etc.

One ITFC, one of themain audio description providers in theUKhas informed us that taken into account
that variations might occur, the price per hour of audio description is currently in the region of £500 per
programme hour. Contrary to general perception, audio description is not massively more expensive than
subtitling. Cost of subtitling also varies according to whether a programme is recorded or live and the size
of the contract between the provider and the broadcaster, but can be averaged as follows:

— prices for life subtitling are currently around £250 per hour; and

— for new recorded programmes the cost is now somewhere between £300 and £400, and increasingly
nearer the lower figure.

The prices of subtitling have fallen dramatically over the past five years for the following reasons:
increased size of contracts as subtitling requirements are higher than before, new technological
developments, increased competition between providers and new working practices and other measures to
reduce overhead costs.

As a result the prices of subtitling have dropped dramatically in the past couple of years. RNIB is
convinced that doubling the target for audio description to 20% of programming by the 10th anniversary
of a digital licence could generate a similar eVect on prices and therefore the actual’ costs to broadcasters
should be absorbable by their budgets.

As audio description is currently being rolled out onNTL digital cable TV, the increased provision would
have an additional impact as from the end of 2007 onwards it will be there to enjoy for blind and partially
sighted people on all digital platforms: Digital terrestrial, digital satellite and digital cable.

8 RNIB (1991): Blind and partially sighted adults in Britain: the RNIB survey, Volume 1.
9 Perera, Silvie (2003), Interactive Digital Television Services for people with low vision, RNIB scientific Research Unit.
10 Taylor Nelson Sofres (2003), Audio description pricing research, unpublished report.
11 McKivragan, Kevin (1995), Audetel: potential among the general population, BBC Broadcasting Research, Network
Television Group.
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Therefore increasing the audio description provision to 20% of programmes would give blind and
partially sighted people a real reason for converting to digital TV, rather than the current 10% which does
not provide a suYcient incentive.

21 November 2005

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Help the Aged

Many thanks for the opportunity to give evidence to the DCMS Select Committee last week. There are
clearly many issues of concern to older and vulnerable groups and I wanted to send you a quick note to re-
emphasise what we see as the key concerns.

Firstly, in terms of the support for vulnerable groups, we are extremely concerned about plans to means
test access to free support for over 75s. We have concerns that means testing will lead to practical problems
around ensuring takeup and add extra complexity. We have seen through other areas of work (eg Warm
Front) that means testing often does not target the groups most in need of support.

We are worried that the support package for older people may be being developed on the basis of how
muchmoney is available rather thanwhere the need ismost. There remains no extensive research into takeup
by age/sex/race/disability /social class etc, yet this research is essential if government is to achieve its goal of
switchover.

We are equally concerned in terms of the nature of the hardware and practical support which will be
oVered to older people. We would be extremely disappointed if the “box” oVered to older people was one
which was chosen on the basis of price rather than on usability and its potential to deliver new or better
services to older people (including internet access).

We have previously had a commitment from Government that there would be consultation on the
vulnerable assistance proposals, however, I am very concerned that this consultation may not happen.

Secondly, we remain concerned that Government is driving a digital switchover process which is
essentially about achieving swithchover and not about how we can make the most of the potential of the
technology for tackling social exclusion amongst older people. It remains the case that only one in five over
65s have ever used the internet and yet digital TV could oVer the opportunity of delivering digital inclusion
to older people. I fear very much that the Government still sees older people and other vulnerable groups
as being a problem in relation to switchover and are not necessarily looking at switchover as an opportunity.
Wewill be urging theDCMS andDTI to bring in other government departments to discuss how government
as a whole could be working together to use digital TV as an opportunity to tackle digital inclusion.

Finally, we see very little consultation and involvement of older people in the digital TV switchover
process. Our own small scale survey showed that 57% of older people saw digital switchover as a threat. If
we are to win the hearts and minds of older people in relation to the potential benefits, older people must
be involved and more and better targeted messages must be delivered.

14 November 2005
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Members present:

Mr John Whittingdale, in the Chair

Paul Farrelly Adam Price
Mr Mike Hall Mr Adrian Sanders
Alan Keen Helen Southworth
Rosemary McKenna Mr Tim Yeo

Memorandum submitted by the BBC

1. The BBC welcomes the invitation to provide a written submission to the inquiry and looks forward to
providing oral evidence in due course.

Introduction

Why digital?

2. The media landscape is undergoing a rapid and fundamental transformation.

3. Driven by competition, cheaper prices and greater investment in innovative new services, UK
consumer adoption of digital technologies has now reached a tipping point. Digital television penetration,
driven by take-up of Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT) “Freeview”, now exceeds 63% of UK households,
with broadband take-up exceeding 32%.Over the last year, demand forDABdigital radio has also taken oV.

4. Mobile (cellular) take-up is near saturation, with operators continually widening the range of services
oVered, including mobile “television”, as they attempt to discover what their subscribers are willing to pay
to consume on the move.

5. Although still aminority possession, consumer adoption of portablemedia players continues to boom,
from the simplest mp3 player to devices which also display photographs, playback videos and record
digitally from FM radio. “Podcasting”, where radio programming is downloaded to an mp3 player, has
made radio more accessible than ever before—with BBC podcasts some of the most popular.

6. This digital revolution presents great opportunities for consumers, content providers, rights holders
and infrastructure operators.

7. Digital television has a central role to play in this revolution. Although currently unable to oVer the
processing power and flexibility of a PC, the ubiquity, familiarity and ease of use of digital television makes
this the key means of ensuring that as many of the digital public benefits as practical are made universally
available,minimising the “digital divide”. It is also likely that digital televisionwill increasingly be integrated
with storage and broadband access.

How UK plc benefits

8. As digital technologies converge and become ubiquitous, they are transforming the relationship the
media have with their audiences. Digital technology is changing the structure of the UK broadcasting
market by transforming the production, distribution and audiences’ consumption of media content.
Consumers will access content from a range of sources, on a range of devices, and store it cheaply and easily.
They will be able to produce their own content, and use the same distribution systems to share it and interact
with others.

9. Digital television oVers consumers farmore than just greater choice in television channels. It also oVers
enhancements to programming, as broadcasters to enrich services with related data services, digital radio,
games, shopping, as well as (potentially) e-Government services. It also oVers greatly improved access
services (subtitling, audio description and signing), benefiting millions of consumers for whom the
enjoyment of television, in analogue, is impaired.

10. Consumers have gained added value and control over the content they access, manufacturers have
added features to receivers which would have been impossible or impractical with analogue broadcasting,
and broadcasters have been able to make better use of rights held.

11. Digital television also enables the BBC to oVer licence payers its full suite of services—national and
regional television and radio services, and interactivity.

12. And digital broadcasting makes far more eYcient use of spectrum—a key UK resource—where six
digital television channels can be broadcast within the same spectrum as a single analogue channel (and 14
frequencies will be released for re-use at switchover). Ongoing broadcaster investment in infrastructure is
further improving eYciency such that each digital service requires less capacity than previously.
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13. As the rapid availability for broadcast of consumer-generated photography of the aftermath of the
7 July London bombings clearly showed, this new relationship between content providers and consumers
presents considerable new benefits, which consumers with access to digital technology are enthusiastically
exploring.

14. There is high consumer satisfaction with digital technology and consumers have voted with their
wallets.

Why digital switchover?

15. To maximise its consumer benefits, there must be universal access to digital technology and
consumers must be confident in its use.

16. Achieving switchover is essential to ensure that digital television plays its central role in this digital
revolution:

— Access—switchover will ensure that digital television is universally available and consumers have
a choice of platforms. Because analogue television andDTT share the same spectrum,DTT cannot
reach the 20% of homes currently out of coverage until analogue television is withdrawn;

— Adoption—diVerent people voluntarily adopt new and diVerent patterns of media consumption at
diVerent speeds. While some embrace digital enthusiastically, others stay out for reasons of cost,
lack of knowledge, or a perception that there is nothing in it for them. Switchover, combined with
extensive marketing and assistance for the vulnerable groups for whom digital television remains
inaccessible and/or unaVordable, will ensure universal adoption in the short-medium term;

— New services—switchover will release spectrum for alternative uses such as High Definition
Television (HDTV), handheld TV or local TV.

The Role of the BBC in Achieving Switchover

17. The BBC will play a crucial role in achieving switchover. Consumers and the Government see the
BBC as playing a powerful role in supporting everyone as they make the digital journey, helping to ensure
no one is excluded or gets left behind.

18. The take-up of digital services oVers real benefits to licence payers. Through innovation in both
technology and content, the BBC has been an important driver of this transformation and, because of the
BBC’s stable funding, the appeal of its content and the trust people have in the BBC brand, and in the light
of the Government’s policy of achieving switchover, the BBC is in a unique position to help make the switch
to digital as easy as possible.

19. Viewers expect the BBC to lead the way in technical innovations, where the BBC:

— brought about the development of FM within the UK, for which there was very little industry
interest, although FM is now the most valuable radio spectrum;

— helped to develop DAB digital radio;

— played a key role in the development and launch of digital television services, where the BBC is
pushing the boundaries to enhance and enrich the television experience;

— developed and launched the Radio Player, the highly successful audio on-demand service;

— is developing on-demand services such as the Creative Archive, and myBBCplayer.

20. Now, in addition to providing a compelling range of content and services, the BBC also has an
important role to play in ensuring that everyone in the UK has access to digital television and radio without
a subscription over the next decade. This will ensure that every licence payer has access to the entire portfolio
of BBC channels. The increase in DTT bandwidth available at switchover will also enable the BBC to oVer
closer equivalence on DTT to what we can oVer on satellite and cable.

21. Although the BBC is not itself an infrastructure provider, through its investment in the distribution
of its services, and in working with others, the BBC is playing a critical role in creating the conditions for
the Government’s targets for digital switchover to be met:

— SwitchCo (now marketed as Digital UK)

The BBC helped to establish “shadow SwitchCo” and is the principal stakeholder of its successor,
Digital UK, a not-for-profit platform-neutral body, made up of all the public service broadcasters
and multiplex operators. Digital UK reports directly to Government and is responsible for co-
ordinating all the activity needed to allow analogue transmissions to be switched oV to the
Government’s timetable. TheBBC is playing an important role inDigital UK funding themajority
of the management and operating costs and all the marketing and communications costs.
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— DTT transmitter network

The BBC will build a new, high-power DTT network which will substantially replicate reliable
analogue television reception. This will increase the reach of the BBC’s digital networks, bring a
choice of digital platform to the 20% of households which currently can only choose satellite, and
help to create the conditions for digital switchover.

— Free-to-view digital satellite

In partnership with ITV, the BBC is seeking to develop, market and promote a free to air digital
satellite service which could be a highly cost-eVective means of helping to drive digital television,
oVering more choice to licence payers who do not want to pay a monthly subscription. Such a
service will be particularly vital for those households unable to receive DTT until switchover (see
paragraph 40 below).

— Marketing activity

In addition toDigital UK’smarketing activity, the BBChas a distinct communications rôle to play
explaining the consumer options for accessing the BBC’s digital services, making use of the
industry-supported “digital tick” logo at the end of digital trails where relevant (including a
current trail which will run until the end of November).

Callers to the BBC’s digital telephone number can now hear an option about digital switchover
which includes Digital UK’s contact telephone number.

— Frequency planning

In addition to providing expert advice internally, BBC SpectrumPlanningGroup brings its wealth
of practical experience to the prediction and investigation of coverage for switchover by working
closely with the transmission providers, Crown Castle and Arqiva, overseen by Ofcom. The
predictionmethod used is based on technology originally developed by SpectrumPlanningGroup.
Additionally, the BBC assists Ofcom in the process of the Regional Radiocommunication
Conference by which a new frequency plan for terrestrial television will be agreed throughout
Europe.

22. In addition the BBC is actively exploring howbroadband could enable audiences to extract evenmore
value from BBC content and services.

23. As well as helping to drive take-up, the BBC will also support improvements in the quality and
functionality of digital television. For example:

— subject to receiving the necessary funding, the BBC is actively exploring broadcasting in HDTV
on all digital networks;

— the BBC has strong links with organisations representing those with sensory impairments and will
ensure that its services are increasingly accessible to people who have visual, hearing, motor or
cognitive impairments.

24. The BBC looks forward to playing the central role in achieving switchover, as outlined by the
Government in the Green Paper and by the Secretary of State in Cambridge, although clearly this will need
to be reflected in any funding settlement.
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The Government’s Policy Objectives for Switchover

25. Digital television enables new, innovative services to be oVered to viewers and potentially additional
revenue streams for broadcasters and content creators. Future broadband-enabled receivers will have a
knock-on impact on broadband take-up and use.More than 63% of UK households have already upgraded
to digital television, but switchover is essential for the UK to realise the full benefits of digital television:

— DTT, which oVers a cheaper, more convenient alternative to satellite and cable, cannot reach the
20% of homes currently out of coverage until analogue television is withdrawn;

— by substantially increasing the coverage of DTT, switchover will ensure that the vast majority of
viewers will have a choice of digital options;

— following switchover, released spectrum will become available for alternative uses such as HDTV,
handheld TV or local TV, and/or for more standard definition television. The sooner Ofcom
licenses the released spectrum (which need not wait for switchover), the sooner consumers could
benefit from the new services.

Feasibility of the Government’s Switchover Timetable

26. TheBBCbelieves that theGovernment’s switchover timetable, which reflects considerable input from
the broadcasters and transmission providers, is achievable and realistic. The Secretary of State recently
confirmed that UK digital switchover will take place between 2008 and 2012 by ITV region, as follows:

Date ITV region(s) starting to switch

2008 H2 Border
2009 H1 Westcountry
2009 H2 HTV Wales, Granada
2010 H1 HTV West, Grampian
2010 H2 Scottish
2011 H1 Central, Anglia, Yorkshire
2012 H1 Meridian, Carlton
2012 H2 Tyne Tees, Ulster

27. The Channel Islands are due to switch in 2013.

28. This switchover timetable is realistic given that there needs to be suYcient time to:

— develop a technical plan of how switchover will be implemented while minimising negative impact
on viewers, taking account of regional interdependencies (essentially how frequencies are used
throughout the country) and agreement of the frequency plan with our European neighbours;

— establish the technical specification of the new network, ordering the infrastructure and
installing it;

— put in place a comprehensive communications plan which includes a three-year lead-in for each
region;

— determine the needs of vulnerable groups and set up a scheme to address them;

— provide enough warning to manufacturers, retailers and aerial installers (manymore of whomwill
probably be required) to ensure that the logistical support will be in place in each region.

29. The timetable will necessarily remain subject to change to reflect the outcome of the Regional
Radiocommunications Conference taking place in June 2006, where the UK’s use of spectrum for
broadcasting is agreed with our European continental neighbours. In addition, although there is already
some contingency built in for the weather, a succession of poor summers could impact on the ability to
undertake high-level infrastructure works on transmission masts

30. Within each region—on a main mast by main mast basis—switchover will start when one of the
analogue channels is withdrawn, to be replaced with the DTT public service multiplex which carries the
digital equivalent of the withdrawn channel. The remaining analogue channels will then be withdrawn
together at a later date when the remaining public service multiplexes will be launched.

31. Viewers who have not purchased digital equipment when the first analogue channel is withdrawn will
therefore not lose all television overnight. SwitchCo will work closely with retailers and aerial installers to
ensure they plan properly for the increase in consumer demand, phased over a reasonable period.

32. The BBC believes that this “transition period” should be fairly short, and no longer than one month,
so that consumer momentum is maintained and the first channel withdrawn is not unreasonably impacted.
Consumers would not be best served if that first channel were either BBC ONE or ITV1. On this basis, the
BBC has proposed that BBCTWO should be the default channel to be withdrawn first. All the broadcasters
support a fairly short transition period. This is a decision for Government.
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33. If Ofcom chooses to license the spectrum to be released at switchover in advance of switchover
starting, then consumers could benefit from the resulting new services being rolled out UK-wide as each
region switches over.

Relative Roles of Different Platforms in the Delivery of Switchover

34. Virtually all of the remaining analogue-only households could upgrade to digital satellite if they
wanted to. But no single platform, not even satellite, could achieve 100% coverage. In addition, each
platform oVers consumers and broadcasters diVerent technical capabilities. All viewers should have at least
one digital option. It is not in the UK’s interest to be over-reliant on any one platform.

35. So all platforms (and this may include broadband) must contribute towards achieving switchover,
maximising consumer choice and inter-platform competition.

36. However, within the mix, DTT has a special place.

The Rôle of DTT in Delivering Switchover

37. The DTT platform oVers the easiest and most straightforward means for the vast majority of viewers
to convert all their sets to digital. This would include second and third sets where the main set is fed by
satellite or cable. DTT is also the only practical way to ensure portable reception (ie using a set-top aerial).

38. In addition, unlike the non-terrestrial platforms, DTT has no “gatekeeper” standing between
broadcasters and consumers, determining the pace of technological developments on the platform. This has
created a vibrant, innovative “horizontal” market for DTT receivers, encompassing both set top boxes and
digital TV sets. This is good for consumers, broadcasters, manufacturers and retailers.

39. There must be a commitment to a strong, vibrant and competitive DTT platform, which oVers a
genuine choice of access to viewers and provides broadcasters and other content providers with a real
alternative to satellite and cable. We must ensure that DTT does not become a poor relation to the other
platforms and therefore wemust ensure the range and quality of services, including the potential for HDTV,
is maximised.

Why Free Satellite is Essential

40. Satellite also has a crucial role to play in achieving switchover, where it has two key advantages
over DTT:

— coverage—satellite is available now to almost everyone, ensuring that essentially all consumers
should have at least one digital option, including:

— the 20% of households who will not be able to receive DTT until their region starts to switch,
but who want to upgrade beforehand; and

— viewers who have poor quality, and/or unreliable, analogue reception, for whom DTT may
not become reliably available at switchover;

— technology—satellite oVers a return path, which DTT does not, so that consumers can make full
use of interactivity. In addition, satellite will be able to oVer consumers a range of HDTV content
unconstrained by the bandwidth limitations of DTT (which, by comparison, will still exist after
switchover). The bandwidth, combined with UK-wide coverage, also means that consumers could
be oVered every regional version of the public service channels.

41. But satellite is clearly identified by most consumers as a pay-TV platform. So even though BSkyB
now markets its equipment on a subscription-free basis (as “freesat from sky”), this is not as obviously
attractive to the many consumers who currently do not wish to pay a subscription as an alternative free
satellite oVer might be. In addition, freesat from sky requires a viewing card to decode ITV1, Channel 4 and
five (which are currently still encrypted) and BSkyB has no obligation to continue to make viewing cards
available to non-subscribers.

42. This reinforces the desirability of an easily- and widely-available digital satellite option, which was
clearly free to air, not linked to any perceived pressure to subscribe, and marketed as such. This would also
give potential satellite viewers a choice.

43. Therefore the BBC welcomes the Memorandum of Understanding signed with ITV, where we are
working in partnership to launch a free digital satellite platform.

44. But no matter how successful free satellite becomes, a strong DTT platform, as widely available as
practical, is essential to maximise the benefits of switchover for the UK.
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Challenges to be Overcome

Achieving suYcient DTT coverage

45. The BBC, along with the other broadcasters, agree with Ofcom that the objective should be for DTT
to substantially replicate reliable analogue reception after switchover, estimated by Ofcom to be 98.5% of
UK households.

46. Although predicting coverage is highly dependent upon the assumptions made, and does not always
correlate with viewer experience (which depends to a considerable degree on the condition of their aerials
and wiring), viewers who currently have reliable analogue reception should be able to receive those channels
by DTT after switchover.

47. Aswe have said above, all platformsmust play a role in achieving switchover, albeit withDTTplaying
a special role. It will therefore be vital to ensure that Ofcom ensures a satisfactory outcome from next year’s
Regional Radiocommunications Conference.

Maintaining strong inter-platform competition

48. Driven by the rapid adoption of DVD, and increasing consumer take-up of high-end TV sets1 (where
sales in the year to August 2005 showed an annual increase of 221%2), it is clear that consumer expectations
for better quality pictures and sound are driving television in the UK towards high-definition, as is already
occurring in several other countries.

49. When the BBC is able to oVer licence payers HDTV, this will maximise the public value of licence fee
investment in programmes. Licence payers would get better value from the BBC’s increasing investment in
high definition content where, encouraged also by the requirement of international co-production partners
and the demands of the international programmes market, the BBC has undertaken to move all production
to HD by 2010. The BBC is already producing a range of programming in HD (funded by foreign co-
producers) including the Proms and some natural history and factual output.

50. But unless the BBC can oVer some programming in high definition to the millions of consumers who
have chosen (and have yet to choose) DTT, those viewers will be relegated to an experience which will
increasingly be seen by them to be second-class. This would also leave DTT unable to compete with other
platforms.

51. The current capacity constraints ensure that there is little which could be done to oVer consumers
HDTV on the DTT platform prior to switchover. If HDTV were to be attractive on DTT (to consumers,
manufacturers and retailers) then the HDTV portfolio would have to comprise at least the five main Public
Service channels. This will require some of the spectrum earmarked by the Government to be released at
switchover to be made available principally for HDTV.

Consumer costs

52. Consumers will be required to invest in new equipment, whether digital television sets or set top boxes
to upgrade their existing analogue television sets. More than 63% of households have already upgraded to
digital, at least for their main TV sets—the highest penetration in the world.

53. The 1.2million viewers outside ofDTT coveragewho annually telephone theBBCorFreeview asking
if they can get it suggest that many more households would have upgraded to digital by now had DTT
coverage been greater.

54. While this still leaves almost 10 million households yet to upgrade, and most digital households still
needing to convert second and third sets, current sales of DTT receivers are well up on last year, suggesting
that many more households will have voluntarily upgraded by the time their region switches. In addition
many households, independently of switchover, are likely to choose to upgrade their TV set before
switchover reaches them where the cost diVerential between an analogue and a digital television set has
reduced to the point where the latter has become a viable option for many.

55. This astonishing level of demand has, in turn, been reflected in falling equipment costs with the
wholesale cost of a DTT set top box believed to be about £35–40 and the higher-specification SkyDigital set
top box believed to be about £50. This means that the consumer costs (for those who will not require new
roof-top aerials) of upgrading to digital has fallen considerably since digital television launched.

56. This is not to be complacent about viewers for whom even these sums are too much, or for whom
upgrading is just too daunting. It is precisely to address these concerns that the Government has announced
its intention to put in place schemes to help the most vulnerable.

57. When considering the potential cost of converting remaining analogue-only TV sets, it is likely that
many of these are old, portable TV sets which are rarely used and which consumers may determine are not
worth converting.

1 Rear projection, LCD and Plasma with Screen size of 30+!.
2 Source: Lek Trak.
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Protection of vulnerable groups

58. The Secretary of State announced at the RTS Convention in Cambridge on 15 September that the
licence fee payer will fund schemes to help the most vulnerable consumers make the switch to digital
television.

59. Households where someone is aged 75 or over and households containing people with severe
disabilities (defined as those people eligible for eitherDisability LivingAllowance orAttendanceAllowance)
will be oVered a DTT set top box and installation service (or a voucher of equivalent value which recipients
could put towards the adoption of cable, satellite or an iDTV).

60. This help will be free for the poorest eligible households, those on Income Support, Job Seekers’
Allowance or Pension Credit, but others will be charged a modest fee. The Government also proposes to
oVer some additional support to those who are registered blind so that they can benefit from the audio
description facilities provided by digital technology.

61. A trial is taking place in the Hulton ward of Bolton over the next few months which will help to
establish how much assistance the over 75s may need to switch to digital television and this will help the
Government to finalise the details and likely costs of this scheme.

APPENDIX

CURRENT INTERNATIONAL SWITCHOVER TIMETABLES

Country Target switchover year(s)

Italy 2006
USA 2006
Finland 2007
Germany 2008
Sweden 2008
Austria 2010
Spain 2010
Japan 2011
UK 2008–12
Belgium 2010–12
Denmark No decision yet
France No decision yet
Ireland No decision yet
Netherlands No decision yet
Portugal No decision yet

5 October 2006

Witnesses: Ms Caroline Thomson, Director of Strategy, Mr Tim Davie, Director of Marketing,
Communications and Audiences, andMr Graham Plumb, Head of Technology, BBC Distribution, BBC,
examined.

Q93 Chairman: Good morning. This is the second attached to it. We do that for three reasons. We
think it is good for consumers. We think digitalsession of our inquiry into analogue switch-oV.

Since it appears as part of the Charter renewal provides consumers with a far greater range of
channels. It provides many of them with bettersettlement the BBC is going to be given prime

responsibility for delivering analogue switch-oV and picture quality. It also, perhaps crucially from our
point of view, provides them with a much deeperfor paying a lot of the associated costs, it is entirely

right that we should have the BBC with us this audience experience through the use of interactivity
and so on. We think it is good for Britain because itmorning. Can I welcome Caroline Thomson, the

Director of Strategy, Tim Davie, the Director of enables Britain to have a broadcasting system fit for
the 21st Century along with the rest of Europe, andMarketing, Communications and Audiences, and

Graham Plumb, Head of Technology. Perhaps I our timetable runs roughly in parallel with that of
the rest of Europe. It will enable more eYcient use ofcould invite you to start oV by saying, from the point

of view of the BBC, why you think analogue switch- spectrum, the freeing up of spectrum that is
currently used to do the dual illumination and it willoV is an important project for the BBC and the

country. enable the use of digital technology for important
areas like education. Although it has nothing to doMs Thomson: Thank you very much for the

opportunity to come and talk to the Committee with us as a broadcaster, government services and so
on will benefit from it. Finally, it is good for theabout this. The BBC absolutely supports the

Government’s policy of analogue switch-oV and BBC. We have not just an obligation but a desire to
be universally available. We currently have theindeed the rolling programme with the dates
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diYculty that we broadcast digital services which on absolutely central to what the BBC is about and how
the licence fee mechanic works. I think that is anDTT are only available to 80% of our licence fee

payers and that is not a comfortable position for us important driving factor behind our support.
to be in. We have a strong interest in making the
BBC services universally available.

Q96 Rosemary McKenna: What is the BBC’s role
exactly in driving analogue switch-oV and in what
ways can you influence Digital UK?Q94 Chairman: Thank you. You concentrated on

the benefits of digital television which I do not think Ms Thomson: As you probably know, the
anybody would argue with. Anybody who has seen Government in its Green Paper confirmed that the
it can see all the excellent choice and all the services BBC should have a sixth public purpose, which was
available. Nevertheless, there are people who feel, driving Digital Britain eVectively, and said we
for their own reasons, that they do not really want it should have a lead role in delivering digital
as they are perfectly happy with the choice they have switchover and we have been happy to embrace that.
got at themoment.Why do you think they should be We have a number of roles in relation to that. First
compelled to acquire digital? of all, we have the absolutely core roles of the BBC

that we have been driving for the last five years of theMs Thomson:We do not think that you can achieve
BBC in providing, we hope, a good digital contentthe full benefits of digital without having analogue
through our digital television services. The newswitch-oV. Perhaps I should take a moment to
children’s services have driven digital take-upexplain that. We believe that the way to achieve the
dramatically. It is quite interesting that 80% offull benefits of digital for the entire population,
households with children aged under nine havewhatever their age and income group, is to make it
digital television and that will be related to that. Weavailable on a range of platforms which gives people
have been using our services to drive digital take-up,a choice about what they should do. They should not
butwewill also have a role in the nextCharter periodbe forced into one system as against another as far
of investing in our own transmitter network to getas is possible. DTT oVers not just that range of
DTT available and in helping Digital UK do itsplatforms and an alternative to satellite and cable
marketing campaign and driving that.but oVers it in a cheap form which enables second

and third sets particularly to be converted much
more easily. It is a familiar technology, so for the Q97 Rosemary McKenna: So you would not agreedigital shy it is a relatively easy thing to do, it is a with those who said last week it would have been
plug and play technology. It also oVers a system of much easier if you had given everyone a satellite
broadcasting they can trust. There is no possibility dish?
of a lot of aggressive up-selling to try and get them Ms Thomson:No. I saw that. Having seen it, I asked
to take out subscriptions, for example, and it is my colleagues to go away and do the maths on that
familiar. We cannot get DTT universally available because I thought it would be quite interesting to
without doing analogue switch-oV. We are currently find out. If we were to keep our transmitter network
at the maximum we can broadcast on DTT without in its current state and give everyone else a satellite
aVecting the existing analogue signal and so in order dish to cover the television sets they have so they
to achieve that we have to do analogue switch-oV. could go fully digital, at the current publicly

available oVer for satellite it would cost us two to
three times as much as we are budgeting for the fullQ95 Rosemary McKenna: Some of the industry
DTT switchover, so it is not more economic.analysts we had before us last weekwould say “Well,

you would say that, wouldn’t you?” since the BBC
is one of the principal beneficiaries. Apart from the Q98 Adam Price: I want to continue with this theme
social arguments, how robust is the economic case of the BBC’s interest in driving analogue switch-oV.
for analogue switch-oV? It is true that you have a higher audience share with
Ms Thomson: People do say “You would say that, Freeview compared to the higher capacity platforms
wouldn’t you?” about analogue switch-oV. of cable and satellite, is it not?
However, I would put it to you that it is not Mr Davie: Yes.
necessarily in the BBC’s interest to have analogue
switch-oV. We currently have a lot of people who
enjoy the analogue services. As you may recall from Q99 Adam Price: You do have some self-interest in

terms of audience share in driving Freeview forwardthe presentation we did to the Committee earlier
about the licence fee settlement, moving to digital as the means of people accessing digital television

rather than the other platforms. Is that not the case?terrestrial transmission for the whole country is
actually going to cost us more money, but we do Ms Thomson: Our interest is in making sure licence
believe it is the right thing to do because the benefits fee payers are served fully and well and in making
outweigh the costs. Tim might like to say a bit more sure our services are available to them. In order to
about the audience. do that we will make our services available on all the

platforms and we have done that with Sky,Mr Davie: Our aim is to prioritise universality of
reach over just share because in analogue homes we obviously and we have plans to launch Freesat, we

hope, next year. It is not the case that we are onlywould havemore share from aTVperspective. From
our point of view, we are clearly prioritising focusing on one because we think somehow this

helps our competitive position, but we do feel it isuniversality of reach for all our services and that is
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very important that the maximum choice of choice between DTT or a one-oV payment satellite
platforms is available to our licence fee payers and service. We are very supportive of keeping choice in
that is why we are pursuing DTT. the market. What we mean by that is that across a
Mr Davie: It is quite straightforward in some ways number of variables they do oVer diVerent things.
because, based on our audience surveys, we know Ms Thomson: There are two significant issues about
that people want choice and they want aVordable the Sky oVer which most consumer research shows.
options. Our overwhelming principle is universality One is that people have an anxiety that it will be
of reach.We are supportive of keeping those options followed by some aggressive up-selling, ie people
in the market so that people have the maximum trying to persuade them to buy extra services that
number of aVordable options and obviously they do not want. The second is that in order to
Freeview is one of those. receive the still encrypted services they need a

viewing card and long term Sky has not got a
Q100 Chairman: In your evidence you say that you commitment to carry on providing that for free, so
look forward to playing a central role in achieving there are issues about it.
switchover and then you say, “although clearly this
will need to be reflected in any funding settlement”.
Do you see a very strong link between the BBC’s role Q103 Mr Yeo: On the question of subscription,
in switchover and the bid for 2.3% above RPI? again I think in the memorandum there are
Ms Thomson: Yes, we do. As the Committee will statements about how it is undesirable for people to
recall, our bid in the funding settlement is in two be pressed into paying subscriptions and I can see
parts. It is 1.8% for the BBC’s core costs, although that point. To say it is undesirable to have people
they play a very important role in helping to deliver pressed into paying them is not quite the same as
Digital Britain because in the end none of it is any saying it should be impossible to do so. In your
good if you do not have decent programmes there Freesat is it envisaged that they could incorporate a
and you do not have properly available services that subscription element at some time in the future?
people can find. In addition to that we have the 0.5% MsThomson:The range of boxes available either for
which is the costs that theGovernment is specifically Freeview or Freesat will be determined by the
asking us to meet in relation to funding the industry market. Certainly in Freeview terms it is true that the
costs, so the costs of Digital UK and so on. As you cheap end of the boxes do not allow upgrades to
may recall, the vexed issue of targeted help has not subscription, they do not have the interface, butyet been factored into the bid.

there are boxes available which do and we have not
taken a view on which sort of box should be

Q101 Mr Yeo: Just coming back to the free-to-view available.
satellite platform that you envisage, can you say how Mr Davie: It is too early to answer that question in
you think the development of that will aVect digital that we are still at the planning stage. Many
terrestrial? There may be some degree of Freeview boxes are upgradeable. We have shown
competition between the two. Will you enlarge on ourselves as supportive of that type of hardware.
that?

Ms Thomson: Our job is to make the serviceMr Davie: As the Committee is probably aware, the
available.proposed launch of a Freesat service will continue to

oVer choice.When we talked to licence fee payers we
found that people have diVerent needs. Some people

Q104 Mr Yeo: Given your very commendablewant more channels with more cost and there is
commitment to encouraging choice, whatever one’sabsolutely no doubt that Sky’s Freesat service at
view of the long-term future of the licence fee, which£150 gives you a benchmark cost for what a licence
may well remain, it would be a disappointingfee payer would have to pay to get those satellite
limitation on the BBC’s own capacity for growth ifservices. In that context we are very much for
it ruled out the possibility of having subscriptionoVering choice in the satellite environment, but we
services on top of the licence fee funded range ofare also seeing an overwhelming response in
services.consumers for other platforms that oVer aVordable
Ms Thomson: We do not see long term the publicaccess. 92,000 people are picking up Freeview boxes
service broadcasting being funded by subscription asevery week. We are seeing huge demands for
a result of digital switchover. I believe—and IFreeview. That is a 69% increase year-on-year. That
recognise other people do not always share thisis just one platform. I think it will be another choice
view—that the genius of British broadcasting is thebut by no means will it be the only desired choice.
BBC competes for audience but not for revenue. If
you put the BBC public service channels inQ102Mr Yeo: In the memorandum you say that the
competition for subscription revenue with otherBSkyB oVer is not as attractive to many consumers.
subscription services you will get a service but it willI was not quite sure why that was the case.
not be the same BBC as you have got now. That isMr Davie: There are diVerent attractions of satellite
not to say that our commercial arm, BBCservices and of a digital terrestrial service in terms of
Worldwide, just as it runs UKTV as a joint venture,cost, simplicity and choice. Across those dimensions
may want to run subscription services on aboth services oVer viable options for viewers. What
commercial basis, but they would not be as ayou will see in our latest trials that are driving digital

access is a clear explanation of the two options, ie a substitute for the public service channels.
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Q105Mr Yeo: If you take sport, however, where the Q110Mr Sanders: If they are specifying to ITV, why
is the BBC interested?Why is the BBC not just goingBBC has some expertise, I think sports enthusiasts

have benefited enormously from the competition on for its satellite platform in order to reach that
percentage of coverage?cricket with Channel 4. Given that there are virtually

no protected events now, the concept of public MsThomson:Because we believe that it is important
to oVer viewers a choice of platforms for how theyservice broadcasting in relation to sport seems to me

to have been almost eliminated. The BBC could in consume us and we believe that in order to make
digital switchover work for the whole populationfact have a sports subscription channel which could

compete with other sports channels and build on its DTT has to be available to the whole population.
very considerable expertise in this area.
Ms Thomson: I am not sure most licence fee payers Q111 Mr Sanders: Switching oV an analogue signal
would recognise the characterisation that sport has is not oVering somebody choice, it is taking choice
disappeared from public service broadcasting. In a away from a group of people who are quite happy to
year when we are looking at the World Cup being continue receiving their signal. Choice is about
entirely available on free-to-air broadcasting I think wanting a digital provider and range of services and
I would challenge that. It is a very important part of the choice is there for somebody who wants that
our public service mix and it has proved to be more either through cable or satellite but it is not there
vibrant than it was five or ten years ago. through terrestrial broadcasting.

Ms Thomson: In order to get DTT to the coverage
that is required we have to switch oV the analogueQ106 Mr Yeo: It is a fraction of what it used to be.
signal.If you look at the list of protected events 15 years ago

and those that are now guaranteed to be available on
BBC, it is only a fraction of what it was, the role has Q112MrSanders:Youhave just said that is required
been almost eliminated so that it does not exist at all, for ITV and not for the BBC. The BBC could get a
it ismuch smaller than it was. If the reason for saying higher percentage by simply focusing on its satellite
we do not really want to go down the subscription platform.
route is because of the public service function, what Ms Thomson: We could get to the whole of the
you are really saying is we have got a very, very small country if we required people to have satellite
role in sport in that case, which seems to me a pity instead of making DTT available to them all. As I
given what we have seen done on sport in the past. said at the beginning, we believe it is important, in
Ms Thomson: If the BBC was to think about a sport order to make digital work for the whole country,
subscription channel, that would be a commercial that DTT is available to the whole country because
venture which would have to be run on the normal it is a familiar technology, it is cheap and it is the way
commercial models as UKTV is run, as a joint of converting second and third sets easily. For
venture, it would not be a public service venture and people who have television sets with set-top aerials,
it would have to be launched on the basis of a normal it the only way of them getting a digital signal and
business plan that showed whether or not it could we cannot achieve that without switching oV the
make money. We do not have plans for that at the analogue signal.
moment.

Q113Mr Sanders: That is not strictly true. You can,
if you receive satellite broadcast, have a feed to allQ107 Mr Sanders: I want to go back to the free-to-
the other televisionmonitors in your household withview satellite platform and the fact that potentially
the right technology. In terms of set-top boxes underup to 97% of the population could receive digital
a digital terrestrial broadcaster, you would still needservices through this free-to-view satellite platform.
extra cabling and a more sophisticated box at theWe already know up to half of the population can
point of entry than the ones that are being marketedreceive digital through some form of cable service.
at the moment. Why are you not focusing on a free-Why is there a need to switch oV the analogue signal
to-view satellite platform as a means of getting morein order to get wider coverage of digital services?
people able to access digital than taking choice awayMs Thomson: The need to switch oV the analogue
from those people who do not want to lose ansignal relates to the need to get to the Government’s
analogue signal because they do not want a box, theytarget of 98.5% of the country covered by DTT.
do not want the hassle and those whowant to choose
can choose?

Q108 Mr Sanders: You can achieve 97% of that MrDavie: I would take us back to our research with
through a satellite platform. the licence fee payer. We are driven very much by
Ms Thomson: The Government has asked us to this idea of universal access. The question then is
achieve 98.5% through the digital terrestrial how you deliver that. We are absolutely about a
platform and we support that. choice of options. We have announced we are going

to look in partnership at the Freesat option. Of
course we are interested in giving that choice toQ109 Mr Sanders: Have they specified terrestrial or

have they given you the task of digital coverage? everybody. However, in the research we have seen it
is clear that people are interested in lower costMs Thomson: They have not specified terrestrial to

us but they have to ITV in their licences. We feel the options and you cannot ignore the value chain on
both the options to see what pricing that delivers andGovernment, if we were not going to do it, would

specify it to us. at the moment DTT oVers a much more aVordable
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option. Also, in the context of plug and play, it is a analogue switch-oV occurs, will you need to take all
of the spectrum which is released in order to be ablesimplified option for many people. If you look at the
to oVer HDTV on all your services?adoption of DTT across a number of parameters
Ms Thomson: You are absolutely right, we thinkand I would pick something like age groups, older
high definition is going to be an important technicalconsumers are much more likely to be embracing
development and we have already seen quite a lot ofdigital technology throughDTT. In that context it is
consumer interest in it and Sky are doing a pilot onabsolutely appropriate that the BBC be supportive
it next year. All the terrestrial broadcasters will beof maximum access options and DTT should form
hoping that once you get to digital switchover somepart of that.
of the released spectrum could be made available to
us all to oVer high definition services on DTT. Even

Q114 Paul Farrelly: The initial answer to my if that happened, it would still leave some spectrum
colleague’s question was entirely circular. Last week available for other purposes, like mobile TV and
we saw great doubt cast on the Government’s net so on.
present value economic case for switching the signal
oV, not least because all the figures were not Q117 Chairman: If all the existing channels which
available and the suspicion is that the case will be are on Freeview eventually went to HD, is that
made to support the case that has already been possible within the spectrum which is released?
decided. This is a question about how sensible the Mr Plumb: No. There is no current capacity for all
target is. If you take 98.5% against 97%, with all the the extra services on Freeview to go to HDTV.
costs of conversion, how sensible is it to go the DTT MsThomson:The figures I gave you were for the five
route just for an extra 1.5%? main terrestrial channels. If they all went, which
Ms Thomson: The truth is that the vast majority of would be our priority, HD onDTT, then that would
the cost is in the first 200 transmitters. Three- still leave released spectrum and that is what we
quarters of the cost of converting to DTT is in the would be asking for.
first 200 transmitters. It is only a quarter of the costs,
rather paradoxically and I know it is counter- Q118 Chairman: You said you want all BBCintuitive, is in the last 1,000 transmitters. Having channels, including Three andFour, to be eventuallydone the first big tranche, it seems to us to make broadcast on HDTV.sense to do the rest. Ms Thomson: Three and Four would certainly be
Mr Plumb: There is very much a communications broadcast initially on satellite in HD and cable
message here. We do find that there are people because that would be technically possible. Graham
saying to us frequently, “Why can’t I get digital knows much more about this than I do. The rate
terrestrial television onmy current transmitter?”We with which compression technology develops means
get about 140,000 enquiries a month from people that over time you would hope to have all the
outside existing DTT coverage and within that 20% channels available onDTT, but at the moment, with
or so of people that cannot currently get the services the current state of compression, we think the
on DTT. We get regular enquiries about when the realistic option is for the five terrestrial channels to
service will go digital, so there is a big pent up be available. So our two, BBC One and Two, ITV,
demand. In rolling out digital most of the costs come Channel 4 and Five to be available in HD on DTT
in the first 200 transmitters. To go that extra leap is a realistic option and still leaves some of the
and get the extra coverage and to get you up to spectrum free.
98.5% is only about a quarter of the cost.

Q119 Chairman: In the long term you could say that
at best the released spectrum may allow all theQ115 Paul Farrelly: I am also thinking of the forced
channels to be broadcast in HD which then wouldcost of conversion from the consumer’s point of view
leave nothing for alternative purposes, or, at worst,because the analogue signal is being switched oV.We
it may not be suYcient spectrum even after switch-heard some pretty damning evidence last week.
oV to allow a full HDTV of all future channels.Ms Thomson: We have not done figures for
Ms Thomson: I do not think I would say either atconsumers, the figures for consumers have been
best or at worst on that. We have to hope and indeeddone by Ofcom and on average it is £132 per
expect that the developments in technology, whichconsumer for the cost, which I think is rather
have allowed us already to do amazing things ondiVerent from the figures you were given last week.
DTT we never thought were possible, will enable itEssentially the figures for consumers and indeed the
to become a much more flexible medium than itreference you were making at the beginning of the
currently is.economic benefit to the whole of the UK are work

that is done by Ofcom and the Government and not
Q120 Alan Keen: You have already touched on theby us.
fact that the people last week even used the word
shocked at one point and you have said you disagree

Q116 Chairman:Can I ask you about your plans for with the figures they gave. We were a little bit
high definition? I understand the BBC’s ambition is disturbed by that. What is the BBC’s main part in
that in due course all BBC services will be broadcast the whole process? Somebody should be driving the
in high definition. If that is to be achieved it will thing along. Could you tell us more about where the

BBC’s responsibility is going to work?obviously require a lot more of the spectrum. If
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Ms Thomson: Perhaps I could say initially, in cannot imagine the BBC not carrying out what it
should do in training. DSG accused someone ofresponse to the comments last week, that digital

switchover or analogue switch-oV is a very complex letting that slip.
project. It is easy to get a bit daunted by it, but it is Mr Davie: I think there has been a fair debate about
very important to remember that without any this digital tick logo. We are working with Digital
compulsion two-thirds of the population has UK and the guidelines now in place are very robust,
willingly embraced digital technology and it has they work across the industry, so I think that issue is
given them enormous pleasure and has brought solved. I think you will see good application of the
great benefits. Equally, the figures that we see in our digital tick logo. From a communication point of
audience research show that the number of people view, we have a voice within Digital UKwhich is the
who feel they will never want to get digital and industry consortium which is leading this. The last
completely resist it is coming down all the time and thing, as a marketeer who has worked in the
is currently only at 13% having come down commercial sector, we want to do is a big 100,000
dramatically, so we would expect that to decline foot marketing plan which does not have a
further. It is easy in a sense to let the technological connection with the fact that this is a region by
and organisational problems of it daunt you and to region, postcode by postcode job and we need to
lose sight of the prize that is there at the end. The spend at least as much time as possible in that area
BBC sees its role as being to lead Digital Britain, as with voluntary organisations, with our local and
the Government has asked us to do in the Green extensive network, getting very close to the ground
Paper, but that has two components to it. First of all, in terms of the communication with retailers, with
there is the role in building up the technology and voluntary groups, etcetera.We are very active in that
providing the services which is a key part of the area and that is the job in the next few years as we go
licence fee bid and, secondly, there is support for the into region by region switchover.
industry ventures andDigital UKand themarketing
of a public information campaign.

Q123 Alan Keen: The BBC has always been accusedMr Davie: The figure was 35% three years ago for
that the licence fee is a regressive tax and yet lastdigital resistance. The question is about not
week I heard some people asking why the BBCplanning to get digital in the next 12 months, so it is
should have to pay to help those in the end whonot an absolute refusal to get digital and that is now
cannot aVord to switch. Would you agree with medown to 13% and we are seeing it fall rapidly. I think
that it is a good way of redressing the regressive taxyou have to look at the timescale in the context of
accusation you have carried in the past and it is onlythose trend lines.
right now that you do help those that have paid a
bigger proportion of their income over the years
than people who are well oV?Q121 Alan Keen: Last week I complimented the

people who were representing consumers and I said Ms Thomson: We are very keen to ensure that
that they should be driving the thing forward and everyone gets digital, including most vulnerable
they had not even got an eVective executive part. Do groups and that is one of the reasons why we have
you think they should have more of a part? Do you agreed in principle with theGovernment’s request to
think the consumers are being ignored to a certain take part in the targeted help scheme funded from
extent? the licence fee. We are content to go along with that

on the basis of four criteria: that the licence fee is notMs Thomson: I think the consumer groups and the
other voluntary groups will be completely essential being used as a substitute for social security

payments, which clearly would be totallyto delivering it. I know you are going to be seeing
Digital UK who will be the primary people in inappropriate, that any scheme meets all the state

aid requirements and is platform neutral, that it doesbuilding those relationships. There is no doubt that
this will not happen happily if it is simply people like not in the end, partly because of the flat rate nature

of the licence fee, put an unreasonable burden on theme sitting around pontificating about the policy
issues. It is an on-the-ground project andDigitalUK licence fee payers that would put the long-term

future of the licence fee at risk, and that it is not atis already working with people in Border at
establishing links with voluntary groups, Help the the expense of our core services. With those

provisos, we have been content to agree with theAged and other groups who will be absolutely key to
delivering it. One of the thingswewill be doing as the Government’s request that in principle we should

do this.BBC is using our local network of local radio
stations, our buses that we are hoping to get as part
of our licence fee settlement, as part of the way we

Q124 Chairman: The whole rationale for this greatourselves help with that process on the ground, but
project is in the main to extend DTT and to giveit will only work if it is on-the-ground working with
people the choice of DTT right across the countryconsumer groups and in partnership with voluntary
but at the same time you are required to be platformorganisations.
neutral. Is it not rather diYcult to say, “We’re doing
all of this in order to give you the chance to acquire
Freeview, but you don’t have to have Freeview,Q122 Alan Keen:DSG said that they have to stick to

the digital tick criteria whereas the BBC has been there are other alternative providers and we are
completely neutral between them”?released from that and it is to do with training. I
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Ms Thomson: I think you are right to point out the Q127 Chairman: It came from a Ferryside trial.
Forty-five per cent is the proportion of householdsapparent contradiction, but it is an apparent
that required some upgrading of their aerial or cablecontradiction based on history and the only way you
and therefore simply putting a digital box on top ofget the DTT systems is by the broadcasters building
their set was not going to be suYcient for them toit out, whereas the other platforms are obviously run
get access.by other operators. The only way we can oVer that
Mr Plumb: The Ferryside situation was a veryas an option is for us to do it. However, that does not
special case. There was a lot of focus on themean, as you know, that we are not making
community. There were a number of steps that weourselves absolutely available on other platforms,
had to go through with the Ferryside community inincluding launching Freesat, and we are delighted
terms of there was a simulcast period and then therethat people are accessing us that way. Obviously
was a switchover period. Those figures sounddiVerent platforms have a diVerent range of
alarmist, but in terms of actual numbers of aerialssuitability for diVerent audiences.
needing replacing, I believe the number was
significantly smaller than that number, but I am
afraid I would have to come back to you on that.Q125 Chairman: But platform neutrality is not just

making yourselves available, it is also in promotions
not suggesting that any one platform is superior to Q128 Paul Farrelly: Do you have a best and worst
another platform. case estimate for the poor guinea pigs of the Border
Mr Davie: In the latest trails that we are running region as to who might not be able to receive the
equal prominence is given to Freeview and to signals?
Freesat. I think we are absolutely driven by MrPlumb:The best estimates around at themoment
universality of access. We focus nearly all of our are from the Ofcom study, which say that at the time
money in terms of content and the output and the of switchover up to 10% of homes might need to
programmes we deliver and we want maximum have some kind of work done on their aerial
reach and that is what is driving us. In that context installation or the down leads or whatever and that
we have clearly been interested in those platforms, is mainly because a lot of the aerials around there
oVering a one-oV payment that people can get into now are twenty years old plus, full of water and
and get access to those services. We believe that is rusting away and falling down and so forth.
important and we have seen satellite in that position Inevitably there might have to be up to that level of
andwewill be absolutely up there showing people all work done.
the options. If you dial our numbers or go to our
website I think you will see that and that is what we

Q129Paul Farrelly:Have youmade any estimates ofare about.
how long it would take to iron out all these bugs?
Ms Thomson: Clearly one of Digital UK’s roles is to
make sure that those aerial upgrades are done beforeQ126 Paul Farrelly: Going back to last week’s
the switchover or that people are at least aware thatevidence, if there is no testing, you just switch the
they need to get their aerial checked beforesignal oV, there are going to be lots of bugs to iron
switchover so that we do not end up with 10% notout afterwards, but after that 45% of people may not
receiving the signal.be able to receive any TV signal whatsoever in

Scotland. I have not looked at who is covered by the Mr Davie: Central to the marketing eVort is a three-
year plan. We have to see this in the context of 63%Border area of Grampian, but I know that 2008 is

also the date that the press has pencilled in for are digital, but that figure is increasing all the time.
You have got that base of people who are alreadyLabour’s switchover and 45% of people may not be

able to look at the news of that. What are your best there and that number will continue to grow anyway
by the natural momentum in terms of us showing theand worst case estimates of people whomight not be

able to get any signal at all after switchover? digital channels and the options available. The
marketing plan is very significant over the three yearMs Thomson: The broad picture is we expect DTT
time-frame. We have been supporting Digital UK incoverage to reach 98.5% of the population, which
terms of building a three-year plan that will allow foris the same percentage of the population
very simple and pretty heavyweight communicationapproximately as analogue. It is not the case that the
of the options, how the process takes place, how youreach to individual homes exactly replicates each
can get help and that stretches across the obviousother. So there will be some people who cannot
media like TV, but it is also by doing door drops.currently get analogue who will be able to get digital
Every household will get two door drops. We wantand there will be some who can currently get
to minimise the number of people who are unclear.analogue who will not be able to get digital, but they
We have signed up to a pretty heavyweightwill be at the margins and they will have the other
marketing campaign to deliver that.means of transmission available to them, either

satellite or broadband. If the 45% figure represented Ms Thomson: It is the case that Digital UK has
figures which show that in Border already, just onthe process of switch-oV, I think Graham could talk

about how we expect that to work. If it ends up with the basis of the current announcement, it is 75% of
the population know digital switchover is taking45% not being able to get a signal it will not have

worked successfully. place and know when it is happening.
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Q130 Paul Farrelly: I think some of my colleagues Q134 Paul Farrelly: Presumably with digital
are itching to tackle aerial cowboys later so I will switchover you are going to have to switch over your
switch over to some of the costs now. Caroline, you fleet of detector vans. How much is that going to
said that voluntarily up to around two-thirds of cost you?
people in some fashion are already taking up digital Ms Thomson: I do not know about that. We could
services and technologies, so the question then write to you with those details.
would bewhy compel people through switching oV a
signal? One argument you could put is that with the

Q135 Mr Sanders:Will it be expensive to simulcast,voluntary take-up the cost of running two systems is
ie broadcast both in high definition and in thenot in the public interest. I wonder whether you
existing definition, or should we start worrying nowcould tell us how much you will save if you are
about a standard definition switch-oV date?allowed to switch oV the analogue signal.

Ms Thomson:We will not save money by switching Ms Thomson: There are absolutely no plans for a
oV the analogue signal. It will cost us more to cover standard definition switch-oV date. Although we do
the country with DTT than it does on the current believe high definition will take oV as a new
system. It is part of our licence fee bid, as you may technology, it is important to say that we have not
recall, that we have included £70 million per annum even had a trial of it yet. Sky is doing the trial next
to cover the digital costs of building up the summer. We are hoping to participate in that trial
transmitter network and running it. and indeed do a very limited trial on DTT from the

Crystal Palace transmitter. We will have a much
better sense then of how it will work.Our plans at theQ131 Paul Farrelly:How much will you save by not
moment are limited in terms of the licence fee bidhaving to run two systems at once?
and so on to making sure that by 2010 we canMs Thomson: I think the answer is the same,
produce all our output in high definition so that itactually. The £70 million figure we have asked for
could be available for transmission if Sky weretakes account of the money we will save—it is a net

figure—by not having to run the analogue system. It running a full network on it and if we got the
is the case that were the Government to decide not spectrum on DTT, but it is also key to being able to
to switch-oV, to require us to carry on broadcasting export our programmes, particularly to the United
beyond 2012 in analogue, we would then have to States and to the Far East, because those are the
invest in upgrading the analogue networkwhich is at standards they expect now.
the end of its life; we are using sticking plasters to
keep it going. It can keep going to 2012, but were we

Q136MrSanders: In one of your earlier answers youto have to carry on until 2020–30, we would have to
hinted that there was more spectrum for highinvest more in analogue, but we have not done those
definition through satellite rather than throughfigures yet.
terrestrial. Is that not another argument for a
satellite platform rather than a terrestrial platformQ132 Paul Farrelly: Can you remind the Committee
in that you can broadcast more high definitionof how much digital switchover is going to cost the
channels through satellite than you can with presentBBC in total?
technology through terrestrial?Ms Thomson: Our transmission costs as opposed to
Mr Plumb: I think it is an often held belief that thereany programming or any other costs to drive take-
are limitless supplies of spectrum available forup are around £500million over a seven-year period.
satellite broadcasting when in fact that is not the
case. We recently acquired access to a seventhQ133 Paul Farrelly: I want to finish with two
transponder to add to the existing six that we havecuriosity questions. Although we are talking about
to make way for Freesat and HDTV. There are nothe BBC’s role in leading digital switchover, the
new transponders available in the satellite footprintswitch-oV is going to occur by ITV region. I just
from Astra. At the moment if someone wants towondered whether that process is adding any extra
introduce high definition television services they cancomplexities for the BBC where your regions and
either look for any spare capacity that anyone hastransmissions do not entirely overlap with ITV.
sitting around—and there is not a lot of that—orMr Plumb: It is worth saying that inevitably that
take down existing standard definition services. It isgives us some issues with on-air marketing,
true that there are lots and lots and lots of servicespromotion and so forth of the process. When you
up on satellite and lots of them are time shifted solook across thewhole piece at thewhole of the switch
there is some flexibility in that, but it is not like thereover, although it is described by ITV region, the
is a limitless capacity up on satellite.process that happens is you will switch oV main

transmitter by main transmitter going around the
country. When you take the main transmitter oV all

Q137Mr Sanders: I did not say limitless, there is justthe relays follow. If you do a roll-out plan based on
more capacity through satellite.ITV regions in the current roll-out order and then
Mr Plumb: Undoubtedly there are a lot moreyou try and look at it based on BBC regions, the
channels up there at the moment, there is a lot morewindows over which it happens and the
capacity there, but you have to reallocate capacity incommunications happen are diVerent but it is much
the same way as you will need to do in the future forthe same, so it does not create any insurmountable

problems for us. Freeview.
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Q138 Mr Sanders: Should the BBC pay what might said it should be charged on an opportunity cost
basis. Subsequent to that a group called Indepen didbe termed as a spectrum tax, particularly in view of

its plans tomove into high definition broadcasts and some analysis for Ofcom about what might be a
realistic cost and they came up with a figure whichthe frequency space they would occupy?

Ms Thomson: As the Committee may know, we are was £58/59million permultiplex for digital.We have
the figure in the licence fee bid as £60 million on thenot enthusiastic about paying a spectrum tax. We

have argued, both at the time of the Wireless and basis that that was rounding it up. Ofcom has issued
a consultation on spectrumwithout quarrelling withTelegraphy Act when it was first mooted and then

during the inquiry byMartin Cave into it, that it was either the principle of charging or that figure so it
seemed realistic for us to plan on it. Obviously if wewrong to be charging the BBC, which is required to

have universal access and therefore has no options do not have to pay it that is money that will simply
come oV the bid.really about how it uses spectrum, to pay a tax like

this and it would eVectively end up as a transfer from
the licence fee payer to the Exchequer. Q144 Paul Farrelly: With respect to the use of

spectrum, the satellite broadcasters get a freer ride.
Q139 Mr Hall: If the BBC should not pay a Looking ahead, do you think that in order to
spectrum tax, should everybody else that is going to encourage eYciency we should be making Europe-
go into high definition broadcasting, which is going wide moves and have Europe-wide agreements on
to occupy more spectrum space in space, pay a taxing satellite broadcasters so there is a level
spectrum tax? playing field? Should any spectrum tax be
Ms Thomson: I think there are particular issues for introduced in countries like ours?
public service broadcasters about a spectrum tax Mr Plumb: I think it is a bit of a challenge because
because we are required to do certain things in terms satellite transmissions go across country borders,
of making our services universally available which they are not always constrained. Certainly there are
do not apply with the same force to commercial moves from Ofcom to look at what will be possible
players. There may be arguments for commercial to encourage the eYcient use of spectrum. There is
players paying for the spectrum they use, but my a term called “recognised spectrum access” which is
arguments would apply absolutely to Channel 4, looking at trying to protect reception of your service
ITV and Five. within your country and therefore having to pay a

certain amount in order to do that and that would
then probably drive some eYciencies. Those are veryQ140 Mr Hall: I assume there is a finite amount of
early proposals and we do not know whether theyspace that can be used for this high definition
are going to come to anything at all, but that is reallybroadcasting and if the demand becomes such,
a matter for Ofcom.would that be a way of regulating that demand?

Ms Thomson: There are arguments for a spectrum
tax which are to do with encouraging the most Q145 Paul Farrelly: Surely it must be possible on a
eYcient use of spectrum, yes. Europe-wide basis to reach agreements.

Mr Plumb: The whole process of allocation of
frequencies across Europe is done on a negotiationQ141 Mr Yeo:Why are those not going to apply to
basis. Yes, potentially in the future it is possible butthe BBC?
that is a matter for Europe.Ms Thomson: Because we are required to make our

services universally available.
Q146 Helen Southworth: I want to focus some
attention on vulnerable individuals within theQ142 Mr Yeo: But you should still use the spectrum
switch-oV process. Does the BBC have a view on thethat you are using in the most eYcient way and that
Government’s support package for vulnerablewould be an incentive to do so.
groups, and what role did you play in identifying theMs Thomson: Yes, we are required to use our
detail of it?spectrum in the most eYcient way, but eVectively
Ms Thomson: The plan for supporting thewhat you are doing is penalising the licence fee payer
vulnerable groups, sometimes called targeted help, isby requiring the BBC to pay this. There ought to be
a Government plan and the Government drew upother mechanisms for ensuring that we use spectrum
the groups that would be helped, not the BBC. WeeYciently.
have considered it and it is an unusual thing for the
BBC to be doing, but we felt comfortable withQ143 Chairman: Perhaps you can answer a slight
agreeing to the request to do it on the basis that wepuzzle for me. The Treasury told me in a written
do have this particular—at the risk of sounding asanswer that there were no proposals for a spectrum
though I am stuck in a groove here—obligation ontax, but in your licence fee bid you have put a very
universality and to make sure the most vulnerablespecific figure on exactly how much you think you
are helped through this diYcult process for them.are going to have to pay. How did you arrive at
We are setting the four criteria for it.that figure?

Ms Thomson: I was slightly surprised by the answer
you got which I noted. The ability to charge for Q147 Helen Southworth: The focus on public service

is essential, I am sure we all agree, in this particularspectrum was in the Wireless and Telegraphy Act
1998 and there was then the Cave Report which part of the process. Vulnerable individuals more

than any other group of people need to be able tolooked at the principles behind charging for it and it
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have advocates to speak for them. How is the BBC install the equipment. The issue of specific financial
help has to be a matter of government policy in thegoing to work with those organisations that are
end.advocates on behalf of people with disabilities or

older people or particularly vulnerable groups?
Q150 Mr Hall: One of the most important servicesWhat are you going to do?
that the BBC provides for people certainly that areMs Thomson: We have a long history of working
in vulnerable groups is the Ceefax service. I have awith groups like the blind and the deaf. Our
digital box and it is a great picture on digital but Itechnologists have worked a lot on developing
have to switch on to terrestrial to read Ceefax. Whattechnology which will help them benefit from digital
is the BBC going to do about this problem? Will ittechnology. Our research people have developed
still remain free?audio description technology and one of the big
Mr Plumb: You mean not having to pay for it, dobenefits of digital switchover is it makes TV much
you?more accessible to groups with disabilities and we

would seek to build on that and work with them.
Q151 Mr Hall: Yes.Digital UK will have a key role in working with
Mr Plumb: Yes indeed. We believe the BBC servicegroups to help the vulnerable. I would expect our should be available free at the point of access. As farlocal radio network and our network of digital buses as the Ceefax service goes, we consider that to be anand so on equally to have a key role because people analogue technology. The replacement for that is the

trust the BBC. We have yet to know exactly what it digital text service. We think that oVers a lot of
is we will need to do, but we will be using all the fantastic advantages in terms of the visibility of the
means at our disposal to make sure that these people characters, in terms of the diVerent types of content
find it as easy a process as possible. you can oVer, in terms of being able to oVer pictures

alongside the video and if you want to you can
download extra still pictures and so forth. There is aQ148 Helen Southworth: You mentioned the audio
much broader type of proposition that you can oVerdescription boxes, but I understand at the moment
by the digital text service. We see that as the futurethe cheapest of these boxes is £99. What are you
for text on platforms.going to do to help encourage the market to develop

in that? We are talking about people who are
Q152MrHall:And that is going to be available withstatistically likely to be less financially well oV. We
the cheapest digital box machines, is it?have got to work to make sure these things happen
Mr Plumb: Indeed. That was one of the things werather than just leaving it to happen. have lobbied very, very strongly for right from the

MsThomson: I agree entirely. Over the last few years early days of Freeview, that we believe that every
we have been working hard not just with the RNIB box that came to the country that was associated
but with the manufacturers and the DCMS to try with the Freeview brand should have full
and encourage the provision of those boxes and they interactivity available to it and that full interactivity
have come down in price. I do not know the exact does include a full digital text service.
price at the moment, but if it is £99 then that is
already an improvement on where they were. Q153Mr Hall:What is the cost of the package? The
However, I think it is the case that it is up to the government is going to put together a package as
Government to sort out the criteria of who is agreed with the BBC and the BBC will have to
assisted, but they are going to look at some special implement it. What is the actual cost of that package
assistance for the partially sighted to help them get for making people in vulnerable groups have
these slightly more expensive boxes. availability for digital?

Ms Thomson: For the targeted help scheme we do
not know the costs yet. There is a pilot going on in

Q149 Helen Southworth: It might be up to the Bolton at the moment which will help us bring that
Government to make the decision but you are very to DCMS and will help us all work out what it will
key players in this process, you have got a lot of cost.Wewill then have a discussion withDCMS and
information and a lot of contacts with people and a work it out, but at themoment we do not know, that
lot of experience. Are you going to be a little bitmore is why it is not in the licence fee bid.
proactive in that process?
Ms Thomson: We are very proactive. We have Q154 Mr Hall: It is not in the licence fee bid?
developed the technology, we have worked with Ms Thomson: No.
manufacturers to help them install it and we will be Chairman: There are no more questions, can I thank

you very much for your time.proactive in encouraging and helping people to
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by BBC

Switchover Hearings Follow-up Questions

I am writing to answer the outstanding questions you have raised following from the BBC’s evidence
session.

Q127—Actual numbers of aerials needing replacement

As you note in your email to me, Graham Plumb gave an estimate in his subsequent answer, to Q128,
which is that the best estimate of aerials that will need to be upgraded is clO% according to OFCOM and
that remains the BBC’s view.

Q134—Detector Vans and Switchover

When the BBC’s current detector vans were commissioned we planned for digital switchover, so the vans
will needonly minor modifications to the computer cards on board following digital switchover.

You asked about a a question put by your Chairman during oral evidence from Arqiva/NGW about the
cost of transmitter conversion and the BBC’s Licence Fee bid: could you provide a breakdown of the
£700 million figure he referred to please?

The BBC’s £700 million figure is the additional costs (over and above current business) for the first seven
years of the next Charter period for building digital Britain. This cost includes Freesat, DAB, HDTV, new
coding and multiplexing facilities for satellite and DTT, new contribution and distribution circuits and the
phased build out of the digital transmission network for switchover.

The £500 million figure quoted by the transmission companies is, we presume, just the capital cost for the
equipment to be installed at the 1,154 transmitting stations. But we do not know if that is for all six muxes
or for how many sites. Again, we presume that it does not include other site access charges or the operating
costs (power, light, heating, rent, rates, maintenance, etc).

Thus the actual transmission cost for switchover on an on-going basis is much more than £500 million.
And this doesn’t include all the non-transmission related infrastructure that needs to be purchased by
broadcasters—eg distribution circuits, coding and multiplexing.

Finally, you asked for the provenance of our estimate of the net cost of switching from the current
terrestrial analogue and digital broadcasting mix to full digital terrestrial of £70 million per annum. The
current annual cost (in 2006 prices) is: analogue TV (BBC One and BBC Two) £26 million; and DTTMux
1 and Mux B (80 transmitters) £24 million approximately; making a total of £50 million. The estimated
annual post switchover cost (in 2013 prices) is DTTMux 1 and Mux B (98.5% coverage) transmission and
coding and multiplexing and circuits, £120 million, making a diVerence of £70 million per annum.

20 January 2006

Memorandum submitted by the Confederation of Aerial Industries Limited

Introduction

The Confederation of Aerial Industries Limited (CAI) is the UK’s largest representative body for the TV
and radio signal distribution industry.

It exists as a subscription based trade association with the aim of raising standards in the industry and to
represent its members to government, local authorities, housing decision makers and broadcasters. It also
maintains a very high public profile with corporate advertising and the recommendation it receives from the
public broadcasting sector and broadcast operators.

Its 800-member companies range from the smallest self employed aerial installer to the UK’s largest
manufacturers and distributors of antennas and ancillary equipment for broadcast reception and signal
distribution.

The representation of the CAI covers around 10,000 installing engineers engaged in TV and radio signal
delivery in the individual home, communal dwellings and commercial premises.

The CAI self regulates membership entry criteria by means of a full-time assessment programme financed
completely by CAI funds. All applicants are assessed before gaining entry as to their ability to work to the
mandatory codes of practice for terrestrial and communal installations along with a code of conduct.
Membership is not granted and subscription payment is not demanded until all the criteria for entry have
been met.
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The CAI has its own Education and Skills Programme that oVers a raft of training courses that will
provide underpinning knowledge for the new NVQ in Signal Reception it has helped launch across the UK
college network.

Annual roadshows are held throughout strategic locations across the UK depending on the relevant
broadcast reception message needed at the time for those areas. An annual two-day trade fair takes place
in theMidlands that allows all aspects of broadcast reception to be discussed in a conference and exhibition
environment. On average nearly 1,000 individuals attend this annual event with over 600 attending the
roadshows. The CAI therefore communicates directly with its members and potential members and enables
direct feedback to broadcasters and government departments via these conference meetings.

Other forms of communication are via the usual channels. A comprehensive website enables the public
to search for their local installer or supplier. A latest news section has open access, along with a member-
protected area for trade access only exchanges of information. A technical journal is produced a least four
times a year with a single news-sheet mailed out monthly to the membership.

1. On Policy Objectives, Economic Benefits and Relative Roles of Platforms

1.1 The CAI does not feel itself to be qualified to comment at length on the objectives of switchover and
has not researched the economic benefits. It obviously recognises the benefit to the antenna industry it
represents in that the industry is experiencing unprecedented growth.

1.2 With the launch of a digital TV market we estimated that nearly 30% of the nation would have to
carry out some form of upgrade to aerial receiving systems in the home. This percentage has obviously
dwindled with over 60% of the nation’s household having converted at least one of their viewing sets to
digital capacity.

1.3 Before digital launched the UK’s TV aerial industry was probably valued at around £250 million per
annum. This has increased considerably particularly with eVorts to upgrade the necessary communal
dwellings that are managing with outdated signal distribution not capable of relaying digital terrestrial TV
or indeed satisfying the growing demand for satellite services.

1.4 This leads us to the platform delivery issues. The CAI can have little input on the role of the cable
industry but deals only with the representation of terrestrial and satellite distributors and installers. That is
not to say a small number of CAI membership are heavily engaged in working for the cable industry. (The
CAI actually administers the Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers (SCTE) from its Wembley
oYce).

1.5 However, the CAI has always believed that satellite would have a significant role to play in advancing
the uptake of digital services across the UK—particularly where terrestrial has always and will continue to
prove diYcult. Digital terrestrial TV (DTT) has proved to define “cut-oV” area demarcation as opposed to
the analogue signals that have allowed a somewhat “graceful degradation” before intolerance. There are
more defined areas where DTTwill prove non-existent. This is where a clear satellite alternative will provide
the coverage needed.

1.6 It appears we will have an unencrypted version of ITV on the ASTRA satellite system early next year.
Unfortunately there are no such plans from Channel 4 or Five, leaving the satellite option still unable to
provide a complete alternative platform for direct-to-the-home TV reception that does not involve a smart-
card purchase. A further loss here is the enhanced interactivity that satellite oVers with its extensive
bandwidth availability.

1.7 The CAI views this as a lost opportunity to make digitally ready those consumers living in areas
currently unable to receive DTT. The more digital conversions that could be made now—before any
analogue switch-oV—the less pressure on resources when the first switch-oVs occur.

2. Feasibility of Achieving Switchover and the Coverage

2.1 A massive amount of work went into examining closely the details of how a switch from analogue to
digital broadcasting could be managed and achieved. The only close analogies and models that could be
referred to were the last major TV broadcasting changeover—from VHF frequencies to UHF (leading into
the advent of colour TV) and also a nationwide changeover of gas supply to natural gas.

2.2 With the switchover of TV frequencies, here there was no specified timescale and the two frequency
spreads were not adjacent. The change was left to natural market progression and the choice lay with the
consumer. The only comparison we can draw is that the public gradually absorbed the costs as product
became outdated and the desire for enhanced service choice—extra channels and in colour—rendered the
old service unnecessary. Aerial costs were part of the required system purchase, as the frequencies used
demanded a totally new antenna.

2.3 With the gas changeover, infrastructure was in place but there was the necessity to adapt equipment
in the home. Valuable lessons on house service calls was transferable to more recent plans that enabled the
introduction of the UK’s fifth TV channel—now called Five—which necessitated the retuning of
approximately nine million VCRs.
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2.4 Again we face the prospect of many householders needing to call on outside expertise to execute
equipment changeovers to adapt TV receiving equipment for digital. Despite the work done within the
Digital Action Plan (DAP), the question stills remains as to the capacity of the independent market to
provide the amount of service needed once a transmitter channel is lost in its analogue form.

2.5 With regard to necessary aerial upgrading for digital the DAP identified a capacity shortfall in the
number of engineers qualified to carry the amount of work necessary in the communal aerial market. With
possibly another four million homes relying on shared aerial feeds still unconverted for digital, the industry
will be severely stretched should there be little or no incentive for the housing industry to implement or
encourage system upgrading.

2.6 A further unknown is the number of individual householder aerial systems, within strong primary
service coverage area, that will fail when a switchover occurs. Statistical analysis can facilitate a count of
the number of households outside DTT coverage as mapped today, however we know there is certain
percentage of normal aerial system replacement—but the exact amount is the unknown. It is dependent on
installation date and the unpredictability of UK weather conditions. Many householders inherit
installations when purchasing property and as aerials are purely a distress purchase there are a substantial
number of installations that will only be replaced as and when needed.

2.7 An early start to a campaign that warns people of a possible aerial upgrade need would be beneficial
in avoiding a backlog once an analogue channel is lost to switchover. Part of a campaign could highlight
the switch so that people having to replace aerials at this point in time consider it as the digital option now
rather than have to reinvest with prejudice again later.

2.8 In the metropolitan and conurbations there is a considerable number of tenanted multi-dwelling
properties that still have no provision of digital signals—although signals cover the area. The DCMS has
made eVorts to inform the housing associations and other multi-dwelling landlords of the impending switch,
but response has been slow. There appears to be an apathy linked to a lack of obligation in that provision
of TV signal is not an amenity like essential utilities.

3. The Costs Associated

3.1 The CAI carried out and submitted considerable estimation calculations to the DAP on the pricing
structures found in the UK’s aerial market. Since the dawn of satellite broadcasting we have attempted to
categorise installation rates that helped with the marketing of dish installations that would be
environmentally friendly. With the advent of DTT similar exercises were needed—and included in the
DAP—that would help evaluate the cost of the necessary aerial installation for DTT compatibility.

3.2 The calculations were originally related to the transmitter coverage that ITV digital had to contend
with during the early days of pay-TV via DTT. ITV digital spent considerable sums of money purchasing
installations for prospective pay-TV customers.

3.3 To summarise the outcome, theDAPdecided to publish aUKaverage price for service calls involving
house visit and engineer time and a very broad average UK price for a digitally compatible aerial
installation. In line with other service trades making house calls it was concluded that service charges could
be averaged across the UK at between £45 and £50. The CAI did further work on categorising aerial
installations related to transmitter service areas. The research divided the installation of a DTT compatible
aerial into three broad spectrums, the details of which are available from the CAI’s technical executive.

3.4 The installation of a TV aerial or themeans to receive signal adequate for TV viewing has always been
the responsibility of the viewer. Only TV rental companies and ITV digital are exceptions to this rule, with
BSkyB occasionally marketing subscription packages that include dish installation. We must conclude—
unless the Secretary of State’s plans for the vulnerable change this—the cost of an aerial will have to be fully
met by the viewer when or if an aerial upgrade is required for the householder to switchover to digital.

4. The Protection of Vulnerable Groups

4.1 The CAI does not have a viewpoint on funding or subsidy provision for the groups deemed to be
financially disadvantaged. It will argue that any fiscal help will have to be given directly to the household
for them to direct at whatever service they chose.We believe a sensible approachmaybe a similarmechanism
to heating allowance could be workable. The CAI membership executing aerial upgrades will not have the
resources, or indeed want to bother with, entering into unwieldy contracts with government departments
over payments for installations. The private market will be lucrative enough and the disadvantaged will be
ignored if a clumsy system of reclaiming expenses is instigated.

4.2 A voucher system may be operable; redeemable in retail premises or with an installer willing to enter
into a contract, but again this may cause unnecessary delay to the switchover process and the timetable
disrupted.
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In Conclusion

— The CAI believes there are suYcient resources in place in the aerial industry to cope with the
scheduled switchover timetable with regard to individual domestic aerials. The communal housing
industrymay have problems in finding the necessary installation resources for shared aerials unless
they begin a strategy of system upgrade immediately.

— Immediate financial action is required if the digitalUK logo (the digital “tick”) is to be part of the
aerial installation strategy. At the moment funding issues is hampering the national vocational
qualification rollout and there is a shortage of qualified engineers in the shared aerial system
market.

— A comprehensive “Freesat” solution that includes all public service broadcasters is still lacking
with Channel 4 and Five still encrypted via the ASTRA satellite system that covers the UK.

September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Intellect

Introduction

This submission has been prepared by Intellect in response to the press notice issued by the Culture,Media
and Sport Select Committee on 19 July 2005, announcing an inquiry into analogue switch-oV over the period
2008 to 2012.

Intellect is the trade association representing the IT, Telecoms and Electronics sectors. Intellect is
committed to influencing policy, improving markets and enhancing business performance for its members.
Within its membership, Intellect represents 19 Consumer Electronics companies (see Annex 1) who
manufacture and market a range of digital television receiver equipment.

Intellect welcomes the opportunity provided by the Committee to participate in this inquiry into analogue
switch-oV.

Role of Manufacturers in Supporting Digital Switchover

Manufacturers have been working with Government and more latterly with Digital UK for a number of
years to help achieve the policy target of digital switchover. This commitment has been demonstrated in a
number of ways:

— Investment in creation of a full range of DTV products

Manufacturers have invested in years of research and development to create a sophisticated digital
television market in the UK. Consumers are now presented with a comprehensive choice of
products to help them receive digital television which cater for a range of personal requirements.
(See Annex 2.)

— Involvement in the Digital Television Project

Manufacturers have been active partners in the joint DTI/DCMS Digital Television Project since
its inception in the late 1990s. This involvement has ensured that the Government’s planning for
digital switchover has involved manufacturers’ advice and input from an early stage and has
helped manufacturers plan for the transition.

— Contribution to Ferryside and Bolton Digital TV Trials

Intellect has represented manufacturers and supported Government in the recent DTV trial in
Ferryside and will also be involved in assisting DCMS in the vulnerable groups trial in Bolton. As
members of the trial teams, Intellect provides practical assistance on the ground, help and
information regarding DTV products and acts as a conduit for learnings to be disseminated
eVectively to manufacturers.

— Founding members of digital logo scheme

Manufacturers are founding members of the digital logo scheme. There are currently
21 manufacturing brands signed up to the scheme which helps consumers gain appropriate and
consistent information about how to switch to digital television and identifiesDTVproducts which
will work through the switchover period. Manufacturers have also undertaken their own
marketing and promotion of the logo in an eVort to raise consumer awareness in its first year of
operation.

— Supply chain representation to Digital UK

Manufacturers and retailers are represented on the board of Digital UK by Laurence Harrison,
Director of Consumer Electronics at Intellect, and Marcus Coleman, Director-General of the
Digital Television Group, respectively. This consolidated supply chain representation has been
achieved through the establishment by industry of the Supply Chain Group (members—see
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Annex 3) to whom the representatives disseminate information and establish supply chain input
to the Digital UK board. The two supply chain representatives are non-executive directors of the
board of Digital UK and do not have voting rights.

Consumer Electronics manufacturers will play a vital role in helping consumers convert their homes to
digital television. This is a sizeable task—in 2004 5.5 million analogue televisions were sold in the UK, in
comparison with 3.5 million Set Top Boxes and 500,000 Integrated Digital Televisions (IDTVs). This
demonstrates the scale of the task at hand as there are a significant numbers of analogue televisions still being
sold and manufacturers have to ensure that suYcient digital receivers are in the market to help consumers
make the switch to digital.

However, Intellect believes that its ConsumerElectronics (CE)members, and thewider supply chain, have
the ability to deliver to market the products to support consumers through the switch from analogue to
digital given the following.

Factors Critical for the Success of Digital Switchover

— EVective promotion of switchover and the digital logo to consumers
Digital UK is mandated to help the public service broadcasters discharge their responsibilities
within the digital replacement licences to provide information to the public about how and when
to switch from analogue to digital television. This extent to which this requirement is fulfilled will
determine the success of the switchover project. The critical success factor within this is consumer
awareness of the digital tick logo which identifies sources of accurate information on switchover
and provides consumers with the confidence to invest in products that carry it.
Digital UK must also deliver a sustained public awareness campaign from now until completion
of switchover, in order to maintain a consistent and steady demand from the public. If the
campaign runs periodically, manufacturers may find that demand is erratic and this could aVect
the ability of the supply chain to meet demand as we approach switchover in each region.
Accordingly it is vital that Digital UK is properly resourced to adequately undertake the extensive
marketing and communications exercise needed to convert all remaining UK’s households to
digital.

— Universal adoption of the digital logo
For the digital logo scheme to be successful every eVort must be made to ensure that all
stakeholders who are eligible to register to use the logo are encouraged to do so, in particular,
broadcasters and independent retailers.It is also incumbent upon the administrators and owners
of the certification mark, as well as the supply chain, to eVectively police illegal use of the logo by
those who are not registered.

— Consistent messaging on switchover
Strong, consistent messages from key stakeholders to the public on switchover will drive
understanding and minimise confusion.

Despite the levels of co-operation demonstrated between the supply chain and broadcasters by the
formation of Digital UK, the BBC has continued to act unilaterally in respect of its on-air
campaign promoting Freeview. Manufacturers have welcomed the recent addition to the
campaign to promote Integrated Digital Televisions as a means of receiving digital television but
do not believe that it is in the interests of switchover for the BBC to promote a price point of £40
for Set Top Boxes.

This constitutes a direct market intervention and sets a price expectation at a time when the supply
chain has worked hard to promote the digital tick logo and the range of products this covers. This
policy has caused price erosion in the marketplace to the degree that it has become challenging
for manufacturers to include more sophisticated features in products which aide functionality and
usability.

Intellect believes it is outside the BBC’s remit to set price points in the market and the BBC should
take a more responsible approach that does not inhibit consumer choice.

— Certainty to aid supply chain planning

Government andDigital UKmust fully understand and respect the supply chain process. In order
to respond eVectively to large changes in demand for digital products manufacturers require
certainty about the timings of switchover and suYcient notice of marketing and promotional
campaigns.

Demand for digital products will increase throughout the EU between now and 2012 as other
member states switch to digital, putting increasing pressure on silicon supply and manufacturing
capacity. It is therefore important that the timetable committed to by Government is adhered to
as closely as possible.

Intellect has been extremely encouraged by the consultative approach taken byDigital UK to date.
It is now vital that Digital UK continues to plan its national and regional marketing and
communications as far in advance as possible in consultation with the supply chain.
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— Continued Government ownership and support for Digital UK

CEmanufacturers believe it is essential that Government continues to take clear ownership of the
digital switchover policy and takes adequate steps to explain to the public the reasons it has
decided to upgrade the broadcasting infrastructure from analogue to digital transmissions. It is
critical for citizens to understand why this change is taking place and that leadership on explaining
“why” is retained byGovernment. A clear channel of accountabilitymust bemaintained at cabinet
level which is not blurred by the continued joint ownership of the project by DTI and DCMS.

Annex 1

INTELLECT’S CONSUMER ELECTRONICS MEMBERS
Alba
Bush
Goodmans
Grundig
Hitachi
Humax
JVC
LG Electronics
Pace Micro Technology
Panasonic
Philips
Roadstar
Sagem
Samsung
Sanyo
Sharp Electronics
Sony
Thomson
Toshiba

Annex 2

The Consumer Electronics market in the UK is deemed to be one of the most developed in Europe.
Manufacturers have invested to deliver a full range of digital products to cater for all situations and give
consumers choice.

Key digital products on the market include:
Set Top Box (STB)

A set top box is a device which converts digital broadcast signals, enabling analogues devices such
as analogue televisions and VCRs to receive and decode digital signals. Set top boxes can receive
signals via an aerial, satellite, cable or broadband connection. Set Top Boxes connect to TVs and
VCRs via a scart connection.

Integrated Digital Television (IDTV)

An Integrated Digital Television is a television with a digital receiver built into it. IDTVs are
thought to be easier to operate as the receiver is built into the device and therefore does not need
to be connected or have a separate remote control.

Digital TV Recorder/Personal Video Recorder (PVR)

A Personal Video Recorder contains a digital receiver like a Set Top Box but also has a hard disk
drive to provide digital quality recording, fast-forward and rewind and new features such as the
ability to pause live TV. Connected to an analogue television a PVR delivers digital television and
recording. Connected to an Integrated Digital Television, a PVRwill allow a viewer to record one
channel whilst watching another.

Annex 3

MEMBERS OF THE INTELLECT/DIGITAL TELEVISION GROUP SUPPLY CHAIN GROUP

Manufacturers

Alba
Bush
Goodmans
Grundig
Amstrad
Echostar
Finlux
Fusion Digitec
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Hauppage
Hitachi
Humax
JVC
LG
Loewe
Nokia
Novapal
Pace
Panasonic
Philips
Pioneer
Roadstar
Sagem
Samsung
Sanyo
Sharp
Sony
Thomson
Toshiba

Retailers

Argos
Asda
Comet
Co-op
Dixons
Grattan
John Lewis
Powerhouse
Shop Direct Group
Tesco
Combined Independent Holdings

Software Manufacturers

Cabot
Eldon
Strategy and Technology
ST Microelectronics

Trade Associations

Confederation of Aerial Industries (CAI)
Digital TV Group (DTG)
Intellect
Radio, Electrical and Television Retailers Association (RETRA)

29 September 2005

Memorandum submitted by DSG international Plc

Introduction

DSG international plc is pleased to make this submission on Digital Switchover to the Culture, Media
and Sport Committee. This is a timely and important inquiry on an issue that will give rise to both major
benefits and impacts across all stakeholders. As the largest electrical retailer in the UK we have an in-depth
understanding of consumer behaviour. This understanding, and the manner in which we apply our insights,
is likely to be critical to the successful take up of digital TV. Our customer facing position will result in us
having a significant level of involvement in handling customer enquiries throughout the entire switchover
process and beyond. Our role will have a front-line impact on the outcome of a project that will impact
consumers, broadcasters and Government. Our involvement in the various stakeholder groups on digital
switchover has also given us experience of the implementation strategy so far and a basis on which to oVer
comment.
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About DSG international plc

DSG international plc is Europe’s leading specialist electrical retailer. The Group operates two divisions,
mixed electricals and computing and communications, in 13 countries. It trades through more than 1,400
stores and employs 40,000 staV across theUK, Ireland, theNordic countries, France, Spain, Italy, Hungary,
the Czech Republic and Greece. The Group’s retail brands include Dixons, Currys and PC World in the
UK and Ireland, The Link in the UK, Elkjøp in the Nordic countries, PC City in Spain, France, Italy and
Sweden, UniEuro in Italy, Electro World in Hungary and the Czech Republic and Kotsovolos in Greece.
The Group specialises in the sale of high technology consumer electronics, personal computers, domestic
appliances, communication products and related financial and after sales services.

1. Understanding the Digital Switchover Process

Government strategy and timetable

In order to understandGovernment strategy and keep awareness of the current UK switchover timetable,
DSG international plc (DSGi) hasmaintained regular representation on both the SpectrumPlanningGroup
and the Digital Stakeholder Group. Technical representation on these groups from DSGi’s service and
distribution division,Mastercare, has enabled both constructive comment to be input to the evolving debate
and for the business to more fully understand the switchover programme itself.

Spectrum Planning Group—

The primary function of the Spectrum Planning Group is to discuss transmitter related issues and the
programme of switching signals from analogue to digital. Representation, alongside that of DSGi, is
primarily from broadcasters and manufacturers.

Stakeholder Group—

The Stakeholder Group includes representatives from all relevant industry sectors, including key
consumer and listener groups. This Group aims to raise awareness of Government direction and thinking
and give a broad spectrum of industry representatives an opportunity to raise concerns and issues pertinent
to their area of expertise.

Involvement in advisory forums such as these has given DSG international plc the necessary insight to
develop its business strategy to better fit the rollout of digital switchover across the UK. Knowledge gained
from involvement in these discussion groups has also been translated into employee training and customer
facing action plans in order to prepare for the inevitable queries that will arise both in store and over the
telephone—asking what is happening and seeking advice.

However, some frustrations and concerns have arisen within this process as implementation nears. For
example, DSGi is concerned that the original criteria relating to the use of the “digital tick” logo have been
weakened. Early in the campaign it was understood that the tick was developed as a symbol to reassure
consumers that the licensee had committed to providing adequate training to its employees and accurate
information in the form of product labelling and regional digital availability. This original credibility of the
tick has now been compromised as we understand that the BBC has been issued with a “marketing only
licence”—to which none of these stipulations apply. If the use of the logo is truly to add credibility to what
consumers are being told then the standards that relate to its use should be uniformly applied. If it is deemed
appropriate that the tick be used on a “marketing only basis” then the diVerence in its use under these
circumstances should be explained to consumers—and made available to licensees other than just the BBC.

If these practices continue stakeholders will lose confidence, weakening the cross-sector strength that is
needed to make switchover a success.

Consumer issues

DSG international plc continues to be actively involved with the Digital TV Group and Digital UK, the
management group responsible for the switchover process.

TogetherwithDigitalUK theGroup is working on a trial in Boltonwhere 450 homeswill be switched over
to digital television during October/November 2005. This process aims to further understand the reality of
switchover and gauge the best routes through which the switchover message (and subsequent advice) can
be delivered to consumers. A critical focus of this trial will be to understand how the targeted disadvantaged
sectors of the community can be assisted and prepared for digital.

Consumers involved in the Bolton trial will receive written information on the scheme and an invitation
to a local road show. The road shows will further explain the details of the trial and give consumers an
opportunity to view the product upgrade options available to them. The products distributed to
householders taking part in the initiative will be supplied by Dixons Group Business Services, as will some
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assistance with basic training on the range of digital products that will be given to Council and Social
Services employees. OurMastercare engineers andNottinghamContact Centre will provide any subsequent
technical advice required both in the home and over the telephone.

In addition to the Bolton trial DSGi is working with HM Prison Service to assess the steps needed to
prepare for switchover at its establishments around the UK. Mastercare is assessing the transmitter and
aerial issues that might disrupt the eVective implementation of switchover for HMP.

DSG international hopes to maintain its involvement in trials and advanced switchover schemes in order
to best prepare consumers, and the business, for 2008–12.

2. Successfully Implementing Switchover

Training and consumer advice

Together with the Government and other stakeholders we at DSGi have the responsibility to provide
consumers with the information and advice that they need in order to make informed purchasing decisions.
A smooth analogue to digital transition will be best achieved where retail sales staV are fully aware of the
timetable for change and the upgrade options available to consumers.

Concern remains, however, that calls upon retailers to provide advice and assistance will go way beyond
that relating to queries at the time of purchase. The Government should recognise the position that retailers
are in and go some way to address the drain on resources that switchover will undoubtedly exert. With low
retail prices prevalent in the industry there is little room for costs to come from low margins.

In September 2005 theGroup updated its training package for store employees. The updated information
included:

— The final timetable for switchover, as announced by the Secretary of State.

— Important actions for store managers to lead their teams through, such as key facts on switchover,
checking digital TV related merchandising and the appropriate display of digital tick stickers.

— A question and answer sheet on how to allay consumer concerns regarding switchover, and, where
to find further information.

Copies of this information, as provided to store managers and employees via our intranet, are attached
for your information.

Sales of digitally enabled equipment

On 15 September, to coincide with the Government’s announcement on Digital Switchover in the UK,
DSG international announced that its sales of digital television receivers had topped two million units. The
Group views this growth in sales, from a standing start in 2002, as evidence of a successful employee/public
education process. These sales have grown at a faster pace than that of DVD players. The Group expects
to sell a further 1 million boxes this year as digital reception equipment becomes more competitively priced
in the market place. Entry price level Freeview Digital set top boxes, for example, can now be bought for
as little as £27.99 in our Currys stores across the UK—the lowest price anywhere.

Thewillingness of consumers to invest in additional or alternative equipment tomake themdigitally ready
will be eased by the aVordability of the options open to them. Integrated digital televisions are now more
aVordable than they have ever been before. A set can now be bought for less than £300. This compares with
a price ofmore than £2,000 for earlymodels. Currently approaching 50%of all TV sales throughDixons and
Currys (by value) are digital, and by Christmas, 60% of our television range will feature integrated digital
technology.

The Government needs to ensure that all stakeholders provide consumers with the full range of
technology options available to them, rather than allowing the consumers’ minds to be made up on their
behalf. This will ensure that no stakeholder feels disadvantaged, leading to the withdrawal of support from
the planned switchover process.

3. Conclusions

It is vital that consumers receive a timely message of aVordability and choice in tandem with advice on
when switchover will take place in their region. Continual cross-sector collaboration will prepare the ground
for a successful switchover process in the UK.Government should continue to foster this approach in a way
that leaves no room for vested interests and subsequent fragmentation of the sectors.

DSGi has every intention of continuing its engagement in this process; providing feedback to the
Government and stakeholders on consumer behaviour and any barriers that need to be overcome. The
Groupwill endeavour to ensure that consumers leave its stores better informed of how switchover will aVect
them and will encourage timely transfer to digitally enabled technology. We intend to pay specific attention
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to those underprivileged sectors of the community who are likely to find the process of switchover more of
a challenge. However, we respectfully ask that the breadth of role that retailers will be asked to provide by
consumers be recognised by Government.

Should the Committee think it helpful to witness the measures being taken first hand then they would be
most welcome to do so. Additionally, should further written or oral evidence be required then appropriate
members of our team would be pleased to oblige.

10 October 2005

Witnesses: Mr Tim Jenks, Technical Executive, Confederation of Aerial Industries Limited,
Mr Danny Churchill, representing DSG international, Mr Laurence Harrison, Director of Consumer
Electronics, Intellect, andMr Adrian Northover-Smith, Digital Development Manager, Sony UK Digital,
examined.

Q155 Chairman: Can I welcome our witnesses to households in the UK, so we have a target of 78
the next part of this session. When switchover million items to convert. So far we have converted
requires, you four gentlemen, plus the industries between 18 and 20 million of them, so we have still
you represent, have the job of making sure that the got circa 60 million products to convert and we
consumer has the equipment in the home which have approximately seven years to do it. If we look
works and which allows them actually to have at where we are today, we are selling in the UK
access to digital television. Let me first introduce around 5.4 to 5.5 million digital items. I am not
the four: we have Mr Tim Jenks of the going to go into what they are, they are boxes, they
Confederation of Aerial Industries, we have Danny are televisions etc, but there are around 5.4 million
Churchill of DSG international, Laurence Harrison items. We have to get that up to around 8.5 million
of Intellect and Adrian Northover-Smith from on a static growth plan through the next seven
Sony UK, thank you for coming to join us this years, so that in eVect is the business plan. Are we
morning. Do you think that an eVective business addressing those issues as well as we could be at
plan is in place to bring about digital switchover, the moment? Probably not, but they are very much
and who should have ownership of that plan? on the agenda to ensure that we are.
Mr Harrison: First and foremost I think it is worth
saying on behalf of the manufacturers that we have

Q156 Alan Keen: What changes would you makebeen working on the digital TV project for the last
to improve what is missing? I understand that yousix years, and our view is very much that we will
have not got briefing notes on Digital UK, isbe able to support our consumers through the
that right?switchover process, given the correct environment,
Mr Churchill: The first thing is that the broadcastand that the business plan, as you put it, is one
industry in the UK—taking radio as well—isintegral part of that. Within the supply chain group
probably the last to change. Virtually everywhich we have set up, which includes
consumer product has gone digital and themanufacturers, retailers, aerial installers, now that
analogue has almost disappeared. We are still goingwe are into the implementation phase—we have
through it with photography, perhaps, but audiogot the announcement and the certainty that we are
we have gone through twice: we have changedgoing to do the switch—we are now working on a
everybody from vinyl to CD and now we aresupply chain business plan which we hope will give
changing them to MP3. As we go through it, theus some of the information concerned with each
old technology goes, it is as simple as that, and weindividual region, first of all a high level outlook in
are now looking at television. Under its own steam,terms of what we are selling now and where we
without any switchover pressures, we are sellingneed to be come switchover, but also some more
digital equipment into the marketplace quitedetailed information on a regional basis based on
eVectively, so much so that Sky have now gotexisting penetration, number of retailers, number of
whatever penetration levels they have and we haveaerial installers etc, which would give us more of a
all got increasing penetration levels on the productsdetailed plan in terms of what we need to do. In
that we sell. With switchover now being the target,terms of the project management and the business
we are going to have to bring forward some ofplan within Digital UK, certainly over the last few
those sales. Under its normal steam the marketmonths and now that we have moved into
would progress. We are this year 5.4 million, nextimplementation, we see that going on and they have
year we think all our top end televisions are goinggot the appropriate structures in place. So it is
to be digital, from £300 up, and you are probablysomething that we are working towards.
going to get somewhere around 7.5 million nextMr Churchill: As far as the business plan is
year, but what we want is 8.5. We are going to haveconcerned, it is about conversions. We all know
to get there quickly and we are going to have towhat we have got to do, we have got to convert a
maintain that level of sales through to 2012 tonumber of products per household in the UK to
achieve switchover. What we need, therefore, is forreceive digital technology to be able to turn oV the
industry to be allowed to get on and do what it doesanalogue eVectively. We have an idea of what that
well, which it is doing, allow the consumer to makeshould be, approximately three products per

household, and there are, rounding up, 26 million their choice but inform the consumer. At the
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moment we are all communicating amongst only get four channels on it, and now my next-door
neighbour has cut one of my plants and pulled theourselves, but the consumer is not getting the level

of information that they require. whole thing down so I cannot get any channels.
What formal links are there? You are experts on
installing aerials and, in a way, you are the peopleQ157 Alan Keen: That is one thing that needs
who matter more than the retailers. It is easy to selldishing out.
the stuV to people and you do not have to worryMr Churchill: That is the most important.
if it does not work too much, it is the aerialMr Northover-Smith: Could I just add to Danny’s
industry. How do you link with the retailers andcomments as well because switchover has to be
make sure their staV understand that there aredelivered by the consumer because they actually
more problems than just taking the box home andhave to go out and purchase the pieces of kit in
plugging it in, which I have tried twice?order to achieve this. Actually what the consumer is
Mr Jenks: I am extremely grateful that thedoing at the moment, however, is buying analogue
industry, my colleagues sitting here with me, havetelevision sets at a vast rate. If you add it up,
always given us the opportunity since 1999 whenbasically 5.8 million analogue TV sets are being
you bought your first box to be involved in tryingsold every single year; add to that some 2.4 million
to plan a strategy for dealing with the aerialanalogue VCRs, so 8.2 million analogue bits of kit
situations that arose then. If we want to bandyare being sold into the marketplace every single
figures and percentages around, when ITV Digitalyear. This year the set-top box market for Freeview
was running, the replacement for aerials wasis something like 3.2 or 3.3 million units, so we are
running as high as 30% at that time, but of courseactually going backwards as we stand today, not
we have been gradually beavering away at thatforwards, in terms of the analogue equipment going
figure and awareness is very high in the aerialinto the marketplace, and that challenge is going to
industry by forming partnerships with people likeincrease, frankly, over the next few years unless we
Dixons and Sony and everyone else, they recognisestem the flow of customers going in and buying
as a body we are important. Broadcasters as wellanalogue equipment, which we know full well will
spend millions on putting together the wholenot work through switchover.
process of broadcasting this choice of
programming and we expect the consumers toQ158 Alan Keen: Obviously you must be delighted spend millions in the stores, and somehow inat switchover because it is bringing business that between all this is a piece of co-axial wire whichwould not come as quickly if it was not forced by can be overlooked. I have heard incredible figuresthe switchover dates. I can recall buying a box for bandied around on how many people need to doITV Digital and the person who sold it to me did what if we switch oV analogue but, thankfully, wenot know anything about it, I took it home, I did have been on the case for a good while nownot know anything about it, so I phoned up the informing our membership, the guys who are at thetelephone number I was given and they did not sharp end, confronted with a box that is not goingknow anything about it; it did not work and I threw to work unless we do something, and we have gotit away in the end. Hopefully, the education side of considerable training in place now, without whatit from you as the suppliers to the public is we have got planned on a national vocational level,improving. I do not know if you heard mention to see that the guys out there in the vans installingearlier on of the digital tick criteria; what are you are up to speed with what we need to do.doing to improve the education of your staV, the

people that we, the public, are relying on?
Mr Churchill: The staV training that goes on within Q160 Alan Keen: Can I just come to another point
Dixons Group is quite extensive, but one has to which is connected very closely with it. It is the
remember that four years ago people used to walk switchover date that we are all scared of, and I am
into our stores and buy televisions—and there were sure you read some of the comments that the Panel
approximately 6 million that year—and not one of made last week. There are some things that can be
them asked what channels it received, because done now, are there not? It is city centres and not
everybody accepted that it was five analogue the rural areas that really have a massive problem,
channels and text, and if you wanted anything else the people in blocks of flats cannot get a terrestrial
you plugged the box into it, so everybody came in signal sometimes and it is true, I know, that the
and bought what was available. Commercially cable companies still have a lot of conversions to do
speaking, it is absolutely critical that we make sure in central London, conversions of equipment from
that the people who are trained to sell the analogue to digital—they have to do some work,
equipment are trained on what we are selling them. do they not? Should that not be pushed along faster
Of course, we train, in addition, to digital; if you than it is being done at the moment, or is that
look at that today we have got something like 80 something that you do not realise?
digitally-integrated products in our ranges and the Mr Jenks: I will start that one oV from the aerial
staV are trained on those products. industry point of view, but I cannot comment on

cable, I do not represent the cable industry, but
from what I know about it that has got someQ159 Alan Keen: What eVective links are there
restrictions on geographical constraints, whereasbetween you as the retailer of the product and the
obviously signal broadcasts from a satellite or evenpeople who make sure it works, the people who

install the aerials? I got a Freeview box and I could terrestrially can cover the nation quite adequately,
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as we have already heard argued. However, what Q163 Rosemary McKenna: There are two things.
we have not seen mobilised fully yet is a strategy First of all, you said, Danny, and it was said by
to convince the landlords and the management the voluntary sector last week, that we are talking
agencies of all these blocks of flats you mention among ourselves and that the people out there are
that they have got to make investment to convert really not getting the message out that this is going
their properties, to upgrade them to digital. to happen, it is a good thing and what do we do
Technically, we have everything in place. There are to encourage people. Why are people still buying
issues raised in our industry about capacity, but I that old kit; is it the retailers, should the retailers
am sure that with the proper drivers in place to be doing something about it? Should the
mobilise us—and we are a very mobile industry, we manufacturers be doing something about it?
are in vans, we are not tied to workbenches—we Mr Northover-Smith: First of all I think it is
can move wherever the needs arise, and we do that important to say that I think all of us unanimously
quite eVectively when broadcasters present us with support the digital tick logo, and that is absolutely
an issue—I am thinking back to the launch of fantastic. Of course, it is being used by the BBC as
Channel 5 and the launch of satellite way back in a tail-end to their advertisement, which is great, but
the early Nineties when we mobilised large numbers actually the advertisement explains all about how
of guys to address installation issues. We can do to get the BBC channels and then you get flicked
that again, as long as the drivers are in place to up the digital tick right at the end. Frankly, when
make people want to do that upgrade. we go into stores it is very well represented in

stores, but what does it mean and who has actually
explained this to the customer? Nobody, yet, andQ161 Alan Keen: Can I come right back to the that is obviously down to Ford and his colleaguesbeginning and the first question the Chairman in order to make that happen. The very importantasked of you: is it being co-ordinated well enough, thing that we have to do though is to realise wherethis is my concern? the consumers are at the moment, and it is not

Mr Churchill: Every consumer that comes into a good enough waiting to look at putting our
Dixons store or a bona fide retailer’s store is given advertising campaigns towards the back end of
the opportunity to postcode-check to see where switchover, it is absolutely essential that we do it
they are in terms of catchment and availability of from the front end so that we can stem the flow of
the diVerent systems that are available. Once they people buying the wrong sort of kit. That will then
have had that postcode-check they are told what is enable us to sort out the problem people, because
available to them and they are told that they may actually the number of problem people will be
well have to do something about their aerial. We much lower as a result of the activity that we have
have aYliation with CAI members etc so we can taken very much earlier on.
direct our customers to the aerial installer if it is Mr Churchill: It is not, if I can say, all wrong kit.necessary, but the consumer is not just being left. Every analogue set that is sold today is probablyThat postcode check is something they can do replacing something else there now, so all we arethemselves on line or they can get it in-store and doing is talking about the same number ofour staV will check it out for them, so they are not conversions that we make. If we look at the 5.4just being left. The important thing to remember, million conversions and convert that to eight, thenas I talked about from the business plan, we need one of these analogue televisions walking out withto get this 8.8 million. We are currently selling, if a set top box achieves our objective. One of thesewe take set-top boxes out of the mix, over eight analogue televisions walking out with a PVR with amillion television reception items per year through digital receiver in it achieves our objectives, so thesethe retail infrastructure of this country. When you products are not all going to be obsolete, justput boxes onto it, you are up to 11.5 million. What because they are buying them now. If you look atwe have to do is get the customer to buy the right television sets as monitors, they are all equippedproduct; they are already, under their own volition, with the connectivity to be able to turn that set intowith their own money and their own pockets, with a digital monitor or a digital reception device, sono subsidies, coming out and buying this we have to get into the habit of separating totalequipment. If we communicate with them early and market, analogue sets etc from the actual task ofshow them the benefits of digital versus analogue, the digital conversions we have to make. We canan awful lot of the task we face is going to be make that digital conversion in-store if we sell ancarried out. It is as simple as that. analogue television with a box or with a PVR or

whatever, and price will come into it of course.
Mr Northover-Smith: If I could just add to Danny’sQ162 Rosemary McKenna: That is exactly the point
point in terms of usability, because this isI wanted to follow up on, the point that Adrian
something that I love to stick on, if you have anmade about the fact that there are still three million
analogue TV set, a digital set top box and anpeople going in and buying analogue.
analogue VCR—for a normal consumer, if you askMr Northover-Smith: Analogue kit came to 8.2
them to record a digital programme using thatmillion and the Freeview set-top box sales are 3.2
combination of equipment, frankly is almostmillion, so you have an excess of five million
impossible, and I would urge you to try itanalogue pieces of equipment being sold every year,
yourselves if you do not believe me. This is why,over and above the digital products that we are

selling to convert them. again, we are really encouraging consumers to look
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for the right sort of equipment that they can use Q166 Paul Farrelly: I hope that not only is there
going to be in this respect the proper accreditationand can actually enjoy the benefits of digital
schemes, but actually public service broadcastersthrough.
do the public a service in advertising this scheme
so that we do not get people running around and,

Q164 Helen Southworth: Can I ask about the aerial frankly, give cowboys a bad name, because there is
aspect of these things? Alan described very all sorts of scope for that in the future. I just
succinctly his issues around trying to get things to wanted to come back to a point that my colleague
work and some of the pilots are suggesting that Alan made earlier. Alan said it was obvious almost
there are going to be an awful lot of people who that the digital switchover was good commercially
are going to need aerial amendments to make stuV for you guys because it advanced demand for
work. That message is going to be going out to digital kit, but is it commercially good for you?
people and it is going to be going out to people who Would it not be much easier if the market decided
have no idea what they are asking for when they and drove the take-up? Is this switchover daft
are actually getting somebody to come in and do commercially?
the job for them. There seems to be tremendous Mr Northover-Smith: This is a commonly-held
potential there for the reputation of the aerial misconception that amongst the manufacturers we
industry to suVer some serious narks, when you are delighted about switchover; to us it does not
match up people who do not know what they are make a great deal of diVerence one way or the
asking for and a very mobile industry that turns up other, it is a government policy. The interesting
in a van and does the job for you, and you perhaps thing is what will happen throughout this, and the
do not quite know who they are or what you are reason we take such an interest and we are here and
asking for. What are you going to do about that, attend all of these meetings is because we make

products that consumers want. Switchover isare you discussing things with trading standards
happening as a result of government policy,people? What are you doing within the industry to
therefore we will make the products throughoutmake it easier for us to buy from you and to make
switchover that consumers want. Our investment insure we get what we need and what we want?
terms of the factories to make the products and theMr Jenks: We are always talking to trading
silicon, even further back, has to be managed,standards over aerial issues, but thankfully it is
based upon government policy and not consumergood news. Actually, we have been given a harder
demand, as you so rightly pointed out. Planningtask from the qualification point of view for the
through this process from our point of view is,digital tick that we are all in support of, in that we
frankly, going to be a nightmare, and if we vary inhave to now have a national vocational scheme in
any way from the timeframes that we have alreadyplace to assess the competence of our installers to
had laid-out to us in terms of the region by regionsee that they are going to do the job right. So as
switchover, we are going to be making front-linefrom a few weeks back we launched a registered
investments in order to make the products for thosedigital installer scheme whereby our engineers,
regions, and if there is any slip then it will cause awhen they have proved their competence, will carry
catastrophic nightmare to the supply chain.an identification card to say this man is the man

for the job and he is going to tell you exactly what
you need. It is interesting, and I have evidence, that Q167 Paul Farrelly: Clearly, because analogue can
nearly 80% of the product we are selling now is be converted it would be daft to criminalise sellers
going to be “digitally compatible” so people are or buyers of analogue equipment, you cannot go
being steered now and have been for quite a while down that route.
down the right path to go, as we are in a Mr Churchill: You have to remember that the
replacement market anyway, albeit as a distress consumer—it is the consumer mindset we are trying

to manage here really—is used to walking into apurchase. Nobody wants us, we are horrible
store and buying something that they take home,people, we are aerials—they are a bit like tyres on
plug in and play, and they have been used to buyingyour car, you only do it when you have to, nobody
televisions with television receivers built into them,wants an aerial—but when we get to the job if we
and that is what they want to continue to do. Thatare competent and can prove we are, and can be
is why they buy six million a year versus three andidentifiable, which is what we have put in place,
a half million boxes when we are all going digital.then we think that this problem is not going to
The key issue for us as an industry is that digitalmaterialise as people fear it will.
is absolutely the right thing for us to be doing. You
will see the stores full today of HD-ready product;

Q165 Helen Southworth:What are you going to do HD is only possible because we are going digital.
to make sure people know what to ask for, for the Digital is about capacity: for every one analogue
digital tick? Is it going to be on the white vans? channel that we have got at the moment you can
Mr Jenks: When Digital UK do what we know have two high definition channels or eight sports
they are going to do, with the promotion that is channels or film channels, the capacity and the
rolling out now, the registered digital installer choice that it oVers to the consumer is massive, as
scheme will be right upfront and if you need every other digital market has proven, so it is
something doing with your aerial, these are the absolutely the right thing for us to be doing. Are

there going to be complications in a switchoverpeople you need to look for to do the job.
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situation? Of course there are and we are very Mr Harrison: Central to that is the supply chain
business plan and I alluded to it at the start. Oncehappy to take on our share of that headache,

despite it being a headache—and nobody is going we put some of the numbers into that model and
we can see where we are going in terms of take-upto hide the fact—because we are all very, very much

in favour of the end-game which is that the and demand, if, for example, that shows that we
are not going to reach the penetration we need toconsumer has got more choice, better quality

products, we can use the capacity that is now at a given point in time with regards to a specific
region, the challenge will then be at Digital UKavailable and the condensation of the spectrum to

deliver better services. It is good for the industry level with regard to actually moving, for example,
communication budgets to actually prime regionsand it is good for the consumer, that is where we

are going. before we go ahead. That will be the challenge that
we face going forward.Mr Harrison: I would just add to that and say that

fundamentally we are where we are. Adrian is right
in that as manufacturers we were fairly agnostic, Q169 Paul Farrelly: One last question. I am
but what we did call for consistently was the personally terribly boring, I am a follower not a
certainty of a date, if it is going to happen, let us trendsetter, I do not buy the new albums, I wait for
have a government announcement. Now we have the greatest hits, and likewise in technology I do
that, everybody is planning towards switchover and not buy the up to date digital cameras, I wait for
any sort of change or shift in that timetable would them to drop in price and buy them a year or so
be detrimental, so the key to everything here is later. In this scenario of the digital switchover,
communication and education and getting behind where there are four states, I am already sceptical
the digital tick logo. about the £132 per home, and we have heard
Mr Northover-Smith: From my previous comments quoted by the BBC the costs of replacing kit when
all I wanted to do was simply to highlight the issues we are looking at replacing VC recorders and
that would surround us, I was not trying to be in televisions, but with switchover are the costs to the
any way negative about the opportunities or the consumer going to be higher because there is not
kind of technologies that would come out as a that incentive for the industry to reduce prices?
result. Mr Churchill: I think the only reason prices might

harden is when there is a shortage of supply it tends
to be component supply, and any manufacturer ofQ168 Paul Farrelly: It is not clear-cut. Just thinking
equipment will use components in the most cost-of the poor guinea-pigs of Border again in 2008,
eVective products that he produces. So if I only hadyou can foreseeably look ahead and not find a
80% of the components I needed I might bedigital piece of kit in Newcastle upon Tyne, for
tempted not to put those into the bottom endexample, because there is a shortage in Border, so
product and put them into the higher pricedthe good people of Newcastle upon Tyne drive
product, because for me it is more commerciallycommittedly to the Border area, but obviously it
viable to do so. So when you get into markets ofwould defeat the object to allow them to buy the
shortage, the hardening of prices that I woulddigital kit so you have to show your new ID cards
foresee is where component shortages mean theto prove that you live in the Border area and can
product has got to be used economically andbuy the kit. There are these nightmare complication
eVectively for the companies concerned. At thescenarios and clearly it would be quite wrong to
moment there is no indication there will be aexpect you guys to hold commercially unviable
shortage, there are products coming in from thestockpiles of digital kit because you cannot
Far East and around, it is not just localaccurately predict the timing of demand, so how
manufacture, and we are already producing 10are these issues being addressed at the moment?
million to 11.5 million sales a year, what we needMr Churchill: Borders is only a 300,000 home area
is 8.5 million for seven years: we ought to be ableand I think the rest of the country is going to be
to meet it but we have got to get communicationmore than happy to support Border in this
out there immediately.situation. The problem gets bigger when you get

down to Granada and you are talking about several
million homes, and that is something that we have Q170 Chairman: Can I press you on that. You say
got to address. It is an issue that we recognise and we have got to get to 8.5 million for seven years;
it is something we have got to address, but my plea how long do we have if we are to avoid serious
is that we get the communication as early as problems? If we are to avoid people living in the
possible. Whenever one goes into a marketing Granada region queuing down the street outside
campaign one looks at launching it and then Dixons stores to get set top boxes which are not in
keeping it going with customer recall and reminders the stores because you have sold out, how long
to people about what it is all about. For this have we got in order to get the demand up to the
campaign we need upfront to get in there and level to avoid problems at the back end?
communicate to the consumer so that we get the Mr Churchill:We have the next six months to start
growth curve as flat as possible, otherwise we will getting the curve to grow. This Christmas is put to
have problems, there is no question, there will be bed now, it is too late, but if we could have had
shortages of stock, staV, resource if we get to a this Christmas—if we were talking here in July or
situation where all the demand is at the back end August I would have said now for this Christmas

to get that curve up as quickly as possible. All weof each turn.
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are looking to achieve is that customers walking which is fantastic of course because it shows to
consumers that in fact there is a whole range ofinto the store with money in their pockets to buy

a television are making the right decisions in terms products out there for them, and an entry price
point is established in their mind, if you like. Ofof what they are buying and having in the mind the

life span of the purchase they are making and what course, we do have to accept that the products at
those entry price points do have limitations, boththey are likely to need to have in place during that

life span; that is where we have got to make the in terms of usability and environmental eYciency
as well. Of course, you then, on the other hand,investment. There are a lot of things being sold,

technology today is vast; people are talking about have the broadcasters, who are constantly talking
about these lower price products, and if we wantbroadband, they are talking about flat panel TVs,

they are talking about HD-ready, they are talking to make products that do satisfy the demands of
the elderly and the special needs groups within theabout new cameras and how many pixels, they are

talking about new mini pods and iPods and community, then actually we as manufacturers
need to be investing more in R&D, more in creatingeverything else, and within that quagmire of

technology communication, we have to get digital a good user experience for our consumers and,
unfortunately, promoting very cheap prices doeshigh and we have to get them to understand what

it means. not help us.

Q174 Mr Sanders: What information is actuallyQ171 Chairman: Do you believe that on the present
available to the consumer who is looking at aplans of Digital UK they are going to achieve that
product, and thinking in terms of cost, about whatupturn in six months?
the running cost of that box would be in terms ofMr Churchill: I am very impressed with their
increased electricity charges, which ought to be partenthusiasm and their commitment so far, yes.
of the equation in deciding which piece of
equipment to purchase?Q172 Chairman: You think the six months target
Mr Harrison: I know that the current set top boxesis achievable on present plans.
will show on the packaging or in the informationMr Churchill: It depends what their budgets are
within it what consumption levels there are for thelike, I am not privy to that, but there is no question
standby, for example. Coming back to IDTVs, wethat the eVort is being made there.
are now working with the Energy Savings Trust
who are actually going to endorse IDTVs with the

Q173 Mr Sanders: We heard last week that some Energy Savings Trust labelling, and that will give
set top boxes were badly constructed and one the consumer some indication as to the level of
consequence of this is actually high electricity energy eYciency they will be getting when they buy
consumption; what can be done about this? that product.
Mr Harrison: First and foremost, manufacturers
have actually made—this is in a recent Defra report

Q175 Mr Sanders: That is probably morewhich I think has been highlighted either in the first
important than just being told the energysession or at the recent Westminster Media Forum
consumption, because I would not be able toevent—over the last six years 60% energy eYciency
convert what that energy consumption was intogains on terrestrial receivers, and that trend will
what my unit cost was from my electricity supplier,continue. We do have a code of conduct and that
so that is actually quite encouraging. Will that besets certain standards for us, and I have to say that
across a whole range of products, or will it only bewith regard to integrated digital televisions the
certain manufacturers or certain retailers?standard there in standby, which is a real issue, is
Mr Harrison: Currently that would be for IDTVsat three watts and business as usual average for
because, as I said before, they are meeting andIDTVs is two watts, so we are meeting and beating
beating the code of conduct energy eYciency levels.that standard. At the moment, they are currently

by far the most energy-eYcient products in the
Q176 Mr Sanders: So not for other electronicmarketplace. With regard to set top boxes, there
products.are specific challenges for manufacturers, in the
Mr Harrison: Currently, no, the initial scheme willcurrent price-driven market, to introduce the more
be for IDTVs.sophisticated products which are more energy

eYcient, and that is because of cost and requiring
to compete at a certain price point. Q177 Mr Sanders: Will the market deliver an

adequate range of aVordable digital TV equipment,Mr Northover-Smith: Could I just perhaps add to
that from our own perspective because, fortunately suitable for people with sensory, learning or

physical disabilities?or unfortunately, we are not in the part of the
market that you just described because, as Mr Harrison: There is one thing that I wanted to

say on the energy eYciency, which I think is quiteLaurence just said, we do have from Sony’s
perspective very energy-eYcient set top boxes and important, and then I will come back to the

question. One of the things that we are involved inIDTV sets. It is interesting that actually there are
two diVerent perspectives here because from the with Intellect is working on something called the

Energy EYciency Commitment. This is an Ofgem-consumer’s point of view and possibly from the
Government’s and the BBC’s point of view, what sponsored scheme whereby energy suppliers are

required by the Treasury to give a certainthey want to do is promote cheap price points,
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percentage of turnover to improving domestic UK. Landlords have to know what they need to be
doing, what action they need to be taking and,household eYciency. To date, that scheme has not
again, that has to be driven by Digital UK.applied to the brown goods sector, but we are now

working on a proposal and hope to include that for
the brown goods sector, and that would extend Q179 Mr Yeo: Have you got an estimate of how

many people who can currently receive analoguebeyond IDTVs. What would happen within the
will simply not be able to receive digital terrestrial?scheme is that when, for example, a set top box
Mr Churchill: Currently 98.9% is analogue and theybeats the business as usual average, then the
are talking about 95% or 96% plus on terrestrialmanufacturer would receive a subsidy from the
after switchover.energy suppliers for doing that, and we believe that

would create a good incentive for manufacturers to
Q180 Mr Yeo: On the basis of your experience thatactually get nearer those targets. That is an
is a perfectly attainable figure.important point to make. With regards to
Mr Churchill: Yes, that is an attainable figure.accessibility, certainly on the standard access areas,

manufacturers have actually made very good
Q181 Mr Yeo: What about the problem that youimprovements with regards to subtitling now being
refer to in the memorandum about kit that does notthe norm on most digital products and also
stand up to the changeover?included within the criteria of the digital tick logo.
Mr Churchill: There is not kit that is not going toWe also have a situation where you can now see on
stand up to the changeover on sale in our stores.the electronic programme guide which programmes

have access facilities. Where it has been more
Q182 Mr Yeo: No, but people who have alreadychallenging is in the area, for example, of audio
got stuV at home and they find, on the point ofdescription, and that has simply come down to the
switchover, it does not work any more.fact that it has been very hard for manufacturers
Mr Churchill: Anything that is in the marketplaceto make a commercially viable business case to
that is on digital—I am not sure whether in factintroduce some of that technology into the
they would not work, but everything that we sell inmarketplace. We do have, as you are aware, the
the stores at the moment, from £25 to whatever isNetgem box, which is on the market at the moment
tested and it will deliver, after switchover, theand has audio description, and I did see Netgem
service it delivers now.speak recently at an EU conference on the

accessibility and they said at the conference that
Q183 Mr Yeo: What about someone who has gotthey had actually completely under-estimated the
an existing aerial which is working perfectly alrightlevel, for example, of consumer support they would
at the moment?have to provide with introducing audio description.
Mr Churchill: Anybody who buys digital satellite,It has been challenging, therefore, and I know a
100% of people are quite happy to put a dish up.number of manufacturers have looked at
When you buy digital anything there are things thatintroducing AD but because they have been unable
you have to consider; if you want digitalto make a business case, they have not been able
communications for your computer you have toto do it.
upgrade to broadband, and it is an unfortunate fact
of life that some aerials are going to need to be
changed, it is as simple as that. I do not think weQ178 Mr Sanders: All Members of Parliament have
should be so defensive about it, I think we shouldwithin their constituencies hotels and residential be open and very clear with people about it. Of

care homes; some of us have more than others, so course there will be the unfortunates and what have
I am particularly interested in knowing about what you that we have to address, and whatever we do
equipment or technical solutions are available for we are going to have those, but it is not the issue
upgrading multiple dwelling units in order to go that people are making it out to be, the consumers
digital, and what promotional work has been done in the main are quite happy to accept that there are
in that area to alert the people running those costs associated with improving quality.
establishments that they have got a big problem
coming down the track if they do not wake up Q184 Mr Yeo: And there will not be a diYculty
to this? about a sudden spike in demand for upgrading
Mr Harrison: At the moment there are very aerials, you will be able to cope with that.
obvious promotions being done, for example by Mr Churchill: I will give that to Tim.
satellite and cable providers to landlords and those Mr Jenks: Can I just say that statistically the aerial
in multiple dwelling units. Currently we have, industry is a nightmare to put your finger on, and
within Digital UK, a number of work streams set where people’s aerials are and where they are
up which will eventually have specific aims and pointing. It is one of the most complex things we
objectives at addressing some of these key issues, have, the United Kingdom’s terrestrial transmitter
and there is one of those work streams looking at network is a wonder of the modern world and
multiple dwelling units. Certainly, the supply chain people look at it as something special. I alluded
would play an active role in that, and I think the earlier to when we started the on-digital thing,
key within this has got to be communication and when we knew from figures coming back for

subscription televisions through terrestrial thateducation, and that has got to be driven by Digital
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there was a 30% aerial replacement rate. We have Are you going to be able to have enough aerial
installers to be able to install the necessary aerialsbeen going at that for quite a while now, five years

nearly, and we can take some heart from the in that short space of time so that nobody actually
finds they get a blank screen when switch-oVLlansteVan-Ferryside trial in the percentages

bandied around, in that there was a community occurs?
with a certain number of households that were Mr Jenks: Can I just say this before I answer that,
switched to digital and we found out that for 20% which is a good political way to start. I understand
of that population the household had to do technically that the broadcasters will put more
something with the aerial that was on the chimney detail on this when they take the stand here, but
or on the wall. That is not counting co-ax plugs we are hoping broadcast-wise to be able to put
that had been chewed by the dog or whatever had something in a signal that goes out to warn people
happened in the household itself, but that was the that their aerial might not be up to scratch now.
replacement figure. With laudable eVorts at telling So before your scenario occurs and we end up at
the nation about what you are alluding to on aerial switch day when the switch gets thrown on BBC
replacement, if their aerial blows down next 2, for example, we hope that a large percentage of
February when the bad weather comes and they are households will be made aware that they should be
educated in that we are going digital, we need to doing something with their aerial before this
be digitally ready, then we can fit a digitally moment arrives.
compatible aerial now and when the storms hit in
the bad weather and eat away at this percentage,

Q188 Chairman: But they are analogue now so howwhich I reckon is going to be 10% to 15%, if you
can you do that?want a guestimate.
Mr Jenks: I do not know, it is a technical problem
that broadcasters are working on and I think youQ185 Mr Yeo: Right. Equipment that gets returned are going to hear more about that in evidence toafter it has been purchased that you referred to, come later on. It is a broadcast issue, I am not updoes that point towards any particular problems
on all broadcast techniques and the technicalitiesthat might arise and which might be local to that
as Graham was previously sitting in this seat, butparticular area?
what I can say is this: if the message was to go outMr Churchill: It is invariably no fault found when
now on the capacity we have in the aerial industrywe get the equipment back. It goes through tests
and the ability to ramp up from vans that canand we find there is nothing wrong with the
achieve—I think the average is 1,300 installs in aequipment, which does indicate that the customer
year—by simply covering the geographicalhas either had a problem installing it, or has had
distances we know of that can be as high as 2,000a problem in getting the signal to drive it. We
jobs in the year with a man on a van equipped,accept that as a fact of life at the moment because
there should not be the problem we think there isa lot of people are not able to get a signal, even
going to be. In other words, I think we arethough they might be within the postcode-check
equipped to deal with the problem you describe asarea that says they should be available; they might
long as the message is out there.be in a particular area where they cannot get the

signal, in which case we refund them and we give
them something else. Q189 Chairman: But that depends on people

upgrading their aerials now, before switchover,
Q186 Mr Yeo: Eventually that something else even though they are on analogue and cannot get
solves the problem, would it? digital.
Mr Churchill: That something else would solve the Mr Jenks: Now we know that the transmitter
problem, or they will wait until the signal is rollout is going to be, apart from the main
available to them and then they will come back to transmitters relay stations as well, to ensure
it. That will disappear as the signal strength is coverage of public service broadcasting, and we
increased, that problem. know where these transmitters are and the type of

aerials that are needed on them. When the plan
originally rolled out we did not quite know whereQ187 Chairman: Can I come back to this question
we were going with transmitter coverage and whichof aerials? As I understand it, the households that
transmitters were to be switched, if they were. Nowcurrently are unable to obtain Freeview are being
we know where the aerials are, as aerial installers,assured that when switchover occurs the strength
and where they are pointing, it is not rocket scienceof the DTT signal will be increased and therefore
so to speak to say that if someone asks us for asuddenly they can get Freeview. However, that
digitally compatible aerial because they need todepends on them having a robust enough aerial.
replace it anyway, it has fallen down for whateverThose households are not going to know if their
reason, then we can put one up that will be ready.aerial is robust enough until switchover begins, and
Going back to your question about would there beas I understand it the Digital UK plan is that one
a bottleneck if everybody decided to wait and seechannel goes oV and then a month later the rest
what happens, yes, of course there would be, butfollows. Essentially, if they discover when the first
we think if we put the plans in place that we havechannel goes oV that their aerial is not good
been working on for a long while now, we avoidenough, they have got a month in which to get a

new aerial fitted before the whole thing goes oV. that.
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Q190 Chairman: It sounds to me as if you are Mr Northover-Smith: Absolutely. I would certainly
say to any customer living in the Border area if yourelying on strong winds to blow down lots of aerials

in advance of switchover. cannot get a signal today you should still,
absolutely, buy an integrated digital TV becauseMr Jenks: No, but we have more or less had them

every year I can remember being in this industry, that TV set will see you through switchover, it will
give you the usability advantages througharound about January and February and, on a

serious note, it is part of how we operate and switchover, it will give you the environmental
advantages through switchover and, frankly, it ismanufacture according to the demand in our

industry. For example, we do not ramp up in the easy to use, you have one remote control, etc etc.
The message from both of us, certainly from me asmiddle of July and August, nobody buys aerials in

the summer holidays, that is just a fact of a manufacturer and from Tim as an aerial installer,
is that actually, as we have said before, there arebroadcasting, but we do prepare for an autumn

sales push from the broadcasters over Christmas nearly 6.4 million people going into the shops every
year to buy a TV set. That replacement cycle isand then we prepare again for the February and

the March winds. That is a fact, yes. happening anyway, regardless of our discussions
within this room. Tim is also facing the same
situation, where his aerials are getting knockedQ191 Chairman: It is the case, therefore, going to

all of you, that the 20% plus of the population who over in the storms every single year, and that is also
a replacement cycle that is happening anyway.cannot get DTT at the moment should,

nevertheless, go out and buy digital equipment, What we have to do is pull the two together so that
those replacement cycles are selling the rightupgrade their aerials and do all these things a year

or maybe two years in advance of actually being products.
Chairman: We have no more questions, thank youable to benefit from it, if you want to avoid supply

problems in the future. very much indeed.
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Q192 Chairman:Good morning. This is the third of a much more general generic process, about
providing a range of digital channels to the wholeour public sessions looking at analogue switch-oV

and today we are taking evidence from the population of the UK. It is not only about pay
television; it is also about free-to-air television andcommercial broadcasters. We will be taking this in

three sessions, the first of which we are discussing the provision of a range of signals on a range of
platforms: pay-to platforms like digital satellite andwith ITV. Could I welcome particularly this

morning, Clive Jones, the Director of News and digital cable, and free platforms like DTT and, fairly
soon, Freesat. We are cooperating with the BBC toRegions for ITV and Christy Swords, Director of

Regulatory AVairs for ITV. Thank you for coming deliver Freesat to the small number of people who
will not get the full range of DTT coverage. Aboutto talk to us today. Can I start by asking you to give

a general overview of the attitude of ITV to switch- 98.5% of the population will get that and there is
another 1.5% to go, and, hopefully, we can helpoV and what you think it will mean for ITV beyond

switch-oV. provide the signals with the BBC through Freesat so
that they have a continuing choice of free-to-airMr Jones: Obviously we are totally involved in

switch-oV and, more importantly, switchover, television. What is it going to cost? It is going to cost
us a lot of money—millions and millions of poundsChairman.We are activemembers of theDigitalUK

board, which we think has made a very good start to over the next five or six years in terms of switching
all our analogue transmitters to digital transmitters.its work, and we recognise that digital is inevitable.

It is the future of broadcasting and we are willing In the short term, we face the double-whammy of
having to pay and support the analogue transmittersand happy to play our part in delivering that goal so

that the whole population can enjoy the benefits and alongside the digital transmitters. That said, we
suVer the pain now but we then enjoy the benefitincreased choice of digital television. We are

currently involved in negotiations with the later, because, once we are switched over and we are
all digital, we think our costs of transmissionwill falltransmission providers over contracts to build out

the post switch-oV digital terrestrial network, and in quite considerably. In one sense, we are investing
now for real benefits in the future and, hopefully,many ways it has opened up new opportunities for

us that were not available in the past, sowe have now benefits in terms of the viewing experience of the
general population as well because they will havelaunched a family of channels: ITV 2, 3, more

recently ITV 4, and of course ITV News. They sit increased choice: more ITV channels, more BBC
channels, more channels from Channel 4, Channel 5alongside ITV 1. ITV 2 is one of the fastest growing

multi-channel oVerings in the UK. This new world and other providers of free broadcasting.
MrSwords: I think one of the fundamental problemsof digital oVers us a chance to explore new

commercial opportunities which we hope will that OnDigital and ITV Digital faced was the
problem that the switchover process is specificallyenhance the viewing experience of the people of the

UK. New benefits like interactivity and advertising going to address and that is the problem of limited
coverage. When OnDigital and ITV Digital werehopefully, over time, will open up new revenue

opportunities for us as the biggest commercial operational, coverage was as low as 50% for DTT.
That has now risen to about three-quarters of thebroadcaster in the UK.
population. But we still have this chunk of the
population which, until we switch over, will not beQ193 Chairman: You have obviously had some
able to get digital terrestrial—which is of course forexperience of digital previously, with ITV Digital,
most people the cheapest and easiest way ofwhich was not terribly successful. Would you tell us
converting to digital.what lessons you have learned from that experience

and how you see the costs to ITV of moving into the
digital age and the benefits in financial terms? Q194 Chairman: Have you made any assessment of

exactly what it is costing you to have to simulcast atMr Jones: It is obviously not directly comparable.
ITV OnDigital was a venture by ITV to establish the moment?

Mr Jones: No. We are still in close commercialitself in pay television. Because of the nature of the
technology and the nature of the content oVering negotiations with the transmitter providers. There

are still two providers. We are still in detailedthat we were making at the time and the economics
of that particular business, sadly, it resulted in negotiations and I think it will be some months

before we actually get a process.failure. I think this time around one is talking about
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MrSwords:Currently, our simulcast costs, ourDTT side of the scales. I think we need an urgent debate,
a very urgent debate—and I am sure it will happencosts, are relatively contained. The big additional

investment will come when we sign these new in this Committee but also in the House and with
government—about what we want to do in thistransmission contracts, which in eVect will build a

new network for DTT over and above the limited country about public service broadcasting. Do we
want a plurality of supply? I think we do. I think itnetwork that we run today.
would be a desperate shame if public service
broadcasting became a monopoly activity for theQ195 Mr Sanders: On that point, could you define
BBC and they were the only main providers ofwhat you mean by limited? Is that the entirety of the
television news or television current aVairs. I wouldtransmission network?
hope that we can come to a process which wouldMr Swords: Today we have DTT broadcasts which
ensure that ITV, Channel 4 and 5 can continue incover about 73–75% of the country. We do not have
this way, but it is going to be diYcult, because £250a comprehensive DTT transmission system on the
million for ITV against £25 million does not reallylines of the analogue service which is broadcast out
equate and we are a commercial broadcaster and weof 1,150 sites. We will be building essentially that
have shareholders and we have a fiduciary duty toand that should broadly replicate the near universal
shareholders. I think we have to have an activecoverage thatwe get today fromanalogue terrestrial.
process to try to work this through. Ofcom haveThat is the additional quantum leap, if you like, that
suggested the PSP (Public Service Provider), fundedwill take us to high 90s, nearly 100% DTT coverage
possibly by top-slicing the BBC or anat switchover.
apportionment of the licence fee or possibly by a taxMr Jones: “Broadly replicate” has to be taken in
on broadcasters. There may be other devices. But Icontext. The digital map will not completely follow
think it is very important that we start debating thesethe analogue map. There might be small regional
issues very soon, because we run the risk that we willvariations. That 1.5% of the population which do
not know what we have lost until it is gone andnot get analogue signals might be a diVerent 1.5%
digital switchover begins in the final quarter of 2008which do not get digital signals.
in the Border region. That probably shows it in its
greatest relief. The Border news service is unique. ItQ196 Mr Sanders: But it will be picked up.
is not replicated by any other channel. The regionalMr Jones: Yes. But, hopefully, we can fill that in, as
news service in Border, on average, takes a 40%I said, through Freesat. I am sure, equally, with the
share every night of the week. We are obviouslyrapid development of technology, that phone
committed to carrying that through, all the way tosignals, possibly even DAB radio signals, could infill
the point of digital switchover, because we havesome of those areas that may be without a digital
signed licences, so it is applicable until 2012, butterrestrial signal.
whoever is running ITV in 2012 will have to make a
decision, if there is not a new process to support and

Q197 Mr Sanders: How do you see digital buttress the plurality of PSP, whether it keeps that
switchover impacting on ITV’s public service remit? rather expensive news service going or whether it
Mr Jones: I think this presents not only us but the chooses to put in much cheaper programming in
other commercial public service broadcasters, 4 and its place.
5, with a real dilemma. In the past, public service
broadcasting in the UK has been supported by the
fact that we have the BBC with the licence fee as a Q198 Mr Sanders: Can you predict, then, if nothing
major public service broadcaster and we have had happens, what public service content there is likely
ITV 4 and latterly 5 being given free spectrum to be after switchover?
in exchange for public service broadcasting Mr Jones: I could not predict what public service
commitments. Our spectrum charges have fallen— content would be next year.
they were many hundreds of millions of pounds—
but they are still £80 million a year. We are still

Q199 Mr Sanders: You say there is a need for apaying considerable sums. But our public service
debate. Presumably youmust be able to predict whatbroadcasting commitments are costing us around
the problem is.£250 million a year—that is, national news, regional
Mr Jones: I can predict what the problem is; I cannotnews, arts, religions, documentaries, current aVairs.
necessarily predict the outcome. The problem wouldLet me make it absolutely clear, we wish to remain
be for ITV, as currently a major public servicea public service broadcaster, but there is a dilemma
broadcaster, that it would be faced with thegoing forward. At the point of analogue switch-oV,
equivalent of £250 million of cost and £25 millionat the point of DSO, the value of the free spectrum
worth of benefit. That is the dilemma that ITV faces.and, more crucially, the position of 101, 102, 103 for
I find it hard to believe that even a completely hard-ITV in terms of the EPG and must-carry/must-oVer
nosed commercial ITV would not wish to maintainobligations contained in the Communications Act,
its national news service because that is one of theis estimated to have fallen to about £25million. That
signature aspects of the terrestrial channel. Whetheris an estimate put on it, I think, by Ofcom. So in
it would be able or would choose to maintain one ofITV’s case—and this is equally applicable to
the most complex regional setups anywhere in theChannel 4 and, indeed, to some extent Channel 5
world—we provide 27 regional and sub-regionalwith their news obligations—we have £250million in

one side of the scales and £25 million on the other news services, which at six o’clock most nights are
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watched by between four and five million people—I Mr Jones:We may; we may not. There are various
forms of help, as Christy has alluded, Chairman. Ido not know. What is the benefit coming back for
think the first duty is upon ourselves: Can wethatmajor cost? It is a cost of over £60million a year.
diversify and access new revenue streams by creating
supporting services like ITV Brighton and ITV

Q200Mr Sanders:Has the idea not always been that Hastings which we are currently piloting? If those
the regional network would be funded by regional services work in terms of provision of local needs,
advertising, regional advertisers who could never local entertainment, local classified, local
aVord to advertise on a national basis? information, that could open up new revenue
Mr Jones: The amount of money that regional news streams right across the country which could
attracts I suspect will not be able to meet the costs of buttress our regional needs. It may be that over time
a full regional news service. I may be wrong. I always we could look to Ofcom to change some of the
compare broadcasting to Maoist China: it is minutage rules in terms of the advertising. I would
permanent revolution. It is constantly changing. I not want to see a massive increase in minutage in
could not confidently predict what revenues regional peak time because I think about eight minutes an
newswould bring in in 2012 but it is a close equation. hour is as much as people want. But we currently
I doubt we could raise enough money in regional optimise that minutage in peak time and we have
advertising to meet the full costs of the complex very little air time available in the regional news
regional structure we have. between six and seven and the national news. That

may be another form of self-help which does notMr Swords: I think it is fair to say that we are not
mean a call on public funds. But it may be that at thesitting on our hands waiting for this to happen. We
end of the day there is a gap which is unbridgeableare actively seeking forms of self-help, to develop
by ourselves, or, indeed, our colleague commercialnew revenue streams beyond broadcast television.
broadcasters like Channel 4. They estimate thatFor example, we have launched the ITV local
there will be a gap. I think our desire and ourbroadband service which builds on our regional
emphasis initially is on self-help, but there may be acontent and our regional news and is delivered
point where some increased top-up funding could beonline to viewers on the SouthCoast.We are doing it
provided from some kind of public service plan,as a pilot. We are targeting new forms of advertising
which may be provided from the licence fee, or, as Iwhich broadcast television has not been able to take
say, through a diVerent mechanism which we oradvantage of traditionally, classified advertising,
Ofcom or this house have yet to think through.more local advertising, and we hope, if that is a

success, that it will, in a sense, help us close that
funding gap. But, I think, as Clive has starkly put it, Q202 Chairman: You have also referred to the news
fundamentally the problem is the quid pro quo: the as being one of the core activities of the public
costs and benefits of PSB in an analogue world really service obligation. If we are moving into an age of
do not apply once you get to digital switchover and multi-channel television, would you not think
you have at least 30 channels in every home, and, in therefore that in order tomaintain ITV’s standing as
many millions of them, several hundred. I think a mainstream news provider, the argument for
there is a consensus that there is a problem there and continuing to have a 24-hour news channel becomes
that is shared by government and certainly by stronger not weaker.
Ofcom and beyond. It is really a question of timing: Mr Jones: I think this is a complex area. One of the
When is the right time to address that problem? The realities of the move towards digital switchover is
Government proposed a review of commercial fragmentation of audiences. In the case of ITV,
public service broadcasting towards the end of the fragmentation of audiences inevitably means

fragmentation of revenue streams as well. We willswitchover process in 2011. Ofcom are conducting a
still be one of the major broadcasters in the UK postreview of Channel 4 funding, I think, in 2006–07.
digital-switchover but our audience will be lower.Our view is this all needs to be brought forward and
Hopefully, we have made up for some of that losswe need to look at commercial public service
with ITV 2, ITV 3 and ITV 4 and maybe otherbroadcasting in the round, well in advance of even
channels. But themain audience for ITV1will fall. Itstarting the digital switchover process, because, as
has done over time.We are already up to 62% digitalClive says, if you wait until 2011–2012 it may well be
penetration in the UK and there could be a furthertoo late.
10%of the population switching over to digital in the
next year or 15months.When you have fragmenting

Q201 Chairman: You will recall that the relatively revenue streams, you have to work out your
modest proposal by Ofcom to reduce the public investment priorities. We have ambitious plans for
service obligation for non-news regional ITV 1.Wewant to open up some new bureau around
programming generated quite a bit of controversy in the world. We currently do not have a bureau in
this building.Do I take it therefore, if youwish to see Beijing, for instance, where we think we should be
ITV maintain in large part its public service not only because of the impending Olympics but
broadcasting in the future, that, to meet the gap because of the fact that this is the fastest growing
which you have identified, the implication of what economy in the world. We are going to have to
you are saying is that you think you will need access balance our investment. We are currently investing
to public funding, perhaps through top-slicing the very heavily in regional news—we are in themidst of

a £45 million investment campaign—and we arelicence fee?
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going to have to work these issues through in terms switch, as we did on 7/7, as we did with Beslan, to
rolling coverage on the main ITV 1 service, and thatof where we get the best return on our investment.

The average audience for news channels, even the all would always continue. Whether it is tsunami,
whether it is any of these terrible events, the publicpowerful Sky News, is 75,000 an hour. More people

watch Meridian News or Central News in a week expect to see major breaking news on the main
channel, so we would continue to do that whateverthan watch Sky News. If you look at that crucial

news hour between six and seven, the audience might happen.
Mr Swords: It is worth adding that the ITV Newsacross BBC One and ITV 1 is around 11 million

people. Do we invest in rolling news services going channel has had to fight its corner without any of the
benefits clearly of licence fee funding but also of theforwards—this is applicable to the BBC and Sky, I

guess—which deliver quite small audiences—or do PSB benefits that apply to the commercial public
service broadcasters such as gifted analoguewe put our major investment into the big news

programmes which still attract audiences in their spectrum, gifted DTT spectrum, due prominence on
electronic programme guides. If you go to the Skymillions? I think it is going to be a continuing debate

about public service broadcasting and the nature of programme guide, the first name you will see is Sky
News. I think the ITV News channel is way downour commitment. Our national news and our

regional news are major licence commitments: they that list and that has had a big impact on it. As I say,
it has had to fight its corner as a purely commercialare public service broadcasting commitments that

we have made. Our news channel is not. Our news venture without any of the benefits of public
service status.channel is a commercial venture. The cost of video

streams on Freeview which only a year ago was £3-
£5 million, this year is £12 million. That is what Q205 Mr Yeo: I do not think ITV can complain
Channel 4 has paid for the latest video stream. That about the EPG, given its early involvement in that.
is a big cost before you even start paying for the Sky clearly aremaking a determined eVort to sustain
journalists and for the infrastructure of the channel. their news channel. Surely they do not have the
It is going to be quite a daunting task for us going advantage of the licence fee money. They are also
forward, but it is something that we are going to having to operate in a competitive commercial
debate actively as we want to continue our environment.
investment in news Mr Jones: I suspect they will lose a great deal of

money on Sky News as a pure channel. It is the only
form of public service broadcasting they do. They doQ203 Mr Yeo: I warmly welcome what you say

about regional news, which I am sure has a very, very not carry any news services on Sky 1 or on any of the
other range of channels. They are a platformimportant function. But, from what you have just

said, it sounds a bit as though you are writing the operator, they are a channel operator. We do, as I
said, £250 million worth of public servicedeath sentence for the ITV rolling news channel, so

we are going to be reducing from three to two. That broadcasting on ITV 1 alone and we deliver a news
channel. They obviously feel that it serves a role foris obviously a reduction of choice in the market but

it did not sound to me as if there was any phrase in them and has done over time, but it is the only form
of public service broadcasting they do.what was quite a long answer that can be regarded

as reassuring for the future of ITV’s 24-hour news.
Mr Jones: I would like to keep the news channel Q206 Helen Southworth:You were mentioning local
going. I think it is a good channel. I think we have television programmes. What plans do you have to
worked incredibly hard since we have owned the bring in a new world of local television?
channel. (We did not begin it, ITN began it: it was a Mr Jones:We are currently running a pilot in both
joint venture with one of the cable operators.) Since Brighton and Hastings which is a broadband
we have taken it over, we have invested quite heavily delivered service to each of those homes. It provides
in it to try to make it a going concern, a going local news. You can get the news for the whole of the
venture, and I would like tomaintain the service. But South fromMeridian but you can also get individual
I can only refer to my previous answer: we began as stories for Brighton. It provides what is on; it
part of a duopoly and we had a monopoly of British provides local information; it provides local
television advertising; we are now one of 200 documentaries that we havemade about that region.
channels and we have to make our way in a highly It could provide, over time, a television form of
competitive commercial world, and I am not about classified advertisements, in terms of houses and
to become the beneficiary of a major increase in my cars. We are oVering a facility called My Brighton
licence fee. wherein local residents can upload video reports. It

might be their own take on living in the region or it
might be their own account of local history or itQ204MrYeo:That is a fair point tomake, certainly.

Are you saying that you do not think the might be their own account of the activities of a local
school or a local group. We think it is an interestingmarketplace is really big enough for three rolling

news channels? area. We have never really done local television in
that sense before, in terms of a micro area—weMr Jones: I do not know. It may not be. You are

talking about, as I said, very small sections of the normally deal withmillions of people in a region.We
hope it canwork and, more importantly, we hopewepopulation who watch news channels. They grow at

times of crisis—when there is a 7/7 or when there is can monetise it. We do not know whether we can
monetise it at the moment, but we see this as aa Beslan—but when those terrible events happen, we
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potential way forward, as I was referring earlier, to board. If it can be monetised, if it opens up a new
revenue stream, we will be getting into this part ofopen up new revenue supplies and create a strong
the business very, very quickly.alliance between local news delivery and regional

news delivery and to be able to supplement our
existing regional revenues with local revenues. If this

Q209Helen Southworth:What about high definitionexperiment, this pilot, works on the South Coast, we
television.would hope to roll out local television services across
Mr Jones: HDTV! We are planning a pilot with thethe UK quite rapidly. I think it might well have to
BBC next year, probably around the World Cup.be on the basis of diVerent funding models. In major HDTV is quite phenomenal, if you have been able tourban centres and major cities, it could probably see the diVerence. Despite the quality of the panel

work as a stand-alone commercial proposition, but pictures here in the UK, HDTV is a leap again. The
I think in other areas, where there may not be the pictures are absolutely stunning. However, it is
weight of population or the concentration of spectrum hungry: it uses a lot of spectrum. The
industry—and I am thinking possibly of the West current spectrum available on DDT will not be
Country or areas of Central Wales or possibly the enough to support. We only have half a multiplex
Highlands of Scotland—it might be that we would and we would not be able to run our diVerent
do this in partnership with local firms or possibly channels and do HDTV at the same time. I think
councils or RDAs, to ensure that other people in that is one of the things we would hope to achieve at
parts of the country receive that, and that provides the point of analogue switch-oV. There will be more
challenges in terms of editorial independence. But I spectrum released, and I would hope that Ofcom
am sure we can work these things through. As with and Government decide to release some of this
the BBC, there seems to be a desire for local additional spectrum to the traditional mainstream
information, local news, and there seems to be a broadcasters so that we could deliver HDTV
movement steadily, as we go into digital Britain, to services.
take more and more information via the PC and, Mr Swords: I think it is worth nothing that DTTwill
indeed, the convergence of PCs and televisions. So be the UK default digital platform, in that a lot of
this is an area we want to explore. even cable and satellite homes will have DTT on

their second and third set. We are very focused and
agree with the BBC that if DDT is perceived orQ207 Helen Southworth: Do you see it as just an
becomes a sort of second-class service because of itsinformation-sharing vehicle, or are you looking at
inability to oVer DTT, it will be a massive wastedrelationships with creative industries and
opportunity. Ofcom are currently looking at the so-opportunities for young people coming into the
called digital dividend and what should be done withindustry in production and all those sorts of things?
some of the released spectrum once we get switch-Mr Jones: I think it could provide both of those
oV. Using some of it and redeploying it for DTT andthings. We have already, with ITV Brighton and HDTV we think is something that should really beITV Hastings, struck a showcase agreement with a looked at seriously.

local screen agency on the South Coast. Short films
that are being made by young film-makers down
there are already being showcased, so you can click Q210 Chairman:You have talked about the millions
onto thewebsite—www.localtv.itv, if youwant to go you are going to have to spend to convert the
and see it—and see short films being which have transmitter network for DTT. You have also

obviously got the cost of being on the Sky platform.been made by young film-makers going to colleges
Why, therefore, are you also going to pay to go ontoand universities down on the South Coast. In terms
a Freesat service?of training, potentially, yes, this could be an adjunct.
Mr Jones: We are a free-to-air broadcaster andWe have about 20 young journalists a year—either
always have been. Our additional channels that wethrough sponsoring them through postgraduate
are currently providing are also free-to-air.Wemakecourses, or ten people a year we actually take
our money and always have made our money out ofstraight into our news rooms. Local TV could
advertising. Digital is inevitable. Yes, our marketprovide an additional way of training and
will fragment; yes, our share of the market willsupporting an opening of employment to young
diminish; but digital switchover is now going tojournalists, young video-makers across the country.
happen. We do better in DTT homes in terms ofIt has not worked yet, and I cannot guarantee that
share than we do in either Sky homes or cablethis pilot is going to be successful.
homes, therefore free-to-air platforms are better for
ITV in terms of its advertising revenue. We think

Q208 Helen Southworth: That is really what I am DTT will be the major deliverer to the 38% of the
asking you: rather than this being theoretically population and 18% of the population inWales that
possible, is this something at which you are going to have yet to become digital households. But there are
be looking and into which you are going to be going to be pockets of the country which cannot get
putting some investment tomake it happen? Because DTT. In that context, our share will be higher, we
somebody has to do it. believe, in a Freesat home than it will be in a 200-
Mr Jones: We are putting many hundreds of channel pay home, whether it be receiving those pay
thousands into our experiment now. If it can work, services via satellite or by cable, so it is an instinctive

financial opportunity for us.we will discuss it at some length with the main plc
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Mr Swords: I think there is also—and we alluded to Mr Swords: I think that is right. Broadly there are
three variables at play here which input intoit earlier—the transitional issue of the limitation of

DTT coverage in the run-up to switchover: the fact coverage. There is the number of sites; the level of
power; and the transmissionmode. Various diVerentthat a quarter of the population, even if they wanted

to, could not get DTT. We believe that no-strings combinations of those have been looked at by the
regulator and the broadcasters and the transmissionFreesat, which is not regarded as a sort of Trojan

horse to a pay service, may have a role to play in providers. In terms of rolling out to all of the 1,150
sites currently covered by analogue, committing tothat. That is what we are currently discussing with

the BBC. higher power levels at the 64QAMmodewill get you
to predictive coverage 98.5% in line with current
analogue coverage. You can play with those threeQ211AdamPrice: In response to an earlier question,
variables and arrive at diVerent percentages, but weI think you said that the coverage map for DTT
are meeting the requirement that we need to.post-switchover would broadly replicate the current

analogue coverage. I think Digital UK used the
phrase “substantially replicate”. Could you give a Q214 Chairman: In your view is it sensible to spend
sense of where the existing gaps are in coverage and the large amount of money necessary on that last
why the map will be diVerent post-switchover? 5%? You are talking about having to convert a lot of
Mr Jones: I am not very good at the technical side of transmitters to extend the coverage by quite a small
this, so please forgiveme if I sort of fudge this answer amount at themargin. It has been suggested it would
a little bit. As I understand it, the digital signal be rather more sensible to give them all satellite
operates in a slightly diVerent way from the dishes. Would you have any sympathy with that?
analogue signal. The Isle of Man takes its regional Mr Jones: I think the debate is over, Chairman.
news service from Border and, because of the way There was a time when we were negotiating these
that wewould need to re-engineer the transmitters as issues through with Ofcom and Government but
a group, as a whole—meaning BBC, ITV, Channel Government have decided and I think the debate has
4, Channel 5—it looked likely that we would have to now become academic whether the last few
switch the Isle of Man through to the main Granada transmitters should be switchover or not. I think the
transmitter, but, in fact, I thinkwe have resolved this important thing now is to get it done as quickly as
now. There are still problems in some of the other possible. Now the decision has been made, now the
areas. The Berwick on Tweed transmitter, it is Secretary of State has announced the timetable from
diYcult to relate that to the new digital map of the 2008 until 2012, I think it is in our interests and in the
Borders, and that might have to switch to the Tyne interests of all broadcasters and the general
Tees service. Some of this, hopefully, we can tidy up population to get this done now. I think going back
and improve. There is a problem in Wales about and trying to reopen those arguments would not be
Wrexham Maelor, for instance, which I think is the particularly useful. I think it is much better in the
only major borough in Wales which does not take interests of both the consumer and the citizen that
the ITV Wales service—which is odd, given that we get this done now as quickly as we possibly can.
there is obviously a devolved assembly in Wales—
and it largely takes signals from Granada and Q215 RosemaryMcKenna:A very appropriate point
Central because of the nature of the analogue to come in with this question. In his written
service. We may be able to resolve some of those evidence, David Elstein said that you were very
issues. The London region, the traditional Carlton/ enthusiastic about it because you had had an
LWT region, is likely to shrink a little bit and unnecessary bribe to induce you to participate in
Meridian, Anglia, Central South will grow a little. digital television. How do you respond to that?
These will be marginal changes, but it is the nature Mr Jones: I thinkDavidmissed the point somewhat.
of what happens through the ether and happens The reality is that in an analogue home which
through the airwaves. currently receives four or five channels, in peak time

we take a 30% share of the audience—although last
Q212 Adam Price: It has been suggested to us that night, when aThatcher was again winning the public
there is some kind of trade-oV between geographical vote, we took considerably more than that! I think it
coverage and higher channel capacity. Is that was about a 48% share! In a DTT home, the share of
correct? ITV 1 in peak times falls to about 23%. In a Sky

home, it can fall as low as 19%. Therefore, it was
inevitable that we would need some help or someThe Committee responded to a fire alarm and
assistance in going through this process. So I do notsuspended from 11.10 am to 11.28 am
think in any way it was a bribe, and, whatever the
level of inducement, it is going to be quite small,

Chairman: May I apologise for that. Those who given the ground-shifting nature of the change in our
work in this building will know that it is a regular business that we are having to go through this. It is
occurrence, but one day there might be a fire so one oVset on one side. As I said ITV 1 will come down a
has to take it seriously. Adam, you were in mid flow. little, but we have the opportunity to launch ITV 2,

ITV 3, ITV 4 and ITV News, so we can oVset it in
other ways, but we, along with other broadcasters,Q213 Adam Price: I was just asking about the

potential trade oV between channel capacity and are being ushered into a new digital age, therefore it
was inevitable that some kind of process needed tocoverage.
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be brought through here because we are moving because there are various trigger points. When the
first transmitter is turned oV, there are changes againfrom an era of gifted free spectrum to a world of

multi-channel and probably us and others paying to our PSB requirement and the number of non-
news hours we make are due to fall. There arespectrum taxes.
challenges that are going to come up as we move
digital switchover for the general funding of ITV forQ216 Rosemary McKenna: There is a problem in
4 and 5 as they relate to public service broadcasting.your funding model based on advertising, given not
So I think it is absolutely vital that as a nation wejust digital switchover but how people are viewing
debate these issues now and decide. It is bizarre thattelevision now. There are recording possibilities;
the most powerful broadcaster in the land, the BBC,they will fastforward through the adverts; or they
is going through a process now where its charter iswill just not record the adverts. All of that
being decided and its licence is being decided yettechnology is available to some and is going to be
public service broadcasting on which it will directlyavailable. What does that do to your funding model
impact, on ITV 4 and 5, are not being debated. Ibased on advertising?
truly believe that this should be a debate conductedMr Jones: We do not know yet. The more recent
in the round, which does not mean that I want theresearch on PVRs—and I think amillion homes now
BBC in any way diminished or I would wish to seehave Sky Plus and it obviously is going to grow over
an end to the licence fee—I do not: I think the BBC istime as PVRs extend through cable and through
one of our most important cultural institutions andDTT—shows that actually rumours of PVRs
should be maintained and supported—but I cannotdestroying the advertising business are somewhat
and do not believe that you can discuss public serviceoverstated. Research done in America and research
broadcasting on the BBC in isolation while notbeing done by BARB shows that the recall of
having a broader debate about the public servicesadvertising is still remarkably high—and because
that we would wish to be provided by thesome advertising is made to incredibly high
commercial broadcasters.standards they even stop and go back to see their

favourite ads. We are not necessarily convinced that
Q218 Alan Keen: ITV and NTL’s sudden incursionthe onset of PVR is going to kill free-to-air
or attempted incursion into the Premier Leaguecommercial channels.
shocked the football world and there was someMr Swords: But, in so far as there are challenges, I
scepticism.We heard the news yesterday about NTLthink there are also opportunities, and, in particular,
and Virgin getting together. Does that mean the endwith some regulatory relaxations regarding
of ITV’s eVort with NTL?advertising, sponsorship—which becomes more
Mr Jones: Our concern always has been to ensureimportant in a PVR universe because people use the
that there can be major football events available onsponsorship break as a sort of guide—but also other
terrestrial television as well as on pay television. Theforms of potentially embedded advertising and
lobbying that we have done over the last few yearslooking at the whole area of product placement, on with the European Commission and within thewhich Ofcom is shortly launching a consultation, European Union generally has been around thethis kind of opportunity for commercial funding liberalisation of the market, so that those viewersbeyond spot advertising. who want to see major sport, whether it be football
or cricket, can have the opportunity to watch them

Q217 Rosemary McKenna: I think it is very on terrestrial television and they should not be
important that there is a public service broadcaster subject to an overall purchase by one broadcaster.
which is in direct competition with the BBC, if you We are fortunate enough because of the Listed
like. I think that is important in terms of equity and Events Legislation that we will be showing the
fairness. Will you be able to sustain that? World Cup next year with the BBC—and we will be
MrSwords:We talked about the challenges earlier, the absolutely delighted if England do particularly
broader challenges as we move towards switchover, well—in the same way as we now share the
and that really brings into focus a whole host of areas Champions League with Sky. So our concern with
of analogue regulation which I think does need to be the Premier League process was to ensure that there
looked at again, not just in terms of the genre specific was an open and transparent market and there was
obligations but also advertising regulation and other a level playing field, so that we could bid in the same
forms of content regulation. I think it all needs to be way that other broadcasters could bid. We never
looked at and we would be supportive of that being went into the process knowing that actuallywe could
addressed as soon as possible. guarantee that we would get a number of Premier
Mr Jones:There are key issues, as I alluded earlier in League games, either with NTL as a partner or with
my evidence, about support for commercial public someone else. So we will have to see when the
service broadcasting going forward. Our concern— Premier League unveil their packages, and we will
and I think this will be shared by our colleagues in 4 the consider whether we can aVord themany billions
and 5—is: Let’s have the debate now. This of pounds that no doubt the Premier League are
Committee, the broader House for Government, the seeking for us to secure some games. But our
departments concerned, I think it is vital we start concern was liberalisation of the market, not an
debating these issues and deciding the priorities for inside track in getting a limited number of games.

Chairman: Thank you very much indeed.plurality before the first transmitter is switched oV,
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Memorandum submitted by Channel 4

Executive Summary

1. Channel 4 Television Corporation (“Channel 4”) is a publicly owned statutory corporation required
to fulfil a unique public service broadcasting remit and fund this through commercial activities. Channel 4
welcomes the Select Committee’s investigation of the Government’s proposals for achieving analogue
switchover and the opportunity to submit our views. This document summarises Channel 4’s involvement
in the switchover process, our views on the proposals and raises a number of issues of particular importance
to Channel 4.

2. We understand the remit of the Committee is to investigate the Government’s proposals to switch oV

analogue terrestrial television broadcasts over the period 2008-2012. In particular it is interested in the
following issues:

— The policy objectives and economic benefits of digital switchover, and the relative roles of the
diVerent platforms in the delivery of digital television.

— The feasibility of, and the steps needed towards achieving switchover to the Government’s
timetable and with suYcient geographical coverage.

— The costs associated with the digital switchover process and how these are to be met.

— The protection of vulnerable groups in terms of financial and practical assistance.

3. Channel 4 is a key stakeholder in digital broadcasting in the United Kingdom and in the switchover
process. We already broadcast the main Channel 4 service across all the digital platforms in the United
Kingdom (Satellite, Cable, Digital Terrestrial and DSL) and we also provide a range of digital channels—
including E4 and More 4 (to launch in October) free-to-air—and FilmFour as a subscription channel.

4. Channel 4 is a shareholder in SwitchCo which is the body that has been established to communicate
and promote the switchover process in order to meet the Government timetable of 2008–12. We have also
agreed to become an equal shareholder (with the BBC, Sky, ITV and Crown Castle) in Digital Television
Services Limited, which owns and operates the Freeview brand in order to support the roll out of Digital
Terrestrial Television (“DTT”).

5. Channel 4 was also issued a newbroadcasting licence (itsDigital Replacement Licence), which includes
specific obligations for Channel 4 to roll-out the digital terrestrial network to substantially all of the 1,154
transmitter sites in the United Kingdom, in order to ensure that the coverage of its digital services
“substantially replicates” the current coverage of analogue broadcasting.

6. Channel 4 is broadly supportive of the Government’s proposals to complete the conversion of all
homes in the United Kingdom from analogue to digital broadcasting in order to achieve greater consumer
choice; more eYcient allocation of scarce spectrum by the cessation of simulcasting DTT and analogue
services and the release of the 14 frequency channels of analogue spectrum. We believe that there are a
number of clear consumer, public policy and economic benefits of switchover that justify such an
intervention in the broadcasting market.

7. We believe progress has been made towards developing a clear and implementable plan for achieving
switchover. We also welcome the fact that the Secretary of State has made a firm commitment to achieving
switchover, and has set out a clear timetable and proposals for marketing and communication to viewers
and forms of financial and technical support for those who most need it. After a lengthy period of healthy
debate and discussion, switchover is now a realisable goal. The success of switchover is now dependent on
all parties being allowed to successfully implement the relevant elements of the switchover plan.

8. However, whilst we support the policy of switchover we are extremely concerned about its impact on
our ability to continue to fulfil our public remit eVectively and the long-term future of the Channel. Channel
4 is a unique public service broadcaster with its own unique funding model. Unlike the BBC we are not
insulated from the impact of switchover through guaranteed licence fee income, and unlike ITV and Five
we are not able to benefit from licence payment reductions to reflect the declining value of our analogue
spectrum. Nor do we wish to reduce our PSB obligations, as ITV has sought to do. Channel 4 is particularly
exposed to the detrimental impact of digital switchover amongst the main terrestrial broadcasters given its
funding model, and it has the potential to significantly undermine our long-term ability to deliver our remit.

9. As a broadcaster whose primary purpose is to maximise its public service ambition but must fulfil this
through commercial means, Channel 4 has traditionally been supported through the allocation of scarce
analogue spectrum at no cost in order to transmit its services and fulfil its remit. However, as we approach
switchover, the value of this analogue spectrum will fall to zero. Channel 4 will face increased pressure on
its audience share fromadditional competition brought about by newdigital channels. Furthermore, we also
face the impact of new technologies (eg PVRs), which have the potential to undermine the traditional
advertising model as well as emergent media, such as broadband and video-on-demand, which will compete
directly with traditional broadcast television. All these will put greater pressure on Channel 4’s funding
model.
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10. Channel 4 is unique amongst the commercially funded PSBs in continuing to want to maximise its
public service impact in the face of these commercial pressures. Whilst ITV will seek to reduce further its
public service commitments and Five’s contribution will at best remain relatively small-scale, Channel 4’s
aim is to have as great a public service role in a digital age as it has had in the analogue one. However, we
are currently responding to these pressures without any form of support to replace the implicit subsidy of
analogue spectrum. We also face the additional challenge of having to fund the one-oV capital costs of
achieving switchover, although the BBC’s oVer in Building Public Value to fund these costs if provision is
made via the Licence Fee settlement oVers a solution to this problem.

11. As well as the short-term cost we believe that DSO will have a detrimental long-term aVect on
Channel 4’s financial position, leading to a significant funding gap. It is critical that Channel 4, as we begin
the switchover process, works with Ofcom and Government to ensure that adequate on-going mechanisms
of support are put in place to allow us to continue to fulfil our remit eVectively in the digital age. Our clear
preference is for indirect mechanisms of support, rather than direct public funding, although we believe that
it is important that the White Paper ensures that reallocation of the licence fee is left open for further
discussion should it be necessary to investigate further in the future. We believe this will be essential to
ensuring that the recommendations of both Ofcom’s PSB Review and the Government’s Green Paper are
fulfilled: that Channel 4 remains a strong PSB provider and a key competitor to the BBC in the provision
of news, current aVairs and other genres of high quality original UK programming.

Background to Digital Switchover

12. Digital switchover is theUKGovernment policy to convert all remaining analogue television viewers
to digital by 2012. The satellite and cable platforms have already been converted to digital1. The terrestrial
platform, however, continues to transmit both analogue and digital signals. The main public service
broadcasters (the “PSBs”: the BBC, ITV, Channel 4 and Five) now carry obligations under the terms of the
Communications Act and their Ofcom licences or Charter to achieve the conversion from analogue
terrestrial to digital transmission for their PSB services.

13. Switch oV of the analogue terrestrial signal and conversion of all viewers to digital television will have
considerable benefit to the United Kingdom:

— Itwill oVer all viewers awider range of channels and services than they currently receive in analogue,
whilst ensuring the continued provision of the five main public service channels (and a range of
new public service channels including BBC Three, BBC Four and More4).

— It will support the broader government policy of achieving “Digital Britain” and encouraging the
take-up and use of new digital services.

— It will enable more eYcient use of scarce broadcasting spectrum.

— It will enable the release of 14 channels of spectrumwhich have a range of potential uses, with both
potential economic value through sale to commercial bidders and the potential to support public
policy through the introduction of new public service channels and services (eg HDTV).

14. However, the policy of digital switchover comes at a significant cost. Broadcasters will incur
significant financial cost rebuilding the network and viewers will suVer from the potential disruption and
inconvenience to their reception equipment. There is also a potential impact on the provision of public
service broadcasting in the United Kingdom. Whilst we are supportive of the public policy of switchover,
Channel 4 firmly believes that its implementation needs to be well planned and eVectively co-ordinated
between all the stakeholders, most notably the broadcasters. This means that the process and benefits of
switchover must be clearly communicated to viewers and that those viewers who need help with the process
are adequately supported. Furthermore, it is essential that the impact of switchover on the long-term
provision and funding of public service broadcasting is properly reflected within the Government’s policy
towards the sector.

Channel 4’s Obligations and Role in Relation to Digital Switchover

15. Analogue terrestrial broadcast services are provided by the five public service channels: BBC1, BBC2,
ITV, Channel 4 and Five. The provision of these services has been controlled, via licences issued by the
regulator in the case of the commercial PSBs, and in the case of the BBC via the Royal Charter.

16. To achieve switchover, those analogue transmission obligations need to bewound down and replaced
by new digital obligations. For the commercial PSBs, including Channel 4, these obligations have been
captured in “Digital Replacement Licences” which replace the old analogue licences. The Digital
Replacement Licences came into force in December 2004, and amongst other things require the commercial
PSBs to:

1 There currently remain a small number of analogue cable viewers (approximately 325,000, or 10% of cable subscribers). These
are likely to be upgraded to digital cable before 2008.
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— Replace the analogue signal with a digital service that is “substantially the same as the coverage
area that was achieved by the Analogue Licence”—ie DTT coverage of the PSB services must
substantially replicate the 98.5% coverage achieved in analogue. This will require the existing 80
transmitter site network to be enhanced and extended to almost all the 1,154 sites in the UK.

— Switch oV their analogue signals by 31 December 2012 (this can be changed by the Secretary of
State or by agreement between Ofcom, and the licensee).

17. Channel 4 is a key stakeholder in the switchover process because we jointly own and operate one of
the six DTT multiplex licences that form part of the terrestrial network that will need to be extended and
upgraded for switchover. Digital 3&4 Limited—the joint-venture company which Channel 4 owns equally
with ITV and holds and operates our DTT multiplex—is currently in negotiations with transmission
providers regarding the financial costs and technical arrangements to extend our multiplex to meet the
requirements of our DRL.

18. Channel 4 is also a shareholder in SwitchCo—alongside the other PSBs and multiplex operators—
which has been established to coordinate and communicate the switchover process across the industry. A
number of Channel 4 departments are currently working with SwitchCo: inputting on plans and ensuring
that we are fully lined up with the rest of the industry.

Overall Progress of Switchover

19. Following a significant period of discussion between all the key stakeholders within industry, Ofcom
and Government, Channel 4 welcomes the fact that the Secretary of State has made a firm commitment to
achieving switchover and set out the timetable at the RTS Convention in September. We now believe there
is emerging consensus amongst the stakeholders as to the best route to achieving switchover:

— A strong free-to-air DTT platform available to the vast majority of the country, alongside free and
pay services from the cable and satellite providers.

— An eVective communication strategy to demonstrate the benefits of switchover to viewers and the
process to achieve it, led by SwitchCo and the BBC.

— Targeted help for those people who will not be able to aVord, or easily install, digital equipment.

— A strong presence of the public service broadcasters on all digital platforms to ensure the
Government’s ongoing commitment to public service broadcasting is fulfilled and viewers
continue to receive the range and quality of services they had been used to in analogue.

20. In light of this, Channel 4 also welcomes the establishment of SwitchCo and its role in achieving
switchover, and also the BBC’s commitment (subject to the Charter renewal and licence fee settlement) to
providing the funding required to support the platform-neutral communications strategy of SwitchCo and
to provide targeted help to key groups of society who will need assistance with switchover. Natural market
take-up will mean digital penetration will continue to grow, but as we approach conversion of the final
percentage of homes, a co-ordinated approach to funding and marketing switchover will be essential. As a
shareholder in SwitchCo, Channel 4 endorses its detailed submission to the Committee on how best to
achieve this objective.

Timetable

21. We welcome the fact that Government, Ofcom, the Broadcasters and the transmission service
providers (Crown Castle and Arquiva) have now agreed the timetable for switchover and the order in which
regions will convert. The responsibility to meet this Government policy and timetable falls primarily on the
Broadcasters through their agreements with the transmission providers to roll-out the network, and through
SwitchCo ensuring that consumers are aware of what they need to do and by when to receive digital
television.

22. We believe that subject to eVective co-ordination amongst the key parties and successful conclusion
of our negotiations with transmission providers, this timetable should be achievable. However, it is
important to note that once this process has been commenced it will not be possible for Government to
postpone, or even delay, the switchover process. The broadcasters will have committed to major contracts
with the transmission providers to roll out the new network and these cannot be delayed without significant
financial cost.

Coverage

23. Channel 4 welcomes the current plan that all multiplexes should operate at 64 QAM at switchover,
and be allowed to increase power levels to achieve coverage levels of approximately 98.5% of the country,
equivalent to analogue coverage today.We believe this is the most eVective way of ensuring digital television
services are available to all homes who can currently receive analogue television, whilst maintaining the
choice of services on the DTT platform and its competitiveness with other platforms.
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24. However, the spectrum plan that is being developed to achieve this objective has not yet been agreed
with other countries, and will not be so until the Regional Radiocommunications Conference in mid 2006.
We hope that Ofcom will be successful in these negotiations to enable the implementation of the spectrum
plan currently being developed to provide 98.5% coverage. However, if for any reason coverage is lost in
the international co-ordination negotiations, we believe the short-fall should be made up by free-to-air
digital satellite services, rather than changes to the mode of the multiplexes, which would reduce the
competitiveness of the platform through reducing the range of services available.

Costs of Switchover

25. As we have already discussed above, digital switchover is a hugely complex and costly exercise. There
are three broad categories of cost associated with switchover on which Channel 4 would make the following
comments:

(i) Network infrastructure

The largest cost of achieving switchover will be rolling out theDTTnetwork to 1,154 transmitters in order
to oVer full coverage. This cost will be primarily met by the public service broadcasters. It is essential, that
there is a strong and clear regulatory framework in order to ensure negotiations between broadcasters and
transmission providers can be concluded to ensure these costs are minimised.

(ii) Marketing & Communications

Alongside rolling out the DTT network, the second key success factor to achieving switchover will be a
properly funded and eVective communications strategy. This should be primarily the responsibility of
SwitchCo and the BBC, and it is essential, therefore, that suYcient funding is provided and ring-fenced via
the licence fee agreement to fulfil this objective so viewers are clear as to the timing and process of switchover.

Furthermore, we strongly believe that the marketing budget for SwitchCo should be spent across all
relevant media—including commercial television—in order to achieve its marketing objectives.We strongly
reject the Government suggestion that promotional air-time on ITV, C4 and Five should be allocated for
free to support switchover when other media will be bought by SwitchCo on a commercial basis. SwitchCo
should be free to use its marketing budget across all relevant media as it wishes. Government has already
accepted that public funding should be used on commercial media by SwitchCo to support its marketing
campaign, and there is no reason why television should not form part of this approach.

(iii) Customer equipment and support

Almost two thirds of homes now have digital television and we believe the low cost of Freeview boxes,
the availability of SkyDigital and cable pay-TV services, and the emergence of FreeSatwill ensure thatmany
consumers will naturally switch to digital over the coming years. However, there will inevitably be a
significantminority of homes whowill need financial and technical help in converting to digital.Wewelcome
the Secretary of State’s commitment to ensure that targeted help will address this requirement, particularly
for the elderly and for low income households. Again, it is essential that suYcient financial resources are
ring-fenced to deliver on this proposal.

The Economic Benefits of Switchover Released Spectrum

26. A key argument that has been made in favour of digital switchover is that the economic value of the
released spectrum will out-weigh the financial cost of the process. We are aware that the DTI has carried
out a cost-benefit analysis to estimate the nature of this surplus (which has been estimated at between £1.1
billion and £2.2 billion). Whilst we are sceptical of the detail of the analysis, we recognise that there is
economic benefit in both spectrum eYciency and releasing 14 channels of spectrum.

27. However, we would stress that in considering the potential use of the released spectrum, it is essential
that Government andOfcom consider the fulfilment of public policy objectives as well as simply its financial
value. The Government is committed to maintaining the strength of public service broadcasting through
switchover, and digital terrestrial television (in particular the BBC and Channel 4) is a key element in
delivering this objective. If the released spectrum were to be allocated—at least in part—to DTT it would
enable a number of policy objectives to be achieved, for example:

— The provision of new public service channels from the existing operators (particularly Channel4
which currently has less DTT capacity than both ITV and the BBC).

— The provision of High Definition television services.

— New interactive services.
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— Regional and local television and other new media services.

Channel 4 would urge the Government and Ofcom to properly consider uses of the released spectrum
which support public policy objectives alongside pure commercial exploitation.

The Broader Impact of Switchover on Channel 4

28. Channel 4 is both supportive of, and a key stakeholder in, the switchover process. Whilst we welcome
the investigation of the DCMS Select Committee of the Government’s proposals, our own view is that the
industry is substantially embarked on the implementation of the policy and the focus now should be on
ensuring that the implementation of the plan for switchover is carried out eVectively and without any
detrimental impact on viewers and the PSB system.

29. Channel 4 welcomed the conclusions of Ofcom’s Review of Public Service Broadcasting which were
published earlier this year. These provided a strong commitment to the ongoing importance of competition
in public service broadcasting and, in particular, the unique value of the role fulfilled byChannel 4.We agree
that, despite significant changes in the media landscape, the provision of public service broadcasting will
remain as important in the future as it does today. Furthermore, we share Ofcom’s conclusion that plurality
of supply—with a strong Channel 4 alongside the BBC—is crucial to the ongoing provision of public service
broadcasting, particularly given the inevitable decline in the public service contribution of Five and ITV.

30. However, we also believe that the impact of the take-up of new digital technologies—and in particular
digital switchover—will put greater pressure on the way in which public service broadcasting is financed.
Ofcom identified a growing funding gap that will emerge during the next five-to-ten years that unless
addressed through Government policy, will lead to a decline in PSB provision.

31. The impact of digital switchover on Channel 4’s financial position is two fold:

(i) Loss of viewing share and advertising revenue

Channel 4’s share of viewing is inevitably much higher in an analogue/five-channel home (c13%) than it
is in a digital TV homes (c10% in DTT or nearer 7% in satellite/cable). As the number of analogue homes
falls to zero this inevitably means that Channel 4’s overall audience share will decline (even if we mange to
maintain our position in each individual platform). A decline in audience share has a direct impact on our
share of advertising revenue, our main source of income. This trend is inevitable.

(ii) The cost of digital roll-out and transmission

Channel 4 is currently required to broadcast its main service both in analogue and digital form, leading
to duplicate costs of transmission. As the switchover process begins, the costs of digital transmission will
increase substantially as we develop the network infrastructure and roll it out from 80 transmitter sites to
1,154. Furthermore, we will also face the cost of de-commissioning the old analogue network. Following
the completion of the digital switchover process Channel 4 will no longer be required to broadcast in
analogue resulting in a reversion to paying for just one transmitter network. However, our net position post-
switchover will not be improved relative to before the introduction of digital broadcasting, with a significant
period of duplicate costs during dual analogue and digital transmission.

32. The financial impact of switchover on Channel 4 is, therefore, largely negative. However, unlike the
other public service broadcasters, Channel 4 has not yet been granted any form of support to address the
financial impact of switchover. In recognition of the challenge we face, the BBC indicated a willingness in
Building Public Value to fund the one-oV capital costs of conversion for Channel 4, assuming suYcient
resource was allocated in the Licence Fee settlement. Ofcom welcomed this suggestion and in the Green
Paper the Government also supported its examination. The BBC will have its own conversion costs
accounted for in its Licence Fee settlement and ITV and Five have had their licence payments reduced.
Without such a mechanism being put in place Channel 4 will simply have less money available at this critical
time to invest in the delivery of its public service remit. Channel 4, therefore, welcomes this proposal.
However, it only assists with the one-oV capital costs of conversion and not the on-going challenge posed
by the loss of the analogue spectrum as a form of implicit subsidy for the Channel.

Securing Channel 4’s Long-Term Future

33. Channel 4 has set out a clear vision for ensuring that the impact of its public remit is maintained, and
ideally strengthened, up to and beyond switchover, by providing our programmes and services to viewers
in the UK by whichever technology or platform they choose:

— Maintaining the strength of the core channel as the heart of Channel 4’s public service role.

— Developing a portfolio of digital channels to help maintain our creative impact and commercial
scale in multichannel homes.
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— Extending our public remit into new media to respond to the rapid growth of new digital
platforms.

34. Both Ofcom’s PSB Review and the Government’s Green Paper on the future of the BBC supported
the ongoing importance of Channel 4’s role in the public service ecology and stressed the value of its status
as a publicly owned non-profit maximising organisation, in the face of the declining public service
commitment from the shareholder-owned PSBs. A healthy public service broadcasting sector requires a
strong Channel 4 alongside an independent and properly funded BBC.

35. Historically, Channel 4’s ability to fulfil its public service remit has been supported by the allocation
of scarce analogue spectrum at no cost to Channel 4. However, as we approach switchover the value of this
spectrum will reduce to zero. Unless other forms of support are put in place, there is a risk that Channel 4’s
public service impact will begin to decline, which would be contrary to the conclusions of bothOfcom’s PSB
Review and the Government’s Green Paper.

36. We have, therefore, agreed to work with Ofcom and Government to identify a range of potential
mechanisms of on-going indirect support for Channel 4, which if implemented could help to address the
funding gap created by the loss of our analogue spectrum and remove the need for direct public funding.
We will continue to progress these discussions over the coming months alongside fulfilling our obligations
towards achieving switchover.

3 October 2005

Memorandum submitted by S4C

Introduction

1. This document sets out the main observations that S4C would like to oVer to the Culture, Media and
Sport Select Committee inquiry into the Government’s proposals to switch oV analogue terrestrial
television. S4C is a founder member of Digital UK, and fully concurs with the points made by Digital UK
in its submission to the Select Committee. This submission therefore concentrates on and addresses the
issues of particular concern to S4C.

2. Since 1982 S4C has broadcast an analogue service where the peak hours are in the Welsh language,
with Channel 4 programmes being shown at other times. In 1998 the digital service S4C Digidol was
launched oVering 12 hours a day of Welsh language programmes, and in 1999 S4C2, a digital service which
carries the proceedings of the National Assembly for Wales and additional services in the Welsh language,
was launched. Current S4C Services can be seen in table form in the Annex below.

Guaranteed Capacity

3. Fifty per cent (50%) of the digital capacity ofMultiplex A inWales, aDTTmultiplex operated by SDN
Limited, has been reserved for the broadcasting of services provided by S4C and S4C companies.

4. Advances in compression technology have had the eVect of allowing more services to be broadcast
within the reserved capacity than was at first envisaged. This has meant that in addition to S4CDigidol and
S4C2, other services have also been provided on S4C’s reserved capacity, services such as BBC Radios 1—
4, Turner Classic Movies and QVC on a commercial basis

5. It is important S4C retains its right to the capacity which has been reserved to it. Should S4C be carried
on another multiplex by virtue of digital switchover, S4C would wish to retain the reserved capacity.

Benefits of Switchover

6. The existing analogue S4C service has always by necessity been a hybrid, carrying S4CWelsh language
programmes and Channel 4 programmes because of the lack of available frequencies at the time of its
establishment in 1982. Analogue switch oV will make the unique Welsh language channel, S4C Digidol,
available through DTT across Wales for the first time. It will also mean greater access to Channel 4 (and 5)
in Wales, as they will broadcast from terrestrial transmitters within Wales for the first time.

7. S4C sees digital switchover as a real opportunity both in terms of programme and corporate objectives.
We have a programme strategy that places the emphasis on creative excellence and landmark programmes
which are relevant and attractive to all ages and interests in every part of Wales. Our corporate plan also
tasks us with working with others to promote creative excellence and to develop and strengthen the
communications industry in Wales.

8. Digital switchover will oVer us new opportunities to market and promote theWelsh language through
expanding our oVer to include additional services for both Welsh and English speakers. This will add value
to the public investment in S4C’s programmes and services. Through our partnership with the independent
sector in Wales, switchover will also allow us to make the most of this public capital in priming further
investment in the burgeoning creative industries sector in Wales.
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9. Switchover will allow us to oVer an enhanced service to a wider audience, including more subtitling,
audio description, signing, and interactive applications.

10. S4C believes that the switchover timetable is challenging but achievable.We look forward to carrying
out our role in the process, both as a Public Service Broadcaster and member of Digital UK.

S4C Digidol

11. Following digital switchover S4CDigidol will become the coreWelsh language television service.We
will need to maintain the digital capacity to broadcast this service 24/7.

12. S4C intends to launch digital text and interactive red button services on digital satellite in 2006 with
a view to extending this to DTT as soon as practicable.

13. S4C will be building up its library of programmes in High Definition over the coming years. Should
delivery of High Definition become possible on DTT we would want access to this facility.

14. Through S4C Digidol we have built an audience outside of Wales. To date this year 181,000 viewers
outsideWales have tuned in to S4C in an average week, with most of these doing so on the digital platform.
S4CDigidol is available nationally onDsat (Sky 151).We want to extend this coverage to theDTT platform
throughout the UK.

S4C2

15. S4C2 is currently used for coverage of proceedings of the National Assembly forWales. The capacity
is also used for additional complementary coverage of special events. These broadcasts, such as theNational
Eisteddfod of Wales, the annual youth festival and other musical events, are attracting new viewers to the
channel while also being highly appreciated by our core audience. We need to be able to continue to use
S4C2 to cover these special events and to provide interactive services, in addition to our coverage of the
Welsh Assembly.

Issues

16. The regional rollout plan map and timetable information shows switchover based on the ITV licence
regions. Thismap is incorrect andmisleading as far asWales is concerned andmay send a confusingmessage
to the public. It suggests that theNorthEastWales regionwill switch over after the rest ofWales, as it implies
that this area is in the Granada region. We understand that following our discussions on this matter, a
corrected map is being produced to address this situation.

17. S4C’s analogue service area covers the whole of Wales as a single entity and we expect S4C Digidol’s
service area to be no less than this during and after switchover. Switchover then presents us with an
opportunity to address the issue of “out of area” reception.

18. In certain cases viewers are obtaining analogue reception from an “out of area” transmitter or relay
in addition to, or instead of, the correct one for their location. This is often intentional in order to receive
regional variations. This is particularly the case in those areas ofWaleswhich border England. This situation
is a legacy from the analogue only period when Channel 4 and Five could not be received in Wales due to
a lack of frequencies. Viewers who wanted these services and who were located within receiving distance of
an English transmitter would make eVorts to receive these services. With DTT this is no longer the case as
all the PSB services, and more, are on the digital multiplexes. So as rollout progresses it is important that a
very clearmessage is communicated to these households that, in order to receive optimum service, theymust
ensure reception is from the transmitter intended to serve their location.

19. Audience research shows us that there is a disproportionate amount of viewing of S4C happening on
the second or third television set in homes inWales. This is because in the majority of households theWelsh
speaker is in the minority. The requirement for all television sets, (particularly portable second and third
sets with set top aerials,) to be able to receive digital television, is a matter of particular concern to us.

Costs

20. S4C took the view early on that, prior to switchover, DTT would not oVer full digital coverage of
Wales. We therefore bought and continue to pay for our place on the Sky platform. We will need to bear
this ongoing cost in mind when deciding what additional support may be needed for the switch to digital.

21. We expect our services to be carried on one of the two BBC public service multiplexes at switchover
and are discussing the likely proportion of the cost which we might be expected to carry based on the cost
of building the digital terrestrial network. Our ten-year financial projections show a deficit for 2009 because
of the uncertainty as to how the costs of digital switchover will be apportioned. We need these costs to be
quantified as soon as possible in order to be able to plan properly for the future.
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22. We have also projected a decline in advertising revenue as a direct result of digital switchover. It
would be financially imprudent for us not to plan for the combined eVect of switchover costs and a decline
in advertising revenue,) as we approach 2009, and this will have an impact on our ability to maintain the
service well before the proposed switchover date.

23. Ofcom’s review of Public Service Television said that consideration should be given to a one-oV

payment to Channel 4 to move to digital transmission. We believe similar consideration should be given to
S4C’s conversion costs if it too has to bear the financial burden of switchover.

Due Prominence

24. As a Public Service Broadcaster S4C has thus far been given due prominence on the electronic
programme guides, for example being at position 104 on Freeview in Wales. We believe it is vital that this
principle of due prominence is maintained after digital switchover on all platforms.

Conclusion

25. Professor Roger Laughton’s independent review of S4C for the DCMS (2004) recommended that
S4C’s core services after digital switchover should be transmitted on a single channel, supported by
interactivity, with an ability to split the service on occasions. Ofcom too is committed to maintaining a high
quality Welsh language service into the digital age, fully funded and with suYcient access to digital
transmission capacity.

26. S4C wants to maintain and develop the services it currently oVers on all digital platforms after
switchover. We also want to deliver new services: more viewing opportunities, interactivity and red button
applications in addition to the core 12 hours a day service provided on S4C Digidol. We believe that such
additional services are now an integral part of any public service broadcaster’s oVering and that suYcient
capacity should be aVorded to us as a public service broadcaster to allow this to happen.

Annex

CURRENT S4C SERVICES

Service Platforms Availability

S4C Hybrid of original Welsh language and Analogue Wales
Channel 4 programme

S4C Digidol 12 hours a day of Welsh language DTT Cable DTT and Cable
programming Dsat in Wales only Dsat across

UK
S4C2 Assembly proceedings and additional DTT Cable DTT and Cable in Wales

S4C services Dsat only Dsat across UK
Interactive Websites Internet Worldwide

Web based resources Internet Worldwide
for Welsh learners

Broadband delivery pilot Internet UK only

Red button interactivity and Dsat From 2006
digital text* DTT From 2007

(* Future services)

30 November 2005
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Witnesses:MrAndyDuncan,Chief Executive,MrDavid Scott,Consultant, Channel 4,Ms Iona Jones,Chief
Executive, andMr Arshad Rasul, Director of Technology, S4C, gave evidence.

Q219 Chairman: Good morning. Could I welcome whilst they make a contribution, are pulling back
somewhat from that and the commercial pressuresAndy Duncan, Chief Executive of Channel 4 and
and the need to carry on making profits forDavid Scott who is now a consultant to Channel 4,
shareholders. We want to make sure we do notplus the new Chief Executive of S4C Iona Jones and
weaken our remit, but we have fairly fundamentalMr Arshad Rasul. Perhaps we could start oV by
issues around our business model and I think theasking each of you to give a general overview of how
outstanding issue for us, and I guess probablyyou see the process of analogue switch-oV and what
similar to S4C in a way, is that there is a clearit is likely to mean to each of your respective
government policy on switchover which has beenchannels.
announced, there are clear government intentions toMs Jones: S4C regards the switchover to digital as a
finalise the Charter for the BBC next year, no doubtgreat opportunity to extend the public service
with some sort of proper level of funding, and thereprovision in the Welsh language but also to address
is at the moment the lack of a plan for Channel 4 andsome of the historic diYculties that we have faced as
how we can be sustained for the longer term. We arebroadcasters inWales, namely the fact that Channel
doing everything we can ourselves, but it is quite a4 and 5 have not been available on the terrestrial
significant outstanding issue and our big plea reallynetwork and we think this is an important
which we are talking to at the moment is that weimprovement in the choice available to viewers in
need certainty now to plan. Both ITV and Five haveWales. We are also very supportive of digital
got reduced licence fee payments and they have someswitchover in terms of the improvement in quality of
ability to plan over the next few years, but we do notreception which it allows. We are also very positive
have that ability, so, for us, we are supportive ofabout switchover because it addresses the out-of-
switchover, but we are quite worried about thearea viewing to English-based transmitters and this
specific future business model for Channel 4.is again an opportunity to address that particular

historic diYculty. In addition, of course, the take-up
in Wales is currently 73% of digital households and Q220 Chairman: Thank you, and we might return to
therefore it is an irreversible trend which we feel it is that in detail, but David Elstein, who plays the part
important for us to support. We do not of course of Banquo’s ghost in this inquiry to some extent, he
underestimate the challenges which it presents to us. said that the reason terrestrial broadcasters were so
In technical terms, we are playing our part as a much in favour of Freeview was because they were
member of Digital UK and financially we are facing likely to have a higher market share than in a multi-
a gap in 2009which is the current date for switchover channel household with access to satellite, for
in Wales. But maybe more of that later. instance. He said specifically that Channel 4 recently
Mr Duncan: I think, rather similarly, the broad revealed that they captured a 14% share in five-
process of trying to get to full switchover is channel homes, 11% in Freeview and 7% in homes
something we support. Totally from a citizen’s point with access to 400 channels and that for Channel 4,
of view, I actually think it is a good thing and we 11% is survivable whereas 7% is not. Would you
have a world-class broadcasting system in this accept that?
country and I think actually getting the whole Mr Duncan: I think he was quoting me when I went
country to digital will help sustain that. I think from to go and talk to one of the groups that he chairs. I
the individual’s point of view, the consumer level, think specifically the analysis is correct, that we do
whether it is through increased choice or through have a 14% share in analogue homes. In fact, our
picture quality and so on, there are significant share of analogue has never been higher. It is
benefits as well, and we are obviously part of Digital currently about 10% in terms of DTT and for
UKaswell and I think that the clarity of the decision Channel 4 it is slightly bigger for the portfolio and it
which has now been made by the Secretary of State drops sometimes to as low as 5% or 6% in pay
and the way the whole project has been tackled over homes. I think our point of view is that we are being
the last few years, I think, has been done properly very selfish about it and a four-channel or a five-
andwell.Whilst it is a big logistical challenge, I think channel world is a lot easier for us than the multi-
there are good people in charge of what is going on channel world, so, going back to what I was saying
and I think basically it is being well managed. I think earlier on, the best thing for us, frankly, is not to
our overriding issue or overriding concern is actually have switchover at all because we then sustain a
the impact it will have on Channel 4 and our ability much better share position and, frankly, more of a
to deliver our remit. It clearly puts a pressure on limited competition position. However, recognising
commercial broadcasters generally, but I think with that switchover is happening and is broadly a good
our unique role, as a public corporation with a thing, I think there is a slightly diVerent driver for us
public purpose, we have to earn our money as a which is that wewant our channels to be available on
means to the end, but our end game is about the all platforms and, in particular, certainly over the
public remit. What is quite clear from all the debates last couple of years, we have taken steps to make
of the last two or three years around the future of the sure that what we are doing is available free. I think
BBC and the future of PSB is that everybody wants that when you look at the characteristics of public
plurality, which I think is absolutely right, we want service broadcasting, and Ofcom did a rather good
a strong BBC, but we want strong plurality as well, piece of work on this a year or so ago, one of the
and Channel 4, I think, is going to be absolutely characteristics was the ability to oVer things free to

air, so, taking not just Channel 4, but E4 free to aircritical in that because inevitably ITV and Five,
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6 December 2005 Channel 4, S4C

earlier this year and launching More4 as a broadly Q223 Adam Price: Is there another issue as well with
DTT because most Welsh-speakers live infree-to-air channel, we think that is very much part

of our remit going forward, so, whether it is linguistically mixed households? Thinking of my
own family, my Welsh-speaking father is banishedFreeview or the possibility of some sort of free

satellite service as well as being available on pay, we to my former bedroom to watch S4C on the
portable, whereas my mother watches Freeview inthink it is very important. Then I think our point of

view is: let the audiences decide. Those that want to the living room, so the issue of second and third
televisions, does that have a specific linguisticgo for pay, go for pay and those that want to go for a

Freeview-type route or a Freesat-type route, go that dimension in Wales as well?
Ms Jones: We believe that the fact that we have aroute. Our role is to make sure we are there on all

those platforms. disproportionate amount of viewing on the second
set can be accounted for by the fact that we have one
third of households which are mixed-languageQ221 Chairman: And you think you can keep your
homes in Wales and, very much as Andy was sayingmarket share up as long as you are producing high-
earlier, the second set issue is very important to us.quality, imaginative programming?
We believe that is one of the advantages that DTTMr Duncan: I think we are doing actually a very
has over Dsat in that DTT can actually reach all thegood job at the moment of actually sort of beating
sets in the house without necessitating a separatethe curve. Going back to my earlier comment, I do
contract which is what I believe Sky requires thenot think we can completely compensate for the
consumer to do if you want to watch more than onewhole of the switchover process and the fact that a
channel at the same time within the same home, sothird of the UK homes in which we have 14% share
that is one of the reasons why we are in favour ofwill switch. We also have a particular problem
DTT, although we also have a multi-platformaround second sets. Channel 4 has over 20% share of
strategy.second-set viewing and obviously not that many

homes at this stage have switched second or third
Q224 Chairman: But that is potentially bad news forsets, so there is a big hidden impact to switchover for
you because the Government has concentrated all ofus there. I thinkwe can do a lot to try and protect our
its attention on the proportion of households whichposition, but, without some form of external help, I
are digital and, by that, they have talked about thereally fear that we will not be able to deliver our
first set.remit to the same level as we do today.
Ms Jones: Indeed.

Q222 Adam Price: I was wondering if I could touch
Q225 Chairman: I am not aware of any figure as toon a few issues to do with coverage which may be
the proportion of households where the second set isspecific to Wales. One of them, firstly, is in terms of
also digital, but it clearly is going to be a long waythe topography of Wales and, of the 1.5% that
below 65%.currently do not get the analogue signal, many of
Ms Jones: Indeed, and we would actually ask forthem are concentrated in west and in north Wales.
some guidance on this particular issue, that it beDo you agree with Ofcom’s position that 98.5% is
addressed by Digital UK as part of their planning.suYcient in light of the fact that that will mean that

even post-switchover many Welsh-speaking
Q226 Chairman: Yes, both to find out thehouseholds will not be able to receive DTT?
information and to encourage people to convert notMs Jones:Well, I will ask Arshad to give you some
just one set in their household?technical information.
Ms Jones: Absolutely.Mr Rasul: Yes, in actual fact the figure of 98.5% is

a UK figure, so, because the topography in Wales is
rather more diYcult for transmitter coverage, we Q227 Chairman: Can I ask you about one other

aspect. You referred a little bit earlier, and I think Iactually have a lower figure than that in Wales and
we would welcome the possibility of improving on would agree, that it is obviously a benefit to the

people of Wales that they have access to English-the deficit fundamentally during switchover. In
terms of the roll-out and the other issues which are language Channel 4 as well as Welsh-language S4C

in terms of extension of choice. But that hasto do with coverage, I think perhaps we will come on
to that later, but basically we do have issues of implications for you because at the moment you get

part of your funding from the sale of advertisingadequate coverage and the services that people will
be receiving. When we move from analogue to the time when Channel 4 is being broadcast because you

are oV air. You will clearly lose that when we get todigital switchover, whereas people will tolerate what
onewould call average to poor pictures on analogue, the point where Channel 4 is on a separate channel.

What does that mean for you?in the digital world these become intolerable because
you end up with break-up and it is not a service that Ms Jones: Well, the advantages of digital, I think,

are great in terms of promoting creativity andyou want to watch, so it is very important that
during that switchover period we actually get the allowing our creative sector to develop and take

advantage of new platforms to deliver their services.message across that, if you actually do want to get a
robust, good-quality signal, you need to actually However, you are quite right to say that, by

promoting the switchover, I amalso at the same timewatch the transmitter that is intended to provide the
service in your area, so that is part of the whole sacrificing millions of pounds worth of advertising

revenue which we derive from Channel 4 whichprocess.
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obviously goes to support our ability to invest in capacity. We think the single, most important thing
that could be done to help us is to findmore capacitycontent, so it is a strange position to be in, but again

we would be looking, as part of revisiting our which we are currently short of and having to buy at
very expensive rates on the open market, whichfinancial model, to take account of the fact that that

actually presents us with a funding gap. It is one of again is an extension of the way we have been
subsidised historically. I think, thirdly, it isa number of items on our list of unknowns at the

moment which include the cost of carriage on the absolutely not a preferred route for us, and I double-
stress that.We would prefer not to go this route, butBBCmultiplex and theway in which the costs of roll-

out will be apportioned. Coupled with the airtime eventually if you could not find the appropriate
forms of indirect support, and none of us quiteloss as well, it presents us with an immediate

problem in terms of our ability to plan, as Andy was knows how the next few years are going to unfold, so
if it actually ends up beingmuch tougher thanwe aresaying is the case for Channel 4.
even predicting, the possibility of direct public
funding, and again possibly not for programmes,Q228 Adam Price: Presumably the loss of Channel
but perhaps for some of the infrastructure costs of4’s output provides an opportunity for you to
running the business, I think the twomost importantexpand your Welsh language programming, but
things in the short term are the confirmation of thedoes it also provide an opportunity to produce
transmission build-out costs, which are clearlyEnglish language programming in Wales, maybe as
linked to the BBC licence settlement, and, secondly,ITV for a variety of reasons reduces its output of
other forms of indirect support, most notablypublic service programming for Wales?
capacity.Ms Jones: The funding model at the moment is

based on the provision of a Welsh-language service,
so any additional obligation on S4C, as you say, in Q230 Chairman: You have got five Freeview

channels now.Are you going to apply for somemorethe area of English-language programming would
require a diVerent funding model. I am also keen to as well?

Mr Duncan: We have half a multiplex which weallow the BBC, given their enormous resources
relative to S4C’s and their access to capacity, and share with ITV on which we have four channels and

recently we bought access to two further channelsITV, to allow them the opportunity to state, in the
BBC’s case, during the Charter review process what via National Grid Wireless, so we actually have a

total of six, but they are fully utilised. Most recentlytheir intentions are as far as their regional services
are concerned and, until such time as that is made we have obviously added More4 which we have

positioned as a public service channel, we areknown, I will say no more on that matter.
voluntarily running a new service at 8 o’clock, a late-
night discussion programme, £20-odd million ofQ229 Mr Sanders: Channel 4’s written evidence
regional programming, and in fact, interestinglyreferred to concerns over the possible impact of
enough, More4 News, I think I am right in saying,switchover policy on your ability to fulfil your public
is themost successful digital channel news service, inservice remit. How can these concerns best be
fact virtually the only one, that has managed toallayed?
establish itself, apart from the big main players ofMr Duncan: I think there are three very specific
Sky andBBCand,when it is on air at 8 o’clock, it hasissues here. There is currently a proposal to have the
a bigger audience than Sky News, ITV News, BBCtransmission build-out costs paid for by the licence
News, bigger than BBC4News and has a very youngfee for the BBC. That is something we strongly
profile. It is a very good example, I think, that if yousupport and which we have been in discussions with
have the proposition right, and we have with More4both DCMS and the BBC about and we are hopeful
really interesting public remit programming to workthat a formal notification will be sent to Brussels at
in the digital environment, but the truth is that all ofsome point in terms of the EU. It both makes sense
those slots are taken, it acts either as a mechanism tofor us from a pragmatic point of view, but also kind
allow us to do further things, and we have furtherof as an in-principle issue of being a public service
channel ideas we have planned, or as amechanism tocorporation, publicly owned as well, and the BBC
avoid having to pay eVectively very expensive openinitially put the idea forward in their Public Value
market rates, and the other attraction of the idea ispaper of last year. I think, secondly, for us, there is
an extension of the way we have been subsidisedhistorically the very important indirect subsidy of
historically, albeit interpreted for a digital age.Channel 4. Essentially, Channel 4 has worked, I

think, extremely well for the last 23 years because it
has had free spectrum and, secondly, because any Q231Chairman:And youmay also face the prospect

of having to pay some kind of spectrum tax in thesurplus we make we are able to reinvest back either
in terms of programmes, whether that is news or future as well.

MrDuncan:Correct, and there are a couple of issuesDispatches or whatever we might happen to do, or
indeed more latterly with new services, likeMore4. I there. Clearly, one of the key drivers behind a

spectrum tax is spectrum eYciency and use of thethink it is a really important area to say what forms
of indirect support could be found going forward spectrum eYciently.We are using our spectrum very

eYciently and we are squeezing all the channels onthat would continue to allow us to deliver the public
remit that we deliver today and there is a range of that we possibly can, but I think it is a very

straightforward point, that if the spectrum tax wasthings we are currently in discussions about again
with DCMS and Ofcom, probably most notably introduced for public service broadcasters, in the
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case of the BBC, they are assuming they get funding Q237 Helen Southworth: What is your opinion on
the desirability of the launch of Freesat?via the licence fee, so eVectively it is a way for the

public to pay a tax. In our case, you would either Mr Duncan: I think we are watching with great
interest. My own view is that the free Sky oVer is nothave to find the mechanism to give us the money to

pay for it or we would simply have to take it out of necessarily what it seems on the surface of it, so in
reality I think it comes with a significance ofthe programming budget and diminish what we are

delivering. Our own view is that it is a rather incentive to try and upgrade and, from Sky’s point
of view, you can see how it is an interesting sort ofpointless exercise in our case because, frankly, we

are using spectrum completely eYciently anyway. starter kit, but really what they want is homes to
come in and end up with their pay model. I thinkMr Scott: I absolutely agree with that. Most of the

decisions on spectrum allocation are technical actually the idea of a competitive service is broadly
a good thing because generally competition is gooddecisions taken by government and the regulator

and how the released spectrum is used at the point of and, secondly, I think the phrase was used earlier of
“no strings attached”, and I think a free satelliteswitchover is a matter for Ofcom. By putting a tax

on the broadcaster, it is not going to aVect the oVer is absolutely that for those that want it. I think,
rather like with Freeview, the majority of homesdecision about how the spectrum is used, so it does

not achieve the objective. have gone on and decided just to take the Freeview,
but, if you want to, you have got the top-up TV
option and it is not forced down your throat. I thinkQ232 Chairman: Does S4C take much the same
broadly it is an interesting development and we areview?
obviously watching with interest to see when BBCMs Jones: Yes, indeed, as far as the spectrum tax is
and ITV get going with it, but I think we are broadlyconcerned, we would put that on our list of more
supportive because it is a very clear consumercosts, but it would be a circular route really, would
proposition and it will just help add another optionit not?
for viewers.
Mr Scott:We saw a little example last year or a fewQ233 Chairman: And you may be going on to the
months ago when Sky had a card swap-out that itBBC multiplex in future?
does disadvantage homes who have previously beenMs Jones: Yes, that is a proposal and we have
Sky subscribers or have got a Sky card and suddenlyresponded to the BBC with our capacity
find it does not work, so I think for the BBC and ITVrequirements and we wait to see whether they can
Freesat route, not using a card is a good wayactually accommodate our requirements.
forward for some people, otherwise they are going to
have to buy new cards from time to time, every fiveQ234 Chairman:Do you have ambitions for greater
years or whatever.capacity, like Channel 4 do?

Ms Jones: Well, we currently have guaranteed
Q238 Chairman: So will you be on Freesat when itcapacity of half a multiplex which we consider to be
launches?suYcient for our needs.
Mr Duncan: Not at the moment, as we have
contracts in place with Sky for the next few years. IQ235 Adam Price: I have seen a figure of 100 million
think it is clearly something which we will look atdeficit which Channel 4 are predicting if further
very hard at the point when our contracts arefinancial assistance is not forthcoming. Is there a
coming up for renewal, but I think our broadsimilar figure for S4C as well? Have you worked out
prediction is that we aspire to be on all platforms, sothe broad cost?
if a new platform comes along, a new service comesMs Jones: We do not have a figure because we are
along and makes a success, eventually we want towaiting on others to provide us with information
find a way to oVer all of our channels on allabout the likely costs, as I mentioned earlier, of roll-
platforms.out of coverage. We have some predictions of

decline in airtime, but they are not confirmed
because we are obviously looking at four years out. Q239 Helen Southworth: Can you explain why

More4 is unavailable in Sky’s Freesat package?
Mr Duncan:Yes, in a nutshell, it is a matter for Sky.Q236 Adam Price: But you have said in The

Guardian this morning that the jobs in the Welsh We have positioned it as a free-to-air service and in
our minds it is very much a little sister public servicemedia sector will go if substantial assistance is not

forthcoming. channel to Channel 4. We are not charging Sky any
money for the channel. Because of an existingMs Jones: The important thing to have, as far as

promoting the creative industry sector in Wales is contract that we have with them, they have the right
to decide either to put it on all their services,concerned, is that I retain the ability to invest in

content at the level which I am currently able to do including their free Sky service, or the right to put it
on their minimum subscription package. We wouldand with the ambitions that we have for digital and

our multi-platform strategy, including broadband prefer them to put it on to all of their homes and,
from their point of view, I think it is a hard-nosedand mobile phone provision which we are already

involved with, that that level of investment needs to business decision, which is that if they oVer it as a
free channel, it is one less reason to go for theirbe sustained in order to invest in the sector and allow

the sector to grow in a way in which government minimum subscription service and one more reason
to simply go for free Sky. It is an anomaly I wouldpolicy and Assembly policy requires of us.
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hope we would be able to tidy up the next time the that when switchover arrives, all of the analogue
contract renewal comes around which is at the end devices will actually cease to work unless you have a
of 2007–early 2008, but certainly if Sky were converter, and that is the message that we need to
prepared to oVer it to all of their homes meanwhile, build in. The other aspect is obviously the fact that
we would be delighted. the transmission service needs to be able actually to

be received correctly on those portable sets and that
is another issue which is now being addressed withQ240 Chairman: You suggest that you might go on
the diVerent ends for receivers and outlets forto Freesat in time and after you had had a look at it,
reception which I believe in the next year or twobut actually will it not be a major disadvantage to
when switchover is approaching will be available forFreesat if it does not oVer Channel 4?
products, so those two factors, public awareness andMrDuncan: If there was never any prospect of it ever
the actual kits which will actually make thebeing on there, yes, it would be. I think there are two
portable sets.1issues in that there is the issue of Channel 4 itself, the
Ms Jones: But then there will undoubtedly be somecore channel, and the issue of the digital channels.
point at which some public intervention may beOn the digital channels, both More4 and E4, it is
required in order to facilitate that more for certainsimply an issue for when the contract comes up in
consumers or citizens.2007–08 and for core Channel 4 there is some
Mr Scott: One of the advantages, I think, of DTT isquestion, which we are looking into at the moment,
the ability to get the signal through a set-top aerial,that legally we might be obliged to oVer it anyway

via a Freesat platform, so we are looking into that so there will be no need actually to cable around the
detail of our contract with Sky. I think probably the house to get it to a dish or to a rooftop aerial. I think
material issue is, if Freesat does get launched, you will find that for the second, third and fourth
whether we are ever able to get some sort of sets in homes, people will decide how much they
perspective of what will happen in due course, so value them and I am certain that a lot of existing sets
clearly if you are a consumer and you know in due can be moved out into secondary rooms and are
course that certain channels might be going to join, hardly ever used and they are just sitting around, but
that is a diVerent perspective from knowing it will people who do value them and are using themwill be
never join, but it is something we are working able to buy a box and get them to work.
through at the moment and we are, I think, shortly
due to have a meeting with the BBC and ITV to
understand what they have got to do with the

Q243 Alan Keen:What about older people?project.
Mr Scott: Certainly I think that some of the work
which theDCMS is doing at the moment in thinkingQ241 Alan Keen: One of the reasons for our
through the targeted assistance which will beembarking on this inquiry was the problem of the
necessary, there is an interesting trial going on at theactual date of switchover. You have mentioned
moment and in the next fewmonths theGovernmentalready the people with a third set and I presume you
is going to come forward with a scheme where Iagree with me, that the people with a third set, all
think something like six million homes maybe couldthey need is a firm, clear announcement that that
be helped.third set is not going to work if they do not do

something and then they will just spend the money
and convert it.Would you like to describe the people
who will still be left there reluctantly, hopefully not Q244 Alan Keen: There is a very firm divide, is there
right on the day, but six months before the date of not, between those people whowill use, as a result of
switchover?Could you describe those sorts of people the commercial advertising, all the wonderful
and what we should do about those? I know you do advantages of digital television, but there is a big
not want to broadcast adverts to help them on diVerence, a big divide, between those who will be
Channel 4, for instance, but— influenced by that and those who will not be
MrDuncan: Sorry, just to clarify that, are you saying influenced by it and will have to be helped? Should
what you think Channel 4 should do or are you there be plans for aiming at these people, and
saying— nobody has mentioned old people and that is what I

was getting at, so are there plans to advertise to
Q242 Alan Keen: No, it is just a very general younger people who are connected with older
question. What do we need to do about the people people? You must have seen the evidence we have
who, if we do not do something, will still be sitting got from the voluntary sector that there needs to be
there and their sets will not work on the switchover a tremendous amount of eVort going into that. Do
date? you feel that there are plans really to do this yet or is
Mr Rasul: If I can perhaps come in there, the it still in the melting pot?
marketing plan, the information plan that Digital
UK is working on at present works on two years out 1 Note by Witness: That is an issue which is now being

addressed with better front ends for receivers and diversityon a regional basis, so although there is an overall
reception, which I believe in the next year or two, whenfull UK marketing plan in place, as each region
switchover approaches, will be available in products. Socomes up two years out until switchover, it becomes those two factors, public awareness and the kit which will

concentrated at the regional level and I think that is allow portable sets to receive better, will, I think, be the
mechanism to get that objective achieved.the time at which the message needs to be got across,
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Mr Scott: Certainly Digital UK, in its that we know for certain. I think one or two people
have suggested that it could be kept as a possibilitycommunications, is conscious of this and has been

setting up helplines and call centres which will should it be needed a few years down the line, but
frankly that would be a bit of a waste of time; I thinkparticularly target groups as well.

Mr Duncan: I think the general planning is very we need the certainty to plan, which, as far as we can
see, most other broadcasters now have. We wouldgood at this stage. I think the first test area is going

to reveal a lot, to be honest with you, and I think absolutely like indirect forms of help, most
noticeably capacity to be put in place, and we wouldthere will be a lot of learning from that which will be

able to be taken forward. I certainly think that our like the possibility of public funding to be kept open
for later. I think the key issue for us is one of timing.view is that themost important role we can play, and

it will not completely address the issue you are We think it is imperative that these decisions are
taken in the next six to 12 months, perhaps, so thatraising, but the most important role we can play is to

continue to come up with the imaginative and you have the BBCCharter being agreed for 10 years,
a licence fee settlement being agreed for 10 years, ainteresting services and programmes that are an

incentive to people to go positively for digital. There switchover programme that will roll through, really
kicking in in 2007, 2008 right through to 2012. Wewill be that issue you mention, but I think Digital

UK are planning sensibly for it. have to plan our business some years ahead,
commissioning cycles and distribution deals and so
on, and because we are currently enjoying a lot ofQ245 Chairman: Do you see it as your role also to
short-term success I think people are making a verycarry some public services announcements to advise
elementary mistake of thinking that the channel ispeople to prepare for this great event?
doing fine in the short-term andwhat is the problem?Mr Duncan: I think we have some responsibility to
The message we are trying to get to the outsidedo that, under our licence. I think we are concerned
world—albeit we are sometimes accused of cryingthat not too onerous a responsibility is placed on us.
wolf, but I firmly believe that is not the case—is thatTo be very specific I think the best thing we can do,
now is the time to underpin public serviceto repeat the point, is to promote services likeMore4
broadcasting as a system and now is the time toor exciting new digital channels and programmes as
address the S4C issue, to address the Channel 4a positive incentive to go. I think there are some
issue, and there are remaining issues regarding thelogistical issues about being able to do things
other public service broadcasters as well. To repeatregionally for us, so putting trails out that are not
my earlier point, clear government policy on theparticularly targeted is, practically, quite ineYcient.
BBC, clear government policy on switchover, weI think the general plan that Digital UK have a big
would like to see decisions and clear things put inchunk of money, a couple of hundred million
place in the next six to 12 months to underpin thepounds, some of that clearly can be spent on
whole system.television, commercial television as well as,
Ms Jones: The costs of rollout need to be bornepotentially, posters and other forms of media seems
either directly or indirectly: that is to say, that eithersensible as well. So there will be a role, perhaps a
we are given funding in order to facilitate that, orlimited role, but I think it is quite right that the brunt
that it is paid for from elsewhere, either directly fromof the responsibility will be borne by the BBC where
government or through the BBC. It is an invitationthey have the space to do that without impinging on
which I welcome to put a bid in, if you like, buttheir commercial model.
because we have so many unknowns and we areMr Scott:Under our digital licences fromOfcomwe
pressing quite hard to get some firm figures from thedo have some responsibilities for communication.
BBC on costs, et cetera, it is actually quite diYcult to
see how big the gap is and therefore how much

Q246 Chairman: But you were implying, Andy, that assistance we may need.
Digital UK should take, pay for advertising spots on
Channel 4?

Q248 Rosemary McKenna: But as soon as possible,Mr Duncan: Yes, correct.
in line with what Andy has just said?
Ms Jones: Yes, absolutely.

Q247 Rosemary McKenna: You both have a
diVerent relationship with the government in terms

Q249 Rosemary McKenna: So that you can planof your requirement and therefore obviously you are
ahead to get the solution as quickly as possible.in discussions with them as to how best to continue
Ms Jones: Yes, because, as Arshad was mentioningto provide the service that is required of you. Take it
earlier, subject to going in 2009 the whole campaignthat this is your opportunity to say publicly what
will start in 2007 and therefore the way in whichyou would like the government to do between now
we are commissioning content, our interactiveand switch-oV to enable you to continue not just to
strategies will be in place. We are putting them inprovide the service you are providing, but also to
place as of now so the timescale is very tight andimprove on the service.
very pressing.Mr Duncan: It is very similar to what I said earlier

on. We would like the transmission build-up costs
funded by the BBC licence fee, which is currently Q250 Chairman: I understand that you do not know

the details of, for instance, the transmission costs inplanned but we would like that to definitely happen;
and we would like that to be agreed by the White future, but the issue we referred to earlier, the fact

that you are going to lose a lot of money from noPaper and the subsequent licence fee settlement so
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longer being able to benefit from the sale of Channel us out altogether. I think the short answer is that the
typical pay linear channels are quite tough for us,4 advertising time, that is a known, and how do you

think that gap should be filled? new media platforms possibly very interesting
depending heavily on the rights outcome from theMs Jones: We have some commercial freedoms

which we have exploited in the past and plan to do Ofcom review.
so in the future. For example, we were part of the
multiplex operation known as SDN and we have Q253 Mr Yeo: I see the point about the new media,
receipts from the sale, which we are planning to but given that with digitalmore householdswill have
invest in order to part fund the gap. So that is at our the facility to pay a subscription channel, for
disposal and that was part of the planning for the example, you do not think that will alter the
decline in airtime at least. We are also very keen to financial balance?
retain our guaranteed capacity, which we currently Mr Duncan: Not massively, no, partly for the
exploit for commercial purposes, over and above the reasons I have said, and I think also because you
two public services that we provide currently, S4C have two other additional factors. One is the
Digital and S4C2. presence of the BBC, which I think is a very positive

intervention but the truth is that it has a huge impact
on themarket, and they obviously as a starting pointQ251 Adam Price: Presumably because you take a
tend to oVer their services for free. Secondly, I dosignificant share of your programming from the
think back to our core remit, that we are a publicBBC you may not be in as good a position to exploit
corporation, public remit happening to rely onany future flexibility with product placement or
money commercially to deliver that end, butprogramme sponsorship as some of the other
ultimately we have a responsibility as well to makecommercial broadcasters may be?
our services available to as many people as possible,Ms Jones: Yes, though we actually do take
and I would hate the day where you could only getcommercial breaks during BBC programming and
Dispatches, current aVairs, which we oVer 30-oddsome BBC programming on S4C is also sponsored,
episodes of a year, if you are prepared to pay for it.which is probably a unique position in UK
I think the fact we oVer that to everyone is a reallybroadcasting.
important part of what we are about.

Q252 Mr Yeo: Just going back to Channel 4, have
Q254 Helen Southworth:What evaluation have youyou ever contemplated Pay Per View as a way of
made of the opportunities that digital is going to givesupplementing your income?
to your relationship with development in theMr Duncan: Yes, we model various options all the
creative industries?time. Not specifically Pay Per View but clearly
MrDuncan:Do youmean specifically things like thesubscription channels is something that we have
independent production sector?done both in terms of E4 and Film Four. The short

answer to our experience so far is that we cannot
make enough money. What tends to happen is that Q255 Helen Southworth: I suppose new talents.

Mr Duncan: I think we are doing a lot of diVerentthe majority of the money in Pay is made by the
platform owners or the rights holders, whether they activity in terms of new talent development. We do

not talk widely about it, but both in our annualmight be Hollywood studios or sports rights holders
and so on, and for us, bluntly, they lost huge report—and we have just produced a year book—we

have listed the sorts of schemes that Channel 4 isamounts of money. What we are finding is that
despite the uncertainties about the advertising currently involved in and we do a phenomenal

amount, and probably after the BBC by somemodel in the medium to longer term, things like
taking E4 free are substantially more attractive for distance we do the most in terms of talent

development schemes, whether that is film related,us in terms of the advertising money we can make.
So I think for linear pay channels Pay Per View is theatre related, animation related, new director

related and so on, and we have certain schemesquite diYcult for us, not being somebody that owns
content. I think what we are looking at very hard, around ethnic diversity—awhole range of things.We

are trying very hard and doing a lot to take those onwhich is of more interest, is the possibility of getting
new pay revenues on some of the new media to new media platforms in terms of digital. Probably

the best example this year was the launch of our 4platforms. So we are currently in discussions around
on demand, for example, on broadband, the Documentaries service, which we think is a world

first. Basically, it is a really good, new broadbandpossibility of things onmobile channels. One can see
that theremight be interesting potential new revenue based documentary site where any film maker can

upload a four-minute documentary, they get advicestreams from consumers, but our big problem with
that is that againwe do not technically own rights, so on how to light and make their film, they get advice

on commercial aVairs issues, they get advice on legalthe current rights reviewwith Ofcom, for example, is
a very profound review as far as Channel 4 is issues. Some of the best of themmay well get selected

to go on and be shown on some of our channels, andconcerned, and what we are able to negotiate with
the Hollywood studios is largely dependent on them we are hoping to finda great newdocumentarymaker

to actually commission to make films for us. Alsobelieving that partnering with us and our brand and
our marketing power would be a more attractive there will be hopefully a library of some of the best

documentaries ever made on there in time as well. Somodel than simply going direct to the phone
company, or whoever it might be, or theymight miss that is a very good example of taking that talent and
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training tradition that is deeply ingrained at Channel think is by some distance the biggest impact we have
in terms of creating economy—30% of that is spent4 but using new technology as a way to drive it

through, and it is linked to a big investment to outside London. So I think we are a very important
part of contributing to a wider creative economysupport the British Documentary Foundation,

costing us over £1 million, and the commitment to but, to be honest, we probably could do more
analysis and more work on it. I do not know if theredocumentaries for More4 as well. So that is quite a

good example, and going forward I would really like is anything David would want to add?
Mr Scott: I think from time to time we have tried tous to do more things like that. They tend to have a

cost to them—they do not tend to bring back look at the overall economic eVect of that spending
power, but I think there are a number of answersmoney—but I do think that Channel 4 going forward

is very much central to the vision that we are which come out of that and it is probably not
Channel 4’s job to do that analysis.delivering our remit through the core channel,

through multichannel and through new platforms. Ms Jones: S4C has adopted the promotion of the
creative industries in Wales as part of its corporateBack to the earlier point, if we got a sustainable

business model we could carry on doing that. One aims, and as part of our programme strategy leading
towards digital we have placed emphasis on creatingfinal point, given that the BBC operates across

multichannel and multi platform, plurality means excellence and have invested £1 million in five
companies to create a sustainable framework forother people like us have to also be similarly diverse.
talent development, including new entrants, because
I think it is very important that when people enterQ256 Helen Southworth: Have you made any

evaluation of the kind of economic impact that that our industry there is some sense of continuity after
the initial period of training, and that they are ableis having on the creative industries?

Mr Duncan: Yes, but it is somewhat superficial. We to have the benefit of being surrounded by more
experienced people in a very productivedo pump literally well over £10 million a year into a

combination of training and talent development environment. We also, like Channel 4, have major
initiatives in training in Wales and also in Englandschemes and £10 million a year into the British film

industry as well. So in terms of pure money that is through the NFTS and Skillset. We have a UK, if
not global reputation in the field of animation andabout £20 million. There is also, to be honest, the

100s ofmillions that we pump into programming, all we continue to make great investments in that
particular genre as well.of which is produced externally, all of which

therefore goes into the independent sector, which I Chairman: Can I thank you all very much indeed.

Memorandum submitted by Five

Five believes that the Government’s decision to switch oV analogue terrestrial television will result in
extensive changes to the ways television services are made available to and received by viewers. Therefore
we welcome the decision of the Select Committee to enquire into the issue.

Five is one of the founders of Digital UK, and we support its submission to the Select Committee. In this
short paper, Five intends to address the issues of particular interest or concern to us, rather than go over all
the ground covered by Digital UK.

Policy Objectives and Economic Benefits of Digital Switchover; Roles of Different Platforms

Five is in a diVerent position to the other public service broadcasters, in that digital switchover will mean
for the first time that we are received on all TV sets in virtually all homes in the United Kingdom for the
first time. Thus switchover presents Five with the opportunity of universal coverage, and not just the threat
of fragmenting audiences faced by the other public service broadcasters.

Five came on air in 1997 as the fifth public service terrestrial channel, albeit in the knowledge that for
technical reasons our analogue signal would never reach the same number of homes as the other four
terrestrials (BBC1, BBC2, ITV1 and Channel 4/S4C). By the end of 1997, 58% of homes could get our
analogue signal; this grew over the following few years to today’s position, where our analogue signal can
be received by 78% of homes.

The growth of digital television over the last seven years has extended Five’s range beyond our analogue
reach, as our service is available on all digital platforms. Our current estimate is that over 93% of the
population lives in homes with televisions on which Five can be watched. We expect that proportion to
increase over the course of the next few years, even before the switchover process starts, as a result of
continuing strong digital take-up, especially on the Freeview platform.

But Five will only be able to be watched on the same number of actual television sets as the other main
channels when the switchover process is complete. This is because a third of the population has still to adopt
multi-channel television—and because in many households, while the main set is digitally enabled, second
and subsequent sets are analogue only (and so do not receive Five in 22% of cases).
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Five welcomes the existence of diVerent platforms oVering a range of digital options to consumers. Sky
has pioneered the growth of multi-channel television in the UK, while the cable companies have provided
an alternative to it in the more densely populated parts of the country where they are available. But the
growth of Freeview over the last three years has demonstrated that an alternative model—free-to-air rather
than subscription based and with a channel portfolio measured in the dozens rather than the hundreds—
has an appeal that pay TV on its own was unlikely to be able to achieve.

Other platforms and business models have been developed—for example, Top-Up TV has demonstrated
how digital terrestrial television can support a viable pay TV model; and there appears to be a developing
market for subscription-free satellite television.

Although Five believes there should be a diversity of platforms available to consumers, it is clear that
Freeview oVers a better commercial environment for advertiser-funded, free-to air television and its ability
to deliver public service broadcasting. For example, in the first eight months of this year, Five’s share of
viewing on the Freeview platform was 8.2% while on the satellite and cable platforms we averaged 3.9%.

Achieving Switchover to the Government’s Timetable

Five believes that the Government’s 2008–12 timetable for digital switchover represents a tough but
achievable target. Five does not hold a multiplex licence, but we are committed to working with Digital UK
to assist the process of digital conversion. We will also satisfy the requirements of our Digital Replacement
Licence (DRL) to provide Five’s digital signal to an equivalent proportion of homes as currently receive the
other four networks’ analogue services.

Costs Associated with Digital Switchover

By the time of switchover Five (like S4C) expects its service to be carried on one of the two multiplexes
run by the BBC. We are currently in discussions with the BBC over the likely costs we will pay it for
terrestrial carriage, whichwe expect to be based on the costs of building out its digital transmission network.

Five looks forward to playing our part, alongside the other public service broadcasters, of informing
viewers of the onset of switchover and what actions they need to take to ensure they continue to receive
television services after switchover. Much of this work will be co-ordinated by Digital UK.

The level of Five’s commitment to the switchover process is reflected in our DRL and licence payments.
We believe that care will need to be taken in managing the switchover process to ensure that its costs are
carefully controlled and it does not become unreasonably onerous or burdensome on Five and the other
commercially funded broadcasters.

In its Green Paper on the BBC’s Charter, the government said it envisaged the BBCwould “play a leading
role, both directly and through Switchco, in the delivery of a programme of reliable and impartial
information about switchover”2. We anticipate that the BBC’s leading role will be reflected in its licence fee
settlement.

Protection of Vulnerable Groups

The Government recently3 set out its proposals for providing support for the elderly and those with
disabilities at switchover, and stated that the BBC would pay for the cost of this scheme through the
licence fee.

Five supports this approach. It is clear that some people will need practical and/or financial help in
switching to digital, and it is sensible that some central provision is made now to cover that requirement.
The diYculty is in predicting in advance exactly how much this will cost, and in working through what will
happen if there is either an overspend or an underspend on it.

Conclusion

Five is fully committed to seeing through the process of digital switchover and to meeting the challenge
that it poses for us. The process has been underway for some time already; we are glad there is now real
certainty about the way forward.

10 October 2005

2 Review of the BBC’s Royal Charter: A strong BBC, independent of government, DCMS, March 2005.
3 Keynote address by the Secretary of State for Culture,Media& Sport to theRoyal Television SocietyCambridgeConvention,
15 September 2005.
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Witnesses: Ms Jane Lighting, Chief Executive, Mr Grant Murray, Director of Finance, and Ms Sue
Robertson, Director of Corporate AVairs, Five, gave evidence.

Q257 Chairman: Can I welcome Jane Lighting, really important diVerentiator for Five in a totally
multi-channel environment. In a world of 400Chief Executive of Channel Five,GrantMurray and
channels how do you stand out from the crowd?Sue Robertson also of Five, and to apologise to you
Actually having a PSB brand attached to you, wefor having kept you waiting for some time. Perhaps
think, brings a number of positive elements, not justyou would like to begin, as the previous speakers
in the case of diversity and the range of programmeshave done, by giving us an overview of Five’s
but also in terms of certain quality thresholds, and Iperspective of analogue switch-oV.
think that if looked at positively that has a realMs Lighting: Absolutely. I would be delighted to.
positive aspect to your brand as well. I think quiteOne of the benefits perhaps of going last is that of
clearly one of the issues is how do we continue tocourse I have been able to hear a number of the
invest in our PSB programming. I would take aopinions of my colleagues and it is interesting, of
slight issue with one comment that was made earlier,course, just how many issues we do share in
when I think ITV and Channel 5 were put in thecommon. But some are diVerent and perhaps it
same basket as reducing their commitment to PSBwould be useful for me to start with some of the
recently. Nothing could be further from the truth.slight diVerences in Five’s position to some of the
Five over the last two, three years, has increased theopinions that you heard earlier. I think the first one
amount of original programming that we make,to start with, and possibly the most obvious, but just
quite considerably, and also has really increased theto remind you, is clearly that the rollout of digital for
range and diversity of programmes that we haveFive certainly has a benefit which helps mitigate, if
across the arts, philosophy, poetry, across historyyou like, against some of the challenges that also
and science, and for next year one of our big pushescome from the rollout of digital and the
is actually into original drama and comedyfragmentation of our market. Clearly what we are
programming. I think one of the other points Ilooking forward to is the first time that Five will
would like to make is that in terms of part of theactually be received in all homes on a par with our
solutions to these challenges, one thing that Five hascompetitors. Clearly, up until this point that has not
been very upfront in terms of what it does notbeen the case with Five, despite the fact that we have
support is that we are not looking for some kind ofwelcomed digital rollout to this point and the fact
top slicing formula here; that is not what we feelthat that has helped our coverage enormously. I
would be the right solution. Actually we feel, asthink it is also worth noting that Five has actually
Clive said earlier, one of the first places webeen seen as a real benefit for those people who have
absolutely need to look at is the self-help and howwegone out and bought Freeview, that for many it has
are going to rise to the challenge to move ourbeen the first time they have been able to receive Five
businesses into a new era and into a new digitaland to benefit from Five’s programmes. I think the
environment. There are things that I thinkwe shouldother point that is certainly worth pointing out as a
focus on in helping us to do that. One, which wasdiVerence is that Five is very diVerent because we are
also mentioned, is around advertising regulations,much younger than our competitors, so a number of
ways in which we can perhaps have some moreour competitors have already started to respond to
flexibility to be able to be commercial in certain waysthe challenge of fragmentation by launching their
in the schedule. The other one, which is really verymulti-channel strategies, by starting to launch the
important, which Andy also touched on and whichdiginets that they have. Five is only eight years old.
we see as being absolutely crucial to our ability toWe have grown very fast in that time and very well,
continue to fundPSB, is actually over the rights issuebut we have only just in the last two years become
because we are clearly funding 100% of the cost ofprofitable as a company and therefore have had to PSB programming. At themoment we have the rightfocus very much on our core business and getting to broadcast that on Five; what we need to be able to

that right before we were able to start looking at our do is develop other ways of benefiting from revenue
digital strategy. What I can say, and what I am streams that will come from broadband, from
delighted to say, is that a few weeks ago we downloading, from all these other new media. If in
announced thatwe have taken a strategic investment fact there is a disintegration of these rights and those
in Top-Up TV, and whilst unfortunately it is rights are being exploited even before we have had a
commercially sensitive so I am not going to be able chance to show a repeat of our original PSB
to answer questions on that directly today, what I programme we will really be undermined in terms of
can say to you is that this is a part of and an our ability to earn our revenue on those
important step in us moving into a multi-channel programmes. So I think that is one of the really key
mode and for us actually to look forward to issues that are currently being debated. There is a
launching our own diginets in the near future. In consultation going on with Ofcom, and the outcome
terms of other points that I would briefly, if I may, of that we think is really going to feed into the ability
comment upon, I think there is a significant of PSBs to be self-supportive in the future.
challenge.Whilst, as I say, we look forward to digital Chairman: Thank you. Rosemary McKenna.
rollout we also absolutely acknowledge the
challenge that this is to our business. We would, Q258 Rosemary McKenna: Good afternoon. You
however, probably take a slightly diVerent view in have already said that you appreciate your larger
terms of some of the things I have heard said today audience share because of digital, DTT, so how
around PSB because our view is that we are important then is Freeview to Five’s funding

streams, from advertising in particular?extremely committed to PSB and that we see it as a
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Ms Lighting: It has been really important to us. It is Ms Lighting: I think this is really part of the debate
I was just starting to raise, that if all the world stoodtrue to say that obviously the benefit that we have

from all digital, even where Five is carried in pay- still then I think I would be able to say to you, yes,
if it were just digital rollout then I do believe theredigital environments, whether that is Sky or

analogue, have clearly added to our coverage. So for would be absolutely a way ofmanaging through that
process. I feel that some of the almost largermany people it has been the only way to receive Five.

Clearly Freeview, certainly in my view, has the unknowns are around the areas of other digital
usage—it is PVRs, it is around the downloads, it isbenefit not only of providing access to Five but

access to Five on the basis that is intended, which is where those rights sit and actually therefore how we
are able to build our business models around thosefree, with no strings attached and the ability to enjoy

public service television as people have the other new uses. I think that really is the crux of it for me.
We all have to face fragmentation; it is where wefour analogue broadcasters.
learn to make our brand stronger; it is where the
good product will shine through; it is, quite frankly,Q259 Rosemary McKenna: So are you concerned
one of our biggest tests and if we sit here and do notabout the modern methods of recording, et cetera,
react to it we will fail. We need to rise to thisthat are going to make a diVerence to how people
challenge.view television? They are going to create their own

programmes, are they not? They are going to create
their own timescale and timeframe in which they Q264 Chairman: This is very encouraging in a way.
want to watch programmes, and the ability to skip Ms Lighting: I am glad you think so, Chairman. It
the adverts? feels quite hot over here!
Ms Lighting: Absolutely. That issue, plus others
which are clearly going to be raised as challenges for Q265 Chairman:A week ago we took evidence from
us in terms of what broadband will allow and the a variety of witnesses on cricket rights, where we had
ability to have video on demand, even free the BBC, ITV and Channel 4 all saying, “No, we did
downloads and so on, you sort of feel that we are not put in a bid for the highlights”, but you put in a
sitting in perhaps a similar place to the music bid for the highlights.
companies a few years ago, and I think one of the Ms Lighting:We did.
really important things that we need to absolutely
engage with is the fact that we cannot sit here and Q266 Chairman: And you are going to put them on
hold back the tide. Technology is happening; this is prime time.
a choice of consumers; this is what consumers want, Ms Lighting:We are.
and I think what we need to do is look at howwe can
adapt our business models to be part of that process,

Q267 Chairman: You have also heard the previousand one of the key parts of that for us, through the
witnesses talking about funding gaps and the direinvestment in content, is then to be able to look at all
financial consequences, but you seem to think thatof these diVerentmethods of distribution, all of these
actually you have a good future financially in adiVerent methods of usage and see how we can
multi-channel world and that you canmaintain youractually try to build business models that will allow
public service broadcasting, and indeed increase it,us to earn revenues wherever it is used.
and you do not feel you are going to have to need any
recourse to public funding to do so.Q260 Rosemary McKenna: I am glad to hear you MsLighting: I think as long as we have the flexibilitysay, “Do not hold back the tide.” around some of the advertising; and, as I say, weMs Lighting: You cannot. really need to address this rights issue because I feel
that really is important. If I can amplify that a little

Q261 Rosemary McKenna: Because I think the more to show you the way in which that could
music business did try to do that and very become so significant? There is a connection
unsuccessfully, so you have learned from them. between rights and advertising. We currently have
Thank you, Chairman. restrictions on how we can carry advertising in a
Ms Lighting: Absolutely. I am not sure we know all broadcast environment. There is debate that
the solutions yet but I think we know that we need possibly these new media rights could within a very
to understand them. short period of time be made available via

broadband and so via a PC you could either have
Q262 Adam Price: There have been some very streaming or you could have download. That could
impressive recent additions to your arts and factual be on a pay basis; it could also be on a free basis
output. funded by advertising. So we face an environment
Ms Lighting: Thank you. where possibly we are putting up 100% of the cost of

this content of this original programming to find
that it actually goes into a new media environmentQ263 Adam Price: I think you have already hinted

that you would take issue with Channel 4. For not owned by us because we have lost the ownership
of those rights, and that advertisers are being luredinstance, their written evidence has styled Five’s

contribution to public service broadcasting as into that environmentwhere there are no restrictions
on advertising. So suddenly we look rather old and“small scale” and “declining”. Do you think you will

be able to maintain the current levels of provision of staid and it is limited and restricted around us as a
broadcaster, and yet actually we are putting uppublic service broadcasting post switchover?
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100% of the funding of this programming. So this the programmes that you talked about earlier and
has helped to boost the brand of Five within thatnew media is really a big debate that sounds as if it
competitive environment.is a new world but actually it is a debate that

fundamentally could undermine the structure and
substance of the model that we are used to as being Q271 Alan Keen: May I say first of all that I am a
the main funder in the commercial environment for great fan of Five so this first question is slightly
public service programming. facetious. When a letter comes through the post

from Five it has a big “Five” on the top of it. If you
went out in the street and said to somebody, “I amQ268 Chairman: In actual fact that will relate very
the Chief Executive of Five” they would say, “Whatmuch to the next inquiry of the Committee, which is
is that, give us a clue?” And if you said, “Channelinto new media and creative industries and I hope
Five” they would begin to realise it was TV. Whenyou will perhaps elaborate on that argument to us.
there are going to be 555 channels have you notMs Lighting: You can be sure I will be very vocal.
thought about having a name that is more
recognisable? BBC already has Five Live so you
cannot have that one, on the wonderful sportsQ269 Chairman: I would have to say that the
programming.arguments we have had so far have mainly come
MsLighting:No.Certainly one of the debateswe arefrom the creative industries that take a slightly
having at the moment is around what we are goingdiVerent view, as you would anticipate.
to call our new channels as we launch those, and weMs Lighting: Absolutely, and also to be clear that
have obviously been looking at our competitors andwhen these debates have come up previously this has
seeing what sort of formulas they have beennot been the position that Five has taken before
following, and we have had some interestingbecause the rights that have been in discussion
conversations internally. I think the move to thebefore have either been those of international rights
name “Five” was a very deliberate one at the time inand how they should be exploited and who should
that we were making a very positive statement thatbenefit from that revenue, or it may have been
we were repositioning our channel from what it hadaround book rights and very diVerent new
been at the time of its launch and for the early part ofmerchandising rights. Five has been very clear that
its life to the new channel or, if you like, the evolvingthat has not been something we felt we would argue
channel that Five is now becoming. We ratherover in terms of ownership and that indeed we see a
fondly look at the channel almost as a teenager thatreal benefit of having a strong independent sector
is growing up. When we came on to the scene, as Ibecause they are our suppliers of our content—we
say, we came into a very, very competitiveare as good as our independent suppliers. But this is
landscape; we did not have a soft landing as some ofthe first time that the debate has actually entered into
the other PSB broadcasters did. Therefore, Channelan arena where it will fundamentally have a very
5 then was quite a noisy, brash infant that needed todetrimental eVect on our own business model and
shout to be heard and after a period of time wetherefore we cannot aVord to be as generous as we
recognised that we needed to evolve that brand, thathave been in the past.
the channel itself needed, if you like, to mature, to
have a diVerent variety and depth of programming,

Q270 Chairman: We will look at that in some detail; and that we needed really to make a statement that
but putting that to one side and just going back to we had moved from where we were to where we
your overall approach, would you say that you think intended to be. So it is a bit of a tricky one.When you
your competitors might be being a bit feeble in say it to a taxi driver, yes, it does get confusing, but
painting such a bleak picture? we are living with it and with the improved brand

and brand association that I think the channel has.Ms Lighting: You are trying to put me on the spot,
as if I would dare to say such things! Perhaps I can
put it this way? Five is only eight years old; we Q272 Alan Keen: Can I come on to the question you
launched into an environment which was already heard me ask the others before? The people with
multi-channel, multi-channel had already launched three sets, four sets, they only need to be given
therefore there was already a very competitive proper warning of the switch-oV date in their area
environment. Five has never had an easy and they will pay the money, but how do we tackle
environment in which towork.We are perhapsmore the problem of the people who are going to be
used to competition than some of our competitors extremely reluctant or will know nothing about it,
have been, might be a better way of putting it. We even if it is published time and again?What are your
became profitable two years ago and we are very ideas on helping them to understand?
excited about our levels of profit because they are Ms Lighting: I do think there are diVerent stages to
increasing and we are working hard to push that this and clearly we do see that we have—as I think
forward, but we are still envious of our competitors’ has been voiced by others before me today—an
levels of profit. important and serious job to do in terms of how we
MrMurray: It is also worth saying, notwithstanding can, through our existing services, through our main
our profitability, we have also used those profits and channel services, meet the benefits of digital and the
that success to reinvest in our programme budget so options and the number of choices. We need to
that over the last few years we have substantially educate on that process, and I think that we will be

able to start as soon as we are in a position toincreased that and that is what has allowed some of
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actually have some of our new services.We have also our historic position, or you must have a number of
channels. Once we have the requisite number ofbeen doing in some areas—because, like Four, we do

not have the regional flexibility to be able to target channels I think that is something that we would
potentially look to review.areas and say, “Did you know Freeview is now in

your local area?”—some very targeted oV-air
marketing. So when, for example, we have launched Q274 Chairman: And are you going to be available

on Freesat?some new initiatives, whether it has been in the
entertainment area or in the arts area with the work MsLighting: I think Freesat is very interesting and it

is something that wewould like to look at.We have awe have done with the Arts Council, we have done
things as basic as organising events around diVerent issue from Channel 4, who I think were

talking about their contract with Sky. What wesupermarkets, popping things through people’s
letter boxes to say, “Did you know there are new would need to look at is our rights situation because

of the programmes thatwe acquire, to ensure thatweprogrammes coming on Five and actually it is
available through Freeview in your area?” So we would not be in breach of rights that we had

acquired.We also would have a transponder issue inhave been doing some of that over the last couple of
years because, frankly, as people who are sitting that we do not have the capacity on the right

transponder to be able to do that at the moment. Sothere without Five go and get Freeview it is a net
gain for us. So it is absolutely in our interests to do it. that would need to be sorted out.
MrMurray: It is also worth saying that we have been
very big supporters of the plans that Digital UK Q275 Chairman: But that is something about which

you are having discussions?have for targeting communication towards some of
these groups that you are talking about, and they Ms Lighting: We have just started having those

discussions, yes.have been working with Help the Aged, with RNIB
and also from a regional basis planning to set up
Regional Advisory Councils and therefore getting Q276 Chairman: Is there anything else that you

would like to tell us about the switchover processthe information out there and available, reaching
out to the groups that I think you are talking about and any particular problems?

Mr Murray: Our issues in terms of the process arein terms of doing that, and in trying to make the
process as easy and as pain free as possible. I think slightly diVerent from the other ones from a

technical point of view, in that we are not, in the waythat DTT, as part of the overall switchover process,
is essentially a plug-and-play type technology, again of ITV and Channel 4, multiplex operators as well.

Our position going forward is that we will be carriedmakes it easier for some of those people to do that
as opposed to the complexities of some of the other by the BBC and clearly there is a process to go

through, I think as Iona referred to in the case ofplatforms.
S4C, in coming to our commercial arrangements
with the BBC in terms of costs and timing, but thatQ273 Chairman:You are not part of the consortium

that owns Freeview. Has that proved is a process that we are working through and clearly
we would like to get the benefits of that as quicklydisadvantageous to you at all, or have you

considered trying to go in there? as possible.
Mr Murray: I understand that we are not eligible
under the current rules of Freeview, given that to be Q277 Chairman: Can I thank the three of you very

much?a member of the Freeview group you must either be
a multiplex operator, which we are not by virtue of Ms Lighting: Thank you very much.
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Mr John Whittingdale, in the Chair

Janet Anderson Rosemary McKenna
Mr Nigel Evans Mr Adrian Sanders
Paul Farrelly Helen Southworth
Alan Keen

Memorandum submitted by Ofcom

As the independent regulator for the communications sector in the UK, Ofcom has a number of specific
roles and duties to perform in relation to digital switchover. To date, we responded in 2004 to the Secretary
of State’s statutory request for a report on the progress of digital take-up and prospects for digital
switchover. We have issued the replacement digital licences for the existing commercial analogue
broadcasters, and, working with the broadcasters, have developed the spectrum plan for digital switchover.
Going forward Ofcom’s role will be to represent the UK at the ITU’s Regional Radiocommunications
Conference next summer and, in those international negotiations, seek to secure full agreement for our plan.
In the light of the RRC’s conclusions we will finalise the spectrum plan to secure the best possible outcome
in terms of coverage and viewer choice. And we will oversee the contractual negotiations between the
broadcasters and the transmitter companies for the full UK digital terrestrial transmission network.

We trust our submissionwill provide the Committeewith useful information onOfcom’s role in the digital
switchover process to date. We would be pleased to provide any further detail you might require during the
course of your inquiry.

Summary

1. In 1999 the Government stated that television digital switchover (DSO) could start as early as 2006
and be completed by 2010. It also laid down two key criteria which had to be met before switchover could
be completed, these were that:

— switchover would not take place until everyone who could watch the main public service
broadcasting channels (BBC1, BBC2, ITV 1, Channel 4/S4C and Channel 5) in analogue form
could receive them on digital systems; and

— that switching to digital was an aVordable option for the vast majority of the population.

2. Following a significant amount of work carried out by the Government, Ofcom (and its predecessor
the ITC) and the broadcasters over the last six years it now appears possible to achieve digital switchover
whilst meeting these two key criteria.

3. Ofcom has played a major role in preparing the ground to allow digital switchover to take place. It has
done this because it believes that digital switchover will bring significant benefits to the UK, including:

— enabling the vast majority of UK viewers to gain access to digital TV through their aerial;

— a significant eYciency gain in the use of the UHF band releasing a significant amount of spectrum
for new and innovative uses;

— a major expansion in the number and range of television services available to UK households
through terrestrial means; and

— helping to secure the UK’s leading role in digital television services.

4. The rest of this paper summarises:

— the conclusions reached by Ofcom in its 2004 report to the Secretary of State;

— the approach it adopted in preparing and consulting on the new digital replacement licences issued
to the commercial public service broadcasters in December 2004;

— the work of the Joint Planning Project (led by Ofcom) which has developed the digital switchover
spectrum plan and the current state of preparations for the Regional Radiocommunications
Conference (RRC), the route by which it is expected that the UK’s switchover plan will gain
international agreement;

— the issues raised by its consultation on public service multiplex coverage planning options early in
2005; and

— the results of research it has commissioned on usability issues.
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SECTION 1—POLICY OBJECTIVES AND ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF DIGITAL SWITCHOVER

Introduction

5. In 1999 the Government stated that television digital switchover (DSO) could start as early as 2006
and be completed by 2010. It also laid down two key criteria which had to be met before switchover could
be completed, these were that:

— switchover would not take place until everyone who could watch the main public service
broadcasting channels (BBC1, BBC2, ITV 1, Channel 4/S4C and Channel 5) in analogue form
could receive them on digital systems; and

— that switching to digital was an aVordable option for the vast majority of the population.

6. The Government’s cost-benefit analysis of switchover (published in 2003 and updated in 2005)
estimated the benefits of switchover for the UK to be in the region of £1.1 billion to £2.2 billion1. Ofcom
shares the broad conclusions of this analysis. Switchover should give rise to a number of benefits, including:

— benefits to the UK economy and consumers from the scope for new services through greater
spectrum eYciency;

— benefits to consumers from extending and improving the digital terrestrial network, which is
presently constrained to covering 73% of UK population; and

— benefits from eYciencies and long-term cost savings on terrestrial transmission, by eliminating the
costs of duplication in analogue and digital transmission.

Maximising the benefits of switchover is of course dependent on a number of conditions being met. These
include achieving switchover itself in a manner that minimises costs to consumers and the wider economy,
and securing the necessary international clearances to allow switchover and the release of spectrum.

7. The Communications Act laid down that Ofcom’s principal duties are:

7.1 to further the interests of citizens in relation to communications matters; and

7.2 to further the interests of consumers in relevant markets, where appropriate by promoting
competition.

8. Ofcom is also required to secure the optimal use for wireless telegraphy of the electro magnetic
spectrum, the availability throughout the United Kingdom of a wide range of electronic communications
services, and the availability throughout theUnitedKingdomof awide range of television and radio services
which (taken as whole) are both of high quality and calculated to appeal to a variety of tastes and interests.
Ofcom also has a wide range of specific responsibilities in relation to the authorisation of the use of the
electromagnetic spectrum, the authorisation of electronic communications services and networks, and the
licensing of broadcasters.

9. Given its responsibilities, Ofcom has naturally been extensively involved in preparations for digital
switchover in the United Kingdom, and will continue to have important responsibilities to exercise in the
period up to and beyond switchover itself. These responsibilities include various changes to the licensing
under the Wireless Telegraphy Act and the Broadcasting Act of existing broadcasters and multiplex
operators to prepare for switchover, and exercise of our responsibilities as economic regulator and
concurrent competition authority for the terrestrial transmission market. We will also be taking forward
work on the options for release of the spectrum that will not be required for the six terrestrial digital
multiplexes. In this respect, Ofcom hasmade clear that it expects to take amarket-based approach to release
of the spectrum, allowing flexibility for the market to determine who uses the spectrum and for what
technologies and services. Further work on all these points will be continuing during 2006.

10. In May 2004, Ofcom published a report2 which quantified the current levels of coverage achieved by
the four main analogue public service television channels (BBC1, BBC2, ITV1 and Channel 4/S4C). The
report concluded that collectively these four terrestrial public service television channels achieve a coverage
of 98.5% of UK households (known as analogue core coverage). Consequently, Ofcom has used this figure
as a benchmark when considering how to plan and licence the DTT network. Therefore, the predicted DTT
coverage is evaluated against the core coverage of analogue television of 98.5% of UK households.

11. Among the most important conclusions of Ofcom’s report Driving Digital Switchover of April 2004
was that the regulator would consider including appropriate switchover-related obligations in the digital
replacement licences (DRLs) to help ensure the nationwide roll-out of digital TV.3.

1 http://www.digitaltelevision.gov.uk/pdf–documents/publications/costs–benefits.pdf,
http://www.digitaltelevision.gov.uk/pdf–documents/publications/CBA–Feb05.pdf

2 Ofcom analogue coverage report, 12 May 2004.
3 Driving Digital Switchover: A report to the Secretary of State, 5 April 2004.
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12. Following the publication of that report, Ofcom considered the extent to which the inclusion inDRLs
of obligations related to DSO could be a constructive method of bringing more certainty to the timing and
process of DSO. Following this report and further discussions with Ofcom and other stakeholders the
Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport made a written statement4 on the progress of digital
switchover on 22 July 2004. This welcomed the progressmade onDSOand indicated that some broadcasters
had proposed that DSO should start in 2007 and end in 2012. It also noted that Ofcom planned to include
this timetable in the draft DRLs.

13. One key element that the draft DRLs addressed was what level of coverage should the public service
multiplexes be required to achieve at switchover. Ofcom carried out a separate consultation5 on this issue
in early 2005. Ofcom’s main conclusions arising from this consultation were as follows (see para 41–47 for
further details):

— Ofcom was in favour of the public service multiplex operators adopting the high capacity
(64QAM) option (Option 3 in the consultation) provided that steps are taken to ensure that:

— the coverage of the nationally available terrestrial TV channels (BBC1, BBC2, ITV1 and
Channel 4) continues to reach at least 98.5% of UK households after switchover;

— digital switchover can be achieved between 2008–12.

Driving Digital Switchover—A Report for the Secretary of State

14. Ofcom prepared the report entitled Driving Digital Switchover for the Secretary of State for Culture
Media and Sport in April 2004. This report concluded that:

“Digital switchover has the potential to transform TV broadcasting; […] it could unlock the creative
talents of the broadcasting industry for the benefit of consumers and citizens; and it would provide the scope
for new and exciting opportunities in broadcasting and in mobile communications from freeing up a large
amount of valuable radio spectrum. Specifically, switchover would benefit Britain because:

— almost all households would be able to receive digital signals through their aerials compared with
only around three-quarters today, providing many more than five free-to-air TV channels,
interactive services and new pay TV options on all TV sets;

— digital terrestrial broadcastingwould represent a big eYciency gain in spectrumuse over analogue,
thereby releasing spectrum for potential use by additional broadcasting services or many new
communications services;

— broadcasting would become a reasonably well-functioning market; for the first time all
broadcasters would have to satisfy consumer tastes and preferences without being able to rely
upon spectrum scarcity for audiences; and

— early switchover would cement Britain’s leading position in digital TV services.”

15. The report also noted that the price of these benefits would be an inconvenient transition. Around
switchover, a substantial number of households would need to convert their primary TV to be compatible
with digital signals and many more households would need to convert secondary TVs and video recorders
if they wished to continue using them.

16. Some disruption would be inevitable: a small proportion of existing roof-top aerials and many more
existing portable aerials would be unlikely to be able to receive an acceptable digital signal, even after
switchover. However, TV screens would not go blank overnight because it is possible to switch oV the
analogue channels sequentially. For instance at the start of switchover, there could be a period when one
or two analogue channels were switched oV and the digital signal was boosted to full strength. During this
transition, consumers would be able to install new equipment without losing all their analogue TV services.
This switchover method caused minimal disruption in Berlin when it successfully switched oV its last
analogue signal in August 2003.

17. As part of its preparation for the report Ofcom developed a digital television take-up model. This
made a series of projections for digital television take-up in the UK over the period 2004 to 2012. Chart 1
sets out the projection of this model (under high, base case and low take-up scenarios) for digital take-up
in the period 2004–12. Under the base case it was estimated that 78% of households would have digital TV
by the end of 2010. Each of the current digital TV platforms would continue to grow as they gained more
customers. In the case of cable companies, take-up growth is augmented by the complete conversion of their
analogue networks to digital by 2010.

4 Announcement by Tessa Jowell on progress of digital switchover, DCMS, 22 July 2004.
5 http://www.ofcom.org.uk/consult/condocs/pods1/main/statement/£content
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Chart 1: Projected overall take up of digital TV
(percentage of households at end year)

18. Ofcom publishes a regular quarterly update assessing the status of digital television take-up across
the UK. The latest report6 was published in September 2005 and covers the second quarter of 2005. This
concluded that:

18.1 By 30 June 2005 digital TV penetration was estimated to have reached 63% of UK households, up
from 61.9% at 31 March 2005.

18.2 In addition 2.8% of households were subscribing to analogue cable, bringing the total receiving some
form of multi-channel television to just over 65.8%. Within these total figures, the key developments in the
second quarter of 2005 were:

— The number of digital television households grew by almost 298,000 during the quarter, increasing
digital penetration by 1.1 percentage points.

— Freeview (DTT) had another strong quarter of growth with over 700,000 sales of Freeview set top
boxes and IDTV’s by the end of Q2. This exceeded the corresponding quarter for 2004, when
496,000 sales were added.

— BSkyB’s subscriber numbers in the UK increased by 75,000 to reach 7,424,000 in the UK at the
end of Q2 2005.

— The total number of subscribers to cable television also increased in the quarter to just over 3.3
million. Digital cable increased by over 57,000 in Q2 and now accounts for over 2.6 million of
the total.

— The number of households with Freeview (Digital Terrestrial Television) as the only digital
platform is estimated to have grown to almost 5,178,000 by the end of June 2005. Up by over
118,000 during the quarter.

— Latest estimates suggest there are also around 492,000 free-to-view digital satellite homes. This
figure includes viewers who are no longer Sky subscribers but still receive the public service
channels through their set-top box. Also included in this figure are the “Solus” viewers who are
able to receive the public service channels through this scheme.

— In total there are now almost 5.7 million free-to-view digital households. (Freeview (DTT), plus
free-to-view satellite).

19. The conclusion reached by Ofcom in 2004 was that market driven take-up of digital television in the
UK would not by itself be suYcient to allow digital switchover to be implemented within the timetable set
out by government in 2004. However, the report made it clear that Ofcom believed that the digital
switchover target date was achievable provided that:

— Government is in a position to give greater certainty over the timing of switchover.

— A commitment to a gradual switchover process, phased region by region, is put in place to ensure
that TV screens do not go blank overnight.

— As each region switches over, digital terrestrial TV is extended to near universal coverage.

6 http://www.ofcom.org.uk/media/news/2005/09/nr–20050915
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— Access to free-to-view digital TV through satellite is improved.

— A new independent body, “SwitchCo”,7 is established with responsibility for achieving switchover
by a specified date.

— The BBC, through the Royal Charter review process, is obliged to support digital switchover.

— Information and advice is provided to consumers in the run-up to switchover.

— Commercial broadcasters are encouraged to support digital switchover through an incentivised
approach to licensing and spectrum use.

20. The latest Ofcom quarterly report (see para. 18) whilst showing that the digital television take-up in
the UK is ahead of the projections contained in that report does not fundamentally alter the main
conclusions reached.

21. Ofcom also noted the need to prepare an eVective international negotiating position for forthcoming
conferences. The potential benefits for the UK should be maximised by securing full protection for flexible
UK use of the spectrum that will be released by switchover.

SECTION 2—TIMETABLE AND COVERAGE

Digital Replacement Licences Consultation

22. Section 215 of the Communications Act 2003 obliged Ofcom to make an oVer of a Digital
Replacement Licence (DRL) to all 16 Channel 3 licensees and to Channel 5. The oVer had to be made and,
if accepted, the replacement licence issued before 28 December 2004. Section 221 of the Act requires Ofcom
to make an oVer of a DRL to Public Teletext following the same procedure and timetable.

23. The procedure for replacing Channel 4’s existing licence was somewhat diVerent to reflect its status
as a public corporation with a special public service broadcasting remit. In this case Ofcom prepared a draft
of Channel 4’s DRL, notified the broadcaster of the proposed terms, considered any representations made
by Channel 4 and then issued the licence.

24. A key element of the DRLs was that the previous obligation (under the 1990 Broadcasting Act) to
provide an analogue service within the coverage area and then to provide a digital simulcast was changed.
The DRLs required that the service was provided by digital means and that the analogue service was also
provided but only for a limited period. The Communications Act therefore provided the legal means for
Ofcom to implement digital switchover and required that these provisions were put in place by the end of
2004.

25. Ofcom launched a consultation on the terms that the DRLs should include on 14 September 2004.
This consultation was closed on 25 October 2004. Ofcom received 23 substantive responses to the
consultation, themajority ofwhichwere confidential. Ofcom also received a small number of responses from
members of the public.

26. As well as including requirements relating to programme standards and contents the DRL
consultation also raised a number of issues relating to digital switchover. These are discussed in more
detail below:

Switchover Dates

27. In 1999, the Government set out its intention to achieve digital switchover by 2010, although the
precise date would depend on the behaviour of broadcasters, manufacturers and consumers. Various
discussions between Ofcom and the broadcasters and other parties during the summer of 2004 led to a
number of the broadcasters proposing that the process of digital switchover should commence in 2007 and
aim to be complete by 2012. Ofcom therefore proposed to include 31 December 2012 in the DRLs as a
backstop date by which its licensees should be obliged to cease broadcasting their analogue signal.

28. The response to this proposal in the consultation was broadly supportive. However, some
respondents were concerned that the imposition of a back-stop date may expose them to several risks that
this timetable may not be met. There were two kinds of risk that the respondents were concerned about.

28.1 Regulatory risk: The risk that actions by the regulator and/or government could aVect the timetable.
One key element to this was the fact that the government had not at that time confirmed the switchover
timetable. Ofcom has subsequently ensured that the licences allow for any subsequent variation in the
timetable due to government statements or direction. Ofcom also undertook to resolve a number of
regulatory issues (such as the television transmission market review) in good time to minimise any
uncertainty prior to the broadcasters and transmission companies agreeing contracts to implement
switchover (these are expected to be agreed by the end of 2006).

28.2 Implementation risk: The risk that factors outside of their control (for instance bad weather) could
result in delays to the switchover timetable. Ofcom considered that this risk must be managed by the
transmission companies and broadcasters agreeing a detailed implementation plan.

7 This has now been established by the broadcasters and is now called “Digital UK”.
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Timetable for roll-out

29. The main public service broadcasters would be obliged (under the terms of the DRL or through the
BBC Charter) to procure the roll-out of digital terrestrial television (DTT) through the conversion from
analogue to digital television broadcasting of all the transmission stations currently broadcasting analogue
public services against a set timetable. In total this would impose a duty on all PSBs (apart from Channel
5 who are only obliged to maintain current levels of analogue terrestrial coverage which is provided by
around 50 transmissions) to convert to digital all 1,154 current analogue transmitters by the back-stop date
of 2012.

30. In order to provide some clarity about how this timetable may be ordered and met Ofcom published
a spectrum planning update in February 2005. This presented the summary findings of a spectrum planning
project to examine options for the regional ordering of switchover, including an indicative sequence for
individual regions around the UK. The regional sequence for switchover had been determined by three
technical factors:

— Interference management: The planners have considered carefully how to order the sequence in
which regions switch to minimise the impact that one region converting may have on analogue (or
digital) viewers in an adjacent region. The risk of interference between transmission sites in
neighbouring regions constrains the degrees of freedomwith respect to the ordering of regions and
means in practice that the number of alternative sequences which are technically feasible is very
limited.

— Infrastructure constraints: In developing the order, it is also necessary to ensure that the number
of transmitters which have to be converted in any one year is approximately the same for each year
of the switchover process. This reduces potential problems that could be caused by shortages of
relevant resources and reduces risk of delay in the implementation of switchover. Similar
consideration has also been given to the need for manufacturers, platform operators and retailers
to ensure adequate supply for consumers in each region.

— International spectrum negotiations: International considerations add a further degree of
complexity. Planners have also sought to minimise any risk that the switchover process will be
aVected by the international negotiations currently underway for aEurope-wide digital switchover
plan. These are due for completion in 2006. This risk is best minimised by converting regions most
aVected by these negotiations last—this principally aVects regions in the south and east of
England, as well as Northern Ireland and the Channel Islands.

31. Subsequently the government has published an updated timetable (speech by the Secretary of State
for Culture, Media and Sport, Cambridge, 15 September 2005) which takes into account the latest thinking
from the broadcasters, transmission companies and Digital UK regarding the technical and operational
issues surrounding implementing switchover. This has confirmed the 2008–12 timetable and the general
sequence proposed by Ofcom but has moved back the date that most regions will be converted.

32. The timetable announced by the Secretary of State is summarised in the table below.

ITV region Year of conversion

Border 2008—2nd half
West Country 2009—1st half
HTV Wales 2009—2nd half
Granada 2009—2nd half
HTV West 2010—1st half
Grampian 2010—1st half
Scottish TV 2010—2nd half
Yorkshire 2011—1st half
Anglia 2011—1st half
Central 2011—1st half
Meridian 2012—1st half
Carlton/LWT 2012—1st half
Tyne Tees 2012—2nd half
Ulster 2012—2nd half
Channel To be confirmed

Digital Coverage

33. The DRL consultation noted that at present DTT services are broadcast from 80 transmitters. To
achieve the desired 98.5% coverage, the current plan is to allocate the three PSB multiplexes high power
converted analogue frequencies at these 80 transmitters so that DTT coverage would be boosted to around
92%. The remaining 1074 analogue transmitters would also be converted, taking the total to 1,154, to
increase DTT coverage further. It was estimated that if the three PSB multiplexes broadcast from 1,154
transmitters at the increased level of power, and in the transmission mode known as 16 QAM, they would
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achieve 98.5% coverage. Ofcom was therefore minded to include licence conditions in the Channel 3, 4 and
5 DRLs obliging these broadcasters at least to match substantially in digital form their current analogue
coverage as from the date of digital switchover; and to roll-out a total of 1,154 DTT transmission stations
according to a set timetable.

34. However, following the DRL consultation Ofcom agreed to consider the matter in more detail in a
further consultation which it promised to carry out early in 2005 (see below for further details).

Information for Viewers

35. Ofcom concluded in its report that switchover will simply not be possible unless consumers are
persuaded of its benefits. It therefore proposed that a mass national advertising campaign should explain
to all households that switchover is coming and should attempt to build public support for the objective.
This should be followed by specific information for each household to inform everyone of the switchover
timetable in their region. A new consumer labelling scheme should also be introduced to warn consumers
that unconverted analogue equipment will not function past a set date. This needs to be implemented with
the support of manufacturers and retailers.

36. Consumers will require further reliable support and information tomake the right purchasing choices
in the run-up to switchover. A regional communications campaign in the immediate run-up to analogue
switch-oVwill need to be developed with specially tailored advice for households who are not able to receive
digital terrestrial signals until switchover starts. After switchover is completed, continuing support will also
need to be oVered to consumers who remain hesitant or confused about the conversion to digital.

37. For switchover to be achieved, a body properly focused on co-ordination and implementation will
be required. The importance of eVective management was amply demonstrated in other successful projects
involving big changes for consumers, such as Berlin’s digital switchover in August 2003, London’s
congestion charge in February 2003, and the introduction of euro notes and coins across the eurozone in
January 2002.

38. Ofcom considered therefore that much the most preferable option is a small body focused entirely on
co-ordinating the various players, communicating the benefits and practicalities of switchover to consumers
and bringing digital takeup to a level which allows switchover to be implemented.

39. It was proposed that this organisation (Digital UK) should be suYciently independent of
broadcasters and government, although both would need to remain involved and must agree to the process.
SuYcient independence forDigital UK is necessary to avoid any conflicts of interest and to ensure neutrality
between the digital satellite, digital cable and digital terrestrial platforms. Digital UK’s role should include:

— highlighting the benefits of switchover to consumers;

— communicating and marketing the timetable and the practicalities of switchover to consumers;

— providing support to consumers during the period of switchover;

— coordinating progress on the usability and ease of installation of digital equipment;

— ensuring clear labelling of consumer products in the run-up to switchover;

— liaising with government, Ofcom, transmission companies and the broadcasters in their areas of
responsibility;

— reporting on progress made by each of the relevant parties; and

— working to maximise the range of digital options for consumers in the run-up to switchover on a
platform-neutral basis.

40. Ofcom therefore proposed in theDRL consultation that all licensees should be required to co-operate
with everyone involved with the administration, organisation or implementation of switchover in the UK.
It was envisaged at the time that this would include SwitchCo (now called Digital UK). Following further
discussions and comments on these proposals Ofcom decided to retain the general requirement for licensees
to co-operate but removed any specific reference to SwitchCo at that point as the respective organisations
were still engaged in agreeing its structure and constitution. However, Ofcom also noted that it would
reserve its position with regard to requiring specific co-operation and would review the need for any further
obligations in the light of the resulting establishment and operation of SwitchCo (Digital UK).

41. Ofcom has also included in the DRLs conditions requiring the licensees to take reasonable
endeavours to inform viewers about digital switchover and that they should be notified of the changes
aVecting their service at least two years prior to conversion in their region. Licensees are also required to
provide Ofcom with an annual report detailing progress being made towards implementing digital
switchover. It is expected that these measures will enable Ofcom to monitor the progress being made by the
broadcasters in implementing digital switchover and ensuring that viewers are adequately informed about
the timetable and impact on their particular transmitter.
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Ofcom Coverage Consultation

42. InMay 2004, Ofcom published a report8 (prepared by the SPG9) of how analogue television coverage
is predicted and the current levels of coverage achieved by the four main analogue public service television
channels (BBC1, BBC2, ITV1 and Channel 4/S4C). The report concluded that these four terrestrial public
service television channels achieve coverage of 98.5% ofUKhouseholds (known as analogue core coverage).
Consequently, when examining the relative merits of diVerent configurations of the DTT network in terms
of predicted coverage, the coverage is evaluated against the core coverage of analogue television of 98.5%
of UK households.

43. The figure of 98.5% of UK households is an important benchmark in considering the future coverage
of DTT. However, Ofcom is also concerned with the 1.5% of households (around 375,000 households) who
are currently not served by all the analogue public television services. Ofcom is currently undertaking further
research on these households, considering if and how they are using TV at present and what options will be
available to them after switchover. The aim of this work is to seek to ensure that the interests of all UK
television households continue to be protected through switchover.

44. In comparison, the existing coverage of these services (and the other serviceswhich are provided using
digital transmission) from the 80 transmission sites from which DTT services are currently broadcast is
around 73% of households. Adopting all 1,154 transmission sites for DTT will increase coverage
significantly, but does not guarantee in itself that DTT availability will reach 98.5%. Other important
variables, such as the power ofDTT transmissions and the transmissionmode10 used, will aVect the coverage
of signals.

45. However, while coverage can be improved by increasing power levels or by broadcasting at the more
robust transmission mode, doing so may aVect the cost and the implementation risk of digital switchover.
In addition, a change in the transmission mode will also aVect the capacity of the DTT network. As a result,
there are important trade-oVs to be made in deciding on the most appropriate mix of these variables.

46. In order to assess the relative importance of these issues Ofcom put forward five coverage options in
its planning options consultation which was issued on 17 February 2005. These compared:

— the coverage, cost and benefits of the adoption of diVerent transmission modes;

— transmission power; and

— the adoption of additional sites by the three public service multiplex against consumer costs and
benefits.

47. Ofcom’s main conclusions arising from this analysis were:

— It is appropriate that all three multiplexes which broadcast public service broadcasting channels
should aim to achieve similar levels of coverage at all sites being operated for DTT by adopting
the same mode and similar levels of power.

— The commercial multiplex operators should be able to determine their own coverage objectives in
the light of their particular commercial interests provided that they do not allow the coverage of
any multiplexes to fall below its current level (ie 73% of UK households should continue to receive
coverage of all six DTT multiplexes). Ofcom also believes that, subject to their own commercial
interests they should also aim to achieve similar levels of coverage to each other (it is expected that
the maximum coverage that the commercial multiplexes could achieve will be around 90%).

— Ofcom was in favour of the public service multiplex operators adopting the high capacity
(64QAM) option (Option 3 in the consultation) provided that steps are taken to ensure that:

— the coverage of the nationally available terrestrial TV channels (BBC1, BBC2, ITV1 and
Channel 4) continues to reach at least 98.5% of UK households after switchover.

— digital switchover can be achieved between 2008–12.

48. Ofcom will work closely with the broadcasters and planners over the next few months to develop the
switchover plan further and will seek to obtain the necessary international clearance for this planning
option. If such clearances cannot be obtained, however, Ofcom may have to revisit this issue during 2006.

8 Ofcom analogue coverage report, 12 May 2004.
9 The Spectrum Planning Group (SPG) was part of the Government’s Digital Television Action Plan and was responsible for
the preparation of the digital television switchover frequency plan.

10 Transmission mode relates to the type of modulation used by the digital multiplex. Two variants were considered in the
consultation 64 QAM (less robust mode—high capacity/lower coverage) and 16QAM (more robust mode—lower capacity/
higher coverage).
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Regional Radiocommunications Conference

49. The UK’s use of the UHF and VHF spectrum is subject to the terms of an international agreement
made in Stockholm in 1961 (ST61). This agreement allocated a series of assignments to European countries
allowing them to operate two or more UHF television networks using the analogue PAL standard. The UK
gained clearance for four networks at this conference and these have been used to operate the four main
analogue PSB networks (BBC1, BBC 2, ITV and Channel 4.

50. Europe is now revising this agreement via a major international conference being held in Geneva in
May/June 2006. This Regional Radiocommunications Conference (RRC) is being organised by the
International Telecommunications Union (ITU) and will also include countries from Africa, the Middle
East and other countries east of Europe. The conference will consider the use of both the UHF bands
(currently carrying the terrestrial television services) and the VHF band (currently carrying DAB and
private mobile radio (PMR) services). Ofcom is responsible for representing the UK at the ITU and hence
is leading the UK negotiations on the RRC.

51. The UK’s main objectives for this conference (concerning the UHF band) are:

51.1 To secure agreement on the UK’s six multiplex switchover plan (outlined in the coverage
consultation section above).

51.2 Ensure that the above agreement will allow the three public service multiplexes to be able to match
current levels of analogue coverage.

51.3 To secure agreement for a further two multiplexes operating within the fourteen released UHF
channels suYcient to maximise the UK’s use of this capacity post switchover.

51.4 The continued use of Channel 38 by radioastronomy.

52. The UK’s ability to secure these objectives will be crucially dependent upon its ability to come to a
satisfactory agreement with a number of neighbouring countries (principally France, Belgium, Netherlands
and Ireland) on balancing the UK’s requirements with their own objectives. The UK has participated in a
significant number of preparatory meetings (especially amongst European countries) leading up to the
conference with the aim of securing agreement on key elements of the final package prior to the conference
itself. These have been a mixture of bi-lateral meetings with these key neighbours and multilateral meetings
with a larger grouping of north European countries.

53. The main diYculty faced by the UK has been that there is no consensus about diVerent countries
objectives for the conference. Some countries (such as the UK and Ireland) are seeking to secure near
universal coverage of a number of multiplexes for roof-top reception whilst others are more concerned to
provide new networks serving portable and mobile receivers. These conflicting requirements have led to a
very complex series of trade-oVs between the neighbouring countries which are unlikely to be finalised until
the conference itself next June.

54. The areas of the UK that are likely to be most aVected by these late agreements will be in the south
and east of England and Northern Ireland. These regions have been placed near the end of the proposed
switchover rollout sequence to minimise the impact that any last minute changes will have on the overall
switchover programme. However, this does mean that it will be diYcult to quantify the impact of the RRC
on UK coverage until June 2006 at the earliest.

Coverage Obligations

55. As noted in the paragraphs above, Ofcom has stated that it expects that the coverage of the three
public service multiplexes will match that of the analogue terrestrial services at switchover. In order to
achieve this Ofcom has required the public service multiplexes to be broadcast from all of the current
analogue transmission sites and power levels which are calculated to provide matching coverage to the
analogue transmissions currently being broadcast.

56. Ofcom has also agreed that all three of these multiplexes can be operated using the 64 QAM mode
(providing high capacity but lower coverage) at switchover providing the coverage objective is met. This will
require the broadcasters to operate at higher powers than were first envisaged in the switchover plan but the
planning advice received during the consultation was that this was realistic. These new power requirements
are being factored into the UK’s RRC submission which will have to finalised sometime before the RRC
starts in May 2006.

57. There is a risk that the RRC process will not result in the UK gaining suYcient clearances to meet
these new requirements, or that the levels of incoming interference from our neighbours would be such that
the overall coverage obligation would not be met. At this point Ofcom will have to consider how the
broadcasters should proceed. There are a number of options open to Ofcom in this situation:

— Allow theDTT coverage to be less than the current analogue core and advise those viewers aVected
to use digital satellite to receive the public services. Given the recent announcement of the BBC/
ITV Freesat oVer and the existing BSkyB Freesat oVer this should oVer all those aVected with a
credible means of accessing digital television services.
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— Ensure that the all of the current analogue services (BBC1, BBC 2, ITV, Channel 4/S4C and Five)
are carried on two of the public service multiplexes. It is likely that this would boost the overall
coverage by enough to make up any shortfall which may arise from the RRC process.

— Require the broadcaster to move back to 16 QAM operation. This is a more robust transmission
mode and is likely to boost the coverage by a significant amount making any shortfall very
unlikely. This would though mean that the overall capacity available for the public service
multiplexes would be reduced by 25% making it more diYcult to oVer a wide range of services.

— Require the broadcaster to build more transmitter sites in areas that may be aVected by incoming
interference. The Planning Options statement made it clear that Ofcom that the broadcasters
should fund some additional stations and higher power at some existing stations to ensure they
meet the coverage obligation. The main issue is how many stations may be required and assessing
whether their use would have an impact on existing viewers aerial requirements.

SECTION 3—COSTS AND BENEFITS

Cost and Energy Consumption Analysis

58. The Government’s cost benefit analysis first published in 2002 (and updated early in 2005) made a
series of predictions regarding the cost of digital switchover to both the broadcasters and the industry. One
key element of these costs were those which were expected to fall to consumers.

59. Ofcom believed that it was important to update the Government’s initial predictions in the light of
recent developments including the falling cost of receiving equipment and the accelerating pace of digital
adoption by UK households. It has accordingly commissioned Scientific Generics to build a detailed model
of the predicted consumer costs (in both money and energy) that are expected to arise from digital
switchover. The work focussed on those costs which would arise specifically from the implementation of the
digital switchover policy, that is those households who may not have otherwise adopted digital television
in the absence of the government’s switchover policy.

60. The detailed results from this research are due to be published byOfcomon 3October 2005.However,
themain conclusions of this research are reproduced below in order to provide the Committee with themost
up to date assessment about this important issue.

Extract from Scientific Generics Report—Cost and Power Consumption Implications of Digital

Switchover

Summary of Key Findings

— At the time of switchover, our model predicts that around 10% of primary sets, 16% of subsequent
sets and 10%of VCRswill need to be converted non-voluntarily due to the policy of switching over
from analogue television to digital television according to theGovernment’s announced timetable.

— The total cost toUKhouseholds over the period of switchover of conversions driven by switchover
policy is estimated to be £572 million. This represents around 2% of all UK consumer spend on
brown goods over the same period, which is forecast to be approximately £30 billion.11

— Actual cost to individual households of switchover driven non-voluntary conversion of sets and
VCRs is estimated to range from £26–£153 depending on the equipment in the home and the status
of voluntary conversion at the time of switchover. Where necessary, replacement of aerials is
predicted to cost an additional £20 to £165 depending on whether there is a need to replace the
roof aerial and on the number of new set top aerials required. However, as only around 2% of
households are expected to require new roof aerials, the range of aerial costs for most households
is likely to be from £20 to £40.

— Typical household power consumption is expected to increase by 0.1 to 0.4kWh per day—an
estimated cost of £2–£8 per year at current tariVs. This is approximately equivalent to running a
60W light bulb for 1.5 to 6.5 hours per day.

— The total anticipated peak additional power consumption in the UK as a direct result of
switchover is expected to be around 31MWh per day (approximately equivalent to each UK
household running a child’s night light for around ten minutes per day). Over time, as older
equipment is naturally replaced and technology becomes more power eYcient, our model predicts
that this will trend towards zero.

SECTION 4—USABILITY ISSUES

61. Ofcom has a limited role in relation to consumer issues, which are the responsibility of government
andDigital UK. This falls mainly around providing evidence from our ongoingmarket research and specific
projects, such as our work on the usability of digital television equipment (see below).

11 “Consumer electronics in the United Kingdom”, Euromonitor 2003.
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62. In July 2004 the independent OfcomConsumer Panel was asked by the Secretary of State for Culture,
Media and Sport to consider what measures might be necessary to protect the interests of the most
vulnerable consumers during digital switchover, and they submitted their report in November 2004. Their
main recommendation was that Digital UK should develop a process, working closely with the voluntary
sector and local government, to help identify people who will be vulnerable to the eVects of switchover and
support them through it.

63. It is estimated that one in 20 adults (over two million in the UK) could have considerable diYculty
using digital television (DTV) equipment at switchover. A much larger number, up to one in three, could
have some diYculty. Ofcom (along with the DTI, DCMS and some broadcasters) has carried out extensive
research into this issue and will be publishing a report summarising its findings and recommendations in
October 2005. The report is expected to recommend four main strands of work:

(a) Consumer communications—to make sure that people can work out easily what equipment
will be right for them.

(b) Making DTV installation easier—good installation instructions really do make a diVerence.
And some aspects of product design can help make for successful installations by consumers.

(c) Making DTV easier to use—for the majority.
(d) Making switchover easier—for the late adopters.

64. While the measures mentioned above should help the great majority with usability, it is not yet clear
that products will be available that will be suitable for people who have the most diYculty using new
technology. The needs of these users require further research. Ofcom plans to instigate some research, in
close cooperation with Digital UK, DTI and DCMS to evaluate these needs and identify potential
technologies which may help provide a solution.

65. It is proposed that Digital UK should keep in mind the needs of users with the range of physical
impairments, including hearing and sight loss, and should work to encourage availability of easy to use
receivers with subtitles and audiodescription. It should also consider how best to provide information for
these users to help them decide which equipment is most suitable for their needs.

SECTION 5—GOING FORWARD

66. Digital switchover is likely to be one of the most significant transitions facing the British public since
decimalisation in 1971. In order for to be successful it is essential that all organisations involved play their
full part in the process. Below is list of some of the major tasks facing Ofcom, government, broadcasters,
Digital UK and the transmission companies over the coming year.

67. One of the most important tasks going forward will be the need to co-ordinate these and many other
activities in line with the need to keep the project on schedule and to keep viewers full informed about the
process and how it is going to aVect them. This is a task thatDigitalUKhas taken on andOfcomwill provide
them with its full support and any practical that appears necessary.

Ofcom’s Role

68. Complete the frequency planning required to determine the final set of frequency assignments for all
six multiplex operators. This to be carried out in conjunction with the RRC process and further bilateral
discussions with neighbouring countries.

69. Incorporate the final frequency assignments and switchover timetable into the digital multiplex
licences.

70. Assess that, in the light of the outcome of the RRC, the public service multiplex coverage obligations
to match analogue coverage are met. Consider alternative means of ensuring that government’s main
coverage criteria are met if the DTT coverage of the public service multiplexes falls short of the target.

Digital UK Role

71. Digital UK has been set up and funded by the terrestrial broadcasters. Its primary objectives are:

— to implement the Government policy of switchover within the agreed 2008–12 timetable;

— to make the experience of switchover a positive and simple one for the public by communicating
early, clearly and eVectively to emphasise the benefits of digital TV and switchover, and clarify
their options for going digital;

— to lead the switchover process from the front: fostering a positive atmosphere for switchover being
the hub of switchover activity for the industry and the trusted source of information on switchover
to all;

— to be independent and impartial: supporting all digital TV platforms and encouraging a diversity
of digital TV options and services;

— to enable the switching oV of the analogue signal and the release of fourteen channels of spectrum.
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72. Digital UK is now setting out its detailed work plan to ensure that it meets these objectives. It has also
now launched its public information campaign and it is expected that this will be continued and developed
especially in the run up to this year’s Christmas selling season.

Terrestrial Broadcasters’ Role

73. Finalise transmission contracts with transmission companies to ensure that transmission switchover
is completed to the timetable.

74. Ensure that viewers are given at least two years’ notice of changes that will aVect their particular
transmitter. It is expected that a significant element of the consumer information campaign will be co-
ordinated andmanaged byDigital UK in conjunction with its wider remit to provide consumers with advice
on their digital options and the co-ordination of switchover.

Platform Operators’ Role

75. Digital switchover will aVect all television viewers and it is important that all viewers have the
maximum choice when considering how to convert their households to digital. The satellite, cable and
broadband television providers will therefore be playing an important role in providing information to their
customers and the broader UK public about their digital choices. It is expected that at least some of this
activity will be co-ordinated through Digital UK.

Government’s Role

76. Finalise arrangements for the renewal of the BBC charter to incorporate provisions covering
switchover.

77. Finalise arrangements to ensure that suitable provision is made to provide help and assistance to
vulnerable groups of viewers.

Transmission Companies’ Role

78. The transmission companies are responsible for ensuring that the mast and sites infrastructure is
updated to enable digital switchover to be implemented by those companies who win the managed
transmission service (MTS) contracts to carry out the necessary installation of the new transmission
equipment.

79. This work is conditional on the MTS contract being signed in good time to enable the procurement
and installation process to start early in 2006. It is understood that at least two good summers will be
required to enable the necessary air works (replacement or upgrading of the masts, antennas and feeders)
to be carried out to enable the 2008–12 timetable to be met.

30 September 2005

Witnesses:Mr Stephen Carter, Chief Executive,Mr Ed Richards, Executive Board Member andMr Greg
Bensberg, Senior Adviser, Digital Switchover, Ofcom, gave evidence.

Q278 Chairman: Good morning everybody. Secretary of State early in 2003 where we were
required under the Communications Act to provideWelcome to the next of our sessions examining the

Government’s plans for analogue switch-oV an update to the Secretary of State on the progress
towards digital take-up and what the obstacles werebeginning in 2008. We are taking evidence this

morning from two of the leading bodies responsible towards participation. We produced a relatively
substantial report in March/April 2003 which laidfor delivering that programme, the first of which is

Ofcom. We are pleased to welcome Stephen Carter, out a series of recommendations. Inherent in that
was a view expressed by us that for three reasons itthe Chief Executive, Ed Richards and Greg

Bensberg. Thank you all for joining us. Can I begin would be sensible for a clear Government policy of
digital switch-over to be developed, the first of whichby asking you perhaps to give an overview of why

Ofcom believes that switch-oV is in the national was spectrum eYciency. As this Committee of all
committees will know, we have a statutoryinterest and the advantages which will result from it?
responsibility to ensure the eYcient use of theMr Carter: Certainly, Chairman. Thank you for the
spectrum. There are two benefits of digital switch-invitation to appear before the Committee. We
over: one is the release of the spectrum; so once youthought because it was the season of goodwill to all
take that percent of the spectrum that is going to bemen and select committees we would come with a
reserved for the broadcasters in digital you are thensmall present, because we have been asked to
releasing just over 110 MHz of high quality UHFproduce a simple glossary of terms. Hopefully the
spectrum; then of course that spectrum then getsbooklet we have circulated is of some practical use.

We were first asked to address this question by the used, so there is the value of it when it is released to
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the market and then there is the benefit of it compare it to the 3G auction. In our view that would
be an inaccurate comparison, but you could do that.depending upon how it is used. The benefits of both

of thosewere seen to be of significant advantage. The The spectrum is of similar quality although not of
similar amount—it is about two-thirds. It is aboutsecond issue was one of choice. We are fortunate in

this country to have a substantially developed digital two-thirds of the spectrumavailable at 3Goption, so
it is a substantial quantity of spectrum of similartelevision market largely, in the first instance, driven

by a pay oVering from the satellite provider and then quality in terms of its propagation characteristics
and usability. Nevertheless, I do not think anyonecomplementarily by the cable network operators,

althoughmore geographically restricted.WhatDTT doubts that it will have substantial value; but
spectrum value is almost entirely determined by thedoes, of course, is it provides a free-to-air choice for

consumers; so it removes the compulsion to have to point in time at which it is released to themarket and
what the market circumstances are then. Thepay from those consumers and viewers who want to

participate in digital services. That was the second benefits I think are reasonably clearly laid out. The
costs for a while were slightly less clear. Wereason. The third reason is, of course, the reason

why digital television has been so successful just as a published a report about three weeks ago to try and
help inform the debate, particularly around some ofmarket product, that it aVords people a better

service; the picture quality is better; you have less the power consumption and conversion costs. Based
on that analysis we have laid out a unit by unit costinterference; you have less ghosting; there are more

services; there are more channels and what the for those households who believe they will fall into
the “compelled group”, and therefore compelledtechnology is capable of providing to the television

set in terms of interactivity and participation in the costs rather than voluntary costs. That gives you a
figure of somewhere in the region of £530–viewing experience. For a combination of those

reasons—spectrum eYciency and providing a free- £560 million. Our judgment is, as best as the analysis
and the information can give you at themoment, theto-air platform, so people were not compelled to pay

if they wanted to participate in the digital television cost-benefit analysis will tell you that this is a
sensible judgment. There needs to be prior planning.era; and also making the television service better,

richer and broader—there seemed to us to be three You cannot do digital switchover without prior
planning. Our view is that the Government has beenvery substantial benefits. The Government then did

a cost-benefit analysis, which I know you have seen sensible in building a timetable which has got some
slippage for mistakes, and also reflects the naturaland I am sure we will come to; and then we pursued

the obligations that we would be required to lay on replacement cycle in the market. The other cost
variable of course is the cost of the equipment. Thisthe broadcasters when we issued their digital

replacement licences which we were required, again is now the smallest bit ofDTT converter you can buy
on themarket which costs about £50 or £60. You canby statute, to issue by the end of 2003. A key part of

that which relates to this question is an obligation to buy one which is slightly larger but it is cheaper at
about £25. Of course as the volumes go up the pricesensure that the digital service matches the analogue

service. The analogue service currently covers about will go down. There is an absolute connection
between driving the costs down and an absolute98.5% of the population so there is a universal

analogue service today. The obligation in those new commitment to the programme; because of course
then the manufacturing and retail supply chainlicences is that there would be a matching of that

service in the digital terrestrial world. aligns itself behind the fact that it is going to happen
and you get scale-on-scale, which gives you volume,
and volume gives you price reductions. I would say

Q279 Paul Farrelly: You rightly said that we would that if you were to go back to the DTI cost-benefit
come to a cost-benefit analysis. Thank you very analysis when it was done I think you would find the
much for your very handy glossary. When we first costs would go down rather than go up.
started this inquiry we had a panel of independent
analysts, includingDavid Elstein, who cast doubt on
not only the need for switchover itself but also cast Q280 Paul Farrelly: It is was very clear from Berlin

that they were very appreciative of the moves wedoubt on the Government’s cost-benefit analysis,
largely because there was a vacuum of information have made towards DTT already because it has

driven down the cost of equipment that they need,there on what constituted that analysis. I know you
have submitted some evidence and we have asked even though they, in Berlin, were the first to go fully

switched-over. We will come to the status of thethe Department to provide more evidence on their
cost-benefit analysis, but can you now in public just targets of penetration later, but in Berlin it was 95%

rather than the higher target we have got. Does yourgive us your assessment of the Government’s own
analysis in relation to the digital switchover process? analysis of the Government’s figures include any

sensitivity analysis about how worthwhile it is inMr Carter: I read David’s evidence, and indeed
terms of costs and benefits to go every percent, say,David has not been quiet on this subject generally, I
above 90%? Have you gone into that level of detail?think it would be accurate to say!Our view is that the

cost-benefit analysis that was commissioned, I think MrBensberg:Yes, we have done a number of things.
The key point for us was earlier on this year in Juneoriginally by the DTI, is what it is. It has to be said,

one of the nigh on impossible questions is: what will when we published a statement about the coverage
obligations that broadcasters have to meet. Whatthe monetary value of the spectrum be when it is

released? There are a number of existing proxies in the Act required us to do was actually say that the
broadcasters had to substantially match analoguethe market that you could compare it to. You could
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coverage; and we had to determine what the that discussion as well. You do have to overlay
on that, from our perspective, our statutorypercentage match was; and also make sure that was

a reasonable requirement to put on the broadcasters. responsibility. Our statutory responsibility was
to issue digital replacement licences for theWe looked at a number of things. One is the cost to

the broadcasters of rolling-out beyond, let us say, broadcasters where the service provided matched or
substantially matched the analogue service. As Greg95%; and then the cost for the consumers of doing it;

and then the cost, maybe, forDigital UKand others. was saying, you then have to make some judgments
about whether that is matched at 92%, or 93%, or isWe concluded that, on the balance of all three of

those, it was better tomove to the top rather than the it matched at literally the same, 98.5%? That is
observation number one. Observation number twobottom, because once you go below matching

analogue, let us say, all sorts of complications arise is that the sites you are infilling to get you to that
98.5% are smaller transmitters with lower costin people’s minds about what their options are going

to be and that makes the messaging much more technology and lower power; so the cost to get you
to 90% and then the cost to get you from 91% to 98%complex and it makes confusion much more likely

and, therefore, it adds a lot more grit to the process. is quite diVerent. Thirdly, let us assume you made
the judgment not to do that and you said, “WhatIn terms of the actual broadcast costs, there is an

incremental cost of going behind it; it is substantial we’ll do is we’ll fund satellite provision, pay satellite
provision”; that would also have a cost. Fourthly,and is certainly not trivial, because what we are

looking at is going from 80, 100, 200 sites up to the you have the question as to who will provide that
satellite service. Of course, at the time that thefull 1,000 sites; but most of the additional sites,

beyond say 150, tend to be quite small sites, quite analysis was being done the Freesat proposition was
not in the market; there was only a pay satellitelow power, serving quite small communities and,

therefore, the capital investment required to do that proposition in themarket.When you put all of those
together, the conclusion was that the clearest andis not dramatic but the cost per household is a bit

higher than the London ones. When we actually simplest policy was to match the analogue coverage
in 98.5%, and then you are in a positionwhereby youlooked at the diVerential between what the

broadcasters and our licensees will be paying now are providing a universal service in digital in the
same way as you have a universal service infor the combined analogue broadcast and digital

broadcast, and what they might be paying even analogue, excepting the 1.5% who will not have it,
who clearly will have to be in-filled by either somerolling out to all sites at the end of switchover, we

concluded that the actual cost would be around form of satellite, or possibly DSL or cable or some
other form of television service.round about the same or even slightly less. The BBC

might pay a bit more because they are operating two
lots of multiplexes rather than one, and therefore

Q284 Chairman: If you are going to have to in-fill athey have a higher proportion of the costs to be paid.
small number of people come what may, becauseThey, for that, are getting a significant increase in
they are outside the 98%, surely each time youcapacity over and above what they have currently
convert a transmitter the marginal cost in terms ofgot and, therefore, there is a net benefit to them as
the number of extra people you are going to getwell.
against the cost of switching it over is going to go up?Paul Farrelly: If you could let us have the benefit of
If you were to, say, convert not 1,000 but 200 thatthose background studies I am sure that would be
might push your coverage up to, say, 95%–96%. Isvery informative.
there not going to come a point where actually the
additional benefit you get from converting another

Q281 Chairman: Can I follow-up Paul’s question transmitter is going to be outweighed by the cost of
slightly, because the evidence you have submitted to doing so? And instead giving that small number of
us says that once switch-oV occurs, and therefore the people satellite dishes, as Freesat is not available?
power of DTT is boosted, the 80 existing Why do we actually have to go all the way to 98.5%?
transmitters will reach 92% of the population. Over Mr Bensberg: I think the key thing which we
1,000 transmitters are going to be converted in order concluded, certainly when we were doing the
to push it up from 92% to 98.5%, or thereabouts? analysis in June this year, was that if you go away
Mr Carter: Correct. from universality—in other words, replication of

analogue coverage to digital coverage—what you
Q282 Chairman: 6.5%. Have you actually examined are doing is increasing significantly the whole issue
what it costs to convert 1,000 transmitters as against, of information and advice to the viewers. It makes it
for instance, giving that 6% of the population incredibly more complicated because basically the
satellite dishes and boxes? message at the moment should be to the vast
Mr Carter:We have. majority of people, “If you’ve got analogue

television through an aerial in your current set and
half decent quality, when switchover happens if youQ283 Chairman: How did it compare?
wish you can just get a box, plug it in and that willMr Carter: It costs more in the first instance. You
provide you with digital services”. If we move awayare absolutely right, Chairman, to say that there is
from that universality into something like 96% whoa break point at around 91% and then, as Greg was
have that option, 2.5% who do not, and 1.5% whosaying, you have to make a series of incremental
are at themargins then themessaging becomesmuchjudgments all the way up to, let us take, 98.5% as the

ultimate benchmark, and we might come back to more complicated. The identification of which
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households will be given thismessage becomesmuch main station that tends to mean you have got an
overlap area between the relay and the main station.more complicated; and also those people who are

outside DTT coverage area will face increased costs. One example is Guildford, south of London, where
the actual coverage area of Guildford is nearly aYou could say that the broadcasters should pick

those up because they are saving on costs, but then million people but the actual number of people who
take the Guildford service is probably neareryou have to think about how you actually can define

which households qualify for a give-away satellite 20,000–50,000. How you can diVerentiate between
that core net covered people and the one million isbox or whatever else. Inevitably, and I think the

experience of Channel Five shows this, once you quite a task. That is where this confusion issue arises.
We can advise on the gross and we can indicateactually have a universal oVer everyone can dial up

and say, “I want someone to come and do something where the nets might be, but it is quite hard to
actually come to a definite conclusion and,to my house”, and more people do it who may be

outside the original scope of the plan but actually are therefore, it is bigger than you think.
not entitled and will pitch in for that. You will
actually have a larger number of people who might Q286 Mr Evans: Did you see some of the news
be claiming a free box, because it is being freely given stories that were associated when David Elstein and
away by the broadcasters, and that spreads out the some others came to give us evidence about the
confusion. I think there are two issues: the cost to switchover when they seemed to indicate that for
consumers, the cost of doing this, will be higher some people it would actually be switch-oV; that it
unless you have a subsidy from broadcasters. The was a disaster; that it was going to cost billions; very
broadcasters are decidingwho is going to get it. How expensive for people; and all sorts of estimates,
they are going to get it; and who does qualify and particularly if you have got two or three TV sets?
who does not qualify is complicated. The Were they wildly wrong? If so, where do you think
information packaging to everybody else becomes they were wrong?
much more serious. As we said, what we did was a Mr Carter: I have not had the conversation with
comparison from 80 to 1,000 and concluded that it David or Chris directly so I am not sure they would
was beneficial overall to go to that. You can always have chosen to have written those headlines oV their
cut the cake a little bit and say, “Shall we go down evidence. I certainly thought the press coverage was
10,000 from that or 100,000 from that?” Each time colourful.
you canmake the case a bit more strongly. Once you
go oV this universality I think these issues arise

Q287 Mr Evans: I thought the headlines reflectedquite strongly.
well what they said to us.
Mr Carter: Is that an inaccurate prediction that it
will be a disaster and that it will be switch-oV and notQ285Chairman:Except you do actually knowwhere
switch-on? Our view is that that is a substantialall those households are, If you decide that you are
overstatement of the planned reality. It is Decembernot going to convert a particular transmitter because
2005; this project, extremes permitting, will notthe benefits of doing so are not suYcient, you will be
complete actually finally until 2013 in some of theable to tell precisely which households as a result will
outer regions of the UK. There is substantialnot be able to get it?
planning going on, not only in the spectrum area butMr Bensberg: I wish we could. We do pretty well in
also in the consumer information and consumer helpour planning tools and coverage prediction tools
area, which I am sure Digital UK will talk about inand I think that is in the evidence we gave to you.
depth. Digital UK is now up and running, well led,There are two ways of looking at how you predict
clearly anticipating some or all of those problems.households: one is the user coverage planning tool,
We announced last week, I think, the latest digitalwhich basically uses a computer model of the UK
take-up figures. We are pretty close to 70% digitaland the transmission characters, and says, “In this
take-up on a voluntary basis in December 2005.contour everyone should get the service”, but it is a
Where did I think their comments were accurate?statistical measure. Basically themeasure says, “99%
Their comments were accurate and not overlyof households in this area will get the coverage”, and
colourful in that this is a very significant project,therefore there is some ambiguity andwe have to live
which will require detailed planning with significantwith that andmake sure the advice is donewith some
resource with, I think, absolutely rigorous andcaution to make sure you are not over-claiming. The
regular scrutiny from this Committee and fromother way of looking at it is what you currently get,
other aspects of Government and publicand can you use that as a proxy for what the options
commentary, and that is absolutely appropriate andare going to be in the future? That is what I think we
useful, I would say, very useful. Is this both doableflagged up in the evidence we gave you. We are
and desirable? It is both of those things.starting a major bit of work to try and use people’s

current situations as a way of indicating what the
future options might be. Even that has got some Q288 Mr Evans: As switchover happens, how many
uncertainty about it. One way of illustrating it may people do you think are going to be left without
be that a coverage contour could be covering ten television pictures; is it running into the thousands
times the amount of people who actually use that or hundreds of thousands?
service. Because relays tend to be not over- Mr Carter: We predict at this point in time that it
engineered but they have to use suYcient power to will be 1.5%. If I could possibly put your question a

diVerent way: if your question is, will it be exactly theget everybodywhomight not get the service from the
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same 98.5% that today gets analogue television that Q293Mr Evans: If it is a disaster there, the ones that
are coming up afterwards, like Granada, where youtomorrow will get digital television? The answer is,
are talking about millions of people living in theno. Because of the deployment of the transmitters
Granada TV region and Wales and the West thatand because of some of the contouring and coverage
can also be put back a bit. Is that right?points that Greg was making, it will not absolutely
Mr Carter: Absolutely. If you were to do a regionbe a household-for-household swap. However, it is
and you were discover that there was a majoralso the case that if you compare what will be the
misapplication in the planning which then turnedalternative provision of television service come
into reality, you would have to learn from that on an2012–13, by comparison to where we have been with
ex-region by region basis.analogue for many years you will have digital
MrRichards: I think this issue forces you back to thesatellite; you will have paid satellite; you will have
one we were discussing a few moments ago. One offree satellite; you will have digital cable; you will
the core reasons that we are in favour of the 98.5%have television over DSL, over copper wire; and you
reach for digital terrestrial is because, by doing that,may well have a substantial provision of mobile and
you end up with two platforms—one with 98.5%wireless-based television services. The probability
reach and satellite with, say, 97% practical reach.analysis of in-filling that 1.5% in the digital world, by
You have got diVerent coverage in both cases. Youcomparison with what we have lived with very
can take the residual in both cases, the 3% in satellitehappily for 50 years in analogue, is chalk and cheese.
or the 1.5% in DTT, and use the other to provide theNaysaying the digital project on the basis that there
service in those instances. If you think of them inmight be a small proportion of households who
that way, one crossing over the other with diVerenttoday do not get any television service at all and
footprints, the number of households in thetomorrow will have a choice of certainly four or
circumstances you describe should be very, verypossibly five seems to me, as I say, at a minimum,
small indeed. If you are in that 1.5%, which is aftercolourful. all the number that exists today, you will almost
certainly be able to get satellite. It is verymuch about
that choice and availability that drives our thinkingQ289Mr Evans:Howmany people do you think are
on the 98.5% reach for digital terrestrial. We havegoing to wake up after switchover and see that
that complementary footprint so the process can besurprise, surprise they do not have any pictures?
managed eVectively and no-one should lose out.Mr Carter: As few as possible.

Q294Mr Evans:Have you done any polling as far as
Q290 Mr Evans: Go on then, put a figure on it? viewers are concerned in any parts of the UK to find
Mr Carter: I do not think it is productive, and I out if they know exactly what is going on? Do you
certainly do not know the answer to that question. think people are generally ignorant of this analogue

switch-oV?
MrCarter: I am not trying to avoid the question, butQ291 Mr Evans: But there are going to be people?
I think that is probably a question best put toDigitalMr Carter: On the basis of the modelling and the
UK, in the sense that the programme managementplanning at the moment there will be a small
responsibility is theirs, and rightly theirs. I do notpercentage of the population who will not get digital
mean this in any way, shape or form complacently,terrestrial television services.
but it is December 2005 and, apart from anything
else, in the eYciency with which you would choose
to spend money in communicating to people aboutQ292Mr Evans: Is that why slippage, you say, in the
something they are required to know in 2008, 2009timetable has been introduced, so that if the figure is
or 2010 you would not choose to peak thathigher than you anticipate then everything will be
knowledge in 2005.put on hold?

Mr Carter: The slippage in the timetable was
actually put in place in the first instance to deal with Q295 Mr Evans: Are you happy, therefore, that
any significant weather issues because, certainly for Digital UK have the resources available to them to
the transmission companies who will be doing most be able to do their job eVectively?
of the heavy lifting industrially, there is Mr Carter: Again, I think that is a question you
infrastructure to be built and deployed and that should ask them. I am by nature a worrier and this is
clearly is aVected by external events. Absolutely, as a big project and it needs to be got right. Therefore,
we go along region by region and another reason ensuring that Digital UK has got all the resources
why the plan has been laid out on a region by region they need, and you and others would want them to
by basis, and one of the reasons why Border is the have, I think, is an important priority. As I say, it is
first region, is because it is a relatively isolatable an independent organisation. It was one of our
region froma transmitter coverage point of view and recommendations when we submitted our report
will allow us to pick up the lessons of absolute that an independent body be created and we
coverage from that region and learn from those as welcome the fact that it has. It is well led; it is up and
you go around the country and thereby, hopefully, running; but ensuring the continuing provision of
minimise that tiny percentage of exclusion as you necessary resource for that programme groupwill be

important.progress to completion.
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Q296Chairman:As you say,Digital UKcame about seems to leave an obligation that the Government
has to some people—and I feel an obligation toas a result of an Ofcom recommendation, and you

seem to be suggesting that Digital UKwould need to people in Scotland as well as Feltham & Heston—
and it seems to me that the Government still shouldhave the clout, if you like, to make sure it could

deliver this and to bring on board anybody who was be prepared at some point to help people financially.
You must have thought about that?causing a problem and sort it out. Is it your

perception that Digital UK have the authority they Mr Carter: Speaking as a Scotsman, given that my
parents live Perthshire, I am glad you feel anneed to go wherever it takes to make sure this

thing works? obligation to people in Scotland. If my briefing pack
is to be believed in Feltham & Heston you currentlyMr Carter: I think that is clear. We have come with

lots of presents and produced a summary of who have 99.9% coverage today of digital terrestrial
television.does what which we might hand round. What it

shows quite clearly is that there are lots of diVerent
organisations and players in this process. It is a Q299 Alan Keen: But it goes like that.
complicated process and there are lots to be done. Mr Carter: It does go a bit like that! As you say, you
Government has a significant role; we have a role; need to take that up with the airlines. Rather
the broadcasters have a role; the transmission worryingly it is the Chairman’s constituency that is
companies have a role; our independent consumer having the toughest time and we obviously must sort
panel has a role, particularly in the areas of that out.
consumer help and the vulnerable; the digital
switchover group has a role; the platform operators

Q300 Chairman: I am aware of that!have a role; we spend quite a bit of time talking
Mr Carter: I am sure you are! You are absolutelyabout the in-fill questions; and indeed there are some
right, I think the driving force behind thenot insignificant European and international issues,
Government’s decision, which we clearly support, isnot lease spectrum negotiation. What is my point?
that over and above the financial benefits ofMy point is, I think the answer to your question at
releasing the spectrum, and over and above thethe moment, Chairman, is yes I think they do, but
benefits of what services they can put in thatkeeping a beady eye on it over the next two or three
spectrum, over and above even the benefits ofyears will be an important thing to do, because they
providing people with a free-to-air choice, what theyhave a big task.
are trying to achieve is that when you come out of the
other side of this project you do not have, however

Q297 Chairman: The fact that you have produced a insignificantly, people who are left behind as we
diagram with lots of diVerent boxes and said that it move from an analogue provision of service to a
is all very complicated, is that not an argument that digital provision of service. That seems to us to be an
actually you need a box at the very top, with absolutely appropriate Government and public
somebody who is in charge of the whole overall policy; that people both have choice and are not
thing? excluded, not least because there are certain portions
Mr Carter: Ultimately you have to recognise that of society for whom television services or services
this involves multiple parties, it just does and you provided through television are extremely
cannot simplify it. It is a mixture of commercial important, not just for comfort and communication
activity, domestic political activity, public policy but, in some instances, for significant services. I am
activity and international activity. In that sense, it is sure that as we work our way through that, and you
what it is. I often spend my life wishing you could can identify what that residual few thousand
simplify things and have fewer boxes on the chart individuals or few thousands households are (and I
but, sadly, you cannot and you have to work within suspect that is what it will end up being, a few
that. Digital UK understands that well and that is thousand), the unit cost of providing them with
simultaneously part of the challenge and, I suspect, some alternative form of service will be a relatively
part of the attraction to the job that Ford and Barry small part of this project.
will talk about. Ensuring over time, when you do get Mr Bensberg: Just one thing about this 98.5% and
to those tricky moments you describe, that the right any diVerence between now and the future, what we
decisions can be made well and fast will be expect is that most people in most parts of the
important. country will have the same level of service that they

currently have, and that would include Perthshire
(which Stephenmight be pleased to hear); but the bigQ298 Alan Keen: Could I just follow on from the

98.5%. As a politician my constituents around planning problem we have got to face is the fact that
the interference from the continent and Ireland willHeathrow will not have problems with signals, apart

from the fact that the planes block out the digital be diVerent; the patternwill be diVerent because they
are going digital as well. What that means is, whensatellite signal when they come over which is pretty

disruptive and I think the airlines should pay for you are planning coverage models you take into
account what is coming in from other countries.that. I just make that point. I think of the 98.5% as

an obligation of Government to try to match what is Most of the problems we are expecting are people
who are going to get interference from France,there already.What you have said in answer toNigel

is that that is not covering the same 98.5% so there Holland, Belgium and Ireland so therefore the
south-east coast of England is a critical area of that.are still some other people who will be able to get

satellite instead of terrestrial. In my mind that still One of the ways we hope we are solving that is to
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propose some new relays which the broadcasters are then we need to involve as many people as possible
to help with the individual switchover, long beforegoing to adopt to infill those small gaps of coverage.

It is a very localised problem. We are very aware of the actual final switch-oV. You must have put some
thought into that?where most of the issues are going to arrive and we

will be spending a lot of time between now and 2012, Mr Carter: We have indeed. We would agree with
that. I do notwant to over-encroach onDigitalUK’swhich is when these areas are going to go, to try and

get the best possible solution for them. territory, but I think there is a substantial amount of
work you can do in family participation and broader
family participation and the voluntary groups, andQ301 Alan Keen: The Chairman mentioned should
you can carry an awful lot of people along withoutthere not be somebody with the overall
necessarily relying on their own individual directresponsibility and that is something I wanted to
participation. That does not mean, however, thatmention. It concerns me a little bit that Digital UK’s
there will not be some individuals who are notjob is to make sure that technically the switch-oV

caught by that, so you also have to make sure youand the switch-on works properly and we are not
have a programme that does identify thoseworried about finding houses that cannot suddenly
individuals who are not either in institutional care,get a signal which got one before the switch-oV. That
do not have broader families or have not got someappears to be the major problem. Is there somebody
voluntary organisation which will find a way ofwith a specific responsibility for looking ahead and
solving this. There will be a small number but youtrying to help these people who are going to be the
can, as you rightly say, do a lot of work in advance tolast ones who will be reluctant to go to digital? Is the
minimise that. Going back to a point thatMr Evansresponsibility split in Digital UK between the
raised earlier, we will learn region by region; andtechnical people who are responsible for making
whilst clearly there are distinctions from Border tosure that works (and that is the biggest problem) and
Granada inmany areas, there are lessons about how,is there somebody in Digital UK who has that
for example, you deal with the older populationspecific responsibility for looking at that small core
which are very transferable from region to region.of people who will be the most reluctant to
There will be some practical learning lessons you canswitchover?
roll out.Mr Carter: Again, I am sure that Digital UK will

give you more detail and colour on that. My
understanding is that they have nine very specific Q303 Alan Keen:Youmentioned care homes, but in

multiple occupied units it is not only people in carework streams within their programme, one of which
is focussed on that particular area. I would not but you have also got people who are in large blocks

of flats even in city centres who cannot get digitaldescribe it as a split responsibility; I would describe
it as a shared responsibility. One of the organisations satellite broadcasts and they rely on cable to a great

extent. Are eVorts being made here?that they share it with is the independent consumer
panel, which is rather confusingly called the Ofcom Mr Carter: Yes, there are. Multi-dwelling units are

a particular work stream.Consumer Panel which does not heighten one’s
understanding of its independence; but it is Mr Richards: There is a specific work stream in that

area. It is something we are talking to Digital UKindependent of us; we do not appoint it; and its job
is to hold us to account and, indeed, to deal with about. There is a lot of discussion in that area. It is

one of the issues that is coming up in the Bolton trialsome of the issues around exclusion or lack of
participation amongst consumers in policies that are in discussionwith the local authorities. There is a big

relationship here with local authorities and gettingin the communications area. I know thatDigital UK
have already developed a working programme with them as part of the debate and discussion. It is

unresolved at present, but it is a work stream thatthe Consumer Panel to ensure early on that there is
an understanding of those individuals and groups people are looking into very, very carefully. There

are multiple ways of tackling it and you need to lookwho might either be unwilling to participate or
might feel excluded, to try and devise programmes at it on a case-by-case basis. Again, given the timewe

have available and the commitment of the project toearly on to encourage their participation. That is a
very real and live work stream now, today; it is not succeed and the resourcing, there is no reason in our

view at themomentwhy, given the time available, wefor some time in the future.
should not be able to resolve those problems. Are
they resolved today? No, but they need to be workedQ302 Alan Keen: It has already been mentioned,
through over time.David Elstein was very critical and I remember

saying to the people representing consumers,
particularly older people, that they should be in Q304 Alan Keen: Have you thought about

approaches to the press? The press can either becharge of the switchover. I did not mean that as an
insult to Digital UK or Ofcom, but I mentioned it hypercritical to make headlines or they can be part

of the campaign to help people understand what isbecause they were the ones who were raising the
problems that will come right at the very end, or happening.

Mr Carter: That is a very good point. I think somehopefully we will identify them before we get to the
end. I think I have said this on another occasion, but of them are behind us. Putting accusations to one

side, let us draw the analogy of the Olympic bid. I dothere are always going to be old people who have no
family but if we targeted the families and younger not know this for a fact but I am pretty certain that

the people who were participants and key players inmembers of families who have got older relatives
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the Olympic bid spent quite a bit of time with the well with future digital services. Therefore, it is
important that those households get their aerials upmedia encouraging them of the merits of the bid.
to spec. That was the main evidence we had.Why? Because I suspect picking up your daily press

cuttings on an international basis, if you are a
member of the IOC, and reading newspapers Q307 Janet Anderson: Are you talking about
published in the United Kingdom saying that the rooftop aerials?
Olympic bid is a dreadful idea and it is going to be a Mr Bensberg: I am talking about rooftop aerials
disaster is unlikely to imbue you with confidence in specifically.
giving the bid to London. I think the same principle Mr Carter: Are you talking about set-top aerials or
applies on digital switchover. That does not mean rooftop aerials?
that there should not be appropriate scrutiny. Going
back to the questions that were being asked, that it Q308 Janet Anderson: Both actually.
does not mean there should not be the glaring Mr Bensberg: The 10% issue is, with people’s
spotlight of, “Is this appropriate resource; is it being rooftop aerials, a number of them are not good
well run; are there weaknesses in the analysis of do enough now for analogue. They get very poor
you go to 96%, 97% or 98%?” All of those are very picture quality now for analogue.At switchover they
legitimate questions. My own view, and clearly we will get similarly poor quality.With digital it is more
are biased, is there are two separate questions: one, unforgiving and, therefore, the advice we would be
should this be done? Is providing universal free-to- proposing is that they need to upgrade. Set-top
air digital television as an option for people in a aerials is a more demanding issue because set-top
household a desirable decision?We have a very clear aerials have to operate inside the house with walls,
view on this. That is a diVerent question from: is it and you lose the benefit of height and everything
being well done? I think separating those two would else. We have done a lot of research asking people
be a very sensible way forward in the public about the current quality of their pictures for set-top
commentary but, as I say, we are biased on this. aerials. What they are saying is for probably up to

almost half of them the quality of the set-top aerial
and the quality of the reception they have got will

Q305 Alan Keen: I will finish by testing your not be good enough for digital terrestrial at
confidence. You mentioned the Olympics, what switchover. A significant proportion of people using
decision has been taken: are you going to switch oV set-top aerials will have to get a better set-top aerial,
or switch on before the Olympics so everyone can which is quite possible, or connect to the main
benefit from the wonderful digital presentation; or rooftop aerial. One further thing I can say briefly on
are you cautious and going to switch oV after the that is there has been some research done by the
Olympics in London? Digital Television Group on the quality of set-top
Mr Carter: I think it would be accurate to say that aerials and 90% of them really are not very good; a
the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport very few are reasonable; and one or two are pretty
was very aware of the Olympic issues; and on the good. One of the issues we would need to be looking
current programme I think the plan is that the forward is that people are steered towards the good
transition in and around London is done before the ones to replace them, because actually it is quite
Olympics; but the timetable is constructed so that if cheap for an aerial, £20 to get a new one and it is
we were to hit any significant issues that would be quite an easy thing to do. We can work with

manufacturers of these things, identify the goodmanageable.
ones and get people to do it. It is a fairly simple task
and most people can get a new one. A proportion,

Q306 Janet Anderson:Couldwe just turn to the issue maybe 10% or 20%, would probably have to connect
of aerials. In your evidence you noted that a small to the rooftop and, therefore, that would need a bit
proportion of existing rooftop aerials “and many of cabling; but again notmassive amounts ofmoney.
more existing portable aerials” would be unlikely to The research we are doing is to dig further into that,
be able to receive an acceptable digital signal, even and we are trying to understand how to identify who
after switchover. I know you are doing some needs the work doing; how to advise them on what
research into that and I wonder if you could just tell the options are; how to get it done before switchover
us a bit about that research. so there is not a rush at the end.
Mr Bensberg: The key thing about aerials is that, at
the moment, they are not all able to get digital, as I Q309 Janet Anderson: Do you think people are
am sure most of your constituents are aware. At generally aware or will become aware of the
switchoverwe are aiming to use the same frequencies problems they are likely to face as a result of the
as the analogue signals are using and, therefore, the aerials they depend on?
current aerials in general should work for Mr Bensberg: I think the interesting outcome of the
everybody. However, we did some work about two research was that most people who had poor
years ago which identified that for about 10% of pictures were aware they had poor pictures—in
households in the United Kingdom their aerials other words they volunteered when we asked them,
currently are not up to the job of receiving analogue “Do you think your pictures are good or bad?”
service. That 10% is the issue we are concerned with People who had bad pictures knew they had bad
going forward to switchover; because if they do not pictures. Quite a high proportion had done

something about it but not necessarily enough to getwork verywell now they probably will not work very
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the thing going. I think there is a lot of knowledge test in a trial, because you can cover so much ground
if it is in a small base. As you say, the Bolton test isthere, and the key thing is using that knowledge to

get people to go to the next stage. particularly looking at some of the vulnerable
questions. It is an interesting idea, to think whatMr Carter:One of the things you do see as a feature

of the market today is that people who have poor other parts of the programme might it be worth
running a trial, to look particularly at, but Digitalreception or are excluded from universal free-to-air

channel coverage, for example they get Channel UK will have a view on that.
Five, you see in those areas there is a much higher
take-up of satellite. If you go toWales, satellite take-

Q312 Paul Farrelly: When we went to Berlin weup in Wales is considerably higher than it is in some
heard it had all run very, very smoothly. Clearly toof the denser urban centres where DTT coverage
us, in Berlin there were two big diVerences from thetoday is higher. As Greg said, the user experience—
market here: one is that a lot more people had cablepeople have quite a high understanding of what it
and satellite there; and secondly, the process wasmeans for them; and some people have either made
managed for them, when there was a large rentedactive choices to find some alternative form of
population, by the big landlords who tookprovision or understand the limitations of their
responsibility for dealing with the companies.current set, set aerial or roof aerial.
Perhaps we might invite some more evidence, and
look at evidence from Italy where the pattern is

Q310 Janet Anderson: That probably applies to my diVerent in terms of aerial reception. Here we are all
constituency where we cannot get Channel Five. conscious we are trying to minimise the opportunity
Could I just turn to one other thing: we have had the for cowboys or charlatans. Cowboys and charlatans
pilot project inWales which seems to have gone very work best where there are the opportunities for
well, and I know there is another one proposed for confusion. Here, how will people be able to tell
Bolton. Do you think it would be helpful to have a whether their aerial is good enough for digital—
number of other pilot projects to inform the process because it is only the fact there is analogue and that
as we go along? is not boosting the digital signal at the moment that
Mr Carter:Why not. is causing the interference; or whether they need to
Mr Bensberg: I think possibly in one sense the main have their aerial replaced? There is an element of
thing is reviewing what Bolton says; and Bolton is confusion there.
very specifically looking at vulnerable groups, Mr Carter: I think you are absolutely right. Air
elderly people etc, so it is a very specific target traYc to Berlin has increased as a result of this policy
audience. I think it is quite realistic and quite a good decision. We have been over there as well, and there
thing, before we actually go for a complete region, to are some lessons, although it is a very diVerent
do a smaller region. I think this is very much Digital experience and a very diVerent market structure. As
UK’s work and a strategic approach. They need to you say, with cable satellite the prior positions are
assess what people’s understanding of digital diVerent. It was an interesting experiment but not
switchover is, and it is probably quite good to test particularly transferable would be our headline on
that at some point. We have no fixed views on that the Berlin experience. I have to say, you are
at this stage. absolutely right on the confusion question. For me,
Mr Richards: One of the key characteristics about that is another reason that supports making a prior
howwe have structured the timetable is to anticipate decision to do it and then having a programme plan
learning by doing. The more you experiment and that runs to it because, absent that, the opportunity
learn through trials the more you do learn. This is for rogues and charlatans to make mischief is much
one of these things that has not been done before. greater. As part of the Programme Management
Despite people who try to draw comparisons with Group, and I know you have already heard from the
Channel Five and all sorts of other things, it is retailers, there is a substantial involvement from the
actually diVerent. It has not been done before. The retailers and the supply chain, there is an
Ferryside trial and the LlansteVan trial have taught accreditation process to try and avoid confusion
us a very great deal. The Bolton trial will teach us a either in-store when you are making purchase
great deal again. I think it is a very interesting idea decisions or, indeed, when you are trying to get your
that we, Digital UK and others should be aerial done so you do not find yourself in a situation
considering, whether we should have more small where someone is taking advantage of your lack of
trials to learn as much as we can before 2008 before knowledge or confusion. I think that is quite a strong
the full rollout. argument for the advanced programme planning,

that is my own view. On the specifics around how
you will know whether or not your aerial works,Q311 Janet Anderson: Is that a decision for
Greg, do you want to talk to that?Government to decide there are going to be more
Mr Bensberg: This is the research I mentioned earliertrials; or is it a decision for you?
on.We have carried out some but we want to do a lotMrCarter: I think that is a programmemanagement
more to refine our knowledge. What we have used soquestion and therefore is a decision for Digital UK.
far is giving people a picture of a noisy analogueAs I am sure they will explain and we have touched
television screen because what we have assessed is ifon already, rightly there are overlaps. As I have said,
your analogue picture is below a certain quality, wein principle it is a good idea. The thing you have to
know the balance between the digital power and thedo with trials is you have to work out in advance

what is the one thing you are particularly trying to analogue power at switchover and, therefore, we can
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prettywell calculate if the quality of analogue is below channels and the next transmitter does as you go up
the coast. On the other side of the coast in France ita certain level now then, the digital with its newpower
is the other way round. Clearly there has been someprobably would not work. We have given people a
discussion about who can broadcast on whatpicture of a noisy TV screen and asked them to judge
wavelength. Is that discussion taking place withwhether theirs is better orworse than that all the time,
regard to French services going digital? That is thesome of the time or occasionally.We are using that as
first question.Will we be left with the same deal whereawayof trying to understand, therefore,whether they
we have one transmitter good, one transmitter notwould need an aerial. We are going to do some field
complete, one transmitter everything, next one notvisits to assess whether that is true, whether those
complete?margins of error are in that and whether there is any
MrCarter:Again, I will start and thenGreg can comeother means of doing it. One thought we have got is
in. As I was trying to illustrate on this chart, you pickTeletext; if you can get Teletext now it probably
up on a very important issue which is theindicates you have got a good picture. If your sound
international co-ordination. We have a number ofquality does not buzz or crackle that is another good
geographical neighbours—Belgium, Holland andproperty. We are looking at a number of ways in
France in particular—where there is an overlap andwhich people can do this themselves, the call line can
this is an issue for the South West, also for SuVolktell you “Look at this”, or we can send a picture of a
and other parts of the country. There is a significantscreen, “If it is worse than that you probably need
event in the international calendar which happens insome advice and help”.
the early part of 2006, which is the Regional RadioMr Carter: Can I just add one rider, if I may,
Conference, where essentially there is a whole seriesChairman. Understandably, this conversation today
of somewhere between discussions and negotiations,and, indeed, I suspect a lot of your inquiry and
is how you would describe them, between diVerentscrutiny is around the digital terrestrial option and
countries and we represent the UK in thosethe management of switchover, and that is entirely
conversations about how you deal with the overlapappropriate, but it is critical to realise, and it will be
and interference questions. Indeed, it is very germanea central part of the programme and we are both firm
to what you then do with the released spectrumand dogmatic on this question, that we are not
because what you may or may not do with theexpressing a preference for one platform over the
released spectrum is also part of those internationalother. One of the reasons why this policy decision is
conversations. That is an issue in particularcapable of beingmade is partly because of the success
geographies. The absolute outcome of thoseof digital television take-up through satellite and
conversations we could not tell you the answer tocable already. Indeed, in another place in Ofcom’s
today, other than we do recognise that they are realresponsibilities, one of the things that we have been issues in certain parts of the geography more thantrying to do is to drive down wholesale broadband in others.prices in order to encourage competition in Mr Bensberg: Stephen is quite right. The key thing

alternative broadband services, particularly video about the RRC is it will lock in all of Europe to a
broadband services. You are beginning to see IPTV digital switchover strategy and that is very important
in the jargon, television delivered over alternative in terms of timing but also in terms of giving us
distribution platforms. That may sound like a very confidence that the plan we have been developing
nascent service today in 2005 but I would make a over the last four years is going to be agreed with our
prediction that in 2012–13 as an alternative platform neighbours, because if they do not agreewith it we are
choice for many, many millions of consumers that in trouble.What we have been doing over the last two
will be there as an option. It will not just be the aerial years is making sure that that risk of non-agreement,
question, there will be other very legitimate options or minimal levels of disagreement, is reduced by
which many millions of consumers have already eVectively showing them our plan and them showing
made a choice in favour of and I suspect that will only us their plan andmaking sure they are consistent.We
accelerate. It does not change our view that providing have made a couple of submissions to the ITU in
a free-to-air platform gives people the choice but we advance of theConference, the last onewas at the end
are not expressing a preference over that choice. If I of October and another one is planned for the end of
am allowed to say so, I would have thought this January,where eVectivelyweare building upour level
Committee would not want to do that either. of agreement about the plans we have got. The

predictions we make of that coverage are based upon
these emerging agreements. At this stage, as StevenQ313 Paul Farrelly: I think what people are
said, we cannot say for surewhat theRRCwill delivergenerally concerned about is that advanced bit of kit
in May or June of next year, our confidence level hasthere that has cost 60 quid that might be perfectly
been rising over the last sixmonths or so thatwhat wedeliverable to Edna’s home down the road but if she
are proposing for the broadcasters to adopt and whatgets charged 250 quid by some cowboy to twiddle
the French, the Dutch, the Irish and the Belgians arewith her aerial it is—
proposing are broadly consistent and we can moveMr Carter: It defeats the purpose. That is
forward on that.absolutely right.

Q315 Paul Farrelly:Although you cannot obviously
Q314 Mr Sanders: Continental interference is a big predict what the outcome of that is going to be, is the
issue in some parts of the UK. In the South West it solution likely to be that on either one side of the
seems that you have full terrestrial on one transmitter Channel or the other somebody will not be able to

broadcast on full power?and then the next transmitter does not have all the
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Mr Bensberg: I think the aim is to get a balance. It diVerent people who have diVerent views already on
what that freed up spectrum should be used for. Thatwill not be an either/or final decision, that the French

have it or we have it. If there are restrictions required is how we are approaching that question.
MrRichards:Weare expecting theRRC to completeto protect someFrench viewers theUKbroadcasters

might have to adapt that by putting more complex by June 2006 and we have launched a Digital
DividendReview very recently and ourwork on thatantenna on a transmitter. Those are the sorts of

compromises we are looking at here rather than, consultation with everyone who is interested, and so
on, will proceed through next year. It will straddle“We have it and you do not”.
the RRC outcomes and we would expect to finish it
by the end of the fourth quarter of 2006, so we

Q316 Paul Farrelly: Is digital more directional in should have a view or a decision taken by the end of
transmitting than analogue? that time and it will overlap or work alongside the
MrBensberg: In terms of the radiowaves it is exactly decisions made in the RRC. We do not think it
the same as analogue, the same physics apply. should be incompatible with reaching a conclusion

ahead of the actual start of the switchover
programme.Q317Paul Farrelly: So amore sophisticated antenna

is not going to solve the problem of ghosting or no
picture at all if the signal is not strong enough and Q321 Rosemary McKenna: Although it is a while
has to be restricted in order to avoid crossover? since the report in 2002, a Trade and Industry Select
Mr Bensberg: This is the issue I mentioned earlier Committee reported commented: “Charging for
on. Certainly on the South and East Coasts there are RSA is an attempt to extract payments from
specific areas of the country where we are expecting operators using spectrum for which licence
the incoming interference not to blank out but to payments cannot be levied, against the threat that
make the coverage of certain areas much more the [Radiocommunications] Agency will ignore
diYcult. That is why we are proposing a number of them when carrying out its responsibilities. Under
new relays in those areas, in eVect to infill those such circumstances it is diYcult to disagree with the
deficiencies. There is a balance of making sure that witness who likened theRSA concept to a protection
we have got the best possible plan for our six racket”. Would you agree with that?
multiplexes plus protection for the clear spectrum Mr Richards: Certainly not. You are talking about
consistent with what they are doing and also some recognised spectrum access and, firstly, we have only
infilling to maximise the outcome. made initial proposals for consultations in relation

to radioastronomy. The other area which was being
referred to there was in relation to satellite servicesQ318 Paul Farrelly: That infilling would be new
and we have not made any explicit proposals intransmitters that are not there are the moment?
relation to satellite services yet. The important pointMr Bensberg: Yes, a small number but essential to
here is the motivation. The motivation for RSA—cover the SuVolk, Essex and Kent coastlines.
recognised spectrum access—is about protecting
spectrum users, satellite users of spectrum, it

Q319 Paul Farrelly: Which you will need to get certainly is not to raise large amounts of money. It is
planning permission for? ensuring that we have got clarity about who is using
Mr Bensberg: That is part of the build responsibility the spectrum where and to ensure that there are
of the transmission companies to deliver that. They rights and interference management is appropriate
are aware of that and they are working on that now. in those areas. This is part of the overall story of

making sure that we can manage the spectrum
eVectively and that users of satellites, both viewersQ320 Rosemary McKenna: Following on from that,
and consumers as well as providers, are part of thewhen analogue switch-oV happens and there is the
overall way that we manage spectrum to minimisespectrum then available, your negotiations with the
interference and make sure that it is best forinternational community are going to be a bit
everybody in the broadest economic sense. That ishampered, are they not, if your review is not
where we are coming from on that issue, it iscompleted until after the Regional Radio
certainly not a money making activity.Conference?Do you agree with that or are you going

to be able to cope with that?
Mr Carter:We are going into the RRC negotiations Q322 Rosemary McKenna: Would you agree that

the BBC and other public service broadcasterswith a prior position of maximising our flexibility of
decision making after the event. So our opening should pay a spectrum tax to encourage eYcient use

of available frequencies? Also, should satelliteposition is that notwithstanding the inevitable
accommodations that will have to be reached with operators pay for recognised spectrum access?

Mr Richards: They are slightly separate issues. Wethe Dutch, the French and the Belgians, and to a
degree the Irish, as a starter, the spectrum that is have not even begun to consult on recognised

spectrum access, we are in pre-discussions withreleased that is not reserved for digital terrestrial
broadcasting is then ours to allocate as we would satellite operators, so we are a long way from

deciding what the right approach is there, other thanwish. The Digital Dividend Review, which is what I
think you are referring to, is designed to have a being clear that our motivation is to make sure that

users have the right amount of protection. Inpublic consultation to examine what the options
might be. There is a range of options. There are relation to the BBC and others, that is about the
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introduction of administrative incentive pricing for Q325 Chairman: If you did not, how serious a blow
is that to the entire switchover process?broadcasters. This is a more general issue about

whether users of spectrum face any price associated Mr Carter: I think if we did not it is less likely to be
with that use. Again, this is something we are going a blow to the switchover process and more likely to
to consult on in the New Year. We are going to put be a blow or a diminution of the spectrum release
out a range of options which will range from not process.
applying administrative incentive pricing to
broadcasters to full application of prices to spectrum

Q326 Chairman: Coming to the spectrum releaseused by broadcasters. The critical point that
process, Ed, you were explaining how a marketunderlies this is that spectrum is a scarce resource
mechanism would create eYciency of use, howeverand if you are not charged for it then you will use as
we have had submissions, for instance, from Cisco,much as you want because it is free. At the moment
who pointed out that the released spectrum ispractically everybody else, including the emergency
particularly appropriate for potentially extendingservices, theMinistry of Defence, now face a cost for
wireless broadband. We have also heard from thetheir spectrum use. It is much more relevant for
broadcasters about their ambitions for HDTV. Dobroadcasters in the future than it has been in the past
you see this purely as an auction, a bidding processand the reason for that is that in the digital
which will determine what we use the releasedenvironment, as opposed to the analogue
spectrum for, or are you going to reach a view as toenvironment, they have far more choices about how
the kind of application which it is going to be mostthey can use their spectrum. They can choose the
appropriate for?number of channels they want to run, they can select
Mr Carter: I will make a couple of comments andthe amount of interactivity they want to have, they
then Ed will chip in. We have a statutorycan think about whether they want to run a high
responsibility to maximise the eYcient use of thedefinition television or standard television. In that
spectrum, that is what we are required to do inworld it seems to us it is extremely important to
spectrum management allocation. It may well beconsider whether it is appropriate for broadcasters
that maximising the eYcient use of the spectrumto face the same kind of prices, the same kind of
might produce an outcome where you maximise theincentives, as every other spectrum user does today.
revenue proceeds from a spectrum auction. It is
possible you could see a scenario where those two

Q323 RosemaryMcKenna: But we are not anywhere could be aligned. Equally, it might not be. The point
near getting to that conclusion as to how that will being we do not start from a prior premise of how do
work out? you maximise the cash value of spectrum, we start
Mr Richards: We have said that there will be no from how do you maximise the eYciency. That is
charge on the analogue spectrum at all until 2006 at part of the reason why we published the framework
the earliest. As I say, we have not begun to consult for the Digital Dividend Review. There are voluble
on it yet, wewill do that next year. In digital, which is voices who believe that some of that spectrum
the longer term issue, there will not be any spectrum should be pre-allocated to broadcasting. I think it is
pricing until the licence terms expire for the current worth making the point that some of that spectrum
multiplexes, so that is 2010 for three of them and is already substantially pre-allocated to
2014 for the other three. That is the earliest it will broadcasting because, of the released spectrum, you
come in for digital. There is plenty of time for a are only talking about releasing 112 megahertz, even
thorough and robust debate on the topic during the assuming we have a successful outcome from the
course of next year. RRC.All of the broadcasters in the digital terrestrial

world will be oVering more channels, more
interactivity than they do in the analogueworld. TheQ324 Chairman: You said in your evidence there is
broadcasting choice is already there. The HDTVa risk that the RRC process will not result in the UK
question is an interesting question and one that wegaining suYcient clearances. You also flag up the
believe is worthy of public consultation. Is itfact that other countries may have diVerent
consistent with maximising the eYcient use of thepriorities for the use of spectrum, for instance they
spectrum that high definition television, along withmay not attach such importance to extending DTT
additional channels and additional interactivity,coverage and this may create problems. How
should be available free-to air, or is that a televisionvulnerable is the analogue switchover programme to
service where either the broadcasters should say “Ia failure to reach an agreement at the RRC?
will have less spectrum for channels so I will haveMrCarter: I am sure you will appreciate that we will
slightly fewer channels”—I do not mean fewer thanbe judicious in how we would answer that,
are provided in analogue but fewer than might beChairman. We clearly need to go into that process
provided in a digital world, but some of thoselistening to the preferences of the other international
channels will be broadcast in high definition—andplayers. As you say, there are certain markets where
do they make an opportunity cost judgmentthey have diVerent policy preferences. I think our
themselves? That rather goes back to Rosemary’sjudgment is we have done a lot of prior work and
question about the value in spectrum pricing,preparation and a lot of pre-consultation
because that becomes a very relevant lever in thatdiscussions with the critical players who we are most
conversation, or do you believe that it should be theconnected to, if you like, in spectrum terms. We are
case that the public service broadcasters shouldacceptably confident that we will get a sensible

outcome from the RRC. provide high definition television? Is that going to be
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the next generation version of colour TV and, controls that you buy at the retailers very, very
confusing because there is just too much on them.therefore, it should be available free-to-air? That is

an open question. Should the broadcasters have We are going to publish something on that in the
New Year and we hope as part of that and theadditional multiplex capacity over and above the six

multiplexes or even the three PSBmultiplexes? There dialogue that we have had with manufacturers and
retailers there will be amuchwider range and amuchare people who hold that view. Equally, as you say,

there are equally strong voices in the wireless greater sensitivity to these issues than there has been
hitherto. I am relatively optimistic about it becausebroadband new technology, new applications and,

indeed, in the traditional mobile telephony world you see it happening already in the mobile market
being driven by market demand. The mobile marketwho believe that spectrum is a valuable asset and it

should be released to themarket and people who can has begun to develop models which are easier to use,
designed for groups of the population who do notuse it most innovatively should have the freedom to

bid for that spectrum. These are significant want as many gimmicks, as much technology, as
much functionality, if you like, in their mobilequestions and not ones thatwe believe should be pre-

dealt. That is the reason why we have laid out a very phones. We are led to believe these have been
fantastically successful. We would like to see thetransparent consultation with a sensible period of

time to allow everyone to make their voices heard same on digital television and we are going to do as
much as we can to promote that particular agenda.and we will conduct that through 2006 and we will

come to a decision at the end of next year and then MrCarter: The one area where we do have a specific
responsibility where we have been appropriatelyeveryone will understand how that spectrum will be

released and on what terms. intrusive is on the obligations on channels to provide
subtitling and access services for the disabled. This
was part of the Communications Act but there was

Q327 Helen Southworth:You have put quite a lot of some discretion left to us as to how we implemented
emphasis on the bits of boxes and bits of equipment, that. We took the position, I think sensibly, to put in
can I ask you about something which you did not quite an aggressive rolling threshold of obligation on
mention within that process, which is research and channels. One of the objectives was you would have
development of technologies for people with a substantial body of channels providing those
disabilities to make digital television more services before ending up going digital, so youwould
accessible. What are you hoping for out of that and take a significant body of channels for provision of
how are you going to get those technologies down in access to subtitling services before you get to
cost and available openly to people? switchover. That is the one area where we have got
Mr Bensberg: There has been a fair bit done. a specific responsibility.
Certainly the ITC before Ofcom, and Ofcom itself,
had been doing a lot of work to develop and enable

Q328 Helen Southworth: Part of the reason I wastechnologies to happen. I think the standardisation
asking was because you are putting quite a focus onof audio description, for instance, was led by the ITC
aVordability of kit.and Ofcom has carried that forward. That, plus the
Mr Carter: Yes.Government requirements for the terrestrial

broadcasters to deliver these services to the
community, has helped (a) make sure they are Q329 Helen Southworth: I would hope that you
available to everybody but (b) raise the profile would be putting an equally strong focus on
allowing manufacturers to do products. Ofcom is aVordability of technologies which are suitable for
not in the business of doingR&D formanufacturers, people with disabilities. I do include access for older
and we are not going to be. We are not going to be people in that because perhaps visual impairments
producing products which somebody else can sell. and hearing impairments are more prevalent
What we are doing is working on issues like usability amongst older people.
of products, trying to identify good practice of Mr Carter:We hear you very clearly on that. This is
manufacturers, trying to identify the manufacturers’ a catch-all, it is not an Ofcom responsibility. One of
interests with the disabled interest to make sure that the many advantages of digital technology over and
when products appear they are fit for purpose, they above analogue technology, as well as being more
are doing what is required. It is not just the audio spectrum eYcient and being able to oVer more
description stuV, it is whether the controls can be services, is it oVers clearer sound.
used, can you navigate through this big set-top box
remote control or are simpler ones more helpful. We

Q330 Helen Southworth: It would be beyondhave plans to publish a report on usability very soon
disappointing if the opportunity to makewhich will start addressing some of those broader
mainstream services more accessible for disabledissues rather than just the narrow monetary issues. I
people was not seized at this point. Can I ask youknowEd has some interest in that and hemight want
about the opportunities for new services withinto take that further forward.
digital television?Mr Richards: We have got a facilitating role here.
Mr Carter: News services or new services?We will publish something in the New Year which

tries to set out a best practice approach to usability
which covers a wide range of issues, not just people Q331 Helen Southworth: New services, particularly
with disabilities but old people as well who generally issues around local television, community television,

those kinds of opportunities. What is your thinkingfind, as you can imagine, some of the remote
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around the opportunities that are going to be MrCarter:We have.We have not formed a view but
we have certainly expressed a view. We expressed aavailable and how you would like to see them
view about a year and a half ago that one of thedevelop and grow?
consequences and casualties of digital switchover, orMr Carter: This is a very live subject within Ofcom
the digital take-up process, was the ability of theat themoment. It rather goes back to theChairman’s
regulator, in this case ourselves, to lay public servicequestion about the spectrum release because one of
broadcasting obligations on commercially fundedthe other voices that would like to have some access
broadcasters, in this case ITV, in return for access toto this spectrum is organisations and, indeed,
scarce analogue spectrum would by definitionindividuals who believe that there is a significant
disappear because we are not giving them scarcedemand for local television services so described. It
analogue spectrum and it is quite diYcult to askis quite an interesting question as to what local
anything in return if we are not giving that to them.television services will look like in 2012 and I suspect
Essentially, that has been how regulation inthey will not look a lot like television services do
commercial television has worked. What we,today because they will be a bit less linear than
therefore, said was knowing that is inevitably goingtelevision is today. Put that to one side for the
to happen as a result of digital switchover, do wemoment. There is a question about whether or not care about that? I do not mean do we, Ofcom, but

some of the spectrum should be pre-allocated or that is do we as society care about that? Do we care
specified for use for local television.Our view on that that some of those public service obligations which
is that is one of the issues you would want to consult are currently fulfilled by ITV will diminish over
on. There are definitely arguments that you can run time? If we do care, and we expressed a view that we
and there are examples that exist in today’s market should, not least because we were asked to care
of local services being provided, not really at scale about it by Parliament, who should provide that?
yet, not at economic sustainability. There is equally Should we just rely on the BBC? Should we say, “We
another argument that says local services are do not need to worry, we have the BBC”? Should we
developing before our eyes, go on to the Internet, say, “No, we would expect more of Channel 4 in
look at your local web services, local newspapers, return for that because that too is a publicly owned
local radio, that there are other media that lend broadcaster”? Or do we think there might be a role
themselves more naturally and more aVordably to for community based television services as an

alternative infill? If we did think that, would it makethe eYcient and eVective provision of local services
sense, therefore, to pre-allocate some spectrum as aand it does not make sense to use a resource like
result of this digital switchover process which is thebroadcast spectrum to provide those services. I am
thing that is causing this decline over here? We laidnot saying that is our view but there are diVerent
out that logic, I hope reasonably clearly, a year or soviews. That will be part of our public consultation
ago. It is a subject of some debate in the context ofnext year.
the BBCCharter review andwe will be continuing to
consult on the options around that next year.

Q332 Helen Southworth: Have you formed any Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. We must
opinion yet about perhaps the role of public service move on to Digital UK who have been waiting

patiently, but thank you for coming along.provision within community television?

Memorandum submitted by Digital UK

1. Introduction

Digital UK (previously known as SwitchCo) welcomes the interest of the Committee in the digital
switchover process and we hope this written submission will assist the Committee in its deliberations.

The Government has determined the policy of digital switchover and Digital UK has been charged with
coordinating the delivery of digital switchover within the agreed timeframe.

This submission sets out why we are confident that switchover policy is realistic and achievable. Digital
television has clear long-term benefits to the viewing public and we are committed to leading an eVective
transition to universal access to digital television.

On behalf of the public service broadcasters (PSBs) and commercial digital terrestrialmultiplex operators,
our shareholders, we believe that the preparation and planning behind digital switchover to be robust and
the timetable to be realistic. The continued growth of digital television penetration (63% of all households
in June 2005; an 18% growth in digital households year-on-year)12 and the findings of market testing and
research confirm the strong viewer demand for multichannel television and digital services. The key task for
Digital UK working with Government, consumer groups and local community networks is to ensure that
all members of the public are fully aware and understand digital switchover while those who need help and
assistance know how to access it.

12 Source: Ofcom.
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2. Why Digital Switchover?

Digital UK, the organisation charged with implementing switchover policy, is building on many years of
work assessing the benefits and feasibility of switchover. In 1999 Chris Smith, the then Secretary of State
for Culture, Media and Sport, first raised the possibility of switchover. The Digital Television Action Plan,
a joint Government and industry project, was then established in late 2001 to begin preparations for
switchover. It spent three years workingwithOfcomand industry to develop spectrum, technical, equipment
andmarket information plans. This background planning recognised the benefits of switchover and deemed
it technically possible, and enabled the Government to commit to digital switchover in September 2003. The
Digital TelevisionAction Plan then completed its work, and reported toMinisters in late 2004 (seeAppendix
B for further detail). Digital UK was formed in early 2005 and is carrying forward the earlier preparatory
work.

Government and the broadcasting industry want all UK households to benefit from digital television and
the access to additional channels and services it oVers. Today 27% of households cannot receive the full
range of digital terrestrial television (DTT) services and 20% of households cannot receive five through the
current analogue signal. There is insuYcient spectrum capacity to support the expansion of DTT to all
households while maintaining the existing analogue signal. Ofcom has predicted that by switching oV

analogue it will be possible to extend DTT to substantially replicate current analogue coverage (estimated
by Ofcom to be 98.5% of homes) and to allow the release of 14 channels of spectrum to support additional
new digital services to the public.

One of the principal benefits of digital television is that in addition to the existing public service channels
(BBC One, BBC Two, ITV1, Channel 4, five, S4C in Wales, TeleG in Scotland, and Teletext) viewers will
receive around 30 channels on DTT for a one-oV cost and with no subscription, including the digital
channels of the public service broadcasters (BBCThree, BBCFour, BBCNews 24, BBCParliament, CBBC,
CBeebies, BBCi, ITV2, ITV3, ITV4, ITV News, E4, E4!1, More4; S4C Digidol and S4C̃2 in Wales; and
Teletext Cars and TeletextHolidays). In addition people will be able to receive further commercial television
channels and up to 20 national and regional digital radio stations via their television. They will also have
the option to subscribe for additional subscription DTT channels.

The 10.5million households which have chosen to receive digital television through satellite, cable orDSL
broadband can receive up to 400 channels depending on the subscription package they choose (there is also
a free to view option on satellite). The channels available include premium sports, movies, children’s and
entertainment channels.

Digital television also oVers on screen TV guides, true widescreen and the use of “red button” interactive
services which can allow viewers, in the case of sports coverage, to choose which match or event and which
player or angle they want to watch.

Digital TV also enables advanced access services such as audio description, subtitles and signing which
enhance the enjoyment of television for those with visual or hearing impairment. It also provides a potential
platform for access to local community content and services.

The completion of digital switchover, as previously indicated, will release spectrum capacity to enable new
digital services. The process of allocation of this capacity will be managed by Ofcom and could enable the
delivery of additional DTT channels and new digital services such as high definition television (HDTV) or
wireless mobile television.

3. The Role of Digital UK

3.1 Ownership

Digital UKhas been formed at the request ofGovernment by the public service broadcasters (PSBs) BBC,
ITV, Channel 4, five, S4C and Teletext and the commercial DTTmultiplex operators CrownCastle UK and
SDN, all of whom have nominated Directors on its management board and provide funding. Also on the
board are two directors representing the interests of the supply chain (television equipment manufacturers,
retailers and aerial manufacturers and installers).

Digital UK is working closely with the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS), the
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) and Ofcom as well as with satellite, cable, DSL broadband and
other platform providers and with a range of consumer groups. We are an impartial, not-for-profit
organisation and our messages will be platform neutral and designed to help the public make timely and
informed choices as they plan and prepare for switchover on a phased, region-by-region basis.

3.2 Objectives

Digital UK’s goals are:

— to implement the Government policy of switchover within the agreed 2008–12 timetable;
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— to make the public’s experience of switchover as positive and as simple as possible by
communicating early, clearly and eVectively to emphasise the benefits of digital TV and
switchover, and clarify their options for going digital;

— to lead the switchover process from the front: fostering a positive atmosphere for switchover, being
the hub of switchover activity for the industry, and the trusted source of information on switchover
to all;

— to be independent and impartial: supporting all digital TV platforms and encouraging a diversity
of digital TV options and services;

— to enable the switching oV of the analogue signal and the release of fourteen channels of spectrum.

3.3 Organisation

We have organised our resources around our three key operating tasks:

— to co-ordinate the technical roll out of a high power digital terrestrial television network across
the UK, region by region, to a timetable set by Government (2008 to 2012);

— to communicate with the public about digital switchover to ensure everyone knows what is
happening, what they need to do and when. Working closely with local authorities, consumer
groups and others to put in place or ensure access to practical help and assistance for those who
will need it; and

— to liaise with stakeholders including TV equipment manufacturers, retailers, installers, digital
platform operators, local authorities, consumer groups and many other interested stakeholders to
ensure understanding of and support for the switchover programme.

Digital UK is a relatively small organisation, acting as a central hub for switchover activity. It is led by
Ford Ennals, the Chief Executive OYcer, and Barry Cox, the Chairman; and is supported by the Director
of Broadcast Infrastructure, the Director of Communications, the Director of Operations and the Director
of Policy and Strategy. This ensures that direct responsibility for each of the operating tasks lies with a
Director. Digital UK currently has 13 full-time employees, expected to rise to 17 before the end of 2005, and
to 20 to 25 within the next 2 years.

Digital UK’s operational funding is provided by its shareholders, the PSBs and commercial DTT
multiplex operators.

Our viewer communication and support programme will be funded by the BBC.

4. Public Communication and Support

4.1 Public impact

The digital switchover programme will have an impact on nearly all households in the UK. Viewers will
continue to be able to use their existing television, but will require a digital receiver for all televisions they
want to continue to use for television reception. Those sets used solely for playing video games or viewing
pre-recordedDVDs and videoswill not require a digital receiver. Ofcom estimate the averageUKhousehold
has two active televisions.13

Currently there are four main options for receiving digital television:

— Through a DTT digital box plugged into an existing TV or an integrated digital television which
has a digital tuner built in—these will enable the reception of digital TV through an aerial with no
recurring subscription. Additional channels can be received with a subscription.

— A satellite dish and digital box which has both free and subscription options. Both Sky’s free
satellite oVer and the recently announced BBC/ITV “FreeSat” have a one oV equipment cost and
no recurring subscription.

— Digital cable on a subscription basis or bundled into the cost of phone or internet broadband
access.

— Subscription to a service which delivers digital television through a telephone line (again often
bundled with other services), such as the Homechoice service in London.

The availability of the diVerent types of digital television will depend on geography. Costs will vary
according to the individual’s choice of free TV or pay TV and the number and type of premium channels
or services chosen. The lowest cost option to receive digital television is likely to be via DTT, which is free
to view and, in the majority of cases, requires only a one-oV equipment cost. The costs of the digital box
have reduced significantly since the launch of Freeview and the lowest costmodel nationally available is £30.
Ofcom have forecast that the price of digital boxes and iDTVs (integrated digital televisions which negate
the need for a separate digital box) will continue to decrease during the course of the switchover programme.

13 Source: Ofcom/Scientific Generics report “Cost and power consumption implications of digital switchover”.
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The announcement of the digital switchover timetable means that the public will have three to seven years
to plan and prepare. Digital UK will be the primary source of information for the public, enabling them to
make careful and educated choices about their digital options. Given this, the number of aVordable digital
options now available, and the expectation that over time the costs of digital receiving equipment are likely
to fall further, we do not expect aVordability to be a significant issue for most people.

Aminority of householdsmay require an adjustment to or a replacement of their aerial or lead connection
either due to the condition of the existing installation or to enable them to receive all DTT services. Ofcom
have estimated this to be 10%14 of households at switchover; with most cases being caused by old faulty
aerials or connecting leads. A new rooftop aerial installation currently typically costs £125, or a set top aerial
£20.15 Households adopting satellite and/or cable or DSL broadband solutions for all their televisions will
not need to upgrade or replace aerials. The Government and Digital UK are exploring options to help the
viewer understand whether their aerial installation will require upgrading to receive a reliable DTT signal.

The Ferryside trial provided a great deal of useful information about the sort of help that viewers may
need with the switchover process. It confirmed that while virtually all (99%) of households were positive
about the benefits of digital television, a proportion (19%) required help from the trial team to connect and
use their digital TV equipment16. These tended to be households with older people living on their own, many
of whom have been taken into account by theGovernment in shaping their proposals for targeted assistance
for vulnerable groups.

4.2 Public communication and support

Working with Government, Ofcom and stakeholders we agreed the framework of a public
communications and support programme that aims to ensure that everyone is fully aware of and
understands digital switchover and what it means for them; and that those who need help and assistance
know how to obtain it.

The key elements of this programme are:

(i) Government targeted help scheme—to provide help and assistance and, where appropriate, financial
support to those households with people over 75 or with severe disabilities (defined as those people eligible
for either Disability Living Allowance or Attendance Allowance; with additional support also available to
the registered blind). This scheme will cover a significant number of households and provide subsidised
assistance to convert and install one television set. This help will be provided free for the poorest eligible
households, those on Income Support, Job Seekers’ Allowance or Pension Credit; but a modest fee to will
be charged for others.

Full details of this programme will be provided by the Government on completion of the Bolton Digital
TV Trial and the BBC Charter Review process.

(ii) Digital UK regional coordination—of local networks of council oYcials and groups representing older
people, voluntary organisations and other bodies who have direct contact with those groups we expect to
need most assistance“ older people, those with a disability and the socially isolated.

(iii) Digital UK call centre—we have established two helplines to provide viewers with the facts and
support they need to assist them in the conversion to digital. The first is on 08456 50 50 50 and is the general
helpline for all members of the public. The second is on 0800 5 19 20 21 and has been set up specifically for
those groups eligible for the Government’s targeted assistance scheme. These helplines have both recorded
and live agent options.

(iv) Digital UK website—www.digitaluk.co.uk answers basic questions on why switchover is happening,
when it is happening in their area, andwhat their options are for going digital. It includes a postcode checker
which indicates the digital platforms currently available where they live. In time we will develop this to
provide information on whether they are expected to be within the expanded DTT coverage after
switchover, and if so which channels they might receive.

(v) Digital UK public information campaign—will communicate on a regional basis starting 3 years
before digital switchover. All households will receive two mailings containing simple guides to digital
switchover and we will also be communicating via BBC and Commercial TV, Teletext, press ads, radio and
posters. Leaflets will be provided to a range of sources including libraries, Citizens Advice Bureaux,
consumer groups and many retail outlets. The first leaflets will be distributed in October 2005.

(vi) Digital UKmanagement of the “digital tick” logo—developed by the Government (DTI)—the digital
tick is a certification mark that will signify digital switchover-compatible equipment and services, and
trusted sources of information on switchover. Around 2,300 retail stores have now registered to use the logo
at point of sale, including large national chains such as Dixons/Currys and Comet, as well as many local
independent electrical retailers. It will be used before the end of the year in television spots; and be featured
in all Digital UK communication.

14 Source: Ofcom/Scientific Generics report “Cost and power consumption implications of digital switchover”.
15 Source: Ofcom/Scientific Generics report “Cost and power consumption implications of digital switchover”.
16 Source: The “Digital Switchover Technical Trial Report” July 2005.
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(vii) Digital UK retail coordination—of retailer and manufacturer marketing and viewer education
programmes.We are providing briefingmaterials for retail staV and informationmaterials for all customers.
The development of the digital tick logo is a part of that activity allowing viewers to see at a glance if
equipment is digital compliant.

(viii) Public protection—we are working closely with Government, industry, consumer groups and other
organisations including Trading Standards to ensure that the public interest is protected. We have
established a monthly Consumer Group LiaisonMeeting attended by representatives of organisations such
as the National Consumer Council, RNIB, RNID and Help the Aged. One area in development is a digital
accreditation programme for aerial installers, driven by the Government (DTI) and the Confederation of
Aerial Industries (CAI). This programmewill certify installers with appropriate expertise andwho the public
can trust. Accredited installers will be able to use the digital tick logo and will be promoted on our website
and via retailers.

5. Building the Digital Broadcast Infrastructure

5.1 Timetable

The order and timing of switchover in the ITV regions was announced by Government (following advice
from Digital UK and Ofcom) on 15 September 2005, as follows:

Starting in 2008: Border

Starting in 2009: West Country, Wales, Granada

Starting in 2010: West, Grampian, Scottish

Starting in 2011: Central, Yorkshire, Anglia

Starting in 2012: Meridian, London, Tyne Tees, Ulster

Each ITV region contains a diVerent number of main transmitters so the period of switchover in each
region will vary, but it is expected that on average each region will take about six months to convert. A
number of complex and interacting factors determined the timings and the order. These included possible
interference within the UK to analogue and existing digital services both to and from overseas broadcasters
and other services using the spectrum. During the switchover process in any one region it is necessary to
protect broadcasts from neighbouring regions and all the frequencies by which relays are fed. Once a region
was chosen this would, in turn, often have been a decisive factor in determining the next region in the
sequence. Around 6,000 interdependencies have been analysed in reaching the final frequency plan and
timetable.

This timetable has been developed after extensive analysis and feasibility studies conducted by spectrum
planners working for the BBC and Ofcom, and the transmission network operators Arqiva and Crown
CastleUK; and in consultation with all the relevant parties includingGovernment, broadcasters and others.
Reaching this point has taken several years, with early work beginning soon after Chris Smith’s 1999
statement on digital television.

As such, Government, the transmission companies and the broadcasters have sought to develop the
timetable to ensure that it is robust and achievable. Indeed, it is only after such detailed planning that the
transmission network companies are now negotiating contracts with the broadcasters, which will commit
them to the 2008 to 2012 timeframe. The framework terms of these contracts between the transmission
network companies and the existing and prospective post-2012 broadcasters are likely to be in place by the
beginning of 2006, and the transmission companies will then initiate the technical delivery of switchover by
beginning to order the necessary components from their suppliers.

5.2 Programme of work

The timescale of the switchover programme is driven by the complexity and scale of the re-engineering
programme.What is broadly a four-year programme for the conversion of the 50main transmitters17 means
that on average one main transmitter per month will be switched over.

The conversion of the transmitter network to digital involves work both at the 80 sites that currently
transmit DTT as well as the remainder of the 1,154 sites that do not. At each site analogue equipment must
be taken out and decommissioned and new digital equipment installed. During the changeover, temporary
solutions will be used to maintain existing services. The new digital equipment includes both new processing
hardware in the buildings at the base of the mast (“groundworks”), and new aerials at the top of the mast
(“airworks”). Some sites require structural engineering to the masts themselves.

17 The switchover of the transmitter network entails re-engineering of the 1,154 analogue sites across the UK. Fifty of these sites
are designated as “main sites” (which receive the television signals direct through line-fed fibre networks) and the others as
“relays” as they take signals oV-air from the main sites and retransmit to smaller areas which cannot receive direct from the
main sites. Some main sites have many relays (Wenvoe in Wales has 85), which complicates the implementation logistics.
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There are restrictions onworking onmasts during inclementweather, whichmeans that airworks can only
sensibly be planned betweenApril andOctober. In addition, duringmuch of thework, analogue and existing
digital television and other services including radio and emergency services have to be maintained and the
switchover programme has to take into account the health and safety requirements of working amongst
transmitting frequencies.

5.3 Coverage

At switchover, services broadcast on the PSB DTT multiplexes are planned to substantially replicate
today’s estimated analogue coverage (see Annex C). UK households with reliable analogue reception
(estimated by Ofcom to be 98.5% of households) should then be able to receive digital versions of those
channels (BBC One, BBC Two, ITV1, Channel 4, Five, S4C Digidol in Wales, TeleG in Scotland, and
Teletext) free-to-air over DTT through their aerial. For those households outside of theDTT coverage area,
there are likely to be a number of options to provide access to digital television, including satellite (free and
pay), cable and DSL broadband, depending on geography.

Final coverage details will be confirmed after the conclusion of Ofcom’s negotiations on behalf of the UK
in theRegionalRadiocommunications Conference (RRC) in June 2006 and subsequent bilateral discussions
with neighbouring states.

6. The Digital Switchover Programme

Digital UK, Government and Ofcom have jointly developed a structured “Digital Switchover
Programme” in order to enable the three parties to work together eVectively in the absence of a formal legal
or regulatory framework.

The structure of the programme centres on the nine functional, cross-organisational workstreams co-
ordinated by the Digital UK “Programme OYce”. Further detail is given in Annex E.

These workstreams involve representatives from:

— The PSBs.

— The DTT multiplex operators.

— The consumer digital equipment industry (digital equipmentmanufacturers, component suppliers,
retailers, aerial manufacturers and installers).

— The digital television platforms (satellite, cable, terrestrial and DSL).

— Consumer organisations.

— Other Government departments, agencies and bodies who will play a role in implementing digital
switchover in the public sector (eg in social housing, on public estates, andwhere television services
are provided in support of public services such as schools, hospitals and prisons).

— All those who own ormaintain television systems, including social/private landlords and hoteliers.

Our success in encouraging early and voluntary take-up of digital television will be monitored by our
consumer tracking metrics. We are working with Ofcom to develop a new consumer tracking study which
will measure awareness, understanding, attitudes, intentions, action and satisfaction with digital switchover
amongst a sample group of consumers on a regular basis. We intend to share this tracking data with all
programme stakeholders.

We will also conduct supplementary qualitative and quantitative research to enhance our understanding
of the needs of viewers and enable us to better serve them throughout the switchover process.

Annex A

DIGITAL TELEVISION IN THE UK

Until 1983 television broadcasting in the UK comprised just the four main analogue channels: BBCOne,
BBC Two, ITV1 and Channel 4 (S4C in Wales). The first cable franchises, licensed in 1984, and the launch
of Sky’s analogue satellite services in 1989, brought wider consumer choice to the viewing public for the
first time.

Digital television, with its greater spectrum eYciency and wider range of services, was launched
commercially in theUK in 1998. The launch of Sky’s digital servicewas quickly followed by the introduction
of a new television platform, digital terrestrial television or DTT, the development of which had been
enabled by The Broadcasting Act 1996.

The 1996 legislation created a limited digital terrestrial network alongside the existing analogue one. This
inevitably restricted the coverage available to DTT because frequency planners had to “squeeze” the new
services between existing analogue broadcasts.
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The 1996 Act created a six multiplex structure for the UK (the current version of which is detailed in
Annex C). The DCMS assigned one multiplex to the BBC and the Independent Television Commission (the
then regulator, which has now been replaced by Ofcom) made a second available for ITV and Channel 4 to
share together with the public Teletext service. The other four were advertised for competitive tender. As a
result of this, SDN (a consortium owned at the time by S4C, United Business Media and NTL; and now
part of ITV plc) was awarded one multiplex. The remaining three went to BDB, which went on to become
OnDigital, later renamed ITV Digital.

ITV Digital operated a pay-TV service on DTT until the business was closed in 2002. The ITC re-
advertised the licences for the three multiplexes ITV Digital controlled, and awarded them to the BBC
(multiplex B) and Crown Castle UK (multiplexes C and D), who had joined with Sky to form a consortium
called DTV Services Ltd that would market a new free-to-air DTT service. “Freeview” was launched in
October 2002, and precipitated substantial growth in take-up of digital television.

In the meantime, Sky had rapidly grown its consumer base, reaching its five million customer target and
switching oV its analogue signal in 2001, both ahead of schedule.

The emergence more recently of new digital platforms, such as Homechoice, which operates over a
telephone line; and the launch of new services from established providers, such as the “freesat” non-
subscription service from Sky; has brought a huge diversity of digital TV options for viewers. Developments
such as the BBC and ITV’s proposed free to air satellite service as well as BT’s proposed DTT/broadband
service will further add to this. The current array of digital TV options is summarised in Annex D.

63%ofUKhouseholds now receive digital television,18 and take-up continues to expand. In the 12months
to the end of June 2005 the number of digital homes increased by around 18%, or roughly two million
households, to 15.7 million homes. The UK has the highest levels of digital take-up in Europe.
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Figure 1: Historical Growth of Digital Television in the UK8

8 Source: Ofcom.

Annex B

A BRIEF HISTORY OF SWITCHOVER

In 1999 Chris Smith, the then Secretary of State for Culture,Media and Sport, first mooted the possibility
of digital television switchover.

To assess the feasibility of switchover Government formed The Digital Television Action Plan (DTAP)
at the end of 2001. It prompted the formation of a Government/industry Digital Television Project to
undertake a number of early tasks, which had been identified as being necessary to prepare for switchover.
These included spectrum planning, market preparation and technology and equipment preparation.

18 Source: Ofcom’s quarterly “Digital Television Update”, Q2 2005.
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One of the specialist working groups established by the DTAP was the Spectrum Planning Group (SPG),
led byOfcom. This was chargedwith responding to the challenge fromGovernment to plan a full DTTpost-
switchover network that would significantly replicate analogue coverage and at the same time release
frequencies from the broadcasting spectrum for future alternative use.

Based upon the SPG’s recommended frequency plan and subsequent refinements, Ofcom issued Digital
Replacement Licences to ITV, Channel 4, five and Teletext at the end of 2004. These licences contained
several switchover related obligations, including:

— a requirement to extend DTT20 to substantially replicate analogue coverage (defined by Ofcom as
PSB core coverage of 98.5%)21;

— a requirement to agree a communications plan with Ofcom aimed at informing their viewers of the
timetable for switchover and how to receive their channels after switchover;

— to complete the build-out of the DTT network switchover within the UK by the end of 2012.

The SPG also recommended that 14 channels in the broadcast spectrum should be released to Ofcom for
alternative use.22

At the same time, Government conducted a cost-benefit analysis to demonstrate the net benefit of digital
switchover to UK plc23.

In September 2003 the Government decided to pursue digital switchover. At this point the work moved
from a question of “whether” and on to questions of “how” and “when”.

The DTAP did further work to recommend a “managed migration” approach, emphasising voluntary
switching and substantial notice of switchover in each region. It developed high level plans for frequency
planning, consumer equipment, consumer support and communications. It also highlighted the possible
policy impacts, and conducted a risk assessment of digital switchover. But the DTAP was not designed to
deliver switchover, only to pave the way for the Government decision.

The DTAP came to an end on 31December 2004. By this time the BBC and those with licence obligations
to deliver switchover (the commercial public service broadcasters) and commercial multiplex licensees had
convened to create a “shadow SwitchCo” working team, to mould the successor project to the DTAP.

These parties then worked together with the supply chain representatives to develop the objectives,
structure and remit for SwitchCo.

SwitchCo Ltd. was incorporated on 12 April 2005. SwitchCo’s consumer-facing launch as “Digital UK”
was made on 16 September 2005, the day after the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport’s
announcement at the Royal Television Society Cambridge Convention which reiterated the Government’s
commitment to switchover and set out the regional timetable and early details of the Government’s targeted
assistance scheme.

20 DTT currently transmits from only 80 transmitter sites in the UK. At switchover, turning oV the analogue signal will enable
the digital signal to be boosted in power at those 80 sites, and introduced for the first time to the remainder of the 1,154
transmitter sites used in analogue.

21 The term “PSB core coverage” refers to the proportion of UK households that can receive all of the PSB services.
22 Ofcom has responsibility for spectrum management in the UK, and will decide on how to allocate the spectrum released by
the switchover process. Possibilities include further TV services, high definition TV (HDTV), mobile TV services or wireless
networks. Ofcom is not expected to make a decision on the use of this spectrum until late 2006 or early 2007.

23 The latest version of the Government’s Cost Benefit Analysis, published on 10 February 2005, indicated a Net Present Value
to UK plc of completing digital switchover by the end of 2012 of £1.7 billion (central case—assuming 2012 completion date).
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Annex D

CURRENT DIGITAL TV OPTIONS

Digital Terrestrial Television Digital Satellite Digital Cable DSL
(DTT) (Digital Subscriber Line—

digital services through the
phone line)

Two options available: Two options available: Monthly subscription charge Monthly subscription charge

Cost Free Free May be an installation charge May be an installation charge
— No subscription — No subscription (may also include telephone (includes broadband
— One-oV cost of digital — One-oV installation and and internet service) connection)
box or integrated digital TV equipment charge

— Ability to upgrade to aSubscription
monthly subscription— Top-Up TV subscription

add-on service available for Subscription
£7.99 per month — Monthly subscription

charge
— Free standard
installation and equipment on
all packages for new
customers

Channels Free Free Over 150 channels Up to 80 channels
Can get over 30 free channels Over 120 free to air TV
(see Appendix C for full list) channels

Subscription Subscription
200! more channels

Coverage x73% coverage of all 6 x98% coverage x51% coverage Homechoice passes 2.2
multiplexes million homes in LondonIn a few cases dish
x83% coverage of the 3 PSB installation or signal KiT only available in Hull
multiplexes (see Appendix C reception may not be possible
for details)

You may need to upgrade
your aerial

Equipment You connect the digital box Digital box and satellite dish Digital box with cable Digital box with phone
to your existing TV or simply installed and set up for you connection installed and set connection installed and set
switch on your digital TV up for you up for you
(which has a digital box built
in)

Service Freeview Sky Ntl Homechoice
Providers Top-Up TV (pay service) Freesat from Sky Telewest KiT (Kingston Interactive

Television)WightCable

Annex E

THE DIGITAL SWITCHOVER PROGRAMME STRUCTURE

The six workstreams relating to the implementation of switchover are led by Digital UK; the two relating
to policy or statutory issues are led byGovernment; and the one relating to regulatory issues is led byOfcom.
Each workstream takes in individuals from the other two lead parties; as well as all the other appropriate
industry stakeholders. Some have developed industry groups for eVective communication; or set up links
to existing groups.

The Programme OYce will develop monthly progress reports for the Switchover Steering Group. The
Steering Group in turn will agree a summary progress report which will be delivered to the quarterly
“Ministerial Group on Digital Switchover” which operates in an oversight capacity.
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The Ministerial Group on 
Digital Switchover 

The Digital UK Programme Office 

(1) Communications 

(2) Consumer & Market Research 

(3) Consumer Liaison 

(4) Transmission Network 

(5) Housing and Property 

(6) Supply Chain Logistics 

(7) Targeted Assistance

(8) Government Regulatory / Statutory 

(9) Ofcom Regulatory 

Led by Digital UK 

Led by Government 

Led by Ofcom 

The Switchover Steering Group 

Digital UK DCMS & DTI Ofcom 

Switchover Communications Forum

Consumer Advisory Body Group 

Housing Communications Group 

Supply Chain Group 

Independent Industry Groups 

Digital Stakeholder’s 
Group 

STRUCTURE OF THE DIGITAL SWITCHOVER PROGRAMME 

Supplementary memorandum from Digital UK

Further to evidence given to the CMS Select Committee on 8 November 2005, in which it was suggested
that the staggered channel switchover will not be possible in all regions, Digital UK has drafted this note
to explain the staggered process and confirm that this process will be adopted in all regions.

The Staggered Channel Switchover in Berlin

A key learning from the Berlin switchover was the benefits brought by a staggered channel switchover,
in which one channel would switch to digital first, followed by an intervening period before the remaining
channels switch.

In Berlin one analogue channel was switched to digital in November 2002. This allowed households to
understand whether they would receive DTT and purchase new receivers. Four months later, in February
2003, all national commercial broadcasts switched to digital. In a third stage, in August 2003 the remaining
low-power analogue public service broadcasts switched to digital, and all analogue transmission was
switched oV.
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How Staggered Channel Switchover Will Work in the UK

A similar method is being used in the UK. The following diagram is an illustration of the switchover
process at the Blackhill transmitter in North Lanarkshire, Scotland:
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The process described by this diagram is:

1. Around 18 months to two years before the switchover date the antenna at the top of masts are re-
engineered for digital but used for analogue transmissions until the switchover date.

2. Approximately three months before switchover engineering works on the ground commence.

3. BBC2 displays a caption telling the viewer that it will shortly be switched over to digital.

4. BBC2 switches to digital, and one of the BBC PSBmultiplexes (carrying BBC2 in digital form plus five
to eight other digital channels) is launched in its place. At this time a viewer previously outside DTT
coverage will be able to access the services carried on that multiplex. Those within existing DTT coverage
will be required to re-scan their boxes (many do this automatically) to pick up the bundle of channels carried
on this multiplex.

5. Captions appear on the remaining terrestrial analogue channels (BBC1, ITV, Channel 4 and Five).

6. After an interval of a fewweeks, the remaining analogue channels switch to digital. The other two PSB
multiplexes (the second BBC multiplex and the Digital 3&4 multiplex operated by ITV and Channel 4) are
launched in their place. Five is carried on one of the BBC multiplexes. All PSB services are now available
in digital form. Again, those within existing DTT coverage must perform a re-scan to find the other PSB
multiplexes in their new locations.

7. Depending on the circumstances at each transmitter site the commercial multiplexes (the SDN
multiplex and the two National Grid Wireless—previously Crown Castle—multiplexes) will either move to
their new channel frequencies at the same time as the PSB multiplexes or a few weeks later.

Digital UK has been working with the broadcasters and transmission companies (Arqiva and National
GridWireless—who between them own the whole transmission network of 1,154 sites) to develop this plan.
It is supported by them, and is seen as the best possible way of giving viewers an opportunity to test their
DTT signal and prepare for the switchover of the remaining channels.

This process will be adopted at all sites across the UK at switchover.

15 November 2005

Further supplementary memorandum from Digital UK

The Committee has raised some questions about the facts of the Ferryside trial conducted in early 2005.
Emyr Byron Hughes, the Ferryside Project Manager, addressed these issues in our lunch presentation of 15
November. Digital UK has drafted this note with Emyr’s support to clarify some of the issues raised,
particularly the need for new aerials and the cost of the trial.

About Ferryside

— 475 homes—c 1,200 people in Ferryside and LlansteVan.

— Profile slightly older than UK average, with higher proportion of ill and disabled.
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Equipment

— Equipment was subsidised:
— Choice of five set-top boxes.
— two digital recorders.

— Could upgrade to iDTV or other platforms to equivalent cost.

— But all aerial work was paid for by householders.

Conversion

— 80% installed with no assistance.

— 20% needed some help or advice—but the helpline satisfied most.

— c 5% needed significant help and home visits.

Aerials

— The “45%” of households needing new aerials is an incorrect reading of the Ferryside report.

— 23% of homes either moved their aerial round, or in some cases installed a new aerial, in order to
receive from the Ferryside transmitter and so become part of the trial area. These homes should
be discounted as they only did work in order to take advantage of the trial.

— 22% of homes carried out some remedial work on their aerial installation or connecting cables.

— Of the 22%who carried out somework on their aerial, some needed to change or alter their rooftop
installation; others simply needed to replace the new cables between the wall and the TV.

— The split was not measured, but it is thought that most had cable problems rather than aerial
problems, so approximately 10% of households needed new aerials—a figure which is consistent
withOfcom’s estimate in its “Cost and EnergyReport” (8November 2005) that 10%of households
might need new aerials at switchover.

— All aerial work was done before the analogue signal was switched oV, and no one lost reception
at switchover.

Satisfaction

— 87% responded to the questionnaire at the end of the trial—99.2% voted in favour of keeping
digital.

Costs

— The project cost a total of £865,000 and was funded by DCMS, DTI and, to a lesser extent, by the
broadcasters.

— The figure of “£2,000” per household has been arrived at simply by dividing the project cost by
the number of households (475) in the trial.

— It has been suggested in earlier evidence given to the Committee that £2,000 was the cost of
providing technical assistance. This is not the case, since the project included other costs. As
detailed below, the cost of consumer equipment was £340 per household, and the average cost of
installation support and the call centre £180 per household. Themain element of the trial costs was
the conversion of the Ferryside transmitter.

— In any case, the project cost does not provide a guide to the cost of actual switchover since:

(i) As a trial, there was a substantial investment in research;
(ii) The trial was not able to take advantage of the economies of scale that will come into play

in switchover proper; and

(iii) The cost of consumer equipment has already fallen since the Ferryside trial, and is expected
to fall further.

— Many elements of the project were provided under commercial contract, so precise costs were not
provided in the Ferryside report.

— We do know, however, that there were five categories of cost, as follows:

1. Planning and Project Management

— Planning andmanagementwas provided byDCMSandDTI and amounted to approximately 10%
of project costs.

2. Installation Support and Call Centre

— Support costs were also approximately 10% of project costs, or around £180 per household.
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3. Transmitter Conversion

— More than half of the project cost was for the conversion of the Ferryside transmitter. This is a
fixed cost and would have been similar had the transmitter served several thousand homes.

4. Domestic Equipment

— Trial homes had, on average, 2.75 TVs and 1.5 VCRs (higher than theUKaverage). All equipment
was converted, at a cost of £80 per unit; or £340 per home. For all 475 homes this amounted to
£160,000, or approximately 18% of the total project cost.

— Since the trial, prices have come down, and are expected to fall further.

— In the Bolton trial, for example, the average unit cost is closer to £50.

— At switchover, Ofcom expects DTT set-top boxes to cost £26 and digital recorders £80 (Ofcom
Cost and Energy Report, 8 November 2005); and the cost of converting a household to range from
£26 to £153.

5. Research

— Since Ferryside was a trial, provisionwasmade for a substantial research budget, which comprised
approximately 10% of the project budget.

If you have any further questions on this or other topics, please feel free to contact me.

6 December 2005

Witnesses:Mr Ford Ennals, Chief Executive,Mr Barry Cox, Chairman, andMr Mike Hughes, Broadcast
Director, Digital UK, gave evidence.

Chairman: Can I welcome Barry Cox, Ford Ennals a decade or more and that would put an absolute
stop on the process as we currently are at, digitaland Mike Hughes from Digital UK. You have

waited patiently and heard a lot of the questions that terrestrial television would only reach between 70
and 80% of the country and that is bad news for thehave already been asked and you will have heard a

number of them were directed towards you in order people who are paying their licence fee and would
like the choice of free-to-air BBC through theirto seek further information. Can I invite Paul to

kick oV? aerial. It is unfair on them and it is wasteful because
all the things that Stephen Carter was describing
could not be done with those frequencies, we wouldQ333 Paul Farrelly: Clearly we are going to ask you
have to use all the frequencies as we currently do. Iquestions about Government policy and I hope that
think even the people who were your firstthe answers will not simply be “Ours is not to reason
independent witnesses said switchover is right, theirwhy, ours is just to do or die”. We kicked oV the last
criticisms were other. Those are essentially thesession with a discussion of the Government’s cost
reasons; it is unfair, it is wasteful and it deprivesbenefit analysis and the criticisms that have been
choice to the public.made of this. How worthy and necessary cost

beneficial a goal is it for the UK to fix digital
switchover for a particular day by 2012 rather than Q334Paul Farrelly: I am sure it has not just occurred

to me here listening to the evidence fromOfcom thatlet the markets determine it?
Mr Cox: The Government’s own analysis gave you perhaps with the arrival of Freesat now, or the

impending arrival of Freesat, the world, andthe net present value of between one and two billion
and theymade it a few years ago. You heard Stephen therefore the analysis of the world, may have

changed and although Ofcom has done its analysisCarter say he thinks some costs have come down so
that provision is more towards the higher end of of the Government’s case in June of this year it may

be time for some fresh thinking and for the costthat. The switchover date has been set back by two
years from their original claim, so there is an benefit analysis to be reviewed in that light. How

sensible is it simply to concentrate just on DTT?oVsetting in there. We are happy with that analysis.
It is rather economic and slightly, not meaningless Would it not be better to promote free-to-view

satellite services now in this changed environment?but not meaningful to most people. As to your
question as to why not leave it to the market, I think Mr Cox: You are right that if it happens, when it

happens, it will be very useful to have a BBC/ITVhere we start from the fact the spectrum is a public
resource and it is a Government decision inevitably Freesat which almost certainly Channels 4 and Five

would join in due course, that is true, and, speakingin that respect. They have led a four year action plan
and spent a long time debating this. You heard narrowly as Digital UK, it would be enormously

helpful to us because we do have the problem of thatOfcom answer on the balance of views that Ofcom
arrived at, and no doubt theGovernment themselves 20–30% of the country which cannot get DTT until

switchover and if they all wait until the switchoverarrived at, and in a slightly diVerent way the public
service broadcasters also arrived at, that leaving it to that is a big task for us to convert them. Anything

that can alleviate that is highly desirable and in thatthemarket was not a sensible option. There are fairly
obvious reasons for that. If you left it to the market sense Freesat from the BBC and others would be

very good news. I am afraid you would have to askabsolutely you would have the prospect of a very
small number of viewers clinging on to analogue for theGovernmentwhy they have not pursued this one.
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I think the broadcasters see it as an important Q337 Chairman: How many televisions are there
out there?addition. One of the residual problems with satellite,

which Ofcom did not mention, is the second and Mr Ennals:Once again, we would estimate there are
probably about 64 million.third sets. They are much more expensive and more

diYcult to deal with—not impossible—with the
satellite option. On top of all the complexity of the Q338 Chairman: How many of those are digital at
messages, which we absolutely agree with, that is a the moment?
real problem as well for viewers. It is undoubtedly Mr Ennals: That is the 38–40% of that number.
cheaper for them to get it through the aerial, it is
easier, they can do more things with it, and that is Q339 Chairman: So that is going to be between
why the choice should be made available. 25 million and 28 million.
Mr Ennals: If I might add, digital terrestrial Mr Ennals: Yes. There is of the order of 40 million
television today is maxed out and, as we know, some TVs still to be connected. I think where we would
27% of the population cannot get digital television take heart, and you heard from Danny Churchill
via their aerial, so to expand anything beyond where and the retail and manufacture representatives, in
we are today, whether it be to the 200 transmitters or terms of digital and TV equipment, of the order of
any point beyond the 80 transmitters today, would ten million units a year are sold. Of those, six million
require you to switch the analogue signal oV. I are TVs and on top of that you have another four
absolutely agree with Stephen Carter, that it is million of digital boxes and receivers. We do believe
necessary, it is desirable and it will allow future over the life of the seven year programme it is very,
digital benefits to come. I thinkwe need to start from very possible indeed to actually convert the
that premise. In terms of what this programme is 40 million TVs that are out there currently just
about, it is allowing people to have a choice of how focused on analogue.
they receive digital television. Whilst Mike will be
leading this programmeonDigitalUK’s part andwe Q340 Chairman: Although you will have heard theywill be building the capability for everyone up to suggested that in fact we were going backwards
98.5% to get digital television by their aerial, in terms rather than forwards in terms of the number of
of how we manage the programme and how we analogue versus digital sets being sold.
communicate we will be entirely platform-neutral Mr Ennals: The point is, and I think this was
and we think it is in the best interests of the ultimately made in the session, there is no such thing
consumers to have a choice.We know a lot of people as an obsolete TV out there. Any analogue TV being
want Freeview and DTT, and you have seen the bought today is capable of receiving digital TV, you
figures from Ofcom in the last week, but equally we just need a digital receiver. What we have seen in the
recognise that satellite and the LLU and DSL last few months after the Secretary of State’s
services, broadband services, oVer an excellent announcement on 15 September has been a very big
service as well.We think it is verymuch about choice switch. What we have seen is Sony announced at the
of digital options. beginning of this month that they would no longer
Paul Farrelly: You have already answered my last be making and selling analogue TVs in the UK. We
question which was going to be about platform- have seen Dixons confirm that their future ranges as
neutrality. they plan 2006 and beyond will be focused on digital

TVs. We are seeing a very strong demand for digital
TVs and set-top boxes. We are seeing the sort ofQ335 Chairman: Can I press you on the scale of the
switch that Danny Churchill from the Dixonstask. The Government say that 65% of households
Group was hoping would happen to kick-start thisare already digital but what theymean by that is they
programme.have one digital set, but they almost certainly still

have analogue sets. Do you know what percentage
Q341 Chairman:When you heard Danny say to usof households are fully digital?
that there would be six months in order to achieveMrEnnals:Wehave some statistics which are drawn
the increase in the sale of digital sets which would befrom a body the industry use calledGFK.What that
necessary in order to make this process workwould suggest at the moment is on average there are
smoothly, you are relaxed we are going to achieveabout two and a half TVs in the home and, of those,
that in six months?about 38–40% of TVs are now digitally connected.
Mr Ennals: I do not think I am relaxed about anyThat scales the task. In terms of how many homes
aspect of this programme. As Stephen said, it is veryare fully digital, ie every TV in the home has digital
complex, it does touch every single household in thereception, we would estimate that to be the order
country and it needs to be very well managed andof 20%.
tightly monitored and controlled. In terms of the
next six months, we are working with Danny

Q336 Chairman: You think 20% have every Churchill of the Dixons Group and, indeed, the
television with either cable, set-top box or satellite? supply chain on a programme of communication
MrEnnals: Indeed, Chairman.We have to recognise that will make sure we boost awareness, we boost
that 20% of households have one TV, 35–40% have understanding, particularly in the run-up to the
two TVs and a proportion of those people have got World Cup where I believe you have a 30% increase
one TV connection, but 20% of households are fully in TV sales, that people are aware of digital

switchover and their digital options.digital today.
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Q342 Mr Sanders: There are going to be some real posters, in the press, making sure that people know
what they need to know. In addition, we will be co-problems, are there not, in some households where

the main television will be connected digitally but ordinating with the retailers and with the
manufacturers to make sure they get the messagesthe other analogue televisions will be no more?

There will be a possible implication of wanting to out. The reason why the Border TV region, which is
the first region to go, has a very high awareness ofeither connect those up, if that is technically

possible, or to change those sets if that is aVordable. digital switchover now—it is measured at over
80%—is if you look in, this is theWhitehaven News,When we hear all this talk of 98% of households

receiving digital and that increasing choice, that is I am not sure you are necessarily familiar with this
publication, I will leave it for you to perusenot the whole story because for many households

there will be less choice because there will be only afterwards, you will find communication not just
from ourselves but also from Sky which spells outone television set through which they can view

television channels. You can only watch one channel when digital switchover is happening and what they
need to do. What you will see is not just the moneyat a time so it does not matter there are 50 channels

available to one set, the fact is you have only got one we are spending but the activities across the industry
co-ordinated to make sure the message gets out.set. Is there not a danger that people are going to feel

very resentful at the end of this process that they had
not realised that the other sets are redundant? What Q344 Mr Sanders: That is always the best way of
are you doing to get that message across? getting a message across, to have it coming at people
Mr Ennals: As you said, it is not a simple matter. I from diVerent angles and diVerent areas. At the end
think there is an important communication and of the day you are going to be spending a
education job that needs to be done. We are considerable amount of money, who are you
confident that every household that wants to watch accountable to for spending that money?
television on every TV they choose to use will make Mr Cox: We are accountable to the shareholders,
the decision to connect it digitally. As you said, we who are the public service broadcasters and the
recognise that on average people have two and a half commercial multiplex operators, and they are
TVs in their home and in the research we have done accountable through the licences they have from
people have expressed interest in sustaining that. Ofcom and through the Charter. That is the line of
Indeed, if you look at the Ofcom cost work it does accountability, and in that sense accountable to you.
assume that everybody does convert at least twoTVs
and that drives the average cost per household. That

Q345 Paul Farrelly: We heard earlier on theis built into the current cost. As you say, I think part
powerfully put education argument, or theof what we have to do is (a) building awareness, (b)
minimisation of confusion argument, to back up thebuilding understanding of digital switchover, and (c)
98.5% target. I live in an area where my analoguemaking sure people understand what they need to
reception is not brilliant but my digital reception isdo. We have been in public meetings in Galashiels,
awful and it is usually awful when someone isin Melrose, in other parts of the Border region and
scoring a goal or going over a try line.When I switchpeople are asking for very simple, straightforward
back to the analogue I can see the thing even in ainformation: “Tell us what we need to do, tell us
blizzard, whereas themosaics completely destroy thewhen we need to do it”. What is interesting is that
digital TV. I do not know whether it is my aerial atwe are not getting people saying, “We are
fault or, if I was a consumer, whether it is simplyuncomfortable about the policy”; in fact, quite the
because the analogue signal reduces the power of thecontrary, a lot of people are saying, “I cannot get 4,
digital signal. There is confusion there. I raised thisI cannot get Channel Five, we want to get Freeview
in the last session. To my mind, it would not bebut we are out of coverage”. Indeed, I think there is
too problematic for people involved in thereal public support for this programme but they
implementation to identify those problem areas andneed help and they need the information to make it
it would be a great business opportunity for peoplehappen.
in the aerial business to work with yourselves to plan
a programme so that people address this early. My

Q343 Mr Sanders: How much of your budget is question, given all that, is how hands-on is your
going to be devoted to that sort of marketing side guidance intervention going to be and how free
rather than the management and public relations market? For instance, would you recommend that
side, your relationship with themedia?Howmuch of accreditation is not only of importance but should
it is actually going to be on direct communication be compulsory? Would your intervention in your
with the public? public information campaigns lead to telling Edna,
Mr Ennals: We have a very detailed programme of who lives next door to me, that she should not pay
communication over the next three to seven years. more than X number of pounds to have her aerial
We would estimate that would be not less than tested or altered? How interventionist do you think
£100 million of expenditure on communication to you should be?
the consumer. It is not just straight advertising, it Mr Ennals: I think Stephen referenced it when he
will also include leaflets which we have already put was speaking. There is an intent and a duty to make
into libraries and Citizens Advice Bureaux around sure that customers not only get the information
the country. We will be mailing every household at they need but are protected. To that end, there is an
least twice during the programme of switchover. accreditation programme in development and is

now in motion, called the RDI scheme, theObviously we will be communicating on TV, on
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registered digital installer scheme, whereby aerial switchover, as I think has already been rehearsed, is
that at switchover we will be able to increase theinstallers go through a programme where their
power of the digital signals, so in your case youexpertise to install digital aerials is checked and
should be okay.verified but also they have a background check so

that people can be confident when they are called
out. They will be able to use in their own marketing Q346 Paul Farrelly: It has been quite clear that you
literature and when they talk about their business are prepared to give consumers what economists
the digital logo, the digital tick. In our might call quality signals, a recommendation that
communication, on our website, in our call centres, they should go with an accredited digital installer,
wewill encourage people tomake sure they are using but what about price signals: “Typically in your area
a certified aerial installer. We will make sure that the you should not pay more than this for an aerial
training of those installers is suYcient whereby they check”? Do you see that as being helpful?
will be able to identify the sorts of characteristics Mr Ennals: It is something that we have discussed.
they have and we will be able to give them guidance Our position at the moment is both within our call
on how to remedy it. We heard from Tim Jenks of centre and on our website in the information we
the CAI that he is confident that he can mobilise his provide we would aim to give people an indicative
sector. There is a requirement to have more trained range. We will lay out the diVerent options for how
aerial installers to deliver the programme but over they go digital and we need to recognise there are
the seven years I think we have suYcient time to do very diVerent costs associated with that, but in the
that. One of the great benefits that people like Greg area of digital installers we would suggest what a
from Ofcom, the BBC and Mike are wanting, and range for the region might be. I do not think we
Mike might want to comment on, is we want to give would want to be any more precise than that.
people an early warning of whether theymay need to
consider a new aerial and part of that is what we call Q347 Paul Farrelly: Would the SwitchCo website,an on-screen aerial indicator whereby there will be a for instance, provide up-to-date price comparisons
device on-screen that will indicate whether their for those people who want to check between the
signal is of insuYcient strength that might suggest costs quoted by diVerent organisations or installers?
they need help with the aerial. Do you want to Would you provide that sort of service?
detail that? MrEnnals: Probably not as dynamically as that. We
Mr Hughes: It is early days but, as you heard from are not here to sell individual services on behalf of
Greg Bensberg, the Ofcom research has shown there installers or, indeed, sell equipment on behalf of
are ways that people can identify the quality of their manufacturers.
signals and that is to do with the interference that
they see on-screen in the analogue domain. Together

Q348 Paul Farrelly: Comparisons would be verywith BBC R&D and the DTI and Ofcom, as Ford
helpful to consumers.says, we are developing the idea of an on-screen
Mr Ennals: What we would aim to do is let themindicator. It is early days and we have yet to take it
know where they should go to comparison shop andout into the public to see whether it really works.
we would give them verifiable sources of equipmentCertainly in the lab and in the meeting room it is
or aerial installers.looking very promising. The idea of this will be that

once we have re-engineered the antennas on the
transmitter masts so that we are in the post- Q349 Paul Farrelly: I can see Barry writing all of
switchover domain, still however broadcasting in that down.

Mr Cox: That is quite a good idea. On your pointanalogue, we would ask the broadcasters to display
about leaving it to the free market, obviously therethis on-screen indicator, and the detail of how that is
is still to be decided byGovernment and the BBC theexactly going to be done has not yet been decided.
whole vulnerable group issue which will be managedThe concept is that if people can see the indicator
and to some extent that could deal with problems forthen they ought to be able to take reasonable
those groups.comfort that their aerial is going to be okay to

receive digital after switchover. In your own case
where you are seeing analogue okay that suggests Q350 Rosemary McKenna: At the beginning of the
you would be in that position. If people cannot see whole exercise we had a panel of experts in front of
the indicator then it would be a call for them to get us who were somewhat colourful in their views, but
professional advice. At least we get over one of the immediately after them we had the voluntary sector
first hurdles that you were expressing concern about and they started oV by telling us that we were talking
earlier, that people get aerial contractors knocking among ourselves, which was probably true at that
on the door speculatively saying, “We have come to time although a lot of us were on a very steep
change your aerial because you need one”. At least, learning curve and I think we have learned a lot.
we are hoping we will give people a bit of comfort Hopefully from what you have said this morning
that the circumstances where they do need some help there is much more information going out and we
will be clear to them in that sense. If I can just go are no longer talking among ourselves but the
back to your original personal case, what it suggests population at large are beginning to become aware
to me if you can receive analogue okay but you are of this. How aware are you of the importance of the
having trouble with digital is that you will be okay voluntary sector in all of this? We had the RNIB,

Age Concern and people like that in front of us andafterwards because one of the advantages of
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I recognise they will have a really important role to makes it diYcult to answer in the way you have put
it. There is no single lead organisation. We are theplay within the community. Are you aware of that

and is it your role to work with them? lead point for the consumer who wants help, advice
and understanding, and to that extent you could sayMr Ennals: Absolutely. We have what is called a

Consumer Expert Group that meets on a regular we are, but it is with those caveats that they are very
powerful organisations all alive to switchover andbasis with ourselves and DCMS. They inform all

parts of our programme. As Stephen said, we have wanting to make it happen.
nine work streams of work and we consult with the
consumer experts who consult experts who represent Q353 Chairman:One thing worries me slightly. You
organisations like the RNIB, the RNID, VLV, the say that essentially you are in charge of the process,
CAB, Sense,Help theAged, AgeConcern, the broad at the end of the day you are going to have to go to
range of consumer organisations. We get their help, the broadcasters and make this happen, yet you are
their information, their guidance on our owned by the broadcasters, they are your
communications strategy, on the assistance shareholders, so if you went into them and said,
programme, on every facet of the switchover “Look, this is not going to work unless you do A, B
programme. They have done a fantastic job of and C”, they could turn round and say, “No, we do
inputting into that and we listen to them very, very not like that, you are fired because we are your
carefully. In addition to that, we do believe there is shareholders”. Howdoes this relationship work?Do
a value to seeking howwe can helpmore people than you tell them what to do or do they tell you what
are helped by theGovernment targeted help scheme. to do?
We have set up a working party working with the Mr Cox: It works with great subtlety and
Ofcom Consumer Panel to look at people who fall sophistication. Inevitably that tension is
outside the boundaries of the targeted help scheme theoretically there but in practice it is not. We have
who may need additional assistance. In delivering been playing at getting this together for four years,
that, we are talking with local organisations, everybody knows each other very well, we know
whether they be local authorities and councils, what the issues are and we are very comfortable with
community groups, charitable groups, who can what we have to do. Ford has to do it but the people
support contact, communication and help on a local you are referring to are not fighting each other, they
level. These sorts of organisations are very well are not going to fight us on this. We are set up to
placed to do that. enable them to meet their licence obligations in the

case of the commercial broadcasters. They are
Q351 Rosemary McKenna: I would agree with that, perfectly happy with that.
I do think they are important. Without patronising
the elderly, because many of them are far more Q354 Chairman: Whilst they may be now, threeaware of what is going on and certainly know how years in as we get closer to the day you can see thatto access all the services, there will be a group of tensions may build up a bit. If there is a dispute thenpeople who do need that additional help. surely there is a real danger that a clash is going toMr Ennals: Absolutely. arise?

Mr Cox: In the end the people who resolve it would
Q352 Rosemary McKenna: On a diVerent tack, can be either OfcomorGovernment because they are the
I ask you who is in charge of digital switchover and people to whom the broadcasters are accountable.
where does the buck stop? We have very active working relationships with both
MrCox:Unfortunately, it is not going to be a simple Government and Ofcom, we meet them regularly. If
answer as you probably detected from Stephen these things begin to surface they will be sorted out
Carter. One of the fascinating things about this long before they cause a crisis.
project is that we have some of the biggest
companies in the UK, and indeed some of the

Q355 Chairman: So you would appeal to Ofcom orbiggest companies in the world, for whom this is
Government to step in and back you up?their daily business, theymake stuV, they sell us stuV
Mr Cox: Absolutely.through the retailers, the broadcasters deliver the
Mr Ennals: What I would say is, and you heard itservices and transmission providers build the
from the public service broadcasters, digitalnetworks. In that sense, it does not need the
switchover is very much part of their strategy, it isintervention of some all powerful body above them
their policy and they support it. I do think it is righttelling them what to do; they would not do it. I
and proper for our board, who as you point out ismentioned at the beginning the legal underpinning,
made up of the PSBs, to ensure that the programmewhich is quite narrow. The Communications Act
of work that myself, Mike and Barry are leading isallows—obliges—Ofcom to set the licence
actually done well, is done to budget and to theconditions but they are quite limited. The BBC will
agreed timescale. That is where they are quite righthave the same conditions in its Charter when that
to scrutinise what we do.comes into play. That is the leverage that the

Government and Ofcom have. It is applied through
the public service broadcasters, that is why they are Q356 Rosemary McKenna: Do you have enough

power? Are you financially robust enough and doour shareholders predominantly. Outside of that,
you have got the wonderful world of Sony, Dixons, you have enough power to bang heads together if

necessary?Comet, Argos, Tesco’s, they are all doing it and that
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MrEnnals:Obviouslywe listenedwith interest to the where things went wrong, and clearly they did in the
Channel Five experience, there is learning to be hadinitial session you had with Andrew Wheen, Chris
and we will make sure that we learn it.Goodall and David Elstein and I thought that was

very helpful. I thought the points of view expressed
there were valuable. As well as opening ourselves up Q359 Mr Evans: Can we get a definitive cost oV you
to public scrutiny like this, and we welcome the then if you are a family living in the Border area and
opportunity to give evidence here, we should learn have three television sets and let us say you have got
from people who have gone before. I am pleased to an iVy aerial which is going to need some seeing to

and one video recorder, how much is that going tosay that subsequently I have had the opportunity to
cost you?meet with Andrew andChris and we have had a very
Mr Ennals:We absolutely support the Ofcom piecegood session with them, and in some cases they
of work and that suggests the average householdrecognised they did not fully understand the activity
cost would be between £90 and £100 per household.that was in place and the programme as it was
They demonstrated if you have two TVs and onedeveloped. I think I have got a key piece of learning
VCR it would be of the order of £130–£140. If youthere, which is we need to make sure that all parts of
have got an additional TV, and I indicated aboutindustry and all opinion formers are fully informed
20% of people are in that situation, you can addwith the programme details, and I think they
another £20–£30, so you are looking at about £160.recognised they were not suYciently au fait with
On this aerial, I do think the aerial matter has beenthat. Andrew Wheen referenced about OGC, the
overstated. You heard from Greg from Ofcom whoOYce of Government Commerce, and we had a
suggested that no more than 10% of people willreview a year ago by the OGC in terms of our
require a new aerial and in most cases those peopleprogramme structure and we have recently had a
have poor aerials and poor reception today. Oncesubsequent update. What that confirmed, which is
again, the cost of getting a new aerial can rangewhat Barry and I believe, was that we have the
anywhere between £95 and £130.necessary authority, that we are correctly structured

and it is early days yet but we are set out to do the
Q360 Mr Evans: The Financial Times on 19job in an appropriate way.
September had a piece which said that the DCMS
gave estimates of between £80 and £570 being the

Q357 Mr Evans: I thought they put the fear of God top end. Can you imagine some households actually
into everybody? paying that sort of money?
Mr Cox:We were fearful but we are happy with the MrEnnals: I can only imagine households who have
outcome. a very high number of televisions and ancillary

digital equipment who replace it all and also need anMr Ennals: I talked with both Andrew and Chris
aerial. What I am saying is we support the work thatand I invited David to come and see us and that
Ofcom did and we believe the average householdinvitation is still there.
cost will be between £90 and £100.

Q358 Mr Evans: He is a very busy man, you know. Q361Mr Evans:Every TV can be switched over, can
Mr Ennals: He was on a platform with me and the it? There is technical kit available. It will cost you a
Chairman at the Westminster Media Forum when bit more, I assume, if you have got an older
we were about to lay out our programme of work television without a scart lead but you can switch
but, unfortunately, he was not able to stay to see TVs without scart leads over?
that. We look forward to the opportunity to Mr Hughes: Correct.
catching up with David. As I said, I think the
Channel Five experience, and indeed the DTT Q362 Mr Evans: They will cost you a bit more.
rollout and launch of Freeview, are very, very Mr Hughes: Yes.
relevant to case studies here. We are working closely
with people who have been involved with them and Q363 Mr Evans: There is no fear that there is going
that is what connects Andrew, Chris and David, to be a TVmountain building up after 2008 or 2009,
their involvement in the Channel Five programme. they can all be switched. That is fair enough. Will
Mike Hughes was also very much a part of that your marketing campaigns be giving advice to
programme and part of the DTT rollout. We have people about how much it is going to cost? You
got individuals who were involved in the Freeview talked about Border where you said there is an 80%
launch as part of our programme. Currently we are awareness. Have you talked to the stores, such as
working with the Mastercare organisation who are Dixons and other stores, selling the set-top boxes?
supporting the work in Bolton in the targeted help Are they selling well in the Border region or are
test and we are looking to see whether there is a role people waiting until a bit closer to the date?
for them in supporting the programme. We are Mr Ennals: Once again, the research would indicate
making sure that we build on the previous learning. 20–25% of people are planning to go digital in the
Just to give you one example: if you take what is next 12 months who are not digital today. We were
happening in Bolton today, the security checking in Border just last week and the retail comment was
process whereby individuals have a code number that digital sales are very strong at the moment.
that they make sure the person coming to visit them What a number of the independent retailers are

doing, andwe encourage and support this, is holdinghas, that came from the Channel Five exercise. Even
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digital clinics whereby they have the demonstrations to deliver the programme within the overall
timetable because it is their resources that have to bein their stores and answer people’s questions.We are

supporting the development of these in the other deployed to manage the various phases of the
transitions. That is where we have got to, where weregions.
are at the moment.

Q364 Alan Keen: Before I come on to ask what I
hope are intelligent questions, because Paul worries Q367 Alan Keen:What about the multiple domestic
about the aerials so much, I had the aerial man units, blocks of flats in city centres, both the ones
round yesterday and my self-esteem has taken a which are occupied by care homes but also the ones
terrible blow because you have told me that the that are along the Thames in Central London, and
average house has two and a half televisions and I there seem to be hundreds of them nowadays?
have got three but only two of them work and the Obviously not everybody can get satellite, they must
free box does not work at all. I had the aerial man rely on cable, I presume. That is part of the
round and he must have worked in a repair garage conversion. What is involved in that?
because he looked up and said, “The chimney is too Mr Ennals: If I can just kick oV on the overall
big, I have got to go away and give you a quote” and programming. I think it was referenced in theOfcom
I only live in a tiny terraced house. I will give you the conversation that multiple dwelling units are a very
next instalment when the Secretary of State comes. important focus for this overall programme. We
Will youmake public before the switchover happens believe that up to 20% of the population reside in
the progress of the number of people taking digital such dwellings. We have a work stream focusing
TV before they are forced to? Will you be making specifically on addressing this. If you break it down,
those figures public? you can see probably 60% of MDUs is socialMr Ennals:Yes, we will. As part of our programme, housing, and Government are taking a lead on this.one of the nine work streams, we have awork stream There are regular audits underway at themoment onwhich is about auditing and measurement and on a public sector readiness, so we will get a clear sight ofmonthly basis we will be tracking awareness,

that. Our judgment is probably about 50%ofMDUsunderstanding, willingness to convert and actual
will be ready by 2008 but we need to accelerate theconversion, not just of the primary TV but
readiness and the progress of all authorities andsecondary TVs. They will be made available to all
MDUs. In addition, we need to make absolutelystakeholders on a monthly basis and we would
sure that the interests of the vulnerable withinanticipate putting that in the public domain on a
MDUs are taken care of. In the broader propertyquarterly basis.
sector—you mentioned care homes and hospitals—
they are a key focus for our programme of work. In

Q365AlanKeen:Howdid you decide on amonth for terms of the deliverability system-wise, it is
the switch-oV period in one region? something we are working closely with the CAI and
MrHughes:Here you are presumably talking about Tim Jenks on in terms of making sure there are
the period between switching oVBBC2 and the other suYcient numbers of expert installers. I talked about
analogue channels? the RDI scheme. There is a higher level, a Level 3

NVQ, for people who can install in multi-dwelling
Q366 Alan Keen: Yes. units the master aerial system. Once again, we do
Mr Hughes: Our working model at the moment is need to increase the number of expert fitters but we
four weeks or a month. We had a long time to look are comfortable and confident that the progress we
at this. It is a question at the moment of trying to need is being made.
balance our understanding of two or three things.
One of the primary requirements, obviously, is to

Q368 Alan Keen: It is obvious that we have somemake sure that we can deliver the total switchover
concerns about who is in charge and diVerentprogramme within the overall timetable. As others
aspects of it. The part that concerns me—I havehave already said, the public service broadcasters
some experience in the private sector dealing withhave got a deadline to complete it by 2012, therefore
problems—is the technical side of the switchoverwe had to construct a programme that met that end
must occupy your minds more than anything else, itrequirement. Within that, there is a question of
would be a tragedy if technically it did not workfinding the balance between giving people a
when you wanted it to, but is there someonereasonable amount of time to take action if they
particularly in charge of getting asmany people overneed to once they see the impact of BBC 2 going oV

in addition to the market which has been veryand the danger that period might be too long
successful, with good reason? Is there anybody inbecause there is a natural instinct to leave things to
charge of getting at those people who are going to bethe last minute.We need to give people a fairly sharp
the stubborn ones or the ones who just do notand focused period of time in which to take action.
understand?At the moment our analysis has brought us down to
Mr Ennals: By default that falls to me and myusing the working assumption that four weeks
organisation. The way we organise our work isMikeis about right. Certainly working with the
is in charge of the broadcast infrastructure, makingtransmission operators, Arqiva and NGW, who I
sure that is delivered and, speaking on behalf ofthink you are going to see at a subsequent session,
Mike, I know he is confident we are on track to dothey are very concerned that if the period is a great

deal longer than four weeks they would not be able that. Secondly, there is a programme of works with
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retailers, manufacturers and the rest of industry co- Q370 Paul Farrelly: Looking at the schedule, I have
not concentrated on the Italian experience so far butordinating the activity there. The third mainstream
that seems to be the crucial country in the run-upof work is communicating and helping people and to
when we should be looking at—that end we will set targets for each region in terms
Mr Ennals: Sorry, which country was that?of making sure people are aware, they understand

and are converting. We have a programme of work
within that to make sure anyone who needs Q371 Paul Farrelly: Italy, which is the next to go.
additional time, additional information, more Mr Ennals: I think it is worth looking at each
assistance, gets it. In answer to the question from individual country because there are diVerent
Rosemary, we are working with local communities, lessons to be learned. As you are aware, and I know
charities and councils to make sure that people who you went to Berlin and have looked elsewhere, the

market conditions are very, very diVerent indeed.need a bit more help get it at a local level.
What characterises the UK digital market is the factAlan Keen: Thank you very much. Mike looks very
we have got 70% penetration and above now, wewell on it!
have a very strong brand of digital via your aerial in
Freeview, we have a very clear Government policy
and timetable, we have an independent co-Q369 Paul Farrelly: I just want to come back in on
ordination body in place to deliver this that isthis switch-oV interval because, apart from making
properly represented, and we have a very aVordablesure that Alan and people like my Mum do not get
and fully available set-top box and digitalripped oV on their aerials, as this inquiry has
equipment. You cannot see those conditionsunfolded this has become the crucial thing for me
anywhere else in Europe. We asked a number ofout of self-preservation, because if there are riots in
commentators, including Enders Analysis, tothe streets, or petitions being drawn up, or letter
research in each individual country and to do anwriting campaigns, they tend to come through our
assessment of readiness and their conclusion wasrather meagrely staVed doors. In Berlin, we heard
2012 in the UK is very, very achievable indeed. Italythat the regulators were very happy with the six
is totally diVerent because you have only gotmonth period. Berlin was one area, other areas
penetration at 43% and the characteristics of thearound Germany have diVerent characteristics, but
market are very, very diVerent. If you look atNordicin general the regulators, breathing a sigh of relief no countries, if you look at Germany, we are very

doubt, were very content with the six months. The confident that they will deliver their switchover by
broadcasters were very happy with what had 2008.
happened in Berlin but, from their point of view,
they wished it had been quicker because the costs of

Q372 Paul Farrelly: I am talking about your foursimulcasting aVected them, so they have got a
week period when people start realising when thesesectoral interest in that. I would like to hear some
channels start being switched oV.more evidence, and perhaps you can give the
MrEnnals: I just reiterate what Barry said. I think theCommittee what you have received from various
real diVerence for us is we have got three to sevenpeople, to back up the one month interval. From years to tell people about it, so people have plenty of

whatwe have seen in Berlin it seems there is potential time to prepare and plan, plenty of time for us to get
for our being inundated by angry constituents information and assistance to them. Four weeks is a
because that month seems very, very short indeed. sort of grace period and that is entirely suYcient.
MrCox:Berlinwas the first and, therefore, in a sense Mr Hughes: In the lead-up to BBC 2 being switched
they were starting from scratch and all the oV, being the first analogue channel that will go, there
information about the thing had to happen within will be captions on BBC 2 itself telling people that the
that period. This is a seven year programme from channel is about to go. If we use a similar pattern to
now. People will be very, very bored in 2011with our that which we used when we had to do some channel
advertising, I predict—very bored. It is just not changes in the original DTT rollout we will start with
comparable in that sense to use Berlin as an example. the captions being there oV-peak and fairly discreet;
It is not just us, the broadcasters have an obligation as we get closer and closer they will be there
on-air, on television, to say, so anybody watching permanently and will become bigger and bigger until
the signal will know it aVects them, “Your television eVectively they obliterate the picture and that does
will be switched, it will happen on this date and this encourage people to take some action. Nevertheless,
is what you must do”. That is over and above there are going to be some peoplewhoneed abitmore
everything that we are doing. That will be time, which is why, in advance of knowing what they

were doing in Berlin, we designed in what we are nowparticularly intense in the six months before the
calling this grace period of the four weeks.switchover. It is a build up. We will be flooding

people with knowledge both regionally and locally,
every channel you watch in analogue will be telling Q373 Paul Farrelly: Is there an entire consensus on
you this is going to happen. I do not think, in that this four week period on your board and the
sense, a month is unreasonable. It is the last resort. constituencies you are engaging with, or are there
Wewould hope everybody would have got the kit by diVerent sections? For example, if I can take the
the time BBC 2 switches but we are allowing that gap example of the retailers looking ahead at possible
to deal with those who have not or where there are hitches in the supply of these decoders in the massive

Granada area where more than four weeks mightproblems with the way it works.
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conceivably be more comfortable for them to cope friends or friendly TV repairers who are going to pop
round and sort it out for them. How engaged are youwith any unexpected problems for the last minute
with all the voluntary groups and how big is yourbuyers.
army going to be to get out there and help them?Mr Cox: I did hear a bit of that session and we will
Mr Ennals: We discussed these issues with Colettesee how we will develop. There are milestones
and we heard loud and clear what she had to say andbetweennowand switchover tomake sure that people
we support that. Whilst I believe that the targetedare switching. In response to your question, DCMS
help scheme is addressing the right people in terms ofwould have liked it to have been longer and I think
75-plus, severely disabled and registered blind, theresome of the consumer groups would have liked it to
will be other people, either through age, throughhave been longer. They have accepted that this is the
literacy issues or potentially disabled issues, whomayright period and we will have to demonstrate that it
need some help. That position is more acute whereworks in practice. We think it will but we will have to
they do not have a network of family and friends.Wedemonstrate it.
have learned fromall the testswehave done elsewherePaul Farrelly: If we could have the evidence that you
that the support of family and friends is absolutelyhave received on this it would be very helpful to our
critical. What we are doing with Colette and theinquiry.
support of the Ofcom Consumer Panel is putting a
small scale test in the Border region together for theQ374 Chairman: So even though the actual period is
spring working with people like the councils, therelatively short, you are going to make analogue
charitable organisations and potentially either CVSalmost unwatchable over time—by putting
or Experience Corps, one of the voluntarysomething like “Haven’t you got digital yet, you
organisations, to see what we can do to mobilisecretin” in enormous letters across the screen.
people on a free basis but we will support them withMr Cox: Are you available as a consultant?
training, with materials, and we will monitor theMrHughes:As long as we can quote you, Chairman.
work that is being done to see what we can do to
mobilise the voluntary sector to help people who are

Q375 Chairman: The last question I want to ask you socially isolated. It is something that needs serious
very quickly is this. When we talked to the consumer attention.
groups particularly we asked what is their one
message above all, and they said, “For goodness sake, Q376 Mr Evans: Nobody is going to be left behind
mobilise the voluntary sector because without them then?
this is not going to be done”. Particularly Colette Mr Ennals: That is very much the motto of this
Bowe raised her concern about the people who are programme, “No household will be left behind, every
relatively isolated, theymay not necessarily be on low householdwill get digital television after switchover”.

Chairman: On that note, thank you very much.incomes but they do not have grandchildren or

Further supplementary memorandum submitted by Digital UK

INTERNATIONAL SWITCHOVER

This paper provides an introduction to international switchover plans. It gives an overview of switchover
plans in key European countries, the US and Japan; highlights the ways in which the UK is uniquely well-
positioned to achieve switchover; and summarises lessons from the experience of switchover so far in Berlin
and Sweden.

Digital UK is working to develop a strategy for approaching international markets, with the dual
objectives of seeking useful lessons by comparing UK switchover with switchover elsewhere, and enhancing
Digital UK’s profile amongst international switchover agencies. Digital UK hopes to hold a forum for
switchover agencies in the summer of 2006 to share experiences and encourage the development switchover
best practices.

Executive Summary

The UK is not a “pioneer” of switchover, with the transition already well underway in Germany and
Sweden (these countries and the Netherlands are expected to complete before the UK starts in Border in
late 2008)—but it is a “fast-follower”; seeking to take advantage of the benefits switchover brings as soon
as is feasibly possible given scale of the digital terrestrial television roll-out and public information campaign
required.

The nature of switchover in the UK is, however, something of a special case: it is more important because
pre-switchover DTT coverage is far more limited than elsewhere; it is the first country with significant
reliance on terrestrial television to switch over; but it is also uniquely well placed to achieve successful
switchover, with far higher digital television penetration, vibrant public service broadcasting and
production sectors, and close alignment on switchover between Government, the regulator, broadcasters
and industry. This last characteristic has facilitated the creation of a central body to manage the switchover
process, Digital UK.
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Despite diVerences in the broadcasting markets of Germany and Sweden versus the UK some important
lessons have been learnt. The first is the need for central co-ordination to achieve switchover, and an
organisation that can support viewers through the process (as provided by Digital UK). Second is the
importance of ready availability of free-to-air digital receivers on the open market at aVordable prices (even
if there is low historical reliance on terrestrial television; and particularly if there is high reliance on
terrestrial) and a high starting-point of digital or multichannel conversion that demonstrates the natural
momentum in the market. Thirdly, is the benefit of a staggered switchover which allows resources to be
rolled from region to region, and in each region provides a grace period between the switchover of the first
and last channels for viewers to ensure they are ready. The UK has absorbed these lessons and they have
helped shape its approach to switchover.

In conclusion, the UK’s switchover plans (which began in 2001) have been developed far enough in
advance to allow for a realistic and robust 2008–12 timetable to be adopted, which provides plenty of time
for consumers and industry to plan and prepare, enabling theUK to be competitive with its European peers.

1. Background

An understanding of switchover plans abroad is important for a number of reasons:

— Lessons can be learned from the progress of switchover in other countries: policy development,
organisational structures for implementing switchover, technical transmission plans,
communications strategies, and consumer take-up and satisfaction.

— Markets for consumer reception equipment (and equipment components) and for transmission
infrastructure technology are trans-national, often global, and it is therefore important to
understand demand arising in other markets that could impact on supply to the UK.

— There are European Commission communications on switchover, encouraging Member States to
pursue switchover (although the EU has no powers to compel switchover to happen), and so a
European-wide policy on switchover is emerging.

— Switchover plans in other countries are relevant from a terrestrial transmission perspective, since
frequencies used by neighbouring countries impact on frequencies available for use in theUK, and
in some cases there may be cross-border transmission issues (eg between Northern Ireland and
Eire; between Eire and Wales etc).

— And finally, because one of the objective’s of UK switchover is to retain UK plc’s competitiveness
in international broadcasting and manufacturing markets.

2. International Switchover Plans

The following diagram summarises the current known switchover plans of key European states, the USA
and Japan.

Figure 1

INTERNATIONAL SWITCHOVER PLANS (AS OF END 2005)

 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Germany
Italy*

Netherlands*
Finland

Sweden
Norway

UK
Denmark

USA*
France*
Ireland*

Portugal*
Spain
Japan

Greece*

Expected to delay 

Analogue switch-off by early 2008; digital switchover by 2010 

Switchover begun; due to complete 1 Feb 2008 

 

PSBs to switch-off in 2006; remaining channels in 2007 

To switchover by 31 August 2007 

2010
  

2010-2012 tentative plan 

 

 
 

 Switchover by end 2008

Target completion by October 2009

 not yet agreedSenate bill targeting April 2009 –

DTT launched 03/05; switchover possibly from 

No agreed plans. Possibly by 2009.

2010 target date

2011 target date
No plan: “after 2010”

*Dates not yet confirmed
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The Early Movers: Germany, Netherlands, Finland, Sweden, Norway

Several northern European countries are expected to complete analogue terrestrial switch-oV before the
Border region is switched over in 2008 (Finland and Netherlands due in 2007; Norway due by 2008; and
Germany and Sweden due by late 2008 and where switchover has already begun).

Italy, on the other hand, is widely expected to postpone its ambitious 2006 switchover date. The date of
31 December 2006 was embodied in 2001 legislation, but is recognised as an aspirational goal, designed to
accelerate take-up of digital TV in a country where over two thirds of the population still rely on analogue
terrestrial services rather than act as a realistic objective (in mid-2005 approximately 67% of households
received only analogue terrestrial, 22% satellite, 10%DTTand 1%DSLTV services). The two “trial” regions
of Sardinia and Valle d’Aosta are set to be converted by July 2006. It is hoped that completion of switchover
in these two areas will facilitate the development of a plan for national switchover by the end of 2006.
Estimates of when switchover could actually be completed range from 2009 to 2012.

TheUKwill therefore not be a trial or test-bed for switchover, which is already a well-understood process
(Germany has already completely switched-oV commercial analogue terrestrial television, and achieved full
analogue switch-oV across approximately half of its population).

However, each of the markets switching before the UK has high penetration of free or very cheap cable
and satellite (much of which remains analogue). The transition in these territories is about a conversion to
multichannel rather than to digital (for example, although Germany will convert to multichannel by 2008,
it is not targeting a switch to digital until 2010).

TheUK is, then, likely to be the first country with a high degree of reliance on terrestrial television to start
digital switchover.

The Rest of Europe: Switchover by 2012?

European Union countries have agreed to try to complete switchover by 2012—although the EU has no
means to force them to do so.

As of November 2005:

— The six countries above had indicated they will switch over by the end of 2008.

— A further 12 countries (including the UK) had indicated they planned to meet the European
Commissions deadline and switch over by 2012—although dates are unconfirmed for three of
them, most have not shown any plans; and several that are “ahead” of the UK have not yet
launched DTT.

— Three countries intend to switch over after 2012.

— Four countries have no dates planned at all.

Further detail on the status of all European countries is given in the Appendix below.

The USA

Only 19% of US households rely on analogue terrestrial, although many of the remainder subscribe to
analogue cable, so digital penetration remains relatively low at around 50%.

In December 2005 the Senate agreed a Bill which proposes:

— A7April 2009 switch-oV (they are now looking at bringing this date forward to 17 February 2009).

— That released spectrum will be auctions in January 2008 and proceeds (expected to be $10 billion)
will be transferred into a “Digital Transition and Public Safety” fund.

— That fund will be used (i) to assist consumers in purchasing equipment, (ii) to convert low power
analogue TV stations, and (iii) the facilitate emergency communications and support coastal US
regions hit by hurricanes and natural disasters.

— It has been quoted that $1.5 billion will be set aside for the first element, to assist consumers—
possibly giving households up to two vouchers each worth $40 to buy digital converters—but no
further details of how and who might be helped have been given.

The Bill is currently going through final amendment before being signed by the President, and is expected
to be passed into law in late January 2006. However, switchover is a political issue in the US, and even if
the new Bill does pass into law, it may remain diYcult to implement without PSB levers and in the face of
resistant local broadcasters.
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Japan

The Japanese Government announced a switchover date of 24 July 2011 in 2002, before DTT services
were launched in 2003. At September 2005 digital television take-up was estimated to be only 13%. All
satellite is due to be converted to digital in 2007, but there are no similar plans to convert the largely analogue
cable network.

An idiosyncrasy of Japanese switchover is that the whole country will be switched over simultaneously.
The Government has chosen to re-arrange the analogue frequencies as digital terrestrial is launched (itself
a complex project which will require visits to around four million homes for re-tuning), enabling DTT to
be launched on its long-term frequencies, and meaning that analogue can simply be turned oV nationwide
on the desired date.

Government, broadcasters, manufacturers and platform operators have convened a “National
Conference for the Promotion of Terrestrial Digital Broadcasting”, which in turn instructs a not-for-profit
organisation responsible for running a call centre (financed by Government), issuing leaflets, and
administering the “warning sticker” scheme for analogue TVs. Research in March 2005 showed that
although two thirds of people had heard of switchover as a goal, less than 10% were aware of the 2011
deadline.

3. The UK: A Unique Case

The UK is diVerent to other markets in striving for full digital switchover rather than simply terrestrial
analogue switch-oV, but switchover is also much more important in the UK than other countries. DTT
coverage is limited at just 73% in the UK, whereas many other countries can go much further: France can
reach circa 85% without switching oV analogue; Spain can reach circa 95%.

Switchover in the UK therefore brings greater benefits: it extends the reach of digital terrestrial television
to amuch larger group of householdswhowould not otherwise be able to receive it, and it releases significant
amounts of spectrum for other services.

The UK is also in a uniquely strong position to achieve switchover because:

— It is starting from a much higher digital base (penetration in Spain is only 26%; France 40%; Italy
43%) and there is real evidence of consumer pull for digital.

— It has high-quality digital channels with significant programme investment (particularly from the
public service broadcasters) which provide a powerful incentive to viewers going digital (Italy, by
comparison, has relied on PPV football to drive free-to-air digital take-up).

— It has a proven, successful free-to-view digital terrestrial proposition (Spain has only just
re-launched DTT after the pay-for Quiero service was disbanded).

— It now has a free satellite proposition—and another one on the way (free satellite has proved
important in France where Canal! has existed since 1992).

— It has a well-managed terrestrial transmission network which can be converted relatively easily
(France and Italy both have approximately 12,000 transmitters—more than 10 times the number
in the UK).

— It has a strong public service broadcasting sector, which has taken responsibility for delivering
switchover (Australia and the USA are both struggling to gain traction on switchover policies
because of the weakness of PSB in those countries).

— Government and the regulator are co-ordinated on the issue of switchover (in France the CSA can
alter switchover plans without Government approval) which has enabled policy and licence
obligations to be aligned and the single co-ordinating body, Digital UK, to be formed.

— A central co-ordinating body, Digital UK, exists. Enders Analysis stated that “there is no
equivalent organisation to Digital UK anywhere that encompasses the correct levers with all
parties. The UK is considered a leading light on how to do this”.

— There is appetite for switchover amongst industry, including equipment manufacturers, retailers
and aerial installers (one glitch encountered in Berlin was the slow response of the supply chain to
provide adequate numbers of digital boxes because they were not suYciently prepared for the
switch).

— There is support for switchover from consumer groups, who recognise the benefits of digital
television for both the general public and groups with particular needs who can benefit from the
improved accessibility options of digital TV (the deaf and blind amongst them).

The challenges facing the UK market are that:

— It has relatively high dependency on terrestrial services (only circa 5% of Germany relies on
analogue).

— It has high penetration of secondary sets and VCRs.

— TV is not automatically provided either as part of social security benefit (as inGermany) or as part
of public or private housing rental agreements (as in France).
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In recognition of the challenges facing the UK, Digital UK has committed to let each region know about
switchover three years out from the switch-oV date in order to give viewers adequate time to plan and
convert their TVs. By comparison, there was only a 10 month run-up to switchover in Berlin (and it was
only at this point that DTT was actually launched—in the UK, free-to-air DTT was launched in late 2002,
and so will have been around for six years by the time switchover starts). Letters were sent to Berlin
households just six months before the switchover; in Border, the first round of letters will be sent to 30
months ahead of switchover (the first round of letters will be delivered in May 2006 in advance of the late
2008 switchover).

4. Lessons Learned

Insights can be gleaned from both Germany (where 50% of the population has now had its analogue
terrestrial transmissions switched oV) and Sweden, which switched oV three regions in “Phase 1” of its
switchover strategy during 2005.

Germany, Berlin-Brandenburg

Germany’s switchover began inAugust 2003when analogue terrestrial signals were switched oV in Berlin-
Brandenburg. Success in Berlin accelerated switchover plans in the other Länder, and by the end of 2005
analogue switch-oV had been completed in nine regions, representing circa 50%of the population, with eight
regions remaining to be converted by 2008.

Berlin was the first example of analogue switch-oV anywhere in the world, and has provided some useful
lessons despite some marked diVerences vis-à-vis UK switchover:

— Germany has high cable and satellite penetration, and in Berlin only circa 4% relied on analogue
terrestrial transmission.

— Germany (like most European countries) has a far lower average number of television sets in the
household (1.3 versus the UK’s 2.6).

— In Germany provision of television services is part of the social security benefit, and so those in
social housing would by law have to be converted to digital television by their landlords.

— Berlin provided only limited “targeted help” with 6,000 boxes distributed to low income
households, and as prices forDTTboxes have since fallen below theƒ50mark, subsequent Länder
have not provided any assistance schemes.

— Only one transmitter in Berlin was switched oV.

— DTTonly launched in Berlin fourmonths before commercial analogue channels were switched oV.

Key positive lessons included:

— The benefits of regional switchover: by taking a regional approach to switchover, Länder by
Länder over five years, Germany has sought to minimise any potential logistical problems with
either supply of consumer equipment or resources for conversion of the terrestrial transmission
masts. There was a noticeable blip in retail sales when the first channels were switched oV, but this
provedmanageable because if was confined to the Berlin-Brandenburg area. TheUKhas similarly
adopted a regional roll-out of switchover.

— The benefits of a staggered channel switch-oV: Berlin chose to switch oV its analogue terrestrial
channels in two stages, with the commercial channels being switchover over first, followed the
analogue terrestrial PSB channels six months later (this period reduced to three months for
subsequent regions). This allowed viewers to check they were set up to receive digital terrestrial
transmissions before full switchover. The UK will follow a similar model: one analogue channel
will be switched oV first, followed by a grace period of approximately four weeks.

— A co-operative approach: partnership was an essential element in Berlin’s preparations, and
the broadcasters, transmission companies, manufacturers, retailers, consumer groups and
Government agencies all worked together in a single switchover project. The “Digital Switchover
Programme” replicates this collaborative approach in the UK.

— Importance of viewer support: the Berlin project set up a website and call centre, and provided
training for consumer organisations to handle switchover-related enquiries. Digital UK has
already established a website and call centre, and has initiated its liaison with consumer
organisations, including providing them with “frequently answered questions” for use on their
websites and in their own call centres. Berlin also asked the student population to volunteer with
helping those who may have problems installing and setting up digital equipment. Digital UK has
begun to explore the possibility of both incorporating aspects of switchover into the schools’
national curriculum (as part of citizen responsibilities) and of using the student population.
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— Need to raise viewer awareness: in Berlin television adverts and a ticker during analogue
programmes, increasingly in frequency in the run-up to switchover, helped raise awareness.
However, Berlin used no oV-air advertising (no newspapers, posters). This may have been
adequate in a population where a small minority relied on terrestrial broadcasters, but is not
considered appropriate for the UK, where a much broader campaign is being launched across
multiple media.

Sweden

By the end of 2005 Sweden had completed “Phase 1” of switchover and switched oV analogue terrestrial
transmissions in three areas (Gotland in September 2005, Gävle in October 2005, andMotala in November
2005), switching around 200,000 households or 5% of the population to multichannel TV. The second stage
of Sweden’s digital switchover, starting in February 2006, will convert a further 850,000 (20%) households.

As mentioned previously, there are some significant diVerences between UK and Swedish broadcasting:

— Like Germany, Sweden has high multichannel penetration (cable 50%; satellite 17%; DTT 11%;
analogue terrestrial 23%)—but relatively low digital penetration (just 38% in August 2005) since
most cable remains analogue.

— It is one of the few countries with a successful pay DTT service (Boxer, operated by Teracom).

There have also been diVerences in the approach to switchover:

— Switchover policy has been generated and managed by Government (a “Digital TV Commission”
exists to co-ordinate roll-out and public information, but has been appointed by, and remains
tightly tied to, Government).

— In analogue, the three public service channels reach 98% of the population, but Sweden has chosen
to extend DTT from its current coverage of 90% to 95% and rely on satellite for coverage of the
remaining 5% of households (partly because of the greater complexity of the terrestrial network,
which comprises 2,200 transmitters).

There are also some marked similarities in approach between Sweden and both Germany and the UK:

— Swedish switchover will roll-out on a regional basis: there will be five phases, each lasting around
three months, and with a few regions grouped into each phase; the process will take 2° years in
total (it began in September 2005 and will complete on 1 February 2008).

— In the first region (Gotland) all channels were switched simultaneously, but a staggered channel
switch-oV has been adopted for all further regions, where two analogue channels will be switched
oV first, followed by the remaining analogue channel two weeks later.

— Each phase has been accompanied by a public information campaign which includes: distribution
of leaflets to each household five months in advance of switchover, followed by a postcard
reminder two to three weeks before switchover; a website; call centre; local advertising; banner on
analogue service at relevant transmitters; information in analogue broadcasters’ on-air trails,
teletext services and websites; establishment of local communications forums; leveraging local
media.

The Swedish “Phase 1” experience so far has produced some helpful learnings:

— Content exceeded expectations: reception and quality of digital content often exceeds viewers’
expectations.

— Re-tuning not a significant issue: although re-tuning does complicate the process, viewers
managed well.

— Price not a significant issue: less than 2% said price and the expense of switchover was an issue.

— Substantial minority did not convert until switchover but nearly all kept TV: surveys showed that
those for whom extra channels were not appealing waited till the last minute, or even after
switchover to convert (5% of households in the first two areas had not converted seven days after
the first two channels switched oV), but very few households (under 0.02% in Gotland) stopped
receiving television and de-registered from the licence fee.

— Leveraging local media important: over 3,000 articles appeared in local media in the 12 months
leading up to switchover, largely positive, and this co-operation was considered important. Digital
UK is seeking to develop close relationships with regional press to build the same kind of positive
momentum at a local level.

— Co-operation between parties important, particularly at local level: local communications networks
were established, and forums attended by councils, social services, retailers, and consumer
representatives (eg senior citizen organisations); the eVort to co-ordinate local communications in
this way will be amplified in Phase 2. This experience will inform the formation of test “Regional
Advisory Councils” in the Border region.
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One issue that arose in both Sweden and Germany was the tendency of a substantial minority to wait to
the last minute to convert. In Gotland, Sweden, 20–30% of households waited to the last few weeks to get
digital. Many were those for whom additional channels were not an attraction. The UK’s stronger
multichannel content line-up, and the longer lead time for communications should minimise this eVect as
far as possible, but Digital UK will closely watch conversion in the run-up to switchover in each region.

Sources

Enders Analysis: EBU & DigiTag Switchover Research Project reports on Germany, France, Italy and
UK (November 2005).

Das Uberfall Fernsehen: “Berlin Goes Digital: The switchover of terrestrial television from analogue to
digital transmission in Berlin-Brandenburg, Experience and Perspectives”.

MABB (Media Authority for Berlin-Brandenburg).

Digital TV Overgangen (Sweden).

Oxford Programme in ComparativeMedia Law and Policy: Overview of the Analogue Switchover Policy
in Europe, the United States and Japan (December 2005).

APPENDIX

European Switchover Plans

(i) Due to switchover before 2010 (six countries)

Italy 2006
Finland 2007
Netherlands 2007
Sweden 2008
Denmark 2009
Germany 2010 Latest

(ii) Due to switchover 2010–12 (12 countries)

Austria 2010
Spain 2010
France 2010 or later Not confirmed
Luxembourg 2010
Greece 2011 or later Not confirmed
Belgium 2012
Hungary 2012
Lithuania 2012
Portugal 2012
Slovenia 2012 Not confirmed
Slovak Republic 2012
UK 2012

(iii) Due to switchover 2013 or later (three countries)

Ireland 2012 or later
Poland 2014 Not confirmed
Bulgaria 2015 Not confirmed

(iv) No plans to switchover (four countries)

Cyprus
Estonia
Latvia
Romania

Further details of DTT and switchover plans in each of these countries is as follows.
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Figure 2

EUROPEAN MEMBER STATES’ SWITCHOVER PLANS AS OF 23 NOVEMBER 2005

DTT Roll-Out Switchover Plans
Current Planned Dates Other Notes

Belgium —Flanders: 2003–04 —Flanders: no —Start 2010
full roll-out further rollout —Finish 2012 in

—French Belgium: —French Belgium: Flanders
2005 two 2006 full roll-out
transmitters in —90% coverage by
Brussels end 2006

Bulgaria —None —None —Unlikely to be
2012

—2015 more realistic

Cyprus —None —Start 2010 —None —To decide by end
2005

Czech —None —Start 2006 in —2012
Republic Prague area; 35%

target end 2006

Denmark —Launched by end —Target coverage of —By end October
2005 whole country 2009

Germany —Launched 2002 —Rollout to at least —2003–10 By 2008
90% by 2008 Already switched: —Mecklenburg/

By end 2003 Vorpommern
—Berlin- —Unterwesser
Brandenburg —Hessen

By October 2005 —Halle/Liepzig
—Schleswig- —Erfurt/Weimar
Holstein —Sudbrandenburg

—Hamburg —Mannheim/
—Bremen Ludwigshafen
—Niedersachsen —Wurzburg
—Rhein/Ruhr
—Rhein/Main
—Nurnberg
—Stuttgart

Estonia —Launched 2004 in —None
Tallinn

Greece —Launched 2005 —Rollout by zone —After 2010

Spain —Launched 2000 —Target PSB —2010
coverage of 90%

France —Launched March —50% coverage by —Not fixed —Expected to be
2005 September 2005 from 2010

—85% by 2007 —Conditions set on
coverage and
take-up

Hungary —None —Launch 2007 —End 2012 —Staggered switch-
oV

Ireland —None —Further planning —None —2012 diYcult to
meet

Italy —Launched end —50% coverage in —2006 —Sardinia and Val
2003 2004 d’Aosta to be

—70% in 2005 switched oV in
January 2006

Lithuania —None —Launch 30 June —Early 2012 —Staggered switch-
2006 oV

—90% households
should be able to
get DTT before
switch-oV
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DTT Roll-Out Switchover Plans
Current Planned Dates Other Notes

Luxembourg —1 channel in city —Full rollout 2006 —2010 —One analogue
channel already
switched oV

Latvia —None —None
Malta —Launched June —2010

2005
—Nationwide
coverage

Netherlands —Launched 2003 in —PSBs switch-oV on
Amsterdam area 2006

—All switch-oV in
2007

Austria —None —Launch October —2007–10
2006

—Coverage 70% at
launch

—77% by February
2007

—91% by end 2008
—95% December
2010

Poland —None —Possible launch by —2014 (proposed)
end 2005

Portugal —None —Tender expected —2010–12 (tentative)
early 2006

Romania —None —None
Finland —Launched 2001 —31 August 2007

—Full rollout
2004–05

—99.9% coverage in
August 2005

Sweden —Launched 1999 —Started September
—90% coverage 2005 on island of

Gottland
—1 February 2008

Slovenia —None —Rollout 2006–12 —2012 (intended)
Slovak —None —Launch expected —End 2012
Republic 2006

—By islands in
stepped process

January 2006

Further supplementary memorandum submitted by Digital UK

THE CHANNEL TRANSITION PERIOD

Background

— Currently the core coverage of the full Freeview channel line-up reaches approximately 73%ofUK
households. However, coverage of the BBC multiplex is around 83% of UK households.

— After DSO the core coverage of the PSB multiplexes is predicted to be 98.5%.

— Therefore approximately 15.5% of UK households (circa 4 million homes) who will be in DTT
coverage after DSO cannot receive any DTT prior to DSO.

— The scale of the diVerence between pre and post DSO coverage will vary from region to region.

The Issue

— 83% of UK households will be able to purchase DTT equipment and check the eYciency of the
installation (including aerials) in advance of DSO in their region before any analogue services are
switched oV.
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— However, the four million households who will be in coverage after DSO but are not in coverage
now will not be able to test DTT reception equipment in advance of the start of the DSO process
in their region. Although it should be possible to identify and resolvemany aerial issues in advance,
eg via the on-screen indicator.

— Therefore, at an early stage in the planning for DSO the broadcasters agreed that there should be a
phased transition from analogue to post DSO digital transmissions and that one analogue channel
should be switched oV in advance of the others. Thereby providing a “transition period” during
which households able to receive DTT for the first time will be able to check their reception
equipment and aerials (if necessary). Note that each analogue channel is expected to display an
on-screen ticker prior to its switchover.

— The question then was to decide how long the transition period should be between the switch oV

of the first analogue channel and the remainder.

Analysis and Conclusions

— Broadcasters and Transmission Providers (Arqiva and NGW) undertook a detailed risk analysis
of channel transition periods of one month, three months and six months.

— The conclusion was that adoption of a three month or six month period would mean that:

(i) Switchover could not be completed by 2012 even with the allocation of additional
resources; and

(ii) Higher levels of resources (people and equipment) would be required.

— It was concluded therefore that in order to meet the 2012 deadline and in order to contain costs
the working assumption should be a channel transition period of up to one month.

— On that basis, the BBC agreed that the analogue BBC2 service should be switched oV in advance
of the other analogue channels. Analogue BBC2 would be replaced instantaneously with the high
power BBC multiplex carrying, inter alia, the digital transmission of BBC2.

— Therefore, all households with DTT equipment in the post DSO PSB coverage area will not lose
any services. Those without DTT equipment will not be able to access BBC2 once the analogue
transmissions cease. Those households will have a one month period to obtain and install the
equipment before the other analogue channels are switched oV.

Comparisons with Berlin

— At the CMS Select Committee hearing it was suggested that UK should follow the example of
Berlin and allow a six month channel transition period.

— However, there are a number of reasons why the Berlin and UK positions are significantly
diVerent, including:

(i) The UK has been simulcasting DTT to 73% of households since 1998, and so households will
have had aminimumof 10 years to adoptDTT (six years from the launch of Freeview in 2002)
if they so choose. Berlin, by comparison, had no period of simulcasting both analogue and
digital services in full. Instead, The process worked in three stages: (i) two digital terrestrial
channels were switched on for four months (to demonstrate the service); (ii) the commercial
analogue terrestrial channels were then switched oV and the public service terrestrial channels
turned to low power and a sixmonth period followed; (iii) and the public service channels then
switched oV entirely. DTT was therefore only launched four months prior to the start of
switch-oV, and so a six month intermission between the first and last analogue channels being
switched oV was deemed necessary (although in later regions this was reduced to three
months).

(ii) UK households will have a minimum of three years notice of the DSO process, as Digital UK
has committed to begin communications in each region three years before the local switchover
date. Berlin was only told of switchover at the start of the first phase, six months before
switchover began; and communications were limited to letters and TV adverts and tickers. In
the UK a broader mix of media, including press, radio and posters will be used to raise
awareness well in advance of switchover.

(iii) 83% of UK households can obtain, install and operate DTT reception equipment now if they
choose and certainly well before the first analogue channel is switched oV in their region. This
was not an option in Berlin.

(iv) The supply chain has several years to gear up for the demand for equipment in each region.
The supply issues in Berlin resulted from the short period between digital terrestrial launch
and analogue.terrestrial switch-oV of just 10 months.
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Summary

— A one month channel transition period has been adopted as the working assumption because any
significantly longer period would increase costs and prevent achievement of DSO by the 2012
deadline.

— The UK situation is distinctly diVerent to Berlin.

— One of the challenges for Digital UK is to ensure that its communications to viewers equip them
to take the necessary actions in advance of BBC2 analogue switch oV so that any remaining issues
during the one month transition period are manageable.

January 2006

Further supplementary memorandum submitted by Mike Hughes, Digital UK

I have been asked to respond to your email of 31 January toDavidMortimer in which you enquired about
the background to the proposed change from 2k to 8k.

You are correct in your assumption thatOfcomhas decided that the 8k transmissionmodewill be adopted
for DTT but it has not yet been decided when the change from 2k will take place. The decision about timing
will lie with Ofcom although currently broadcasters favour making the change as each region switches over.

8k is more robust than 2k in relation to impulse interference and is the European standard. It is likely that
8k would have been adopted by the UK at the launch of DTT but suitable chips for receivers were not
available at that time.

Current DTT receivers are both 2k and 8k compatible but certain older models only operate at 2k. These
are mostly legacy boxes fromOnDigital and there are a small number of Idtvs which are not 8k compatible.
At the change to 8k these receivers will cease to function therefore the decision about the timing of the
change needs to take account of how many of them are still in active use.

The number of 2k only boxes in use is reported to be in steady decline and this trend is expected to continue
as the equipment becomes older and as viewers realise their other limitations. By the time of switchover they
will have been in use for approximately 10 years and they are not capable of receiving the latest interactive
and MHEG services.

There are various estimates of the number of Ondigital boxes currently in use. As part of Digital UK
tracking measures, which are undertaken with Ofcom, we will track use of 2kDTT boxes and Idtvs to assess
the number in use as switchover progresses in each region and we will review with Ofcom as to the suitable
time for the change to 8k to take place at a regional level.

2 February 2006

Further supplementary memorandum submitted jointly by Digital UK and Arqiva

DIGITAL SWITCHOVER PROJECT

MATTERS AROUND THE SECURING OF STATUTORY PLANNING CONSENT

Summary

Ministerial interjection andDepartment liaison is considered essential to ensure there are no conflicts and
that the impact of planning proposals being considered are understood in relation to the switchover project.
Consideration needs to be given to any uncontroversial expansion of rights to minimise risk to the project
and avoid an unnecessary drain on the resources of the Local Planning Authority. As the sponsors of the
project it is considered Government should actively ease the way for this significant rollout to ensure its own
objectives can be met.

Background

The network of transmitting stations that deliver the present terrestrial analogue television programmes
comprises 1,154 sites, half of which are owned by Arqiva and half by National Grid Wireless (NGW). The
sites were mainly constructed in the period 1965–80 and are mostly on high ground away from population
centres. The BBC and IBA (Independent Broadcasting Authority) undertook the original construction
under a bi-lateral access agreement which gave each access to the others masts and resulted in a single
structure per hill top (unlike many European and US broadcasters who typically have one structure per
broadcaster). The sites vary from the 50 major ones which have substantial buildings and, typically, a 400m
structure to the tiny relay sites with a 10m pole a small kiosk.

Eighty of the sites are currently being used to broadcast Digital terrestrial Television (DTT). DTT will
be rolled out to all 1,154 sites over the period 2008–12 although, to achieve this timetable, work on the
structures and transmitting antennas will start in 2006. At the 50 major sites the transmitting antenna at the
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top of the structure will need to be replaced, at several the structure will need to be reinforced and two sites
will need a complete replacement structure. Virtually all of the sites will require some work, although this
becomes less at the smaller sites. Once the works are complete there will be virtually no visual diVerence.

This project is complex and challenging and in order to meet the timescales for the early regions to
transition the transmission companies are having to place orders ahead of contracts with the broadcasters
and ahead of the outcome of the Regional Radio Conference which will confirm transmission frequencies.
Antenna designs are therefore subject to change at present.

Every change to the structures requires planning consent. The planning process requires detailed drawings
and any design change then requires the whole process to start again. The cycle is typically six to 12 months,
which leads to a vicious circle of not being able to apply for planning because the precise detail not being
known, and, once it is known it is too late to apply.

Securing planning consents for the development necessary to rollout the new digital services is seen as a
significant risk in delivering the programme on time. Digital Switchover is a Government objective and it
is considered that assistance is required at ministerial level to minimise the risks as far as possible. In
compiling the risk register for the Digital Switchover Project the granting of appropriate planning consent
has been highlighted as a potential problem which could cause delays.

Ministerial Considerations

The following highlights areas of concern where it is suggested assistance from Ministers may alleviate
the concern.

1. Timely and appropriate consideration of applications

There will be significant numbers of planning applications and General Permitted Development
notifications across the country. It is important for Government to lead the way in communications with
Chief Planning OYcers to smooth the way for these applications and it is suggested that guidance notes and
support statements around the governments proposals should be issued. Such guidance notesmight include:

(a) details of the Governments objectives and timeframes;
(b) set out the basis of rollout, the fact that current proposals have been agreed at Government

level and will have technical clearances in terms of spectrum planning approval;
(c) that all existing analogue sites are to be used for the new service; and
(d) that the new services will generally have significantly lower power outputs than the existing

analogue services.

This would be by way of clarification and education for not only the planners but also members of the
public enquiring about schemes to ensure there are no misconceptions.

2. Permitted Development Rights

It is understood from a meeting with the ODPM last March that they may be considering reviewing the
law surrounding Permitted Development Rights. This is in response to public concerns over proliferation
of mobile phone masts. Given the priority the Government has assigned to Digital Switchover early
representation into ODPM would be helpful to ensure that TV development is not further constrained by
any new proposals and further to promote possible non controversial allowances to aid the process.

3. Extension of Permitted Development Rights

Representations have been made to the ODPM to consider an extension of Permitted Development
Rights. It is primarily Broadcast services which require towers greater than 50m in height and it is considered
that modest extensions of existing tall structures (say 10% of a tower height above 50m) should be allowed
within PermittedDevelopment Rights. This will allow the necessarymodification or replacement of existing
antenna systems without the need for full Planning consent. These relatively small modifications to large
structures are unlikely to impact the local environment.

4. Extension of temporary rights

While regions are rolled out, temporary containerised transmitters will need to be installed at a site in
order that the new permanent digital service can be installed . These are likely to be physically larger than
currently permitted and may be on site for 12 to 18 months until the region is switched over.

2 February 2006
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Tuesday 20 December 2005

Members present:

Mr John Whittingdale, in the Chair

Janet Anderson Mr Mike Hall
Mr Nigel Evans Adam Price
Paul Farrelly Mr Adrian Sanders

Memorandum submitted by Arqiva

As well as being a site owner and landlord, we also provide the transmission services to our broadcast
customers from each of the sites. In the case of analogue TV, Arqiva is the service provider for ITV, C4 and
Five, whilst NGWprovide the transmission service for the BBC. In relation to the existing low power digital
networks, Arqiva is the service provider for D3&4 (a joint venture between ITV and C4) and SDN (now
wholly owned by ITV) whilst NGW provide the transmission service to BBC and their own licensed
multiplexes (C & D).

Digital Switchover Challenges

The transition to high power digital TV will be technically challenging and undertaken within a strictly
defined time period of 2008–12. At present significant resources are being deployed working closely with the
broadcasters and Ofcom to agree the technical specification for the new network.

Re-engineering is required at each of the circa 1,150 analogue sites currently in use, and may even require
the construction of some new sites, especially on the South Coast. Generally at high power sites we will have
to replace the antenna at the top of the mast (up to 1,000 foot height) as well as all of the transmitter
equipment at ground level. We may also have to increase the electricity supply to many of the sites to cope
with new equipment requirements. At the smaller sites we will have to replace equipment cabins as well as
the transmitter equipment. A major part of the challenge will be the requirement to perform re-engineering
whilst also maintaining the existing analogue TV services as well as radio services and services for cellular
operators.

Jointly, Arqiva and NGW will need to re-engineer approx 1,150 sites within the period 2008–12,
progressively switching oV the analogue signal region by region, over 15 regions. This programme averages
out at almost one site per day for the defined DSO programme.

The estimated capital cost for re-engineering the existing TV network for DTT is approximately £500
million and will require in excess of 1,500 man years of eVort to deliver it successfully. By any measure this
is a large and complex project which will require a high degree of co-operation between all stakeholders in
order to deliver to timetable, and will require the co-operation of local communities and regional planning
authorities.

Practical Government Assistance to Ensure a Smooth Switchover

Recognising commercial considerations and commissioning timeframes

We are confident in our ability to manage the DSO programme to deliver the technical infrastructure to
the stated timetable. As a commercial company we do, however, need to be adequately compensated for the
specialist work we have to undertake and receive a commercial return on our investment to facilitate DSO,
and this has been the subject of discussions with Ofcom during the past year. We hope to reach a speedy
conclusion to such discussions with Ofcom so that we can focus on the delivery of the infrastructure. It is
essential that Ofcom acknowledges the commercial pressures that face Arqiva, as we will need to invest
hundreds of millions of pounds and manage significant risks to make DSO a reality for the Government,
the broadcasters and British public alike.

Avoiding planning delays

The installation of new antennas on our largest towers will require planning permission. Whilst this
should be a routine process we are concerned that local authorities may take diVering views regarding the
importance of such planning applications and their priority. It is also likely that some major masts will need
to be replaced in order to support the new antennas, requiring the acquisition of additional land. Undue
delay in both planning permission and land acquisition for new replacement masts could potentially put the
overall timetable at risk. We would urge the Government to consider putting in place “fast track”
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arrangements for dealing with such issues on a national basis to speed through approvals (perhaps some
extension to existing Code Powers or Permitted Development rights and possibly Compulsory Purchase
rights could be granted to Arqiva and NGW to permit the unfettered roll out of DSO).

Ensuring wide stakeholder awareness

Our industry will also need some practical assistance from, and compromises by, various stakeholders
who may not see any direct benefit from the process of DSO. Digital UK (formerly Switchco) has been
formed by the broadcast industry to communicate the benefits of DSO to the public and co-ordinate
switchover activities. However, Arqiva and NGW have other users of the towers apart from TV
broadcasters (eg radio broadcasters, mobile operators, emergency services (ambulance, fire and police) and
MoD networks). During the re-engineering work we may need the other users of the sites to accept periods
of interruption and/or degradation to their services without any perceived direct benefit to their
organisations. The other users may have contractual rights which they could enforce thereby aVecting the
timetable. It is vitally important that other users of the sites are aware of the national importance placed
upon the DSO process by the Government so that we can keep to the timetable laid out by the Minister,
Tessa Jowell.

Ensuring timely introduction of new innovative service post DSO

On a strategic level, the Government has stated that the benefits to the UK economy are potentially large,
primarily because analogue spectrum will become available for new uses. Indeed Minister Tessa Jowell in
her speech to the RTS in Cambridge in September 2005 referred to uses such as additional DTT channels,
innovative mobile services and wireless broadband.

Whilst theGovernment has spoken about the generic benefits it expects to see from the re-use of analogue
spectrum (in terms of its Cost Benefit Analysis) and of a desire to stay at the forefront of the digital service
industries, we would expect to see detailed plans being put in place outlining how these benefits are to be
realised in a relatively fast time frame. However, such plans have yet to be progressed, and the absence of
a consultation framework from either Ofcom or the DTI on the use of the spectrum which will become
available following analogue TV switch-oV, is causing considerable uncertainly within industry and the UK
is in danger of falling behind the pace being set by other European countries.

Other European countries are preparing for the implementation of new technologies such as Mobile TV
and are making firm plans for their roll-out before the 2006 Regional Radio Conference. We believe Ofcom
should be making similar preparations and should initiate an industry debate in the UK around the subject
of Mobile TV. Our research indicates that this type of service will prove to be very popular with consumers
and could develop into an industry worth in excess of £2 billion in the UK. Failure to initiate a UK industry
debate soon will have a knock-on aVect on the practical start date for new innovative services.

Need for guidance on post DSO spectrum re-allocation policies and timeframes

Guidance is still awaited from Ofcom regarding how it is intending to allocate the freed up spectrum
following DSO. As an industry, we seek certainty whether additional DTT multiplexes will be licensed by
Ofcom. This will make it easier for companies like Arqiva to convince our shareholders to support
increasingly speculative investment in the antenna systems to enable them to facilitate any potential
subsequent expansion in the number of DTT multiplexes available to the UK.

Our understanding is that Ofcom may begin consultation on this issue in late 2006–07. Because we must
install the high mast antennas in summer periods (to mitigate potential delays caused by bad weather) we
intend to start construction in the Border region during the summer of 2006. Currently such antennas are
only being designed to support the existing DTT services and do not have any expansion capacity built in.
If Ofcom only finalise their plans for the re-use of analogue spectrum at the end of 2007 we will have already
installed the antenna equipment for the first two regions. This could eVectively lock those regions out of any
future channels created as a result of freeing up analogue spectrum for DTT purposes. Decisions made in
2007 onwards could also have an adverse aVect on the network designs for the rest of the UK and therefore
could result in a delay to the Government announced timetable. Ofcom should consider beginning the
consultation process as soon as possible—the longer the delay in making a decision on the re-use of the
spectrum the higher the potential cost of re-engineering the network and conversely it becomes increasingly
unlikely that spectrum will be used for additional TV services—which is counter to the benefits outlined by
the Minister.

The lack of definitive action on the re-use of spectrum may also weaken the UK’s negotiating position
with our European neighbours. At the RRC planning conference in Geneva 2006 the European spectrum
plan will be discussed and agreed. This conference will involve significant negotiation on the use of spectrum
with each country vying for use of a shared common resource and if the UK isn’t firm about its planned use
of spectrum (as well as demonstrating its commitment to that use) we may have to relinquish some of the
spectrum for use in other countries who do have definitive requirements. Obviously relinquishing the UK’s
analogue spectrum for use in other countries is not in the UK’s national interest.
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Risks regarding a totally market-based approach to spectrum re-allocation

The Government has stated that it prefers the use of technology neutral auctions to determine the use of
spectrum. This approach has its drawbacks which may be detrimental to the national interest.

For example, if some of the released spectrum was not re-allocated for DTT, it is very unlikely that the
majority of the British public will be able to view programmes which are commissioned in High Definition
format (HD) by the BBC and commercial broadcasters unless they receive it on satellite. Increasingly many
of the UK’s high quality programme commissions such as natural history programming (Blue Planet,
Walking with Dinosaurs, etc) are being produced in HD, for sale to overseas markets such as the USA, yet
the majority of the British public will be denied access to such high quality images.

This point will be brought to everyone’s attention when the Olympics will be held in the UK in 2012. The
UK, as the host broadcaster, will be expected to generate HD content for distribution around the world,
yet the majority of the UK’s public will not be able to see such quality broadcasts because of the current
limitations of the UK’s Digital Terrestrial TV service.

Arqiva activities to explore innovative services using post analogue spectrum

Arqiva is very involved in the development of innovative technology which can re-use post-switchover
analogue spectrum. For example, we are presently conducting a trial of multi-channel mobile TV service
using a new technology in Oxford, in conjunction with O2 and Nokia. The trial uses a bespoke digital
terrestrial broadcast network (ie not a cellular network) to deliver 16 live TV channels to over 350 mobile
phone users. The trial, which is being conducted usingUHF spectrumunder anOfcom test and development
licence, aims to validate Arqiva commissioned market research which showed significant UK consumer
demand for mobile TV services (and suchmulti-channel mobile TV services can only be delivered using new
broadcast technologies).

We are also actively looking at howHDservices could be oVered to themajority of theUKpublic through
digital terrestrial TV solutions. Currently HD services are planned for launch on Sky from Q1 2006;
however, there are no plans to launch HD on terrestrial TV due to a current lack of available capacity. We
are seeking ways in which these limitations could be overcome technically, but the availability of more
spectrum, post analogue switch-oV is essential.

For Ofcom and Government to maximise the benefit to the UK economy of such innovative services,
whether they be an extension the existing DTT services or for new services such as Mobile TV, or both, it
would be advisable to engage in discussions with industry at the earliest opportunity.

We would be happy to expand upon any of these points during a meeting to provide evidence to the
committee if you would find it helpful. I also attach a summary table of our recommendations.

20 October 2005

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Recognising Commercial Considerations and Commissioning Timeframes

Commercial companies involved in the switchover process need to be adequately compensated for the
specialised work required to enable DSO.

Avoiding Planning Delays

Fast track arrangements should be put in place to avoid local planning and land acquisition delays (eg,
the need for extensions to existingCode Powers or PermittedDevelopment rights andCompulsory Purchase
rights should be considered).

Ensuring Wide Stakeholder Awareness

Steps should be taken to communicate with other industry sectors (eg radio, mobile operators, emergency
services and PMR networks) who share TV broadcast sites to ensure co-operation, flexibility and
appreciation of the national importance of digital switchover and acceptance of the possible service
interruptions and/or degradation during site re-engineering activities.

Providing Early Guidance On The Use of Post DSO Spectrum Re-Allocation

Definitive guidance by Ofcom before 2006–07 regarding how it intends to allocate the freed-up spectrum
following DSO would be welcome by UK industry
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An early indication of the likelihood of additional DTT services should be given so that expansion
capacity can be built into new antennas and related infrastructure (power supplies, etc)

As other national spectrum administrators have done, Ofcom should consult as soon as possible on the
potential innovative uses of the digital dividend (including Mobile TV).

Countering Risks Of A Fully Market-Based Approach to Spectrum Re-Allocation

Government should consider whether certain innovative applications (such as high definition digital
terrestrial TV services and mobile TV in UHF) should be encouraged through national policy directives
rather than being left to the market

20 October 2005

Memorandum submitted by National Grid Wireless Limited

1. Introduction

1.1 This submission is made by National Grid Wireless Limited. National Grid plc acquired the UK
operations of Crown Castle International in 2004, and having merged the business with its National Grid
subsidiary, Gridcom, renamed the businesses with eVect from 10 October 2005, National Grid Wireless
Limited.

1.2 National Grid Wireless will be playing a significant role in Government’s programme for analogue
to digital switchover to ensure this can be achieved by 2012. This submission highlights the
interdependencies and related issues that are necessary for the successful delivery of the Government’s
switchover policy.

1.3 National Grid Wireless has a number of roles relating to the provision of broadcasting facilities,
which impact the planned analogue to digital switchover programme.

1.4 For example, National Grid Wireless provides regulated common network access services and
unregulated bespoke services in relation to digital and analogue terrestrial network infrastructure and
equipment. It is currently the owner and operator of over 50% of the UK’s terrestrial transmitting sites,
and the broadcasting transmission equipment located on those sites, namely transmitters, antennas and
ancillary apparatus (collectively referred to as “stations”) currently broadcasting all analogue and digital
terrestrial TV in the UK, Channel Isles, and Isle of Man.

1.5 Together with the company Arqiva Limited, (which owns and operates the remaining stations),
NationalGridWireless will be responsible for decommissioning the existing 1154 analogue TV transmission
station network and for purchasing, installing and operating new shareable digital terrestrial TV (“DTT”)
replacement network equipment at these existing stations. Investment in this shared infrastructure is
regulated by Ofcom and funded by the broadcasters.

1.6 This proposed DTT network investment by these two companies has been designed to enable the
three non-PSB multiplexes carrying commercial digital terrestrial channels to continue broadcasting from
at least 80 of these stations in order to maintain at least their existing coverage (around 73%), and to enable
the services provided on the three multiplexes operated by public service broadcasting companies (“PSB”)
to be expanded to enable digital terrestrial coverage of their PSB TV programming to reach 98.5% of the
population from 2012 onwards.

1.6 The BBC and the commercial PSB broadcasters under their Ofcom regulated broadcast licences are
being asked to broadcast DTT services over these 1,154 stations in accordance with the Government’s
switchover policy. The fees that can be charged to the broadcasters by both National Grid Wireless and
Arqiva to meet their costs for replacing the existing analogue TV network and developing, building, and
operating the new shareable digital replacement network station facilities are subject to price regulation
by Ofcom.

1.7 In addition,NationalGridWireless is also an existing non-PSBdigital terrestrial TVmultiplex licence
holder. In 2002, National Grid Wireless, the BBC and BSkyB formed a consortium which successfully bid
for the three re-advertised commercial multiplex licences previously held by ITV Digital. One licence was
awarded to a subsidiary of the BBC (multiplex B) and the remaining two (multiplexes C and D) awarded
to the then Crown Castle UK. The consortium formed a new company DTV Services Ltd, trading as
“Freeview”, and the newDTT platformwas launched in October 2002. As a founding member of Freeview,
National GridWireless has occupied a key role in re-invigorating theDTT platform andmarket with free to
view multi-channel services, and together with its Freeview partners, has enabled the continuing significant
growth of digital television choice in the UK.

1.8 National Grid Wireless makes this submission from its viewpoint as a key existing terrestrial
broadcast transmission network provider which, together with Arqiva, is being required to build the new
replacement DTT network to the Government’s switchover timetable.
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2. Consultation Questions

2.1 What are the benefits of digital switchover?

2.1.1 Digital broadcast technology will enable far more eYcient use to be made of the TV spectrum
presently used solely to deliver five analogue TV channels. As currently planned, the spectrum being made
available for DTT purposes will give households access to a far greater number of additional free-to-view
TV channels as well as other new commercial subscription TV channels, collectively transmitted at lower
electrical power ratios than those used to transmit the current analogue TV signals.1 It will also enable the
development of terrestrial High-Definition Television (HDTV), and give increased capacity on the digital
terrestrial platform for local news and services programming and more advanced access services including
electronic programme guides, subtitling and signing for those with visual or hearing impairment.

2.1.2 The remaining released spectrum oVers further opportunity for new digital wireless technology
advances in radio, data and telephony services as they develop.

2.1.3 The reallocation by theUKGovernment of ineYciently used analogue TV spectrumwill enable the
development of multi-channel digital terrestrial TV capable of reaching the current analogue TV audience
and also oVer opportunities for other business and leisure service industry applications to be developed and
delivered via this released spectrum, ensuringUK citizens continue to enjoy all the benefits of the digital age.

2.2 What are the relative roles of the diVerent platforms in the delivery of digital television;—also how
necessary is analogue switch-oV when digital television is available on other platforms, notably satellite?

DiVerent Platforms for Digital Television

2.2.1 There are currently four platform options for receiving digital television:

— Digital terrestrial television (DTT)—ie broadcasts delivered via existing terrestrial transmitter
sites and TV aerials to a DTT digital set-top box plugged into the existing analogue TV set, or
direct to an integrated digital television which has its digital tuner built in. As reception of DTT
is achieved through existing terrestrial TV aerials and a one-oV purchasedDTTdigital set-top box,
there is no requisite recurring subscription. Some households may need to adjust or replace their
existing TV aerial system to enable them to receive all DTT services. Ofcom have estimated this
to be 10%2 of households at switchover; with most cases being caused by old faulty aerials or
connecting leads.

— Digital Satellite television—ie signals sent through a fixed orbit satellite broadcasting to the
consumer’s home satellite dish and digital set-top box, which to date has been a multi-channel
pay-tv and pay-per-view option. However, Sky’s proposed limited period free satellite oVer and
the recently announced BBC/ITV “FreeSat”may oVer one-oV equipment costs (ie for satellite dish
and digital set-top box) with a free or reduced or deferred recurring subscription fee for a limited
number of channels.

— Digital cable television—ie currently through a subscription basis service cabled into the home,
often priced together with bundled telephone and internet broadband access.

— DSL Broadband/IPTV (internet protocol television)—currently subscription based services
providing television through the computer—often bundled with other services and still in early
stages of development as a viable business proposition,

2.2.2 DTT is the current platform of Freeview. This platform can also provide additional pay channels
received via suitably-equipped DTT digital set-top boxes or integrated digital TVs on a subscription basis
(eg Top-Up-TV).

2.2.3 According to an Ofcom report published on 9th December 2005, the number of households with
Freeview (DTT) as their only digital platform increased by almost 600,000 in the quarter ending
29 September 2005, compared to 48,000 new BSkyB satellite subscribers and 43,300 new digital cable
subscribers added over the same period. According to Ofcom, the number of current BSkyB subscribers in
the UK now stands at 7,472,000 compared to Freeview’s audience of 5,775,000. However, the increasing
popularity and exponential growth in Freeview box sales indicates it is fast becoming the digital television
platform of choice forUK consumers. Freeview is generally available through the purchase of a set-top box,
now costing £26. This compares with £150 for a digital satellite dish installation by an engineer (excluding
subscription fees).3

1 NationalGridWireless estimate the current five channel analogue TVbroadcast station network equipment consumes around
164 million kilowatt hours of power per annum. National Grid Wireless figures also indicate the more eYcient replacement
DTT network equipment providing in excess of 30 channels, will consume less than 80 million kilowatt hours of power per
annum.

2 Source: Ofcom/Scientific Generics report “Cost and power consumption implications of digital switchover” 8 November
2005.

3 Source—Scientific Generics report “Cost and power consumption implications of digital switchover” 8 November 2005.
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2.2.4 DTT is also currently the only platform which allows householders complete freedom to position
and re-position multiple TV sets not only inside the home but also portables outside the home without
incurring additional costs: this flexibility is particularly important in multiple-occupancy dwellings and
conservation areas where satellite dishes are not permitted or not installable. DTT can preserve consumer
choice between subscription and non-subscription content services post switchover and ensure the widest
possible coverage is achieved to replace the near universal coverage provided by analogue terrestrial TV.

2.2.5 Analogue TV is currently free to view and reaches at least 98.5% of the UK mainland population.
By comparison, Cable TV is available to around 51%4 of the population and like DSL/IPTV is subscription
based and likely to generally remain available only in larger towns and denser populated areas.

2.2.6 DTT currently reaches 73%5 of the population on a free to view basis, but when the existing
1,154 station analogue network is converted to digital as currently planned, then by 2012 this range will be
extended to reach 98.5% of the UK population.

2.2.8 TV plays a key role in informing and educating its audience as well as being an entertainment
medium. It also holds a key strategic link between the Government and the population in times of civil
emergency. In comparison to other platforms, a 1,154 site DTT network is immensely more resilient to
natural and malicious disruption.

2.3 What is the feasibility of, and the steps needed to build the newDTT network to the Government’s timetable
How might international agreements and negotiations over radio spectrum allocations aVect the timetable?

The Timetable

2.3.1 The analogue television services of the BBC and the commercial public service broadcasters are
transmitted from approximately 1,154 stations located throughout the United Kingdom. For digital
switchover, 15 switchover regions have been defined, based upon the current ITV broadcast regions.
Coverage is provided in each region by a mixture of main stations and relay stations, which for the whole
of the UK total 61 and 1,093 respectively.

2.3.2 The current order and timing of switchover in the ITV regions as announced by Government is
as follows:

Starting in 2008: Border.

Starting in 2009: West Country, Wales, Granada.

Starting in 2010: West, Grampian, Scottish.

Starting in 2011: Central, Yorkshire, Anglia.

Starting in 2012: Meridian, London, Tyne Tees, Ulster, Channel Islands.

2.3.3 Each switchover region contains a diVerent number of main transmitters and relays, so the period
of switchover in each region will vary.

Planning and Station Site Works

2.3.4 The DTT conversion of the analogue transmitter network will involve conversion work both at the
80 stations that currently transmit DTT and analogue TV as well as at the remainder of the 1,154 analogue
TV stations. Switchover will occur region-by-region, but the number of stations involved equates
approximately to one station converting per day throughout the four year switchover period.

2.3.5 Each analogue television station needs to be modified to transmit the DTT service at the power and
frequency allowed in the final UK Switchover Plan, (but see paragraph 2.3.9 below). There are a limited
number of frequencies available for the new DTT network which makes it necessary to re-use the same
frequencies in diVerent parts of the UK. The switchover sequence has been designed to minimise any
interference between stations using the same or adjacent frequencies and therefore it would be extremely
diYcult to change the sequence of the switchover programme.

2.3.6 The modifications needed at the television station sites fall into two major work streams. One
stream involves the provision of site infrastructure and any facilities that are shared by all the digital services.
This involves the provision by the transmission network service provider of space on the station mast or
other suitable antenna support structure located at the station and suitable building accommodation for the
transmitters, as well as use of shareable antennas and power systems that form part of the shared technical
facilities. The other stream of work involves the parties who have successfully bid to provide the
broadcasters with their managed network service requirements, installing and commissioning the
transmitters required by the broadcasters for their specific programme services and any associated
programme distribution, monitoring and control systems that also need to be co-located at the stations.

4 Source—Digital UK reported figures 29 September 2005.
5 Source—Digital UK reported figures 29 September 2005.
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2.3.7 The station works required to install the new antenna systems, present one of the most challenging
aspects of the network build-out. At many of the main stations these works will be carried out on mast
structures between 200–300 metres in height. This work most be completed safely and in accordance with
applicable legislation. The timetable must therefore take into account a requirement that work on mast
structures can only be performed during daylight hours. Clearly, delays may occur where safe working on
structures is prevented by inclement weather.

International Considerations

2.3.8 International considerations could impact on the timing and order of the switchover programme.

2.3.9 The draft UK Switchover Plan initially laid down by the DTI, DCMS and Ofcom, continues to be
refined and optimised by the joint planning project (JPP) teamwhich includes representatives of Arqiva and
National Grid Wireless and is chaired by Ofcom. The last published version of this draft plan (version 4) is
the one currently being used byNationalGridWireless andArqiva to design and cost the newDTTnetwork.
However, this draft plan cannot be finalised until it receives international planning clearance for the
frequency proposals it contains. Clearance is dependent on a consensus that the UK’s proposed frequency
usage will not cause interference with existing analogue services or conflict with the national digital
switchover plans of the UK’s neighbours. Ofcom is in consultation with these neighbouring countries,
seeking their agreement to the draft UK Switchover Plan, so it can be finalised and ratified at the
International Regional Radiocommunications Conference (RRC) in June 2006.

2.3.10 In order to meet the demands of the antenna engineering works and to ensure the regional
sequence of the Government’s switchover timetable can be adhered to, National Grid Wireless and Arqiva
believe work on the selected region’s television station sites will need to commence at least two years ahead
of the switchover date for that region. This early start for the station site works depends upon final
confirmation that the network design for each DTT station as prepared by National Grid Wireless and
Arqiva, will meet the technical requirements and restrictions laid down in the final publishedUKSwitchover
Plan; requirements and restrictions that in turn are determined by the outcome of these international
negotiations.

2.3.11 A timely and successful conclusion to these international negotiations by Ofcom is especially
important to ensure current network costings being prepared byNational GridWireless and Arqiva are not
materially altered, or that their respective network designs for those regions in the early part of the
switchover programme are not required to be reconfigured or for the switchover timetable itself to be recast.

2.3.12 National GridWireless understands that suYcient negotiated agreements are expected to be made
byOfcom prior to theRRC to enable these to be formally ratified and allow the network engineering designs
to proceed as currently planned. However, if the outcome of the RRC or any international negotiations
results in a requirement for material changes to be made to the UK’s Switchover Plan, then this could aVect
network designs and the current estimates of the cost and timing of the network delivery.

Geographic Coverage

2.3.13 At switchover, the DTT services broadcast on the three PSB DTT multiplexes are planned to
substantially replicate today’s estimated reliable analogue TV reception coverage (estimated by Ofcom to
be 98.5% of households), so that 98.5% of households should then be able to receive as a minimum, digital
versions of BBC ONE, BBC TWO, ITV1, Channel 4, five, S4C in Wales, TeleG in Scotland, and Teletext),
free-to-air over DTT through their aerial. Many of these households will receive 30 or more channels on
this basis. For those households outside of the DTT coverage area, one or more of the remaining options
may be available to provide access to digital television, including satellite (free and pay), cable and DSL
broadband, depending on geography.

2.4 What costs are associated with digital switchover (eg transmitter works and transmission costs)? How will
these costs be met?

Transmission Costs

2.4.1 National Grid Wireless currently estimates the aggregate capital cost to the transmission network
companies to carry out decommissioning and replacement transmitter and antenna works to 1,154 stations
for three PSBmultiplexes and to a minimum 80 stations for the three commercial non-PSBmultiplexes, will
be in the region of approximately £500 million (pounds).

2.4.2 These capital costs will ultimately need to be met by the broadcasters. Currently, it is proposed that
these costs are initially incurred on behalf of broadcast customers either by the transmission network
operators or in the case of exclusive managed transmission services (MTS) by MTS service providers. In
each case, these incurred costs are then recovered through annually recurring service fees paid over a
minimum 20 year period by the PSB and commercial broadcaster customers of the new DTT network.
Although part of this expenditure has already begun in relation to network planning, it is anticipated that
recovery will not commence until DTT broadcasters start to use any part of the new network (ie from
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2008 onwards). At the moment no commitments to network access contracts have been made to the
transmission network companies and no MTS service providers have been contracted by the broadcasters.
Until these negotiations are completed, and a definitive international cleared UK Switchover Plan is
published (see section 2.3.9 above), the transmission network companies are understandably reluctant to
contract with each other for site sharing, or commit to further material expenditure on staV recruitment,
network planning and new network equipment to develop the new DTT network, or to invest in any
exclusive DTT network equipment that may be required for any MTS services by their prospective
broadcaster customers.

2.4.3 National Grid Wireless and Arqiva are currently bidding for contracts with a number of
broadcasters, which would require those broadcasters to commit to buy network access services to the
Government’s roll-out timeframe, but until the terms of these contracts are in place (currently not envisaged
to be in place earlier than Q1 of 2006) National Grid Wireless will not be in a position to ramp up
expenditure and initiate the technical delivery of switchover or begin ordering the necessary components
from its suppliers.

2.4.4 It should also be noted that the estimates of capital costs given above do not include any provision
to meet compensation claims that may be made by site users who are not TV broadcasters (eg PSB and
commercial radio and mobile phone network operators), whose services may suVer disruption during the
period of switchover roll-out works. Neither does it include costs to cover any extensive delays to the build
programme due to severe prolonged bad weather, or as a result of site access restrictions and other force
majeure events, which could also increase costs significantly.

2.4.5 National Grid Wireless and Arqiva are still in discussions with Ofcom to understand how these
additional costs might be met and how these and other inherent risks in the roll-out timetable can be priced
and shared with the broadcasters. The swifter the parties can reach contractual and regulatory certainty, the
swifter the transmission network companies can commence execution of the switchover plan, which will in
turn minimize the timetable risk.

3. Conclusion

3.1 National GridWireless sees theGovernment’s switchover programme as challenging, but achievable.
There are a number of dependencies particularly in relation to international co-ordination and risk pricing
which need to be resolved by Ofcom to enable the transmission network building project to get underway.

3.2 As a transmission network infrastructure provider National Grid Wireless is committed to DTT
technology, and to making the best use of its extensive technical know-how and unique position in the
industry to ensure the UK achieves a successful transition from analogue to digital television.

3.3 As a foundermember of “Freeview”, NationalGridWireless also believes digital terrestrial television
will be the most popular replacement platform of choice for the UK viewers, a belief that is being
underpinned by the published take-up figures issued by Ofcom.

13 December 2005

Witnesses: Mr Steven Holebrook, Managing Director, Terrestrial Broadcast Solutions, Mr Alan Watson,
Consultant to Arqiva (also MD to Trinitystar), Arqiva, Mr Steven Marshall, Chief Executive, and
Mr John Ward, Director of Network Operations & Engineering, National Grid Wireless, gave evidence.

Q377 Chairman: Good morning everybody. This is who is the Director of Network Operations. We are
here in our capacity as providers of infrastructurethe penultimate session of our inquiry into analogue

switch-oV and we have appearing before us today to the industry. We support the switchover
programme. We believe that it actually representsthe facilitators of television broadcast via the

various diVerent platforms, so we will have the additional investment in a new technology rather
than having to support an ageing technology intransmission companies for terrestrial broadcast,

the satellite operators, the cable companies and the terms of the analogue capability. We also recognise
that it will oVer greater choice to the end consumersdigital subscriber line technology companies. Can I

first of all welcome Arqiva and National Grid and greater interactivity as well going forward. Our
responsibility together with Arqiva is to provide theWireless and, in particular, Steve Holebrook and

Alan Watson from Arqiva and Steve Marshall and new digital network technology to the specification
of the broadcasters to meet their requirements.John Ward from National Grid Wireless. Perhaps I

could begin by asking you to give us a general Mr Holebrook: Thank you for the opportunity to
overview of your perspective of switch-oV as the address the Committee. As Steven said, the network
transmission companies and, in particular, what itself is actually split into two halves. Both National
switch-oVwill require you to do in order tomake the Grid and ourselves operate a complementary half of
conversion necessary? the network, so to reach the full UK population you

need both parts of our network to deliver the project.Mr Marshall: Good morning, Chairman. My name
is Steven Marshall. I am the Chief Executive of We have been working on the analogue switch-oV

project for approximately two to three years. WeNational Grid Wireless. I am here with John Ward
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have been involved in the timetable planning, the be very large masts in those circumstances.
Replacement masts are due because of the need totransition planning and also the sequencing of which

regions are going to be involved, so we have been make the masts stronger and support the additional
equipment whichwill be located at the same locationvery much involved with the broadcasters and the

regulator to put forward a proposed timetable and as the existing infrastructure and therefore will be
the responsibility of the existing site owner tothe technical solution to enable this to happen. It will

involve re-engineering the vast majority of sites. At provide.
Mr Marshall: In addition to that we may have tothe smaller relay sites that just means changing some

of the transmitters and at the larger sites it involves oVer reserve masts whilst we dismantle and
decommission certain equipment.high mast work, so we will have to operate at 1,000ft

plus and change the antennas of those very large
sites, and in a couple of circumstances we will need Q381 Mr Evans: And the old masts will then be
to redevelop masts and build new masts to replace moved as a responsibility of the owner of the site,
existing ones which will not be able to cope with the will they not?
additional load that is put on them by the new Mr Holebrook: That is right.
services. From our point of view it is very much an
opportunity to enable what is the fastest growing Q382MrEvans:As far as the timetable is concerned,
platform, Freeview, with 600,000 additional users is it realistic?
brought on in the last quarter, to roll out to the rest MrWard: The timetable is certainly challenging but
of the population—currently it is available to about we do believe it is achievable in terms of building out
73% of the population—and through the process of the infrastructure. As Mr Holebrook said, we have
analogue switch-oV we are able to free more of the been ramping up our resources over the last couple
spectrum up that allows us to cover the remaining of years to deliver the network in terms of the
25%of the population.We are verymuch supporters technical resource and also engaging with suppliers
of it and we have been involved in bringing the and developing the network design. Within the next
proposals forward at a technical level. six months we will be finalising that network design

with the broadcasters and completing our
Q378 Chairman: Thank you. You each own roughly conversations and negotiations with Ofcom on the
50% of the physical transmission sites, but National regulatory aspects of the roll-out. In June of next
Grid Wireless also provides the broadcast service to year Ofcom will be completing the negotiations for
the BBC and Arqiva for the commercial the network in the Regional Radio Conference for
broadcasters. Does that mean that you each have the European area.
your own equipment on each other’s masts?
Mr Holebrook: Yes. It is generally split into two Q383 Mr Evans: You say it is challenging, but what
elements. There is the site ownership and the is the worst thing that you foresee that could
provision of the common infrastructure which is happen?
shared by everybody, so that is the mast and the MrWard:One of the particular challenges is the fact
antenna that goes up on top of the mast. On the that the switchover sequence has to bemaintained so
ground level we provide the transmission that the interference that inevitably occurs between
equipment, so the transmitters are provided and transmitters as they are modified and frequencies are
either party can provide that. That element is subject changed is minimised. So a lot of work has gone into
to competitive tendering and we are currently going making sure that the sequence hopefully provides a
through a tendering process with all of the totally seamless transition. Any delays or severe
broadcasters to see who provides that element of problems on one of the sites could disrupt that
the service. sequence and we cannot really progress until we

have solved that problem. That is really one of the
Q379Chairman:The 80 existing digital transmitters, key risks that we face as the infrastructure providers.
are those split between the two of you again?
Mr Holebrook: Yes, the ownership of the masts is Q384 Mr Evans: Do you think in the Border region
split between us. National Grid has slightly more there will be fewer problems than in the ones after
than ourselves, but the transmitters that are at the that when they start to cross over one another,
bottom are split in terms of National Grid take the particularly in the Granada region which has over
responsibility for the BBC and they operate two eight million people? Do you think that that is where
multiplexes in their own right and we support SDN the problems may lie or do you think that even
and Digital 3&4. within the Border region there could be problems?

Mr Ward: It is challenging throughout, both in the
Border region and the Granada region. OurQ380 Chairman: Which of you is going to have

responsibility for the new masts which may have to colleagues in Arqiva are actually responsible for the
majority of the work and so perhaps I could handbe erected?

Mr Holebrook: Any new masts that are erected will that question across to them.
Mr Holebrook: It is a challenging project, it is of ahave to be erected at the same site as the existing

mast. Theremay be a situationwhere one or two new significant scale, but we have been working on it for
two or three years now and addressing thosemasts may need to be erected to fill in for

communities and that is an issue that will need to be problems and those issues. The things that keep me
awake at night are the things that I cannot controlresolved as we go forward. They are not going to
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and primarily that is the weather because I cannot consumers to be informed, it makes it much easier.
control the weather. When you are working at What we are trying to establish is the marginal costs
1,000ft and you are trying to install a new antenna associated with that. I just wondered whether you
you are very dependent upon the weather. That type could share your views on how the costs rise per
of work can only be done in the summer. As a percentage of penetration and whether there is any
consequence of that what we are planning into the point at which it becomes cheaper to fill in the extra
timetable is two clear summers to enable us to do few per cent satellite.
work at any particular site. We have a very hard end Mr Marshall: Alan has done some calculations.
date that we know we have to work towards and we MrWatson: Perhaps I can comment on the cost and
are putting a contingency at the front end. We are we can take it from there. The figure that we have
making sure that we can do the aerial work upfront both put out is that the cost for the transmission
so that if we do have a bad summer we always have element of this across the industry is about £500
the next summer to rely upon without it causing a million. That is a figure that we have independently
problem to the programme. put together, largely agreed on and it has had a

degree of external scrutiny, so it is a fairly credible
Q385 Mr Evans: Have either of you found any number. If you divide that number now, 80% of that
diYculties in finding the technicians that you need to money goes on the first 200 sites and it is the
be able to do this challenging task? remaining 20% or £100 million that takes you from
Mr Holebrook: It is an international business. We the 200 sites to the 1154 sites. As you rightly say, the
will be working with international suppliers and diVerence in coverage between the two is about 6%
calling upon their expertise. We have our own in- of the population. If you translate that to numbers
house high mast engineering riggers that we are of people then that is approximately four million
capable of calling upon as well. We are confident people. Four million people and £100 million means
that we will be able to get the proper expertise in it is approximately £25 a head to get you from the
place. We will be working with other parties to 200 sites to the 98.5% coverage.
ensure that we can bring in additional expertise to
complement our own. For the last year we have had
30 people in Arqiva working on it and I am sure that Q389 Paul Farrelly: Is there any point at whichNational Grid has had about the same volume, so it

satellite becomes much more cost-eVective on theis not as though we are not applying the resource to
basis of the figures that you have just cited? Is that ait. This year alone it has been about 30 man years-
spurious argument for people to make?worth of work that we have put towards it.
MrWatson:As to whether it is cost-eVective, I thinkMrWatson: In order to give you an idea of the depth
that probably becomes questionable. It always existsof the plan we have brought along a copy of the
as an option. It is important to go into what 98.5detailed plan for the Border region which we would
means and what the remaining 1.5 means because itbe very pleased to leave with the Committee.
is easy to take 98.5 as a simplistic figure. What it
actually means is that 98.5% of the population willQ386 Chairman: Can you do it all in advance or do
be able to receive all three public service multiplexesyou have to do some work at the moment of switch-
at what will be regarded as an acceptable qualityoV or in the transition period?
level. That is taking into account what we believe toMrWatson:Themajority we can do in advance. The
be the case with incoming European interference, soplan is to do the antenna work two years in advance
to a large extent we are taking the worst caseand that gives us a summer’s buVer season just in
scenario. If you take the 1.5% that is left over, it is thecase. During the six months prior to changeover the
negative of that and that 1.5% will divide into threetransmitter work on the ground will be done. That
groupings. There will be a grouping that can receivewill be all in place. There will be the opportunity to
all three of themultiplexes but not at the quality leveltest the complete system prior to the first
that we would deem acceptable and in most caseschangeover. So in essence what happens on the first
better aerials and some improved installation willnight is a bit more complicated but not much more
get them over that hurdle. Then you will have athan unplugging one and plugging the other one in.
group of people that will get one or two of the
multiplexes and then a very small group will not getQ387 Mr Evans:We will all pray for good summers
anything. In the main that will be the same groupfor you!
that do not get anything now. When you look atMrWatson: Thank you. This is an exercise we have
those last two groupings then satellite is obviously adone many times before because over the years,
very viable option for them and may be their onlyquite seamlessly, the entire ITV network has been
option.replaced using exactly the same strategy as we

propose using now. MrMarshall: I think this is about oVering additional
platform choice as well. If you were to proceed with
satellite coverage then that would limit platformQ388 Paul Farrelly:When we visited Berlin to look
choice to a large number of the population. It is clearat the experience there we learned that they had
that in terms of the public perceptions andadopted a 95% DTT coverage target against the
requirements, satellite requires third partyUK’s 98.5%. At a previous hearing we heard some
installationwhereas digital terrestrial television doesstrongly argued evidence that here 98.5% allows the

whole process to be sold to consumers and for not; you walk into your local retailer, you purchase
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a set-top box, which are as low as £26 these days, and population coverage to what we have today, which
is 73%. That might increase slightly with the higheryou take that home and plug it in yourself. It should

be that much easier from a user point of view. power output, but it is going to be in that range.
Mr Watson: In the spectrum plan there are sites
available for the non-public service broadcasters toQ390 Chairman: The evidence we have received
go out to 200 sites. It is entirely their choice as to howfrom Sky says, “Access to digital transmissions is to
many—it will be between the 80 and the 200—theybe achieved by a costly and wasteful conversion of
go to. In fact, it is a total of 212 sites. If they exercisedall 1,154 analogue transmitters to digital. On our
that choice and built out to that they could achieveown estimates it would at best be cost-eVective to
just over 90% population coverage.convert between 200 and 500 transmitters . . .”

Would you agree with that?
Mr Watson: In the main there is a factor that has Q395 Chairman: So it is an economic question for
been missed from a number of the calculations I them to determine.
have seen in public and that is the fact that if you do Mr Watson: For them, yes.
not convert many of those smaller sites the only
option is to remove them, so there is an extra cost Q396 Chairman: In terms of the cost which you face,
line there. It is not a case of do not convert at zero you have to pay the entire cost upfront. What is the
cost, it is do not convert with the obligation to take mechanism by which you are going to recoup that
away a transmitting station and returning it to a from broadcasters?
greenfield site. Once you include that figure in there Mr Marshall: We will provide the network to the
it alters the picture somewhat. My own belief is that plans required specification of the broadcasters. We
the economics are certainly in favour of converting will price the cost of developing that network for the
those sites out to the smallest. broadcasters. The site access element of that will be

reviewed by Ofcom and will be determined by
Q391 Chairman: Right the way through the entire Ofcom and then the broadcasters will reimburse us
network? for the provision of that service over the length of the
Mr Watson: Yes. contract, say over 20 years.

Q392 Chairman: So even the 1,154th transmitter Q397 Chairman: But the actual cost of the
site— infrastructure is intended to be met by the BBC, is it
MrWatson:When you get down to site number 1154 not, at some future date?
then all of a sudden we are talking about something MrMarshall: By all of the broadcasters collectively.
that is smaller than a telephone box, with a mast
about the size of a telephone pole and in a square of

Q398 Chairman: The BBC put in a specific bid asground maybe 15 feet square. The actual cost of
part of their licence fee settlement of £700million forconversion of that is really quite small and continues
digital infrastructure. Do you recognise that figure?to fall and will fall between now and when it is done.
MrMarshall: I do not recognise that figure. I assumeWe are talking in terms of tens of thousands of
that that reflects the cost that they believe will bepounds, certainly no more than that.
levied to them for their share of the infrastructure.
Mr Holebrook: The BBC with their two multiplexesQ393Chairman:Have you actually tried to calculate
take approximately a third of the infrastructure costwhether there is a case at any point for providing
in terms of the build out.alternative reception facilities such as satellite rather

than rolling out DTT to the full extent?
Q399 Chairman: But £700 million sounds an awfulMr Watson: I have done some calculations right
lot of money, therefore, on the basis of the kind ofdown to that smallest station. Again if we take
figures you have been quoting.the smallest station, number 1154, the cost of
Mr Holebrook: The BBC is looking at takingconversion is between £10,000 and £15,000. It is
additional responsibilities in terms of providing thediYcult to know exactly how many people it served,
expenditure for Digital UK for the marketing andbut let me work on the basis that we put these sites
the cross-promotion and some of those things. I amin in the first place and our obligation was to serve
not sure whether that is included in those numbers.population centres down to 200 people, that was in
Chairman: That is included separately.the 1980s so one can assume they have grown a bit.

If we stick at 200 people, so it will be a £15,000 cost
to the broadcaster to serve 200 people, I think that Q400 Adam Price: Returning briefly to the issue of
comes out at £75 a head or £150 a household. It is coverage, you mentioned the three diVerent
still a very comparable figure even at site 1154. categories within the 1.5%. How many people do

you believe who currently receive an acceptable
analogue signal will not receive acceptable digitalQ394Chairman:You also talked about the coverage

of the three main PSBmultiplexes.What proportion terrestrial TV post the switchover?
Mr Watson: I certainly do not have a figure to oVerof people is not going to have access to the non-PSB

multiplexes? for that. I think one or two other people that have
given evidence here have struggled to answer thatMrMarshall:The non-PSBmultiplexes are expected

to be built out to 80 sites at the same coverage that one. I do not believe there are any accurate figures
available.we have today. That should give them similar
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Q401 Adam Price: Are we talking hundreds? possible to make sure we prevent that and try and
overcome that and to help people sort out theirMr Watson: My belief is it is a relatively small

number, but I would not care to be any more specific aerial systems by giving them advice.
than that.

Q407 Chairman: I assume anybody could get an
Q402 Adam Price: So you cannot give us an order of adequate reception if they were prepared to build
a figure? masts the size of Crystal Palace in their garden.
Mr Watson: Not really. Presumably you are talking about people receiving
MrWard:We have re-engineered and replaced quite oV a normal rooftop aerial. What proportion of
a few antenna systems in the past and in those households will be able to receive an adequate signal
circumstances you do sometimes get small numbers oV a portable set-top aerial?
of people aVected because we simply cannot MrWard: I am afraid I do not have any information
replicate perfectly the performance of the previous on that.
antenna, but that has always been a small number of Mr Watson: I cannot give you a number. I believe
people and often they have been able to overcome Ofcom has a number to oVer in some of their
that problem by repositioning their antenna or documents but I cannot quote it. Harking back to
improving their antenna systems and so forth. The our 98.5% coverage, the assumption behind that
network plan at the moment is verymuch predicated is what is described as a standard domestic
on replicating the coverage that is currently installation, which is assumed to be an aerial at 10
provided by the analogue services and we believe metres high, not something special, not the tower in
that is pretty achievable. As Alan says, in terms of the back of the garden. Portable reception will be a
how many would not get it, I would hope it will be a subset of that but I do not know exactly what that
very small number and it will be aVectedmore by the subset is.
physics of trying to replicate what went before as MrWard:Chairman,we could investigate that point
opposed to any flaw in the coverage plan. and come back to you with some written

information.
Chairman: That would be very helpful. Thank you.Q403 Adam Price: This relatively small number that

you referred to, are they likely to be evenly spread?
Mr Ward: Evenly spread in what sense? Q408 Paul Farrelly: I just wanted to explore the

importance to the plan of the four week or one
Q404 Adam Price: Geographically. month simulcast period. Alan, I have read your e-
Mr Ward:Within the service area of a transmitter? mails to the Chairman which were very helpful.

When we went to Berlin the regulators were very
pleased with themselves that there had not been riotsQ405 Adam Price: Over the UK. Are the digital
in the streets, they had had a six month roll-outlosers going to be concentrated in particular regions?
period and everything was hunky-dory. TheMr Ward: I would not say that would be the case.
broadcasters in hindsight, although they cannotOur experience has been that sometimes we have
prove a negative, wish, because of the costs involved,replaced antennas and everything has worked
they had had a rather shorter period. Howperfectly and on other occasions there have been
important is the one month period in a UK contextsome problems which we have had to overcome, but
in terms of getting the job done? How ill-advisedthere has certainly been no geographic correlation
would it be for a bunch of politicians like us, lookingbetween the problems.
at the numbers of complaints we might get, to sayMr Holebrook: I think what you find is just at the
why not go for three months or six months like infringe areas of the coverage and pretty much in one
Germany?road youmight get one house that currently receives
Mr Watson: The one month is about right for whatanalogue and the next that does not, but that could
we need to do. The task we have got is to come to areverse once the re-engineering happens. It is pretty
site, prepare it ready for switchover and then on themuch where the signal is relatively weak in the very
night switch the BBC analogue transmitter oV andoutskirts of the coverage area where we have
replace it by the first high power multiplex. Then wediYculties.
have got to prepare for doing the remaining
analogues. Our planning indicates a minimum of a

Q406 Adam Price: I can see the letters coming in fortnight to do that preparation, so we would start
now! to get very twitchy if the month shrunk to a
Mr Ward: The kind of problem that we have faced fortnight. If it starts to increase substantially then it
in the past has been where an antenna perhaps on takes us to a point where in order to get other sites
paper works in a perfectly way but in reality, that have been worked on in parallel we would have
through manufacturing intolerances or some to withdraw our engineers from that site to start
physics, you perhaps get a little side beam that preparing another site and then bring them back
should not actually be there, but then over the years again. So extending the month is problematic to us
people build houses ormove into that area and begin as well. From our point of view it sits about right.
to receive their TV oV this spurious transmission.
We then put up an antenna that works more like the
theory. That is where problems have arisen in the Q409 Paul Farrelly: How problematic would two

months be?past in terms of changeover. We try as much as
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Mr Watson: It is something we would need to take needs to be planned in, for mobile TV types of
applications or for other types of applications. Iaway and look into. It would certainly put

additional risk and additional cost in the project. have heard people talking about data downloads
and datacast into PCs and things like that and there
are plenty of opportunities there. I am pleased toQ410Paul Farrelly:Has anybody else got any views?
note that Ofcom has now announced theirMr Ward: The activity that will be most prevalent
consultation on the digital dividend which is startingduring that one month period, as I am sure the
to get the ball rolling and is very helpful.Confederation of Aerial Industries will have said to

you, will be the adjustment of viewers’ existing
Q413 Mr Hall: What would have to be done inreceiving antennas and so forth. Perhaps one way to
addition to making the spectrum available to havemitigate the pressure that is going to occur there is
the availability of high definition content on the oldto make sure, through Digital UK’s communication
sets and mobile TVs?programme, that we try and make the public as
Mr Holebrook: To do high definition television wedigital ready as possible and try and help them by
probably need at least one additional multiplex to bemaking sure that their installations are capable,
licensed. At the moment you have got sixwhich in the vast majority of cases they will be
multiplexes that are jam packed full of standardbecause if they can receive the existing analogue
definition so it is very diYcult, without peoplesignal their system should be capable of receiving the
sacrificing their channels, to upgrade the network tonew high power digital signal, and making sure that
put in the new equipment. It is pretty much essentialwithin each of the regions people take the pressure
that an additional one multiplex at least is licensedout of that one month period. I think that would
which gives that extra bit of breathing space to allowcertainly be welcomed by the aerial installers.
us to do all the necessary engineering works and to
allow the high definition to be introduced.Q411 Mr Hall: You are quite certain about meeting

the deadline for the analogue switch-oV and the
Q414 Mr Hall: So basically the regulator has got aanalogue switch-on. In some of the evidence from
couple of jobs to do if we are going to get this right.Arqiva we were alerted to a problem with the radio
One is to be clearer about what the spectrum shouldspectrum. A vast radio spectrum is going to be
be used for and to licence one more multiplex. Thatavailablewhen the switch-oV takes place but nobody
is all that is standing in the way of getting thishas decided what they are going to do with it yet. Is
thing right.that a real problemor is this just somethingwherewe
MrHolebrook:Because this spectrum is so attractiveare thinking when the time comes the decisions will
there are plenty of other people that are interested inhave been made already or do we need to start
it, ie the mobile operators and the data broadcastingmaking decisions now?
people. Ofcom has got a duty to consult with all ofMr Holebrook: We are the site landlord for the
those parties and the broadcasters are veryinitial sites in the Border regions and the West
interested in it. I think it will be really useful and I amCountry so we have more of a time issue on our sites
glad to see they have announced this dividend reviewat the moment than National Grid does. We really
which gives the opportunity for all parties to makewanted to take the opportunity to flag up that we do
their case and for Ofcom to consider that.have to start the engineering work shortly. In fact, in

the summer of this coming year we will be starting at
Q415 Chairman: But you need a conclusion to thatSelkirk, we will start to put the antenna equipment
relatively swiftly in order that when you startin there and really we would like as early an
climbing up the masts you are going to be able to fitindication as possible from the regulator of their
the right equipment.proposed usage of the capacity going forwards so
Mr Holebrook: Yes. That would help!that we can make sure we build it into the antenna

designs. That is something we are trying to do at the
moment, we are trying to second-guess what is likely Q416Paul Farrelly:Whatwould be the ideal date for
to go into Selkirk and the other sites shortly after that from your point of view?
that, but it would certainly be helpful if we could get MrHolebrook:Wewould be looking at no later than
as firm an indication as possible so thatwe can factor the end of next year. The sooner we can get it the
it in.Whatwe do not want to do is do the engineering better so that we can start planning the roll-out.
work and then have to do re-engineering of the
engineering work, that just would not be acceptable. Q417 Chairman: The other factor is the RRC. Can

you say a word about possible interference
particularly between Northern Ireland and theQ412 Mr Hall: What is your view about what

spectrum should be used for? South, or the south-west and France, or coastal
regions? Is that likely to be a serious problem?MrHolebrook:There is an array of diVerent options

that can be used. This is very good spectrum. Mr Watson: The existing spectrum is working on a
plan that was put in in Stockholm in 1960 which hasCompared to other spectrum that is available it does

give wide coverage areas, it tends to overcome some lasted extremely well. As it happens, the UK has
been the most eYcient anywhere in the use of itsgeographic problems and it does not shadow. It is a

very attractive piece of spectrum that can be used for spectrum which has been a factor in our success but
also a limiting factor in rolling out digital so far. Themore DTT services, for HDTV, which currently is

not available on the digital terrestrial platform and RRCnext year, theRegionalRadioConference, will
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set the foundation for the next 40 years’ use of the out ways on our side to mitigate it. The thing about
spectrum and what is happening currently is that all RRC is that if all goes well it should largely be a
the European countries are submitting their plans rubberstamping exercise. It is not the case that
for the future. Not surprisingly, they are all everything is left to the last moment and then an
intending to bring along digital and in every case attempt is made to reach an agreement.
that means greater use of the spectrum. Greater use
of the spectrum implies greater interference

Q418 Chairman: So it is not like the EU budget!problems. Yes, we can anticipate more incoming
Mr Watson: I was choosing my words very, veryinterference. As it happens, we will be causing more
carefully, but absolutely not, and it is even less likeas well so it is fairly well balanced. That is one of the
trade talks! Discussions have been going on for thefactors that alters the predicted coverage for theUK.
last year now between the countries to try to workWe will experience more incoming interference on
out how to mesh the individual country’s plans andthe south and east coast and as part of the planning,
in general that is going quite well. There are a fewin order to work out what is acceptable, we will need
things to be sorted out but it is well on its way.to negotiate with the surrounding countries what we

can accept and what they can accept and then work Chairman:Can I thank you verymuch for your time.

Memorandum submitted by NTL

About NTL

NTL is the UK’s largest cable operator. Its network passes some eight million homes—34% of UK
households—and, in most areas, supports a “triple play” of multi-channel TV, high speed broadband and
telephony services. The technical specifications of the network make it ideally suited to delivering the kind
of next generation, highly interactive services that will be the hallmark of digital Britain.

ntl’s 3.8 million residential customers include some 3.5 million pay TV subscribers. While most of these
receive a digital service, we also have some sum of 580 thousand analogue subscribers. In addition, ntl has
1.6 million broadband customers and operates 3.1 million residential telephone lines.

A New World of Entertainment

Digital TVoVers consumers significant advantages in terms of choice and functionality.We also recognise
that spectrum is a valuable asset in the UK’s digital future. We therefore believe a gradual migration to
digital broadcasting is a sensible policy objective.

Amid the technical, social and economic challenges that this implies, we must not overlook the seismic
shifts in technology and consumer demand that—quite independently of the Government’s switchover
ambitions—are taking place.

Demand for digital TV has grown strongly in recent years and 63% of UK households now have some
form of digital service. For these households, this has meant a dramatic increase in choice of programming
and content. As they become accustomed to this variety, many consumers” attention is now turning to a
new generation of more sophisticated digital applications, including high definition TV (HDTV) and on-
demand services that enable consumers to watch what they want when they want. There is also a growing
appetite for access to audio-visual content over devices other than the traditional TV set, notably the PC.

Some digital platforms are better suited than others to this convergence and the delivery of next
generation digital TV services.

It is conceivable that, over time, the combination of unlimited content, on-demand access and inter-
operability will bring about a fundamental shift in consumer expectations, dramatically changing the
relevance of the traditional TV channel and challenging our existing concept of public service broadcasting.

Having decided to phase out analogue broadcasting, it is appropriate that the Government’s first priority
should be to ensure those households that currently do not have some form of digital service are able to
receive public service TV channels. In doing so, however, it should bear inmind the strengths and limitations
of diVerent platforms and avoid a “lowest common denominator” approach that inadvertently creates a
digitally disadvantaged underclass, bound to an outmoded concept of broadcast in an interactive, on-
demand and “device-neutral” world.

The Broadband Dividend

This risk is magnified because some (but not all) of the technology platforms that can be used to deliver
digital TV also support a range other advanced digital services, notably high speed internet access. This
technology has already had a profound impact on our lives, both at home and at work. Not only has it
provided quick, convenient and aVordable access to an almost infinite range of information. As individuals
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and businesses, it has also enabled us to communicate instantaneously on a one-to-one, a one-to-many and,
increasingly, a many-to-one basis, creating in the process a new generation of “virtually-networked”
organisations and communities of interest.

As connection speeds increase, this digital revolution will continue to change our lives as consumers, as
professionals and, provided we create the right conditions, as citizens: a universal and aVordable supply of
bandwidth could underpin a sweeping transformation in the delivery of many public services, ranging from
the distribution of public information and the administration of bureaucratic processes to the provision of
on-line education and health advice. For individuals, organisations, communities and the UK as a whole,
this could help unlock new worlds of eYciency, opportunity and productivity.

While the primary focus of switchover is rightly TV, we believe the initiative provides an important
opportunity to encourage the widespread take up of the kind of high speed interactive technologies that are
needed to turn this vision of a dynamic, digitally-inclusive nation into reality. Unless the government grasps
this opportunity decisively, it risks creating a deep and entrenched “digital divide” the impact of which will
go far beyond digital TV, HDTV or advanced on-demand entertainment services. In summary, we believe
the greatest risk to the switchover initiative is a lack of ambition.

ntl’s Switchover Commitment

Following the sale of its broadcast business earlier this year,6 ntl has no technical role in switching oV the
analogue terrestrial broadcast signal and lacks the technical insight to speculate whether or not the
Government’s timetable is realistic.

Wewill, however, ensure that our remaining analogue TV customers are upgraded to a digital service well
in advance of the Government’s proposed timetable for switching oV the analogue spectrum. In any areas
where, for technical reasons, we are unable to provide a digital service we will advise our customers to seek
an alternative digital provider.

For those households without digital TV, switchover will mean a choice between a number of competing
digital platforms, including cable, satellite, digital terrestrial [and, in some areas, DSL]. Cable is a highly
sophisticated technology designed to support advanced interactive TV applications, as well high speed
internet and telephony services. For consumers who value these capabilities, it may be a sensible choice. To
help ensure they are not denied the benefits of cable, we have recently launched a new “entry level” package
of basic TV channels for £5.50 per month.

At the same time, we recognise that there will be some consumers whose priority is merely to ensure they
have continued access to public service broadcast channels in the post-analogue era, have no desire for
HDTV or on-demand services and who do not wish to pay a monthly subscription fee.

For such consumers, we accept that digital terrestrial television (or BSkyB’s new DSat service) oVer a
cheap and convenient entry point to digital technology. However, the capacity of these platforms to support
interactive digital TV services—let alone the kind of high speed, interactive broadband that will underpin
digital Britain—is currently limited. While over time the capabilities of these platforms will almost certainly
improve, they are unlikely to match the performance and versatility of cable. To allow these platforms to
become, explicitly or otherwise, the “preferred” technology for switchover would distort the digital
television market and have a significant impact on the pace of Britain’s digital evolution.

As a result we must ensure that, throughout the switchover process, consumers have access to clear and
unambiguous information that enables them to understand the capabilities and limitations of diVerent
platforms and, on this basis, make the choice that’s right for them. It is, in other words, essential that the
switchover process remains scrupulously “platform neutral”. We believe the establishment of DigitalUK,
an independent body dedicated to coordinate the switchover, represents a sensible approach and will work
closely with it to ensure consumers have access to clear and impartial information about alternative digital
platforms.

Lastly, we will continue working with theDepartment ofMedia Culture and Sport (DCMS) on transition
arrangements for the elderly, disabled and lower socio-economic groups, in the belief that the kind of
advanced services that cable oVers will, in some cases, represent a valuable benefit. We have reviewed the
proposed arrangements for such disadvantaged groups and believe they are fair and workable.

10 October 2005

6 Our former broadcast business, ntl Broadcast, was sold to a consortium led by Macquire Communications Infrastructure
Group (MCG) in December 2004.
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Memorandum submitted by Video Networks Limited

About Video Networks

Video Networks Limited (“VNL”) is a broadband platform operator, which supplies the new home
communications and entertainment service, Homechoice. Homechoice oVers subscribers a large suite of
digital broadcast television and radio channels, including over 50 free and pay, live and timeshift channels,
including all of the recognised and popular BBC television and radio services, together with video-on-
demand television, broadband internet connectivity and telephony services. In addition, on demand
channels provide access to feature films, television programmes, music videos and public information
services.

Homechoice is supplied to customers via Digital Subscriber Line (“DSL”) technology, using unbundled
local loops on BT’s Public Switched Telephony Network. After an initial soft-launch VNL launched its
services commercially in late-summer 2004 in the Greater London area. At commercial launch, VNL had
a presence in 73 BT exchanges and so was able to oVer Homechoice to 1.25 million households. VNL has
now expanded its network and Homechoice is now available in 136 BT exchanges, and can now oVer the
Homechoice service to approximately 2.4 million homes across Greater London. VNL intends to expand
its footprint to other regions in the United Kingdom in 2006.

VNL welcomes the opportunity to comment on analogue switchover before the Committee.

Key Issues

1. Grasping the wider opportunity

The social objective of switchover at its most narrow is universal receipt of broadcast digital television,
not universal receipt of Freeview. A more enlightened social objective would join up the move to digital TV
with the drive towards “broadband Britain” and desire to reduce the digital and technology divide between
the rich and the disadvantaged in society.

TV is changing. Services like Homechoice demonstrate the popularity and value of programming being
available on-demand as well as via broadcast. In addition, the ITV local project on the South Coast and the
BBC local project in the West Midlands point the way towards an increase in the scope for genuinely local
services to develop. Freeview does not provide the consumer with access to these benefits.

Furthermore, the fact that the ITV local and BBC local services are only available online to broadband
enabled homes that own a PC disenfranchises a significant proportion of the population and illustrates the
danger that the “digital divide” will be widened not closed in the coming years. It also emphasises the
inappropriateness of the BBC’s exclusive promotion of Freeview, which is a service unable to deliver any
of the new on-demand and local “public services” the BBC is currently investing in.

Focusing purely on digital broadcast TV is a mistake. The issue of analogue switch oV should be tightly
linked to the government’s drive towards all households having broadband access by 2008. Services like
Homechoice provide the opportunity for the government to manage digital switchover at the same time as
bridging the “digital divide” by providing those in need with future-proof digital TV, broadband access and
empowering local services, economically, and with one simple solution.

A great example is the project VNL has announced in Shoreditch.

Shoreditch Digital Bridge, developed by the government funded Shoreditch Trust, has partnered with
VNL to deliver to residents of one of the East-End’s most deprived housing estates one of the most
innovative broadband expansions in Europe. This will oVer tenants digital TV, together with a range of
ground breaking new community services, including:

1. A Community Safety Channel, allowing residents to monitor estate CCTV cameras from their
own living rooms, view a “Usual Suspects”ASBO line up, and receive live community safety alerts.

2. An Education Channel, allowing children and adults to take classes, complete on-line homework
assignments and log-on to “virtual tutors”.

3. A Health channel allowing patients to book GP appointments, provide virtual Dr/Nurse
consultations and on-line health and diagnosis information.

4. A Consumer Channel, allowing on-line group buying of common services such as gas, electricity
and mobile phone tariVs.

5. AnEmployment Channel, providing on-lineNVQ courses, local jobs website and virtual interview
mentoring.

Residents will also get access to a revolutionary “PC on TV” service, which will give them access to key
PC services such as email andword processing, as well as access to theHomechoice TV and telephony service
with 55 digital TV channels, video on-demand and free evening andweekend phone calls. Residents will also
be able to upgrade their package and add broadband internet at speeds of up to 8Mb and subscribe to
premium content for an additional cost.
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This demonstrates how new technologies can be at the forefront of regenerating some of our most
deprived communities. Our partnership with the Shoreditch Digital Bridge not only provides an aVordable
solution for those who do not have access to a PC or are unable to aVord the current multi-channel TV
products on the market, it also helps the Government with its plans to deliver public services electronically
and ensuring that everyone has access to the online economy.

This is a far more beneficial way of investing money than simply focusing on how to provide access to
BBC4 and QVC via DTT.

There are c 500,000 social housing units in London alone, and over 3,000,000 in the UK. They are mainly
in the main metropolitan areas, which are the areas that Homechoice will be rolled out to in the coming
months. Using Broadband and TV over DSL to reach these communities is now cost eVective, scaleable and
can even provide local authorities with a return on investment over time.

The cost of cabling aMultiple Dwelling Unit (MDU) to receive DTT broadcast television runs into many
thousands of pounds and come 2012 will only be providing residents with yesterday’s television experience.
Furthermore, we have been told by one council that the cost to them of providing service to a resident who
visits council oYces works out at around £25 per visit. The Shoreditch solution is far more eYcient.
Opportunities for genuinely local advertising are also opened up (from which the local authority can derive
revenue) and the less tangible benefit of an empowered community (in terms of crime prevention, safety and
education as well as the economic benefit of a connected community) combine to create a compelling
business case for using such technology to address digital switchover.

2. Platform neutrality

In the course of our business, VNL became aware of mixed perceptions and levels of engagement
specifically amongst the TV industry with regards to the move from analogue to digital TV. We therefore
embarked on amajor research studywith the LondonBusiness School to get closer to the views and opinions
of senior industry executives on the whole switchover debate.

In summary, the research identified an industry lacking in consensus and clarity on the key issues. It also
raised concerns about whether the Government can remain platform neutral when providing for those
unable to get digital for themselves.

The industry is aware of the opportunities, excited about the possibilities but confused about how we will
get to a successful digital switchover and, ultimately, what role TV companies should play alongside the
Government in the process.

The broadcast industry believes that it is possible for digital switchover to happen in the timeframe but
it will require a focused, concerted eVort by all parties. Digital UKwill provide much of the clarity required
by the industry but I also think it is essential to keep the consumer front of mind during this debate.

The BBC has been praised for its contribution to switchover thus far. That contribution can be measured
by the take-up of Freeview. However, Freeview is but one of a number of digital television platforms
available to the UK public. It is not without deficiencies. Freeview is a solution for many UK analogue
homes, but not all. Current technological limitations mean that digital terrestrial services will not provide
the ubiquity of services rightly sought. In some cases, it is unavailable either at all or in suYcient strength
to deliver a watchable picture.

Further, Freeview is not a viable platform for future services such as High Definition broadcasts. The
current set top boxes being deployed for receiving the Freeview signal are based on legacy decoder
technology (MPEG-2) which make the delivery of High Definition broadcast signals technologically
impossible with the amount of spectrum currently available. More eYcient advanced encoding standards
(MPEG-4 Part 10) will require the customer to purchase a new decoder box resulting in an additional
“digital switchover” or require additional spectrum to be made available which would lessen the financial
benefits of digital switchover.

In all cases, Freeview fails to meet the home entertainment and communications needs of the modern
household, particularly at a time when the Government is committed to developing Broadband Britain and
lessening the digital divide.

The BBC’s eVort must be properly co-ordinated with Digital UK and must ensure that the message is
clear and platform neutral. The BBC must not display a bias (based on its vested interest in Freeview or
otherwise) to the Freeview DTT platform, as it currently does and must ensure that the campaign’s
communications do not undermine the demand for those alternative platforms nor destabilise their existing
customer bases. DSL, cable, satellite and terrestrial means of delivery should be identified as mechanisms
whereby people would be able to access digital television.

The plans appear at the moment to make a series of assumptions about consumer awareness and that
consumers will wish to migrate to Freeview. Our experience is that consumers are aware of digital television
but not all regard the switch to digital as adding any value to them. Packages oVered by DSL, cable and
satellite oVer new functionality and not simply additional channels to digital TV in the form of broadband
and time shift that cannot currently be replicated by Freeview.
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It is essential that the BBC’s eVorts to drive switchover are platform neutral, and that all digital television
platforms are able to benefit from the Government-sponsored switchover initiative. In an age where digital
television services are available from many service providers, it is not acceptable for the BBC to continue
to cross-promote Freeview exclusively (rather than digital television per se) on air, thereby distorting the
market for the take-up of digital services.

15 December 2005

Witnesses: Mr Keith Monserrat, Director of Policy & Communications, NTL, and Mr Roger Lynch,
Chairman and Chief Executive, Video Networks Ltd, gave evidence.

Chairman: Can I welcome Keith Monserrat of NTL been talked about in the previous session and Roger
also alluded to. What I think you have also got toand Roger Lynch of Video Networks. I should say

that in the last couple of weeks both NTL and consider is that switchover is much more than just
digital television in our context. The fixed telecomHomechoice have given demonstrations to some

members of the Committee of the facilities which operators in the UK began to deploy digital
technology way back in the Eighties. We began totheir services can provide to consumers, both of

which were extremely impressive. Thank you again build up platforms that used digital technology and
to develop the environment that is now set up forfor that.
broadband, for IPTV and for high definition. It has
taken a long process to get to it. There are a numberQ419 Janet Anderson:What do you see as the main
of benefits. There is the switchover of digitaljustification for switching oV analogue TV signals
broadcasting and the telecom operator who alreadyand widening coverage of digital terrestrial
had broadband hasmoved forward and therefore wetelevision?
believe that digital switchover means much more ifMr Lynch: I think the main benefit clearly is that
you want to achieve some of the policy objectives ofthere is a significantly ineYcient use of spectrum
the Government. Turning to your question, ofright now in supporting analogue and that spectrum
course broadband gives you much more capability.could be put to much better social good, it is as
It allows the market to crystallize the habits of thesimple as that.
consumer, the customer. What you alluded to is
something that both Roger and I have been workingQ420 Janet Anderson: Would you like to expand
on, which is the Shoreditch example where we haveon that?
provided a range of diVerent local services to aMr Lynch: Would you like me to go into what I
community. When asked what the most importantthink the uses of it to be?
service was they wanted they said it was security and
CCTV in the particular environment they lived in.Q421 Janet Anderson:Could you define social good?

Mr Lynch: Right now you have got a significant
amount of spectrum that is being used in a very Q423 Janet Anderson:Can you give us your views on
ineYcient way. If you think about what could be the relative merits of the diVerent digital TV
done with that spectrum, there are many diVerent platforms and also tell us whether you think Digital
services that could be used, clearly things like high UK is doing a good job of informing the public of
definition television, many more channels and new the various options and what they mean?
mobile broadband services. The replacement of five Mr Lynch: One of the great things about digital in
existing channels of analogue television is already this country is there is a lot of choice. Obviously
easily accommodated within the digital spectrum there is digital satellite, digital cable, digital
that is made available. It is trading in five analogue subscriber line, or DSL, services like our service and
signals for a whole host of other services. In principle digital terrestrial. If you think about the diVerent
a lot of social good could come from that. Obviously services that they can all provide, in the case of
there is also a lot of pain that will come from the digital cable and DSL, these enable services not just
switchover process too. to broadcast television but also interactivity, video

on-demand, broadband and services like that. If you
think about how people’s viewing habits areQ422 Janet Anderson:MrMonserrat, I noticed that

you have a rather interesting package which enables changing over time with things like PVRs, which are
a first step towards people taking control over whatpeople on an estate to monitor CCTV cameras from

their own living room. Is that the kind of social good they want to watch, it is just a first step. Video on-
demand is really the next step, which cable and DSLthat you would include in this?

Mr Monserrat: I would be delighted to answer that are in fact doing now. Services like that enable
viewers to take control over what they want toquestion. Let me just step back and agree with what

Roger has said and say that perhaps digital watch, such as what we are doing with the BBC with
what we call Replay TV, which is where you canswitchover is a good thing. Why is it a good thing?

It is because it drives this thing that the Government scroll back through the programme guide on the
television set, select a programme that washas been very keen on. As we talked about with the

World Trade Organisations, the broadband digital broadcast in the last seven days and just watch it
now. It is not a case of going on the internet andenvironment supports digital inclusion. One of the

benefits is that by the deployment of digital downloading it to a hard drive, it is on the television.
When people have services like that they use ittechnology you get the spectrum dividend that has
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because it is much more convenient and it gives envisage a time when people might be able to vote
on-line? Do you think this is something that ismuch more choice than just more and more

channels. There are many platforms that can possible?
Mr Monserrat: We would not have the temerity toprovide digital television, but if you think ten years

from now how people are going to be viewing suggest you do not understand the democratic
process! I remember when they were setting up thetelevision and what the platforms are that can

support this new viewership, we need to be careful Scottish Assembly and I was heavily involved in
trying to bring democracy to the people there was awe do not end up promoting the lowest common

denominator, which is digital terrestrial, which in its huge amount of work done with the Scottish
Assembly and the national Parliament to try andcurrent form is only a broadcast service. It was

launched using MPEG-2 technology so it is a ensure that Hansard was distributed to the Western
Isles so that there was an ability for people there torelatively ineYcient use of spectrum because it does
access the workings of the Parliament and thennot use more advanced encoding standards such as
express an opinion more quickly. That plan wasMPEG-4. Platform operators such as capable
never implemented, but it did show how democracyoperators and ourselves have economic incentives to
could be brought closer to the people. One of the keyuse the most advanced technology, which is why we
issues that came out of the studies at that time washave already migrated to MPEG-4 and I am sure
how single key issues, let us say for the sake ofcable operators will do so over time.
argument climate change, aVected people and they
could respond and inform their representatives of

Q424 Janet Anderson:What do you think the level of their beliefs. One of the suggestions was you should
awareness is about these possibilities? Is Digital UK put terminals in supermarkets because more people
doing a good job or could they do more? go to supermarkets on a Sunday than to church.
MrLynch: It is very early days for them because they MrLynch: I think a good exampleKeith brought up
have really just started out. Our biggest concern in was Shoreditch which is a project that we are
general for this is the prevalence of awareness that involved in. This is a community where PC
will be built around Freeview, in particular by the penetration is only 8%, it is a very deprived area and
BBC. While Freeview does provide a good digital yet they are going to get one of the most advanced
service, it is a very basic service. If you think about services anywhere in the world through the
ten years from nowwhat people are going to want to television network. The types of things that it will
watch and how they will want to watch TV, enable—voting is not yet on the list—are things like
Freeview will not be able to fulfil that. Yet we are the community safety channel which does allow you
concerned that there is a big bias towards promoting to look at the CCTV camera around the estate and
Freeview, which is again the lowest common decide whether you feel safe to go outside and to
denominator when it comes to digital broadcasting. look at ASBO line-ups to see who in your
MrMonserrat:DigitalUKhas started and they have community may be the oVenders that you should be
made a good eVort. Both Roger and I have begun to concerned about, there is an education channel
talk to various consumer organisations. I spoke at allowing children and adults to take classes and to
Jocelyn Hay’s Voice of the Listener to begin to try complete online homework assignments through the
and paint the picture of what this new world will television sets, a health channel allowing you to
look like, the services that will come out and what it book GP appointments, a consumer channel
will mean for both citizens and consumers. I think allowing the consumers to group buy things like gas
Digital UK has begun the evangelizing of this and electricity, to get discounts and then an
technology. Where I would support Roger violently employment channel. These are all on-demand
is that it should be about the promotion of what services that you can interact with that enables the

people living in Shoreditch to access all these servicesthese new services could be, not what a platform can
without a PC. You could think about, just by virtuedeliver and it should be about the breadth and the
of the types of services I have just mentioned there,width and the richness that can be delivered to
how that could extend to other areas and other e-consumers and citizens through a variety of means.
government initiatives that both bring the servicesOne of the examples I used when I was talking at the
and capabilities of the Government into theconsumer conference was to try and liken it to the
consumers’ lounge but also reduces costs at the sameold days when you could tune in across the world to
time as providing the services.get content on your shortwave radio. Now with

broadband you can do something slightly similar
but on a diVerent scale. You are now going to be able Q426 Mr Evans: You mentioned the Western Isles.
to tune in using IPTV to a whole range of diVerent Will they be able to get all the platforms?
TV services across a much wider environment; it is Mr Monserrat: They will be able to get DTT and
the globalization of TV if I could put it in they will get DSL, but with the cable franchises we
plagiarized words. do not extend out to the Western Isles.

Q425 Janet Anderson: Digital UK had a reception Q427Mr Evans: I live in a small village in the Ribble
here a couple of weeks ago and they suggested to me Valley, it is a lovely village, but that has not got cable
that politicians did not understand how the digital either. Is not part of the problem—I think you have
revolution could transform the democratic process. got three and a half million subscribers or

thereabouts and you have got 48,000 subscribers—Do you think there are any implications? Do you
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that you are not generally available to everybody diVerent basis than us rolling out on the assumption
that wewill get 10%or so of the consumers in an areaand so some of the wonderful things you are talking

about are not going to be available to the vast to take up our service because that would not justify
it. It is not really a technical issue so much as it is achunks of the population in the UK?

Mr Monserrat: If you take the cable industry, NTL commercial model issue.
andTelewest, we cover 50%of theUKand that is the
urban community of the UK. One of the things Q430 Mr Evans:Within the areas you are currently
going forward, with the new regulatory change, the operating in have you noticed within the last six
things that Roger has done, is that you then begin to months more people subscribing to your services
look at re-utilising the copper network that exists in because they now “fear” that the analogue service is
the UK, to look at unbundling and you use that to going to be switched oV and they will need to go
extend your network and to drive the kind of services digital?
that both of us have talked about to the wider Mr Monserrat: I do not think we have seen people
community. fearing analogue because I do not think there is that

much of an awareness of analogue switchover just
yet. What I would like to do is draw you back to theQ428MrEvans: Is that what you are about nowwith
point you were making about who would watchthis Replay TV? So any poor person who misses this
what andwhen.We believe there is going to be a leanbroadcast of this Committee meeting will then be
back-type of viewing, which is where you are lookingable to go back—
for entertainment, and a lean forward-type ofMr Lynch: I am sure it will be very popular!
viewing, which is when you are seeking information,Importantly, it is bundled in with the broadcast
say you are booking an appointment with a GP orpackage. This is not just a video on-demand service
you are dealing with yourGovernment. That kind ofthat sits on its own. For instance, the replay that we
newway of interacting I think is theway that is goingdo with the BBC channels you access through the
to shape the viewing that is to come and therefore itchannel itself. So if you are watching BBC One you
is very, very important not to look at digitalcan hit a menu button that will bring up a list of
switchover as merely a change of broadcasting, it isprogrammes for the last seven days, you press okay
going to support a change in habit and that is whereand you just watch it now.
theDSL platforms and others will play a pivotal role
in achieving some of the things that digital

Q429Mr Evans:Howmany programmes do you get broadband is supposed to deliver.
a choice of to do that?
Mr Lynch: It is whatever the BBC makes available

Q431 Mr Evans: I see Sky is already advertising into us. Right now they are making available about 50
Border TV papers that it is giving away 1,000hours a week and we expect that that will grow very,
installations and packages to people and they havevery significantly. We are also doing it with ITV and
clearly re-packaged everything as far as the cost iswe hope to be doing it withChannel 4 soon and some
concerned to try and attract as many customers andother smaller channels. There are also 4,000 or 5,000
make it as aVordable as you can. Are both of youhours of other on-demand programmes that are
now looking at doing that to ensure that people whoavailable on platforms like this, such as films, music
do not currently subscribe to you are notvideos, television content that we licence in outside
disadvantaged in some shape or form by hugelyof the broadcasting from the BBC and Hollywood
expensive oVerings when they are paying perhaps astudios and lots of other informational services. On
licence fee at the moment?your point about where can these types of services be
Mr Lynch: I think both cable and Homechoice areavailable, it is the case that cable was built where
doing that already. In the case of cable, they have gotthere are population centres because that was where
oVers where, if you buy a phone line, you get digitalit was economical to build cable. In the case of
TV with it. Our focus is much more on selling a fullservices like ours it is a diVerent economic model in
bundle, including broadband, but if you look at ourthat the cost for us to build out our network is about
entry-level package which we sell for £17.99, whichone one-hundredth of the cost of building cable, and
is the same price that BT sells broadband only for,it may be even less than that, because we do not have
you get broadband, you get digital TV, access to allto dig up the streets, we can use the phone lines that
the video on-demand and you get free phone calls, soare already there. The great thing is that virtually
I think we—everyone has a phone line in the UK. How can we

reach our services out there? As you move out of the
population and its areas the economics start to work Q432 Mr Evans: And that is an established price? It

is not a special oVer, is it, for six months?against you. You have to assume that you will get
higher and higher penetration levels because it costs Mr Lynch: That is the established price. The

promotional price is £14.99 and the contract price isthe same amount of money to put our equipment
into the BT telephone exchange. As for a £17.99. Therefore, I think we and cable are already

doing that.commercial model, the way we are based right now,
would we ever go into 24 million homes in the UK? Mr Monserrat: I think the same, that there are a lot

of packages and there will bemore to come and thereNo, it is not likely because many of these exchanges
that you would have to go to are very, very small. will be lots of commercial responses. I think the key

issue behind this is that this is an extraordinarilyFrom a technical standpoint could it be done? Yes it
could be done, but it would have to be done on a competitive industry and competitive environment.
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On broadband, it is only a year ago that you could with MPEG-2. The problem is that every single
Freeview box that is out there in the field cannot doget 1.12K for, say, £5.99 and very quickly you are

getting one-meg broadband and you are up to eight MPEG-4, sowhat thatmeans is: how do you ever get
to the latest technology on DTT where you migratemegs and 10 megs. It is extraordinarily competitive.
to MPEG-4, free up the spectrum and enable things
like high definition? For a service provider like us,Q433 Mr Evans: What is the top speed you are
we can do it because actually we already have it. WeoVering at the moment?
are the first broadcaster anywhere in the world to goMr Monserrat: It is 10 megs.
with MPEG-4, so our entire subscriber base is
MPEG-4. Cable and satellite will have the economicQ434 Mr Evans: And how much does that cost?
incentive to do that, but where people have boughtMrMonserrat: I think the oVer at themoment is £10.
millions and millions of legacy boxes that cannot do
it, we have sort of trapped ourselves in a position

Q435 Mr Evans: Is that £10 a month? where we cannot take advantage of that latest
Mr Monserrat: I think so. Sorry, it is not I think; I technology. Separate from that, you have the
know. It will change, butwhat all that is about is that inability of it to provide any on-demand services
the whole network capacity is going to be increased, which I think is really the way of the future about
the distribution networks are being increased and how people will want to view television.
with that will come all of the other benefits which we
have talked about, but this will be the subject of a lot
of commercial activity from the satellite people, the Q437 Chairman: So in time, when most people are

able to choose between satellite provision, cableDSL people and ourselves. There will be lots of
bundles coming through. provision and DSL provision, do you think there

may be the case of having DTT switch-oV?
Mr Lynch: I do not think there will necessarily be aQ436 Chairman: Roger, you, in your evidence and
case for switching oVDTT. If you look now, satelliteindeed today, have been a little bit scathing about
has been around for decades, cable has been aroundFreeview. You have described it as based on legacy
for decades and yet still over half the people in thedecoder technology, yet a large part of the
country choose not to pay for television. There willjustification for switch-oV which is advanced by the
always be a percentage of the population who willGovernment is in order to extend Freeview coverage
not want to pay for television. I think thatto thewhole population.Do you think that Freeview
percentage is going to continue to reduce and Ihas a long-term future or do you actually think that
would expect pay-TV penetration in this country toin time people’s demand for additional services will
reach maybe 75% over time, but it will be on muchmean that they will no longer be content with what
lower-price packages than we are talking about. ItFreeview has to oVer?
will not be on £40 packages because I think we willMr Lynch: I absolutely agree with that. I think what
have reached the limit of how many expensivewe are seeing today, even here in London, are
packages like that could be sold and you will have toservices which are just available in London and
start getting into more value bundles for people towhen we look at where our customers come from,
say, “Okay, now I’m willing to make this switchthe most astonishing fact is that the sort of biggest
from analogue to a packaged or a bundled service”.outlier is the percentage of customers we get from

Freeview which is twice as high in our customer base
as it is in London in general which is very interesting Q438 Chairman: So if DTT continues, do you think
because these are all people who have made choices there may have to come a point where there is a
within the last year to go with Freeview and they second switch-oV in order to transfer from MPEG-
have yet made another choice to take a new service 2 to MPEG-4?
on top of that. I think the concern I have about Mr Lynch: I think there will be, I do not know
Freeview is not whether it should be rolled out, but whether I would call it, a “switch-oV”, but there will
that by placing so much emphasis on, and so much be a transition where, in an aggregate and an
investment in, that, you end up perpetuating what I economic sense, it will make sense to use the most
call the ‘lowest common denominator’ because it is advanced encoding technology. If we look at
based on a legacy technology, it uses the MPEG-2 France, for instance, they launched digital terrestrial
encoding. Perhaps I could just spend one minute on MPEG-2 because it was just a bit early, but they
here and I will try not to get too technical. We are passed a law that said that any pay-services that are
just at the cusp now of changing digital broadcasting created must be launched in MPEG-4. What that
encoding standards. MPEG-2 is the standard that has ensured is that set-top box manufacturers
has been around for quite a long time and has made started building MPEG-4 DTT boxes, so at some
significant improvements. That is why you can fit so point if they decide, “Let’s get rid of the MPEG-2”,
many digital channels into the space of what it will be a much smaller problem than it will be here
analogue used to take up, but it has reached the end because there are noMPEG-4 boxes in any homes in
of its life and now we need to move to new encoding the UK right now.
standards, and the new standard is MPEG-4. The
benefit of MPEG-4 is that it will use half of the
bandwidth of MPEG-2 which means twice as many Q439 Chairman: Can you have a combined box?

Can you have a box which will receiveMPEG-2 andchannels or being able to do high-definition
broadcasting with far less band width than you need MPEG-4?
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Mr Lynch: That is what ours do today. Let me back companies. We have made audio-visual descriptions
and we have set the promise of a date by which weup for one second. I do not think it would have been

possible three years ago to launch with MPEG-4. If will be able to do that.
you think about it, we were the first operator to have
been able to have done it and we only did it six Q444 Mr Sanders:What date is that?
months ago, so it is not as if amistake wasmade and, Mr Monserrat: It is towards next year.
“Gee, they should have launched in MPEG-4”; it
was just not possible. The fact is that, as more and Q445 Mr Sanders: That is only a couple of weeks
more boxes are shipped out there, it perpetuates the away.
problem of: how do you ultimately get more eYcient Mr Monserrat: Absolutely correct, but I was
use of the spectrum with advanced encoding envisaging that it would perhaps be towards the
techniques? middle of next year. It is a technical issue because in

the way the cable world developed, we did not have
one platform because of the nature of the cableQ440 Chairman: But if HDTV were made available
franchises, but we had a number of platforms. Thethrough Freeview, your view would be that it should
emphasis has been to integrate those platformsbe done in MPEG-4?
together and then be able to try and meet theMr Lynch: Yes. HDTV, in our plans for HDTV, in
requirements of the hard-of-hearing or the blind, so2006will be using about sixmegabits to deliver it and
it is something that is on the cards and wewill deliverthat is about what DTT uses today for standard
it in some areas, but we do not deliver itdefinition, maybe four to five, so the eYciency gains
ubiquitously.from it are very, very dramatic, whereas HD in

MPEG-2 will probably use somewhere between 12
Q446 Mr Sanders: Going back to this MPEG-4to 15 megabits.
business, the cable companies provide a box to the
customer.

Q441 Chairman: So there is a very strong likelihood Mr Monserrat: Yes.
that all of the people who will be required to go out
and buy set-top boxes in order to get DTT may in a Q447 Mr Sanders: So will they be upgrading boxes
few years’ time have to go out and buy new set-top to ensure that the consumer is able to benefit from
boxes in order to get MPEG-4 transmissions? the latest technology, whatever that happens to be?
Mr Lynch: I think that, if HD services are to be Mr Monserrat: Yes, we have begun to roll out our
launched on digital terrestrial, there will have to be on-demand services, we have trialled HDTV already
new set-top boxes anyway because the current set- and our boxes will be able to deliver those kinds of
top boxes also do not have HD connectors on them, services to our consumers.
so they could not doHD in any event. I would expect
that those HD services would be launched in

Q448 Mr Sanders:Will that be with Telewest or willMPEG-4. What will be missed out on is the ability
there be any distinction?to get eYcient use of spectrum across all the channels
Mr Monserrat: I cannot speak for Telewest becausebecause you will not be able to turn oV the MPEG-
we are still two separate companies, but I should2 signals because this will be six, eight, ten, however
imagine that they will have similar plans to ours.many, million Freeview boxes that can only decode

MPEG-2.
Q449Mr Sanders: But possibly not for much longer
two separate companies?

Q442 Chairman: That may be the case certainly for Mr Monserrat: Your guess is as good as mine.
a time, but there might come a moment when it will
make sense to switch oV MPEG-2. Q450Mr Sanders:Can you put a monetary value on
Mr Lynch: Yes, without doubt. the main costs and benefits of actually switching oV

analogue and switching to digital?
Mr Monserrat: As NTL?Q443 Mr Sanders: We have heard quite a lot in all

the evidence sessionswe have had about the fantastic
Q451 Mr Sanders: Yes.increase in choice, services, support for vulnerable
MrMonserrat:We have done very little work on thegroups, communities, et cetera, but can I come back
monetary costs of switch-oV and the monetaryto a problem that has been raised with me by a deaf
benefits of switch-oV. When Arqiva was part ofviewer who receives NTL and, working to choose to
NTL, as NTL Broadcast, we were intimatelygo to Sky, would get subtitles, but when Sky
involved in the costings then, but, since theyprogrammes are shown through NTL, there are no
departed and as a stand-alone company now, wesubtitles. Now, given all the fantastic things we have
cannot comment on the benefits, the monetaryheard about multi-channels and all the wonderful
benefits, as we have done very little about it.things that can be done, why is something as simple

as that a problem today? Is it NTL or is it Sky?What
is the problem? Q452 Mr Sanders: What about the costs then of

expanding or upgrading your own networks?Mr Monserrat: It is something that we are working
on with Sky because they provide us with the feed Mr Monserrat: We currently spend, the cable

industry spends, about £600 million a year toand to put in the necessary subtitling requires a
degree of technical inter-working between the two maintain our networks and to upgrade them, and we
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will continue doing that, so we will expect to have to make a capital investment, somebody has to
make a capital investment, to rewire the building formaintain the service that we currently deliver and

increase its functionality and its capacity. them to be able to get it. We would argue that the
building is already wired with the telephone network
and every flat in the building already has a phoneQ453Mr Sanders:Does thismean that there will not
line, therefore, it can receive a service like ours.ever be any more expansion perhaps of the cable
There is an example of how DSL can contribute tonetwork because what is the point if you can receive
switchover, and actually it would reduce the costs ofmulti-channel television after switchover through
switchover relatively significantly. I think anothernormal transmission? The great advantage of cable
example, as we have talked about, is for places likewas that they were in early on and it was either that
Jersey where there is a concern about interference ofor satellite and now the market has gone. Am I right
the digital signals with France’s. There is no cablein thinking you are not going to see an expansion of
there and it is a perfectmarket where Jersey Telecomthe cable network?
could roll out digital TV to all of the residents onMr Monserrat: I do not think we will ever go back
Jersey using services like ours.to the full-scale building that we saw way back when

there was the digging up the roads, but we cover 50%
of the UK, we cover all urban centres. The Q458 Chairman:Keith, do you want to say anything
expansion of the network in our context is not just about MDUs?
to deliver digital television, it is to expand the MrMonserrat:Merely to say that we have looked at
network and reach the broadband network reach it and we have done enough costing work to
that I have highlighted. Currently, the cable approach the problemwith care. It needs a survey on
networks drive fibre out closer to the customer than a building-by-building basis because it is very, very
anyone else, within 500 metres of every home in our diYcult to come up with a capital cost for cable not
franchise areas, so the cable industry has given the to be able to use it, depending on the distance away
UK a state-of-the-art access network; “fibre to the from the main core network, but it is a challenge and
kerb” is the best way to describe it. we have done enoughwork to recognise that we need

to do a heck of a lot more.
Q454 Mr Sanders: So it is still rolling out?
Mr Monserrat: No, it is done already. Q459 Mr Hall: At video networks, you have been

quite critical of the Government’s approach to
Q455 Mr Sanders: Are you still digging up analogue switch-oV and digital switch-on, but, in
pavements? your evidence, your written submission, you said
Mr Monserrat: No, it is done already. that we ought to be concentrating exclusively on

digital switch-on, but if we are going to do that, we
should stick more tightly to having broadbandQ456 Mr Sanders: What about new housing
accessible in all households. Is that just thedevelopments?
commercial view or would that give you aMr Monserrat: That is something that, as we go
commercial advantage if that was the case?along, yes, you do roll that out within the franchise
Mr Lynch: To start with the premise of yourarea, but I think what you are trying to get at is
question, we have concerns about digital switchoverwhether there is a major network build programme
and we are very supportive of digital switchover andoutside the franchise area and the answer to that is
freeing up the analogue spectrum.We believe it is theno.
right thing to do, but our issue is: how do you go
about doing it so that you do not create more legacyQ457 Chairman: Can I ask you specifically about
issues in the future and how do you go about doingmultiple-dwelling units which raise particular
it so that you create wide deployment of the latestproblems obviously. I think in your evidence you
services? Certainly we have a commercial interest insuggested that the cost of installing facility to receive
doing that, but we also have models that we areDTT is considerable within some multiple-dwelling
rolling out, like in Shoreditch and there are othersunits and it actually might be more sensible to make
we will be announcing, where these are notprovision for some kind of cable or DSL provision.
commercial activities, but they are pilots that we areMr Lynch: When we have spoken to government
doing to demonstrate how this can be done. We areabout concerns about switchover and reach, the
in fact funding part of these ourselves rather thanconcerns have been much more focused on MDUs
making any profits out of them and we are actuallythan we initially had thought. We thought it would
helping to fund some of these activities. I would saybe how do you get coverage from 75% to 100% or
that, if I am critical, it is really to make sure that we98%, or whatever the number is, but there are bigger
all have our eyes open about what type of services weissues even about: where is coverage, is there wiring
think consumers will want and that we are beingso that you can get the signal in to the home? What
platform-neutral at the moment to make sure thatwe found is that there are quite a large number of
the consumers have a choice of platforms that canMDUs in London which, because of timing
enable those types of services.restrictions and the lack of wiring, cannot have

satellite dishes, they do not have integrator reception
systems installed to enable them to get Freeview and Q460Mr Hall: So that is why it is important to have

every household with broadband because that againtheymay ormay not be cabled. Therefore, when you
think about how you switch over that MDU, you is part of your business?
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Mr Lynch: If you think about digital switchover, Mr Lynch: I have not in Berlin, but we have had
discussions with councils and even propertydigital divide and broadband Britain, I think they

are all the same thing. It really is about bringing in managers about bundling in, as part of the service
that they provide, digital TV and broadband intothe latest services and making sure that consumers

across the UK have access to the latest services and every unit that they represent or manage.
if you pick one platform and heavily promote that
platform which does not provide all of the services, Q466 Mr Hall: Basically the one concern we have is
you end upwith a large percentage of the population that there will not be universal access and, where
which does not have access to latest services. there is access, you might have a digital underclass
Therefore, from our standpoint, I think we would and that would be one way of overcoming this
like to see the debate being broadened to look at all particular problem. The point in your evidence is
the diVerent types of digital services and not just, that the more we can look at, the wider the coverage
“How do I switch oV these analogue signals?”, but will be.
“How do I also bring interactivity, on-demand Mr Lynch: Yes, but the digital underclass could
services and broadband?”, whether the broadband is come from people who only can receive digital
delivered through the television set or through the broadcast channels and cannot have access to on-
PC, but services that are enabled by broadband into demand services and interactivity that other
the homes. platforms can help bring.

Q461MrHall:Also in part of your evidence and you Q467 Mr Hall: Because that is your pitch, is it not,
have referred to it this morning is the Shoreditch that you actually do far more than just provide
project which is low-cost access to the services that access to television, but you have gone interactive?
you provide. Mr Lynch: Yes.
Mr Lynch: Yes.

Q468 AdamPrice:Another dimension, I suppose, to
this potential digital divide is age-related. ForQ462 Mr Hall: How important is that? Do you see
instance, in the Bolton trial, the aspect looking atthat being as far as you can go or do you see that
switchover, the over-75s and cable, it was the leastthere is a possibility that you might be providing a
popular option or a very unpopular option. Help thefree service as well which matches the other free-to-
Aged, in their evidence, have raised the question ofview services?
whether the elderly could be excluded particularlyMr Lynch: I think where there is an opportunity to
from the sort of higher-end, interactive services thatprovide a free service is that people have to have a
cable and other platforms can oVer. What are youphone line to get our service, so today people pay BT
doing to make your services more accessible to the£10.50 a month for the phone line and that price is
elderly?about to go up on 1 January to £11. There are
Mr Monserrat:With the elderly, there is always themodels where it makes sense for us to provide a
fear of technology and the more technology you get,phone line because the equipment that we are
the more complex it is, trying to wire all of this upputting in the exchange can do that and then, as part
together. In the US, for example, there is a growingof your phone line, you actually get a digital TV
business where you have people, I do not knowwhatpackage that actually gives you access to all of these
they are called, “Nerds United” or something likeon-demand services. Is there a charge for the digital
that, where you actually can buy the services andTV in that case? No, I would say there is not. It is a
they come into the house and set this up for you. Ireplacement of the £11 that you are paying to BT
think the problem is something that the industryinstead to another service provider, who, for the
recognises in spades and the issue behind it is,same price, is giving you much more and much
therefore, to make sure that the application that yougreater value which is I think the purpose of
buy from a cable supplier or from anyone is almostcompetition.
self-installing. A great deal of development is going
on to make the installation an easy process, almostQ463 Mr Hall: Did you run that idea past BT?
where you get something, you plug it in and it self-Mr Lynch: Yes.
installs, and that is the development of the user
interface, the application interface. It is a problem

Q464 Mr Hall:What was their response? we are aware of, it is the recognition that people over
Mr Lynch: BT is looking at a similar thing by 75 perhaps have some diYculty with installing new
providing Freeview boxes. The interesting thing is technology, and it is incumbent on the industry to
that they have decided not to use their own network try and make that a lot easier.
to deliver digital television.

Q469 Adam Price: Do you think that there are
potential impediments, apart from installation, cost,Q465 Mr Hall:When we were in Berlin, one of the

things that I was quite interested in is what they for example? We have free TV licences for the
elderly, so perhaps diVerent tariVs may be possiblehave actually done to what they describe as

“economically weak families” where they havemade as an option for the industry for the elderly?
MrMonserrat: In one of our packages now, you areavailable, I think through their social security

system, payments to enable everybody to have getting a base pack, a special pack for about £5.99,
so the cost is coming down and it speaks to the pointaccess. Have you come across that?
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20 December 2005 NTL, Video Networks Ltd

that Roger made earlier, that, as you go forward, sell it to people who so far have decided that five
channels is enough, “I don’t need more than fivethere will be a lot of change and there will be a lot of
channels”, and you say, “It’s great. You can have 30rebundling of the packages. We are probably
channels, and you can get these shopping channels”,reaching the limit of how many people will want to
from many people, the response may be, “Five isbuy something at £40 or £50-odd for the total
fine. I get everything I want to watch on five. I havepackage and also it is going to come down as you
already decided not to many times and I have gottenbegin to recast the service bundles and you will find
all the fliers from Sky or from cable” or from us orthat there will be aVordable packages for all sectors
whoever, “and I have chosen to stay with the fiveof the community. That is on the TV side.
channels, so that is not compelling to me so that I
have to go and do it, but, yes, I am starting toQ470 Mr Evans:Does the BBC actually receive any
understand that at some point you are going to shutmoney from you for the programming that you put
that oV and I will have to do something, so I’ll do itout on NTL?
out of desperation at the last minute, but really it isMr Monserrat: Sorry, the public sector?
not a compelling proposition to me”. That is one
side. If you tried something else which is, “All theQ471 Mr Evans: Yes.
programmes that you like on these five channels are
available any time you want to watch them through

Mr Monserrat: No, we are under an obligation to your television set, so it is the same five channels, but
carry that. any programme you want, you can just sit down and

watch it right now”, that is a diVerent proposition.
Q472 Janet Anderson: I wonder if I could go back to “Wow! All the content I like and I don’t have to
the question of a digital underclass. In the Bolton think about getting home from work on time or
trial which Digital UK are doing at the moment staying up late to watch this programme. It’s just
which is next door to my constituency, it is always there, always available”, that would appeal,
interesting that cable has been unpopular and only I think, to a lot of people who would otherwise say,
two recipients of a £100 grant chose cable, the vast “Five channels is enough”. Therefore, when we
majority preferring Freeview. Could I just take you think about how to sell digital switchover into the
back to a number of comments you have made. In population, we need to look at a broad range of
being concerned about the digital underclass, are we services because you will have to have diVerent
in fact talking about people who are going to miss horses for diVerent courses. Some people will like
out on interactivity and all the potential, the more channels, some people will like broadband,
possibilities that will present, and do you think the some people will like just the simple idea of getting
Government needs to be more ambitious and access to the content they already watch, but in a
perhaps, through Digital UK, explain to people the much more convenient way. The problem with what
potential, and that people are very unaware of this I believe is happening right now is that it really is
at themoment, so they think solely in terms of digital down to the lowest common denominator; it is, “Pay
TV and not in terms of all the other services you have £30, get a box and you’ll get more channels”.
mentioned? MrMonserrat: I agree with the proposition which is
MrLynch: If you had it presented to you by the BBC that it is much more about digital literacy, about
or through some other form of advertising, a digital broadband interactivity and the aspirations on
world, and in eVect what Digital UK is trying to do broadband, but I agree entirely with you.
is to raise awareness, but also to sell them on digital, Chairman: I do not think there are any more

questions, so thank you very much.what the benefits are of digital. If you are trying to

Memorandum submitted by BSkyB

Executive Summary

— Sky is a leading provider of digital television with nearly eight million subscribers. The benefits of
digital services to those consumers who choose to receive them, including our customers, are clear.

— We are, however, uncomfortable with aspects of the Government’s present plans for digital
switchover, based as they are on compulsory switchover by 2012. It is clear from theGovernment’s
own figures that that could involve a substantial number of households being compelled to pay to
switch, and many other partially-digital households having to upgrade or replace remaining
analogue equipment where they see no intrinsic merit in so doing.

— Our own consumer research confirms that there is considerable confusion and negativity about the
switchover process.

— Nor do the Government’s proposals oVer suYcient justification for switchover as envisaged.
Access to digital transmissions is to be achieved by a costly and wasteful conversion of all 1,154
analogue transmitters to digital. Our own estimates suggest it would at best be cost-eVective to
convert between 200 and 500 transmitters, beyond which the cost per household of converting
additional transmitters exceeds the costs of funding alternate means of receiving digital television.
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— Switchover is to be paid for by consumers, both directly through the purchase and installation of
digital equipment and an increased BBC licence fee, and through reduced ITV/five licence fees
(which is in eVect public revenue foregone). Themain beneficiaries will be the commercial analogue
terrestrial broadcasters (and in particular ITV) which enjoy a greater viewing share on the more
capacity-constrained digital terrestrial television (DTT) platform, and appear likely to be gifted
the released spectrum. The Committee should consider whether that is an appropriate balance of
burden and benefit.

— Sky has concerns that the current promotion of digital by the BBC is not being carried out in a
platform-neutral manner and is leading to distortions of competition. The BBC should be required
to act with complete platform neutrality in the future.

— It is Sky’s belief that the Government should focus on removing all the obstacles which currently
discourage or prevent people from making the switch to digital via whatever platform.

— Among the changes which could speed up the natural adoption of digital would be to remove the
need for people to seek planning permission for the installation of satellite systems where this
applies, thus placing satellite dishes on the same footing as terrestrial aerials, which are no less or
no more visually intrusive. Other changes to the planning process could be made to encourage
developers to install platform-neutral integrated reception systems in new buildings or
refurbishments.

— Schemes for subsiding the take-up of digital equipment by vulnerable groups should operate to
give the maximum choice of digital platform, rather than being operated on the basis that DTT
should be the only option and would invariably be the cheapest, which is debatable in view of the
additional support that vulnerable groups will require.

1. Introduction

1.1 Sky welcomes the decision of the CMS Select Committee to conduct an inquiry into the
Government’s proposals to switch oV analogue terrestrial television broadcasts over the period 2008–12.
We are happy to respond to the Committee’s request for written evidence and to assist further should the
Committee so wish.

1.2 Sky’s expertise in digital television is substantial. Sky became entirely digital in 2001. Sky currently
serves nearly eight million customer households as well as freesat customers, and our investment and
innovation in digital technology has been instrumental in the UK’s current lead in digital television. Nearly
half of all digital-enabled householders are currently Sky customers.

1.3 Sky has launched a freesat service, which provides 120 digital TV channels and 80 radio stations free-
to-air via digital satellite, requiring no monthly subscription and able to reach approximately 98% of UK
households. Sky’s freesat service carries the five public service broadcaster (PSB) channels, including all of
the BBC’s digital services, as well as oVering extensive opportunities for interactivity. Government and
public interest services such as Directgov, the UK Government’s portal, the Community Channel, and
ethnic minority services are available on Freesat from Sky. Sky was also a foundingmember of the Freeview
consortium, alongside the BBC and Crown Castle, and distributes three of its channels to homes equipped
with DTT reception equipment.

1.4 Our response covers themain questions set out by the Committee in its announcement of 19 July 2005
and makes a number of other points which the Committee might wish to consider.

2. Policy Objectives, Economic Benefits and Cost of Digital Switchover

2.1 Digital switchover is established government policy, restated most recently by the Secretary of State
for Culture Media and Sport in her speech to the Royal Television Society Convention on 15 September
this year. An earlier version of the policy was first set out by the then Secretary of State, Chris Smith, to the
same convention in September 1999.

2.2 It is important to point out that Sky is a strong supporter of digital television. Digital services oVer
significant benefits to those consumers whowish to receive them, in terms of the increased number and range
of services available, including a wide range of interactive and digital radio services, and improved technical
and sound quality. That is not an issue.We are not convinced, however, that these and other claimed benefits
are so great that everyone should be compelled to have them, at significant public and private cost, whether
they want them or not.

The policy background

2.3 Large-scale forced transfer to digital as a central part of switchover policy is a relatively recent
development. Chris Smith’s 1999 statement clearly positioned switchover as a process which would be
driven by broadcasters and manufacturers, with the interests of consumers as paramount. He included the
criteria that 95% of households should have access to digital equipment before the analogue signal could be
withdrawn; and that 70% of households should have adopted digital television for their main television set
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before the timetable for switchover could be announced. These criteria no longer seem to influence
government policy, which appears now to be driven by a more aggressive timetable. In addition, the
Consumer Expert Group report published by DCMS in September 2004 concluded that “there should be a
formal public consultation exercise about the policy, timetable and process for analogue switchover”. This
has not taken place.

2.4 As a business, Sky has always been a strong advocate of consumer choice. We have been
uncomfortable with a programme involving a forced migration to switchover imposed—with its associated
costs—on a substantial percentage of people who have no wish and no need to move to digital. We have,
therefore, challenged the Government’s cost-benefit analysis which has been used to support compulsory
switchover by 2012, and have urged government to maintain a market-driven approach in line with the
original Chris Smith philosophy.

2.5 The Government’s case for compulsory switchover by 2012 has not been made. There is no pressing
national interest which merits compulsion or demands that switchover must be accomplished by that date;
the costs of switchover have been understated; and—because of the way in which switchover is to be
accomplished—the main benefits will accrue to public service broadcasters, and in some cases their
shareholders, rather than to consumers or the nation.

The implications of compulsion

2.6 Estimates of the number of households that will be compelled to switch vary. Recent research
commissioned by Ofcom from Scientific Generics suggests that 90% of homes will “voluntarily” convert to
digital (based on first sets). This implies that 2.5 million homes will be forced to switch as a result of the
Government’s timetable, although in reality many people who acquire digital TV “voluntarily” prior to
switchover will do so as a result of awareness that analogue signals will be turned oV at a given date.

2.7 In any event, this analysis significantly underestimates the number of households aVected by
switchover. There are over 80 million TV sets and video recorders in UK homes, all of which will need to
be converted if they are to continue to function fully after switchover. According to the Ofcom research
referred to above, only 50% of secondary sets and 15% of VCRs will be “voluntarily” converted. That leaves
at least 40 million analogue devices that will have to be compulsorily converted (to continue working fully).
Given the average number of analogue TVs and VCRs per home (3.5) it is probable that the vast majority
of households will find one or more devices made redundant by switchover.

2.8 One should note also that the rate of digital adoption seems, according to Ofcom’s quarterly update
figures, to be slowing. Only 17% of Freeview and integrated digital TVs sold in the second quarter of 2005
appear to have been adopted by homes that are completely new to digital television. The remaining
households taking up newDTT equipment were already partially digitally-enabled and were therefore likely
to be converting second and subsequent television sets. In other words, there is an increasing deepening of
digital availability, not a rapid widening.

Consumer costs

2.9 Consumer costs of switchover are estimated in the Government’s 2005 regulatory impact assessment
(MA) at between £80 and £340 per household, depending on how many devices are converted and whether
a new aerial is required. These are not negligible sums, particularly when viewed from the perspective of
people who do not see the expenditure as oVering them a real benefit. Our own research indicates that, when
the cost and the compulsory element of switchover are explained to consumers, many resent it—and
understandably so.

Spectrum usage

2.10 Digital switchover will free spectrum, currently allocated to analogue terrestrial transmission, for
other uses. TheGovernment’s 2005 cost-benefit analysis assumed “conservatively” that the spectrumwould
be used for standard definition DTT services, which remains possible. It is also quite possible that the
Government will gift the freed spectrum to the PSBs in order for them to launch high-definition TV channels
(presumably rebroadcasts of their main channels). There will thus be limited or nil exchequer receipts from
spectrum sales.

Overall costs and benefits

2.11 Sky believes that the cost of any digital switchover process should be justified and proportionate. In
addition, any public expenditure by means of direct or indirect subsidy to consumers or companies should
not seek to favour any particular platform. Such an approach would be consistent with established
regulatory and public policy principles, to which the Government’s present plans do not adhere.
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2.12 TheGovernment’s plan is instead to achieve digital switchover by ensuring that as many households
as possible should be able to receive digital terrestrial television (DTT). The decision by Ofcom to require
holders of digital replacement licences (DRLs) to build out (convert) the full network of 1,154 analogue
transmitters in order to optimise the DTT coverage at 98.5% of the population (the same percentage as
currently receive the analogue signal) will result in a significant—although as yet unpublished—and
unnecessary cost.

2.13 At present there are some 80 DTT transmission sites which could cover 93–95% of UK households
once the analogue system is switched oV. The proposal to convert all of the remaining 1,074 analogue sites
to digital transmission will extend DTT coverage to only a few hundred thousand homes. Most of these
homes can already receive digital services by some means (such as digital satellite, already available to 98%
of households) and a modest degree of more targeted eVort could ensure that at least one technical option
was available to all, supplied by competing providers.

2.14 Using such data as has been published, Sky has examined the Regulatory Impact Assessment
undertaken by Ofcom when deciding to pursue the conversion of all existing analogue transmitters to DTT.
According to our estimates, it would at best be cost-eVective to convert between 200 and 500 transmitters
(with the actual cut-oV point being nearer to 200), after which point the cost per household of converting
additional transmitters would exceed the cost of funding alternate means of receiving digital television. We
would be happy to share our analysis with the Committee if it is thought helpful.

2.15 In support of the full roll-out of DTT, Ofcom has argued that there are potential impediments to
consumers being able to receive digital television via non-DTT methods, such as restrictions on the
installation of a satellite dish. These derive from planning law and policy which we believe can and should
be removed between now and any switchover contemplated by the Government (see section 4 below).

2.16 Ofcom has also placed considerable emphasis on the argument that full DTT rollout gives
consumers a choice of platforms and makes digital TV more aVordable for consumers, especially low-
income households, than alternative digital platforms (an assumption which may be in any case
unwarranted: see 5.3 below). What has not been adequately explained is why DTT is being singled out as
the recipient of public investment in this way, given that the vast majority of consumers will have a choice
of platform post-switchover, even without the conversion of all 1,154 transmitters, and that the most
vulnerable households can be protected in ways which do not favour one specific platform. It is diYcult to
escape the conclusion that the real beneficiaries of DTT rollout are the commercial public service
broadcasters, rather than consumers.

Public funding concerns

2.17 The investment necessary for the build-out will come principally from an increased BBC television
licence fee and from adjusted licence fees paid by ITV. Both of these burdens fall directly or ultimately on
UK citizens.

2.18 The main beneficiaries of the Government’s approach are the analogue commercial terrestrial
broadcasters and their shareholders. The DTT platform oVers less choice to viewers because of the smaller
number of channels that it can carry and the lack of an upgrade path for subscription services. That results
in analogue commercial terrestrial channels enjoying a greater audience share in DTT homes than in digital
satellite or digital cable homes, and hence protects their advertising revenues (thus distorting competition
in the television advertising market). The preference of ITV for DTT via Freeview has been confirmed by
ITV’s chief executive on a number of occasions. That does not seem to us to be a proper or appropriate use
of the licence fee or of public money; nor is it a sound basis for compelling householders to pay for digital
whether they wish to or not.

2.19 Sky believes, therefore, that it is a legitimate questionwhether the additional costs of extendingDTT
coverage are a proportionate employment of what is either public money spent or public revenue foregone.
We have informally asked Ofcom to explain the opaque process by which the much reduced Channel 3
licence fees were determined. Our request has been rejected, although we believe that there is a legitimate
public interest involved in establishing the exact costs of extending DTT coverage, and we are considering
whether to pursue the matter. Only by gaining further information will it be possible to determine whether
Ofcom has acted in accordance with European Commission state aid rules, which allow market-distorting
state subsidy in only limited circumstances.

2.20 At this stage it is too early to state how much money will be granted to the BBC in the licence fee
settlement for these purposes, although the BBC has requested an additional 0.5% aboveRPI for switchover
costs which it estimates at a cumulative £500 million over the seven years of the licence fee settlement. That
figure excludes the cost of targeted assistance which, according to the BBC, might more than double the
total required.
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3. The Relative Roles of Different Platforms

3.1 Sky believes that consumers should be able to make a decision if migrating to digital that ensures that
they do sowith informed knowledge on the basis of fair competition between the platforms that are available
to them. That principle applies whether compulsion—with which we disagree—is part of the process or not.

3.2 The principle requires complete neutrality by public bodies and others engaged in promoting digital
television, both in on-air and oV-air marketing. We welcome the fact that Digital UK (formerly Switch Co)
is committed to platform neutral communications.

3.3 Sky has, however, concerns about the promotion of digital services on the BBC, which has focused
heavily on Freeview, with much less emphasis on the availability of BBC services via satellite (either Sky
Digital or freesat from Sky), or other platforms. The BBC has also tended to refer to Freeview by its brand
name, while leaving other platforms as anonymous technologies (eg digital satellite, cable). As the
Government’s 2005 Green Paper on the BBC Charter points out, unclear promotional activity has fostered
confusion and concern among sections of the population who assume that if unable to receive DTT they
will not be able to receive the BBC’s channels on a free-to-view basis.

3.4 Such confusion could be dealt with if the BBC were required to give equal promotional weight to all
digital platforms, making the point that the BBC’s digital channels are in each case free-to-air (except on
cable).

4. The Feasibility of the Government’s Time-Table

4.1 The Government’s time-table for achieving switchover is ambitious, raising a number of technical
and policy questions, some of which are for Government to determine: for example the feasibility of
completing DTT build-out in order to allow switchover to proceed. It is therefore surprising that little
attention has been given to removing some of the obstacles which currently hinder people from moving to
digital, and which could and should be done regardless of the plans for compulsion. We have identified a
number of legal and regulatory barriers which should be removed.

4.2 In its switchover report to the Secretary of State of 5 April 2004, Ofcom recommended that “the
Government should continue to try and remove the barriers which prevent progress towards switchover,
for example, planning restrictions which prevent placing satellite dishes on certain buildings”.

4.3 Sky agrees. The current requirement to apply for planning permission (where an installation would
fall outside the scope of the permitted development rights) undoubtedly discourages people from taking
satellite television and runs directly counter to public policy on promoting switchover and platform choice.
We believe that these restrictions should be removed. In this context Sky is disappointed that the
Government has not yet announced proposed revisions to permitted development rights for satellite dishes,
despite the consultation on the subject for England having closed in July 2003.

4.4 The Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (and the equivalent legislation for Scotland, Wales, and
Northern Ireland) provides that all “development” requires planning permission. The prevailing
interpretation of the term development is that it includes the installation of satellite dishes, although not
terrestrial TV aerials, which are treated as de minimis even though their visual impact can be much more
obtrusive in practice. The diVerence in treatment appears to be due simply to the relative length of time that
TV aerials have been part of the visual environment compared to satellite dishes.

4.5 Under the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 1995, as amended
(GPDO), satellite dishes benefit from a general planning permission, known as permitted development
rights. Where an installation does not fall within the scope of permitted development rights (and these are
comparatively restricted), an application for planning permission is required. The time commitment and
cost (£120) involved in submitting a planning application for this purpose acts as a clear disincentive to
householders wishing to install a satellite dish.

4.6 Sky’s view is that the Government’s stated policy on platform neutrality means that the only
consistent policy response to the consultations on planning and satellite dishes is specifically to exclude
satellite dishes from the definition of development for the purposes of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990.

4.7 Sky also believes that that the planning process should be used to encourage people to switch to digital
services. We have argued that the grant of planning permission to developers for new and refurbished
buildings should be made conditional on the installation of integrated reception systems (IRSs) in multiple
occupancy residential developments or site-wide systems for digital communications in other developments.
This is an entirely platform-neutral approach conferring no advantage on digital satellite, but does provide
greater consumer choice between platforms.

4.8 It is regrettable that the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM) recently failed to take the
opportunity to amend the building regulations to require properties to be ducted, cabled and wired for
digital television, following a process of consultation. Sky understands that ODPM with the DTI plans to
work with the industry to develop non-statutory guidance in this area. Sky will be pleased to participate in
this work but asks the Committee to urge ODPM start the process without further delay. Delay simply adds
to the stock of housing which is not digital-ready.
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5. The Protection of Vulnerable Groups

5.1 Sky is involved in the current pilot scheme in Bolton designed to test how help for vulnerable groups
(in this case the elderly) can best be provided. We will be studying the results carefully.

5.2 Schemes for equipment subsidy and other assistance must be technology and platform neutral to
allow vulnerable consumers to make the best choice suitable for their needs within the overall programme
of assistance. At present, government thinking seems to be based on the assumption that vulnerable groups
should be oVered only the cheapest digital option, and that that would invariably be DTT.

5.3 We question that assumption. If choice is central to government digital policy, and is used to justify
the costs of upgrading all 1,154 terrestrial transmitters, then it is important enough to oVer options other
than the cheapest to the vulnerable. In any case, if an individual household requires an aerial upgrade, a
home visit for installation, or subsequent support to have DTT, then the true costs might well exceed other
options, including digital satellite. The greater availability of interactive services, including government and
public information services via the satellite and cable platforms, should be another factor to consider, given
the needs of vulnerable groups.

5.4 Within the vulnerable groups mentioned, disabled people have been identified as being at greater risk
of disadvantage as a result of switchover. Sky’s research into the needs of its disabled customers has resulted
in substantial changes to our customer services, access to information and the introduction of disability
awareness training for installation engineers. We know from experience that some disabled people need
extra help in understanding and setting up digital services in their home and that disabled customers are
more likely to contact customer services for help and advice once the service has been installed. More detail
on the accessibility services we provide are set out in the Appendix to this paper.

Annex

Within the vulnerable groups mentioned, disabled people have been identified as being at greater risk of
disadvantage as a result of switchover. Sky’s own research into the needs of disabled customers, which began
in 2003, supports this finding.

Sky’s research, based on feedback from customer focus groups, consultation with representative groups,
and advice from disability consultants, showed that disabled customers have a higher level of dependency
on customer service. Help is needed in understanding and setting up digital services and with advice once
the service has been installed. Substantial changes to Sky’s customer service have been made in order to
respond to the needs of disabled people. These include:

I. A dedicated Accessible Service Team (AST) with a ring-fenced telephone number giving direct access
to an advisor. The service is always answered by a person trained in disability awareness. This service
operates 9.00 am to 9.00 pm, 7 days a week, and is accessible by telephone, texbox, email, fax and by letter.
Sky also has a systemof appointees, enabling a disabled personwho cannot communicate directly to appoint
a representative. The AST enables disabled customers to ask about information contained in the EPG, and
can assist disabled customers in navigating the EPG. For example, disabled customers who are unable to
enter their PIN number themselves to order a Sky Box OYce film or event can contact the AST, which will
order the movie on behalf of the customer. As at 30 September 2005, Sky had 23,008 known disabled
customers. Approximately 4,000 calls each month are taken by the dedicated helpline from disabled people.

II. Accessible TV listings information is available either from the web site, emailed direct to the customer
or sent by post. This also includes information on access services.

III. Disability awareness training is given to all engineers visiting the homes of disabled people. The
service call is not restricted by time. Engineers can help set up subtitles or audio description, and they will
spend time explaining how to use the set top box and remote control.

IV. Alternative media (Braille, large print or audio) are available for all correspondence. Sky The
Magazine has now launched two alternative formats to enable blind and visually impaired people to access
written information in an audio format. Subscribers can request the magazine on CD or it can be
downloaded from the website www.sky.com/accessibility. On average 230 CDs are sent out monthly. The
web site receives a monthly average of 2,500 visits to the audio magazine. On average 2,500 letters every
month are sent out in alternative formats.

V. An “easy to use” remote control that takes into account the needs of disabled people and how they
use a remote control is currently in a prototype design phase. The concept is to design a remote that will aid
Sky viewers with conditions ranging from minor sight impairment to more severe forms of motor or
cognitive impairment. The research phase is now completed. Feedback is being sought on the prototype
from disabled people and their representative organisations. It is estimated that a final product could be
available by August 2006.
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VI. Sky’s Marketing research indicates that disabled people need a specific marketing message which
covers not only what the cost of digital will be but also what access services are available and information
on how to use the service. Schemes for subsidising the take-up of digital equipment should give very clear
information on the support available during and following installation and the accessibility of the electronic
programme guide, rather than being operated on the basis of the cheapest option.

20 October 2005

Witnesses: Mr Mike Darcey, Group Director of Strategy, Ms Dawn Airey, Managing Director, Sky
Networks, andMr Martin Le Jeune, Head of Public AVairs, BSkyB, gave evidence.

Q473 Chairman: Can I welcome BSkyB, Mike competition for viewing than they do on cable or
satellite. They have not been shy to admit this andDarcey, the Group Director of Strategy, Dawn

Airey, Managing Director at Sky Networks, and there is no surprise that they are leading the charge
and they have been assuring this Committee that allMartin Le Jeune, Head of Public AVairs. You seem

to have come with visual props. is well. The surprising thing we find, given the
political and reputational risks at stake here, is thatMr Darcey:We have and we will explain.
they have managed to co-opt the Government into
this idea and they have even got the consumers toQ474 Chairman: If I can begin, I was going to ask
pay for it. Turning to our second point, it will notyou for your view of theGovernment’s proposals for
surprise the Committee to hear that Sky thinksanalogue switch-oV, but you have already submitted
digital is a pretty good thing which can bringevidence to us which, I think it would be fair to say,
considerable benefits. As we announced yesterday,is pretty critical of the Government’s proposals.
there are now eight million homes, one in three, inPerhaps you would like just to set out why you think
the UK that enjoy a wide range of channels andanalogue switch-oV is—
interactive services, all accessed by an intuitive, easy-Mr Darcey: I have got a brief opening statement
to-use, on-screen guide. More recently, digital haswhich will summarise things we have said and
also come to stand for the benefit of time-shiftingperhaps pick up a few of the themes that we have
and one-touch recording through PBRs like SkyPlusheard coming through from some of the other
and, going forward, digital, we think, will bepeople who have appeared here.
increasingly thought to encompass the delivery of
on-demand services, broadband connectivity moreQ475 Chairman: That would be helpful, yes.
generally and, starting next year, high-definitionMr Darcey:We have three key messages today. The
television. Most of these benefits are, however,first is that we think that the economic case for
associated with the more advanced, high-band-compulsory switchover, which has always been
width platforms, such as satellite, cable andpretty shaky, is now looking very poor indeed. The
broadband. Very little of this is now, or can be,second is that the primacy of DTT within this
oVered byDTTwhich is not simply up to the job, notcompulsion involves pushing a 20th Century
really a fully-fledged digital technology at all, andtechnology in a 21st Century market. The third is
DTT is perhaps better characterised as an analoguethat satellite delivery of digital services, which has
platform with go-faster stripes, and not veryalready contributed a great deal to the level of
convincing go-faster stripes at that. On our thirdpenetration in the UK, could do a great deal more if
point, we are keen to ensure that the compulsoryit were not so discriminated against. Expanding on
policy is pursued in a platform-neutral manner withthe first point, Sky is an advocate of consumer
equal emphasis placed on all platforms in thesovereignty and we are not comfortable with the
promotions being put out by Digital UK and by theelement of compulsion that is involved in a
BBC. We are pretty keen to see an end to the sillyswitchover policy. We are as keen as anyone to
discrimination that persists between aerials andadvocate the benefits of digital, but think that people
satellite dishes which, as our props today illustrate,in the end should be free to decline the service if they
we consider is without foundation. To recap, weso choose. We accept the general point that
think compulsory switchover is not a good idea,compulsion can be warranted in some circumstances
DTT is not good enough a technology to be forcingand that would typically be the case were there some
people to buy it, and satellite can play an evenmaterial national goal at stake, but that does not
greater role in promoting take-up if it is given aseem to be the case here. The cost-benefit analysis
fairer chance.which underpins this policy has always been pretty

seriously flawed and now is quite out of date. If it
were done properly today, we believe that the answer Q476 Chairman: Thank you. You do say that digital

is clearly a superior technology and oVers additionalwould be pretty negative. If the analysis also
examined the distribution of costs and benefits as services. Presumably, therefore, you would agree

that at some point it will be sensible to switch oV thewell as their quantum, we think it would discover a
fairly serious mismatch between who wins and who analogue signal because it is occupying some quite

valuable spectrum in order to provide services to apays. The only real winners from the accelerated
compulsory policy are the analogue terrestrial diminishing number of people?

Mr Darcey: I think that is right and that in a sensechannels themselves and their shareholders, where
relevant. They prefer the DTT environment because was the way the policy was originally conceived by

Chris Smith, that you could see momentum towardsit is an environment in which they face less
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take-up and that ultimately a point would be released, turn it over toHD, as some of the witnesses
to this Committee are urging, but really I suspect allreached, I think Chris Smith said 95% take-up, and

when you got to that point it would be sensible to you will have achieved is HD rebroadcasts of the
main five channels and thatwill have hoovered up allswitch oV the signal. That, I think, is a position that

we are broadly comfortable with. You can argue of the great dividend that was going to come from
this, so there will not be a great deal in the way ofwhether it is 95 or it is 93 or it is 98, but that sort of

general idea seemed to be quite sensible, but things new services. When this happens in 2012 or 2013,
none of the Freeview boxes that will have beenhave changed since then and we now have this

element of compulsion. The concern grew that the shipped to that date, and however many tens of
millions will have gone out the door in order to get tomarket was not going to do this quickly enough, so

we needed to introduce a fixed timetable to put that point, will be able to receive those HD services
because all the boxes which will have been shippedpressure on people and to force people to switch

earlier than they otherwise would have done and to will have beenMPEG-2 andHDwill be broadcast in
MPEG-4. In principle, there is the benefit there, butforce people to switchwhowould not have chosen to

have done so at all, and I think that is the point at it looks pretty modest. It is six years away and in six
years’ time there will be precisely zero customers andwhich we sort of part company with the idea.
everyone who then wants that will have to buy a new
box and then what they will be getting is a prettyQ477Chairman:TheGovernment would say that, in
limited proposition, and I think, if they want a realorder to obtain the 95% coverage, it does require
HD platform, they will have gone to cable, gone tothat the population should all have available to them
satellite or gone somewhere else.the full range of choice which includes DTT and that

you can only get to that by switching oV the
analogue signal. Q479 Chairman: I suggested to the previous witness

that there might come a point where the appetite ofMr Darcey: Well, I think actually the story has
changed. I think, as originally conceived, and this is consumers for interactive services and high-

definition services reached the point where they werebefore a Freesat oVering from Sky emerged and
before the BBC and friends started talking about a dissatisfied with DTT and they might, therefore,

migrate on to broadband or cable or satellite and,further Freesat oVering, the story appeared to be
that switching oV the analogue signal was crucial therefore, we might reach the point where there was

a case for having a DTT switch-oV. Do you thinkbecause currently only 25% of the population could
receive a free-to-air digital TV solution, that which that might be possible?

Mr Darcey: I had not really thought of that. Well, Iwe call “Freeview”, and that there were no other
choices. Therefore, there was this sense in which guess it is possible if everybody became dissatisfied.

I suspect that DTT in the long run will continue toquite a lot of value was placed against providing that
25% of the population with the opportunity to have play a role, but I think that the excitement about it

today is a bit short-termist and that when you rolla free-to-air digital package, and that is something
that you could argue about in terms of how much forward and you think about the speed at which

broadband is being adopted and the services thatvalue is attributed to that, and in the cost-benefit
analysis a very large number was attributed to that, people are going to start to think of as the normal set

of services you should have, then I think in the veryand we could talk about that. However, what has
happened since then is of course that there is one long term you will see Freeview as being the

platform for the elderly and the economicallyFreesat oVering that is out there now and there may
well be another one soon, in which case you are no inactive.

Mr Le Jeune:Which, picking up on something youlonger talking about the value of providing a free-to-
air digital proposition to people who otherwise discussed with your previous witnesses, means that

there are also public policy questions from the pointwould not have got one, but the story has had to
change to being that there is enormous value when of view of the people who are providing services, eg,

government, local government and other publicproviding choice, and choice is good, but I think it is
a stretch to place the amount of value on that which sector organisations, in terms of the opportunity for

interactivity, so it is both a customer perspective andis being placed on that.
a government perspective.

Q478 Chairman: You are also fairly scathing about
DTT and the technology of the services it can Q480 Adam Price: In your detailed evidence, you

refer to some of the work you have done in terms ofprovide. You said it could not provide HDTV, but
other witnesses have told us that HDTV is possible an alternative cost-benefit analysis and you have

expressed some scepticism about some of the figureson Freeview, although it will of course occupy more
of the spectrum and potentially take upmuch of that that the Government produced. Could you say a

little bit more about that, specifically this estimatewhich is being released by switching oV the
analogue signal. you have made that it would be most cost-eVective

to convert between 200 and 500 transmitters andMr Darcey: That is our understanding. Technically
it can do HD, but HD is a very band-width-hungry probably nearer to the 200 mark? Would you like to

say a little bit more about that?proposition and DTT is a very band-width-starved
technology, so it would not seem to us to be a MrDarcey: I think the general point has beenwidely

made, that there are 80 transmitters converting nowparticularly good match-up, but yes, in principle, it
does appear you can take all the spectrum that is and that, as you start to convert more transmitters,
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you start to hit diminishing returns and you are get at the end of it is, “And this is the licence fee that
ITV will pay”. We have asked politely if morestarting to incur costs for very little benefit. We have

made a number of eVorts to try and understand this information could be made available and they have
not been forthcoming yet.and to try and do the maths. We are not particularly

well placed to do so and we have done the best we
can, but we are not privy to the detailed costs that

Q483 Adam Price: So you think it might be useful ifthe transmission operators themselves have, and I
the Committee pressed them?believe they are still updating those themselves and
MrDarcey: I think that would be very valuable, yes.that sort of thing. Therefore, our view generally was
You might have more success than we do.that, as far as we could tell from where we were

sitting with the information available at the time, it
seemed that you started to hit diminishing returns Q484 Chairman: On your point about diminishing
beyond about 200 transmitters and it went down returns, we did raise with National Grid Wireless
pretty quickly thereafter and it seemed unlikely that and Arqiva whether or not there was a point at
it was going to be rational to keep going beyond 500. which it was no longer economically sensible to go
The details as to where you think a sensible cut-oV on converting transmitters and they told us earlier
point would lie, I think, would require more detailed this morning that they believed that the economic
costs than we have available to us, but after a point case could be made right down to the 1,154th
it seems that you get to the position where, given the transmitter. In particular, they suggested that in
number of people who could have a Freesat oVering your calculations, you were ignoring the cost to
either from Sky or perhaps from the BBC and the them of not converting, in other words, having to
few people who may not be able to take that, you dismantle and return to green field a transmitter
probably reach the point where it would be cheaper which was not going to be used for digital
to string a piece of fibre to an individual home than transmission. How would you respond to that?
it would to convert a transmitter. Mr Darcey: I think I would first observe that I think

they have a very strong motivation to claim that
every transmitter down to the 1,154th should beQ481AdamPrice:You have said in your evidence as
converted, so it should not be surprising that that iswell that broadly the principal beneficiaries will be
their view. If they have further information that canthe commercial terrestrial broadcasters and you
cast light on this and help in a more independentraised a specific issue in relation to licence fees for
analysis of it, then I would be very happy to see itchannel three, the point you are making being that
and, if they can persuade me that it is true, then I ampart of the cost may be public revenue and that it has
happy to be persuaded. As I say, they have access tobeen foregone. Could you say something a bit more
far more information than we have.about the issue in relation to your question about

channel three’s licence fees?
Mr Darcey: I think the issue here is that it is tended

Q485 Chairman: In fairness, one would have to sayto be portrayed that ITV is rolling out these
that you have a strong motivation in not convertingtransmitters and is picking up the costs and it
every single transmitter.probably has not been quite accurately portrayed. In
Mr Darcey:Well, I am not sure that is true actuallythe first instance, ITV will be paying the costs, but
because my understanding is that even if we stoppedthe fact that they will be paying the costs has been
at the 80 transmitters today, turned oV analogue intaken into account in the review of their licence
2012 and then increased the power, as will beconditions going forward, so they will be paying a
possible, the DTT will then be available tolower licence fee than they otherwise would have
somewhere around 94% of the country up from thedone, reflecting this, so in eVect it is the Treasury
current 70-odd, so we are talking about convertingthat is paying the cost in the sense of licence fee
1,074 transmitters to get from 94% to 98.5. Now,revenue foregone. We think that ITV, like the other
4.5% of the country, it is not a lot of skin oV Sky’sterrestrials, are beneficiaries of this, but it does
nose that DTT becomes available in 4.5% of theappear that under that particular heading it is the
country, but it does seem like an extraordinaryTreasury that is picking up the tab.
amount of money is being spent to do that when
other technologies are available to provide services

Q482 Adam Price: And you are considering taking in those parts of the country. We do not mind in the
action under the State Aid Rules? Are you familiar end really, it is not our money, and there is not a lot
with the recent decision in relation to Berlin- in it for us, but it does seem pretty odd, so we have
Brandenburg? made those observations and, if somebody can show
MrDarcey:Wehave looked at this a lot and we have us that it does add up, then fine.
been following how the State Aid cases around
Europe have been proceeding. I am not a lawyer, so

Q486 Mr Hall: In your opening statement, I thinkI cannot really pass comment on exactly how that is
you were quite antagonistic towards thepanning out. I think the biggest challenge we find, in
Government’s policy on the compulsion elementtrying to work out whether there is a serious case
with digital switch-on and you suggested an open-there, is the lack of information that is available in
ended timescale for this to take place. Am I right inthe public domain. We simply have sort of a broad
understanding that, that you do not want to see anstatement from Ofcom that all this is being

appropriately taken into account and all you really end-date placed on the switchover?
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Mr Darcey: Well, it does not seem particularly Mr Darcey: You have to buy the DTT box.
necessary to have an end-date. The original policy,
as I say, was one in which targets were set and, when Q492 Mr Hall: Yes, once you have subscribed to
those targets were reached or as they started to come Sky, it is free to view.
into view, then a date would be set. In fact I think the MrDarcey:No, there is no ongoing payment. There
original construction was that, when we hit 70%, we is a Freesat oVering from Sky in which you pay for
would then set a target-date as to when we thought the equipment and its professional installation up-
wewould hit 95, and somewhere in themiddlewe got front and thereafter there is nothing further to pay
a bit bored of that and when we hit about 45–50, we and you are then equipped to receive free-to-air
started getting all excited and setting a target-date. I channels which number, including video and audio
really do not see an enormous amount of need to set channels, around 200, so it is a similar proposition to
a target-date which has the eVect that it will switch Freeview, but it is actually a broader channel
people oV, some people entirely and some people proposition.
will just have some elements of equipment in their
home made redundant. I just do not see a great deal

Q493 Mr Hall: So once you have bought theof value in doing that when you could let it run, you
equipment, you can have access to, did you say, 200could have the industry focused on marketing the
channels?benefits of digital, of tackling barriers to take-up of
Ms Airey: Yes.technology that can cheaply be tackled, and I think
Mr Darcey: Yes, including radio channels.that would be a better way to proceed.

Q494MrHall:What is the future for your particularQ487Mr Hall: But we would never get there, would
free-to-view channel when ITV and BBC launchwe? It would be a never-ending saga, would it not?
theirs? Do you see it continuing, Freesat?Mr Darcey: No, I do not think it would. I do not
Mr Darcey: Yes, I think so. I think the BBC/ITVthink we would ever get to 100%, but, as I said in my
proposition is an intriguing one. I think it probablyopening statement, I think we accept the principle of
holds out the best prospect we have of the BBC evercompulsion at some stage and obviously you would
referring to Freesat as an option on its on-screennot wait for ever for one last household in the
promotions, so we would welcome that and wecountry to convert, but there is a point at which you
probably regard it as the best prospect we have ofwould say, “Right, well, we’re bringing an end to this
any concerted eVort to address some of theanalogue show”, but we just do not particularly
discrimination in the planning laws as between anthink that point has been reached.
aerial and a dish. That is because I think people will
be much more receptive to addressing those

Q488 Mr Hall: But, the longer it went on, the better inequities if it is the BBC asking the question than if
it is for Sky because more people would be very it is Sky asking the question, so I think we would
curious to take a dish rather than to wait for the welcome that and I think it would be a useful
switch-on. development for all of us.
Mr Darcey: I am not sure that is a big factor.

Q495 Mr Hall: But you can get one of those in your
Q489 Mr Hall:How important is Freeview in terms loft and you have to have the other one on the side
of the total broadcasting landscape? What is your of your house. Is that right?
view on that? Mr Darcey: You can get one of those in your loft,
Ms Airey:We are part of Freeview and we are very but you are in eVect free to put it anywhere. Perhaps
consciously part of it because we want to get as wide Martin can go into this.
a distribution as possible, particularly for SkyNews, Mr Le Jeune: Yes, the basic discrimination that
but there are two other channels on the platform as exists, which the Government did have the
well. We do have within the mix of Sky the Freesat opportunity to remedy in a lengthy consultation
oVering which clearly has 200-odd channels, a exercise, but pulled out, was that from the point of
combination of television and radio, that are view of these two items you see before you, that four-
available free-to-view should you choose to invest in foot-something, maybe five-foot aerial on a pole of
a dish and a box, so it is a platformwhich we are part some 12 to 18 feet requires no planning permission,
of and it is a form of distribution that we partake in. whereas generally speaking, though not universally
I do not think there is very much more to add. and it does vary across the country, that small

unobtrusive dish is defined as ‘development’ and
that makes people think about whether they needQ490 Mr Hall: But to get the Sky free-to-view, you
planning permission and perhaps they do and then ithave got to have a dish, you have to have a box and
costs them £120. It is not just us that is saying thisyou have to have decoding equipment?
because Ofcom too have said in the past that one ofMs Airey: That is correct, yes. You have to pay
the good things about promoting digital switchover£150, yes.
would be to remove unnecessary barriers to people
actually getting digital services and this rather
antiquated planning distinction, which is purely aQ491MrHall: So it is not actually free to view, is it?

MsAirey:Well, it is free to view once you havemade matter of history, if removed, could make a big
diVerence to people, so it was a missed opportunity.the investment.
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Mr Hall: I take the point. its on-screen promotion, which it has been reluctant
to do so far, and the other is it is our best prospect
of seeing a relaxation of the planning laws.Q496 Chairman: I want just to come back to that,

but, before I do, we were talking about Freesat, and
one of the justifications used by ITV and BBC for Q498 Chairman: Coming to that very point, the
their proposed Freesat service is that, whilst Sky ODPM released revised planning regulations on 27
does oVer a Freesat service, there is no guarantee it October and we are told that these amended
will remain free and there may come a point where permitted development regulations are designed to
you do decide to start charging for the cards. How subject all antennas, whether satellite dishes or any
would you respond? other types, to the same rules. I take it that you do
Mr Darcey: I will probably have to go back to the not think they have achieved that?
beginning because this will get a little bit complex. Mr Le Jeune: My understanding of the term
Some broadcasters on the satellite platform have, at “antennas” (or is it “antennae”, I am never quite
their option, procured a conditional access service, sure) is that this does not apply to the standard
even though their services are free to air, and that is television aerial of tradition which will continue to
typically either to restrict the territoriality of the be treated as either not a piece of development or to
signal so that it does not spill over into Europe or to be de minimis from the point of view of the planning
give eVect to a degree of regionality, so a particular laws, so we do not see much progress being made
regional version of a channel will appear at the right there. If I can add one other point, essentially we had
place. It is the card that does that. The card is urged the ODPM to scrap planning regulations as
included in the Freesat price of £150. Now, they applied to dishes and other antennas. That was
periodically it is necessary to swap out the a long way ahead of how deregulatory their appetite
population of cards on the satellite platform and was and so we still have the position by which even
that is done either to upgrade the functionality of the if there is a general relaxation by way of a general
card or to maintain security or a series of other permitted development order, local authorities can
reasons. For new Freesat customers, so for people still override that and therefore we have made no
who have paid the £150, Sky have undertaken that, progress at all. We are making a couple of visual
if there is a swap-out within five years of their paying points here. I think from the point of view of the
the £150, we will replace that card at the time at no written record it may be worth saying we do have an
charge. Other free-to-air viewers who for some aerial and a dish for the Committee to see and also
reason of history already have a dish and a box, they from the point of view of the written record we have
are able to buy a card for £20 at any time now and a photograph here which, if I may, I will pass round
Sky have said that we will replace that at any time the Committee. Is that permissible?
that there is a swap-out if that happens within three Mr Darcey:We have got copies for everyone.
years of buying the card. Thereafter, we have said Mr Le Jeune: This photograph demonstrates to our
that we will continue to make cards available at satisfaction, and we hope to yours, that when you
around the £20 price point and I am really not sure are looking at a roofscape of aerials they are not
what else to say when people say that we will stop always gorgeous.
doing that. We have no intention of doing that, it Ms Airey: This is taken in North London, which is
seems a terrible idea, but if they want to bandy that particularly pertinent when you think how large
around as a justification for launching their Freesat, Crystal Palace’s transmitter is, where you have got
then there is not a great deal I can do about it. We these rather revolting aerials on extremely long
have said we are committed to providing this card poles. They are saying they are de minimis; hardly.
and it will be around £20 and there is not muchmore So you have got big aerials that deliver a small
I can do. service and you have got a lovely small satellite dish

that delivers a big service. What we ask for is
consistency, please.Q497Chairman:Therefore if that is the case, how do

you view the proposal to launch a competing
Freesat service? Q499 Chairman: The small satellite dish is almost
Mr Darcey: As I said, they have been talking about obscured in this photograph.
it for a long time and it has not happened yet so we Ms Airey: I have to say that this is not a photograph
are wondering if they are finding it slightly harder that we have taken but it is rather dark.
than they thought, but I am sure something will
appear soon. Generally it is something that we
welcome. We are not particularly concerned about Q500 Chairman: So therefore, in your view platform

neutrality is not achieved simply because of thecompetition.We think that our proposition is pretty
good. It has a good on-screen guide and we think it obstacles being put in the way by government for

people who put up satellite dishes?is valuable that it is upgradeable to pay services if a
customer subsequently should want to do that. It Mr Le Jeune: That is exactly our position and we

find that in terms of joined-up government and thecomes with professional installation and customer
support and we think that all stands it in good stead general national drive towards digital that this

would have been a pretty quick win, as it would haveshould a competitor emerge. As we say, there are
two positive aspects for us if a BBC-backed been to amend building regulations to encourage the

potential provision of digital services in multipleproposition does emerge. One is that I think we will
finally see the BBC talking about satellite options on dwelling units, which is a rather ugly term that
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describes blocks of flats, et cetera, which we also base are not aware that they are digital today, which
again I think is probably being prompted in part bycover in our submission, and it strikes us as being a
the BBC promotion and its confusing use of words.bit of an own goal really.

Q503 Chairman: But would it not be the case that ifQ501 Chairman: But given that the Government has
you achieved your aim of getting the BBC to say injust come forward with its regulations, you
every trailer for BBC Three or BBC Four or digitalpresumably made that case and failed to persuade
audio broadcasting or whatever “this service is alsothem?
available on Sky”, that is advertising worth millions

MrLe Jeune:Wedid and I thinkwhatwewould now to you?
encourage is that if progress can be made on a MrDarcey:Much as it is worth the same toFreeview
voluntary basis with perhaps Digital UK and others today and has been for the last three years. It is true
pushing that forward with developers and builders, it is very worthwhile and we are not asking for
then that is the next best thing, although it is a long special treatment. In fact, we are asking for a
way from the ideal. That could be done as quickly as reversal of the special treatment, a levelling of the
possible. It took nearly three years for that special treatment that has been in place for the last
consultation on planning to be completed, which three years inwhich theymarket Freeview as a brand
given the demanding timetable for digital switchover which is to the benefit of them and the other
is odd. terrestrial broadcasters and refuse to name any of
Ms Airey: Platform neutrality is one thing that we NTL, Telewest or Sky. It is not platform neutral and
would really urge this Committee to look very hard in fact it is distinctly unhelpful because it is
at, which I know you have been doing as various confusing. If their interests really lay in promoting
interested parties give their evidence. The BBC have digital take-up and getting the country towards
most powerful promotional tool behind them. It is switchover then they would have no problem with
pretty galling when they are promoting Freeview— that. I think you are absolutely right, it is an
Freeview is the descriptor—as a brand descriptor of enormous step for the BBC to use the S-word—by
a group of channels and then they refer to Sky or that I mean “Sky” not “satellite” on air, and they are
satellite services as “digital satellite” and cable as clearly very reluctant to do so. While they refuse to
“digital cable” when most consumers would know it do so let us not pretend that this is a platform neutral
as this is NTL or this is Telewest or this is Sky. They policy because it is not.
do not use those brand names but they do have a
brand name for their own service, for Freeview. That Q504 Chairman: That is your view of the BBC. How
is hardly neutral. As Martin said, Digital UK have do you see Digital UK and the Government in terms
learnt the word neutral and understand the meaning of platform neutrality in this process?
of the word neutral, but it seems to be brushed from Mr Darcey:We have a very good relationship with
the lexicon, to be frank, of the BBC. It does give the Digital UK. Is Ford still heree? I have considerable
Freeview platform a huge advantage and they confidence in Ford and his team. I think they have
should be neutral and if they are trying to reach— got thewhole platform neutrality idea. They are very
and they should be trying to reach—digital in as keen about the role satellite can play, particularly
many homes as possible, they should be platform the role Freesat can play. Ford never tires of
neutral in their messages, and we just do not see that. explaining to me how low DTT reach is in the

Borders area, for example, and what a big a role he
thinks satellite is going to play. I think that is fine. I

Q502 Chairman: Your view is that the use of the think he is doing a good job there. The problem is he
term “digital satellite” rather than “Sky” is a is not the only player on the stage. There are some
significant disincentive? other very major players on the stage and I think
Ms Airey:No, it is not a disincentive. We are asking they have been entirely clear in speaking to you that
for consistency. If they are referring to us as digital they are not platform neutral. They have been quite
satellite they should refer to Freeview as digital clear. They have said theymuch prefer a customer to
terrestrial. go the Freeview route because it is a more
Mr Darcey: If they want to use the Freeview brand constrained platform, they as terrestrial
then the consistent treatment would be to refer to broadcasters face less competition on that platform,
NTLandTelewest and Sky and to use thewords that and so they suVer less dilution of their viewing. So
people actually understand. This is something that they quite clearly are not platform neutral and they
really hit home for us when the compulsory policy are going to have a big influence on the way this

plays out, on the way the money spent, and thewas announced and we started speaking to our own
messages. It is very hard for Ford and his team, asbase of connected customers. We were rather
platform neutral as they are, to compensate for thealarmed to find that many customers do not really
structural non-neutrality of some of the otherthink of themselves as having satellite, that is not the
important players.way they describe it. If you ask them “Do you have

satellite?” They say, “No, we have Sky.” Okay, that
is the language people use. Digital satellite is a form Q505 Chairman: I notice in talking about neutrality
of words that is used in the industry but it is not we have talked about cable,NTL, Telewest, satellite,
particularly meaningful to the man in the street and Sky but we also had as a previous witness just before

you Homechoice and they would argue that theirwe have found that a significant proportion of our
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service provides considerably more than the require. So I think “watch this space” is probably a
direct answer to this question but we are concernedconsumer is able to obtain from a satellite service
about those aspects.and therefore they should also be given the

opportunity to make their facility known to viewers
through trailers on the BBC and so on. Q507 Adam Price: But in terms of your oVering to
Mr Darcey: And perhaps they should. In the end I the visually impaired and hearing impaired you
think that would be for the BBC. If they could ever think that your oVering might potentially provide
get over the hump of being neutral they would then more benefit so it could be an attractive option in
have to consider the next question of just who should terms of those groups?
qualify. I think there is a question in there of whether Mr Le Jeune: I think perhaps there is a slightly more
you should talk about services for which you must general point here as well about those who are

disabled in some way because it is those groups whopay a monthly subscription. The first step for the
are, for one reason or another, exactly the kind ofBBC would be to talk about Freeview and Freesat
people who need constant contact with government,options as places where you could get the BBC’s
local authority or charitable services where thatservices without a subscription. I think that is step
interactivity comes into play. We, like otherone. My understanding is (and maybe I am not up-
broadcasters, provide broadcast services for theto-date) that neither cable nor Homechoice have an
visually and hearing impaired because there is aoption where there is no monthly payment, or
system regulated by Ofcom to make sure we do that.maybe they are thinking of that. Then there is the
What we do beyond that is make sure we oVernext step of whether you are also willing on the BBC
specific helplines, telephone lines—it is covered into talk about the other ways in which you would get
our submission—and so forth for disabledthese services as part of another service that you
customers because if they are going to engage with awere acquiring and then you would be into Sky as a
company like ours we have to give them specialsubscription provider and NTL and Telewest and
routes to do so and not just treat them as we wouldHomechoice, and perhaps others.
any other customer because they needmore help andChairman: Adam?
they often need more time on the telephone and
advisers who know what they are talking about and
engineers who are trained to working with theQ506 Adam Price: In terms of the vulnerable groups disabled and so on and so forth. All of this will have

that we talked about earlier, and I think you referred to be replicated for a much broader population
to the elderly and the economically inactive in during the course of switchover, andwe are happy to
particular, in terms of the Bolton trial what do you contribute our experience and expertise to that but
think are the lessons so far in terms of accessibility we are holding up a warning card at the moment.
for these groups who are potentially excluded from
these services?

Q508 Adam Price:What about some form of publicMr Le Jeune: It is a trial and it is continuing so I am
subsidy in order to help you to provide your servicesa little bit wary of drawing immediate lessons until at a cheaper rate possibly to the over 75s? I think that

we have had the chance to reflect on that. I think the there was some special help there available for the
things that we are bearing in mind, if you like, our economically disadvantaged. Is that something that
kind of tick sheet or record sheet for the way the you would consider or are discussing?
process is going, is that we are very aware that there Mr Le Jeune: The decision about whether to oVer
is some pressure for those vulnerable groups to be public subsidy of that kind of course is not for us.
given the cheapest option, and whilst that has a There has to be a decision made in terms of what is
surface logic, our concern would be that those who a good balance of public expenditure andwhat really
are vulnerable are not necessarily those who should helps people to achieve services, but if the
be given the cheapest option. In particular, if you Government decides on the basis of what we have
are, for example, housebound then you may indeed argued and others have argued that there are
have a greater need for the interactivity that can be advantages in a more interactive service provided by
delivered by other platforms. This is not a satellite another platform with a satellite, in our case, or
provision necessarily. Other providers, particularly cable, then we would look very seriously at working
cable, would say the same, I suspect. You might be with that scheme because obviously it would be in
more in need of those services, so that is one thingwe our interests and subscribers’ interests to do so, or
have to bear very strongly in mind. The other thing rather future subscribers.
we do and I would submit do very well is that we
cater extensively for subscribers with various Q509 Adam Price: Would it be possible for you to
disabilities at the moment. We know how time- segment in one way an oVer of a diVerent tariV to
consuming and intensive that has to be and one of people over 75? Would that be technically or
the things which I think will be taken forward as commercially possible?
communications around switchover develop will be Mr Darcey: I think it is pretty tricky. The £150 price
just what degree of support is required where again is basically what it costs. We have pushed that to
just giving somebody a free box and saying, “Alright where it is. What we would encourage the
chum, you take it from here,” may not in fact be the Government to think about in the BBC in designing
most cost-eVective option for them nor indeed the the schemes for the vulnerable is in considering what

is the appropriate way to get a vulnerable householdmost useful option in terms of the services that they
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ready for switchover, they should think beyondwhat Adam Price: Thank you.
is the cheapest bit of kit they can put in that home
and they should think what is the most appropriate

Q510 Chairman: I do not think we have any morepiece of kit to put in that home. If that is a £50
questions. Can I thank you very much for giving upFreeview box fromDixons that is fine but if the best
your time and can I wish all our witnesses,proposition is a £150 Freesat oVering from Sky or
and indeed all of our loyal audience, a happyfrom the BBC then that should be a candidate. It
Christmas.should not be discounted because on face value it is

not the smallest number of pounds on day one. Mr Le Jeune: Same to you, Chairman.

Further supplementary memorandum submitted by BSkyB

Sky is pleased to submit further comments to the Select Committee about planning and satellite dishes.

In Sky’s first submission, and during oral evidence given to the Committee on 20 December 2005, Sky
argued that the treatment of satellite dishes under planning law is discriminatory compared to that aVecting
terrestrial aerials and that such discrimination is unjustified. Sky illustrated this by displaying a satellite dish
and a digital terrestrial aerial. Further photographic evidence to support Sky’s argument can be made
available if the Committee wishes.

The Minister for Housing and Planning, in her written statement of 27 October 2005, accompanying
the (long-delayed) new planning regulations for satellite dishes and other antennae, claimed that these
regulations are “consistent with the requirements of technological neutrality in the Electronic7

Communications Act 2003”. Sky considers that this claim is ill-founded.

The revised planning regulations made modest changes to the number of dishes which could be installed
and where these could be sited without requiring planning permission. In summary, the new regulations will
permit the installation of two dishes (previously one) without planning permission on a dwelling house and
buildings less than 15 metres in height and four dishes (previously two) on buildings more than 15 metres
high. In addition, new siting rules will allow dishes to be above the roofline where there is a chimney on the
property, provided the dish does not protrude above the chimney stack. If the property is in a designated
area, the dish should not be capable of being seen from a road (or a waterway in the Broads).

Such detailed and prescriptive regulations have never applied to terrestrial aerials which can be installed
anywhere and in any number on a property. This continued discriminatory approach has particular
implications for residents of blocks of flats greater than 15 metres in height who (once four dishes have been
installed) will have to go through the costly, bureaucratic and often slow process of obtaining planning
permission—or rely upon the agreement of freeholders, leaseholders and other tenants (as appropriate) to
install an integrated reception system.

Moreover, the perpetuation of the view that dishes are to be treated as development, whereas aerials are
not, works against the Government’s desire to promote switchover and achieve it in the desired timescales.
Satellite has near universal coverage in the UK, thereby making digital TV accessible to 98% of the
population—provided they are able to install a dish.

Legal Background

Section 4 of the Communications Act 2003 (“theAct”) sets out Ofcom’s duties for the purpose of fulfilling
Community obligations. These duties include, inter alia:

“. . . a requirement to take account of the desirability of Ofcom’s carrying out their functions in a
manner which, so far as practicable, does not favour:

(a) one form of electronic communications network, electronic communications service or
associated facility; or

(b) one means of providing or making available such a network, service or facility over another.”

In other words, the Act requires Ofcom not to discriminate between technologies in carrying out its
functions.

7 The Minister presumably intended to refer to the Communications Act 2003, Part II of which implements the package of
EU Directives covering electronic communications networks and services. The principle of technological neutrality is
fundamental to that package of Directives.
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The source of Section 4 of the Act is Directive 2002/21/EC (“the Framework Directive”) of the European
Parliament and Council on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications networks and
services. That regulatory framework, implemented through Part II of the Act, is intended to create
conditions for eVective competition in the converged sectors of telecommunications, media and information
technology. Recital 18 of the Framework Directive requires Member States to:

“ensure that national regulatory authorities take the utmost [emphasis added] account of the
desirability of making regulation technologically neutral, that is to say it neither imposes nor
discriminates in favour of the use of a particular type of technology . . .”

In Sky’s view, the revised planning rules contradict the requirement for technological neutrality and non-
discrimination, by discriminating against satellite technology as a means of delivering services. They also,
therefore, run counter to the aim of the Framework Directive of fostering competition between platforms.

European Commission Communication

Further evidence to support Sky’s view that the new planning rules are not consistent with EU policy (or,
indeed, UK stated policy) on technological neutrality can be found in the European Commission’s
Communication concerning the use of satellites dishes8. Sky acknowledges that a Communication has no
binding legal force; nonetheless, it is a clear statement of the policy which the Commission considers
Member States should adopt.

According to the Commission:
“any obstacles to freedom of choice, discrimination between the alternatives means of receiving
services, or indirect restrictions on the right to use a satellite dish are unacceptable. The defence
of the fundamental principle of the free movement of services within the Single market requires
national authorities to be neutral with regard to the various technological means available to users
and their use.
This implies that authorities have an obligation not to adopt or maintain in force any regulations
which are an obstacle to the use of satellite dishes, or which give preference to other types of
reception. It would therefore be unacceptable to make it easier only for a specific type of user to
install a satellite dish, or to restrict this option to situation where certain channels or services are
not already available by cable.”9

The Commission recognises that it is legitimate for a planning system to attempt:
“to reconcile aesthetic considerations with the fundamental right of any interested individual to
have access to information and services by installing a satellite dish”

but stresses that:
“such restrictions must indeed be duly substantiated, and the aesthetic considerations must be real
and not merely a pretext. In addition, given the principle of proportionality, these restrictions
cannot be applied in general.”10

The Commission considers that it might be acceptable, for example, to give preference to placing dishes
so as not to be visible from the street or to require a shared dish for a reasonable number of users, although
it states that the option of setting up a private dish should remain if a dispute arises. However, the
Commission also makes it clear that any conditions must still technically permit the individual to receive
the broadcasts he wishes to receive under reasonable conditions and at a reasonable cost.11

The Commission explains what it means by reasonable conditions and at reasonable cost. It states that
it would be contrary to Community law to establish authorisation procedures which were not easily
accessible, quick and of aVordable cost to the economic operator or the individual (particularly when
compared with the cost of installing a satellite dish).12 Thus, insofar as a Member State is able to justify the
application of a planning regime to satellite dishes that diVers from that applying to terrestrial aerials, the
process and cost of obtaining planning permissions must be simple and aVordable.

Conclusion

Having regard to the Communication, Sky considers that:

(i) given that the cost of a standard installation of a Sky satellite dish by Sky ranges from zero to £120
(depending onwhether the customer chooses also to take a subscription for television services from
Sky), a planning application fee of £120 is disproportionate and thus operates as a barrier to people
taking up satellite; and

8 Communication from the Commission on the application of the general principles of free movement of goods and services—
Articles 28 and 49 EC—concerning the use of satellite dishes (COM (2001)351).

9 Commission Communication, page 18.
10 Ibid, page 15.
11 See ibid, page 15.
12 See ibid, page 10.
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(ii) requiring householders to obtain planning permission (and, in particular, prior permission) for
satellite dishes not falling within the scope of permitted development rights goes further than is
strictly necessary to achieve the Government’s stated aim to protect the environment from
unnecessarily large, unsympathetic or poorly sited dishes; furthermore the procedure is neither
quick nor straightforward, thus discouraging the use of satellite dishes.

Accordingly, Sky considers that in revising the planning rules and continuing to regard satellite dishes as
development, whilst accepting that terrestrial aerials do not fall within the definition of development or are
to be treated as de minimis, the Minister has failed, despite her statement to the contrary, to adopt the
principle of technological neutrality or abide by EU policy in the area of the use of satellite dishes. Instead,
the Government is carrying forward the current bias against satellite to the digital era.

2 February 2006
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Tuesday 10 January 2006

Members present:

Mr John Whittingdale, in the Chair

Mr Nigel Evans Rosemary McKenna
Paul Farrelly Mr Adrian Sanders
Mr Mike Hall Helen Southworth
Alan Keen

Memorandum submitted by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport

A. The Case for Digital Switchover

1. Digital television brings many benefits to consumers:

greater choice of TV services (both subscription and free-to-view);

widescreen pictures;

more robust technical quality; and

interactive features.

2. Digital television was introduced in the UK on satellite (D-Sat) and digital terrestrial (DTT) networks
in 1998 and on cable networks in 1999. DTT services were introduced alongside analogue terrestrial
television services with the long-term aim that analogue terrestrial services could eventually be withdrawn.i
In 1999, the Government confirmed this aspiration to complete digital switchover but set two key criteria:
availability (everyone who could get the main broadcasting channels in analogue form should be able to
receive them on digital systems free to view) and aVordability.

3. Work carried out by the joint Government/Industry Digital TV Project between 2001 and 2004
concluded that the consumer market would not produce these outcomes of its own accord, primarily
because the continuing use of analogue terrestrial constrained the development of theDTT network, leaving
around a quarter of homes outside full DTT coverage areas and many more without a signal strong enough
to allow for indoor aerial reception.Whilst digital satellite is very widely available, coverage is not universal
and required consumers to install a satellite dish. Therefore, to ensure digital television is available for free
for virtually everyone in the country, it was necessary to establish a carefully managed transition strategy
to switch oV the analogue signals and convert the terrestrial network to digital.

4. In September 2003, theGovernment decided that it was appropriate to proceedwith switchover because
the benefits far outweigh the costs. The updated Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) Report published in February
2005 showed quantifiable benefits to theUKeconomyof £1.1–£2.2 billion in net present value (NPV) terms.ii

B. The Benefits of Digital Switchover

Digital switchover will bring significant benefits for viewers and will have a positive impact on the UK
economy. 63% of the households have already decided to move to digital television, adopting this new
technology much quicker than for instance video recorders, or colour TVs, and proving how much
consumers value digital television. In its report for the Secretary of State for Culture Media and Sport
Driving Digital Switchover, in April 2004, OFCOM emphasised that : “Digital switchover has the potential
to transform TV broadcasting; [ . . . ] it could unlock the creative talents of the broadcasting industry for
the benefit of consumers and citizens; and it would provide the scope for new and exciting opportunities in
broadcasting and in mobile communications from freeing up a large amount of valuable radio spectrum.”

The benefits of extended coverage: more people will be able to receive DTT services

5. Only 73% of homes are currently able to receive the full range of DTT services. Another 7 to 10% can
get one or more (up to five) multiplexes, whilst 20–23% have no DTT coverage at all. Most of these
households should be able to receive digital satellite services but may face higher costs due to the need to
install a satellite dish. In some cases too, satellite reception is not possible.
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6. At the moment, not everyone can receive the BBC digital only services which they are funding through
their licence fee. Also, some households outside DTT areas face limitations in analogue services due to
spectrum constraints. Channel 5 is only available on analogue terrestrial to around 80% of homes. InWales,
households do not have access to Channel 4 from transmitters based in Wales.

7. The current DTT network is severely constrained by spectrum limitations. In spite of eVorts by
broadcasters and the ITC in 2002 and 2003, DTT cannot be extended further whilst analogue services
continue. The switch-oV of analogue terrestrial transmissions allows the UHF spectrum to be completely
replanned and the six existing multiplexes to be transferred onto frequencies currently used for analogue
transmissions and cleared internationally for higher power.

8. Switchoverwill enable the coverage ofDTT to be extended to the same level as analogue, and therefore
solve these issues. It will bring greater choice for households who want digital television but who cannot or
do not want to receive satellite services cannot or do not want to receive satellite, cable or DSL services on
all their sets.

The benefits of enhanced reception: a better signal

9. Switchover will also bring benefits to those who can currently receive DTT services. The existing DTT
network will be completely renewed andmodernised as part of the switchover programme. Increased power
levels and frequency changes will deliver more robust reception in areas of existing coverage and prevent in
most cases the need for aerial changes. This will improve digital reception for people who currently have
unreliable DTT services, and enable households who can now receive good analogue pictures through a set-
top aerial to receive digital signals via the same means for their main set or a secondary one.

The benefits of released spectrum: new services

10. Spectrum is a finite and valuable resource, particularly frequencies in the UHFiii band. Not only the
continued use of analogue transmission is wasteful of this public resource, but also prevents the development
of innovative services of value to the economy and the consumers. It is therefore in the UK’s economic
interest that this scarce resource be used as eYciently as current technology allows.

11. Digital television transmissions are much more eYcient than analogue broadcasting. On terrestrial
networks, between five and 10 digital services can be compressed and transmitted (in a process known as
multiplexing)iv in the space used by a single analogue service.

12. A spectrum plan was developed by Ofcom and the broadcasters following the Government’s
statement in January 2003,v which stated that spectrum should be available after switchover for up to six
national multiplexes, but that these six multiplexes should be accommodated in no more than 32 frequency
channels, releasing at least 14 frequency channels (each of 8 MHz) nationwide for reuse.

13. Until the results of the ITUvi Regional Radio Conference (RRC06)vii are known it is not possible to
make any firm decisions about how and for which services the released spectrum should be assigned; future
uses will depend not only on international coordination, but also on technological advances, spectrum
planning and the prospects for the diVerent services to bring economic and social benefits to the country.
Potential candidates are more televisions services, standard or high definition, mobile broadcasting or
telecommunications. For instance, these new services. However, Ofcom is working to ensure that maximum
flexibility is preserved in the capacity that does become available and is currently considering, with
Government, the most appropriate means to make it available to the market.

Benefits for the broadcasters

14. At present, public service broadcasters are required, as a condition of their licences (or in the BBC’s
case, its Charter and Agreement) to broadcast simultaneously using analogue and digital modes of
transmission. This carries costs for broadcasters, which switchover will end. Also, much of the analogue
terrestrial transmission equipment is nearing the end of its useful life and would need significant investment
to replace in any case. Switchover will allow public service broadcasters to save the costs of dual
transmission and avoid this future capital investment to renew the existing analogue network. They will also
benefit from the increase in the number of households able to receive their new services on DTT.

Other Benefits

15. The Regulatory and Environmental Impact Assessment published by DCMS and DTI on
16 September 2005 details other benefits, which are summarised below. TheGovernment’s announcement of
the firm timetable for digital switchover will increase demand for digital television on all platforms, bringing
benefits to all the broadcasters, and to platform operators for both free and pay services.

16. Benefits for the supply chain: Digital switchover will result in benefits for other sectors including
retailers, UK-based manufacturers of digital receivers and aerial equipment manufacturers, suppliers and
installers.viii A report on the manufacturing and retail sectors commissioned by DTI fromOptaix found that
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if digital switchover were completed by 2010, revenues for retailers and UK-based manufacturers would be
higher, though revenues might fall back in subsequent years. The aerial installer industry is also expected
to benefit from increased demand. The overall increase in revenuesx over the period 2005–10 was estimated
at around £2,400 million for the retailers, £1,000 million for the UKmanufacturing and R&D industry and
£21 million for aerial manufacturers.

17. Potential to develop local television services: Local television has not yet found a way to develop and
grow in the UK and, only eight services, mainly city-based are currently on air. However, local television
can provide a focus for the community, contribute to local economies, and give good opportunities for
training in media skills. Switchover oVers the possibility of identifying additional spectrum which could be
used for new services including local television services, though the amount of spectrum which will be
available depends, inter alia, on the outcome of the RRC. DCMS, jointly with Ofcom, is currently
undertaking research to gain a better understanding of the issues and economic models for sustainable local
television on a range of platforms. Following this, the Government intends to consult on the options for a
specific licensing regime, as provided for in section 244 of the Communications Act 2003.

18. Benefits for the rural communities: Digital switchover will generally benefit rural households as those
who cannot get a good analogue service now, many of whom are in rural areas, will receive DTT signals for
the first time when switchover happens in their region. However, switchover will not significantly improve
terrestrial access for the 350,000–400,000 households—most of whom live in the remotest areas—who have
either no access or only very poor and unreliable access to analogue services. Many of them have already
switched to digital satellite.

19. Though these historic diYculties are unrelated to switchover, we believe it important to seek to
address them in our strategy. Ofcom announced on 1 June 2005, that it is carrying out comprehensive
researchxi into reception issues for households in remote areas (including those with no satellite coverage).
The Government welcomes this and will continue to work with Ofcom to ensure that the impact of
switchover on very remote communities is fully considered.

20. Provision of e-Government services by digital television: One of the key attractions of digital
television is that the environment is more familiar to people who have made only limited use or no use of
internet-based services, and could provide an eVective low cost way for delivering e-Government services
to people who do not have access to the internet or broadband. However, two main barriers still remain to
be addressed: (a) the equipment allowing to access internet through a television set is often more expensive
than simple digital converters and not always very user-friendly; and (b) the need to connect the television
to a phone line or another return path. Where these barriers are removed, consumers enjoy getting internet-
based services on their television, as is shown by the success of projects developed by a number of local
authorities throughout the UK.

C. The Costs of Digital Switchover

21. Sixty-three per cent of UK households have already chosen digital television, and a significant
minority have converted more than one set. However, switchover carries costs for consumers who have not
yet switched to digital or do not want to convert all sets when analogue signals are switched oV. It also carries
costs for non-domestic users of television services. This may include the cost of upgrading communal TV
reception systems that are found in flats, hotels and in residential care and nursing homes. Public service
broadcasters andmultiplex operators will incur the capital investment costs in building out the network and
any switchover-related costs that may be conditions of commercial PSB licences, or which will fall to the
BBC under the terms of its new Charter.

Consumer costs

22. Since 2001, the Government and the regulators have worked with broadcasters and industry to
develop a switchover strategy that minimises costs to consumers :

(a) The framework set out in the Communications Act 2003 enabled Ofcom to require public service
broadcasters to extend the DTT network to substantially match the coverage currently provided
by analogue terrestrial services.

(b) The transmission framework plan adopted by Government in January 2003 provides will allow
most households to receive DTT without the need to change their aerial (less than 10% of all UK
households might need a new aerial because of switchover).xii

(c) The Government has worked extensively with manufacturers and retailers to ensure that the
consumers can have access to reliable consumer information, signalled by the digital switchover
certification mark.xiii It welcomes the constitution of Switchco Ltd,xiv which under the commercial
name of Digital UK launched its public information campaign on 16 September. Digital UK will
be a major source of information until switchover: itwill publish leaflets, send at least two letters
to every household), provide training packs and information updates for retailers and installers,
manage a web-site and a Call Centre.
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(d) As recommended by the Consumer Expert Group, consumers have been given aminimumof three
years before switchover happens in their region, and there is therefore plenty of time for them to
get ready, following the advice given by digital UK, broadcasters and the industry. In particular
the consumers who will buy one of the nearly 6 million sets sold every year in the UK will have
the opportunity to choose a digital integrated set.

23. However, we do recognise that switchover will impose compulsory costs on some consumers. When
digital switchover takes place, all households that have not yet switched and who wish to continue to receive
television services will need to obtain a set-top box or purchase an integrated digital television (iDTV). But
we believe these costs are limited and aVordable for the very vast majority of the consumers. For the small
minority who will face higher costs because of their age or disability, we will require the BBC to set up
assistance schemes (cf part F).

What are the minimal costs for consumers?

24. The digital TV market is very competitive. Sky has launched a free-to-view satellite service allowing
consumers to access digital television services via satellite for a one-oV payment of £150 (this currently only
applies to first set installations). The BBC and ITV announced plans for a similar service earlier this month,
and they might be joined later by the other public service channels as well as other free-to-air broadcasters.

25. No exact equivalent for cable or for DSL exists at present. Subscribers to cable/DSL have to pay for
theminimumTV service unless they take a broadband service (inwhich case the basic TVpackagemay come
with the telephone package at no extra cost), though there are some indications that cable companies are
reviewing whether to develop low cost access initiatives to support subscriber growth.

26. Basic set-top boxes to receive DTT services are available for less than £40. The price may fall further
by switchover.

27. However, in addition to the equipment for their main set, consumers may also face other costs:xv

— Cost of conversion of additional sets not yet converted; and which they wish to use for receiving
broadcast televisionxvi after switchover. Costs may include, in some cases, a new indoor aerial
or rewiring.

— Costs of any extra leads for video-recorders (VCR).

— Those who wish to record a diVerent television channel to the one they are watching will need to
replace their VCR.

— Households who opt for DTT may have to upgrade aerials (between 2% and 10% according to
studies). The costs can vary depending on the work to be done and on regional variations, ranging
from £80 to £300 (average around £150).

— Households in blocks of flats, who rely on communal TV systems, may, depending on their
covenants, be required to pay small additional service charges to cover the digitisation of the
system by their landlord. The total costs per system vary, generally between £600 and £1,000,xvii,xviii

but will be shared between all the tenants and very likely to be paid over a period of years.

— Research carried out for the Digital TV Project by Scientific Genericsxix found that around two
million people over 75 would not be able to install a set-top box without assistance. In most cases,
help will be available from friends and family, but a minority might have had to pay someone for
this service, for a cost ranging from £20 to £100. The assistance schemes already mentioned will
provide support to these consumers.

28. The cost of switchover for a household will greatly vary according to several factors, including

— how much digital equipment the household already has when switchover happens.

— how much additional equipment the householders wish to continue to be able to use for receiving
broadcast television after switch-over.

— their platform, equipment and service choices.

— prices at the time of their purchases.

29. The table sets out possible costs for an average household under three possible scenarios.xx The
household is assumed to have three television sets: onemain set, two bedroom sets and one VCR, connected
to the main set. Scenario 1 assumes the first set already converted (as 63% of the population), B the first set
to be converted to DTT and C the first set to be converted to free satellite.

Scenario First set Outside aerial Second sets Third Sets Indoor aerials Total
(if needed) (if needed)

A Nil Nil £40–£80 £40–£80 £30 £80–£190
B £40–£80 £80–£300 £40–£80 £40–£80 £30 £120–£570
C £150 £40–£80 £40–£80 £30 £230–£340
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30. The Government considers that switchover is now aVordable for the vast majority of households and
costs may fall further in the period up to and after the start of switchover, due to the increased volumes of
digital equipment produced for the UK, Europe and the world. However, we do recognise that some people
will face higher costs because of their age or disabilities. In particular, they might need practical support to
understand their options, as well as to install and use the appropriate equipment. This is why specific
schemes will be set up for the elderly and disabled people.

Costs to broadcasters

31. The process of achieving digital switchover will have a number of direct and indirect financial
implications for public service broadcasters.

32. Switchover-related costs. The PSBs will need to contract with the network operators to upgrade the
network.xxi This will involve the installation of transmission equipment optimised for the higher digital
television power levels needed for switchover. There may also be the need for strengthening work on some
transmission masts to account for the larger loads during switchover. In some cases masts may need to be
rebuilt. Assumptions about the notional capital and running costs involved are included in the baseline
assumptions used to calculate the costs and benefits of digital switchover. Because broadcasters are currently
negotiating their transmission contracts, it would not be appropriate to publish any estimate of these costs.

33. The PSBs will also meet the costs of managing and communicating the switchover process. The BBC,
in line with the Charter Review Green Paper, will take a prominent role in Digital UK and be a major
contributor to the marketing and communications activities linked to switchover. Ofcom has separately
required the commercial PSBs to inform viewers about switchover and to cooperate with SwitchCo through
conditions of the Digital Replacement Licences issued in December 2004.

34. Indirect costs. The migration to digital is likely to put pressure on the audience share and therefore
the income of commercial public service broadcasters. However, it is diYcult to distinguish the net overall
impact of digital switchover from the impact of the market-led growth in digital television, and from the
eVect of technological changes such as new recording and storage devices, ormarketmoves such as increased
use of video on demand services or new digital media. The Regulatory and Environmental Impact
Assessment develops this analysis and gives more details on the impact of switchover on advertising and
commercial revenues.

Costs to non-domestic TV owners

35. A large number of businesses use broadcast television from analogue networks. In the majority of
cases, television plays a marginal role but in a small number of sectors, its role is more significant. Amongst
those, pubs and betting shops are already nearly fully converted to digital satellite or cable. In the hotel, bed
& breakfast and the residential care and nursing home sectors, themarket-led shift towards digital television
has been weaker so far (except for the hotel chains). Public sector organisations also own and operate
television services. For most public sector organisations, the use of broadcast television services is small and
decisions on conversion to digital television will depend upon their business need for the provision of
television services. In some areas however, television plays a more important role. This includes televisions
used in local authority care homes, hospitals and schools. DCMS and DTI are working with other
Departments to make sure that public services are ready for switchover.

Conclusion

36. The Government has designed a strategy to minimise the costs for consumers by maximising their
options, giving them enough time to prepare, and enough information to make the best choice. The
Government believes the positive benefits of the strategy based on maximising choice by replicating
analogue coverage with DTT are compelling and outweigh the costs of switchover to consumers,
broadcasters and non-domestic users.

D. The Relative Roles of the Different Platforms in the Delivery of Digital Television for

Switchover

37. DTT, satellite, cable and broadband can all play a major role, whilst none of them can today achieve
universal coverage. The Government’s strategy for digital television is based on maximising competition in
the provision of broadcasting services and enhancing the choice for the consumers. As far as possible,
consumers should have the choice between at least two delivery mechanisms and should have the option to
receive free to air services if they do not want any subscription, contract or bundling with other services.

38. To minimise extra costs for consumers, we want to ensure that people who currently get their
television services through an aerial, whether on their main set or on a secondary one can continue to do so
if they wish.
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Digital terrestrial television

39. The Government’s long-term objective has been to ensure that coverage of PSB services on digital
terrestrial should substantially match existing analogue coverage, as set out in the Communications Act
2003. On 1 June 2005, Ofcom announced its favoured approach for meeting this objective.

40. The three so called “public service multiplexes” (which will carry all the BBC services, ITV, C4, S4C
the public Teletext service and Five, as well as other services such as ITV2 and E4) will have the same
coverage as the four main analogue channels today, ie 98.5% for the UK. DTT coverage figures at
switchover for England, Scotland Wales and Northern Ireland will also match the eVective analogue
coverage in the respective nations.

41. This means that a household currently getting an analogue signal of acceptable quality, including
those currently outside the digital terrestrial coverage areas, will get a digital terrestrial signal at switchover
and will be able to receive the public service channels currently available in analogue as well as new digital
television services (for example ITV2 and 3 and the BBC’s new digital services). Households outside the
coverage area for Channel 5 and DTT will receive Five services via terrestrial networks for the first time.

42. The coverage of the three so-called “commercial multiplexes” will depend on decisions made by their
operators, on financial considerations. Unlike the public service broadcasters, commercial multiplex
operators have no obligations to extend their coverage. However, we expect that they will want to improve
their coverage whilst moving to new frequencies during the switchover process. This could lead to an
increase in their coverage (and therefore the coverage by all 6 multiplexes) from around 73% now to around
90% of households at switchover.

Digital Satellite

43. Digital satellite signals cover the vast majority (96–98%) of UK households; however, in some cases
reception of the signal or installation of a dish may not be possible, for instance, where the line of sight to
satellite is hidden by trees, high hills or tall buildings, or planning laws do not permit the installation of a
dish. The planning rules are currently being reviewed to strike the right balance between environmental and
aesthetic concerns and access to satellite services for those who want it.

44. The launch of a free to air satellite service from BSkyB and the announcement by the BBC and ITV
that they will be working to oVer a similar service, without any contract are very good news and will help
increase the choice of free options for the consumers.

Digital cable

45. Cable is only available to 50% of households, and is not yet fully digital. However, cable operators
have plans to convert their analogue networks fully to digital. They currently oVer subscription services and
often bundle telephony and internet access with digital TV services.

Digital Television via DSL/Broadband

46. Using a technology known as Internet Protocol Television (IPTV), TV signals can be carried over
ordinary telephone lines. As most households already have access to a telephone line, this delivery method
has great potential for development. At present coverage is geographically limited (Greater London,
Stevenage and Hull) but is expected to spread more widely over the next 12–18 months. Like cable,
telephony and internet access are oVered in a bundle with digital TV services on a subscription basis.

E. Feasibility of, and StepsNeededTowardsAchieving Switchover to theGovernment’sTimetable

and with Sufficient Geographical Coverage

The switchover process

47. The analogues services will be switched oV and the existing digital multiplexes moved to new
frequencies. This process requires careful technical management and extensive communicationwith viewers.

48. All transmitters including those which already broadcast digital signals will have to be upgraded
during the process. This conversion process will be carried out over a period of four years between 2008–12
on a region-by-region basis. The process will follow the pattern of the ITV regions, which are well known
by viewers.

49. The process in each region will take between one and six months. The transition process will begin
with one analogue service being replaced by a digital multiplex service (carrying the digital version of that
analogue service plus other channels). This digital multiplex will be broadcast throughout the region with
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suYcient power to replicate the coverage of the analogue broadcasts. The other analogue services will
continue to be broadcast over a few weeks to give time for the remaining analogue-only viewers to get ready
for the full switch-oV.

50. At the end of this transition, the remaining PSB digital multiplexes will move to their new high
coverage assignments and the remaining analogue broadcasts in that region will be switched oV. At this
point the other three commercial multiplexes will also move to new high power frequencies at the sites that
they intend to adopt at switchover.

Technical constraints

51. The regional sequence has been determined by broadcasters and Ofcom according to three
technical factors:

Interference management. The sequence in which regions switch has to be managed very carefully in order
to avoid interferences from one region to another. This significantly limits the number of alternative
sequences which are technically feasible.

Infrastructure and engineering resources constraints. To allow for the most eYcient management of these
resources, approximately the same number of transmitters has to be converted in each year of the switchover
process. Also, considerations had to be given to the time required for planning permission, but also for the
need for manufacturers, platform operators and retailers to ensure adequate supply for consumers in
each region.

International spectrum negotiations. In order to minimise any risk that the switchover process will be
aVected by the international negotiations currently underway (RRC06), it was decided to convert regions
most aVected by these negotiations last—the south and east of England, Northern Ireland and the
Channel Islands.

52. Once all the parameters were factored into detailed planning, the optim sequence for the regional
order quickly emerged. Following more detailed work, this order was endorsed by the Government on
15 September 2005.

Regional timetable

53. In February 2005, Ofcompublished an indicative timetable, allowing amore detailed implementation
schedule to be worked through by the broadcasters and transmission companies. Since then, amore detailed
plan has been prepared by broadcasters, through Digital UK, allowing the definitive timetable to be
confirmed. Whilst the order, the start date and the end date remain the same, a few adjustments have been
operated, to give more time to allow any technical amendment (design of antennas) made necessary by the
outcome of the RRC to be taken into account, and most importantly to deliver appropriate support to the
consumers. The definitive regional timetable is as follows:

Region Year Regional Start Date

Border 2008 2nd Half
West Country 2009 1st Half
HTV Wales 2nd Half
Granada 2nd Half
HTV West 2010 1st Half
Grampian 1st Half
Scottish Television 2nd Half
Yorkshire 2011 1st Half
Anglia 1st Half
Central 1st Half
Meridian 2012 1st Half
Carlton/LWT 1st Half
Tyne Tees 2nd Half
Ulster 2nd Half

54. Government and broadcasters believe this timetable is achievable and appropriate. It allows for some
contingency (ie bad weather delays work on transmitter masts), gives enough time for consumers and
retailers/manufacturers to get ready, protect the interests of consumers and will help the UK to get
significant benefits.
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F. The Assistance for the Vulnerable Groups

Objectives

55. The Government has always been clear that, at switchover, everyone who can currently get the main
public service broadcasting channels in analogue form should be able to receive them on digital systems,
and that switching to digital is an aVordable option for the vast majority of people.

56. The first condition will be met, as the level DTT coverage will be similar to that of analogue, and as
we expect even more people to be able to receive television signals through one of the digital platforms. The
second condition has also beenmet as corroborated by the high level of take-up (63% end June 2005), digital
terrestrial set-top boxes being sold from around £40, smaller-size and cheaper integrated digital television
sets available on the market and a free to view satellite option being oVered.

57. However, the cost of the cheapest set-top boxes is not the only factor relevant to assess aVordability
of switchover: some peoplewill struggle to understandDTV, select and install equipment, and have diYculty
with set up and familiarisation. Scientific Generics found that 50% of over 75s (around 2 million people)
would have diYculty in installing a set-top box due to sensory or cognitive impairments or an inability to
manipulate wires and connections in the tight space behind a TV set. These barriers have resulted in a slower
rate of digital take up for older households, particular those with a member over 75.

58. The DCMS commissioned two reports: from the Consumer Expert Group (October 2004) and from
Ofcom’s Independent Consumer Panel (November 2004).xxii Both reports concluded that there was a
significant risk of vulnerable households being left without television after switch-oV and that a package of
assistancewould be essential to support switchover. Both emphasised the need for practical in-home support
to avoid loss of services. However, when elderly or disabled people are given digital television and some
support to install and use it, usually by their family, they enjoy it and value the enhanced choice of services.

What are the needs of these groups and how to meet them?

59. Understanding what is happening, and what needs doing: Through the adoption of a comprehensive
communications campaign for the general public, Government, Digital UK, broadcasters and retailers/
manufacturers (each according to their role) will ensure that their messages are adapted to the diVerent needs
of the vulnerable groups. This will cover the provision of Braille/larger fonts/audiotapes, of simple and
multilingual leaflets, the appropriate training of the call centre staV, and cooperation with the existing
network of support and charities. Digital UK will lead this campaign, managing a website and a call centre,
sending direct mail to consumers (at least two letters for each household) and running an extensive
information campaign using all media. The BBC is also expected to promote digital television, and the
commercial public service broadcasters will inform their viewers on what they need to do to continue to
receive their services.

60. AVording costs of more sophisticated equipment: This is a relative issue: whilst the cost of simple
equipment to convert one television set is aVordable, some people might not aVord more sophisticated
products required by their specific needs nor extra costs related to installation. Whilst we expect most
households to be able to install the equipment themselves, the severely disabled and older people might need
extra help provided at no or low cost. There is a risk that the increase in demand on installation support
around the time of switchover leads to an increase in prices and or long waiting lists, but also that unreliable
installers target vulnerable people and get them to pay much more than they should. The provision of an
assistance scheme for vulnerable groups will help prevent this. As this could also be a concern for the general
public, the Government has sponsored a Registered Digital Installer Scheme which will be launched later
this year, more information on which is given in Annex B.

61. Using the equipment: Though leaflets and general information programmes can go some way, some
people will really need practical help and hands-on demonstration to understand how to use the equipment.
In most cases, people will get it from their younger siblings, relatives or friends. It might take several
“lessons” for an older person to be able to sort out the main issues (sound has disappeared, subtitles have
gone, I’m stuck on the EPG/interactive games etc). Sometimes, this help will not be readily available, as is
likely to be the case for many elderly or “socially isolated” people as identified by the Consumer Panel. This
is where charities and social workers can bemost helpful, but also, as shown in the technical trial in Ferryside
and LlansteVan, where the local community and neighbours can play a major role.

The proposed assistance schemes

62. The Government’s primary objective is to ensure that the most vulnerable consumers do not lose
television services (in particular PSB services) at the point of switchover. Therefore, we will ensure that they
have at least one television set converted to digital, benefit from an aerial upgrade if necessary and that they
are helped to understand how to use their new equipment.
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63. The equipment provided needs to be easy to use and to allow consumers to get all the services they
have now (includingTeletext) and all the specific functionalities they need (subtitles, audio-description). The
scheme itself needs to be easy to access and be designed around the specific needs of those who will need
assistance.

64. The extensive package of support announced by the Government on 15 September will meet these
objectives. A comprehensive equipment and fitting service will be provided to

(a) households where someone is aged 75 or over; and

(b) householdswith peoplewith severe disabilities (defined as those people eligible for eitherDisability
Living Allowance or Attendance Allowance).

65. Assistance will consist of providing the necessary equipment to convert one TV set and the relevant
help to install and use such equipment. Though the procurement process, it will be possible to ensure that
the equipment is produced to specifications which make it most relevant to these consumers (eg audio-
description, good subtitles display, user-friendly remote control).

66. Some consumers will be able to install the equipment themselves, may bewith some help from a friend
or relative, or guidance over the phone. But, where required, the scheme will provide a full service, relying
on trained installers to fit the equipment and check or upgrade the aerial and wiring where necessary.

67. This help will be free for the poorest eligible households, those on Income Support, Job Seekers’
Allowance or Pension Credit. But we will charge a modest fee to others in order to encourage early take up
from those for whom aVordability is not an issue. This fee will be determined nearer the time and be linked
to the cost of a basic set-top box.

68. We also propose to oVer some additional support to those who are registered blind so they can benefit
from the audio description facilities provided by digital technology.

69. These assistance schemes will be funded by the BBC, and their costs will be taken into account in the
next licence fee settlement starting from April 2007. The Government and the BBC are currently running a
pilot project in Bolton, and will use the outcomes of this pilot to refine the implementation of these schemes.
We expect the results to be available by the end of the year. Annex C gives more information on the
Bolton project.

Annex A

ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS AND BENEFITS

Energy Consumption

1. The Digital Television Action Plan assessed the impact of switchover on the UK’s energy usage. This
work has been informed by the Government’sMarket Transformation Programme (MTP), which publishes
detailed projections of energy-using products, and by separate policy impact studies carried out by the DTI.
The conclusion is that switchover might lead to an increase in energy use and contribute to climate change.

2. DCMS, DTI and Defra economists have modelled the total energy use impact of increased numbers
of set-top boxes based on current usage and equipment available in today’s market. They estimate that the
increase in consumer energy use after completing digital switchover in 2012 is likely to be between 966GWh
and 2,816GWhper annum, and represents a total cost (including the net carbon cost) of between £75million
and £218 million per annum. The increase is equivalent to a 0.37% increase in domestic electricity
consumption.

3. This is partially oVset by a reduction in transmitter power usage of 185 Gigawatt hours pa (digital
transmission uses less power than analogue).

4. Most of the additional energy usage is attributable to the rapid increase in the take up of set-top boxes,
particularly for second sets, which would not be otherwise converted until replaced. The assessment of
energy impacts is based on equipment available in today’s market, but substantial gains could be achieved:

— through improvements in design of set-top boxes. As transistors get smaller in highly integrated
chips, they take less power. Dual function chips use less power. Standby power use can also be
moderated by redesigning the way set-top boxes access on-air software upgrades (particularly the
way chip sets use power);

— by changes to themarket for digital television sets, for example the emergence of and development
of a market for portable iDTVs; and

— through promotion of energy eYciency standards for new equipment and by encouraging
equipment suppliers to adhere to the existing EU Code of Conduct on the energy eYciency of
digital television services.
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5. If improvements do materialise, then the overall impacts could be below the lower end of forecasts.
Greater adherence to the EU Code of Conduct on Energy EYciency of Digital TV Service Systems will be
important in controlling this impact. If conformance to the Code were the norm, the resultant electricity
savings would dramatically improve the NPV of switchover calculated through the Cost Benefit Analysis.
DTI/DCMS/Defra will continue to identify and address these issues by collecting and verifying market and
technical data, engaging with manufacturers, including through the Market Transformation Programme,
stakeholders and other industry bodies. There will also be a full communication programme on energy use
implications to consumers, manufacturers and public bodies. Where equipment is procured by the public
sector, including potentially as part of the targeted assistance scheme, there will be opportunities to
encourage more energy eYcient products.

Waste Disposal

6. All electrical equipment such as televisions and VCRs would be disposed of in the natural course of
events. Switchover itself does not require any equipment to be thrown away. However, the timing of
switchover may aVect the timing of disposal of some equipment such as rarely used televisions that people
choose not to adapt. Switchover is likely to accelerate the purchase of digital adaptor boxes which will
themselves fail in due course and require disposal.

7. DTI/DEFRA will undertake research to model any changes in patterns of waste disposal generated
by switchover.DTI/DCMSwill continue toworkwithDigital UK to ensure that consumer communications
do not encourage unnecessary disposal of television equipment, and that information about correct disposal
is available around switchover in each region. Action bymanufacturers and retailers and better information
for consumers can ensure that more equipment sold in the next few years will be ready for switchover, which
will reduce disposal at switchover. We will continue to encourage manufacturers and retailers to develop
and promote equipment that is switchover-compliant, has a longer eVective lifespan, and corresponds to
best practice on hazardous substances and recovery.

8. Any additional waste electrical equipment produced as a result of the switchover will be disposed of
subject to the requirements of the EU Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive. The
WEEE regulations, which implement the Directive, are due to come into force in June 2006 and make
producers of electrical goods financially responsible for the collection, treatment and recycling of waste
electrical and electronic equipment. As any additional equipment disposed of as a direct result of switchover
will be treated and recycled according to the standards of the WEEE Directive, the environmental impact
will be minimised. The Government is currently consulting on draft implementing Regulations and
accompanying non-statutory Guidance with a view to transposing the Directive in early 2005. Local
authorities do not have obligations under the WEEE Directive and will be able to pass any WEEE they
separately collect to producers for treatment and recycling.

9. Amore detailed assessment of direct environmental consequences of digital switchover is set out in the
Regulatory and Environmental Impact Assessment.

Annex B

DIGITAL SWITCHOVER CERTIFICATION MARK AND REGISTERED DIGITAL
INSTALLER SCHEME

1. TheDigital Television Project (a partnership which operated toDecember 2004 betweenGovernment,
broadcasters and industry to plan the UK’s switch to digital television) created the digital switchover
Certification Mark (often called the “digital switchover logo” or “digital tick”). The Certification Mark
certifies information, goods and services that are designed to help consumers through switchover. When
used on digital receivers and recorders, it certifies products designed to work through switchover.

2. Its purpose is, essentially, to help consumers make the right choices about digital switchover. It is
visible in retailers across the UK, and also on TV and recording equipment of most leading brands. As of
end August 2005, some 260 retailers (representing over 2,300 retail outlets) and 32 manufacturers of digital
television equipment had registered to use it. Other organisations, including some platform operators, also
participate in the digital switchover Certification Mark scheme.

3. In preparing for the digital switchover, householders and landlords requiring new aerials, upgraded
cabling or distribution networks will be advised to seek and use only qualified and competent Signal
Reception (Aerial) Installers. Such an installer, from the end of this year, will be recognised by displaying
a card containing the “digital logo” and their photograph and bearing the words “Registered Digital
Installer”. This is a recognition of the installer having achieved a level of competence indicated by their
acquisition of a minimum Level 2 National Vocational Qualification in Electrical and Electronic (Signal
Reception Pathway); submitted a satisfactory “Basic” Criminal Records Disclosure (through Disclosure
Scotland); and evidence of satisfactory and appropriate insurance.
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4. The Registered Digital Installer “kite marking” scheme will be administered through a Community
Interest Company, the Registered Digital Installer Licensing Body CIC Ltd (RDI-LB), a partnership of
SEMTA, the Sector Skills Council, and the two trade associations representing the industry; the
Confederation of Aerial Industries (CAI) and the Independent Digital Standards Commission (IDSC). The
majority of RDIs will also be members of the Trade Associations. The RDI-LB will award the registrations
and the right to display the digital logo and will police its use by Installers using in the main Inspectors from
the trade associations. The scheme is intended to raise the professional status and skill levels of installers
and to provide an increased level of confidence to the general public seeking to ensure they are able to receive
and take advantage of “digital television reception”.

Annex C

BOLTON DIGITAL TV PROJECT

1. The Bolton Digital TV Project has been set up by the Government and BBC to find out how much
assistance elderly people (aged 75 and over) need to convert their TV sets to digital. As part of the trial
participants will receive basic equipment and assistance to convert their main TV set (one set only).

2. Communicationwith the community began inmidAugust and the project is taking place in theHulton
Ward fromOctober to December 2005. Hulton is a particularly good location for the project. The ward has
a good demographicmix of 75!; switchover will take place in the region in the first two years of the national
roll-out, and all current digital platforms are available.

3. The Bolton Digital TV Project will support eligible residents and:

— provide the basic equipment needed to convert one set to digital TV

— guide them through the process and explaining their options;

— help them to install the equipment; and

— help them to use it.

4. Participation in the project will be optional. All participants will be allowed to keep their digital
equipment at the end of the project.

5. Participants will be able to choose one of the three available digital platform operators, namely
Freeview, ntl cable or Sky digital satellite. In the cases where one of the latter two options is chosen, a
financial contribution will be made towards the cost of digital through these platforms. Freeview will be
delivered at no cost to the participant.

6. In the cases where the Freeview option is taken up, a Freeview box will be delivered along with an
instructional information pack and a delivery check that the digital equipment can technically be installed.
For those requesting digital through Sky or ntl, connections will be made through the normal channels
oVered by that operator. At all stages, project participants will have access to a telephone helpline, with the
opportunity to have an engineer to visit to give technical help if required.

Notes

i. Digital Terrestrial Broadcasting: The Government’s Proposals. Department for National Heritage.
August 1995.
ii. DCMS/DTI—Cost Benefit Analysis of Digital Switchover—Feb 2005.
iii. (Ultra High Frequency) The range of electromagnetic frequencies from 300MHz to 3GHz.
iv. A multiplex is the name given to a frequency channel used to carry digital services, and by extension, the
group of services carried on that frequency channel.
v. Statement on radio spectrum availability and review of spectrum management, 30 June 2003,
http://www.digitaltelevision.gov.uk/publications/pub archive2003.html
vi. International telecommunications union.
vii. At present these frequencies are used for broadcasting and the technical characteristics (such as channels
used and power of transmission from each site) are agreed with neighbouring countries. A new, all-digital,
plan is currently being negotiated in the. The UK’s stated requirements for this plan are for eight
multiplexes, although the current plan for public service and commercial broadcasting envisages using only
six multiplexes. The two further multiplexes will (subject to the UK achieving its full requirements at the
RRC) be available for other applications—this is the “released spectrum”.Within the spectrum retained for
use for the six broadcasting multiplexes (called “interleaved spectrum), it will also be possible to provide
other services: radio microphones for theatres and concerts, programme-making services, or local television
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are amongst the potential users. Whilst the international agreements permit the primary use of the UHF
spectrum for broadcasting only, this spectrum is capable of being used for a range of other uses including
mobile communications and wireless broadband.

viii. The estimates in the cost benefit analysis do not include any estimate the producer surplus which might
arise from this, taking the theoretical position that any profits would be competed away (this would result
in benefits for consumers).

ix. Opta—The Impact of Announcing Analogue Switch-oV onUKRetailers andManufacturers for DTI 23
March 2005.

x. The figures do not show the likely decline in sales immediately after switchover. For the retail sector
revenues, Opta believes the reduction will be around £440 million; for manufacturers, the comparable
reduction is £105 million.

xi. Ofcom—Planning Options for Digital Switchover Statement 1 June 2005.

xii. The plan allows for DTT channels after switchover to be predominantly in existing aerial groups.Whilst
currently, around 30% of aerials need to be upgraded for DTT, this figure will be much lower (between 2
and 10%, depending on estimates) at switchover, because the DTT signals will be transmitted at higher
power and because they will use the same frequencies as existing services (for which the existing aerials are
therefore well adapted.

xiii. More information on this is available in Annex A.

xiv. Switchco Ltd, has been formed by the public service broadcasters BBC, ITV, Channel 4, five, Teletext
and S4C and the digital terrestrial television multiplex operators Crown Castle UK Ltd and SDN, all of
whom are represented on its management board and provide funding. Also on the board are two positions
representing the interests of the supply chain (television equipment manufacturers, retailers and aerial
manufacturers and installers). SwitchCo will work closely with the DCMS, the DTI and Ofcom. SwitchCo
has three major tasks: (a) To co-ordinate the technical roll out of digital terrestrial television across the UK,
region by region, to a timetable agreed by Government. (b)To communicate with the public about digital
switchover to ensure everyone knows what is happening, what they need to do, and when.(c) To liaise with
TV equipment manufacturers, retailers, digital platform operators and consumer groups to ensure
understanding of and support for the switchover programme.

xv. The Report of the Digital TV Project, DCMS/DTI 23 March 2005.

xvi. Many secondary sets, eg in childrens’ bedrooms are only used as monitors for games consoles or to play
videos and DVDs. Those will not need conversion.

xvii. Digital Television Group Report Action Plan Task 5.9 Title: Survey of MATV and SMATV systems.
December 2003.

xviii. In August 2005, DCMS and the Chartered Institute of Housing published “A Good Practice Briefing
for Housing Professionals”viii which provides detailed advice on this issue for the housing sector.

xix. Digital Television for All—a report on usability and accessible design”. Scientific Generics,
September 2003.

xx. Notes and Assumptions : Reception costs may be diVerent if the main set is connected to a communal
TV system. The free-to-view satellite installation cost includes a set-top-box plus antenna. The costs do not
include a second SCART lead for VCR conversions Energy costs are not included. The costs assume that
in all cases the household is happy to accept a loss of VCR functionality in terms of usability and the loss
of the ability to record and view separate channels. A twin tuner Personal Video Recorder (PVR) which
allows for conversion (a single box solution) with the same recording functionality as the VCR is available
from Sky (Sky!). DTT versions are currently available from around £130.

xxi This will involve the installation of transmission equipment optimised for the higher digital television
power levels needed for switchover. There may also be the need for strengthening work on some
transmission masts to account for the larger loads during switchover. In some cases masts may need to be
rebuilt. Assumptions about the notional capital and running costs involved are included in the baseline
assumptions used to calculate the costs and benefits of digital switchover. Because broadcasters are currently
negotiating their transmission contracts, it would not be appropriate to publish any estimate of these costs.

xxii The Consumer panel report is available on http://www.digitaltelevision.gov.uk/publications/
pub cp dso—report.html, and the Consumer expert group on http://www.digitaltelevision.gov.uk/
publications/pub consumer expert.html

10 October 2005
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Supplementary memorandum submitted jointly by DCMS and DTI

The Costs and Benefits of Digital Switchover

1. The Government is pleased to submit a supplementary memorandum on the cost benefit analysis
carried out by DTI and DCMS between 2002 and 2005. This work was undertaken as part of the
Government/IndustryDigital TelevisionAction Plan1 which recommended that theGovernment “carry out
an overarching cost benefit analysis of the options and timing for achieving digital switchover.” The cost-
benefit analysis (CBA) was designed to inform decisions concerning digital switchover, including issues
about timing and the nature of Government policy towards digital television. The CBA provides a sound
evidence base upon which to make decisions about policies which would help maximise the net benefit to
consumers and the economy of the switchover.

2. As is standard in a CBA methodology, we considered the net eVect of policy choices. Thus, for
example, the benefit to be attributed to the use of released spectrum is measured by the sum of any consumer
and producer surplus arising from this use. There is also an important distinction to be made between
financial costs and economic costs, and benefits and costs have been attributed to the parties who benefit
from or incur them.

3. In practical terms, the CBA model is a spreadsheet showing costs and benefits over time. Developed
over a period of time, the model is a dynamic tool for policy-makers that has been modified and improved
by market information that is added over time (eg to reflect new data on the take-up of digital television).

4. Undertaken by a team fromDCMS, DTI, HMTreasury and the Radiocommunications Agency (RA)
(subsequently OFCOM) including economists and policy oYcials, the CBA model was developed in
accordance with the HM Treasury Green Book.2 All significant costs and benefits (measured in real terms)
were identified and brought into directly comparable “present value” terms by applying the 3.5% per annum
discount rate used in the public sector. The CBA modelling was subject to an independent academic
examination and audit by Professor Andrew Chesher and Joseph Swierzbinski of University College,
London. Their final report of October 2003 is being sent separately to the Committee.

5. DCMS and DTI have published two reports3 on this work:

— The first report, published in September 2003, indicated that digital switchover would lead to
quantifiable net benefits in the range £1.5 and £2 billion in Net Present Value (NPV) terms for a
range of completion dates from 2010 to 2015.

— The second report published in February 2005 indicated that digital switchover would result in
quantifiable net benefits in the range £1.1 to £2.2 billion for the same range of completion dates,
and of £1.7 billion in NPV terms for completion in 2012. The February 2005 estimates took
account of more recent data on digital take up, new estimates of consumer benefits (based on
research by Steer Davies Gleave in 2004) and an assessment of the costs of increased energy
consumption using a methodology agreed with Defra.

As requested by the Committee, this memorandum sets out the results published in these two reports.

Methodology

6. The Cost Benefit analysis for digital switchover compares the costs and benefits of switching oV

analogue terrestrial transmissions and subsequent reuse of theUHF spectrumwith the continuation of both
analogue and digital transmissions. Costs and benefits which are or would be the same in both scenarios are
excluded from the analysis. For example, the CBA assumes that, even after the announcement of the
switchover decision, some first set conversions will continue to be made voluntarily by consumers (those
who would have adopted digital television anyway), and therefore excludes those from the assessment of
consumer costs.

7. As is normal in all cost-benefit analyses, all sunk costs, such as previous investment by consumers in
digital equipment or by broadcasters in building the existing DTT network are excluded. The CBA for
digital switchover also excludes:

— estimates of producer surplus (the diVerence between what a supplier is paid for a good or service
and what it cost to supply); it was concluded that in the highly competitive market for digital
television equipment any benefits to manufacturers, retailers, aerial installers were likely to be
competed away;4

1 Report of the Digital TV Project—March 2005. Available on www.digitaltelevision.gov.uk
2 “The Green Book”—Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government. HM Treasury.
3 Both reports are available on www.digitaltelevision.gov.uk
4 OPTA: The Impact of announcing Analogue Switch-oV on UK manufacturers and retailers—published by DTI in March
2005. This work informed the analysis in the Regulatory and Environmental Impact Assessment on Digital Switchover—
DCM/DTI—September 2005.
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— estimates of non-quantifiable benefits, such as the benefits consumers have from the public service
aspects of the new digital channels (eg the extension of coverage of BBC digital channels on DTT)
above and beyond those captured by any survey data; and

— estimates of costs of changes to the pattern of disposal of equipment—these were identified as part
of the Regulatory and Environmental Impact Assessment, and are estimated to reduce the total
NPV of switchover by £11 million in 2012.

8. Finally, the CBA did not investigate the distribution of costs and benefits between, for example,
consumers and broadcasters, and of course does not take into account any transfer costs5, such as the costs
of the assistance schemes to help the most vulnerable consumers.

9. A decision needed to be made about the appropriate period over which the costs and benefits of
switchover accrue. For digital switchover, we concluded that the determining factor was the length of DTT
licences. The assessment therefore starts at the end of 2004 (the date of the most recent CBA) and ends in
2026, to tie in with the date when licences for digital multiplexes granted in 2002 to BBC and National Grid
Wireless (previously Crown Castle) reach the end of their second period of 12 years.

Consumer costs and benefits

10. Estimates of future digital take up came from a forecasting model constructed by Marco Ottovani
and Jerome Adda from academic consultants Oeconomica and from forecasting work commissioned by
Ofcom. These estimates were used to predict the number of households which would convert to digital
television by any given date. First set conversions that were forecast to take place anyway were treated as
voluntary conversions and were excluded from the CBA. All other conversions (including both secondary
sets and VCRs) after the date of a firm announcement, were considered to be “non-voluntary” and were
included. The CBA model does this in the following way:

— For primary sets, the figure used for non-voluntary conversions is the number of households in
the non-switchover scenario which according to the Oeconomica forecasts would still be using
analogue two years before the assumed switchover date (therefore the forecast take up for the year
2010 is used for estimates of switchover at 2012).

— For secondary sets and VCRs, the figure used excludes equipment which survey work indicated
would not be converted at switchover (for example rarely used equipment, TV sets that were used
only for playing games or pre-recorded material, or VCRs that were not used for recording
transmissions). Research carried out by the Generics Group6 in 2003 found that around 17% of
sets (implicitly 2nd sets) would not be converted at switchover. The CBA report published in 2005
assumes that a total of 54 million non primary unit units (32 second sets and 22 million VCRs)
should be regarded as non-voluntary conversions.

— For both first and second sets and VCRs, the CBA model distributes non voluntary conversion
over the years of the switchover programme (linked to the end date used) to model the distribution
of consumer costs arising from the regional programme.

11. The CBA applies a retail cost of £50 to all equipment converted—the retail price of a DTT set-top
box. However, using the retail cost of a set top box will tend to over estimate the net economic eVect of the
purchase. As digital switchover comes closer, some consumers will have been very close to going digital. In
other words, they will value digital television at some level below the cost of a set-top box, but greater than
zero. This is reflected as a straight line between 0.01p and £49.99 (assuming a set-top box is £50.00).
Therefore the valuation of economic cost used in the CBA is half the costs assumed for each set-top box.

12. The CBAmodel takes account of other reception based costs. An allowance is made for those homes
predicted to have to use digital satellite at switchover. The CBA also includes an allowance for aerial
upgrades. From estimates provided frombyOfcom (previously the ITC), the CBAassumes that 10%of non-
voluntary households would need to replace their roof-top aerial. The cost of replacement was assumed to
be £150. This figure was used as a proxy for costs for communal systems (generally higher than individual
roof-top aerials) and for set top aerials (typically 10–15% of that cost). The cost of MDU upgrades was not
separately assessed. At the time the CBA modelling was done, no reliable estimates were available from the
English House Conditions Survey or other housing datasets about the number of communal TV system or
their readiness to transmit digital signals. DCMS commissioned research from NOP World7 to track the
level of progress by social landlords (local authorities and housing associations). Having reviewed the NOP
World findings, we concluded that there was no need to revise the CBA estimates as the costs per household
of a communal system upgrade (between £600–£1,000 according to a report by theDigital Television Project
in December 20038) were within the ranges assumed for domestic aerial costs.

5 The costs of the switchover assistance scheme are treated as transfer payments in the CBA. Like social security payments,
they are in economic terms a form of income redistribution (from one group to another) and are not payments for factors of
production. The benefits gained by the recipients are equal to the losses of the providers of the funds. Transfer payments do
not appear as either a cost or a benefit in cost benefit analyses.

6 Attitudes to Digital Switchover—Generics Group March 2004.
7 Communal TV Systems and Digital Switchover—NOP World. Published by DCMS February 2005.
8 Digital Television Group Report for DTI. Action Plan task5.9 Survey of MATV and SMATV systems—December 2003.
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13. The model also includes an assessment of energy used by the consumer equipment. Two scenarios for
DTT power are considered: high nine watts per hour (in on mode), 6.5 watts per hour in standby mode);
and low: 8 watts (in onmode) and two watts (in standby mode). These are based on the power use of sample
DTT boxes available in the market in 2004. These are broadly comparable with assessments made by the
Defra/DTI sponsored Market Transformation Project (MTP). The CBA figure is based on an arithmetical
central case between the two ranges. Cost of Carbon is also included in line with DEFRA and HMT
guidance. The full assessment of the energy costs is set out in the Regulatory and Environmental Assessment
(REIA) which was published on 16 September 2005.9

Broadcaster costs—capital and running costs of new digital terrestrial transmission sites

14. Broadcasters and commercial multiplex operators will need to contract with network operators to
develop a new digital terrestrial network, replacing both analogue and existing DTT transmitters at all
1,154 sites now used, including the 80 sites which transmit DTT services currently. The CBA model draws
on two sets of cost estimates:

— from the ITC and the Spectrum Planning Group (SPG); and

— fromTheDigitalNetwork (TDN), an organisation that co-ordinates the digital terrestrial network
and includes representatives of public service broadcasters and multiplex operators.

16. Both sets of forecasts include information supplied to DTI/DCMS economists in confidence.
Broadcasters, multiplex operators and transmission operators are now negotiating the terms of new
contracts for the replacement of the existing analogue and digital network and the roll out of the new DTT
network. The information on costs that underpins the CBA model remains commercially sensitive, and
cannot be released.

Summary of cost assumptions

17. Table 1 sets out the source and basis for the main forecast and costs assumptions used in the CBA
model. The figures quoted relate to switchover completed in 2012.

Table 1

CBA COST ASSUMPTIONS

Assumptions
Assumptions for 2012 Source of estimates

Costs to Non-digital primary sets
consumers — number of households with 18% of first sets Oeconomica (viewed against
who have unconverted primary sets two unconverted Ofcom forecasts)
not already years before the year of (as at 2010)
switched to completion
digital.

— equipment costs (retail cost) Costs per primary Assumes Market Price as at
set £50 (para 12) 2004 based on discussions

with Ofcom and the Action
allowance for fitting costs £50 per home Plan’s Technology and

needing help Equipment Group (TEG)

— extra costs for non-DTT Additional £100. Market price—based on the
households (1.5% of those not £10 per year current BSkyB Free to View
switched by 2010) (primary allowed for option
sets) encryption card

costs

Non-digital secondary sets and VCRs

— number of unconverted 75% second sets and Oeconomica based on Ofcom
secondary sets (minus TV sets VCRs (as at 2005) and Intellect assessments of
that will not be converted) total market sets/VCRs for
and VCRs at the decision conversion.
point in 2005

— equipment costs secondary sets and Ofcom and TEG (see above)
VCR £50 per unit

9 Regulatory and Environmental Impact assessment; the timing of digital switchover—DCMS/DTI September 2005.
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Assumptions
Assumptions for 2012 Source of estimates

Aerial/Multi Dwelling Unit Costs
— aerials that need to be 10% of aerials of Ofcom estimates based on the

upgraded for digital switchover homes with sets not BBC/NTL/ITC Measurement
(as a proxy for any communal yet converted Study (2003)
system and set-top reception £150 per aerial
costs)

Domestic Energy Costs
— extra energy costs (primary £1.46 billion NPV DEFRA/DTI derived from

sets and secondary sets)—net from the RIEA. Market Transformation
of transmission savings This is net of Project (MTP) estimates.

transmission cost
savings

Broadcaster Network Costs
costs — capital investment and The information Separate estimates provided

running costs of the DTT provided is by ITC/ Ofcom and in
network post switchover commercial in confidence by The Digital
(1,154 sites) confidence. Network (TDN) and Mentor

Other Switchover-related costs
— Marketing Communications £200 million over Estimates from the Report of

costs five years the Digital TV Project

Benefits assumptions

18. The CBAwork identifies and quantifies fourmain benefits from amanagedmigration from analogue
to digital transmission:

— consumer benefit in current, non-DTT areas;

— consumer benefit from additional services in retained spectrum (interleaved spectrum) and from
the reuse of spectrum released by switchover;

— imputed consumer benefit of compulsory migration; and

— broadcaster savings on analogue transmission and energy costs.

Benefits of extending DTT to areas not currently served by DTT

19. The main consumer benefits are to consumers who are currently not served by DTT and who are
unable to access the BBC’s digital services via terrestrial networks. There is also a benefit for people who
currently live in marginal reception areas or who are unable to have set-top aerial reception, who will gain
from improved reception due to transmission power increases.

Benefits of released spectrum

20. In January 2003, the Government10 endorsed the recommendations made by the Spectrum Planning
Group11 that planning for DTT transmission post-switchover should be developed based on the retention
of six multiplexes (three PSBmultiplexes and three commercial multiplexes) enabling 14 frequency channels
of 8MHz each (112 MHz in all) to be allocated for other uses. In addition, spectrum in the bands used by
the six multiplexes is available for other services (so-called interleaved spectrum). It is not possible now to
make any reliable estimate of the market value or potential proceeds of spectrum released. The future
economic ormarket value of the spectrum released by switchover released depends on a number of factors—
which ultimately feed into what a user might be willing to pay:

— the possible uses, technically, to which the spectrum can be put, eg TV or mobile telephony;

— international agreements on use—for example the UHF band is currently restricted to
broadcasting use;

— the nature and extent of conditions for its use (such as PSB requirements in broadcasting or licence
conditions); and

10 Statement on the principles for planning the use of the UHF spectrum once analogue terrestrial transmissions end DTI,
January 2003.

11 Spectrum Planning Group (SPG) was the co-ordinating group consisting of broadcasters, multiplex operators and
transmission companies managed by the ITC (later Ofcom)—this work was carried out under the Digital Action Plan. The
work is now taken forward by the Joint Planning Project, a similar grouping chaired by Ofcom.
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— the amount of spectrum available to potential competitors—this may be linked to the eYciency
of equipment using it.

21. What can be assessed (and the method used in the CBA) is the value of the consumer surplus (that
is, the propensity to pay above actual payment for a good or service) that would be created by the new
services using released spectrum.TheCBAmodel uses the conservative assumption that the spectrumwould
be used for additional standard definition television services (two new DTT standard definition
multiplexes).

22. The information on consumer value for the 2005 report was gathered from a revealed preference and
stated preference (RP/SP) survey, commissioned from Steer Davies Gleave by DTI in 2004. Both the Steer
DaviesGleave and earlier research byRANDEurope surveyedwithin product choices and between product
choices to determine willingness to pay values:

— the within product exercise required respondents to make choices between two hypothetical
television packages with diVerent services and costs; whilst

— the between product exercise gave respondents choices between the platforms that will be available
when the analogue signal is switched oV, and asked them to choose the subscription package they
would opt for.

23. The research identified the following willingness to pay estimates; these are based on the continued
provision of competing analogue, cable and satellite services:

— For a basic subscription channel on DTT, the survey estimated a willingness to pay at 25p per
channel per month (or £3 per channel per year).

— For premium channels (sport and movies)—the survey estimated a willingness to pay at £1.64 per
month (£19.68 per year).

24. These figures were used with diVerent assumptions about the number of TV channels which would
be available, whether on the six current multiplexes, or provided on services using spectrum interleaved
between the six multiplexes, or using the 14 frequency channels cleared nationwide for reuse. Current
market prices (at the time of each the CBA run) were used as a proxy for future costs because of conceptual
diYculties in creating a separate pricing model for future television services.

Imputed consumer benefit

25. As noted earlier, for non-adopters at switchover an economic cost of £25 (half the cost of a £50 set
top box) was used to estimate the consumer cost. This gives a net average benefit of £25 per set-top box
which is counted as the imputed cost of compulsory migration. The CBA model makes an adjustment to
imputed benefits assumed for consumers in areas not currently served by digital television in order to avoid
double counting.

Broadcaster cost savings

26. When analogue transmission ceases, there will be a saving in the running, maintenance and capital
replacement cost of analogue transmission sites. These costs would continue to be incurred in the non-
switchover scenario, so they are counted as a benefit in the “switchover scenario”.

Summary of benefit assumptions

27. Table 2 sets out the source of the benefit estimates.

Table 2

BENEFIT ASSUMPTIONS

Assumptions Source of estimates

Consumer Consumers living in areas not currently
benefits served by DTT

— households that do not have access Outputs from Consumer willingness to
to digital terrestrial will benefit from pay for new DTT services—based on
access to DTT services for the first survey by Steer Davis Gleave.
time.

80% of households can currently get Ofcom based on from the work of the
the PSB services on DTT. This Spectrum Planning Group.
increases to 98.5% of households at
switchover.
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Assumptions Source of estimates

Consumers who receive additional DTT
services after switchover

— households that have limited access Consumer willingness to pay for new
to DTT services now but who will DTT services—based on survey data
have increased access to DTT from Steer Davis Gleave.
services at switchover; and

— households that gain new services
oVered in spectrum vacated by
current DTT network (known as the
“interleaved” spectrum)

— 73% of households get all DTT Ofcom forecasts from the work of the
services (including commercial Spectrum Planning Group.
services from Freeview and Top Up
TV). Predicted to increase to at least
80% on switchover

Consumers who get new services in
spectrum release by switchover

— households that benefit from new Consumer willingness to pay for new
services developed in spectrum DTT services—based on survey data
released by switchover. from Steer Davis Gleave.

— services assumed to be new DTT Work of the Spectrum Planning Group.
services (12 channels) available. The
assumption used is that services will
be available to at least 73% of
homes.

Imputed consumer costs of compulsory
migration

— households who have not switched to Average estimate of value for households
digital switchover within two years who only take up digital because of
of the completion date for DSO. switchover.

Broadcaster Network infrastructure
savings

— savings in the running, upkeep, Ofcom/ITC
including energy costs and capital
replacement costs of analogue
transmission sites. TDN

Sensitivity analysis

29. Sensitivity analysis is used in cost-benefit analyses to test input factors which are prone to variability
and asses where a variation in one or more factors can result in considerable variation in overall NPV
outcomes. The CBAmodel developed for digital switchover allows two types of sensitivity detailed analysis
to be carried out:

— firstly, by varying the completion date, the model produces an assessment of what the impact of
costs and benefit of diVerent completion dates compared to the current dual transmission scenario.
The CBA considers a range of diVerent completion dates from 2010 to 2015 (end of year, for
each date);

— secondly, a number of the input variables are subject to a degree of risk. The model therefore, tests
sensitivities in order to highlight the assumptions with potentially the greatest impact: low
consumer benefits; high consumer benefits; high energy consumption; low energy consumption;
eYcient energy consumption; high infrastructure costs and high reception costs.

30. The eVect of changing the main assumptions in the central case is discussed in more detail in table 3.
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Table 3

SENSITIVITY TO CHANGES IN INDIVIDUAL VARIABLES

Variation Result

Variation of estimates of benefits The CBA model gives a central estimate of £530 million per annum, a
of extended coverage/released high case of £690 million per annum, and a low case of £424 million
spectrum per annum.

If the low case is used, with all other variables the same as in the
central case, then the NPV will be lower than in the central case by
between £0.6 billion and £1 billion depending on the year of
switchover.

If consumer benefits are higher, the overall NPV would be £2.9 billion
for 2012 switchover, some £1.2 billion above than the central case.

Variation in the assumptions The CBA model uses estimates of the amounts of the net additional
about the energy eYciency of consumption of energy brought about as the result of switchover, and
equipment and use estimates of the additional costs of the externalities of this extra

energy use, through the inclusion of the costs of equivalent tons
of carbon.
Forecasts of extra energy consumption depend upon forecasts of
future purchases of equipment, the energy eYciency of this equipment
and upon consumer purchasing behaviour. Government will have an
influence on these factors.
Given the number of assumptions that have to be used in the
forecasts, there is a wide range in the results of the sensitivity analysis
for energy costs. If switchover is completed in 2012, the diVerence
between the central case and either of the two energy use variants is
around £700 million in NPV terms.

Varying estimates of Using higher estimates of these costs has a substantial eVect on the
transmission infrastructure NPV. For 2012 switch-over, the central NPV of £1.7 billion would
equipment costs reduce by nearly £700 million to around £1.0 billion.

Varying estimates of reception The central case uses higher estimates of the future population of
equipment costs non-converted TV sets and VCRs (ie we have taken an even more

pessimistic view of the voluntary conversion of second TV sets and
of VCRs).

For 2012 switchover, the NPV comes down compared to the central
case by about £250 million—around £1.4 billion.

Conclusion

31. The CBA model developed by DTI and DCMS economists between 2002 and 2004 has provided a
robust method of testing whether switchover is in the UK’s economic interests. The most recent run in
November 2004 (and published in February 2005) shows quantifiable costs and benefits for the central case
option of £1.7 billion in NPV terms for the period to 2026.

32. As in all cost-benefit analysis, the results are sensitive to the input assumptions. The switchover CBA
model is most sensitive to changes in assumptions aVecting the value of released spectrum for new services.

Abbreviations

CBA Cost-benefit Analysis
DSO Digital switchover
DTI Department of Trade and Industry
DTT Digital terrestrial television
ITC— The Independent Television Commission (the ITC functions are now carried out by Ofcom)
MDU- Multi Dwelling Units—Flats and other housing with shared communal facilities.
MHZ Megahertz
NPV Net Present Value
Ofcom OYce of Communications
RIEA Regulatory and Environmental Impact Assessment
RP Revealed Preference
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SP Stated Preference
TEG Technology and Equipment Group of the Digital Television Project
TDN The Digital Network (broadcasters and transmission providers)
UHF Ultra High Frequency—The spectrum range where terrestrial television in the UK (analogue

and digital) is broadcast
VCR Video Recorder

20 December 2005

Witnesses: James Purnell, a Member of the House, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Department
for Culture, Media and Sport, and Rt Hon Alun Michael, a Member of the House, Minister for Industry
and the Regions, Department of Trade and Industry, gave evidence.

Q512 Chairman: Good morning, everybody. This is provided with the proper warning and the extra help
that we would be providing. Instead what we arethe final session of the Committee’s programme of

oral evidence on the subject of the Government’s doing is providing help to up to five million
vulnerable households. We are providing them withplans for analogue switch-oV. We are extremely

pleased to welcome this morning the two ministers the right warning, and we are making sure that there
will not be an analogue minority left behind and notwith responsibility: James Purnell, the Minister for

Creative Industries and Tourism, andAlunMichael, able to get access to the digital services that the rest
of the country is benefiting from. The secondthe Minister for Industry and the Regions. Can I

therefore begin by perhaps asking you just to give a question is: when? Of course, again we could take up
a position of following developments; not switchinggeneral statement on the high level policy

justifications for switching oV the analogue over, as the rest of the world (America and the rest
of Europe) is doing; but I think that would be a realtelevision signal?
failure of leadership and people in 10 or 20 years’James Purnell: Thank you very much, Chairman.
time would really not thank us for having done so.We are going to Box and Cox between us if that is
That is because British TV is arguably the best in theokay. The first thing to say is that it is great to be
world, and that is based on the foundation of havingback in theGrimondRoom. I used to sit on that side
always been technology leaders right from thewhen Archy Kirkwood always insisted on having
beginning of the BBC, through Sky, digitalthis room for the Work and Pensions Select
terrestrial and penetration of the internet in the UK.Committee, for some reason. It is an odd position to
Britain is the world’s digital leader.We have a higherfind myself in on this other side of the table. I think
penetration of these services than pretty much anyit is worth saying this has been a very important
other country. That is good for our economy; itinquiry. I think digital switchover is a very
means that people are looking to invest here; and itimportant policy and it is quite right that there
is good for consumers. If we did not do this wewouldshould be informed public debate about it and the
fall behind economically; consumers would not getinquiry has already helped to deliver that. The
access to either these services or the new services thatreason that switchover is so important is really the
will be made possible by the released spectrum. Ifollowing: what has been clear from the evidence
think people in 10 or 20 years’ time would condemnpresented to you is that the key question about
us for having failed to show the proper leadership.switchover is not whether it is going to happen. Even
Switchover is happening and is inevitable. The keyDavid Elstein, who I think it would be fair to say was
question is: do we make sure that we do it in anat the more sceptical end of your witnesses,
eVective, properly managed way, giving people therecognised that switchover was inevitable and was
proper warning and the proper help? The finalgoing to happen. The key questions are really: how
reason is that if we did nothing about this, 25%of theit is going to happen; andwhen it is going to happen?
country who cannot get DTT will continue toThe Government’s policy is quite clear that the how
complain about it. The BBC told you they wereis going to be that there will be universal access to TV
getting over 100,000 complaints about that everywithout people having to pay a subscription. We
month. The DCMS gets hundreds of letters frombelieve very strongly that the only way to do that is
members of the public every month asking why theyby having digital switchover and having it based on
cannot get access to DTT and I get dozens fromextending DTT to 98.5% of the population. The
MPs. The only way we can answer that legitimateother key point about how it will proceed is that it
concern is by switching oV the analogue signal so weshould proceed in a planned way, giving people
can boost the strength of the digital signal. Those areproper warning and help. I think the importance of
the reasons for the high level policy justification forthat can be seen through thinking through what
switching over to digital.would happen if we did not do that. At some point

either the broadcasters or a future government Alun Michael: I just want to make five points to
supplement what James has said. First, that he haswould decide to give up analogue transmission. A

remaining proportion, 10% of people, would be already made the point about maintaining the
universal access without charge. What we also wantbundled oV analogue and left with no easy way of

getting access to television because DTT probably to do is to continue what we have in this country,
what is a dynamic market in which satellite, cable,would not be extended by then; it would not be

economically viable to do so; and they would not be digital terrestrial and internet access all play a part
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10 January 2006 DCMS, DTI

and, in some cases, will play an increasing part in regulation which we are approaching (and again, we
have a joint responsibility here) by the creation ofmaking sure that there are flexible and increased
Ofcom and a light touch but eVective regulationservices available to consumers.Within that context,
which is meant to do two things: both haveI think the second thing is very important and that
regulations appropriate for the market and foris the certainty of the timing. A point I want to make
suppliers, and which is of the better regulationquite strongly is that the timing of the switch-oV in
model and, therefore, delivers for consumers. It isvarious regions is not a question of a target—
very much a partnership model which I think issomething you work towards and you hope that you
greatly admired by other countries and which otherwill achieve. It is a question of a date at which
countries are starting to take a great interest in. Ieverybody has the certainty that this is when it will
think that is a very important element in thehappen, and in fact everything needs to be in place
background to the environment which we are tryinglong before that. The point there is having the
to create.certainty for consumers, so that they know at which

point there will be a boost in the digital signal; for
vulnerable people and those who represent them so Q513 Chairman: You have both stressed thethat they know there is a timescale to which they are importance of this policy and we are grateful to you
working; for manufacturers, because supply is an both for coming along this morning. Given, I think
issue from time to time; for the retail trade. The retail you would accept from the evidence we have had,
trade in particular was very, very keen to have that this is a very complicated, diYcult and
certainty, for instance, to know what they were challenging project, who is actually in charge of
going to be marketing over the Christmas period delivering it?
when something like three-quarters of a million sets James Purnell: I think the evidence you have had has
were sold. Preparations for that obviously have to be called for having a single champion and I can see the
made many months in advance. Everybody needs appeal of that, for that simplicity. I think as Stephen
that degree of certainty. It is not a question of Carter said, actually the world is more complicated
working towards that date, as I say. It is a question than that. What is important is to have a clearly
of making sure there is a date when the changeover worked out comprehensive project plan which
can be delivered. The third point is in relation to analyses all of the risks involved and assigns clear
convergence. I think this was illustrated quite well by responsibility for each individual task; and that is
one of the questions that I asked of oYcials when we exactly what we have. I know one of your witnesses
were talking about this.Why is there not a router for says there is not a project plan. Right upfront I do
many of the diVerent types of services that are want to correct that. There is a project plan of over
available? Chairman, you and members of the 600 pages. We have the summary of it here and I am
Committee may have seen the article by John very happy to provide that for the Committee if that
Gapper in the Financial Times yesterday, “Old would be helpful. To summarise: Digital UK is in
friends fight for space in the digital living room”, charge of the overall programme management, in
with the consumer looking at a range of gadgets and charge of the upgrading of the network and
probable alternative ways of controlling diVerent marketing of the policy of digital switchover and
bits of signal that come into the house. The fact is what it will mean for individuals; ministers are
that we are in an era in which there is an enormous responsible for the policy itself. We will be working
amount of convergence between diVerent media and with partners and the BBC on the delivery of the
an enormous amount of competition and, as has vulnerable package. I do not think it is about having
happened with other technical developments over one single person in charge of the overall thing. I
the years, an elbowing of many of the competitors think what is important is that for each particular
for the space within that market. I think what we are task it is quite clear who is responsible for it; that
about is trying tomake sure that convergence is dealt there are named individuals managing it. That is
with properly, where it is proper for the public sector exactly what we have and we are very prepared to
to take an interest. For instance, we are arguing very provide you with the evidence on that.
strongly within Europe for the Television Without AlunMichael:Can I endorse that. I think the idea of
Frontiers Directive as that is renewed to take single leadership is fine as a concept, but in fact you
account of convergence and not to be over- yourself in the question referred to the complexity of
regulating one sector and under-regulating another; the issues that have to be dealt with. With the
and then creating the environment in which public creation of Digital UK—which incidentally is
broadcasters and private sector organisations are unique and which people in other countries are
able to provide a service and compete eVectively and taking a great deal of interest in—it allows for the
dynamically. The fourth point really is the support and coordination of activity.We work very
opportunity that comes out of the digital switchover closely together; both of us attend meetings with all
by freeing up spectrum. That creates the possibility the stakeholders, and actually some if the
of the provision within the range of spectrum discussions in those meetings illustrate both the
available for an increase in the availability of high complexity that you speak to and the fact that if you
definition TV and a variety of other uses—some uses have got people talking together and working
that possibly we have not even started to understand together you can get over those. For instance, I
or to anticipate as yet. There is definitely a great deal referred earlier to the retail trade needing to know
of interest in this and work going on within the what the plan is so that they can plan to have the

right produce on the shelves in the right regions ofmarket. The final point is the nature of the
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the country with the timing when there is likely to be you are talking about an aerial being properly
a surge of demand. Many of those individuals who upgraded or not, then I would not go round blaming
currently would need to upgrade their aerials in Alun for that; but if there is an issue about the
order to be able to get digital would benefit from the fundamental design of the policy and the overall
increase in signal when the analogue switchover success of it then that is clearly something that is.
takes place. There are very real benefits in having
that degree of certainty. One point of leadership, if

Q517 Mr Evans: This is such a major project, andthat gives the impression that one individual or one
you mentioned David Elstein earlier on, and youorganisation can do it all, would actually be
read or heard what he had to say about it. Just so wedangerously misleading. EVective partnership and
can get our heads around it, it would be interestingcooperation is the answer to that with very clear
to have a look at that graph you have got there. Welines of communication, which we have between
are only a couple of years oV of the initial switchoverourselves and with the other organisations like
in one area, what percentage of yourworkingweek isOfcom and Digital UK.
roughly revolving around this analogue switch-oV?
AlunMichael: I could not possibly say that. In someQ514 Chairman: You argue that it is diYcult to
ways I find that an odd question because the issue is:assign a role to one single person, but I think there
when are the decisions to be taken; are we properlyis a concern that it appears there is no person who
prepared in asking the right questions as we meethas overall control of this process. Whilst it is
with the various organisations? Certainly if you saidcomplicated, it is actually going to aVect every single
the whole area of media and ICT in terms ofhousehold in the land, and at the end of the day it is
industry, it takes a big chunk of my time; but ofgoing to require political leadership because at the
course that would include telecommunications andmoment is not popular. Who is going to provide the
the whole area of convergence. We have just had apolitical leadership to actually make this happen?
very successful Telecommunications Council inAlun Michael:We will.
December; we had the World Summit onJames Purnell: Obviously secretaries of state will,
Information Society; and the question of thebut at our level on the political side that is our
changeover, the analogue switch-oV, is obviously anresponsibility.
element within all of that and it is a very important
one to get right, but in some ways it is a detail. IQ515 Chairman: So the buck stops on your desks?
would say that I would give as much time as isJames Purnell: Yes, we are responsible for the
necessary to ensure that we are giving the properpolicy.
supervision and support, so that between us we areAlun Michael: I think it is oversimplifying if you are
able to be properly accountable to the secretaries oflooking for one person and you find two then you
state and to Parliament for the whole programme.say, “That’s not one”, of course; but if I may say so
James Purnell: I agree. That is one of the significantyou are asking the wrong question. The question is:
parts of the policy areas I do; and it takes up ais there clarity about who is responsible for what,
significant amount of our time and we are able toand the lines of communication? The answer to that
meet the requirements which are being made of us inis: there is. Indeed, quite a lot of the discussion at the
terms of chairing the individual groups. I attendlast meeting we had at the ministerial group with the
every other meeting with the Consumer Expertstakeholders was very much about clarifying who

was responsible for what so that people could go and Group, for example, which advises us on issues.
get on with the job of making sure that they fulfilled There is a whole range of activities which we are
what they needed to do in order to make the whole involved with which are directly related to
policy work. switchover. It is an important part of our policy.

Q516 Chairman: If it does not work, and if there Q518 Helen Southworth: Could I ask you what youcomes a point when people turn on their television are considering to be aVordable in terms of accesssets and nothing happens, you both resign?
for people to digital switchover?Alun Michael: That is not going to happen!
James Purnell: I think that is a good question.James Purnell: It is right to say that ministers are
DiVerent people take diVerent views on this. Weaccountable for the project overall. It would
have based our view on the research that we havecertainly be helpful if we provided you with a graph
done both in the trials and more general consumerwhich sets out the individual responsibilities, which
research. When this policy first started people werehave the Digital UK Board and the ministerial
looking at set-top boxes of £150 or so; it is now downgroup on the switchover laid out. More interestingly
to £30 or even below in some shops at the moment.perhaps underneath that there are the individual
The research we did showed that aVordability waswork streams. There are nine work streams going
not the main barrier to people taking up digital TV.through, things like communications, consumer
The main issues were: understanding themarket research, consumer liaison, the transmission
technology; and being able to fit it and to use it. Thatnetwork, housing, digital equipment, policy and the
is whywe focussed our package for the vulnerable onvulnerable group. For each of those there are clear
those issues. The take-up for digital TV is very, verylines of accountability and clear people responsible
similar, within 1%–2% for better oV socioeconomicfor all of that. Accountability for things that go

wrong will depend on what you are talking about. If groups and less well oV socioeconomic groups. It
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does not seem to us that the aVordability of set-top vulnerable package will not be just about sending
boxes is going to be the main barrier to this policy people a box and then telling them to get on with it.
succeeding. There will be a helpline, and if they are not able to fit

it and to learn how to use it purely through the
helpline they will get a home visit. That is what weQ519 Helen Southworth:A lot of emphasis has been
have been trialling in Bolton, and the initial figuresput on aVordability of standard equipment. What
we have had, the new figures we have got, show thatmovements have been made in terms of specialist
about one-fifth of people have required a home visitequipment for people with social impairments or
so far, and that is people all over 75. Four-fifths aredisabilities? How are you to manage that in terms of
able to fit the technology themselves with the help ofaVordability?
family and friends or the helpline, and about one-Alun Michael: I think it is an issue in which the
fifth have required actual help where people godisability organisations are taking a great interest.
round and fit the box, look at the aerial and showWe have considered whether in fact the digital tick
them how to use the remote control. The vulnerableought to be made more complex by looking at the

needs of specific groups. We take the view that package will mean not only will those needs of
actually the important thing is that people know that people be directly addressed but they will also get
equipment is suitable for digital use. That is a benefit in terms of extra channels. I think an
complex enough thing to deal and to market, but important point of this policy is that people who are
there is a great deal of interest in this and a isolated, who are older, with disabilities, who live by
considerable amount of discussion in the specialist themselves, for them TV is a really important part of
group looking at those issues. their social life. If you go from having four or five
James Purnell: That is the group I was referring to channels to having the range that DTT oVers or the
which I attend every other meeting of and it is other platforms that is a real benefit and in some
looking in very great detail at that—the issues about cases is a life-changing benefit.
ease of use which is particularly important for
people who are disabled or who are over 75. We are
looking at the issue of audio description for the Q521 Paul Farrelly: The biggest by far in the table
blind. I think we are confident that the set-top boxes which has been provided as part of your evidence on
we will be able to make available through the the cost of switchover to the consumer is the aerial
vulnerable package will be able to include audio installation cost if needed. We have been
descriptions. That will be a bonus for people who particularly concerned on the Committee on the
have got diYculties with their sight. That group potential for aerial cowboys to exploit uncertainty. I
involves people who represent elderly people, blind just wanted to ask you, what considerations havepeople with a range of disabilities, and it is going to you given and how robust do you want Digital UKbe a key part of what we do and I think one of the

to be in encouraging people, firstly, to use onlykey benefits of the policy eventually.
accredited aerial installers, that is quality guidance;
and, secondly, cowboys on the ball may forge the

Q520 Helen Southworth: Is the focus on getting digital tick in going around, so how robust should
aVordability into the general mainstream set-top we be in giving price guidance as well onwhat people
boxes? Because you are going to be looking at can expect to pay and what they should not pay?
aVordability for people, within your evidence you Alun Michael: I think it is worth saying as a
have said that some people might not aVord more background to that when you are referring to aerials
sophisticated products required by their specific that at the moment in the areas where there is
needs, you are looking at treating that completely coverage for digital terrestrial television some 30%
separately, rather than trying to get it into of people have to upgrade their aerial, which is
mainstream aVordability? obviously a cost; whereas after analogue switch-oVAlun Michael: Is that not partly referring to the and the boost of the signal it will be something likequestion of the extent to which there is

3%. That is a very significant saving for the peopleinteroperability between the receiver of the signal
who are involved directly. I think you are right aboutand therefore it is not just a question of the issue of
the importance of people being able to depend on thethe service; rather than the question of the specific
quality of the service that they receive. For thatneeds of groups?
reason we have got a working group on the supplyJames Purnell: I think that is right, but I think it is
chain issues. Like the group that James just referredalso about making sure that the basic entry point,
to, it is focusing very specifically on the question ofwhich is DTT, is suitable for those people. That is
the quality of service to the public. Secondly, wewhat I am saying is our clear commitment. At that
have got the digital installer training scheme in orderbasic entry level point the box will be easy to use for
to make sure that there is a quality of the skills ofpeople over 75 and people with disabilities; they will
people to undertake the work. Clearly the timing ofhave audio description for the blind; and we will
that relates specifically to the timetable region bylook at how we can make it appropriate for people
region. I think you are right, that it is somethingwith other particular needs. When we provide that
which needs to be emphasised and very clear. It isvulnerable package it will help those people with
something we are engaging with, with the industriesthose particular issues and, in particular, address
concerned. I think the response we have had fromthose issues. How easy it is to use the remote control,

for example. How they can fit the technology. The industry is very much that they want to be able to
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give the guarantees of quality. It is an area we will equipment will increase their electricity costs. I do
not think fromwhat I have seen that all of these costscontinue to develop and we move towards the start

of the programme. necessarily have been factored in. Have all of these
costs been considered?James Purnell: That is right. The digital tick

obviously will be applying to those people as well as James Purnell: I think they have. I think the cost
to equipment, and it will be one of the central roles benefit analysis certainly includes aerials; it includes
of Digital UK to market that to the public so they the electricity costs; it also includes an analysis of
know to look for the digital tick. I think the point consumer benefit based on survey work on
you and the Committee have made about the price consumers.We are confident that it has looked at all
points is one which we need to think about. the relevant costs. If we did it again now it would be
Obviously if you give us some recommendations we even more positive than it was then. Some of the
will look at those seriously. points which are made about the cost benefit

analysis are just worth correcting. For example one
of your witnesses talked about the fact we said it wasQ522Mr Sanders: The cost benefit analysis that was
worth £900 and sort of implied it was per year toundertaken by the Government, how central was it
consumers to have these extra channels—actuallyto the case for switchover?
that is the net present value of the extra channelsJames Purnell: I think it is worth saying that we do
over 20 years. Some of the wilder estimates of thebelieve the cost benefit analysis is a robust
costs of this you can only get at by assuming thatconservative piece of work. As Stephen Carter said
every digital TV that has been purchased in theif we did it again now it would be likely to be even
country has been as a result of the announcementmore positive. It assumes, for example, the cost of a
which we made earlier last year, and clearly that isset-top box is going to be £50, and that is already
incorrect. Anybody who bought a digital TV beforeout-of-date. It also assumes a very conservative use
we made our announcement was not caused by anof the released spectrum. It would basically be used
announcement. It is accepted Green Bookjust for television uses. The key thing about the cost
methodology that any sunk costs like that are notbenefit analysis is that it was positive under all
taken into account. Going forward, we have made ascenarios. It has been independently audited.We are
very conservative assumption which is basically allgoing to be publishing that today and we have made
second sets which are upgraded after ourit available to the Committee. We do not want to
announcement are included as a cost, even thoughpretend this is a more theological or scientific
probably quite a lot of those would have beenprocess than it is. The purpose of the cost benefit
upgraded voluntarily.analysis is to check your assumptions and your
Alun Michael: I think there is another point here asthinking; to work through your assumptions, make
well, because you referred to the cost that will besure that they stand up to scrutiny and look at the
there for some people in terms of upgrading theevidence. I think it is an important and useful piece
aerial. The figure I gave earlier was that at theof work which helped to estimate the decision rather
moment 30% have to upgrade an aerial if they are inthan which determined the decision.
an area where they have got digital terrestrialAlun Michael: I think it is fair to say that the
television converge; whereas after the signal boost,memorandum that was submitted before the recess
because the switch-oV means that you can have awas carried out by a team involving the Treasury,
stronger signal, that will be down to 3%. What thatand in line with the Treasury Green Book, but it
eVectively means is that in areas where the service ishas also been subject, as James indicated, to
available at the moment people can either choose toindependent academic examination and audit that
wait for the date of switch-oV or 27% of them arehas been undertaken by Professor Andrew Chesher
going to have to pay for having the aerial upgraded.from University College London. I suppose you can
So there is a cost in not switching oV as well a costdebate the values for the assumptions in the central
to the consumer in the switch-oV of analogue. All ofcase but, again as James said, conservative
the factors obviously have to be taken into accountassumptions have been made, so in many ways it is
in reaching conclusions on what the policy shoulda worse case scenario. In terms of the advantages to
be.the public of the switchover those are very clear and

major, so it does not just depend on the arithmetic
within the cost benefit analysis. Q524 Mr Sanders: In terms of how this cost benefit

analysis works in relation to the economy, are the
benefits not partly generated as a result of peopleQ523 Mr Sanders: The amount of money to access
being compelled to buy equipment for their TVs;digital television for the box, £25–£30, is widely
rather than any actual real economic value? Is thatquoted, but there does not seem to be any
not an artificial cost benefit?appreciation of some of the other costs. For
Alun Michael: I think to refer to it as compulsion isexample, to use that box you are going to need a
artificial. The situation at the moment is that youScart lead. A Scart lead can cost between £10–£15.
have the developments into the late 60s of aIt might not sound a lot to you or me but that could
percentage of people choosing to have digitalactually be a significant problem to somebody on a
television for at least one of their sets in a household.fixed income, even if they have got a free or subsided
That is voluntary because people are assuming, asbox. The costs of having a new aerial, if necessary,
indeed I have done and many people in this roomor testing the existing aerial, there are the on-costs of

having gone digital. An extra piece of electrical probably have, to have the increased number of
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channels and the quality that follows that. The point then limits the use of spectrum; it limits the signal
that can be used for digital and, therefore, limits theis that “no change” is not an option—there are costs

involved in any decision, costs for consumers. I have population that is going to be able to benefit from it;
whereas the outcome of this will be that at least thejust indicated the one in terms of the burden of

upgrading aerials, because it is not possible to 98.5% of people who receive adequate service now
will receive the digital service.upgrade the signal until there is analogue switch-oV.

That is a cost; that is a burden. I think it is a question
of making a balanced assessment, and making sure

Q526 Paul Farrelly: With respect to costs, we havethat we move forward. I referred at the beginning to
heard evidence on two counts particularly—therethe fact that we have a very well developed market,
have been the marginal costs of going to 95% whichof a variety of diVerent means of which digital
is actually not significant, rather than 94 or 90 asterrestrial television is only one element. I think
they have got in Germany; and, secondly, if you ranthere is a graph (which if the Committee has not had
the costs on the basis of a satellite model that wouldit may be illuminating for you to have) showing the
not necessarily come out more favourably. Clearlydevelopment of growth; which shows pay digital and
over the period, since these analyses and audits havedigital terrestrial as the two major growth areas and
been done of the cost benefits, Freesat has emergedthe areas that now dominate as a result of choice;
more strongly. Have your Departments done a side-because this is in advance of anything of this sort.
by-side analysis of a Freesat model and compared itWhat we are doing is sensibly reflecting the technical
with the digital terrestrial model that we are nowdevelopments and the choices that people are
looking at?making and saying: how do we give certainty to
James Purnell: Obviously we have that alreadypeople for the long-term future, while protecting the
today with the Freesat from Sky; and the costs ofvulnerable in the way James has referred to but
any Freesat oVer from the BBC, ITV and the otherscreating certainty, which does two things? It enables
would not be much diVerent from that. Satellite,individuals, the consumer, to plan, but it also
whether free or pay, broadband, cable, wireless,enables industry to plan and, therefore, to be able to
other technologies will provide a very importantbemore competitive in providing the equipment and
part of this. For people who want to pay for thosethe services that people need.
extra services that will be a very important part of itJames Purnell:The only other thing I would just add
for them. At the beginning of this inquiry there wasto that briefly is that the cost of people who are
a perception that it would be cheaper just to do thecompelled are included as a cost. Where people are
last 10% or 20% through satellite. I think thefacing costs imposed on them by the Government
evidence you had from Arqiva showed that was notthat is subtracted from the benefits and not added to
the case. Typically the cost for even the smallestthe benefits. For example, as I mentioned, all those
relay station was around £150 and that compares tosecond sets are counted as a cost in the cost benefit
the cost of fitting each satellite of about £150. It is theanalysis.
most economically eYcient way of doing it through
DTT. It is also very important for the policy overall
which is, if we were saying, “We’re switching oVQ525 Mr Sanders: Finally, on the cost savings for

broadcasters for not transmitting both analogue and your signal and in some places you’re going to be
able to get DTT but in other places you’re not”, itdigital, have you considered any way that they could

actually be passed on to the consumer, perhaps in will be a very, very diYcult message for Digital UK
to communicate. I think it is important that we gothe form of a reduced TV licence or in some other

way? for 98.5% through DTT.
AlunMichael: I think you are right to concentrate onJames Purnell: This is something we are looking at

in the licence fee negotiations. I think we work the cost and the challenge of the final percentage,
whichever percentage you are looking at. In trying toslightly the other way roundwhich is, if there are any

increases or reductions in costs the BBCneed to look deal with the 1.5%, which is what we are looking at
at the moment, Ofcom has commissioned someat that in deciding the future level of the licence fee.

That is exactly what they put in their proposals to us, research on this at the present time. I think it is one
of those issues where it is quite diYcult to keep upand we are looking at that through independent

consultants and will make decisions in due course. with the changes that are developing. I point to the
example that we had in broadband where in aAlun Michael: The licence is a matter for James, but
previous role I was very involved in this withI would put it another way round, which is: if you
colleagues at DTI on the question of broadbandwere to insist on the continuation of analogue as well
delivery in rural areas. What we found was, onceas digital you would be putting a burden on

broadcasters and industry—a duplication in terms there was a certainty about what was going to
happen in terms of main provision, all of a suddenof the services which, at the end of the day, the

consumer would have to pay for. The choice would you are small providers, you had technical
innovation, you had a variety of organisationsbe whether it was paid for directly or through

taxation. At the end of the day, the burden has to be coming up with new ideas; BT itself changing its
approach. Therefore, the greater certainty we canpaid for some way, so the continuation of analogue

really requires the answer to the question: who is give about the 98.5% the more likely it is that there
will be a market response that would help towardsgoing to pay for that continuation when it is clearly

not a productive or sensible use of the finances that meeting the provision in relation to the 1.5%, which
of course then is goingmuch further than the currentare necessary in order to provide it? Also because it
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availability of analogue. It is also the case of course Alun Michael: I think it is also worth pointing out,
that some of this depends on the nature of the you suggested that the benefits are vaguer and the
international agreement which is the subject of costs are settled. Actually that is not the case,
debate during the summer months this year, because the reducing price of equipment, including
although a lot of preparatory work has already been the set-top box, changes over time. The other thing
done. Therefore, it is going to be possible to be a lot that changes over time is that as the audience
more certain about how easy it is to deal with the increases the service that is provided goes up, and the
edges—things like strength of signal and so on— certaintywe are providing to broadcasters is likely to
within the course of the next few months. influence theway inwhich they undertake their work

and, therefore, the value of what the consumer gets
on both sides of the equation. They are estimatesQ527 Chairman: Can I just come back to the cost
based on a methodology that is quite clear. It is notbenefit analysis. The costs are very clear—they are
the same as a pound in your pocket, but it is a veryconcrete expenditure on boxes, aerials and masts;
carefully worked out attempt to quantify the costsbut the benefits, a large part of them, you calculate

as being imputed consumer benefit from compulsory and the benefits. I agree with James, I think it is
migration. That seems to me to be the value to absolutely clear that the benefits greatly outweigh
households of getting extra channels which they the costs.
could get now but have chosen so far not to get? James Purnell: Like any assumptions done by
JamesPurnell:Yes, the net eVect of those two things. economists, sometimes they can look odd to the rest
So there is the cost for people who will be moving of us; but it is quite clear that people who do not
who do not have to move. As I have said to Adrian want to switch at the moment are not saying they
Sanders, we have been very conservative in that value the service at nothing; they are saying they
assumption. We are assuming that everybody from value it less than the cost of the service.What you are
now on who upgrades a second or third set is being trying to do in the cost benefit analysis is work out
forced to do so in a compulsory way. So that cost is how much they do value it at. Is it £10 a year, £20 a
estimated. Then we look at the benefit to people year, or whatever. Then you put that in as a benefit
having those channels. I think the point you are and then the cost of them being forced to switch is
getting at there is that the cost benefit analysis does put in as a cost.
impute some benefit to people who got those
channels after they got them, even if they had been

Q530 Chairman: There are plenty of people whoforced to make that transition. I can see why that
have said to us, and I have no doubt have said towould appear slightly odd, but it is surely right. If
you, that actually they put zero value on gettingsomeone is forced to make the change, you look at
extra channels. Indeed they have expressed to us thatthe cost to them of doing so—so buying the set and

whatever—but then there is a benefit to them in they positively do not want extra channels. Yet your
terms of watching the channels. As our pilot analysis essentially is saying, “You may think that
in Ferryside showed, people were extremely but actually once you get it you will find it’s going to
enthusiastic after getting digital, even many people be very valuable”?
who had said they did not want to have the set in the James Purnell:No, we are not saying that everybody
first place. It is just the accepted way of doing it in who values these services at nothing values them at
terms of Green Book methodology and I think it is something. We are saying that within those people
quite clearly the appropriate way of doing it. who are refusing to switch, some of them value it at

absolutely nothing; some people would value it at
Q528Chairman:Toput amonetary value on the fact something, so they will watch the channels after they
that somebody who previously had never expressed get them even though they have had to also shell out
a desire to have extra channels but now can get BBC for a set-top box; and that is exactly the right way of
Three, BBC Four and ITV 2, 3 and 4 and say, “That doing it. That is clearly the right economic way.
is worth so many pounds”, is that not an entirely Alun Michael: If I could illustrate it from a personal
notional, artificial construct? perspective—I think I would have been amongst
James Purnell: No, you look at the cost of them those who did not see the value of having extra
doing so and you put that in the model and you look access until having a digital box and then being able
at any benefit from them looking at the channels. to access BBCThree and see the excellent analysis of

that excellent Dr Who series produced in CardiV,
Q529 Chairman: How can you say that benefit is which gave a tremendous opportunity and one I
worth so many pounds to them? took advantage of. If you ask me after the event: do
James Purnell: You do consumer research, which is I place value on having installed the digital box; the
exactly what we did and we are publishing that answer is, “Yes, I do now”. I think the analysis is
today; and then you get independent people, meant to reflect that sort of excitement, which I
professors, to look at the assumptions you have commend to members of the Committee.
made, and we are publishing that today and they
have said that methodology is entirely appropriate.

Q531 Mr Evans: Are you watching any otherEven if we took that out, which would be wrong to
channel now, Alun?do, but even if we did it is pretty clear that the cost
Alun Michael: No, that is the only one I havebenefit analysis would still be very significantly

positive. managed to make time for!
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Q532 Paul Farrelly: Put in plain language so I can into temptation and that gave the press the chance to
understand it, it is like me going back to school and really target him. So that is one good lesson. The
saying, “Iwill not eatmy greens”, but of course when main lesson to learn from that was that the big
forced to eat my greens there is a benefit that accrues mistake (apart fromnot doing it at all) was that there
to me from doing it. should have been two chief executives instead of one.
Alun Michael: You might even start to enjoy your The first one did a great job delivering the structure
greens! and the services, but she was also in charge of the

content which was a mistake—not that maybe she
could not have done it but her main aim was toQ533 Mr Sanders: There is another way of looking
deliver because there were lots of problems overat this. If BBC Radio 3 was taken away from you,
transport, so she was focused on that delivery. Therewould you then be prepared to pay for it?
should have been a chief executive also from theAlun Michael: I think that is a very good question.
beginning who concentrated on the content of theProbably the answer is, yes. That is purely a personal
Dome. In a way this is what is worrying me slightly.response as a consumer.
I was very impressed by the people we have listened
to who have got various responsibilities, but I haveQ534 Mr Sanders: You can also aVord to pay for it.
a concern that somebody should be identified who isAlun Michael:Many of us, if you go over the years
really looking at how to convince people to switchwhen BBC 2 started, when ITV started, might not in
over beforewe get there. It is a great product, and theadvance have placed a value on it, but will have
market itself is doing its best to sell products; but Iplaced a value on it subsequently.
still have not seen evidence of how we are trying to
get to people who do not know the benefits of it;Q535 Mr Sanders: You did not pay for those, did
somebody who is marketing the product as ayou? You did not have to shell out anything.
representative of Digital UK or whatever. I haveAlun Michael: No, indeed, but you put value on
asked these questions and had answers. It has beenthings even if you do not have to pay for them,
mentioned already today so we must have somesurely? The question in the cost benefit analysis is:
concern about that. Are we doing absolutelyhow do you reflect that value in someway? As James
everything to convince people to switch over early,has said, because it is trying to analyse the economic
which would reduce any cost at the end and reducebenefits, the costs and the benefits, it has to have a
the number of sets that do not work when themethodology in order to do that in respect of things
switchover happens? Have you thought about that?you are not paying for. Yes, there is a sense in which
Are you satisfied there is somebody focussing onit is artificial but it is surely commonsense to try to
that particularly?do that.
Alun Michael: Can I say, I think the biggestJames Purnell: We will publish the research which
diVerence between digital switchover—and perhapsthis is based on today. In very simple terms, you look
almost that term is misleading; what we are talkingat the benefit which people have from asking how
about is analogue switch-oV—with the Dome youmuch they value their services. For some people it
had a target for it to be ready, for the doors to openwill be nothing; for other people it will be less than
and for what was available to be there for the public.the cost of the service; all of those people, the non-
This is a quite diVerent project. This is aboutvoluntary switchers; then you look at the costs and
drawing a line under a period of duplication and theyou deduct one from the other. Just to serve these
end of a period of transition done region by region,purposes, even if we took out the people who are
because that is the way to get it tidy and to givebeing compelled to switch, if we did the analysis
certainty for both the consumers and the market,again today I am sure that it would stand up.
and certainty to the broadcasters as well as to who is
going to be able to have access to their channels. ItQ536 Alan Keen: I can remember how much the
is also about making sure that the UK remains aability of people to watch the parliamentary
leading country in terms of media and ICT morechannel, including recording this on a Sunday night,
generally. I would stress a point that I made earliermade to the total valuation of it! I have not quite
on that, in order for switchover or analogue switch-been able to bring myself to watch it yet!
oV to take place in a region everything has to be inAlun Michael: I think that would come in the same
place, not just on the day when that takes place butcategory as Dr Who—they do not know what they
well in advance, so that there is a period in whichare missing until they start watching!
people know that it is on the first of whatever the
month is that that is going to take place; and postQ537 Alan Keen: As we have gone through the
that date, if they have prepared for it, they will beinquirywe tend to formopinions, obviously—I hope
able to get the service that is promised in the newwe do anyway. I am sure you will not mind if I make
arrangement; and the certainty that they need toa couple of observations and then stick a question on
plan by that date. Obviously everything built in, inthe end. One of the most interesting series of
terms of support for the vulnerable as well asinquiries that we did on this Committee before the
information for the public generally, is extremelyturn of the century was the Dome. There were two
important. I just underline one thing, which is thatlessons we learnt from that. The first one, which is
we ought to be trying to get across the degree ofjust for your benefit and is not very important, is that
certainty in the information, particularly as wethere was a minister then who identified himself

much too closely with the possible benefits; he fell approach the relevant date region by region. James
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referred earlier to the fact that there is a freephone James Purnell: I think that is right, yes, and we are
going to look at that as part of the licence feenumber for dealing with information needed by the

vulnerable groups—which incidentally is 0800 519 negotiations. At themoment there is about a quarter
of the country that is not receiving the BBC’s extra2021—but there is also a general helpline number,

which is a local rate number for anyone wherever channels even though they are paying for them
through the licence fee and by using some of theyou are in the country—which is 0845 6505050. Yes,

it is very important indeed that we make sure people licence fee tomake people able to get those channels,
that will be helping them from the point of view ofknowwhat is happening; but, unlike the project that

youmade the comparison to, this is about the ending equity, and will also be helping people who are over
75, people with severe disabilities and people onof a duality rather than about something new.
income benefits to get access to digital TV. I think
both those things are a progressive use of the licence

Q538 Alan Keen:Maybe I have not clarified what I fee. They fit in very well with the BBC’s purpose in
meant to get over properly. People are concentrating terms of building a digital Britain and I think you are
on the switch-oV and that is where the big danger right, it will help to address some of those issues.
comes for everybody, all of us? Alun Michael: I think there is an issue in promoting
Alun Michael: No, I am sorry, we are not people to switch over to digital too far in advance in
concentrating on the switch-oV. We are the sense that what we do know is that at the point
concentrating on preparing the ground so that there where you have the analogue switch-oV you can
is not a great flurry of worry at a point when there is increase the signal and at that point the 27% that I
switchover. That has to be well before the date of the referred to earlier who would otherwise have to
switch-oV. upgrade their aerials will not have to upgrade their

aerials and therefore will not have that cost. What
we are trying to create is an understanding of theQ539 Alan Keen: Yes, I understand that. The point
advantages of digital and the fact that people willI am making is that the danger point is when the
have those advantages more easily accessible afterswitch-oV comes. There is a switch-on and a switch-
the date of analogue switch-oV, and really it is theoV in a limited period of time. The point I am
promotion by broadcasters and by the industrymaking is, there would be much less danger if there
of the advantages of digital rather than thewere 100,000 people who had not switched over to
Government as big brother saying “we want you todigital rather than if there were half a million people
go in advance of the date”.who had not switched over to digital when that

switch-oV comes. In addition to themarket itself and
the selling of sets and the people who make money Q541 Alan Keen:On the same theme really, another
from selling the sets, is there anyone who is actually concern I have got is that where we are going to have
concentrating on telling people what a great product the most problems will be in blocks of flats in cities
it is and to switch over now and do not wait for Sky rather than people living in houses. Certainly up to
or the BBC to convince you, it is a good product. I this point—and I think cable companies have had
would like to see one person with that responsibility, their own financial diYculties—they could be doing
to reduce the number of people left at the switch-oV. more to make sure that blocks of flats are equipped
James Purnell: I think that is a very good point. I for digital TV. Most of them are just analogue and
think your point about the Dome precedent does they will need somemoney spent on them to upgrade
actually show the idea of having one person trying to their systems. I think if that is left too long it is going
do everything actually is not necessarily the right to cause more problems. Have you got plans to
way forward. Marketing is a key responsibility of hurry these people along?
Digital UK. The first work stream is on James Purnell:That is the important point and again
communications and the identified person for that is if the Committee made recommendations on that we
Beth Thoren. There is going to be a very ambitious would look at them seriously, but also the cable
marketing programme. I think Ford Ennals said it industry would be right to look at this seriously.
was not less than £100 million for this project. A key Alun Michael: It is also the case, is it not, that some
part of that will be doing exactly what Alan said, flat dwellers who are in a digital transmission area at
which is laying the ground so people know that they the moment and cannot receive a signal may well be
need to switch over and exactly how to do so. I think able to once the signal is boosted? So that does have
your point is absolutely right. implications for flatted accommodation as well.

Q542 Alan Keen: Finally, Chairman, I have beenQ540 Alan Keen: Critics of the BBC licence fee use
the fact that it is a regressive tax and that people who giving support to Paul Farrelly’s concerns about

aerial companies and I can give a report of my ownhave lots of money pay the same as people who have
not got much money. Is this a good opportunity, situation. I have got two separate Sky sets where I

live but also I have got a Freeview box, and this is theespecially with the review of the licence fee, to put
some of the onus on the BBC out of the licence fee final solution to it. Paul, you are absolutely right, the

first company, whom I was recommended by theto help fund the less well-oV people who are less
able, as Alun has highlighted, and to give the supplier of the TV equipment, wanted nearly £300

for doing this and in the end I got it done for just overresponsibility to the BBC to use some of this licence
fee for this? Should that be taken account of in the £100. It was very, very simple and straightforward

but the first company really made a meal of it. Paulreview of the licence fee?
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has been absolutely right to keep pushing this. I between the regulators in diVerent countries in
whichOfcom is involved, as a part ofmaking surewewould be very happy if you would say that you will

review your policy. do learn those lessons.
James Purnell: Yes.
Chairman: We may have a separate section of our Q547 Paul Farrelly: I think we have asked for some
report eventually on the individual consumer evidence from our support staV in Italy which is the
experience! next country in line. I do not know what period they
Paul Farrelly: I am very glad we have got a have asked for but Barry Cox, the Chairman of
conclusion to that because we were left on Digital UK, did come here and say that the DCMS
tenterhooks before Christmas because on the first would have liked the period to have been longer.
appointment the installer said to Alan, “You have What period would you have liked ideally?
got an awfully big chimney there, sir.” You have still James Purnell: I think this is just part of ordinary
got your chimney in place, Alan? discussions and diVerent numbers being kicked
Alan Keen: Yes. around and that is something which is kept under

review. I think from memory we were discussing
Q543 Paul Farrelly: And the tree is okay, it has not with them whether a six-week period was
had to come down? Fantastic, so we are no longer on appropriate. Again it depends on what type of area
tenterhooks. you are looking at. In placeswhich are very rural and
AlunMichael: It is a very touchy-feely Committee, is spread out where it is further for people to get to the
it not! shops there may be a case for a longer time period

compared with places where there are lots of people
in a town centre. This is not something where we areQ544 Paul Farrelly:One of the biggest issues that we
theologically tied to any particular date but is to behave also concentrated on, principally for self-
based on our research and based on the pilots,preservation because if things go wrong it is our
obviously including the Bolton pilot.postbags and then your postbags times 600 plus that

feel the eVects, is the transition period between
switching oV BBC Two and then the loss of the Q548 Paul Farrelly: So there is a possibility in the
whole analogue signal. In Germany the regulators Border region if one month is not long enough,
were very pleased with the way it has gone in Berlin because that is a small area with a population of
and they had six months and there were not riots in guinea pigs in a sense, there is the possibility that this
the streets. The broadcasters, on the other hand, if might be fine-tuned to increase the period?
they had their time again, would have opted for a AlunMichael:And even well before then, the Bolton
much shorter time, mainly it seemed because of the trial and our other research. I just want to pick up
costs that they were having to bear on dual the phrase of “guinea pigs”. I think it is also worth
transmission so it was six months in Germany and looking at it from the point of view that these are
one month here; is one month long enough? pioneers. If you talk to MPs and to people in those
James Purnell: That is obviously something that regions which have had severe deindustrialisation
Digital UK and the broadcasters and the experts, this is a real economic opportunity for them.We are
who are the people who provide key advice on this, planning to have a seminar soon with the industry
keep under review and it is perfectly possible for us and with experts to see how Border can exploit that
to look at longer periods in some areas and shorter opportunity. The alternative would be for them to
periods in others. As you say, there are diVerent go last. We are getting more people now starting to
views on this but the danger of going for too long a complain about those regions that are going last as
period is that people then do not have a suYcient to why are they not going to be able to have access
sense of urgency and you end up with a rush at the to this in the same timetable as earlier people.
end of the six-month period. That is clearly an
operational issue which Digital UK will want to Q549 Paul Farrelly: Minister, I stand politically
keep under review. corrected. I will use the term “pioneers” from now

on! So there will be contingency plans in place with
Q545 Paul Farrelly: I do not want to be unkind to diVering periods should it turn out to be too short
the BBC but if BBCTwo is switched oV some people and too broadcaster-driven as a one-month period?
might not notice! AlunMichael:Yes, I think the whole point is that we
James Purnell: I think that is where the Digital UK want to give maximum certainty so we do not want
campaign is— to say we have not got a clue about the timescale

because we think that the timescales that have been
talked about have taken account of industry needsQ546 Paul Farrelly:—Alun, you wanted to say

something. and broadcasters’ needs and consumers’ needs, but
we recognise that it is not an exact science, that thereAlunMichael: Just the point that there was no digital

terrestrial television at all in Germany so they were are a lot of complex issues and therefore we remain
willing to learn both from the pilots and, in terms ofstarting from a nil base whereas we have got quite

extensive coverage already. I think whereas you the later regions, from the earlier regions. That may
well confirm that all the discussion has beenwould be absolutely right to suggest that we look at

experiences from elsewhere and learn from them, worthwhile and that we have got it right or it may
mean that we have got some fine-tuning. As Jamesthey may not be directly comparable, and of course

there is a lot of discussion going on particularly says, we are keeping an open mind.
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Q550 Paul Farrelly: The perception of a broadcaster Q555 Mr Hall: Sure, but the consumer really does
not have any choice at all because it is compulsory.interest in having as short a period as possible also
If they do not buy a set-top box and we get to switch-raises the issue as to whether Digital UK is too
over where is the choice? This is compulsion ratherbroadcaster-dominated. What would you say to
than choice.that?
Alun Michael: No, there is a variety of diVerentJames Purnell: I think it is not appropriate to say
choices for the consumers. They can go to digitalthat. If anything, if there are any tensions or
cable, in many cases there is pay digital.diYculties the broadcasters are accountable through

their licences, so for the commercial broadcasters to
Ofcom, for the BBC to Ministers. The Digital UK Q556 Mr Hall: But they will have no choice about
Board also includes representatives of the supply change because they will not be able to just rely on
chains, the transmission networks, and the working terrestrial television because that is going to be
groups include a wide range of stakeholders, switched oV.
everything from housing to groups representing Alun Michael: They will not be able to continue on
the disabled, consumers, the whole range of analogue, no, but in fact a larger number of people
stakeholders are represented. will receive a high-quality service.

Q551 Mr Hall: James, is it fair to say that when the Q557 Mr Hall: I am not disputing that.
policy was first devised for analogue switchover that James Purnell:That is exactly right. A quarter of the
it was consumer-driven? country at the moment cannot get digital terrestrial
James Purnell: It was—? and they are being prevented from getting, for many

of them, the service which they would prefer. The
other point, just to go back to what David ElsteinQ552 Mr Hall: It was consumer-driven. The clients and others said, switchover will happen at somewere the people that the Government had in mind in point and the question is therefore how we help

providing a better service for? people, including those who are more vulnerable, to
James Purnell: I think it is both industry and make the switch and giving help to up to five million
consumer-driven. people I think is the right way of answering that

concern.We could say that some of this is diYcult so
we should not do it, but what we would beQ553 Mr Hall: Because there is a view that there is
consigning people to would be to be bundled oV thea switchover in government policy from being
analogue signal in five or 10 years’ time without theconsumer-driven to industry-driven. Is that a fair
proper preparation. I think that would be a realcriticism?
dereliction of duty.James Purnell: I do not think so. I do not know on

what basis that is said.
Q558MrHall: Is it fair to say that the policy is being
guided by the cheapest option?Q554 Mr Hall: There is not going to be a consumer
James Purnell: I think that is a good point. Clearlyswitch-oV and an industry switch-on?
one of the bedrocks of the policy is making sure thatJames Purnell: No, I do not think so. There has people have available to them the most basicalways been a clear industry lobby for this policy. cheapest option in their area and for a large part of

Consumer groups have also been involved all the the country that would be DTT. It is also something
way through. The response of consumer groups is which has got a plug in and play which is easy for
not that this should not happen at all. If there is a people to fit. However, we are not doing that at the
criticism it is that a package for the vulnerable exclusion of the other services. There is a technology
should be more extensive rather than less. So I think neutral/platform neutral policy which will give
the consumer and industry go very much hand-in- people advice on all of the technologies available to
hand. them. In those areas where DTT is not the cheapest
Alun Michael: I think as well what we have is a option then we will make the cheapest option there
better understanding of the mutual interests of available to them (probably satellite) so in those
broadcasters and consumers and a variety of places where people cannot get access to DTT our
diVerent industries. I would commend a look at the package for the vulnerable will enable people to get
graph that I referred to earlier which was supplied to access to satellite TV, or if there is another
theCommittee becausewhat that shows is that if you technology that has come about by then which is the
go back to 2000 the figures were quite diVerent to cheapest we will go for that one. Even within that if
what they are now. The growth of digital terrestrial people want to opt for a more sophisticated
has been enormous over that period of time, so that technology thanwhatever the cheapest one is in their
is many people taking decisions based on choice well area, we will give them the ability to do that, so if
in advance of any question of analogue switch-oV. there is somebody in your constituencywho is 78 but
So I think that we can be a bit more confident about wants to get access to satellite or broadband TV
the choice that consumers are making and the way service we will give them the equivalent monetary
in which this policy will meet the increasing value of whatever the cheapest would have been,
requirements of consumers than perhaps would be probably DTT, and they can put that towards the

cost of buying the more sophisticated system.suggested by the question.
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Q559 Mr Hall: So what people are describing as Q564Mr Hall:You have dealt with that previously,
have you not?“economically weak” households where they will get

some government support, they can use that to Alun Michael: I think what you illustrate is that
platform neutrality is not easy because it is not just ainvest in a more expensive approach?

James Purnell: Yes. question of ticking the same boxes for each platform
because diVerent considerations apply and, as you
rightly suggest, Sky have raised the issue, althoughQ560MrHall:Am I right in understanding, though,
there has been a bit of a dearth of factualthat with the interactivity that is going to come with
information to back up their—digital—and certainly with the top end of themarket

there is going to be a fantastic amount of
interactivity available—with a basic set-top box it is Q565 Mr Hall: They provided us with a very, very
not going to be available? illustrative photograph.
James Purnell: There will be a range of choices for Alun Michael: An illustrative photograph is a
people and our role is not to pick a technology and diVerent thing from factual evidence.
say to them which one they should choose; our role
is to give them a range of options. Even when DTT Q566 Mr Hall: I think it was pretty factual. We saw
it looks like there is going to be a part of BT working all these aerials and no satellite dishes.
on a system combining a DTT box with, I think, a Alun Michael:—Which we have not had despite
broadband link. It is important for people who just having asked for them. The point that we aremaking
want to upgrade, say, their secondary or third TV by is that we want each of the available platforms to be
putting on a set-top box they should be able to do so successful and we have an approach here which is
without having to pay a subscription for the not intended in any way to disadvantage any
cheapest option in their area. That is what the policy platform. It is to deal with the duplication that is
delivers. If they want to get something more inevitable if we have both analogue and digital and
sophisticated there is nothing in the policy that stops to avoid paying the price in the constraint on
them from doing that. spectrum that arises if we continue that duplication,

as well as the costs to broadcasters and all the rest of
Q561 Mr Hall: On this concept of platform it. It is actually the opportunity cost to the public
neutrality, that is just a concept because it does not and to the country that is part of the importance of
exist, does it? We have had evidence from BSkyB giving certainty.
that there is certainly a bias against satellite dishes as
opposed to TV aerials. We have got the notion of e- Q567 Chairman: Just following that up, you have
government access and then the BBC’s role in all of said that consumers will have a choice but the driver
this. They are getting money from the licence fee to behind switching oV now, you have said, is also to
participate in this so there is no real platform extend DTT coverage to the entire population. Is
neutrality, is there? there not an argument that actually DTT itself is a
James Purnell:There is. There is a clear commitment short-term technology and will become obsolete in
to platform neutrality and we have invited Sky to be due course as it oVers limited interactivity because,
fully involved in the process. They are part of the for instance, it operates on MPEG2 which is being
communication— phased out and is likely to be replaced by MPEG4,

and therefore we seem to be going through an awful
Q562 Mr Hall: There are the planning laws— lot of pain in order to encourage people to take up a
James Purnell: Let me just answer. The planning technology which is not going to oVer them a full
laws are a matter for the ODPM and they have range of services which they are likely to need in 10
recently been deregulated to make it easier for years’ time.
people to put up satellite dishes. James Purnell: I can see the concern there and I hope

I can address it. There is nothing in our plans here
which stops people from going towards HDTV andQ563 Mr Hall: It is still not a level playing field.

James Purnell: It is a matter for the ODPM. There MPEG4. That transmission, if it is what the market
wants, can happen to broadcasters on the one handhas been a clear move in the direction of helping

them. What I have just said shows that it will be upgrading their transmission networks and then
people buying high definition TVs. To anybody whotechnology neutral. Sky recognise this and Sky have

said Digital UK’s promotions are platform neutral. wants to buy a high definition TV and eventually do
it through DTT the main cost will not be the set-topIf there are any concerns at the BBC then that is

again something which the Governors would need box, the cost will be or the £1,000 plus the £1,500
cost of getting a high definition TV, so havingto look at. If those concerns are not being

demonstrated to be being looked at seriously that is bought a £30 set-top box will not be a very
significant cost compared to having done that. Thesomething we can look at through the Charter

review process because platform neutrality is an migration to MPEG4, if that is what the market
wants, can happen through this policy. I think thatabsolutely vital part of the marketing of this

technology. As I say, we will enable people to get underlines a really important point here which is
what we are doing is enabling the market towhatever technology is appropriate. It would not be

appropriate to say, “If you want a satellite dish we function. We are making sure that in 98.5% of the
country people have got the choice of DTT or thewill give you 150 quid and if you want DTT we will

give you— choice of whatever other technologies are there. If
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we were starting from scratch and there were no This is going to be a very significant undertaking in
terms of expenditure for, as I say, up to five millionanalogue that is exactly what would happen. Some

people would choose DTT, some people would people and we decided that the right way to focus it
was on what our research showed was the clearchoose broadband, some people would choose

satellite or cable. Therefore what we are doing is barrier to take-up of digital, which was people’s
ability to fit the technology with theirbringing back the market solution, in the same way

if there was a pure market solution, analogue would understanding, and that is why we focused it at the
people who are most likely to have those problems,be switched oV because people would give up the

spectrum because they would be having to pay for people with severe disabilities and people over 75.
the cost of doing so. What we are doing here is
allowing people to choose betweenDTTorwhatever Q570 Helen Southworth: What assessments have
technology they want to use. you made of the number of people who would
Alun Michael: I think there is also the point to be benefit fromwhat you call in your evidence the more
made that the provision of services through high “sophisticated” products to help them overcome
definition television may well be one of the things sensory impairments or disabilities?
that develops through the use of the spectrum that is James Purnell: I can write to the Committee with
freed up as a result of the analogue switch-oV. So it further details on that. That is clearly a key part of
actually will enable more choice to be oVered and what we discussed with the Consumer Expert
developed in the way that you suggest will be Group. I do not want to repeat what I was saying
desirable. earlier about audio-description and making sure

that set-top boxes are easily useable and the remote
controls are easily useable and the on-screen guidesQ568 Chairman: But could you not argue that
are useable. That is the meat and drink of theactually the pace of change is such that there might
consumer liaison work stream of the programme.have been a case for saying that the future probably

lies with IPTV, and HDTV from satellite and
therefore one could allow the analogue transmission Q571 Helen Southworth: But presumably there is a
to continue for a bit and then switch oV and release diVerence in numbers between those people who
the spectrum for entirely diVerent purposes? could benefit from improved technologies and who
Alun Michael: It does not necessarily apply because could get an enhanced experience so they could get
there are some elements for which high definition a benefit that was of value to them and a significant
television is not appropriate, for example for some value to them because of digital technologies and the
things that developers use for news and so on, specific groups of people who meet your eligibility
whereas you may well have channels that come criteria for vulnerable groups, which appear to be
through release of the spectrum which would allow very income dependent as well so there are two
concentration for those people who want that criteria that you have to meet.
service within a channel taken for instance from James Purnell: Everybody in those groups benefits.
several BBC channels, which might be one sort of It is just people who are not on income support
possibility. So I do not think that the way in which benefits will have a to pay a nominal charge but it
the technology works leads to the conclusion that will still be a subsidised charge.
you suggest. It suggests to me that the analogue
switch-oV actually increases the options for Q572 Helen Southworth: What I am trying to find
broadcasters, increases the capacity of being able to out is what assessment has been made of the people
respond if people do want to go down the high who are not necessarily in receipt of disability living
definition route without the basic principle which allowance or attendance allowance or who are not
James set out right at the beginning of having free registered blind but who have an impairment or
access universally available. disability of some type which means that their
James Purnell: If IPTV or another technology takes experience could be enhanced by this opportunity
over and accelerates, that makes the case for switch- for new technology. I would like to know how those
oV even more compelling and all we are doing is two groups overlap and what work is being done to
giving people the choice of which technology to use. support those people who do not perhaps come
Typically an early adopter who would be interested within the group of people who will be eligible for
in IPTV may well want to have digital terrestrial for support in terms of work within the industry to
their secondary or third sets and they would use ensure that they can access these developments. You
IPTV for their primary set so what we are doing is described it as: “Through the procurement process,
allowing the market to take its course. it will be possible to ensure that the equipment is

produced to specifications which make it most
relevant to these consumers (eg audio-description,Q569Helen Southworth:How did you determine the

eligibility criteria for vulnerable groups? good subtitles display, user-friendly remote
control).” There is a larger group perhaps than theJames Purnell: We looked at a whole range of

evidence, including obviously the Ferryside and ones that you are specifically going to be giving
assistance to. I am also interested to know who isLlansteVan trials. We also took evidence from the

Consumer Panel and the Ofcom Consumer Expert going to be looking after the interests of that group
and working with the industry to force costs downGroup talked to a wide range of people and we

follow, I would say, most of that advice. In the end for that group and look at the breadth of
opportunities?you have to make a decision with scarce resources.
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James Purnell: Obviously the central part of the answer the question and to be certain what is the
right thing. I think we have to keep the balancepackage for the vulnerable is about the extra help for

people over 75 and the people on those disability between wanting to create a really dynamic market
and making full use of the spectrum and wanting tobenefits that you mentioned. You are right to say

there are people outside of that group who will also make sure that the range of options for the benefit of
the public are there. I think what also happens whenbenefit. They will benefit from the work that we are

doing with the vulnerable package because that will you probe each of the media that provide options is
you find there are limitations here and there. Therebring on to the market a range of set-top boxes

whichwill be easy to use and adapted for people with are limitations on interoperability, for instance, on
the television aspects, some limitations in terms ofdisabilities.
the Internet and so on. So rather like with Mike
Hall’s question earlier, being fair and anticipatingQ573 Helen Southworth: And will be aVordable?
the potential of each of the media is actually quiteJames Purnell: And will be aVordable exactly
diYcult and this whole area of convergence is one ofbecause by having mass purchases of these set-top
the most exciting but it is also one of the mostboxes obviously the costs of doing so will fall.
diYcult to predict and tie down. I think we are in aSimilarly, if audio-description takes oV that will help
very strong position in this country because of theto create a market for audio-description because the
way we have developed regulation and the way thatproblem at the moment is why provide audio-
we have promoted the variety of media to be leadingdescription if not many people have got equipment
the way, and that is the reason there is a considerablewhich is able to receive it. On top of that the advice
amount of investment from international companiesand help provided byDigital UKwill be available to
within the UK.those people even if they fall outside of the

vulnerable package and wewill be developing a huge
amount of expertise which will be of benefit to them Q577Mr Evans: The sooner the better as far as I am
so they will benefit from the equipment, they will concerned but looking at the switch-oV—and I have
benefit from the expertise, and just on top of that the to term the people in the Border region as
workstream which is looking at equipment is going “pioneering guinea pigs”—nobody really knows yet,
to be looking at ease of use and suitability for do they, how many people that were receiving
people with disabilities regardless of the vulnerable television are simply not going to be receiving it
package, so there will be a clear focus on them and I afterwards?
am happy to write to you and the Committee setting AlunMichael:Again if I can point to the broadband
that out. experience, we now know we have got to 99.6%

reach but you will always find particular examples
where, for instance, the installation of a bit ofQ574 Helen Southworth: It would be very useful to
aluminium wiring at one point in the past creates anknowwhat the assessment is of the size ofmarket but
obstruction where people cannot quite get there. Wealso who is working on developing that market to
need to deal with the exceptions in a responsiblemake sure that there is appropriate equipment that
manner but very often it is a question of you do notis aVordable generally.
know that there is a problem for an individualJames Purnell: That is right.
location until you get there and then it is a question
of finding solutions as quickly as possible andQ575 Chairman: Just before I bring in Nigel Evans
making sure that there is a range of solutionswe have got a couple more questions we would like
available. I think we can be confident that the figuresto ask. I am aware the Minister wanted to be away
will allow us to make sure that the DTT coverage isat 12.30. If you need to be away we might be able to
at least equivalent to the analogue coverage atcope with just your colleague but if you can stay
present.obviously we would appreciate it.

Alun Michael: I am happy to stay for a few minutes.
Q578 Mr Evans: But they could be diVerent people,I have got to give a speech.
though, could they not? In fact, it is likely to beChairman: Nigel?
diVerent people.
Alun Michael: I think it is impossible to say. I thinkQ576Mr Evans: I will be brief. I think this is all very
in general mostly it will be the same people, theexciting what is happening with technology. I count
people in very distant locations where it is diYcult tomyself as an early adopter and I was in the phone
get a signal and so on, but it may well be that oneshop yesterday having a look at television onmobile
person comes in and one person goes out.phones and I thought it was pretty good. Howmuch

of the extra spectrum do you think is going to go to
services like that? Q579 Mr Evans: Will there be any assistance for

them? If you did receive a picture and then you couldAlun Michael: I think that needs some very careful
thought and of course the way in which we use not and you have to spend money, will these people

get assistance irrespective of means?spectrum in the first instance is an issue for Ofcom to
look at and make recommendations on which we James Purnell: As I said earlier, if you are in an area

where you cannot get access to DTT then in ourwill consider very carefully. It is also one of those
things where if one could be absolutely certain about vulnerable package we will provide for you the

cheapest oVer in your area and that could be satellitethe way technologies will develop and the way
convergence will develop, it would be a lot easier to or whatever other technology. The key point is the
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proportion of people who can get access to television certainty on that area as well) have a marginal eVect
on some of those areas. That is why the Ofcomwill be higher as a result of this. Quite a lot of MPs

have got constituents who at the moment cannot get research is so important. What I would assure you is
that our focus (and we have both raised this in thea good signal at all who will be able to get a much

better signal. meetings that we have had with industry and with
the interest groups and with bothOfcom andDigitalAlun Michael: The people who will benefit from this

will not be writing to MPs. That is inevitably the UK) is to focus on that 1.5% and then the
diminishing areas where we might have individualconclusion. It is the problems that will come to our

attention. What we can be confident about is that it problems, but this is an iterative process. We cannot
get to the end of it but we are certainly very much onis going to be small numbers and in general people

are going to benefit. the case.
James Purnell: If you have any recommendations on
it we are very happy to look at it. It is impossible toQ580Mr Evans: I just want to clarify that point that
say precisely because until you start switching oV thethose who currently receive an analogue signal if
signal and the engineers do whatever they do you dothey switch oV, and they cannot get anything and
not know. I think Stephen Carter said a fewthey need extra equipment in the outer regions at the
thousand or something like that. Even that figuremoment, will get assistance?
you cannot rely on too much because it depends onJames Purnell: If they are in the vulnerable groups
exactly what happens when they upgrade thethey will get access to the help they need.
network, all the complicated things about the RRC
Conference, but what we are saying very clearly is ifQ581 Mr Evans: The non-vulnerable I mean?
you are in the vulnerable group we will give youJames Purnell: So the vulnerable groups will get
whatever the cheapest way is. That includes a lot ofaccess to the satellite or the cheapest one that is
people who at the moment do not get access to aavailable. That is a clear commitment on that. A lot
good analogue signal. For the 1.5%Ofcomare doingof them at the moment will not get any signal at all
research and we will make decisions based on that,so this is people in the vulnerable groups who at the
but the big picture here is that 25% of the countrymoment cannot get access to a normal analogue
cannot get access to DTT at all so we are talkingsignal. For people who cannot get a good signal,
about millions of people who will be getting betterOfcom is doing research looking at other ways of
access.helping them and we will make decisions based on

that research.
Q584 Mr Evans: Forget the bigger picture, it is no
picture I am worried about for some people. FinallyQ582 Chairman: But you are saying if you are not a
can I say on the Alan Keen thing about his aerial,pensioner and you currently get an analogue signal
which really has gripped the entire Committee, itbut you happen to be located somewhere where you
could apply to loads of people out there and wewill not be able to get DTT, then you will have to go
know there are cowboys and we are all concernedout and buy a satellite dish for £150 and you will not
about them and the diVerence between £100 andget any help?
£300 is quite substantial to people on limitedJames Purnell: No, we are not saying that. We are
incomes. Are they able, Alun, to use the telephonesaying that Ofcom are doing research on this. We
numbers that you mentioned if they get a quote andwill look at it and we will make decisions based on
they think that there is something not quite rightthat but the numbers of people we are looking at
about it as far as they are concerned, that it seems ahere is very small.
bit high, and get some advice and perhaps somebody
could phone the aerial company up and say, “Listen,Q583 Mr Evans: Give us a figure.
it sounds as if you are ripping these people oV, theAlun Michael: Some of that is going to involve
price is just too high”?looking at specific known areas of diYculties.
Alun Michael: Certainly we would be using the callsOfcom is not starting oV at a zero base. It is going to
that come to those numbers to ask whether we aremake use of the historic information. It will look at
being eVective. When I say “we” I mean not justplaces like Skelmersdale and Broadstairs where
government but also industry organisations, the skillhistorically there are diYculties of reception and ask
development work that I talked about earlier, or iswhat is the impact of the digital switchover going to
there a glitch here, so certainly we will be looking tobe for areas like that. There are people at the
be well informed by information or queries thatmoment who get an analogue service of a very poor
come through that. I think it is very diYcult in anyor very limited quality who will get a good quality of
advice service for people to be commenting on anservice as a result of the switchover. I think the real
individual case but if somebody rings and asks theanswer to your question, Nigel, is we cannot be
question, “I have got a quote that I think is a bit highabsolutely precise down to the last consumer on this.
how can I test that?” then, yes, there would be adviceWe can give a general picture. It is partly also
about how to.because there are technical and commercial

developments that may take care of some of those
vulnerabilities. There are also the international Q585 Mr Evans: Will you be advising people for

goodness sake go out and get two or three quotes?discussions which may at the edges (although the
likelihood is increasing all the time that we are going AlunMichael:Yes, absolutely, that is the advice that

we will provide.to get a really good agreement which is going to give
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Q586 Mr Evans: Do not accept the first quote you people’s lives.We have to let them know that is what
it means and I think we really have not got to thatget.Mrs Jones who is 68 or 73 had the aerial installed

years ago. All she knows is that she has got to get it stage. Do you understand the importance of the
voluntary sector in this because we cannot do itupgraded.

Alun Michael: As we both indicated, working with without them? The small local groups that work in
each area are very, very important getting to peoplethe industry on best practice and consumer

protection is verymuch a part of thewhole approach who just do not have the information. Do you
understand how important it is? We have Agethat we are adopting and the industry has accepted

that reputationally it is in their best interests to work Concern, RNIB, et cetera, and all the diVerent
voluntary sector organisations. It is very importantvery closely with us and make sure that the

information that is available through the helplines is that all these people are involved and supported
financially because one of the problems that theycomprehensive and includes that sort of consumer

advice. have is being able to get the financial assistance to get
in among the community and I think they can do a

Q587 Rosemary McKenna: Can I move on from huge job for us.
Nigel’s point and say that it is not just the younger James Purnell:That is absolutely right. It is vital that
age group who are early adopters. I have been told they advise us on the overall quality of the
that I am an early adopter in terms of new marketing, and that is what the consumer expert
technology and so wemust not patronise the elderly. group is about. In the Bolton trial we are providing
One of the things that has come through and is financial assistance to charities to do exactly that
concerning me is that one of our early voluntary and to train volunteers. I think, in addition to the
sector witnesses very wisely said that this Committee natural marketing, a very important part of this is
and the experts who had come before us were going to be friends and family, but, for those people
“talking among ourselves”. Do you think there has who do not have that, charities and local
been a change in that? Are we getting out to the government are going to play a vital role, and that is
people who really need to know that this is going working very, very well in Bolton.
to happen?
James Purnell: I think we are. In Border three-

Q589RosemaryMcKenna:That will, hopefully, helpquarters of the people are aware of it already. I think
the cowboy issue, if you like.that you only need to look at the sales of this
Alun Michael: I think there is an element of chickenequipment over Christmas where GfK’s new figures
and egg here, in that people want to have certainty;(not yet published) show 800,000 set-top boxes were
they want to know where we are going. It is verysold which are digital compatible, so that is an
important that before the programmed wasincrease of about a quarter on last Christmas, to see
published, whichDCMSdid in theAutumn,wewerethat the policy is starting to get out there. What is
certain that we had gone as far as we could inabsolutely clear is we have to market it very
working out what was best for consumers, for thesignificantly and that is where Digital UK will have
industry and for broadcasters in order to come toa very important role.
that degree of certainty, and then to start to put itAlun Michael: That is again where the certainty of
across clearly. I think you are right, in the sense thatthe programme and the timing must be clear where
not everybody is aware of the programme and thewe can say to consumers that industry is aware of
dates, but we certainly are very well focused and thethese dates, broadcasters are aware of these dates,
Committee’s hearings indeed assist with this inwhich then creates an environment in which we
making sure that people do know what theactually have something very straightforward to
programme is and why it is.communicate to people.
Rosemary McKenna: Thank you, Chairman.
Chairman: In that case can I thank you both veryQ588 Rosemary McKenna: I very much want to see
much for giving up your time, particularly Alunpeople having access to this. The improvement in

services is just so amazing and I think will change Michael for delaying your departure.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by DCMS

In my evidence to the Culture, Media and Sport Committee on 10 January, I oVered

(a) to provide more information about the number of people who may benefit from digital television
equipment capable of running audio-description enabled programmes;

(b) to set out what arrangements would be developed to help vulnerable households who fall outside
the assistance; and

(c) to provide background on how the programme looks at usability issues;

(d) to provide information on the Digital Switchover programme structure.
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Numbers Benefiting from Audio-Description Services

It is diYcult at this stage to give a precise estimate of the number of people who might benefit from
equipment which could run audio-description services. According to the most recent statistics, collected by
the Department of Health and the devolved administrations, there are around 375,000 registered blind and
partially-sighted people in the UK; the vast majority would be expected to benefit from the technology.

Of these, more than two-thirds are aged 75 or over and will therefore benefit from help from the assistance
scheme. In addition, those under 75 in receipt of Disability Living Allowance will also be eligible for the
scheme. The help available to qualifying households will be free if they also receive an income-related benefit
such as Income Support or Pension Credit; other households will pay a small fee linked to the value of
equipment provided as part of the scheme.

Finally we have said that we will also ensure that registered blind people who are under 75 but do not
receive disability living allowance, will be helped to get equipment capable of audio-description.

According to the RNIB there are a further 750,000 people who could register but have not done so. A
proportion of these people will benefit to diVerent degrees from the production of larger volumes of
equipment with audio-description and other accessibility services.

Help for People Falling Outside the Help Scheme

I acknowledged during the session that some households that required help during switchover would fall
outside the scope of the assistance scheme. One of Digital UK’s key responsibilities will be to make sure that
information and advice is available to all households so that they are aware of when switchover is taking
place in their area, what is happening with their television services and what they need to do to ensure that
they continue to receive television services after analogue signals are switched oV. The communications will
need to take full account of the needs of diVerent groups, including those who may be socially isolated.

To make sure these needs are addressed, Digital UK has set up a group working with leading charities
and Ofcom Consumer Panel to look at people who fall outside the boundaries of the scheme but may need
the additional assistance. As part of this work, Digital UK are discussing with local organisations: local
authorities and councils, community groups, charitable groups who can support contact, communication
and help on a local level.

I have also asked the Digital Television Consumer Experts Group to advise Government on a series of
issues, including how to ensure that communications reach all consumers, particularly people who are
socially isolated and to assess what role consumer groups can undertake.

Promoting Usability Issues Through Digital Switchover

One of the main benefits of digital television over analogue is that it allows for a wider range of
accessibility services such as audio-description and clearer subtitling for people with sensory disabilities. The
announcement by Tessa Jowell in September 2005 that there would be assistance for households with
someone aged 75 or over or who had a severe disability provides us with an opportunity to increase the
availability of user-friendly digital TV equipment. It is an opportunity we are keen to seize. Equipment
which is easier to install and use will make the schemes less diYcult to run and more eVective for the
beneficiaries.

We are currently in early discussions with the BBC on the detailed specifications. These discussions
involve Ofcom—who have a statutory responsibility to promote equipment usability, and the Consumer
Expert Group, which I understand will shortly submit suggestions to us; we will also, in due course, fully
consult with the representatives of the Supply chain.

I also enclose, for your information a note giving some information on the Bolton Digital TV project,
which we and the BBC are currently running. This is work in progress, and not the final evaluation, but I
thought the Committee would value early sight of some findings.

BOLTON DIGITAL TV TRIAL

1. Project Objective

The key objectives are to test a process for supporting vulnerable consumers towards switchover, to assess
the costs of this assistance, and to identify and address any issues arising.
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2. Project Area, and Target Groups

The core Project Area is Hulton Ward, Bolton Metropolitan Borough.

“75!” households are the core target group, and comprise the majority of participants.

With help from some Charities and Bolton MBC we have also identified “other” vulnerable consumers
(mostly under 75) with severe hearing, vision, mobility, or learning disabilities.

3. Key Lessons/Points to Date

3.1 Overall response—75! households

The level of take-up is encouraging. Implementation began in October of last year by the end of
December, 85% of 75! households in Hulton Ward had chosen to take digital TV (all platforms, and
including households who already had digital TV). “Work in progress” during January will improve on
this result.

By the end of December, just 2.6% of households had “refused”. Several are very elderly and/or seriously
ill, and do not wish to be disturbed. In the absence of actual switchover it is not appropriate to ask them to
reconsider.

3.2 Identifying Households—Data Protection

DWP is subject to strict obligations of confidentiality as regards its data—in the general law, under the
Data Protection Act 1998 and in specific social security provisions including Section 123 of the Social
Security administration Act 1992 which makes it an oVence for social security staV to disclose information
without lawful authority. We will ask to change this through legislation because identifying eligible
households was a lengthy and uncertain process, but after three months we are confident that we have
contacted almost all relevant 75! residents. Bolton Council estimates that there are 461 “75!” households
in Hulton Ward. Responses had been received from 457 Hulton 75! households by the end of December.

3.3 Platform-neutrality/Platform selection

Wehave been careful tomaintain a platform-neutral stance at all times. This has beenmademore diYcult
because of the absence of digital cable (only analogue cable is available in most cases) and the fact that Sky
and cable oVers involve payment, whereas Freeview is “free” if provided by the Project. (Freeview is the
cheapest solution for most households, and Targeted Assistance is based on the lowest cost option.)

Of households assisted by the Project, 91.5% have selected the Freeview option. Sky and NTL have an
approximately equal share of the remainder.

3.4 Communicating with Participants

Most communications with participants have been by post and telephone. We had anticipated that the
Local Support Teamwould need tomake home visits, but this has not been necessary. Their role is evolving,
with a greater emphasis on support for those needing help in using the equipment after it has been installed.

BoltonMBC Contact Centre provides the Project Helpline—the frontline response for all enquiries from
participants. By 31 December, the Contact Centre handled 508 “received” calls, with an average total call
time of 5.25 minutes (including “after-call work”, referrals and call backs). 20 Call Centre staV can assist
with “digital” enquiries, and the service is available 9–5 Monday to Friday. These hours work well while
analogue is still available.

Technical calls are referred to the Mastercare Call Centre. In three weeks in December after the main
delivery of set top boxes Mastercare dealt with 64 calls. 60 resulted in engineer appointments (22% of
relevant households). A further four (1.5%) helped participants to resolve issues themselves, and 25 referrals
back to BoltonMBC gave “indirect” technical support to a further 9% of households. More work is needed
to understand the balance between engineer visits and telephone support. In particular, the percentage of
engineer support visits is lower than expected for the target group (see “Next Steps” below).

Both Bolton MBC and Mastercare can respond to calls in Urdu and Gujarati, in order to support the
needs of the whole community in Bolton.

3.5 Aerial upgrades

Wedo not have suYcient information to oVer ameaningful estimate of the number of participating homes
requiring aerial upgrades. Mastercare reports that just 5.5% have needed aerial work up to now, but this
needs further investigation—an unknown number of homes may have issues yet to be notified. [Please note
“work in progress” caveat].
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4. Next Steps

Work on the core 75! target group is progressing well, but the Project will not complete the
“implementation and delivery” phase until mid January.

We will start delivery and installation soon to participants with vision impairment, mobility issues or
learning diYculties. (Hearing impairments have not been considered to justify special arrangements for
delivery or installation, but advice needs to be oVered on using subtitling facilities.)

75% of “elderly” participants who received equipment in December did not ask for an engineer to install
the set top box. That is unexpectedly high, and it doesn’t match our experience of the same target group in
the Ferryside Trial. Further work is needed to find out whether these participants (i) installed the equipment
themselves, or (ii) did so with help from friends and family, or (iii) have not yet installed their boxes, but
haven’t asked for help. This will be a key finding from the project.

A Contact Centre/Local Support Team telephone survey will reveal whether the equipment has been
installed, and whether participants are using it, or still relying on analogue.

5. Partners and Relationships

5.1 The Local Authority

Apart from oVering advice on local matters, the Council’s principal role has been to provide Call Centre
support. “Access Bolton”—the contact centre for BoltonMetropolitan Borough Council—has been key to
setting up and implementing the project.

The value of a local contact centre should not be under-estimated. People want to speak to someone who
is familiar with the local area—the elderly in particular prefer to speak to a person, not a machine. It is
important that residents can call a local “low cost” telephone number. Easy access to the contact centre has
enabled issues to be ironed out, and enquiries to be dealt with promptly.

Calls may be general enquiries or specific questions. If appropriate, queries are referred by e-mail to the
project team or to Mastercare’s delivery team. This enables prompt authoritative responses to enquiries. A
log of frequent questions and answers is kept by the contact centre team.

There are many calls from residents asking for help to install and use the digital equipment. Requests for
help are logged and referred to the project team via e-mail. The resident’s details are checked against the
database (noting aerial/TV arrangement and the resident profile including any disabilities). Where the
resident requires technical assistance (either on the phone, or an engineer visit) this is referred toMastercare.

In discussion it became clear that contact centre staV are used to dealing with complex technical queries
arising from the Council’s own business, and one or two had already recognised standard solutions to the
more common “digital” problems from handling Freeview boxes at home. We are now trialling the idea of
supplying the contact centre team with detailed “user notes” so that more callers can be helped over the
telephone without needing to refer to Mastercare engineers. The notes enable the contact centre operator
to take the caller through a series of options and to troubleshoot common problems. This seems to be
working well, and the staV are enthusiastic.

The contact centre will make follow-up “customer care” calls to participants to check (i) that they have
received the equipment, (ii) that it is installed and working properly, (iii) that they can use it, and (iv) to
establish what, if any issues they have/have had.

5.2 Mastercare

Mastercare was selected through a tender process to provide digital equipment and technical support. As
a national company (and part of Dixons Group) it has significant manpower resource and an established
technical call centre.

Delivery of equipment was made by courier without any technical involvement by Mastercare. This
encouraged participants to install the equipment themselves or ask family or friends to help them. The result
has been an unexpectedly low level of requests for engineer installation support. This is being investigated
(see 4 above—“Next Steps”).

“Technical” queries, aerial issues and requests for installation assistance are referred toMastercare which
has a dedicated website onto which the project team and the Bolton contact centre team can log details of
the caller’s enquiry etc. The Mastercare team can then provide assistance over the telephone, or arrange a
visit as appropriate.

Please refer to 3.4 above for a summary of Mastercare calls to the end of December.

An unexpected event in December aVected Mastercare’s ability to source digital equipment for a period.
Their head oYce and main computer systems were damaged by the Hemel Hempstead explosion, and could
not be accessed for several days. This still causes some issues, and the experience oVers a salutary reminder
that force majeure events can happen, and can lead to unforeseen delays.
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5.3 Charities

It has transpired that most charities are not geared up to provide detailed practical support to vulnerable
people in relation to digital switchover at a local level. However, there are two notable exceptions:

— CSV Bolton have been very helpful in finding volunteers for the Local Support Team

— RNIBnationally have been pro-active in supporting the project, and in recruiting participants who
are blind or suVer from severe visually impairment. They have also provided valuable consultancy
support to assist in the training of the support team and Mastercare engineers for the Training
Days. Volunteers and engineers working with visually impaired participants were trained on the
Netgem box which oVers audio description. RNIB IT Support and “Talking-book” Schemes will
help vision-impaired participants to install and use their newdigital equipment. This is particularly
helpful as they have experience of providing IT support to visually-impaired people, or support
for the “Talking Books” service operated by the RNIB.

Age Concern and Help the Aged were involved in the project from the outset. Age Concern gave
permission for us to use their logo to help “validate” the Project.

RNID have also identified potential householders. Mencap, the main national charity for learning
disabilities and the mobility charity Leonard Cheshire were unable to provide names for the project.
However, individuals were eventually identified with the help of Bolton MBC. The Senior Fairness OYcer
identified householders with mobility diYculties, and the Head of Disability Services provided names of
individuals with learning diYculties.

5.4 DWP

DWP cannot provide names and addresses, but they have “validated” the claims of individual 75!
participants, confirming eligibility by reason of age and address (after express permission have been given
by the participants). This work has been processed speedily, and it is encouraging to note that there have
been virtually no instances of “invalid” claims.

5.5 Intellect

Intellect arranged and hosted two Project Training Days at the Sharp TV factory inManchester. The first
was tailored for the Local Support Team and Mastercare engineers, and the second for the RNIB
volunteer team.

Topics included a project overview, basic technical information, troubleshooting tips, and guidance in
dealing with individuals with particular disabilities. Attendees were able to set up diVerent DTT devices and
receive “hands-on” practical training.

6. Local Volunteers

A key lesson from the Ferryside Trial was that vulnerable consumers need eVective and appropriate
follow-up support to ensure that they can use the new equipment and don’t experience loss of service. This
type of support is largely non-technical. The main need is time to sit with an elderly person and explain what
digital TV can oVer, how to use the remote control, EPG, etc.

Initially we had assumed that the Council would be able to help with the recruitment of volunteers from
community groups and possibly former staV, but inter-departmental communications proved complex and/
or time consuming.

The voluntary sector is better geared to mobilise volunteers locally, and has oVered useful advice as to
how volunteers should be motivated and managed, and what may be possible on a regional level in
preparation for national switchover.

In Bolton we are working with two small teams of volunteers to provide reassurance and basic
“troubleshooting” support to older people and to the visually-impaired.

The Local Support Team has been recruited with the help of CSV Bolton. There are currently five
volunteers, giving their time on a flexible part-time basis according to need. All are unpaid, but necessary
expenses are reimbursed. Some are members of a local visiting service for older people, and see this project
as a logical extension of that activity.

Most of the volunteers are older, retired people. Some elderly participants responded particularly well to
contact (telephone) from someone nearer to themselves in age.

Another (younger) volunteer is fluent in Urdu and Gujarati.

Three members of the Local Support Team are currently active, and have provided valuable help making
“chase-up” calls to potential participants who had not returned a registration form or had provided
information that was unclear.
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Local volunteers will help elderly residents with “digital” issues long after the Project has ended. We
cannot assume that vulnerable individuals can adapt to digital TV within our relatively short timescales,
and there is value in leaving a basic infrastructure in place. StaV at the BoltonMBC contact centre will also
be well placed to assist.

The second team will be working with visually impaired participants. These volunteers have been
recruited with help from RNIB. They have experience of providing IT support to visually-impaired people,
or support for the “Talking Books” service operated by the RNIB. They are technically-literate, and can
adapt their knowledge to DTT boxes without diYculty. Based in the area, they will continue the support
after the project has ended.

7. Communications

7.1 Local liaison

An experienced local Communications Manager was appointed at an early stage. In addition to dealing
with local PR and localmedia she has provided local liaisonwith the projectmanagers and relevant partners,
as well as co-ordinating the Local Support Team. This relationship has worked very well, and again shows
the value of local contacts and local knowledge—several issues have been resolved locally by the local
Communications Manager.

7.2 Media communications

There will be more public awareness of switchover when the “real” Targeted Assistance Scheme is
implemented. For the Bolton project this awareness needed to be built up through a PR campaign and
working with the local media. In addition, considerable eVort (and initial external research) was invested in
tailoring positive messages and relevant information to potential Project Homes.

The very high initial level of response from the target group and the subsequent high level of take-up
suggests that this approach has worked well.

There is continuing media interest in the project. Regular contact is made by Guardian Media, Bolton
Evening News, BBCGMR, and Broadcast. Media contacts are keen to feature participants and their views,
and would like to build their own case studies of participants with help from the project team. Local media
are keen to visit participants’ homes, with an engineer. The project team will consider such requests as
appropriate but we must have regard to ensuring the privacy of participants.

Photographs have been produced showing residents receiving their Freeview boxes; and being shown by
a Mastercare engineer how to use them and how to find new channels. These images will be used in the
project report, and in media relations.

8. Research

Ipsos have been commissioned to undertake “pre” and “post” research in support of the Project. Their
conclusions will be available March.

The response in Bolton is very encouraging, but the assistance has been provided free of charge in the
majority of cases (ie apart from “upgrades”).

26 January 2006
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Written evidence

Memorandum submitted by Dave Rushton, Institute of Local Television
and local TV advisory group ACTO

The Institute of Local Television and local TV advisory groupACTO invite the Culture,Media and Sport
Committee to consider the following as part of their inquiry into Analogue Switch-oV.

The roll out of digital terrestrial television provides the next and possibly last opportunity to introduce
a comprehensive and independent local public service television in the UK. The BBC’s proposals for “ultra
local” TV are sub-regional in scale and do not correspond with public demand for TV news, information
and programming from an area they identify with. Local television can be introduced inexpensively on a
local authority scale on DTT. DTT oVers the only platform which will ensure these new commercial,
community and municipal channels reach the largest minority or majority of television homes. Further
viewers can be added on IPTV as this rolls out. But a civic minded and public television service needs to
reach most households in its area as well as be available throughout the country.

The DTT solution uses add/drop technology to substitute a national local network channel with local
channels at eachmain transmitter site. Three local national network channels provide capacity for up to 240
local TV channels across the UK.

After switchover a small number of local muxes would be added to refine the local scale at mainly urban
transmitter sites—at sites which are most likely to be able to develop more quickly audiences with IPTV
which may make the additional muxes unnecessary.

The Institute of Local Television invites the Culture, Media and Sport Committee to consider the
introduction of local public service television with the roll out of DTT. Local DTT will be a unique service
that replaces the fading regional public service commitments of ITV, a new dynamic service which places
democracy, choice and participation in television in the hands of the local viewers as—we believe—Section
11 of the Communications Act 2003 recommends.

Annexes 1–3 ACTO—local public service television directories (not printed here)

September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Mike Howe

I am a pensioner living in a poor television reception area of East Sussex on the edge of the Ashdown
Forest. Here, we have acceptably strong television signals for only the four basic channels, no Channel 5
and in spite of what the computer projections say, only occasional erratic reception of some DTT
multiplexes. All of this has been properly tested using the best equipment available. I would like to submit
my concerns about the Digital Television switch over process for the Committee’s consideration.

1. On Ofcom’s projected timetable, change over here will not take place until 2012.Why then should, we,
as Television licence payers here, have to pay the full licence fee for the next seven years during which time
we cannot benefit from the diversity of programming that digital television oVers us and which we would
very much like to enjoy just as much as do those living in the good DTT reception areas? The BBC is
relentless in its promotion of DTT using our money, why then cannot they be a bit more sensitive and
selective in their advertising and why cannot we have a rebate on our fees for the next seven years until we
too can benefit?

2. Reading the report of the LlansteVan and Ferryside DTT switch over trial I note that a small number
of households in my category of those having poor reception were given no choice but to subscribe to Sky
if they wanted to continue to view television. Is this to be the Government’s firm policy: that those who
cannot receive DTT on switch over will be given the choice of Sky or nothing? Here, we will never even be
able even to find out whether or not we will be able to receive adequate DTT signal strength until switch
over has occurred. This is because of current transmitter power limitations and a proposed transmission
system change from 2k to 8k. Sky is an unregulated monopoly with a great deal of political clout through
its press ownership links. It has no long term interest in free-to-air satellite transmission. Freesky is, Sky
admit, a marketing ploy, it is not free-to-air like Freeview and is only guaranteed for five years. Will it still
be there in 2012?

3. Today, if I am one of the lucky 75% odd in good DTT reception areas, I can go to a shop, choose a
set top box from amongst several manufacturer’s products, plug it in and view with no more cost. If I am
one of the unlucky 25% odd in the DTT unserved areas, I can buy one of several manufacturer’s satellite
set top boxes but in addition I have to have Sky’s viewing card for which there is a charge and for which
there is no guarantee of continuity or of freedom from the monthly Sky subscription hard sell or of freedom
from future decryption charges.

To provide a level playing field for Digital Television platforms and also for all television viewers peace
of mind shouldn’t there be set up as quickly as possible a free-to-air digital satellite service carrying at least
the five main channels? This surely, then, would give everyone confidence that wherever they live they will
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be able to receive digital television on switch over and that this could be tested in advance. In addition such
a service would generate confidence that no one would have to pay more than others or be discriminated
against geographically or to suVer more inconvenience than others.

The present erratic and unplanned lurching towards digital switch over is discriminatory, unfair and
inequitable. The Government should act decisively and quickly if it is to be seen to be acting fairly towards
all parts of the country and is unmoved by large commercial interests however painful this might be to them.

18 August 2005

Memorandum submitted by Pam Coughlan

DIGITAL CHANNELS

Now that television is to become fully digital, may I ask if consideration has been given to the opening
of channels to the continent and countries even further abroad such as Australia, South America, United
States of America, Canada, India, Russia, Finland, Norway and Sweden etc?

When television first came in in the late Fifties, there weremany numbers on the dial—the channels dial—
at that time one could only receive BBC1!—this large number of channels on the dial indicated to some of
us that soon we would be able to tune in to countries all over the world and hear their news and maybe even
listen to some of their programmes, just as we can with our radio sets. This would have been a great help
to learning languages—for myself French, Italian, and Chinese.

Today, when so many travel all over the world, and it is important to be able to converse with natives of
other countries in their own language both in business and socially, to say nothing of politically, it would
seem to be an even more valuable service maybe this could be provided by the BBC initially, and as the idea
caught on ITV might adopt the idea—they would after all be extending advertising!

It would be important that programmeswere not aimed at the lowest common denominator, as thismight
give a slanted perspective.

We have sport at present, surely we could have access to sport over the world which was not already sold
out to Murdoch!

15 September 2005

Memorandum submitted by the British Pensioners & Trade Union Action Association

1. The BPUAA believes the Government should pay the full cost of the conversion to Digital TV,
including the cost of replacement video recorders for all pensioner’ households.

The reasons for this are:

(a) When Channel 5 started broadcasting they paid the costs of converting/upgrading televisions and
video recorders.

(b) In the two Welsh villages of Ferryside and LlanstaVen all households got free digital television
conversion.

(c) Since theGovernment is expected tomake around £3 billion from the sell oV of the vacant analogue
channels the BPTUAA believes there is suYcient money available to pay for free up grades to all
pensioner’ households.

2. The statement published in the “Ofcom Report” that a decision of principle about financial support
for access to TV has already been taken by Parliament is untrue.

(a) The statement refereed to which says “that people over 75 are eligible to receive free TV licences
and people under 75 who are registered blind are eligible to receive a 50% reduction” was never
taken by Parliament in a debate on digital TV.

(b) The BPTUAA would welcome a parliamentary debate on the question of the cost of digital
upgrade for pensioner’ households, particularly as the “Ofcom Report” also says that “In terms
of ‘fairness’ this decision is itself debatable”.

3. The BPTUAA believes that the Government is seriously under estimating the problems of conversion
to digital TV. Digital TV requires excellent reception conditions, unlike analogue it cannot cope with poor
reception areas and experts believe it will never ever be able to reach all the households that currently enjoy
analogue signals.

4. Our survey shows that many pensioner’ households are quite content with watching BBC1, BBC2,
ITV1, Channel Four and Channel 5 and do not wish to spend their meagre savings on having extra digital
TV channels which they may never watch.

5. The BPTUAA seriously questions the Government’s right to switch oV analogue TV signals thus
eVectively taking away the ability to watch television unless you pay for an upgrade.

6. Finally the BPTUAA believes there should be no question of switching oV analogue signals until all
these questions have been satisfactorily resolved.
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Memorandum submitted by Motion Picture Association

The Motion Picture Association (MPA) represents seven major international producers and distributors
of films, home video material and television programmes1. Our member companies are devoting substantial
eVort and resources to the development of a wide range of digital entertainment content and services and
have thus a vital interest in the orderly and secure transition from analogue to digital broadcasting.

We would therefore like to thank the Culture, Media and Sport Committee of the House of Commons
for the opportunity oVered to provide views in response to the Committee’s inquiry on the Government’s
proposal to switch-oV analogue terrestrial television broadcasts over the period 2008–12.

Wewould like to address a few issueswhich have direct impact on some of theCommittee’s explicit centres
of interest, namely the “policy objectives and economic of digital switchover” and “steps needed toward
achieving switchover to the Government’s timetable”.

Our submission is primarily devoted to what we see as the urgent necessity to make sure that the right
conditions are in place, as an incentive for content providers to contribute to the rolling-out of new attractive
digital television (DTV) services. Copyrighted works, and in particular films and TV programming,
undoubtedly constitute the basis of any DTV oVer being put forward and the establishment of a secure
environment for these works not only benefits content providers but also consumers and network operators,
who all share a common interest in the development of a legitimate market characterized by a large menu
of choices.

The United Kingdom’s market has been a champion of the content-drives-demand principle. As stated
in the latest version of the Digital Television Action Plan (DTAP), “The UK leads the world in digital
television. Our broadcasters, manufacturers and retailers have put the UK at the forefront of this revolution.”

The risk associated with being a successful pioneer is to be the first exposed to an increased level of illegal
practices plaguing digital media. According to a study by Envisional Ltd. (24 February 2005), “The UK is
the largest downloader of online pirate TV programmes in the world” (…) and “[There is a C]urrent
worldwide explosion in online TV piracy of which around 18% is occurring in Britain.” We are referring to
the issues of (1) unauthorised re-transmission of unencrypted digital television signals and (2) the conversion
of protected digital broadcast signals to analogue format and back to digital with the result that any content
protection enjoyed in the digital space is eVectively removed. Both these gaps in protection are contributing
to the severe problem of illicit file sharing of audio-visual works occurring on peer-to-peer file sharing
networks. We believe that the United Kingdom should shield its digital leadership through analogue-to-
digital switchover and into analogue switch-oV by ensuring that the technological solutions designed to
remedy the vulnerability of digital copyrighted content are in place. The weight of the audiovisual industry
in the UK, if it still has to be proven at all, is patent in the Oxford Economic Forecasting study on “The
Economic Contribution of the UK Film Industry” (20 September 2005), which reads that “The UK Film
industry has become a substantial industry directly employing 31,000 workers [and] directly contributing
around £960 million a year to GDP. (…)”We fear that these impressive figures are most directly threatened
by the development of online piracy.

We were disappointed that while interoperability is of utmost importance, content protection does not
appear in the following statement in the DTAP: “As is the case now with the analogue televisions, people
should have the choice of a very wide range of digital televisions sets, of all sizes and prices. They should also
be able to choose from a range of set-top boxes, from the cheap and simple digital converter, to the top-end
device with hard disk, Internet browser, etc… This equipment should also be as interoperable as far as is
technically possible, to ensure that people who have bought equipment can still use it even if they swap to another
service provider. We are committed to working with the manufacturers and within Europe to achieve this.” The
recent Report of the Digital TV Project also fails to visibly mention content protection.

Both however mention MHP (Multi-Media Home Platform), which presupposes familiarity with the
Digital Video Broadcasting Project (DVB), the goal of which is the harmonious, market-driven
development of digital broadcasting.

The DVB has notably been devoting important resources to the development of eVective Content
Protection andCopyManagement (CPCM) system.Wewould like to emphasize the importance of fostering
an interoperability that does not come at the expense of security. The Interoperability/security equilibrium
is one of the core principles of the DVB Project, and we hope that through the Department of Trade and
Industry and Ofcom, both DVB members, these important concerns will be integrated in a comprehensive
analogue switch-oV plan.

We would be happy to provide further details on the above-mentioned issues upon request.

We thank you for your attention and consideration.

November 2005

1 MPA members include: Buena Vista International, Inc., Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc., Paramount Pictures
Corporation, Sony Pictures Releasing International Corporation, Twentieth Century Fox International Corporation,
Universal International Films, Inc., and Warner Bros. Pictures International, a division of Warner Bros. Pictures Inc.
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Memorandum submitted by Hearing Concern

ANALOGUE SWITCH-OFF CONCERNS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Introduction

2. Available Information on Digital Services

We recommend that:

Improved information is provided by credible sources such as Government or the BBC for example.

In the larger multiple electrical stores where a large proportion of the sales take place Deaf Awareness
training should be provided so that at any time there is at least one person available able to demonstrate the
necessary equipment for the hard of hearing.

After sales support and information provided to deaf and hard of hearing people, by for example Call
Centre staV, must include an understanding of the requirements of hearing impaired people.

3. Reliability of Installers

We recommend that:

To prevent contractors from taking unfair advantage of the extensive aerial installation programme and
to give security to vulnerable people safeguards similar to those adopted in the Channel 5 retuning operation
are introduced and monitored by a public agency.

A limitation is placed on landlords charging for the installation of aerial and distribution upgrades.

4. Demonstration of Equipment

We recommend that:

The equipment is demonstrated in the home. Where a charge is levied this should be at a price set
nationally.

5. Standardisation of Equipment for Subtitle Decoding

We recommend that:

The Digital Tick Mark Scheme, an aid to in-store information about Set Top Boxes and idTVs, should
be extended to provide more detail such as the capability of decoding subtitles to a satisfactory standard.

6. The Carrying of Subtitles on all Platforms

We recommend that:

Access Services should be carried on all current platforms and in any new format that has popular
support.

7. Subtitle Standards

We recommend that:

Any review of the Guidance on Standards for Subtitling must not allow the standard of the subtitles
provision to deteriorate.

8. Picture and Sound Quality

We recommend that:

Ofcom’s code on Technical Quality Standards should be adhered to.

9. Subtitle Recording

We recommend that:

The Digital Tick Mark scheme as applied to receivers should be extended to include PVRs and DVD
recorders.
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10. Use of Released Analogue Channels

We recommend that:

The released spectrum of the analogue channels should allow extension of DTT services.

11. People on Lower Income

We recommend that:

The subsidy for over 75 year old people is reconsidered to include other vulnerable categories of people
who in many cases may need to pay for equipment and installation advice.

12. Easy Access to EPGS for Subtitled Programmes

We recommend that:

EPG providers should give due prominence to the public service channels.

In addition to the information placed on normal EPG pages, subtitling, audio description, and sign
language information should all be shown separately.

The use of words or symbols should be in line with the European Senilec and European Technical
Standards Institute.

13. Adjustable Font Size

We recommend that:

The possibility of allowing the viewer to adjust font size is seriously considered.

14. Compatibility with Upgrades

We recommend that:

Changes in transmission parameters are implemented so that the basic functions of the receivers are
not aVected.

15. About Hearing Concern

1. Introduction

The start of the change from analogue to digital has just been announced; the first region to have its
analogue transmitters switched oV will be Border TV. Many people do not understand why the change is
necessary and what is involved to eVect the change. The success of the change from analogue services to
digital will largely depend on the information given to the consumer. Itmust be clear, give details in amanner
that is easy to understand, and must be seen to be impartial. Consumers must know what is available and
what their choices are.

Hearing Concern is pleased to make the following recommendations to the Culture, Media and Sport
Committee’s inquiry into Analogue Switchover. We believe that we have a wealth of knowledge across the
broad spectrum of Broadcasting and are able to make constructive recommendations on the proposals as
they aVect the hard of hearing in particular.We believe that our comments are particularly relevant because,
unlike sound and vision, subtitles do not yet work satisfactorily on Freeview in all circumstances.
Consequently hard of hearing people will be particularly disadvantaged if switchover occurs before these
problems have been rectified. Digital Television can oVer benefits for access to the hard of hearing if the
following recommendations are followed.

2. Available Information on Digital Services

It is an unfortunate fact that many people, in particular the elderly, are not aware of what is available in
the digital field. They are finding that very little information is available, they are confused by the amount
of equipment that appears to exist, and they are concerned about what the digital future means for them.
The lack of information, confusion, and concerns, need to be addressed.

We recommend that:

Improved information is provided by credible sources such as Government or the BBC for example.
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In the larger multiple electrical stores where a large proportion of the sales take place Deaf Awareness
training should be provided so that at any time there is at least one person available able to demonstrate the
necessary equipment for the hard of hearing.

After sales support and information provided to deaf and hard of hearing people, by for example Call
Centre staV, must include an understanding of the requirements of hearing impaired people.

3. Reliability of Installers

For Digital Terrestrial Television to work successfully in the home environment it is essential that there
is good reception. This is helped by a good aerial installation, which is often crucial to successful reception
of DTT, Members of the Confederation of Aerial Industries will no doubt have some form of security
identification but we understand that more than 50% of UK installers do not belong to the Confederation.
Furthermore, landlords can adjust rental charges to cover aerial installation and distribution upgrade costs
and this could be open to abuse.

We recommend that:

To prevent contractors from taking unfair advantage of the extensive aerial installation programme and
to give security to vulnerable people safeguards similar to those adopted in the Channel 5 retuning operation
are introduced and monitored by a public agency.

A limitation is placed on landlords charging for the installation of aerial and distribution upgrades.

4. Demonstration of Equipment

When viewing equipment in a sales situation such as a major store, it is diYcult to ask all the questions
necessary about the equipment with the distraction of banks of receivers working and against the general
busyness of the store. A home demonstration is a much more satisfactory way of ensuring that the
equipment is working properly and is providing what is required. There is also the practice in many stores
that if you return equipment as not being satisfactory to your needs, the full price of the purchase is not
returned.

We recommend that:

The equipment is demonstrated in the home. Where a charge is levied this should be at a price set
nationally.

5. Standardisation of Equipment for Subtitle Decoding

We are most concerned that we, and other organisations, are receiving reports that subtitles are not being
displayed correctly on certain receivers. Some Set Top Boxes on some television channels are altering the
presentation timing of subtitles, making them more diYcult, or impossible, to read.

We recommend that:

The Digital Tick Mark Scheme, an aid to in-store information about Set Top Boxes and idTVs, should
be extended to provide more detail such as the capability of decoding subtitles to a satisfactory standard.

6. The Carrying of Subtitles on all Platforms

We are concerned by reports that not all cable services carry subtitling for some programmes when it is
present on other platforms. Furthermore we believe that in the long term there may be other platforms for
delivering digital television. Examples are broadband, HDTV, and mobile TV.

We recommend that:

Access Services should be carried on all current platforms and in any new format that has popular
support.

7. Subtitle Standards

Ofcom have said that they are revising the ITC’s guidance on subtitling. We accept that this is probably
necessary with the arrival of DTVbut would not wish to see any deterioration in the standard of the subtitles
provision. Subtitles are the audio for the hard of hearing, often used by our members as an aid to lip reading
and the use of residual hearing.

We recommend that:

Any review of the Guidance on Standards for Subtitling must not allow the standard of the subtitles
provision to deteriorate.
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8. Picture and Sound Quality

Whilst the quality of DTV pictures and sound is normally an improvement on analogue, there are some
complaints about loss of definition in scenes which are busy.

We recommend that:

Ofcom’s code on Technical Quality Standards should be adhered to.

9. Subtitle Recording

The use of PVRs and DVD recorders should make the recording of subtitles easy and reliable. They
should be covered by a system similar to the Digital TV Tick Scheme. Before being included, equipment will
need to be tested to ensure any recording of subtitles is faithful to the broadcast version in terms of
presentation timing, colours, positioning, and text. Any PVR or DVD recorder displaying the mark should
be reviewed at the DTG Test Centre for its capability to record subtitles correctly. All such information
should be displayed in a standard format.

We recommend that:

The Digital Tick Mark scheme as applied to receivers should be extended to include PVRs and DVD
recorders.

10. Use of Released Analogue Channels

After switch over, analogue channels will become available for other use.

We recommend that:

The released spectrum of the analogue channels should allow extension of DTT services.

11. People on Lower Income

It is likely that Freeview will become the major means of receiving DTV for vulnerable people and those
on lower incomes. For some people, switchover will not be voluntary and, for most, aVordability will be a
major consideration. Even for the average household the total analogue replacement cost to include aerials,
receivers and recorders will be some hundreds of pounds. A large proportion of vulnerable and elderly
people may require assistance (shown by the Ferryside and LlansteVanDigital Switchover Technical Trial).

We recommend that:

The subsidy for over 75 year old people is reconsidered to include other vulnerable categories of people
who in many cases may need to pay for equipment and installation advice.

12. Easy Access to EPGS for Subtitled Programmes

Weare concerned about reports of diYculty in accessing digital services through complexmenu structures
and EPGs. We believe that the EPG providers should give due prominence to the public service channels.
We favour the positioning of public service channels not more than one click away from the home page.

Similarly the provision of access services must be easy to find without searching through complicated
structures. There should be no blanket “access services” indication. Subtitling, audio description and sign
language should all be shown separately.

Awareness about television access services is not high. General information should be provided on an
easily accessible part of EPG showing how to use the EPG, how to use the access services accompanying
the EPG, what options exist for customising the appearance of the EPG to make it easier to use and what
additional sources of help and information are available.

There are also reports of diYculties caused by remote control complexity and diVering layouts. The use
of words or symbols should be in line with the European Senilec and European Technical Standards
Institute. A key to symbols used should be clearly shown on the home page.

We recommend that:

EPG providers should give due prominence to the public service channels.

In addition to the information placed on normal EPG pages, subtitling, audio description, and sign
language information should all be shown separately.

The use of words or symbols should be in line with the European Senilec and European Technical
Standards Institute.
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13. Adjustable Font Size

Currently font size can only be altered by the broadcaster. Consideration should be given to making it
possible for the viewer to adjust the font size. This would be of major benefit to those with restricted sight.

We recommend that:

The possibility of allowing the viewer to adjust font size is seriously considered.

14. Compatibility with Upgrades

Having purchased new equipment in order to receive DTT, there will be an expectation that it will be
usable for a long time. Changes in transmission parameters should be implemented so that the basic
functions of the receivers are not aVected, thus allowing long-term usage by those who cannot aVord
replacements. Without such safeguards confidence in DTV will erode.

We recommend that:

Changes in transmission parameters are implemented so that the basic functions of the receivers are
not aVected.

15. About Hearing Concern

Hearing Concern is the national charity in the UK for deaf and hard of hearing people. Founded in 1947,
Hearing Concern supports deaf and hard of hearing people whose main mode of communication is speech.
It is a volunteer led organisation whose main objectives are to provide advice, information and support, to
promote communication access and to raise public and professional awareness of the issues associated with
hearing loss. Its mission is to improve the quality of life for deaf and hard of hearing people in the UK.

21 September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Equity

Introduction

1. Equity is a trade union representing 37,000 actors, performers and creative contributors. Equity
members work across a range of media, including television, film, radio and live performance.

2. The Government’s proposal to switch oV analogue terrestrial television broadcasts between 2008 and
2012 is of particular interest to our members, whose work will be available in a range of new and innovative
ways in future, with the expansion of delivery methods and new platforms that are being developed.

3. In this submissionwewill respond to the key points outlined by the Committee in its terms of reference,
but only focus in any detail on those matters that are particularly relevant to our experience.

Background

4. The TUC has a clear policy on this matter, which Equity supports strongly. This was encapsulated in
Composite Motion 16 in 2004 which stated:

5. “Congress is concerned that at the time of analogue switch-oV many UK citizens will be unable to
receive a digital signal without some financial cost, not only for the software required (through set top
boxes), but potentially hardware as well in the form of upgrading of existing aerials or installation of satellite
dishes. This will be a particular diYculty where people live in multi-resident dwellings. Congress recognises
that many people, particularly those most vulnerable in society, rely on television news, current aVairs and
entertainment, whilst for many elderly or disabled people television provides the majority of their contact
with the outside world.

Congress calls upon the General Council to lobby the Government on the basis of ensuring that these
vulnerable members of society are not financially burdened at the time of analogue switch-oV and that they
are ensured continual access to the nation’s television.”

Policy Objectives and Economic Benefits

6. It is against this background that Equity will judge the broad policy objectives and benefits of digital
switchover. In the last few years this debate has focussed on the important questions of “how?” and “when?”
the analogue terrestrial signal should be switched oV. However, it would appear that these crucial questions
are being considered in the absence of any further debate as to “why?” such an initiative is necessary and
desirable in the first place.
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7. The initial arguments presented by the Government appeared to focus on the potential role of digital
TV in positioning the UK at the vanguard of the information age. As a result there was particular emphasis
on the interactivity of digital technology and potential for delivering e-government services. However, it
would appear that the expansion of broadband internet connections in the UK and the versatility of high
speed internet have removed this as a driving imperative for switchover.

8. This change in the technological environment has been largely ignored, but is central in the
consideration of policy objectives, especially given that other platforms (eg broadband, digital satellite) oVer
the type of services that were identified with digital TV, but can do so more cheaply and eYciently. This
change needs to be acknowledged if there is to be an open debate on the benefits of digital switchover.

9. However, Equity recognises that there are a number of more immediate policy objectives and benefits
that have been presented by Government and Ofcom regarding full digital switchover. These appear to fall
broadly into the category of greater consumer choice and benefit; savings for the broadcasters from ceasing
analogue transmission; and the potential for more eYcient use of the spectrum.

10. In particular the argument over spectrum eYciency does appear to provide the option of digital
coverage to the 20–25% who do not currently have it—and better reception in areas of existing coverage.
Moreover, the spectrum sale and alternative usage (eg mobile communications) may be an attractive
proposition to the Government and to consumers if the spectrum can be sold in order to provide new and
better services. However, for consumers the most noticeable and immediate benefit will be an increase in the
choice of television channels and the range of programmes available without subscription.

11. The proliferation of television channels, and the sheer amount of television hours that will be required
to provide the necessary content for this multiplicity of channels, should also oVer new opportunities for
Equity members. Ofcom has already licensed 77 channels to broadcast on digital terrestrial television and
an incredible 661 channels on cable and satellite. While not all of these channels are currently broadcasting
it does provide an indication of how diVerent television is going to be after digital switchover, compared to
the era of four analogue channels that existed less than 20 years ago.

12. It also provides a serious challenge to Ofcom to ensure that high quality and original content remain
at the heart of broadcasting in the UK, and that switchover is not merely an opportunity to fill the airwaves
with cheap importedmaterial. In particular Ofcommust consider its review and reporting obligations under
the Communications Act 2003 as outlined in Section 264(3). This states that it has “an obligation, with a
view to maintaining and strengthening the quality of public service television broadcasting in the United
Kingdom”.

13. Ofcom’s review of public service broadcasting did address a number of these issues and reached some
welcome conclusions in its final document “Competition for Quality”, regarding the need for plurality in
the provision of public service broadcasting (PSB). However, the subsequent proposal for a £300 million
publicly-funded Public Service Publisher (PSP) to help address this need for PSB programming does not
appear to be one that the Government is keen to pursue due to the funding implications. As a result Equity
is concerned that there will be an over-reliance on the BBC, which will (quite rightly) remain as the
cornerstone of public service broadcasting.

14. While Equity takes the view that broadcasters will need to do even more to provide high-quality
original material in order to attract viewers and advertisers in future, the Government must be mindful of
pursuing greater consumer choice and range of channels as an end in itself. Moreover, Ofcom’s statutory
duty to maintain and strengthen public service broadcasting should not be ignored, or applied only to the
current PSB licence holders.

15. Equity believes that a more holistic approach is required. As a result the holders of Ofcom’s licences
for Television Licensable Content Service (TLCS) should be required to ensure a balance of original content
is produced and commissioned, in order to enable Ofcom to achieve a better balance of original production
across the whole range of licensed channels. This should go beyond the current requirements of the TV
Without Frontiers (TVWF) Directive—at least for the traditional or linear platforms—and must be
rigorously policed and enforced.

Role of Different Platforms

16. As discussed in the section above, the changes in technology and multiplicity of platforms that are
now available to access audio-visual material could be seen as a factor which calls into question the pressing
need to switch oV the analogue television signal.

17. However there will also be a symbiotic relationship between the delivery of digital television and the
huge range of material available, and the expansion of diVerent platforms that can be used to access this
material. Therefore the more material that is available on new platforms the more it will encourage the take
up of broadband and its use as a platform for viewing television programmes or as a download mechanism.
Similarly mobile phones with 3G capability will also benefit.

18. Conversely, Equity would hope that the availability of these platforms can create an environment
where the broadcasters will innovate and oVer high quality original production as well as new products and
services, in order to keep attracting the increasingly fragmented audience.
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19. Equity is ready to work with the broadcasters in developing these new and diVerent platforms and
has sought to ensure that content can bemade available for use on these platforms whenmade under Equity
collective agreements. To that end Equity has agreed a trial with the BBC for the use of such work during
the trial of its interactive Media Player (iMP). We are also in discussion with other broadcasters and
producers about long term arrangements for the engagement of performers on Equity agreements and the
subsequent use of that material.

20. As noted above, the need to provide plurality in PSB provision and meet the challenge of providing
content across a range of new platforms was identified by Ofcom, which suggested a radical solution for
providing plurality in PSB provision across a range of platforms. This was the driving force behind the PSP
proposal, but it would appear this concept has been sidelined due to the diYcult questions of funding.

21. Equity is also aware of the case that is being made for an independent free-to-air digital satellite TV
service, which could provide competition to BSkyB and assist in ensuring that the benefits of digital
television are available to the significant proportion of consumers unable to receive digital terrestrial TV
until after switchover. The subsequent announcement in September 2005 that the BBC and ITV will be
launching Freesat in 2006 appears to be a positive development in addressing these concerns.

Achieving Switchover—Feasibility and Steps Needed

22. The confirmation that the timetable for digital switchover will be between 2008 and 2012—that was
announced by the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport on 15 September 2005—was welcome,
in that it now provides a degree of certainty that was absent previously.

23. Clearly a number of milestones will need to be achieved for the switchover process to be completed
in this timescale. Some of these relate to the technical specifications and functionality of the digital terrestrial
platform and others relate to general commitments and conditions that the Government has set.

24. For example, in September 1999, when the Government first announced its ambition to switch oV the
analogue television signal, it said that this would not take place until certain conditions had been met.

— First, that everyone who could watch the main channels in analogue form could receive them on
digital systems.

— Second, that switching to digital was an aVordable option for almost everyone.

While these original commitments are unspecific, they are still a helpful indication of the basic conditions
that the Government believes should be met before switchover can happen.

25. The technical questions as to the feasibility of switchover do not fall within Equity’s field of expertise.
However, we have followed the work of the Government’s own Digital Television Project, which has done
some useful preliminary work into the background of how and when digital switchover can be achieved.
Moreover, we understand that the trials that took place in the Welsh villages of Ferryside and LlansteVan,
which were the first in the UK to switch to digital transmission, appear to have been successful and oVered
useful practical information.

26. We would hope that the information gained from these trails will assist with the practical questions
and the feasibility of ensuring continuous availability of television broadcasts to vulnerable groups.

Costs Associated with Switchover

27. As noted above, there are a number of persuasive arguments for switchover—particularly relating to
consumer choice, savings for broadcasters and a more eYcient use of spectrum. However, these benefits fall
considerably short of the initial case that was outlined by the Government when the case for digital
switchover was first mooted (eg interactive and e-government services).

28. Moreover, it would appear that the economic benefits are questionable and not as clear as initially
presented. Equity is aware that some commentators believe that there are considerably greater costs
associated with switchover than the Government had initially recognised.

29. The cost-benefit analysis from the DTI/DCMS Digital Television Project (February 2005) does
identify some of the most significant elements—most notably the compulsory consumer investment in
enabling digital reception which it estimates at around £3.2 billion. However, the inclusion of significant
benefits such as consumers being able to receive digital terrestrial TV for the first time (£2.7 billion), means
the outcome of this analysis provides an estimated positive net benefit (or Net Present Value) of £2.3 billion.

30. However, estimates from independent research carried out by Enders Analysis identify hidden or
“unrecorded” costs to be of as much as £7 billion over the course of the next 20 years. While the range of
factors that this estimate includes may be questionable (household costs of reception, specific help for old
and vulnerable, Public Service Publisher, electricity consumption), it is instructive and illustrates that the
case for switchover is not as clear-cut as the Government would have us believe.
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31. Equity also believes that there could be additional costs to the broadcasters associated with further
use of original material across these new and existing platforms. Arrangements have previously been made
to enable the extensive use of the work of Equity members in the so-called “secondary” market of non-
terrestrial digital channels.

32. After switchover this distinction between the “primary” and “secondary” channels will not be as easy
to define, as many more channels will be delivered free to air on the digital signal. Therefore in the run up
to switchover Equity is keen to secure fair and equitable agreements with the broadcasters and producers
which will ensure appropriate payment to Equity members for the use (and re-use) of audio visual material.

33. In future Equity is keen to ensure that the work of its members is available and accessible to
consumers across a range of platforms. However, despite the increasing audience fragmentation,
broadcasters may need to accept that greater use and repeating of material could lead to greater cost,
particularly if these repeats and uses (including video-on-demand, internet streaming and downloading, 3G
mobile phones) are likely to increase the current net audience.

34. Finally, there is also a danger that the fragmentation of audiences due to the proliferation of new
channels could undermine support for the licence fee, which funds the BBC and its range of services. When
this combination of more free channels and required consumer investment in digital hardware and software
is put together it may lead some to the conclusion that the licence fee is an unnecessary burden.

35. Equity would categorically reject this view. On the contrary, we believe that the licence fee will remain
the best way to ensure high quality public service broadcasting in the future and ensure that originality and
diversity is retained in the new broadcasting environment.

36. While consumers are likely to see an expansion of niche digital channels in this new era, Equity has
already expressed its concern that many of these channels will not have the same commitment to original
productions that are made in the UK and incorporate the cultural and social value, as inherent in much of
the work of the BBC. Moreover, many new channels are likely to broadcast a greater quantity of cheaper
material from imported shows. As a result overall programming will suVer from the subsequent lack of
diversity. However, as noted above, this may need to be addressed by Ofcom through its licensing regime.

Protecting Vulnerable Groups

37. Equity believes that the protection and assistance provided to vulnerable groups must form an
essential part of the Government’s strategy. As indicated earlier in this document that TUC has a clear
policy in this area, which we would continue to advocate. Specifically we will continue to argue that
vulnerable members of society must not be financially burdened at the time of analogue switch-oV and are
guaranteed continual access to the nation’s television.

38. To that end we have welcomed the Government’s overriding commitment— firstly, that switch-oV

will not take place until everyone who could watch the main channels in analogue form can receive them on
digital systems and secondly, that switching to digital is an aVordable option for almost everyone.

39. The work of the Ofcom Consumer Panel and the establishment of SwitchCo have been encouraging
developments in this area. In particular, the recommendations of Ofcom Consumer Panel in its report on
supporting the most vulnerable consumers (November 2004) are a helpful starting point in achieving these
goals. Specifically, wewould agree that SwitchCo should identify those who are in need of practical support,
and that the initial financial assistance should be made available to those who are currently eligible for TV
licence exemptions. The cost of this process has been estimated at £250 million–£400 million.

40. However, this process is only just beginning and we hope that SwitchCo will be in a position to
provide regular and detailed reports as to the progress that is being made. SwitchCo must be more that an
advocate for the success of digital television and will need to be a more open and eVective communication
strategy, particularly in order to establish a dialogue with the 13% of consumers who say that they don’t
want digital TV and don’t intend to get it. This must be an evidence based approach that builds upon the
preliminary research that has already taken place (eg DTI document “Attitudes to Digital Television”
January 2004).

41. The scope of the assistance scheme announced on 15 September 2005 is a good starting point, but
should not rule out further measure. It is also essential that the funding arrangements to assist vulnerable
consumers are clear, transparent and accessible. Furthermore, while the Government has indicated that the
BBC will be required to use the licence fee to provide the necessary finance to ensure no one is left behind
in the switchover process, more detail is required. There is a certain logic to this funding model given the
BBC’s remit to drive digital take up and the success of Freeview. However, the key will be an appropriate
licence fee settlement that allows it to do this, but also continue to be the cornerstone of public service
broadcasting and produce a range of high quality original programmes.
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Conclusion

42. Equity welcomes this inquiry and hopes that the Committee will consider the points made—
particularly in relation to the need to maintain quality and original production in future.

43. The combination of changes at the main public service broadcasters and the possible implications of
switchover for the range and diversity of UK programming is a real concern for performers, producers,
commissioners and programme makers from across the audio-visual sector.

44. Despite the large quantity of imported material that is already available on a range of platforms, the
UK still retains a considerable production base. This enables broadcasters like the BBC to continue tomake
high quality drama, comedy and entertainment—and allows all of the main broadcasters to commission a
range of productions both in-house and from the independent sector.

45. Equity’s overriding concern is that the policy of trying to provide consumers with greater choice and
release spectrum in the manner outlined could have the unintended impact of decimating the production
base of the UK television industry. This would be too high a price to pay at a time when quality and
originality is likely to become such a premium for consumers. As a result Equity believes that action needs
to be taken by the broadcasters, Ofcom and the Government to protect this precious resource and ensure
thatwe can continue to be proud of televisionwe produce and receive—before and after analogue switch-oV.

28 September 2005

Memorandum submitted by the Royal National Institute for Deaf People

1. Introduction

1.1 RNID welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the Culture, Media and Sport Committee’s
inquiry into Analogue Switchover. As amember of the Digital Television Expert Group, we believe we have
gained a considerable insight into current proposals and policies and as such are able to oVer constructive
comment especially in the areas aVecting vulnerable people. We support the view that digital television will
be of considerable benefit to all and especially to deaf and hard of hearing people given that matters below
are addressed. RNID welcomes the information given by Tessa Jowell in her speech to the Royal Television
Society 15 September on protecting vulnerable people. However, further precise details on plans for
vulnerable groups need to be provided.

2. Background

2.1 RNID is the largest charity representing the 9 million deaf and hard of hearing people in the UK. As
amembership charity, we aim to achieve a radically better quality of life for deaf and hard of hearing people.

We work extensively, through the work of our campaigns and technology department and through
product review in our membership magazineOne in Seven, to improve access to television for deaf and hard
of hearing people. It is an issue of great importance and concern to many of our members and supporters.
We very much welcome the opportunity to assist with the Bolton switchover trial to help ensure that the
needs of deaf and hard of hearing viewers are properly analysed and understood.

3. RNID’S Submission to the CMS Inquiry into Digital Switchover

3.1 Digital Switchover oVers great opportunities for deaf and hard of hearing people. However, if it is
not managed correctly, many deaf and hard of hearing people will be excluded from the benefits that digital
television brings. The successful change from analogue services will largely depend on the information given
to the consumer in terms of impartiality, clarity and detail. With just three years to go before the first
regional switchovers many people have yet to understand the need for change and how it is to be achieved.
Such comments have been made in Opta’s Report to the Department of Trade and Industry and others.
Such confusions and concerns need to be addressed, but only through information provided by credible
sources such as the Government or the BBC, as stated in Stimulating World’s report to the Digital TV
Project.

3.2 Information provided to deaf and hard of hearing people, call centre staV, for example, and referred
to in the Digital TV Project Report, needs to include an understanding of hearing impaired people’s
requirements. This is imperative, and should extend to staV in the larger multiple electrical stores where 75%
of sales take place. Deaf Awareness training for at least one individual who would be able to demonstrate
the necessary equipment is an example.

3.3 The Digital Tick Mark Scheme is an excellent aid to in-store information about Set Top Boxes and
idTVs. However, recently RNID and other organisations have received reports about problems with
subtitling on certain receivers. The Scheme should therefore be extended to provide more detail such as the
capability of decoding subtitles to a satisfactory standard.
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3.4 RNID welcomes the assumption in Ofcom’s Planning Options that, post switchover, the released
spectrum of the 14 analogue channels should extend DTT services rather than be given to mobile telecoms.
Our view is that these are “public property” and should remain so.We also support the adoption of 64QAM
making more channels available to more viewers, but these should eventually be equal in power to the PSB
channels.

3.5 For vulnerable people and those on lower incomes it is becoming clear that Freeview will form a
major player in their choice of digital platforms. The Cost Benefit Analysis omits the full availability of all
DTT channels as a benefit to the consumer. We submit that not only those currently using analogue TV
should be able to access the Public Service Channels, but, post switchover, all commercial free-to-view
channels should be able to access these channels as well.

3.6 We accept that BSkyB and cable installation teams are trustworthy but have concerns about DTT
aerial installations. The Digital TV Project states that aerial replacement or upgrading in the range 1.5 to 2
million per annum will be needed. Members of the Confederation of Aerial Industries will no doubt have
some form of security identification but we understand less than 50% of UK installers belong to the
Federation. Therefore strict measures similar to the Channel 5 retuning exercise must be in place to ensure
DTT aerial installation does not become a “rogue’s charter”. In this context, it is noted that landlords can
adjust rental charges to cover aerial installations costs—we would submit that without close monitoring by
an agency this could be open to abuse.

3.7 Aerial installation costs are estimated by theDigital Project to be around £150 with £40–80 for aDTT
box. In addition, as indicated by the Ferryside and LlansteVan Digital Switchover Technical Trial, a large
proportion of vulnerable and elderly people required assistance—this cost is estimated to be £50. When
VCR adaptation is added and that of second sets (some with separate aerials) we support comments by the
Digital TV Project that for some people, switchover “will not be voluntary and, for most, aVordability will
be a major consideration”.

3.8 The use of decoders and associated equipment has been considered by many reports to include Easy
TV, TV for All (Section 6), Inclusive Communications (INCOM), Digital Television for All (Section 8 and
9) and others— all of which refer to accessing digital services through complex menu structures and EPGs.
They also refer to problems associated with the remote control units, their complexity and diVerent layouts.
The Ferryside Trial added re-scanning to the list but did not seem to test subtitle access or its use by
vulnerable people. Even so there can be no doubt such reservations in the reports are real.

3.9 Many viewers, having purchased the most suitable device, will have an expectation of its long-term
usage. Changes to the transmission structure such as new MHEG 5 versions and 2k to 8k are an accepted
part of DTV but should not have an eVect on the basic functionality of early receivers. Without such
safeguards confidence in DTV will erode.

3.10 The increase in subtitled programmes is undoubtedly welcome, but we are concerned about reports
that not all cable services carry the subtitled programmes seen on other platforms. This matter has been
reported to Ofcom and raised with DCMS oYcials.

3.11 The font used by digital broadcasters is of considerable improvement over analogue text services.
While we understand that the bitmap format on DTT services can only be altered in size by the broadcaster
we believe the time has come whereby the viewer should be able to adjust font size. This would be of
considerable benefit to deaf blind people and those with restricted sight.

3.12 Ofcom have announced they are to revise the former ITC’s Guidance on Standards for Subtitling.
We accept that with the advent of DTV that this needs revising but would not wish to see any dilution of
the quality services enjoyed by many. Further, we would suggest that subtitling is used not just by deaf and
hard of hearing viewers but is of value to those learning English. Any reduction in quality will have an eVect
here as well.

3.13 The trend towards PVRs and DVD recorders will no doubt continue. Before being classed as
suitable under the Digital TV Tick Scheme we suggest they will need to be tested to ensure any recording
of subtitles are faithful to the broadcast version in terms of colours, positioning and text.

3.14 The quality of DTV pictures and sound is, in many respects, an improvement on analogue.
Nevertheless we consider that some broadcasts, especially those containing “busy scenes”, lose definition
and recommend thatOfcom’s code onTechnical Quality Standards should be adhered to by PSBs andmajor
commercial channels.

3.15 RNID acknowledges that the provision of in-vision signing is not necessarily an eYcient means of
broadcasting and encourages research into closed signing formats.

3.16 RNID accepts that in terms of Assistive Services the current Communications Act does not relate
to recent forms of TV distribution such as broadband. We submit these developments should be closely
monitored to ensure deaf and hard of hearing people are not disadvantaged. Similar considerations should
be given to HDTV and mobile TV.
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4. Recommendations for Action by Government

4.1 If Digital UK is to play the major role of providing information on the change from analogue to
digital television it must be able to provide clear, targeted advice to vulnerable consumers in accessible
formats. For deaf and hard of hearing consumers this means providing subtitled and signed information.
Other sources of switchover information such as government or the BBC must also provide specific
information for vulnerable groups.

4.2 The Digital TickMark scheme as applied to receivers and aerials should be extended to all associated
digital equipment with its scope broadened to be more informative about the product. For example,
descriptive packaging and remote control units being visible or shown pictorially. Additionally any PVR or
DVD recorder displaying the mark should be reviewed at the DTG Test Centre for capable recording of
subtitles. All such information should be displayed in a standard format.

4.3 Universal availability of free-to-view digital services is more likely through satellite services. We
welcome the announcement by the BBC and ITV regarding the launch of free Satellite services. Post
switchover consumer choice on Freeview through use of greater transmission powers should be extended to
all channels, not just the Public Service Broadcasts. Common use of 64 QAM should be employed and full
use made of the 14 analogue channels.

4.4 In order to reduce criminal elements taking advantage of the extensive aerial installation programme
and to give security to vulnerable people we recommend that safeguards similar to the Channel 5 retuning
is introduced and monitored by a public agency. It is also recommended a limitation be placed on landlords
charging for the installation of IRS and aerial distribution upgrades.

4.5 We welcome Tessa Jowell’s announcement practical support for vulnerable consumers. We note that
assistance will consist of providing the necessary equipment to convert one TV set and the relevant support
to install and use such equipment and that this help will be free for the poorest eligible households (those
on Income Support, Job Seekers’ Allowance or Pension Credit) with a modest fee to others. RNID calls
for the Government to individually assess the appropriate technical and financial support for all vulnerable
communities, in partnership with the organisations that represent them.

4.6 RNID is pleased to be able assist with the Bolton switchover trial to ensure the needs of deaf and hard
of hearing people are assessed and taken on board. All pilot trials must include work on providing easy
access to Assistive Services. Additionally although it is recognised that there can be no simple “one size fits
all” solution for the design of DTV equipment services, much needs to be done towards implementing the
many recommendations made in reports relating to this area. RNID would be pleased to assist government
towards a resolution.

4.7 Changes to DTT transmission structure should be implemented so that the basic functionality of the
receivers should not be aVected. This will ensure their long-term usage by those that cannot aVord
replacements.

4.8 The ability to vary the font size within subtitles would benefit many users. It is recommended that
Ofcom undertake a study into the practicalities of variable font size.

4.9 RNID recommends that government indicates to Ofcom that any review of the Guidance on
Standards for Subtitling must ensure that the fundamentals of a quality service are retained.

4.10 RNID believes that in the medium to long term digital television will not necessarily be distributed
by today’s three main platforms. We submit that government should require carriage of Assistive Services
on any new format that gains popular support.

September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Community Service Volunteers

About CSV

1. Community Service Volunteers (CSV) is the UK’s largest volunteering charity. It was founded in 1962
by Mora and Alec Dickson who also created the Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO) and seeks to reconnect
people to their community through volunteering and training.

2. Our primary concern is to find ways for people to help others in their communities and in doing so,
help themselves.

CSV’s vision is for “active citizens and thriving communities”, which it aims to achieve by creating
“opportunities for people to play an active part in the life of their community”; we have more than 40 years
experience in facilitating innovative opportunities for people to play an active part in their community
through volunteering, training and community action.

3. Last year 164,000 people gave 4.1 million hours of their time as volunteers through CSV, and we
worked with over 15,000 partners across the UK.
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Why Analogue Switch-off Matters to Us

4. We believe that the move to Digital Switchover, if done correctly, can play a huge role in bringing
communities together and creating active citizens who take an interest in—and support members of—their
community.

5. However, we also believe that if done incorrectly Digital Switchover could damage communities by
reinforcing the social exclusion many vulnerable people already feel.

6. As a result, we welcome the opportunity to contribute to this debate and in turn work with a range of
bodies and agencies to provide solutions to the challenges which the process presents.

7. Our aim is to ensure that those at risk of social exclusion—both generally and as a result of analogue
switch oV—are supported in the right ways so that they can become socially included.

8. Furthermore, CSV is of the view that Analogue Switch-oV is a key issue, if not the key issue, on the
media literacy agenda.Without access, or the ability to understandDigital TV a whole generation and large
demographic groups risk being isolated and ignored unable to utilise the benefits of digital. In fact, many
risk being poorer oV than they were in an analogue environment, a situation which clearly must be avoided.

How CSV Can Help DSO—an Overview

9. CSV can not only bring over 40 years of experience working with a wide range of communities and
community groups to the table, we also believe that with the right resources we can oVer practical support
and services in the areas of communication, training and on-going support.

10. Volunteers can play a key role in helping to overcome this and in enabling Switchco and the
Government tomeetDSOobjectives. However it should be recognised that the large numbers of people who
will need to be trained and galvanised into helping should not be underestimated both in terms of the time
needed to recruit and train these people, and also the level of eVort required to eVectively manage them.

11. It’s also important that this contribution is publicly acknowledged and valued so that volunteers are
not seen as “doing the Government’s dirty work” or being taken advantage of. Volunteers can play a key
role in binding communities together and providing the level of on-going 1-1 support that many
organisational employees are unable to oVer, and this unique impact should not be overlooked.

12. Therefore it is essential that the budget used to communicate the process, as well as manage it, must
be substantive, as reaching vulnerable groups with both the message and the practical assistance they will
need to make the transition to Digital TV will be very labour intensive. Again the time and eVort needed to
work with these groups should not be underestimated, but similarly we believe that a successful transition
to a post analogue TV environment would not be possible without them.

The Problem: Communication

13. Despite plans for a substantial TV and Press campaign promoting analogue switch oV, CSV believes
that this will not be enough. Past experience, notably around Pension Tax Credits—where 1 million eligible
people either didn’t claim or still didn’t know that they were eligible—shows that traditional marketing
methods often fail to reach vulnerable groups. These same vulnerable groups are the ones most at risk of
being disenfranchised by DSO.

How CSV Can Help: Community Level Communication

14. CSV believes that large national and regional campaigns need to be supported by eVective grass roots
communication. Information, advice and guidance should be available from someone in your city, town or
village—not just an 0800 call centre operative.

15. We would like to see considerable eVorts made to conduct outreach work, in the form of road shows
and workshops in each area aVected by analogue switch oV. Special buses could visit rural areas, and local
libraries and Post OYces would also be useful information repositories. Local bodies such as parish councils
should be briefed so that in turn people can brief their friends and neighbours should the need to do so.
These buses could continue to be used after DSO to educate people about broadband, or E-Government so
that they provide a legacy beyond analogue switch oV and that these communities continue to be made
aware of—and have the skills to benefit from—the opportunities that Digital Britain presents.

16. Within each area we believe that considerable value could be derived from training and creating
“Digital Champions” ordinary members of the public specially equipped to answer questions from their
neighbours and other people in their locality. Impartial and approachable, we have experience of having
run similar schemes in Norfolk, where we worked with Citizens Advice Bureaus in creating Consumer
Champions who could oVer advice and guidance whenever and wherever people needed it. One such
example, was a local butcher who had a small PC in his shop which anyone could use—and anyone could
ask him for assistance on a variety of consumer issues. Reaching out to people in unlikely as well as more
predictable locations will be an important factor in making this campaign a success.
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How CSV Can Help: Working with BBC Local Radio

17. CSV seeks to use radio, TV, video, web and print to inform, empower and inspire people and to give
diVerent communities a voice. We are a broadcaster, trainer and advisor across the media and voluntary
sectors, and we sit on the Skillset &Radio AcademyTrainingCommittee as well as a number of other bodies
including the Public Voice coalition and the Community Media Association (CMA).

18. CSV has a unique, and long established partnership with the BBCwhich has seen a range of successful
broadcast outputs. Of most interest to this debate is our 37 Action Desks—of which 36 are at BBC Local
Radio and One is located with BBC Radio 4.

19. Since 2001 the Action Desks have:

— Inspired over 80,000 people to take up learning or volunteering opportunities in their community.

— Worked with over 12,000 voluntary sector partners.

20. We believe that theActionDesks can play a key role in educating a key demographic—the BBCLocal
Radio audience—about Analogue Switch-oV and the implications for them.

21. In 2005 alone the Action Desks have demonstrated their ability to mobilise large numbers of people
to have a positive eVect on communities and to work with elderly—and often vulnerable—people.Working
on the BBC’s People’s War project—a programme which seeks to create a large online archive of WW2
stories and reminiscences—we have to date:

— Answered phone queries from nearly 10,000 people.

— Recruited 1,700 volunteers to gather stories from those who lived through WW2.

— Supported 700 events across the country.

— Worked in partnership with over 200 VCS organisations including Age Concern, Help the Aged,
Veterans Groups, Libraries and Museums and many others.

22. These relationships and this past experience of working on large co-ordinated campaigns across the
BBC as well as the Voluntary andCommunity Sector will provide a useful foundation for helping to support
any communication plan with a broadcast element.

The Problem: Accessing the Vulnerable

23. Defining and identifying vulnerable groups can be a diYcult and complex task, and our experience
has shown that when we and our volunteers work with vulnerable people—particularly in their home—on
a specific issue we often identify other problems which also need to addressed eg their heating doesn’t work,
they’re not getting Meals on Wheels etc.

24. We believe that the same situation may frequently arise during the analogue switch oV process,
although it’s questionable if—for example—an aerial fitter, would notice these problems or be in a position
to redress them. Arguably, it’s not their job or their area of expertise, to do, but clearly if problems are
discernible they also need to be fixed. We believe that volunteers and peer support groups can play a major
role in helping to achieve this.

How CSV Can Help: Supporting the Vulnerable

25. We have over 40 years experience working with vulnerable groups across the spectrum, and therefore
we can use our existing networks to link to housebound older people and take the message about switch
over.

26. By working collaboratively with new and current partners we can build on services already in
operation such as telephone befriending initiatives. These would use the phone to develop supportive
networks for vulnerable people who are either unsure who to get to adapt their sets, or how to use them once
they have been adapted.

27. The community gain from this outreach activity could be substantial as once contacted on this very
practical issue we may be able to link these vulnerable people into further supportive networks touching on
other issues such as healthcare.
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How CSV Can Help—Young Volunteers

28. CSV has experience of working with volunteers across all ages. In a moment we will talk about the
role that older volunteers can play, but here we would like to draw your attention to the role that we believe
young people can play in supporting analogue switch-oV.

29. Firstly, younger people are typically more au fait with new technology than many other groups.
Therefore it makes sense to harness the skills and knowledge of a generation brought up on digital to
communicate its benefits and how to use it, to those who are not digital adept.

30. Secondly, we believe that by doing this we can encourage cross-generational learning and working
which will—in turn—help to build more active and coherent communities.

How CSV Can Help—Using Older Volunteers

31. CSV’s RSVP programme has over 10,000 volunteers across the country, and we believe that they—
and other such groups—can play a key role in supporting analogue switch-oV through buddying and
ongoing peer support. In doing this, we can use the power of peers to make sure older housebound believe
and trust the message we bring.

32. Whilst we believe that young people can play a key role in supporting DSO we also recognise the
immense value of being trained and supported by “someone like me”. Having a 75 year old teach a 65 year
old how to use Freeview, work the red button, use digital text etc may, in some instances, be more eVective
than a young person doing this—there’s clearly a direct benefit in working with someone who speaks your
language, who understand your concerns, and who may have previously been just like you in terms of
technical confidence and knowledge.

33. Moreover, older volunteers have large social networks in their communities which can be used to
identified those in need, so this group can have a direct benefit on the vulnerable groups touched upon earlier
in this response.

Conclusion

34. CSV believes that training volunteers to provide initial and on-going support for vulnerable and
disadvantaged groups as well the technology fearful can play a key role in helping the Government to
achieve their ambitions around Analogue Switch-oV.

35. Our experience of working with volunteers over a 40 year period means that we are well versed in the
issues around using volunteers and some of the challengeswhichwill need to bemet—frompersonal security
(eg volunteers going into people’s homes) through to the perception of the value volunteers make and the
need to avoid using volunteers as a form of job substitution.

36. We firmly believe that all of these issues are very manageable and that volunteer can provide a level
of service and support which shops, telephone helplines, visiting workmen or a leaflet cannot match and we
welcome the opportunity to demonstrate that value in the near future.

37. Finally may we thank you for the opportunity to contribute to this debate on Analogue Switch-OV.
Should you have questions about the ideas and issues raised in our submission then please do not hesitate
to contact us.

September 2005

Memorandum submitted by SMG Plc

SMG plc is a cross-media company comprising television, radio, outdoor and cinema advertising
businesses. It owns the two regional Channel 3 licensees in Scotland, Scottish TV and Grampian TV. Both
licensed areas of Scottish TV and Grampian TV are wholly within Scotland.

This response is submitted on behalf of Scottish TV and Grampian TV (together referred to in this letter
as “SMG”). SMG have reviewed SwitchCo’s response to the above Inquiry and are in agreement with their
response. However, SMG would like to take this opportunity to highlight the main issues that aVect
Scotland in the run-up of Digital Switchover (“DSO”).

Grampian TV’s licensed area has the highest numbers of transmitters for any regional licensee, albeit it
is one of the smallest ITV licensees from a revenue perspective. Therefore, it is imperative that the current
cost-sharing mechanism within ITV Network for sharing transmissions costs and subsidising the smaller
licensees is carried over to costs incurred in the build-out of the digital network.

In addition, it is likely that DSO will result in additional capacity on the PSBmultiplexes, particularly the
BBC multiplex. This would be an ideal home for the dedicated Gaelic channel as it would be the means
towards ensuring that the Gaelic channel has universal coverage within Scotland. That Gaelic channel has
all party support among the Scottish Executive, DCMS, the Gaelic Media Service, Ofcom, the BBC and
SMG as the future for Gaelic broadcasting in Scotland.
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Finally, we believe it is important that, once the DSO plan commences and regions begin to switch over,
the Government ensures that the timetable is adhered to and that all regions achieve DSO as planned.
Otherwise, a two-tier digital community would exist in the UK with certain regional broadcasters being
unfairly prejudiced.

September 2005

Memorandum submitted by the National Consumer Council

The National Consumer Council (NCC) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Government’s
proposals to switch oV analogue terrestrial broadcasts over the period 2008–12.

NCC has been involved in the debate since the 1990s, being active in a DCMS-led working group on
providing public information, the Viewers’ Panel and the Consumer Expert Group, advising Ministers on
consumer aspects of switch-oV. We have also been involved in working groups as part of the Government’s
Digital Action Plan.

Our response attempts to address the issues listed in the invitation but overall, we feel that it is too early
to judge whether switching will go smoothly. We are deeply concerned about the potential negative impact
on consumers, and stress the importance of monitoring the eVectiveness of the information campaign and
targeted assistance scheme to ensure they meet consumer need.

1. Summary

Switch-oV is a government initiative which will impact on every single household in theUK. Significantly,
consumers have to pay their own costs for the switch, whether or not they want multi-channel TV. Some
consumers are happy about this and have converted. For others the benefits of digital are ill defined and less
than compelling, the technology alien, oV-putting and just too diYcult to use, or simply not aVordable.

The Government’s Digital Action Plan was based on a market-led approach, which envisaged that, over
time, consumers would be persuaded to switch in suYcient numbers to allow switch-oV to be announced.
The trigger point for this announcement was encapsulated in the three consumer tests of availability, access
and aVordability, which were designed to ensure that everyone who had access to the main public service
broadcasting channels in analogue form should be able to receive them in digital form prior to switch oV.
(See section 3) This strategy has had partial success—63% of households have already switched—but it is
also clear that the 99.5% accessibility or coverage test of won’t be met before the point of switch-oV.

Now that Government has abandoned its consumer tests and announced the timetable for switch-oV it
must take responsibility for ensuring that all consumers are able to get and use digital television. There are
additional responsibilities in respect of the elderly, the disabled, and the poorest who are most vulnerable.

Digital television has much potential to provide significant benefits including better reception and a wider
choice of content including interactive services and special services for disabled people such as audio
description. Most households who have switched are satisfied. But there is a real risk of detriment if
consumers do not receive the kind of help they need in order to make the switch, if they are unable to get a
signal, or if they don’t get the right information to help themmake the best choices. TheNational Consumer
Council remains unconvinced that the measures outlined so far will achieve all this.

There are many uncertainties about whether the timetable is realistic, how much the switch will cost, and
the impact on consumers. Government will need to deliver on all fronts if it is to manage the transition and
switch-oV successfully. EVective and responsive support for all consumers throughout the process will be
essential. DigitalUK’s public information campaign and the targeted assistance programme, which has just
been announced, are a start. But we are uneasy about the restricted eligibility criteria, and about using TV
licence fee money as funding because of the negative impact on low-income households.

The information campaign is crucial and needs to be finely balanced to avoid panic, or further alienation
of the public. People need to know about the change, but that they have plenty of time to plan for it, and
that they will have access to advice. The last to switch are likely to be those who are most unsure, and who
need most support.

It is too early to tell how the information campaign and targeted assistance scheme will work out. NCC
believes it will be essential to keep both under review, with input and advice from consumer and community
bodies “on the ground” to make sure they genuinely are reaching the people who need help. The quality of
advice and information provided by retailers should also be monitored, as point of sale support is variable.
Consumers need to know what questions to ask when they buy their new equipment but it is even more
important that retail staV are able to answer those questions accurately, as well as to explain what switching
entails, and in a way that people can understand.
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2. The Policy Objectives and Economic Benefits of Digital Switchover, and the Relative Roles of

the Different Platforms in the Delivery of Digital Television

The UK Government anticipates digital switchover will contribute significantly to a number of broad
objectives including improved social inclusion through technological means; the promotion of greater
competition in communications markets; greater choice for consumers in broadcast and other
communications goods and services; and in promoting eYcient use of spectrum and realising its value for
the Exchequer through spectrum trading.

The cost-benefit analysis (CBA) conducted for the government’s Digital Action Plan, and recently
updated for DCMS, calculated that the net benefit of digital switchover to the overall economy is in the
region of £2 billion.

However, the costs and benefits to consumers have not been well—or persuasively—defined. These costs
were not adequately reflected in the CBA, and it is left to individuals to make their own calculations.
Research consistently shows that, for many consumers, the costs still outweigh the perceived benefits, and
they feel they are being asked to pay for something they do not want and which, in the end, will be imposed.
(See publications in the list of references)

Relative roles of the diVerent platforms

The three dominant platforms will be DTT, cable and satellite although other platforms may be available
as technology develops. Some viewers will be able to choose between the three platforms. Others will have
no choice of platform at all.

It is broadly accepted that the terrestrial platform (DTT) will be the core platform for digital reception.
The roll out of digital is organised around planning forDTT coverage, DTTwill carry the core public service
channels, and it is currently the best platform for access to a free-to-view option. The Government’s target
is that digital terrestrial television should be available to at least 99.5% of the population in each region at
the point of switchover.

NCC supports this approach, partly as it is the best way of making sure that amajority of consumers have
a choice of platforms.

Choice is particularly important because the current cable and satellite platforms have inherent add-on
costs. In addition cable coverage is limited geographically, and is concentrated in urban areas. In contrast
satellite provides a near- universal coverage but currently is not an attractive option for people who do not
want subscription TV.

DTT coverage is unlikely to reach 100%, so alternative platforms will be essential for those households
who cannot receive DTT—especially as this could mean they might be deprived of a free-to-view option.
Some have estimated that up to five million households across the UK may not be able to receive DTT,
making a freesat option essential.

3. The Feasibility of, and the Steps Needed to Meet the Government’s Timetable—and with

Sufficient Geographic Coverage

In theory, with the extension of transmitter conversion, technical adaptations and other developments
during transition, suYcient geographical coverage should be achieved to meet Government targets. In
practice, we don’t know for sure that all the problems will be resolved. We may have a better idea once the
Borders region has been switched. The switching programme represents a serious challenge to the wider
digital industry to get it right first time and avoid a situation where consumers will bear the brunt of any
shortfall.

Several pilots have been conducted to test the technical and “social” feasibility of switch-oV, furnishing
essential information about the challenges that need to be met. Those involved are confident that the
technical challenges—including those of coverage—can be met. The “human factor” challenges are more
complex, as indicated in a wide range of research, and in the recent Ferryside-LlansteVan technical pilot
where 43% of households classed as vulnerable didn’t consider tackling installation themselves.

Abandoning the consumer tests

Government originally stated that switch-oV would not occur until the three key tests of availability,
access and aVordability had been met. The tests required that everyone who had access to the main public
service broadcasting channels in analogue form should be able to receive them in digital form prior to switch
oV. This was interpreted as 99.5% of the population being able to receive a DTT digital signal, and 95% of
consumers having access to digital equipment, the latter as a measure of aVordability. Further, the
Government said that there would be no announcement of switch oV until 70% of consumers had already
switched.
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NCC, as a member of the Consumer Expert Group, argued that the tests should take priority in the
switchover plans. They are not perfect—for example we would have preferred the target figures to have been
disaggregated to ensure that the tests specifically apply to vulnerable consumers, such as older people, those
on low or fixed incomes or who live in rural or marginal areas where it is diYcult to get a signal, as people
in these groups are less likely to switch early. And we wanted to minimise the risk that an announcement
may pressurise consumers into making badly informed decisions too early.

However, it has become clear that the tests were not likely to be met within the government’s timetable
without some kind of intervention, so an announcement has been made in order to stimulate progress. At
least the Government’s announcement of the timetable on 15 September gives the digital industry—and
consumers—some clarity so they can plan ahead.

It is widely recognised that the broadcasting industry cannot meet the coverage test for switchover in its
current form.While simulcasting with analogue continues, further transmitter roll-out and power increases
could increase core coverage to a maximum of 80–85%. However, because there are not enough available
frequencies to allow simulcasting of analogue and digital signals at high power, around 15–20% of
households (over four million) will not be within terrestrial coverage until broadcasters are free to reallocate
the current high-power analogue services to digital services.

This means that broadcasters will not be able to meet the coverage test until the point at which the
analogue signal is switched oV, which in turn means that some households will not be able to receive signals
until the analogue signal has actually been switched oV. This exacerbates uncertainty for consumers—do
they opt for a satellite option or wait to see if they can receive a DTT signal?

The coverage figures are usually national averages; coverage between and within the UK nations and
regions varies greatly. For instance, research undertaken for the Consumer Expert Group in 2004 suggested
that 37% of rural households have no digital terrestrial coverage, compared to only 17% in urban areas.

Government, broadcasters and the transmission companies will need to publish regular and detailed
updates on the levels of digital terrestrial coverage that will be achieved at switchover so that consumers
aren’t left in the dark. There should also be a common signal standard of 16 QAM—at least for digital
terrestrial services from public service broadcasters—in order to maximise coverage and safeguard picture
quality. Consumers should be able to rely on a common standard for commercial channels too.

Even if 99.5% coverage is achieved it is likely that some consumers who currently have access to analogue
signals will not be able to receive DTT signals, as the signal patterns are not identical, or due to physical
obstructions or interference. They may, however, be able to receive digital satellite, or possibly cable. Given
current conditions a free-sat option is most likely to supplement gaps in DTT coverage.

Sky currently oVers a free to view option with a five-year “life” but there is no guarantee of its
sustainability. Commercial pressures mean it can’t be relied on as a long-term free-to-view option. To
provide meaningful choice, and a free-to-view option for those who cannot access DTT, consumers need
access to an aVordable free-to-view satellite option and to have confidence that this will remain free for the
foreseeable future. The freesat option being developed by the BBC and others may fill this gap.

However, even with the choice of platforms and a freesat option there is no guarantee that every
household will be able to receive a digital signal.

4. The Costs Associated with the Digital Switchover Process and How These are to be Met

The National Consumer Council is primarily concerned with the cost of switch-oV to consumers. This
does not mean that the cost to Government and to the Digital TV industry is of no interest to us—not least
becausemany of those costs are passed on to consumers through variousmechanisms—but others are better
placed to address the question in relation to government and industry.

First there is the question of buying and installing digital equipment. Nearly every viewer will incur
additional costs in switching to digital TV. Many viewers have already demonstrated that they are happy
to do so, since they can see the benefits that the additional services oVer. For others, the additional cost will
be a deterrent, especially as the benefits are not always obvious. Cost is still seen by many consumers as a
barrier to adoption, whether due to their ability or willingness to pay, or misapprehension about the actual
cost—not least because it is diYcult to predict precisely. Some consumers may be able to switch for as little
as the cost of a basic set top box at around £50.00. Others will have to pay for new aerials or leads, which
might cost several hundred. And cost varies according to which platform or package consumers choose too.

Some people will need help with installation, and unless reception facilities for audio description services
are built into all set-top boxes and integrated digital sets, visually impaired viewers—nearly all of whom
have incomes of less than half the national average—will incur a further additional cost. Consumers will
also need to learn how to install and use the technology, sort out glitches, and deal with other problems of
shoddy goods or suspect selling practices. Vulnerable consumers will struggle with all of this, particularly
those with cognitive, visual or mobility impairments. “Easy design” could ease some of these problems but
industry seems to promote sophistication at the expense of easy to use electronic programme guides (EPGs)
and remote controls.
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Perceptions of injustice aVect consumer willingness to pay for digital. Consumers have not sought digital
switchover, and research consistently indicates a significant proportion do not want to switch, and even
those who have switched are uncomfortable with the notion of being compelled to do so at their own
expense. (Consumer Expert Group report, 2004)

It is often argued, most recently by the Ofcom Consumer Panel, that the advent of cheaper DTT set-top-
boxes, and the likelihood that prices will fall further before switchover, eVectively “solves” the aVordability
problem, especially in relation to the cost of a TV licence. But our own research with low-income consumers
leads us to a diVerent conclusion. For many households, especially those on low or fixed income, any
additional costs risk causing crisis and real hardship. At least consumers will have advance notice so should
have a chance to plan their budgets accordingly but somewill genuinely struggle, especially as the cost comes
on top of the licence fee.

Even putting aside the economic viability of, say, a £10 box, there are significant doubts about the
functionality that could be included at that price. Such boxes would be unlikely to include the full range
of access features, interactivity, or automatic downloading and rescanning. This raises questions about the
desirability of such a box to consumers, its ability to contribute to the government’s digital public policy
objectives, and its adequacy for purposes other than converting second TV sets.

There is also a question of how the targeted assistance programme is being funded. Using funds raised
from the television licence fee has the advantage of retaining a link between the funds and how they are used.
It is also relatively cost-eVective to collect. But it is not in line with the core purpose of the licence fee, which
is to support programming, and NCC believes it would be false economy to direct money away from that.
Using the licence fee is also likely to magnify the worst aspects of unfairness inherent in a flat-rate fee, where
the burden is heavier on low-income households. As Government anticipates switching will deliver some
financial benefit to the Treasury some of that money should be diverted to oVset the burden for consumers.

The Government’s strategy and the assistance programme focus on single-set conversion, but the cost of
whole-home conversion needs to be considered. Although the OfcomConsumer Panel report acknowledged
that many homes havemore than one TV set and at least one VCR, they based their aVordability conclusion
on the cost of converting a single set. Consumers will undoubtedly want to convert their household which
will involve considerable extra costs—converting or replacing multiple sets, recording equipment,
distribution systems, cabling and aerials, and installation services. It has been reported that it cost over
£2,100 per house to convert the homes involved in the Ferryside-LlansteVan pilot. (Daily Mail
23 September 2005)

5. The Protection of Vulnerable Groups in terms of Financial and Practical Assistance

Wewelcome the announcement by theMinister in September on the targeted assistance scheme but hope
it remains under review, as we are concerned the government has underestimated the number and range of
people who will need help with switchover. The eligibility criteria restrict help to households where someone
is over 75 or has a significant disability. There are additional concessions for people in these groups who
claim certain benefits, but that still leaves many others in low-income households or who have physical or
mental impairments to struggle. Landlords and residents of social housing and multiple dwelling units will
also need help with conversion.

Access to television matters to people, and to some groups in particular. Low income consumers perceive
television as essential, as it provides a high proportion of relatively inexpensive leisure time activity, and
older people often rely on their television for information and entertainment.

TheOfcomConsumer Panel has also expressed concern that the scheme does not go far enough to address
the needs of the most vulnerable consumers, especially those who are socially isolated. It is diYcult to be
precise about numbers but the annexe includes some figures about the groups of consumers that are most
at risk.

In addition to help with costs, some groups of consumers will need practical assistance to install, tune-in
and learn to use digital equipment. Research indicates that those with physical and cognitive impairments
have the greatest diYculties.

The Generics study conducted for Department of Trade and Industry estimated that 15% of UK
households would not be able to cope with installation on their own, rising to 50% for those over the age
of 75. Although much could be done if the market developed improved product usability and installation
services, there is little sign of it happening. Nor is there any evidence of Government oVering incentives to
encourage better design and support.

It is also important that vulnerable groups, including older people, are protected from rogue traders
coming into their homes or selling unsuitable products and services. Government will need to make sure
that in-home services are secure. NCC would recommend a scheme similar to that operated by Channel 5
for retuning equipment. Government must also ensure that the retail, distribution and installation sectors
are fully compliant with the digital logo standards.
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Anyprogramme of assistance needs to be flexible and responsive to consumer needs, particularly for those
groups experiencing multiple barriers to the adoption of digital television. For example, compared with the
country as whole, rural communities have a higher proportion of older people, lower average incomes and
poor access to information. Rural populations are less likely to have access to a choice of platforms, due to
the lack of cable andDTT infrastructure and planning restrictions on aerials, masts and dishes. Care should
be taken to ensure that digital television does not increase existing rural-urban inequalities.

One-parent families account for nearly a quarter of all families and one in five children live in one-parent
households. They are more likely live in deprived regions and urban areas, and two-thirds of lone parents
live in rented accommodation, usually social housing. Typically, lone parents’ incomes are less than those
of two-parent families, with average net incomes a little over £100 a week, half of which on average consists
of benefits. These families spend a high proportion of their income on essentials such as food and energy.
Barriers to switching include a low disposable income and poor awareness.

Watching television is the single most popular leisure activity among older people. Pensioners have lower
average incomes than the population in general, with 1.6 million claiming income support, and more than
70% depend on state benefits for more than half of their income. Households of older people have less
disposable income and spend a greater proportion of their income on essentials such as food and heating.
Older retired households—particularly those over the age of 75, are likely to have even lower incomes, and
are the least aware of switchover and digital television in general. As people age they also have to deal with
mobility, hearing, vision and cognitive impairments. In a recent survey by Help the Aged, 57% of older
people saw digital television as a threat, and only 25% welcomed it.

Awareness and information

We have been involved in on-oV discussions with Government about a concerted public information
campaign since the mid-1990s so the recent launch of digitalUK is especially welcome. Although we have
always argued that the consumer tests should be met before an announcement is made, it is important that
consumers are fully informed of the timings for switchover and the transition process in each area so they
can plan ahead.

Now that the switchover timetable has been announced there is an urgent need for comprehensive,
accurate and up to date information that make the options plain, including the option to do nothing for the
time being, and eligibility for the targeted assistance scheme. People will need clear and detailed information
and support throughout the transition process to deal with platform options, purchasing decisions, and
domestic reception issues, including assistance with domestic installations, retuning and aerial issues.

The information campaign is important. Those who haven’t yet switched include those who are most
resistant to change and most likely to have problems with installation and use—partly because they have
little experience of digital equipment, and partly because they are more likely to have cognitive andmobility
diYculties.

The strategy adopted by digitalUK depends on securing the cooperation of a wide range of organisations
working with local communities to help spread the message about digital switch oV. The strategy also puts
some emphasis on better information and support at point of sale, especially as purchases of analogue
equipment remain high. Point of sale support can be a weak link in the communications chain, despite the
use of the “digital tick” scheme to indicate digital compliance. Generally speaking, customer care in the
electrical retail sector is at best patchy. “Saturday staV” are, inevitably, less knowledgeable or experienced.
Consumers need to able to rely on access to helpful, knowledgeable, and well-trained staV who can
communicate eVectively—and in “plain language”—with all kinds of people. Any training and competence
scheme needs rigorous standards, backed up by regular monitoring and evaluation.

The public information campaign is ambitious, including attempting to address the needs of consumers
with disabilities, older people and communities for whom English is not their first language. DigitalUKwill
also need to reach out to leaseholders, landlords and tenants to help with the specific issues relating to the
provision of communal aerials. Around 20% of households rely on shared systems to receive television.
Government has published a good practice briefing for landlords and others who are responsible for
properties that have communal TV systems but consumers need information too. People who live in a block
of flats or estate need to know what their options are, and how to engage with their landlord, even if it may
not be possible to provide individual household choice.

One of the diYculties facing consumers is that they don’t necessarily know now which options will be
available or best at the point of switchover—so it seems a perfectly valid option to us that people decide not
to switch yet. The public information campaign will need to balance information messages with reassurance
that consumers aren’t being compelled to act right now, and that they will be able to get impartial help and
advice when they need it.
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Annex

VULNERABLE CONSUMERS (FIGURES SELECTED FROM PUBLICATIONS IN
THE LIST OF REFERENCES)

Visual Impairment

RNIB estimate there are onemillion blind or visually impaired people in theUK (1.8% of the population)

157,000 people are registered blind with the Dept of Health

36,000 households receive a half price concessionary licence because someone in the household is
registered blind.

75% of registered blind people are over the age of 65

50% of visually impaired people over age 60 are also deaf or hearing impaired

Hearing Impairment

RNID estimate around 700,000 people are severely or profoundly deaf

About nine million have some form of hearing loss

Around 1.4 million use a hearing aid on a regular basis

Fewer that 200,000 people in England are registered deaf or hard of hearing by the Department of Health

Approx 50,000 people use British Sign Language as their first language

55% of people over age 60 are deaf or hearing impaired

Mobility/Cognitive Impairment

Around 2.6 million adults have some form of impairment in their cognitive abilities

Around seven million adults have some form of motion disability, including dexterity and mobility

48% of the disabled population is aged 65 or over

47% of people aged over 75 have a dexterity problem

15% of people aged 75! have a cognitive impairment

Social Isolation

17% of people over age 65 are in contact with friends, neighbours or family less than once a week

11% of people over age 65 have contact with friends, neighbours or family less than once a month

40% of people over the age of 75 live alone (compared to 12% for ages 25 to 44)

September 2005

Memorandum submitted by ASTRA GB

1. Introduction

1.1 ASTRA GB welcomes the Committee’s inquiry into the Government’s proposals to switch-oV

analogue terrestrial television broadcasts over the period 2008–12. ASTRA GB hopes that this submission
oVers constructive and valuable suggestions that will both aid the Committee’s inquiry and will ensure
digital switchover is a success, in particular ensuring that landlords take necessary and appropriate action.

1.2 ASTRA GB is the London-based aYliate company of SES ASTRA, which owns and operates the
ASTRA satellite system serving over 102 million homes across Europe. Three of SES ASTRA’s 12 satellites
are dedicated to audiences in the UK and Ireland.
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1.3 The Committee has specifically asked for evidence relating to the feasibility of, and the steps to be
taken to achieve switchover to the Government’s timetable and with suYcient geographical coverage.
ASTRAGBbelieves the implications for those living in urban areas, particularly inMultipleDwellingUnits
(MDUs), have been neglected. The actions that need to be taken by landlords to ensure residents have access
to digital services of choice, have we believe been underestimated.

1.4 ASTRA GB estimates that in the UK around 4.5 million households (20% of all households) are
MDU’s which are predominately in urban areas.

1.5 In order to meet the television viewing demands of residents in MDU’s, ASTRA GB strongly
supports the concept behind Integrated Reception Systems (IRS), which give householders the full choice
of free or pay television through either terrestrial or satellite transmissions whilst also providing access to
FM radio and Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) services. The IRS system is appropriate for any kind of
MDU and the basic concept can be extended from a handful of households to many hundreds.

2. Achieving Digital Switchover on Time

2.1 Analogue switch-oV can only take place when an overwhelming majority of television viewers can
receive digital services. Research has shown that millions of people living in Multiple Dwelling Units
(MDUs) are having diYculty in accessing digital programmes. This can either be because landlords do not
allow tenants to install individual reception systems or because they do not provide tenants with a communal
digital reception facility.

2.2 ASTRA GB welcomes steps taken by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport to address the
issues of access to satellite services. However, ASTRA GB believes that while there is no legal requirement
or support for local authorities, housing associations and private landlords to take appropriate action,
residents of MDUs will find themselves unable to access services. This situation would fundamentally
undermine the Government’s policy objectives.

2.3 In recognition of this potential problem, DCMS commissioned an NOP survey to establish the level
of preparations made by landlords in the social housing sector in terms of upgrading communal TV systems
or facilitating access to digital television for their tenants. The results illustrate the scale of the task facing the
Government if it is to ensure that communal TV systems are upgraded to meet the timetable for switchover:

— The research showed that 14% of Local Authorities and 29% of Registered Social Landlords
surveyed do not allow their tenants to install satellite reception equipment.

— 45% of Local Authorities and 46% of Registered Social Landlords have not carried out any digital
upgrading to date and have made no plans for switchover.

— Less than a half of all Local Authorities (49%) and only 44%ofRegistered Social Landlords expect
to have completed all upgrading by 2008.

2.4 Furthermore, the Department of Culture, Media and Sport recently published a Good Practice
Briefing on digital switchover for landlords of MDUs outlining the implications of digital switch-oV and
the technical options to ensure access to digital services. While this guide provides useful information, it
provides no assurance that landlords either social or private will take action.

2.5 The typical lead times required to convert MDUs to allow residents access to digital services have
been underestimated. We believe that at least three years will be needed for Local Authorities, Registered
Social Landlords and possibly private landlords to complete their procurement processes in order to install
the necessary equipment. Crucially, as we move towards 2008 the available workforce across the aerial
installation industry will be hard pressed tomeet demand from landlords seeking communal aerial upgrades
would, in turn, create a bottleneck extending lead times. With analogue switch-oV to begin in 2008, we
believe theGovernment needs to urgently assess the levels of understanding amongst landlords and establish
an incentives scheme whereby landlords are rewarded for upgrading the housing stock to communal aerial
systems, ideally with an IRS.

2.6 To date, two trials have taken place in village locations inWales to investigate the technical issues for
broadcasters and consumers associated with the switch from analogue to digital terrestrial television
transmission. ASTRA GB believes that an urban trial which encompasses MDUs is the only way to assess
fully the implications for those householders reliant on communal aerial systems. The trial should include
a statistically valid number and variety of MDU’s in the public and private sector. It must also include a
range of converted older or period properties to assess the impact of going digital for those residents who
may be restricted in their ability to install equipment due to landlord covenants.

3. Technical Challenges

3.1 ASTRA GB is concerned that that whilst the recent “Good Practice Briefing” produced by the
Department of Culture, Media and Sport in conjunction with the Chartered Institute of Housing sets out
the options available to private and social landlords to upgrade communal television reception it does not
fully assess the benefits of the Integrated Reception System in comparison to other proposed
infrastructure options.
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3.2 We believe that an Integrated Reception System (IRS) is the only practical way to provide all digital
services to every household. The principal benefit of IRS is that they provide tenants with access to the full
range of digital services according to their individual preference: in addition to receiving the free to air digital
channels, they can also subscribe to pay channels if they desire. In short, IRS is a platform neutral aerial
system. IRS can be adapted to suit every kind of MDU.

3.3 Ignoring obstacles that impede MDU residents accessing the digital platform of their choice will
prevent the development of a fully functioning market in digital services.

4. Cost Implications

4.1 The Committee has asked for information regarding the costs associated with the digital switchover
process and how these are to be met. The cost implication for landlords is a concern for ASTRA GB. The
Good Practice Briefing from the Department of Culture, Media and Sport provides little information on
the financial implications for those whomanageMDUs. The implications for Local Authorities, Registered
Social Landlords and private landlords which manage large quantities of housing will be high. However,
the Government will not assist with any upgrading of communal TV systems. ASTRAGB believes that this
approach is unhelpful and will delay the switchover project as a whole.

4.2 In the case of the private sector, costs of upgrading communal TV systems will be passed on to the
residents through service charging. This will be in addition to the cost for each resident to buy the necessary
receivers to access freeview services or for subscriptions to satellite services.

4.3 There was no reference to Sky Homes, a division of BSkyB created to promote and support the
installation of IRS as standard in allMDU’s in the “Good Practice Briefing”. ASTRAGB recommends that
social landlords should always contact Sky Homes early in their planning process for making any digital
conversions since Sky Homes can help with both planning and design specification work.

5. Planning Issues—Restricted Covenants and Dish Planning

5.1 In addition to the issues of people living in MDUs, some homes cannot receive terrestrial digital
television signals via their normal TV aerial and others do not have access to cable. In these cases
householders will rely on external satellite dishes to receive digital television after the analogue signal is
switched oV.

5.2 However, a number of properties, both freehold and leasehold, are subject to restrictive covenants
that prevent satellite dishes being placed on the outside of the property. ASTRA GB has worked with the
Department of Culture,Media and Sport, theDCAand theGovernmentDigital TelevisionGroup (GDTG)
to examine the extent to which restrictive covenants are a barrier to digital services. The data is not easily
available and we are concerned that a hidden number of households will be unable to gain access to
television services after the analogue signal is switched oV.

5.3 Furthermore, the OYce of the Deputy Prime Minister has been reviewing planning regulations
relating to dishes, aerials and antennas to examine how current rules might be relaxed. The consultation
proposed that all antennae, except conventional television aerials, should be treated the same way within
the General Permitted Development Order (GDPO) irrespective of what is being transmitted.

5.4 ASTRA GB believes that to achieve the Government’s objectives to allow people choice in terms of
digital platforms it is essential that planning restrictions on satellite dishes are removed.

5.5 ASTRA GB welcomes moves to relax planning regulations for aerials and dishes. We believe that
such a move will allow more households to access digital services and therefore help the Government reach
the switchover target.

5.6 The consultation was published in the summer of 2003, but we are still waiting for the Government’s
response. ASTRA GB is calling on the Government to publish its response to the consultation with
immediate eVect to enable the industry to promote the use of appropriate and discrete satellites and aerials.

29 September 2005

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Astra GB

Following your invitation, ASTRA GB welcomes the opportunity to provide more specific evidence on
the issue of Multiple Dwelling Units (MDUs) to the Committee’s inquiry into the Government’s proposals
to switch oV analogue terrestrial television broadcasts over the period 2008–12.

ASTRA GB hopes that this additional submission builds on the constructive and valuable suggestions
that have been made during the recent oral evidence sessions and that this will continue to aid the
Committee’s inquiry.

Without a city centre trial, ASTRAGB believes that the significant implications for residents of Multiple
Dwelling Units will remain poorly assessed and the appropriate measures that need to be taken to ensure
the Government objectives will be unfilled.
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1. ASTRA GB is concerned about the serious implications for those living in Multiple Dwelling Units
(MDUs) in urban areas. We believe that this group of people are most likely to be adversely aVected by
analogue switch-oV. Action must be taken to ensure that landlords, in particular those in the private sector,
take immediate steps to ensure residents have access to digital services of choice. Residents in MDUs are
almost entirely reliant on the goodwill of their landlords, in ensuring that they have access to the most basic
of digital services once the switch oV has taken place. Clearly there will be market pressure on landlords to
ensure that their properties are compliant, but in disadvantaged areas, orwhere there are absentee landlords,
a clear determination needs to be made in terms of responsibility on this issue.

2. ASTRA GB estimates that in the UK around 4.5 million households (20% of all households) are
MDUs. The Committee has heard evidence during the inquiry that of this 20% a substantial number of
households live in social housing and therefore the issue will be resolved by the relevant RSLs. ASTRAGB
is concerned about the lack of information and financial support on oVer to RSLs apart from that being
provided by Sky Homes.

3. ASTRA GB believes the most eVective way to ensure residents in social and aVordable housing have
access to a choice of services is to upgrade the provisions of the Decent Home Standard to include an
obligation on RSLs to provide access. ASTRAGB recognises the Government’s commitment to ensure all
council and housing association housing is decent by 2010 and notes the intention that this should include
access to reasonably modern facilities. ASTRA GB contends that this should include access to a full range
of digital services. For example, in Berlin where switchover has taken place, landlords are obliged to pay
for the necessary upgrade if the furnished accommodation comes with a TV set included.

4. The Committee has heard that special attention will be given to resolving issues that may arise at
hospitals and care homes. ASTRAGB welcomes this move but remains primarily concerned that the issues
for those living in privately rented Multiple Dwelling Units remain neglected.

5. ASTRA GB believe that only through a trial in an urban area can a full assessment of the
understanding of the implications for residents in MDUs, including the need for incentives, advice and
support for social and private landlords be assessed. Furthermore this would allow for an assessment of
residents’ experiences and feedback on the availability and access to services and the conditions of technical
equipment such as existing aerials.

6. Given the existing diYculties for residents inMDUs, ASTRAGB believes that a legal requirement on
private landlords (in addition to upgrading the Decent Homes Standard) must be given by the Government
to ensure appropriate action takes place; otherwise residents of MDUs will find themselves unable to access
services. ASTRA GB is convinced that an extension of the Decent Homes Standard would be crucial first
step in this direction for those in the social/aVordable sector.

7. ASTRAGB believes the Government cannot rely on market forces to ensure action is taken given the
relatively short time frame and the plans to turn oV the analogue signal which means ultimately that
residents do not have a choice but to switch to digital services.

8. In order to meet the television viewing demands of residents inMDUs, ASTRAGB strongly supports
the concept of Integrated Reception Systems (IRS). It is only through this system that householders in
privately and socially rentedMDUs will be oVered a full choice in term of services, including terrestrial and
satellite transmissions as well as FM radio and Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) services. Importantly,
the IRS system is appropriate for any kind of MDU and the basic concept can be extended from a handful
of households to many hundreds.

9. The IRS system is the only way to ensure that the Government fulfils its objectives in terms of oVering
residents of MDUs choice in terms of digital services. ASTRAGB therefore believes the Government must
recommend the IRS systems to landlords of privately rented and social/aVordable housing.

12 January 2006

Memorandum submitted by Age Concern

1. Introduction

1.1 Age Concern England (the National Council on Ageing) brings together Age Concern organisations
working at a local level and 100 national bodies, including charities, professional bodies and
representational groups with an interest in older people and ageing issues. Through our national
information line, which receives 225,000 telephone and postal enquiries a year, and the information services
oVered by local Age Concern organisations, we are in day to day contact with older people and their
concerns.

1.2 Age Concern has been a member of two groups set up by Government to advise them on consumer
issues relating to analogue switch-oV. We have contributed to and supported the recommendations of the
reports of both of these groups. The first was “Digital Decisions: Viewer Choice andDigital Television” that
was published by the Viewers’ Panel in December 2001 and the second, “Persuasion or Compulsion?
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Consumers and analogue switch-oV” published by the Consumer Expert Group in October 2004. Age
Concern has subsequently been asked to join a revised Consumer Expert Group with the remit to advise on
the eVectiveness of Government communications on its digital switchover policy and their communications
regarding a targeted assistance scheme.

1.3 The plan to switchover from analogue to digital is complex and involves a number of considerations,
all of which are important. However our main concerns have related to aVordability and usability and
installation of equipment. We are pleased to submit evidence to the Culture Media and Sport Committee’s
inquiry into Analogue Switch-oV which relates specifically to the issue of interest expressed by the
Committee regarding the protection of vulnerable groups in terms of financial and practical assistance.

1.4 Television is of particular importance to older people. Older households are less likely than others to
have access to consumer durables apart from televisions and telephones. However, they are less likely to
have a satellite, cable or digital television.2 In a survey conducted byAgeConcernResearch Services recently
among the 50! population, watching television came out as the top favourite pastime.3 Perhaps
unsurprisingly, this was highest for the 70! age groups.

2. Affordability

2.1 We have been quite concerned at recent assumptions in some places that because the cost of digital
television has fallen significantly since its introduction it is now aVordable for everyone. However, Age
Concern accepts it is diYcult to come up with a simple definition of aVordability. Whilst some low income
households have incurred the additional costs of switching to digital, surveys have found that cost is a barrier
to take up to others.

2.2 Age Concern did not agree with the recommendation of the Ofcom Consumer Panel that financial
assistance should be restricted to those people aged 75 and over and registered blind people because of the
already established principle that they receive free television licences. They reasoned that since Parliament
had already decided that financial help in the form of free television licences should be given to these groups,
even though this meant that people not in financial need received the benefit, that the same groups should
receive financial help with switchover.

2.3 However, we do not think the reasoning for giving free television licences is the same as giving
financial help for costs incurred by people on low incomes, through no fault of their own, to retain their
ability to watch television. As the Consumer Panel Report itself states: “It is important to recognise that not
all older consumers are vulnerable—many are financially secure…”4 We agree with this statement and
would add that while there will be older people who are financially secure who are 75!, there will be those
who are under the age of 75 who are not.

2.4 TheQuest survey results in their recent report on consumer attitudes to digital television5 showed that
about 25% said they could not aVord to switch. This figure could be higher if some of the 40% recorded as
saying they will get it when the costs go down and the 25% saying they are waiting for costs to fall in the
same survey ultimately fall into the cannot aVord category as well. The report noted that it was specifically
those in social groups D and E who see cost as a particular issue.

2.5 Many older people are on low incomes with a fifth of older people living in poverty and nearly half
of pensioners having incomes too low to make them liable for income tax. Age Concern is aware that older
people on very low incomes often budget very carefully to avoid getting into debt. For example they may
turn oV their heating to ensure they can pay their fuel bills. So whilst they will have budgeted for paying the
annual television licence, they will find the one oV costs of conversion, very hard to find.

2.6 As a minimum people will need to pay around £50 for a set top box—nearly half the weekly income
of a single person relying on Pension Credit guarantee. And features such audio description and subtitling
are unlikely to be included since these tend to be available only on more expensive set top boxes. Given the
need to convert will not be their personal choice it seems hard to argue they should not get financial help if
they want to be able to continue to watch television, a service they value highly.

2.7 However if these households need to install satellite or have to get a new aerial we are talking about
a minimum cost of £150 to convert. Whilst Age Concern was pleased when Sky introduced its free satellite
digital television service, we were unconvinced that this service would continue to be oVered free in the long
term. Sky is a commercial organisation and we noted that the current access card that is needed to access
their free to view services is only guaranteed by them for five years. Given Sky had withdrawn access to free
to view services in the past wewere worried that after five years, any renewal of the access cardwould involve
subscription payments which would be an additional burden for older people on low incomes.

2 2001 General Household Survey. National Statistics.
3 LifeForce Report 2004–05. Age Concern Research Services.
4 Supporting the most vulnerable consumer through digital switchover. Ofcom Consumer Panel. November 2004.
5 Preliminary findings on consumer adoption of digital Television. DTI. January 2004.
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2.8 We strongly supported the recommendation of the Expert Group that there was an urgent need prior
to the switchover timetable announcement for provision to bemade for an independent free to view satellite
option in which there can be confidence that it will remain free for longer than five years. Age Concern was
delighted when it was recently announced that ITVwould join the BBC in a launch of a free satellite service,
Freesat, sometime in 2006. We hope that Channels 4 and 5 will join them in due course. However, it is not
yet known if installation of Freesat will require an initial one oV payment for installation costs and what
level of cost this may be.

2.9 In conclusion we believe that the issue of aVordability must be considered separately from the need
that some people will have for practical assistance. The Government should consider extending financial
help to those on a low income who are under the age of 75.

3. Accessibility and Installation

3.1 Although people are healthier now than they have been in the past no one can yet evade the eVects
of the ageing process. Although this will occur at diVerent rates and with diVerent severities, the older one
gets the more likelihood there is of experiencing the normal impairments of ageing. These mainly relate to
the senses, reaction times and mobility. Whilst older people will continue to use mainstream products and
services, because of these normal impairments, at the moment they may have greater diYculty in doing so.
This is because in general, despite Age Concern raising the issue at every opportunity, and the fact that the
numbers of older people are growing in both the UK and European market, manufacturers fail to design
products to take account of the usability needs of older people.

3.2 Common complaints from older people are that controls are too small; they need too much force to
operate; controls are multi functional; items have poorly lit and small display panels, products are too
complex making it diYcult to memorise operations and they are often accompanied by incomprehensible
instructions. These complaints apply particularly to products related to new technologies such as mobile
telephones. We were concerned that the move to digital television could result in older people finding it
harder to operate this equipment.

3.3 These concerns were confirmed by some research conducted on behalf of the Department for Trade
and Industry by the Generics group in 2003.6 This found that the current digital television equipment was
generally not as usable as analogue.Whilst dexterity, vision and hearing impairments caused diYculties, the
main barrier to use was due to “the cognitive challenges of digital equipment . . . because it is non intuitive
and exhibits inconsistencies.” The report made a number of recommendations that would improve the
situation including improved instructions for installation and use and improved remote control design. It
also estimated that 15% of viewers would need help with the installation and set up of digital terrestrial
television. Of these they estimated that 48.1% of those aged over 75 would not be able to install a set top
box with 23.7% of them not being able to identify and purchase one either.

3.4 The report published by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport on the Switchover Technical
Trials also found older people experiencing problems in installing the equipment.7 The trials aimed to find
out the specific impacts on older and disabled households of digital switchover. It found that 35% of
households aged 65! required assistance with installation. The report also recommended that remote
controls be more ergonomically designed and there should be greater use of large type in instructions and
on remote controls. It also recommended an “initial personal step by step training session to teach the basic
operations with a follow up telephone call for vulnerable households,” the majority of whom were aged 75
and over.

3.5 Having consistently argued for the need for some older households to have physical help in installing
digital equipment in their homes since 2000, Age Concern is pleased that the Government has accepted that
“…there will be some people who need assistance to understand, install and use digital television
equipment”,8 a commitment confirmed by the Secretary of State for Culture,Media and Sport in her speech
to the Royal Television Society on 15 September 2005

3.6 However while we welcome the assistance that will be provided to those over the age of 75 and
younger people receiving Attendance Allowance or Disability Allowance, we are concerned that the current
proposals for targeted assistance will exclude some people who need it. As already stated in paragraph 2.3
above, there will be households who are under the age of 75 and who do not experience severe disabilities
who will have diYculties aVording to switch and/or may need practical assistance.

3.7 As the pilot trials have shown, there are people who are outside these categories who will experience
problems in choosing and installing the equipment. Although harder to identify than households already in
receipt of free television licences or particular benefits, we sympathised with the Ofcom Consumer Panel’s

6 Digital Television for All. A report on usability and accessible design. The generics group. 2003.
7 Ferryside and LlansteVan Digital Switchover Technical Trial: Research on Vulnerable Households. DCMS. July 2005.
8 Digital Switchover Statement by the Secretary of State to the House of Commons. 21 July 2005.
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recommendation that practical help should be directed to those households without an adequate network
of friends, family, neighbours and carers. StaV on the Digital UK Helpline should be able to refer people
for practical assistance even if they are outside the specified groups where it is clear they are having major
diYculties in converting to digital TV and do not have appropriate support.

3.8 We are also concerned that this installation service will only be free to households claiming Income
Support, Job Seekers Allowance or Pension Credit. Since the most recent figures suggest that around 30%
of households entitled to Pension Credit are not receiving it, this additional means test will result in some
households aged 75! not being able to claim free practical help. We have some concern that worry about
the costs of seeking help will put oV some households from asking for it, and have already emphasised in
this submission the importance of ensuring the switchover is aVordable.

3.9 We have also raised our concerns with Government and SwitchCo, now Digital UK, that the
announcement of digital switchover will oVer new opportunities for rogue traders, particularly with regard
to aerial installations, and distraction burglars possibly gaining entrance on the pretence of retuning the
television. Tominimise this risk we have supported the development of the digital logo but clearly this needs
to be widely advertised if older people are to know what it means.

3.10 Similarly any specific help to vulnerable households will need to pay particular attention to matters
of security to protect these households. Age Concern recommends that Digital UK adopts the processes
that were used by the Channel 5 retuning operation to ensure as far as possible that any opportunity for the
exploitation of older households is minimised. As well as running security checks before employing staV,
Age Concern considers that explanatory letters should be sent to the households to be helped before anyone
calls. These letters should include specific advice on the care the householder should take before letting a
stranger into the house and to give a personal password so that the householder can be sure the caller is a
bone fide digital installer. Installers should have identity cards with their photograph and details in large
font and a telephone number for the householder to make a verification check if they want to. It would also
be helpful if the project could liaise with the local police and voluntary agencies such as Age Concern in
advance to let them know they will be operating in the area.

4. Other Concerns

4.1 We are concerned that part of the funding for Digital UK and the whole of the funding for the help
to vulnerable groups is expected to come out of the BBC licence fee income.9 Whilst in our consultation
response to the Green Paper on the Review of the BBC’s Royal Charter we supported the continuation of
the licence fee in the short term as the “least worst” option, we expressed concerns that the current situation
where the majority of the population continues to support the licence fee funding method for the BBC
should not be jeopardised. Whilst accepting the fact that the BBC has an important part to play in achieving
analogue switchoV, Age Concern does not think that funding the process is an appropriate use of licence
fee income.

4.2 Further the licence fee is regressive, being more onerous for households that are on low incomes than
for rich ones. This was the reason that Age Concern could not support the extension of the Accommodation
for Residential Care licence concession in its submission to the Davies Panel investigating concessions in
1999. We did not think it appropriate that some low income households should subsidise other low income
households. Due to its regressive nature we also opposed the decision of the Government to allow above
inflation increases in the licence fee to support BBC development of digital services. Not only are above
inflation increases hard for people on pension income to meet, but many of them would not actually receive
these digital services that they have paid for.

4.3 Not only does Age Concern think is the licence fee an inappropriate mechanism to fund digital
switchover including help for vulnerable groups, but we would be particularly concerned if, as seems
possible, it meant that the BBC might, yet again be awarded above inflation licence fee increases over the
next five years to meet these costs. In her speech of 15 September10, the Secretary for State said: “The costs
of the schemes will be reflected in our assessment of the BBC’s future funding needs, leading to a new licence
fee settlement from April 2007.” We are very concerned that this indicates above average inflation licence
fee increases, which are always diYcult for pensioners, whose income usually rises in line with inflation, to
fund and for purposes the licence fee is not designed for.

4.4 We also think that by insisting that licence fee monies are used to fund the Digital UK help and
communications programme, there will be some reluctance to spend adequate resources on the programme,
despite the key importance of communications to ensure eVective switchover. The current Digital UK
helpline is a good example of this. Given that the most likely people to call this will be those who have not
yet chosen to switch to digital, it could be argued that now they have no choice but to switch, they should
not have to pay for the costs of getting advice on how to do so.

9 Green Paper on the Review of the BBC’s Royal Charter.
10 Op cit.
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4.5 However, as Age Concern knows from the experience of running its own free call Advice Helpline,
the costs of oVering a free help lines are high. It seems possible that the decision to make the helpline an
0845 number rather than an 0800 number has resulted from the desire to keep expenditure funded by the
licence fee to a minimum. Similar concerns to keep down the costs may also have aVected the decision on
who should be given financial and practical help. Given that ultimately the Government will benefit
significantly from the released spectrum after analogue switchoV, Age Concern considers the switchover
programme should be fully funded from taxation.

29 September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Cisco Systems

Introduction

Cisco Systems (“Cisco”) is the global leader in Internet networking equipment and therefore closely
follows policy decisions that may encourage or discourage the growth of network capacity.

Cisco believes that digital switchover has the potential to deliver significant benefits in that it opens up
options for making more eYcient use of use scarce radio spectrum.

This submission by Cisco aims to provide the Committee with summary information about these
potential economic benefits. We make a number of recommendations as follows:

Regarding digital switchover, Cisco would make the following recommendations:

— Set a short timescale and fixed date for digital switchover.

— Maximize the commercial broadband wireless opportunity when planning television broadcasting
in the digital world.

— Consider the wider economic benefits of diVerent uses of released spectrum.

— Reserve a suYcient part of the vacated spectrum below 1 GHz for wireless broadband—including
convergent services such as interactive broadcast TV over mobiles.

— Make this spectrum licensed (exclusive spectrum usage rights).

— Aim for a fixed date for digital switchover and spectrum harmonization as much as possible
across Europe.

Digital Switchover—a PotentialOpportunity to Boost Broadband to the Benefit of the Economy

— The digital switch-over will free up very valuable frequencies.

Terrestrial digital television (DTV) is a far more flexible and eYcient broadcast technology than the
current analog system. Converting to DTV will clear valuable spectrum for other important uses,
particularly for wireless broadband. The amount of cleared spectrum will vary depending on how the
European regulators decide to set the limits of digital broadcasting frequencies.

The propagation characteristics around 700 MHz are much more favorable than the current frequencies
available for wireless broadband, and translate into reduced cost and higher eYciency (assuming licensed,
service provider deployment). When it comes to the ability to penetrate buildings and to the range, the 700
MHz signals show better performances.

The following chart derives from the US context and includes frequencies at 700MHz, 1,900 MHz and
2,400 MHz. Even though these frequencies are not the same as those used in Europe11, the results illustrate
how the frequencies below 1GHz are much more favorable than frequencies currently available for wireless
broadband—either fixed or mobile.

11 In Europe, the relevant frequencies to compare with should be 2,6 GHz and 3,5 GHz which are currently planned to host 3G
and wireless broadband services.
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SPECTRUM BELOW 1GHZ OFFERS THE MOST COST EFFECTIVE SOLUTION
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— It is critical to promote the deployment of new broadband infrastructures in Europe

The data in terms of broadband penetration show a correlation between infrastructure competition and
penetration.
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The competition between infrastructures also stimulates themigration to next generation broadband. The
availability of the most advanced generation of broadband is key for Europe competitiveness.

In Europe, the availability of a relatively inexpensive network build is really important because wireless
broadband does not have first mover advantage in themarket—it’s competing against DSL, cable and some
of the latest 3G technologies.

Spectrum below 1GHz therefore represents an important “potential competitor” for the broadband
future because it will have a lower cost basis, giving it a big boost for its business case.

Wireless broadband technologies have also experienced significant innovation over the last few years
unleashing the possibilities of convergent (voice, data, video) services.
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The spectrum that would be freed up by digital switchover fills an important gap in themarket in allowing
the development of high-speed wireless Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs) at relatively low cost. This
is because technologies such as the WiMax (802.16 family) are likely to become available in the frequencies
that may be freed up by analogue switch oV and oVer true broadband speeds.
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— Wireless broadband : a converged platform to unleash innovation for innovative applications to
the benefit of the whole economy …

Wireless broadband is able to host all the information & communication technologies (ICT) applications
which transform our economies and drive productivity growth. In particular, broadband infrastructure is
a converged platform which can host all ICT-related transformation : e-business, e-government, school of
the future, e-healthcare, etc.

The allocation of spectrum to wireless broadband would therefore enable the development of new
services—based on a variety of wireless broadband platforms—generating new businesses as well as
providing many opportunities to improve existing businesses and practices.

— …including the Creative Industries Sector

Wireless broadband is a key pillar of the transformation of the economy including the creative industries
sector. Broadband infrastructures constitute an opportunity for broadcasters to distribute their contents
through new media.

The next generation networks enable innovative services and business models related to audiovisual such
as interactive program guide, video on demand, multiview12, interactive advertising, network-based PVR13,
local contents, and time-shifted TV14.

As demonstrated by its recent announcements15, the BBC has identified the opportunity of the high speed
Internet as a new media—with much less bandwidth scarcity than air broadcasting—to deliver video
contents and take advantage of innovative features.

Increased competition and bandwidth availability in the wireless broadband sector will oVer more
opportunities at lower cost for the creative industries to reach their audiences. This will provide a boost to
the audiovisual content sector as a whole.

The digital dividend also constitutes an opportunity to launch a mass-market mobile TV. Many players
in the audiovisual content sector are planning for this transition.

12 By multiview, we mean the feature which enables the viewer to choose its angle of view from diVerent cameras.
13 Personal Video Recorder.
14 http://promise.tv/index.html
15 http://creativearchive.bbc.co.uk/; http://backstage.bbc.co.uk/ ;
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Technologies such as DVB-H, T-DMB or mediaFLO enable the broadcast of audiovisual programs to
mobile phones. The use of such technologies in TV spectrum bands allows mobile operators to deliver video
to phones while sparing the scarce 2G and 3G mobile spectrum. Some experiments with TV over mobile
using such technologies as DVB-H have already started in Europe.

— Licensed spectrum (exclusive spectrum usage rights) is likely to enable a faster time to market for
a new convergent service.

To achieve cheaper wireless deployment with relatively fewer towers requires minimizing the risks of
interference sources sitting between the network and the end user devices. Currently it seems the most
realistic way to do this is licensed spectrum.

— Pan-European harmonized spectrum would improve business models.

Pan-European spectrum and conditions of use would help manufacturers providing cheaper equipments
by leveraging economies of scale. Also it would create a higher opportunity for pan-European service
providers. Overall harmonization would improve the business model.

— Pan-European certain date for digital transition.

A pan-European deadline for digital switchover would give further visibility to the industry and
encourage Member States to promote the digital transition. From the digital TV industry perspective,
establishing a firm date for the DTV transition would help drive the market for digital products.

29 September 2005

Memorandum submitted by Electronic Frontier Foundation

Overview

A little-noticed standards body is crafting a new regime of restrictions that will shape the future of
television. The Digital Video Broadcasting Project (DVB) is a standards-specifying body that creates
standards for digital television in Europe, Australia, and much of Asia16. Consumers—who have not been
consulted—have much to fear from behind the closed doors of DVB.

In 2003, DVB stepped outside its usual domain of specifying modulation schemes for satellite, cable, and
terrestrial broadcasts, and undertook a radically diVerent work-item: specifying a far-reaching system of
use-restrictions on digital television programming.

This specification is called Content Protection Copy Management (CPCM) and it represents a grave
danger to national development priorities, social concepts of the family, competition, customary public
rights in copyright, and innovation.

When CPCM emerges from its DVB committees, it will be presented to the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), the European standardisation body that turns the DVB’s
specifications into standards. Thereafter, each nation whose digital television system is based on DVB
specifications will be encouraged with all the lobbying pressure big US entertainment companies can bring
to bear to adopt regulations giving CPCM the force of law. This is because CPCM is not free-standing and
capable of voluntary adoption by the private sector; it requires the force of law to be eVective17.

Every nation that mandates DVB CPCM signs away its citizens’ rights, signs away the competitiveness
of its technology industry, signs away its domestic artists’ self-determination, and signs away its
programmers’ rights to innovate and publish their work.

CPCM represents an unprecedented level of control for entertainment companies over the technologies
that let the public enjoy and use lawfully received television programming.

Summary

— DVB creates digital television specifications for use in Europe, Asia, Latin America and Australia.

— A DVB project called Content Protection and Copy Management (CPCM) goes beyond the
customary work of setting television standards to set out specifications for restricting how
television programmes are used after reception.

— CPCM represents a grave danger to nations that mandate it as part of their digital television
strategies.

16 DVB specifications are proposed for adoption in much of the rest of the world, see http://www.dvb.org/graphics/internal/
Adoption-Map DVB-T.jpg

17 NABA Presentation, slide 17.
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About DVB, Digital Television, and the Broadcast Flag

DVB is a standards-specifying body for digital television (DTV). As countries around the world
undertake the transition from analogue to digital television, various standards bodies are formulating
schemes for encoding, transmitting, receiving and decoding DTV signals. Among other things, these bodies
formulate systems for broadcast “terrestrial” DTV (DTV signals sent through the air from a traditional
broadcasting tower), DTV over cable and satellite, and DTV that is optimised for reception on mobile
devices, such as cellular telephones.

The transition to DTV is a policy priority through much of the world. In nations that allocate spectrum
rights by auction, for instance, the electromagnetic spectrum used by analogue broadcasters is viewed as a
potential source of billions for national treasuries, once it has been freed up from analogue TV transmissions
and sold on for use by mobile telephony and wireless data applications. Alternatively, this spectrum could
be productively given over to unlicensed spectrumusers as was donewith the spectrumused byWiFi devices.

But switching oV analogue television transmissions is fraught with political peril. An elected lawmaker
who orders analogue transmissions to cease before her constituents have purchased digital receivers will find
herself facing a great deal of political unrest, as voters discover that their television sets no longer work.

In the US, this problem has severely delayed the analogue switch-oV. The focus there is the attempt to
lureAmericans toDTVwith high-definition broadcasts that provide some qualitative improvement over the
old standard-definition transmissions. Thus far, this value proposition has failed to persuade a significant
proportion of the American audience. This failure has been politically exploited by entertainment firms who
induced toUSFederal Communications Commission to adopt a regulation known as the “Broadcast Flag”,
nominally to spur the DTV transition.

In adopting the broadcast flag rule, the FCC agreed to dramatically limit the functionality of DTV
devices—to prohibit features the motion picture studios characterized as challenging their business
models—in the hopes that the studios would release feature films and other popular programming for
terrestrial DTV broadcast. Though the studios drafted this regulation and achieved its adoption through
their lobbying eVorts, they never promised to provide any DTV programming in exchange for the
regulation; rather, they threatened to withhold DTV programming if it were not adopted.

The Broadcast Flag relied on a signal that can be embedded in any DTV programme, which, when
detected, triggers the use-restriction technologies that the studios wanted included in DTV receivers. This
signal—a simple “on” or “oV”—is possible because the US DTV standard set by the Advanced Television
Standards Committee (ATSC, a rival of the DVB) reserved a place in the signal for a “redistribution control
descriptor”. This left a slot open for a legal mandate and then the studios convinced the FCC, as the
regulator, to fill that slot.

In May 2005, the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit struck down the
Broadcast Flag regulation18 on the grounds that the Commission did not have the jurisdiction to regulate
what devices do after receiving a programme. In thewords of the court, “In the seven decades of its existence,
to FCC has never before asserted such sweeping authority. Indeed, in the past, the FCC has informed
Congress that it lacked any such authority. In our view, nothing has changed to give the FCC the authority
it now claims.”19

The studios have responded by floating a very broad legislative proposal that will give the Commission
“authority to adopt regulations governing digital television apparatus necessary to control the
indiscriminate redistribution of digital television broadcast content over digital networks”.20 As of August
2005, this proposal has not been introduced in the U.S. Congress. Legislators may be sceptical of it because
of public sentiment against the broadcast flag and because it could substantially expand the Commission’s
jurisdiction.

DVB

DVB was founded in 1993 with the understanding that it was embarking on a specific task: specifying a
modern digital television standard for use in Europe and beyond. This standard would specify modulation
schemes and other technical elements of DTV systems up until the point of signal reception. Once this
standard was to everyone’s liking, the DVB would wind down or reconstitute to address new issues21.

However, in 2003, the DVB embarked on a very diVerent sort of project. At the behest of the same
Hollywood studios that backed the US Broadcast Flag, the DVB embarked on a project to build a system
for restricting what owners of digital television sets will be able to do with TV programmes after they have
received them.

18 See American Library Association et al v Federal Communications Commission, (DC, Circ, May 6 2005) available at http//
pacer.cadc.uscourts.gov/docs/common/opinions/200505/04-1037b.pdf

19 Ibid, at 2.
20 See http://www.corante.com/importance/archives/2005/05/12/mpaa shopping draft broadcast flag legislation.php
21 See History of the DVB Project at http://www.dvb.org/index.php?id%31 and Preamble to DVB Memorandum of
Understanding http://www.dvb.org/index.php?id%26
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This project is called Content Protection and CopyManagement (CPCM), and theDVB has put it centre-
stage in its plans for DVB 3.0, the forthcoming version of the DVB standard22. The scope of the US
broadcast flag regulation was relatively narrow—the redistribution control flag could only be present or
absent. DVB CPCM, by contrast, is specifying remarkably fine-grained and elaborate means by which
broadcasters can control the detailed functionality of receiving devices. In eVect, CPCM and its constituent
specifications amount to a complicated, lengthy, and, at present, secret body of private law that describes
rules and restrictions potentially applicable to all manufacturers of DTV devices. It is already clear that at
least some CPCM co-authors expect—and require—the co-operation of regulators to make this scheme
obligatory upon these manufacturers23.

CPCM has taken up more and more of DVB’s energies, and has been the source of much controversy in
the popular press. Several Hollywood studio executives sit on the DVB steering committee. At the same
time, the body’s focus is shifting fromdrafting technical specifications towriting laws that prop upAmerican
companies’ business models as practiced abroad and at home.

Government intervention in DTV standards is already ubiquitous. Governments have perceived a public
interest in seeing to it that every broadcaster who makes use of the public’s airwaves does so in a fashion
that is robust—so that a clear, reliable signal may be received—and that follows standard formats so that
those citizens who buy digital televisions can be certain that their sets will receive local transmissions.
Whether or not this view of government’s role in standardization is appropriate today, state adoption of a
terrestrial DTV standard—and the promulgation of accompanying regulations—continues to be the
international norm.

This puts DTV standards into the narrow, special class of standards that are backed by the force of law.
Other standards—like HTTP, which underpins the World Wide Web; or ISO 9000, which specifies best
practices for manufacturers—are voluntary. Businesses and inventors choose which standards they will
employ in order to yield the highest return on investment, based on perceived marketplace demand, utility
and cost of implementation.

In DTV contexts, though, the implementers of receivers, transmitters and related devices are often
required to adhere to the standards set out by the national regulator. A noncompliant implementation isn’t
merely noncompliant—when mandated, it is illegal. The traditional telecommunications regulator’s remit
covers to use of the airwaves—the kinds of radio waves a device can emit Broadcast flags are a new kind of
mandate: a mandate over what devices can do with radio waves after they’ve been received in the privacy
of your own home.

This is why CPCM ismore a law than a standard. It sets out to “protect business models”24. ATSC’s more
modest “redistribution control descriptor” leaves a void that might be filled with a regulation—at DVB
CPCM meetings, participants are boldly writing a regulation aimed specifically at advancing one group of
incumbents’ business model.

Is CPCM Necessary?

Global experience with digital television and radio broadcasting suggests that CPCM is unnecessary.
Digital television is not inherently risky to rights-holders. Digital redistribution of recordings of analogue
television programming is already ubiquitous, and there is no element of DTV that makes it any easier to
redistribute over the Internet.

Indeed, practically every single one of the current analogue TV oVerings is recorded and redistributed
over the Internet, suggesting that the “easy enough” point has already been reached, and no further
“progress” in this field is necessary to enable more infringement or distribution—these activities are already
undertaken by everyone who cares to do so. It is therefore hard to see how DTV can possibly increase the
practice of sharing of recorded TV programmes.

Even though every TV programme aired is freely downloadable from the Internet, sales of classic
programmes on DVD are strong and growing year on year. Ironically, switching to high-definition
broadcasts may impede Internet redistribution, rather than accelerating it, since:

— It is harder to redistribute a high-definition programme over the Internet (the large file size of a
high-definition programme makes it practically impossible to redistribute over today’s P2P
networks witout substantial massaging to “down-rez” (compress) it, a process that generally
renders the file indistinguishable from one recorded from analogue transmission).

— Aviewing public that is accustomed to high-resolution transmissions will be less likely to substitute
a down-rezzed P2P download for an authorized, high-definition version.

22 CPTWG presentation, slide 2.
23 NABA Presentation, slide 17.
24 CPTWG presentation, slide 4.
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Overhanging these discussions is the spectre of risk that the studios will make good on their threats not
to release their material for DTV transmission without an agreement to restrict the features in DTV devices.
This threat was oft-repeated during the FCC’s deliberation on the Broadcast Flag, and surfaced as recently
as the DVB World conference in March 2005 in Dublin25.

The US experience shows that these threats are not very credible, however. Viacom, parent company of
the USA’s CBS told the FCC that it would cease to transmit DTV programming in summer 2003 unless the
Broadcast Flag mandate were operational26, yet years after the expiration of its deadline, CBS and other
Viacom subsidiaries havemade nomove to reduce or pullDTVprogramming. Similarly, the studios roundly
decried the BBC’s move to transmit unencrypted satellite signals and promised to stop licensing to the
BBC—a threat they likewise did not make good on. In fact, a quarter century ago, during the fight over the
legality of video cassette recorders (1976–84)27, the studios repeatedly promised never to release a single
movie on pre-recorded cassette—again, a threat that crumbled in the face of consumer demand.

The studios are businesses and they depend on broadcast revenue to make their bottom lines. In general,
with or without the ability to control entertainment technologies, the studios must license their
programming for distribution if they are to preserve their sources of revenue. Stepping out of the market to
attempt to control device design will never be a plausible long-term strategy for studios who need customers
to survive.

Finally, even if the movie studios make good on their threat to withhold content from digital broadcast,
a host of diverse new content producers wait in the wings to fill any broadcast vacuum left by obstinate
studios. In the US, for example, HDNet has rapidly become one of the biggest producers of DTV
programming. Mark Cuban, billionaire founder of HDNet, has repeatedly stated that he views restrictions
like CPCM as unnecessary to the success of his and other new DTV ventures.

In the US, luring consumers to a digital transition via high-definition oVerings has met with little success.
By comparison, the UK has adopted a “Freeview” strategy through which consumers are lured to
purchasing DTV receivers with the promise that these receivers will give them up to 30 free standard-
definition channels on their existing sets, for life, with no subscription fees28. Free TV is more valuable than
high-resolution TV. High-definition TV is most properly seen as the icing on the cake, a way to lure a few
videophiles into the digital fold, not the core value-proposition for a switch away from analogue.

In general, Europe’s digital broadcast strategy has relied more on the carrot than the stick. The UK’s
Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) system is wide open, and anyone can build a DAB receiver. There are
numerous entrepreneurs, garage inventors, and mainstream companies innovating in the DAB space, with
recording devices proliferating and readily available DAB support on the PC29.

By every metric—programmes on the air, revenue to studios, rate of consumer DTV adoption—the
European carrot approach beats theAmerican stick approach.DVBCPCMas a policy proposal would thus
mark a radical departure from European norms, which are based on user-friendliness, technological
openness, and interoperability.

Summary

— CPCM is the DVB’s answer to the failed American Broadcast Flag, an attempt to buy the studios’
co-operation with the digital TV transition by oVering them control over DTV devices.

— The studios have no credible new threat from DTV, nor is there any reason to believe that they
will avoid DTV in the absence of a CPCM regime.

— It is crucial to keep CPCM from being mandated in national laws.

CPCM Overview

The DVB CPCM specification is being developed in closed-door meetings. Joining DVB costs 10,000
Euros per year, and membership is only open to manufacturers, broadcasters, studios, and academics. Its
proceedings and intermediate work products are not widely published or publicized30.

Most of the details of CPCM have not been publicly disclosed. The material in this section is drawn from
two public presentations, one given by the Motion Picture Association of America’s (MPAA) Vice-
President, JimWilliams, at the DVBWorld Conference in Dublin inMarch 200531, the other given by DVB
Content Protection Technical Group chairman Chris Hibbert to the MPAA’s Copy Protection Technical
Working Group in Los Angeles in January 200532.

25 Presentation of Robert Zitter, HBO, to DVB World conference, March 2005.
26 See http://gullfoss2.fcc.gov/prod/ecfs/retrieve.cgi?native or pdf%pdf&id—document%6513394608
27 Sony Corporation of America v Universal City Studios et al, 464 US 417 (1984) http://www.eV.org/legal/cases/betamax
28 Freeview also includes 20 free audio channels.
29 For comparison, in the US, the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) has been pushing for a “Broadcast Flag”
for DAB, too—a mandate to restrict who may build a DAB receiver and what features it may have.

30 TheDVBnegotiations proceed in secret, and participants in the negotiation sign a “memorandum of understanding” in which
they undertake to give each sub-group’s chair the exclusive right to communicate the negotiations’ content to other
organisations.

31 DVB World presentation.
32 CPTWG presentation.
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CPCM is a system to “enable . . . current & future business models”33. To accomplish this, CPCM
employs three areas of specification:

— Usage State Information (USI). This is a set of commands that can be embedded in a TV
programme. These commands instruct a DTV receiver to apply particular restrictions to the
programme received by the device. Elements of USI include “Copy Once” and “Copy Never”,
“Proximity Control” and “View No More.” The level of control aVorded by USI is particularly
extensive and fine-grained compared to the “rights expression” in older use-restriction schemes.
This more precise level of control is intentional and regarded as beneficial by its authors.

— Definitions. CPCM defines new terms, “Authorised Domain” and “Local Environment.” The
definitions of these terms eVectively set the boundaries of what a valid family is (“Authorised
Domain”) and how far apart two devices are allowed to be in order to interact (“Local
Environment”).

— Compliance rules. This is a set of rules for DTV device manufacturers. They limit the choices
manufacturers can make in developing their products, and require them to implement
technological measures they might not choose to use otherwise.

CPCM is intended to form the basis of a regulatory mandate throughout Europe, Asia, Australia, Latin
America and all other countries that adopt DVB specifications. As DVB Executive and time Warner VP
Spencer Stephens stated at DVB World, “[CPCM] need(s) to be mandated and protected by regulation.”34

To be eVective, CPCM requires that more open and capable devices be precluded from the market.
Otherwise, there is a risk that consumers would not purchase the less capable CPCM compliant devices.
This, in turn, requires national technology mandates, to outlaw more capable devices.

As a result, to USI, definitions and compliance regime are best viewed as proposed device regulations,
not as standards for achieving compatibility. Just as the U.S. broadcast flag regulation adopted by the FCC
was derived substantially from the proposal produced by the Broadcast Protection Discussion Group (the
ATSC world’s counterpart to DVB CPCM), the CPCM “standard” is being written with an eye to its
wholesale incorporation into a statute book.

The nominal purpose of CPCM is to “enable . . . business models”, but this is an incomplete account. The
real purpose is to enable the business models that rightsholders conceive of and endorse, even if it means
disabling the business models employed by device vendors to enrich their customers’ viewing experiences.

For example, the Virtuoso MC-50035, manufactured by Neuston, is a commercially available tool for
wirelessly retransmitting SCART signals over a short range. The right to retransmit a programme within a
household (rather than stringing a wire) is included in the price paid by viewers for their television
subscriptions and/or the subsidy provided to broadcasters in the form of free spectrum in which to
broadcast.

CPCM USI would preclude this service by allowing broadcasters to disable analogue outputs, or to
control the number of screens on which a programme may be viewed.

In other words, today viewers own the value implicit in being able to move a TV signal around their
homes. Device vendors have created a business-model in helping viewers realise this value.

CPCM will enable the “business model” of taking away this value from Neuston’s customers, rendering
Neuston’s products and those like it useless, and then selling this value back to customers as a value-added
service on top of any existing payment for television reception. The public as a whole, including innovative
new manufacturers, loses more value than any manufacturer recoups under a CPCM scheme.

Summary

— CPCM’s main areas of specification are Usage State Information (complex instructions for
restricting use after reception), definitional elements such as “Authorised Domain” (a proxy for
one household’s worth of devices), and compliance (rules that all manufacturers are required to
follow in implementing CPCM).

— CPCM is intended to form the basis of regulatorymandates in Europe, Australia and parts of Asia
and Latin America.

— CPCM exists to “enable business models” for rightsholders, even if doing so means destroying the
business models of some manufacturers.

33 CPTWG presentation, slide 4.
34 NABA Presentation, slide 17.
35 See http://www.neuston.com/en/mc5OO.asp
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CPCM and Copyright

Copyright has never been an absolute and unlimited property right. Rather, copyright is a limited
monopoly granted to creators in order to provide an incentive to engage in more creative activity.

Every copyright system contains limitations, exceptions and exemptions to the exclusive rights of authors
and performers. Software programmes are copyrightable as literary works, but in most jurisdictions,
software may be temporarily copied in connection with legitimate acts of reverse engineering. Some
countries may grant authors exclusive rights to authorise distribution of their works, but this is limited by
the first sale/exhaustion doctrine, which permits private citizens to lend their music, books and movies to
one another, and donate them to schools or charities.

The copyright in a movie or TV programme is also limited in many jurisdictions that recognize a right to
make private copies of these works.

In crafting a copyright policy, lawmakers take great care to balance out the public interest with the need
to give incentives to authors and performers. This care is reflected in the contours of the exclusive rights and
the exceptions and limitations on those rights that are reserved to the public, and the latitude aVorded to
reverse engineering as a means of creating interoperable products.

CPCM is often described as a system for protecting copyright, but CPCM has been designed to protect
exclusive rights that are not in any copyright system. Structurally, it does not even attempt to coincide with
the concepts of any nation’s copyright law. Instead, it aims to maximize the range and scope of copyright
holders’ and broadcasters’ ability to impose restrictions unilaterally, and to allow these restrictions to be as
fine-grained as possible. Broadly speaking CPCM takes rights away from the public and then allows them
to be sold back piecemeal.

For example, many national copyright laws contain exemptions for members of the public who make
copies of works in order to add assistive information required by people with disabilities. In the audiovisual
realm, fans and public-spirited individuals often add subtitles to films to help hearing-impaired people, or
narrative audio to help blind people. But within CPCM, the ability to open recorded programmes in a tool
used for this purpose is limited by flags (such as the USI “Export Beyond Trust” flag) which rightsholders
can apply or withhold at their discretion.

Likewise, the private performance and use of copyrighted works (often including private copying) is
generally allowed without special permission from rightsholders. Copyright has traditionally regulated only
public uses of works. If you want to bring a recorded TV programme upstairs to watch in the bedroom, or
to a friend’s house to watch there, or if you want to pause a movie before leaving for work and pick it up
again when you get home, that is no one’s business but your own.

But CPCM is capable of restricting all of these uses. Though a member of the public may have, under the
laws of her jurisdiction, every right to time-shift or space-shift or use a pause button, there is nothing in the
CPCM specification that prevents a rightsholder from unilaterally imposing restrictions on one or more of
these activities.

In essence, CPCM allows rightsholders to manufacture new copyrights for themselves and then impose
them on the public without regard to national copyright law.

Summary

— Copyright has many limitations, exceptions and exemptions that allow the public to make
“unauthorised” uses of copyrighted works.

— CPCM does not respect copyright it runs roughshod over the public’s rights in the copyright
bargain, allowing rightsholders to misappropriate any exemption they desire.

— Coupled with a regulatory mandate, this amounts to permission to write private laws to underpin
business-models, at the public’s expense.

CPCM and Competition

No DTV technology is CPCM-compliant today (it would be impossible to build a CPCM device today,
given the absence of a finalised CPCM specification). For the foreseeable future, CPCM will be present in
a small minority of DTV devices.

The CPCM working groups recognise this and have made plans for a system for granting permission to
non-CPCM systems to interoperate with a CPCM system.

In systems like this (eg, the licensing authorities for Digital Transmission Licensing Administrator’s
Digital Transmission Copy Protection (DTLA DTCP) and other DRM technologies), a managing body of
yet-to-be-determined composition will meet with technology vendors who wish to interoperate with CPCM
systems. These vendors will make the case for their technology, demonstrating that it has similar restrictions
to CPCM and that it is licensed on similar terms to CPCM.
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This is how licensing systems for similar restrictions systems work—such as the DVD CSS system that is
used to ensure that features aren’t introduced to DVD players that disrupt the studios’ business models or
provide unwelcome competition for incumbent technology manufacturers.

It is instructive to examine how these other restriction systems work in the field. In general, a technology
company that wants to build such a system can do so (albeit sometimes at high expense36). However, the
only companies that are given permission to add new features to the restriction systems are those that are
“in the club” of companies that run the licensing for that technology.

For example, in 10 years of operation, the DVD-Copy Control Association (which licenses new features
for DVD players) permitted the inclusion of no new interfaces in DVD players, save those that were created
by companies that are active in the DVD-CCA. Indeed, one competitor of these companies, Kaleidescape,
is currently being sued for adding a restricted hard-drive jukebox capability to DVD players.37

This concentration of manufacturers, erecting barriers to entry for competitors, has grave implications
for competition, but it also impacts on the freedom of companies to contract.

That is because when Alice gets permission to use her technology in Bob’s devices, Bob wants to know
the terms under which Alice will allow all other companies to connect to her devices. Bob wants to be sure
that a license to Alice doesn’t inadvertently confer a license to Charlie or David to receive content from
Bob’s technology.

Which means that when Alice gets a license from Bob, Alice’s dealings with others become subject to
pressure from Bob. If Alice does a deal with Charlie, Bob may revoke Alice’s license to receive the content
fromAlice’s devices, citing Charlie’s insecurity or general unfitness. Or Bob may exercise a veto over Alice’s
device, demanding that the content he provides not be output to Charlie’s device.

This is the norm in DRM licensing today, but today’s DRM licensing bodies compete in a market where
vendors can choose not to do business with them. If CPCMbecomes the subject of a national legal mandate,
then the CPCM licensing cartel will dramatically undermine competition in the DTV marketplace.

Summary

— CPCM’s interoperability with other technologies will be limited by contracts that ensure that no
disruptive entrants to the market are permitted.

— These licensing regimes limit implementers’ freedom to contract with other technology vendors.

— Historically, these licensing regimes limit innovation in the industries to which they are applied.

CPCM and Consumer Rights

The impact of CPCM on commercial interests will indeed be grim, but far worse will be its impact on
consumer rights.

Today, consumers can purchase devices knowing what those devices do, and likewise can buymedia with
the understanding that their media will not be orphaned by the forcible withdrawal of players from the
market.

If you buy a VHS VCR, you know that it plays VHS cassettes. You know that your VHS recordings will
play on VCRs for so long as VCRs exist and so long as the tape holds out. You can reasonably assume that
no lawwill be passed requiringmanufacturers to cease oVeringVCRs in themarket, so there will be a supply
of VCRs into the foreseeable future, even if mainstream companies abandon them. If the VCR enjoys a
renaissance (as has the turntable with the growth of DJ culture), there will be no legal impediment to
manufacturers turning out VCRs to fill it.

But CPCM and systems like it are a very diVerent matter. Take the question of whether a CPCM system
is suited to some purpose—for example, whether a CPCM-based recorder can be used to create a collection
of your favourite episodes of your favourite television programme.

If the device in question were a VCR, the answer would be a simple “yes”.

36 For example, the OpenMobile Alliance’s restriction system for mobile phones would cost more to implement than the entire
turnover of themobile content industry, see “Expensive anti-piracyware threatens open standard”, http://www.usatoday.com/
tech/news/computersecurity/2005-02-25-drm-infighting x.htm?POE%click-refer

37 “Film industry group sues DVD jukebox maker”, http://www.usatoday.com/tech/products/gear/entertainment/2004-12-08-
multidvd-suit x.htm?csp%34
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But because CPCM devices are manufactured to respond to any USI that is applied to a given
programme, the answer is “it depends”. It may be that today you can record your favourite programme and
transfer it to DVDs for long-term storage. But next week, the rightsholder for that programme can change
the deal and apply USI to it that prevents the act of recording and/or the archiving to DVD.38

USI’s complexity means that there is a vast number of ways in which your USI-compliant devices and
media may fail you.

No one—not a sales-clerk in a shop or a manufacturer—can tell you, at the time of purchase, whether
your device will record or display the programmes you’ve bought it for, nor whether it will go on doing so
tomorrow.

Finally, there is the question of revocation. As with comparable restriction systems in the field, CPCM
contains mechanisms for revoking the authority of devices and their outputs to play back media. Media can
ship with codes that allow it to identify devices, peripherals and systems that it is not to be played back on,
because that device is known to have been compromised.

The DVD player/recorder you have plugged into your receiver may not work on the next receiver you
buy. The DVD you bring home may not work on that player. Your recordings may not play back the next
device you buy. If someone, somewhere figures out how to get your technology to do something that the
rightsholder group dislikes, they retain the power to retaliate by punishing a limitless number of innocent
bystanders.

Summary

— It will be impossible to know, a priori, whether a CPCM device will allow you to use it in the way
you intend on using it.

— Even if a CPCM device does work “out of the box”, its functionality can be constrained at a later
date by disabling its features or activating USI in programming that limits a desired feature

CPCM and Free/Open Source Software

CPCM contains a “robustness requirement” that demands that manufacturers design their technologies
to resist end-user modification. This is an extraordinary requirement for free-to-air television receivers and
the devices that connect to them, where the general rule has been that manufacturers are merely expected
to make devices that work well, not devices that stymie their owners’ attempts to modify them.

This has a particularly harsh impact on Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) development. FOSS is
software that is released under a license that allows end users to modify it and redistribute it with their
changes. Some FOSS licenses require those who modify and distribute a programme to release their
modifications under the same terms.

Many large, successful companies employ FOSS for part or all of their business. These include such DVB
members as TimeWarner (Netscape), SunMicrosystems (Solaris) and Intel (compilers, test suites, libraries),
as well as companies such as Red Hat (Red Hat Linux) and Google (Google Code).

FOSS delivers many benefits tomanufacturers, including lower development and quality-assurance costs,
more robust code, and the positive marketing eVect of selling technologies that users are free to modify if
they have the will and the ability.

The success of the GNU/Linux operating system and theMozilla/Firefox browsers has demonstrated the
ability of FOSS to act as a countervailing force to check monopolistic practices in the market (for example,
the availability of the GNU/Linux operating system has led to lower cost licenses for Microsoft’s operating
systems in developing nations, and competitive pressure from the Mozilla/Firefox browser has resulted in
a higher level of standards-compliance and functionality in Microsoft’s Internet Explorer).

Most important is the ability of FOSS to foster innovation and the creation of knowledge and expertise
by inviting all interested parties to collaborate with one another, by improving on each others’ works, by
modifying them, and by publishing their outcomes.

This is the programmer’s equivalent of the scientificmethod, the centuries-old practice of publishing your
work for peer review and to add it to the commonly held pool of knowledge.

Scientists, engineers and educators rely on FOSS as a tool for furthering the pursuit of knowledge.
Imposing CPCM on digital television shuts them out of this promising area of inquiry.

38 This is not a purely hypothetical example: Americans who bought Microsoft Media Center PCs to record The Sopranos last
year got a nasty shock when, halfway through the season, HBO activated a use-control flag analogous to USI that made it
impossible to save their recordings to DVD. People who bought their Media Centers to library the Sopranos purchased a
device fit for this purpose in September, but useless come December, because there was a hidden restriction flt on ag waiting
to be triggered by the cablecaster. Likewise Americans who received PVRs from Comcast and used them to record Six Feet
Under discovered that their libraries of the show were remotely deleted just prior to the DVD release—the rightsholders were
able to reach into the public’s sitting rooms and take away the recordings they’d made.
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Summary

— CPCM’s robustness requirement will make it impossible to implement CPCM in free and open
source software (FOSS) and hence FOSS programmes will necessarily be precluded from the
market if CPCM is mandated into national law.

— The right of programmers to publish their work through FOSS regimes is often equivalent to other
forms of scientific publishing and is often protected under free speech laws and traditions.

— The CPCM robustness regime will therefore stifle free and open source software and the scientific
inquiry that relies upon it.

The Broadcast Flag, the Broadcasters’ Treaty and CPCM

CPCM is part of a global strategy on the part of the Hollywood companies to create a new regulatory
regime that allows them to use their limited copyright monopoly over who can copy their movies to obtain
an unlimited monopoly over who can design new interoperable technologies that challenge their business
models.

At the DVB World conference in March 2005, Spencer Stephens, speaking on behalf of the North
American Broadcasters’ Association, oVered a presentation on this subject. Stephens is an executive with
TimeWarner, and represents that company within DVB, where he sits on the steering board.

This presentation laid out a roadmap for stitching the US Broadcast Flag and the DVB initiative into a
global system for restricting recording and distribution. The presentation went on to call for the
incorporation of obligations to mandate redistribution controls into its proposed new World Intellectual
Property Organisation Treaty for the Protection of the Rights of Broadcasting, Cablecasting and
Webcasting Organizations.

With the US Broadcast Flag in tatters, the Hollywood companies are engaged in the classic tactic of
securing laws abroad that serve as justification for legislating an equivalent American regime (and vice
versa). This transatlantic copyright ping-pong has already been used successfully by the studios to secure
extensions of the term of copyright on both continents39, each in the name of harmonising with the other,
and to extend the scope of copyright well beyond its historical contours.

While DVB is often sold as amade-in-Europe solution, Stephens’ presentation, coupled with the material
emerging from CPCM shows that DVB’s CPCM activity has been subverted to achieve American
entertainment companies’ goals at the expense of worldwide self-determination.

Summary

— CPCM is the latest salvo in a global campaign to restrict consumer rights that encompasses US
initiatives like the Broadcast Flag and WIPO (UN) initiatives like the Broadcasters’ Treaty.

— CPCM encompasses many failed US regulatory initiatives and the move to encase it in
international treaty obligations will likely be used as leverage to get these initiatives reintroduced
in the USA.

— CPCM compromises national self-determination by allowing US culture-exporting companies to
dictate public policy.

29 September 2005

39 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Directive on harmonising the term of copyright protection “Because [the Directive on
harmonising the term of copyright protection’s] extended term (longer than that required by the Berne Convention) wasmade
available within the EU to non-EU copyright owners on the basis of reciprocity, the directive was one of the main arguments
in favour of the (now highly controversial) US Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act.”
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Memorandum submitted by Sense

Sense welcomes the opportunity to submit written evidence about analogue switch-oV to the Committee.
This submission is focused mainly on the Committee’s fourth area of enquiry, the protection of vulnerable
groups in terms of financial and practical assistance.

Sense is a national charity that supports and campaigns for children and adults who are deafblind. We
provide specialist information, advice and services to deafblind people, their families, carers and the
professionals who work with them. In addition, we support people who have sensory impairments with
additional disabilities.

The Department of Health estimates that 22% of people over 60 have both a visual and a hearing
impairment. There are also large numbers of people in Britain with genetic or other conditions causing
deafblindness.

Being deafblind means that you have a combination of hearing and sight loss—it does not necessarily
mean that you are totally deaf or totally blind. Most deafblind people have some hearing and vision, and
many of these people are able to access television. However, they often have specific needs in relation to
television access services (subtitling, sign language and audio description) and other issues such as
background noise and the need for clean audio. The needs of deafblind people in relation to broadcasting
were recognised by the Government when it accepted an amendment to the Communications Bill 2003 that
made specific reference to the needs of people with a dual sensory impairment.

Uptake of digital television is already relatively high, and the announcement of the analogue switch-oV

date of 2012 will no doubt be a further impetus for change. Digital television has the potential to bring
significant benefits to people with sensory impairments, for example through better television access services
and the ability to broadcast a “clean audio” channel. For this reason, Sense cautiously welcomes the
Government’s decision to set a date for switchover. However, a number of measures need to be put in place
in order for people with sensory impairments not to be disproportionately disadvantaged by analogue
switch-oV.

Financial Assistance to Disadvantaged Groups

Sense was represented on the Digital TV Consumer Expert Group, which concluded that government
figures appeared to overestimate the benefit and underestimate the cost of switchover. For example,Ofcom’s
Consumer Panel has estimated that between £250 million and £400 million will need to be spent on assisting
disadvantaged groups.

We agree with the findings of the Ofcom consumer panel that the people likely to be most vulnerable
within the switchover process are people who need help in eVecting the practical changes that digital
television adoption requires, and who have no-one to whom they can turn for support. We also agree with
the Consumer Panel’s recommendation that Digital UK should develop a process to help identify people
who will be vulnerable to the eVects of switchover and support them through it, and that steps should be
taken to ensure that suitable equipment at reasonable cost will be available for people with sensory
impairments.

Sense therefore welcomed the announcement by the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport that
there would be targeted Government assistance to households where someone is aged 75 or over, and
households with people with severe disabilities. This will consist of providing the necessary equipment to
convert one TV set and the relevant support to install and use such equipment. However, we are concerned
that this assistance will only be free for the poorest eligible households, those receiving Income Support,
Jobseekers Allowance or Pension Credit, with other households being charged a fee.

Help with Domestic Installation

Audio description is currently available via digital terrestrial television and satellite. However, the only
set-top box that can receive audio description (the Netgem freeview box) currently costs £99, more than
twice as much as most other available boxes. We therefore welcome the Government’s proposal to oVer
additional support to people who are registered blind. We believe this support should be both financial and
in the form of assistance with domestic installation, and recommend that it should be extended to people
who are registered partially sighted.

People with visual impairments will find the installation of digital TV diYcult, if not impossible. Much
of the information is on-screen, without the option of audio output or changing the font size and colour.
Deafblind people are particularly vulnerable to bogus callers, and there needs to be a national scheme where
trained and vetted members of staV are available to visit vulnerable people’s homes and assist them with
installation and set-up.
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Helpline

Sense and other organisations have alreadymade clear via theConsumerGroup their view that theDigital
UK switchover information line should be free to call. It is impractical to make free (0800) calls available
on a selective basis, and unfair tomake people pay to call for consumer advice when switchover is essentially
compulsory.

It is imperative that the people staYng the helpline must have a good understanding of the needs of people
with sensory impairments and of television access services (subtitling, sign language and audio description).
We recommend that “mystery shoppers”, including people calling using textphones or via Typetalk, should
be used to ensure that correct information about these services is being given.

Accessibility of Set-top Boxes and other Equipment

Ofcom has a duty under the Communications Act 2003 to promote inclusive design. Many people with
sensory impairments find the design of set-top boxes and remote controls diYcult, with problems caused by
a lack of contrast between the buttons and the text on them, and the increasing tendency for buttons to be
very small.

Ideally, people with sensory impairments should have a choice of set-top boxes and remote controls that
are well-designed and easy to use. The fact that there is currently only one box available that can receive
audio description means that some people do not have the ability to choose a box with a remote control that
has a better layout or contrast for them. Manufacturers should be strongly encouraged to produce a range
of equipment designed to meet the needs of people with sensory impairments.

Incentives for Visually Impaired People to Switch

The targets for subtitling and sign language on television were raised considerably during the passage of
the Communications Act 2003. However, the target for audio description remains very modest, and is
currently only 6% on BBC1 and BBC2 and 2% onmany other channels. For many visually impaired people,
this is not enough of an incentive to make them switch to digital TV, and an increase in the targets for audio
description would be much more eVective in encouraging this group of people to switch.

Electronic Programme Guides

Agreat dealmorework needs to be done tomake electronic programme guides accessible. At themoment,
EPGs, digital teletext and interactive services are inaccessible to people with visual impairments because the
information is only available via on-screen menus with no audio output and no facility to change the size
or colour of the text. This issue was raised with Ofcom by Sense and other organisations in 2004 during a
consultation on electronic programme guides. At that time, Ofcom said that there was “limited scope to
reconfigure EPGs so as to facilitate their use by disabled people”. However, we believe that this position
could change as a result of technological developments.

Until EPGs are made accessible, many people with visual impairments will be unable to realise the
potential benefits of digital television such as audio description or clean audio, because they will not be able
to find out which programmes carry these services. If EPGs are notmade accessible before switchover, many
visually impaired people will actually be worse oV than they are at the moment because they will not be able
to access TV listings. This is unacceptable, and urgent action needs to be taken in advance of switchover.

Subtitles and Digital Teletext

In a recent research report by Sense40, a number of deafblind respondents expressed a wish to be able to
change the size, colour and background of subtitles on digital television.

There are also diYculties for deafblind people accessing digital teletext, and this was discussed during the
passage of the Communications Act. An amendment was debated which sought to ensure that digital
teletext services would be accessible to visually impaired and deafblind people via audio or refreshable
Braille, in the same way that analogue teletext is currently accessible. Again, if this issue is not resolved
before analogue switch-oV, some blind and deafblind people will be worse oV than they are at present.

Public Information Campaign

Finally, we recommend that the current public information campaign should bemade accessible to people
with sensory impairments via media aimed at deaf, blind and deafblind people. Information should bemade
available in large print, audio, Braille, British Sign Language and electronic formats.

12 October 2005

40 Make technology work: a report on technology access for deafblind people, Sense 2005.
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Memorandum submitted by Professor Vincent Porter

I am sure that the UK’s television licence payers would be grateful if your committee were to be able to
ascertain, during its enquiry into digital switchover, answers to the following questions about the
government’s new policy of forcing all television viewers to switch from analogue to digital between 2008
and 2012.

(a) From the BBC, ITV, Channel 4 and Five: How much they will save between 2008 and 2012,
and annually thereafter, from switching oV their analogue transmissions.

(b) From Ofcom: Precisely which analogue frequencies will be released between 2008 and 2012,
and thereafter, how they propose to auction, or to sell them oV, and their estimate of future
net annual revenues for the Exchequer.

(c) From the Treasury: Their estimate of the net annual revenue increase to the Exchequer,
between 2008 and 2012 and annually thereafter, from the sale or auction of the analogue
frequencies which are released from use by public service broadcasters, and in additional
revenues in spectrum tax from the five public service broadcasters.

From these figures, it should be possible for the Select Committee to calculate the net fiscal benefit, or
loss, whichwill accrue to the nation from compulsory analogue switch-oV, as opposed to an extended period
of simultaneous transmission of both analogue and digital broadcasts.

14 October 2005

Memorandum submitted by Jill Watt

Ever since the planned switch-oV of the analogue signal was announced, I have written to Government
departments, journalists and dealers for answers to these crucial questions. Each answer has been
diVerent!—and I do hope that, in your role as Chairman of the relevant Committee, you may be able to tell
me, please, what is the truth of them?

1. I have more than 2,000 VHS cassettes recorded oV-air. How can I continue to play them? Do I have to
retain my old analogue TV set simply as a video-player, and buy another one to receive the digital signal?

2. An important part ofmy video collection is newsreel coverage of historic events, recorded as they happen—
the fall of the BerlinWall, reactions to 9/11 etc. How do I continue to be able to capture these events? Do I have
to buy a DVD recorder, as well as my current DVD player?

If the answer to both questions is yes, a very considerable outlay is being required of the ordinary citizen,
to satisfy a Government whim whose rationale has never satisfactorily been explained.

Should not theGovernment considermaking a substantial grant to everyonewho is suddenly commanded
to replace their equipment (especially if they’re on Income Support, like me)?

And while I am writing, please can you tell me whether British DVDs can be played on American DVD
players? It has hugely enlarged the democratic deficit, that videos until now could not be exchanged in a
viable format. I do hope that at least a switch to DVD will mean that some films, news coverage and
documentaries can at last be shared with friends in the USA.

I do hope your Committee will be able to take into account the major role that TV and video now play in
the lives and contacts of ordinary people, which should not bemanipulated at will to serve financial interests.

26 September 2005

Memorandum submitted jointly by Data Broadcasting International and SimpleActive Ltd

Introduction

1. This paper concerns Data Broadcasting International Limited (“DBI”) and SimpleActive Limited
(“SA”). These companies have similar ownership and control and each holds a Commercial Additional
Service Licence (“CASL”) granted pursuant to the Broadcasting Act 1990 (as amended) (the “1990 Act”).
DBI provides services using the Channel 3 (“Licence A”) television signal and SA that of Channel 4/S4C
(“Licence B”).

2. The commercial additional services are data broadcast services and occupy spare capacity known as
the Vertical Blanking Interval (“VBI”) lines within the signals carrying television broadcast services. In
layman’s language it is data broadcast within the present analogue TV signal for, say, Channel 3, on three
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“spare” video lines right at the top of the screen just before the start of the actual picture content. The data
and the picture content (a “field”) are updated 50 times per second. Each of the three lines is able to carry
45 Byes of data giving a total gross data rate for each channel of 54kb/s.

3. DBI’s Licence A goes back to 1992 in its first instance (although it began broadcasting services in 1985
through its relationship with Oracle Teletext). The licence was last renewed in 2001 for a further 10 year
term. The Select Committee will see that the last renewal was in 2001 for Licence A. Licence Bwas originally
advertised alongside Licence A but no other applications were received. However, following a subsequent
invitation to apply the licence was given after competition to SA. This licence was last renewed for a period
of 10 years at the beginning of 2004.

4. The businesses ofDBI and SAhave their roots in the original closed user group or subscription service,
data broadcasting to which such services were initially limited. Such uses include, for example, broadcasting
datamaterial toCoral Betting Shops and credit card checking details for garages. The essence of the business
is in being able to provide data instantaneously and simultaneously to large and/or geographically dispersed
user groups. Some capacity has been sub-licensed by DBI and SA to Teletext. A further attraction of the
service is that its coverage is the same as that for broadcast television, ie it reaches up to around 98.5% of
the population.

5. VBI exists only in respect of analogue broadcasts. There is no VBI in respect of digital broadcasts.
Similar services can be sent in digital form but rather than the signal being “interleaved” with the
broadcaster’s signal, a separate portion of data capacity within one of the digital multiplexes will be needed
to be allocated to enable the same information to be sent. The amount of data required from a DTT
multiplex tomigrate the analogue of services of DBI and SA toDTT is a nominal 100kb/s—ie less than 0.5%
of the available data capacity of a single Multiplex.

6. DBI and SA have recognised the obvious that when broadcasts are switched over from analogue to
digital their business would have to obtain digital capacity from one of the digital multiplex licensed
operators to be able to broadcast their signals in the future. . . However astonishingly and unfairly, DBI,
SA and their customers have been “uniquely excluded” from digital switchover, but in particular the way
in which the switchover is now proposed to occur makes a nonsense of their recently renewed licences and
will eVectively destroy their businesses many years prior to the final switchover date in 2012.

Analogue to Digital Switchover

7. The then Culture Secretary, Chris Smith, when analogue digital switchover was first promulgated,
suggested that switchover could come as early as 2006 and be completed by 2010 although the speech
suggested 2012 as the most likely date. He clearly suggested that there will be switchover only when all
viewers could receive digital. During the period between 1999 and 2004 investigation of the relevant press
releases on the DCMS website does not indicate any reference to a timetable. However, on 22 July 2004 a
press release was issued with a reference to the switching sequence beginning in 2007 with a complete switch
oV date of 2012. The Ofcom consultation on Digital Replacement Licences of 14 September 2004 makes it
clear that switchover is now to be attempted on a region by region basis and that in eVect some regions will
be entirely digital for a considerable period (four years) before the final switchover in 2012.

8. On 21 September 2004 Ofcom wrote to DBI. The letter (from Dave Toman, Head of Television
Planning and Licensing) notes that switchover will have a significant impact on DBI’s coverage area and
future of the service. It stated that Ofcom would be serving a notice to vary the licence and would seek to
consent to bringing forward the end of the licence period to coincide with the switchover date. DBI/SA
immediately responded that same day by denying such consent and requesting that either Ofcom honours
the analogue licenses or (very reasonably) facilitates access to replacement digital capacity so that they could
participate in the digital switchover program.

9. The consequences of digital switchover as proposed in the consultation document and the proposed
Digital Replacement Licences are such that the businesses of DBI and SA will be significantly adversely
aVected. To state the obvious, the end of the licence period which Ofcom want to see foreshortened to 2012
has eVectively been brought forward. Less obvious is the fact that somewhat before the end date for digital
switchover the businesses will be in eVect destroyed. This is because the switchover will be on a region by
region basis. It is not a case of the UK being covered by a new digital network and then the old analogue
being switched oV. Instead, the changeover will take place piecemeal on a regional basis. That will mean
(unlessDBI and SA are given access to replacement spectrum) thatDBI’s and SA’s businesses will eVectively
be reduced in eVectiveness at the time the switchover starts in 2008 as is projected. The estimate by, say, 2010
is that much of the UK will be still covered by analogue although this will not provide DBI/SA customers
with the coverage level that they require and fundamental to their businesses. Moreover, knowledge in the
industry and customer base that there is to be a gradual reduction in coverage area with no digital migration
path has killed oV prospects of new business and loss of existing clients. This is now being brutally
demonstrated with Ladbrokes, CardClear and even with Gemstar who are fed up of waiting for Ofcom to
actual deliver the replacement capacity which can be operated under the digital data service licence sold by
Ofcom to DBI. DBI and SA will have to be careful to ensure that their contracts with customers reflect the
reality of what they are able to broadcast which will be a diminishing coverage area over time.
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10. A degree of uncertainty has existed since 1999 in respect of the timetable for digital switchover. This
timetable seems to have been clarified since July 2004 but before that there was no indication of the
Government’s or Ofcom’s timetable other than a form of switchover in the period 2012 to 2014. When
relatively recently there was the renewal of the DBI and SA licences, Ofcom or its predecessor (the ITC)
should have made clear assumptions made about the timing of analogue switch oV. When in August 2004
in respect of the SA renewal the company was asked by the ITC about the assumptions made concerning
the timing of analogue switch oV SA replied as follows (15 September 2003):

“We have made the assumption that analogue TV transmissions will not be completely switched
oV until the end of the licence in 2013 but there will possibly be a transition period in the last 12
to 24 months of the licence during which time analogue transmitters will be progressively reduced
in power and/or switched oV.

More importantly, given the lack of a definitive Government statement on the issue will be the
perception in the marketplace as to availability, reliability and quality of analogue broadcast. The
licence will provide significant reassurance to our prospects but we have assumed that due to the
impending switch oV, no more contracts will be concluded from 2008 and that existing contracts
will start to end in 2010 as they migrate to alternative networks.”

DBI does not believe that the question of analogue switch oV was raised by either party during the
application process for the renewal of the DBI licence and at the time that occurred in 2002 no one expected
digital switch oV before 2012.

11. DBI and SA therefore believe that they entered into their new licences in the expectation that, in the
case of DBI, there would not be any significant impact on their businesses except for the renewal of contracts
coming at the end of licence period and in the case of SA that they might be aVected by 2010. On neither
occasion of recent renewal did the ITC or Ofcom provide any warning or even comment about an early
enforced switchover to digital.

12. In November of 2004 on taking the advice of Leading Counsel, DBI/SA engaged in a dialogue with
Ofcom. It looked very likely, however, at that time that it would be necessary for DBI/SA to commence
proceedings before getting any satisfaction in terms of the grant of digital capacity or a promise that its
licences would be honoured. DBI/SA also gained the support of Don Cruickshank, the former Director
General of Telecommunications, and he wrote on their behalf to Stephen Carter, the Chief Executive of
Ofcom. That elicited a response in which Ofcom promised, inter alia, to provide DBI/SA with a digital
additional television service licence to enable it to provide services on a digital platform and to facilitate the
necessary conversations with multiplex operators for capacity on a timely basis. Sadly it is the case that as
yet DBI/SA have not been oVered any replacement capacity on any multiplex despite them having made
strenuous eVorts to contact and talk to all of themultiplex operators including the BBC. Part of the problem
seems to DBI/SA that the multiplex operators do not want to parcel up any of their capacity in small units
such as that required here. They want to put spare capacity into large TV channel-size segments. Another
“restriction” on DBI/SA getting some digital capacity is the “10% rule” which is being reconsidered by the
DCMS at the moment. This is the rule by which data and radio services (for some reason lumped together)
cannot take up more than 10% of the capacity of a multiplex leaving no room for additional data services.

13. DBI/SA have worked very hard not to have to enforce their legal rights. The time is coming, however,
where they may be forced to do so because at some stage Ofcom will have to try and amend their licence to
enforce the switchover timetable. DBI/SA have been advised that Ofcom does not on specific technical legal
grounds have the power to terminate their licences in whole or in part simply to accommodate analogue
digital switchover. DBI/SA therefore have, it would appear, the legal means to hold up the switchover
process before it starts. Needless to say Ofcom do not agree with that legal view and also disagreed with
DBI/SA’s view that Ofcom could in fact force a multiplex operator to provide this nominal replacement
capacity for them.

14. DBI/SA are the Cinderella companies in this digital switchover process. They are the only ones left
out in the cold with no digital capacity to replace that which they are going to lose when analogue services
cease. DBI/SA are going to be uniquely disadvantaged in the whole process. Moreover, Ofcom seems set on
trying to renege on the promises it made on the licences it granted very recently for the present services.

15. The questions that DBI/SA would like answered are:

— Is Ofcom so toothless that it has not even got the power to make sure that such nominal amount
of replacement capacity has to be made available on the multiplexes? It seems to be gross
negligence not to have included such provisions;

— Why and how should a body like Ofcom be allowed to renege on the clear promises that it gave
in respect of licence periods given to DBI/SA as recently as 2003?

There is widespread knowledge of why the Government wishes to have region-by-region switchover
process—so that it can increase the revenue more quickly from selling oV Spectrum but that must not be
allowed to override and rights and kill the long standing business of DBI/SA—the Government and Ofcom
must either honour DBI/SA’s licences or find them alternative capacity and do so very quickly or the
business will be ruined and a legal spanner thrown in the works of switchover.

7 November 2005
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Memorandum submitted by O2 (UK) Ltd

O2 (UK) Limited [O2] welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Culture, Media and Sport Select
Committee’s Inquiry into Analogue Switch-OV. We consider that analogue switch-oV / digital switchover
should be viewed as part of an overall UK wide digital strategy. One of the most important aspects of such
a digital strategy is maximising the benefits that the “digital dividend” will bring to the UK. O2 views the
potential benefits of the digital dividend as being much broader than traditional fixed reception broadcast
television, and we consider that the UK should embrace the opportunities provided by mobility and
interactivity to maximise this potential. We have some 15 years of experience in dealing with switchover
issues, resulting from the planned switchover from analogue to digital cellular service provision, and would
like to be able to continue to play a full part in delivering the benefits of digital communications to the UK
economy.

One of our main concerns regarding the digital switchover timetable is that the UK appears to be lagging
significantly behind other major European countries, including France, Germany, Italy and Spain, in
planning the introduction of new and innovative services in the digital dividend spectrum. We believe that
it is vital, not only for O2 as a European operator, but also for UK competitiveness, that the opportunity
to develop the nascent mobile television market is seized, to encourage inward investment, to create jobs,
and to bring forward new applications such as public safety broadcasting that could enhance the lives of
significant numbers of UK citizens. One of the main benefits of mobile television is that it oVers the
possibility to start bringing the benefits of the digital dividend to consumers at a much earlier date. It would
also allow the UK to build on our current leadership in mobile, in terms of data, content and applications.

O2 would like to see a greater alignment between policy makers involved in this process, to ensure that
UK public policy focuses on the benefits that will accrue to UK plc, rather than running the risk that some
of these benefits are dissipated through restricted policy discussions within Departments. As an example, to
date it appears to us that discussions about convergence and future use of the digital dividend have been
largely limited to the traditional broadcasting community. The debate on the use of the digital dividend
spectrum should, in our view, be opened and widened to include additional industry involvement and
collaboration.

In our Oxford mobile television trial, being run in conjunction with partners from the broadcasting and
manufacturing sectors, and in other early commercial mobile television propositions, we see demand today
for these innovative services, but early commercialisation in this area is constrained by the availability of
suitable spectrum. This situation could be ameliorated, in our view, by the release of relevant spectrum that
we believe could be made available today, in advance of the 2006 Regional Radio Conference.

In summary, we consider that digital switchover should be viewed as a part of a UK digital strategy, and
that the UK should embrace the opportunities provided by mobility and interactivity to maximise the
potential of the digital dividend. We seek greater alignment between policy makers involved in switchover,
and open dialoguewith all parties.UnifiedGovernment action is needed now to regain leadership in creating
value in all walks of life for the UK.

30 November 2005

Memorandum submitted by John Orton

Introduction

1. This paper looks at the analogue switch oV from the point of view of the everyday TV watcher and
raises issues that will concern all viewers as the reality of switch oV day comes closer. In the West Country
it is only three or four years away.

TVs With Set Top Aerials

The problem

2. In documents supporting compulsory switch oV reference is made to the number of households who
already have a digital TV orwho are likely to have one by switch oV date. This could be seriouslymisleading.
In my own home we have a “main” TV in the living room that is converted to digital. We have three other
TVs with set top aerials that are used daily and another that is used when we have visitors staying the night.
All of these receive a reasonable analogue signal and were it not for the switch oV we would have no need
to convert them. The problem with portable TVs is that you will need a digital box for each one—but this
of itself is no guarantee that you will be able to receive a digital signal. As the nature of the analogue and
digital signals is diVerent, it is probable that portable TVs are unlikely to be able to get an adequate digital
signal and in a household like mine they would each have to have an aerial connection. Sky viewers can
purchase a multi room option but I believe that this costs £10 per set per month.

3. This problem is compounded by the fact that you cannot purchase a small TV with a built in digital
receiver—apparently one was recently on the market but has been withdrawn.
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Possible action

4. The Government’s statistics showing “households” with a digital TV should be reworked on the basis
of TV sets that are currently being watched.

5. There should be a survey to identify the number of TVs with set top aerials requiring conversion.

6. There should also be an estimate of how much it will cost to convert all portable TVs currently in use.

7. There should be some form of grant aid, either in cash, free advice or free equipment to all households
based on the number of TV sets requiring conversion.

8. The implications of millions of portable TV sets being sent to the tip need to be addressed.

Recording of TV Programmes

The problem

9. It is not possible to record a programme on one digital channel while watching another unless you
acquire a digital recorder with a twin feed. At present you can record digital and watch analogue. On switch
oV those with VCRs or single feed digital recorders will only be able to record what they watch.

10. This means that many people will be obliged to spend money to maintain their current viewing/
recording practices.

Possible action

11. Grant aid in the form of cash or possibly vouchers for those who buy equipment now which will need
to be upgraded on switch oV.

Information Available to the Public

The problem

12. I have found out for myself the problems that I will face on switch oV. Even in this area where switch
oV is close there are no notices in shops selling TV equipment about switch oV. When I recently had to buy
an item I was not told about the impact of switch oV until I asked. Once I had raised the question it was
clear that I needed to buy something diVerent. Shops are still selling portable TVs and there appears to be
no requirement on the vendor to explain that there will be a cost element, which might be significant if a
new aerial connection is required, on switch oV. VCRs and single feed DVD recorders are still being sold
without a “health warning” that their use will be limited on switch oV.

13. Particularly aVected are those who are in areas where they cannot currently receive a digital signal.
If they need to replace, for example, their VCR, they will then be faced with additional outlay on switch oV

if they need to then acquire a twin feed recorder.

Possible action

14. In areas where switch oV is likely within say a three/five year time scale, all retail outlets, including
second hand shops and charity shops selling TVs or recording equipment should have to display a notice
about the eVect of switch over on the goods they are selling and all sales staV should be obliged to tell
customers of the implications of switch oV.

Cost Implications

The problem

15. TheGovernments proposals to giveminimal financial assistance toOAPs do not go far enough. There
is surely a case for individuals who will have to incur financial expenditure solely because of the switch oV

and to do no more than to retain their current level of TV watching and recording, being reimbursed or
helped either by way of cash payments, free advice, or vouchers.
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Possible action

16. The switch oV of the analogue signal is very similar to the compulsory acquisition of property rights
and there should be a code of compensation.

17. TheGovernment should fund this by a levy on those whowill benefit financially from the switch over.
This should include all Broadcasters (not just the BBC), manufacturers, retailers and installers of digital
equipment who will, if switch oV goes ahead as currently planned, make small fortunes. The Government
should also put all the profit it makes itself from the sale of the analogue wavelength towards the
compensation scheme.

23 November 2005

Memorandum submitted by POST

Introduction

Digital television41 is received by 63% of UK households. For consumers it has the advantages over
analogue television of giving more choice of channels, interactive services and easier recording methods.
With the appropriate equipment, digital television services can be received either free-to-view (terrestrial and
satellite) or by subscription and pay-to-view (terrestrial, satellite, cable and broadband telephone lines).
However, not all these services are available throughout the country. As analogue terrestrial television (TV)
is available for free (subject to BBC licence fee) to virtually the whole country (98.5%), theGovernment have
committed to providing “aVordable, universal access” to free digital public service broadcasting TV to
substantially the same population, with the option of more services for those who wish to subscribe. The
current digital terrestrial television (DTT) coverage is 73% for the entire Freeview service and 79% for public
service channels. The spectrum that television is transmitted in has limited “space” and analogue signals use
muchmore “space” than digital television signals. Therefore, the onlyway theGovernment can honour their
commitment and increase access, is to switch oV the analogue signal. The switch over from analogue to all
digital TV in the UK will be implemented, region-by-region, between 2008 and 2012. This policy is known
as digital switchover. All stakeholders have been waiting for a definite commitment from Government on
these dates of switchover and how it will work. The Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport made
this commitment in an announcement on 15 September 2005.

POST has produced this report to help the Culture Media and Sport (CMS) Select Committee with their
inquiry on Analogue Switch-oV. For more specific information on digital television please see POSTnote
233 (December 2004).

Why Analogue Switch-Off?

Until 1998, all television (TV) services in the UK were transmitted and received in analogue (see below).
Now, almost all TV services are transmitted digitally.42 TV services are transmitted digitally terrestrially (to
an aerial) or via satellite, cable or broadband telephone line. Five public service broadcasting (PSB) channels
(BBC One, BBC Two, ITV1, Channel 4/S4C and Five) and the public teletext service are also transmitted
in parallel in the traditional analogue terrestrial form.

Analogue TV is transmitted as a continuously variable signal. Digital TV encodes the original television
picture as a series of binary numbers and then uses computer processing to compress it so it can be
transmitted in a fraction of the bandwidth, or “space”, taken by the equivalent analogue TV signal.

Both analogue and digital terrestrial TV (DTT) are transmitted in the UHF (ultra high frequency) part
of the radio spectrum. The number of digital services, including high definition TV (HDTV),43 that can be
carried in a single “frequency channel” is increasing rapidly with the improvement of compression
technology. However, as a guideline, a single frequency channel can carry:

— a single analogue TV service or;

— a multiplex of DTT services, consisting of four to 10 digital TV, plus digital radio and text-based
services or;

— up to two HDTV services (see Use of freed spectrum bandwidth section).

DTT services currently occupy six digital multiplexes, which are transmitted in between the frequencies
used for analogue services.44 They are kept at a relatively low power to avoid interference with the reception
of the analogue services. However, the power of transmission of a channel, together with the geography of
the terrain, determines the coverage area, so this also restricts coverage of the DTT services. Only 73% of
UK households can receive the full range of DTT services (marketed as Freeview).

41 Digital television, POSTnote 233, Parliamentary OYce of Science and Technology, December 2004.
42 There are exceptions, such as restricted service licences which service a localised area, many of which are used for
community channels.

43 Digital television, POSTnote 233, Parliamentary OYce of Science and Technology, December 2004.
44 Multiplex operators: BBC (Multiplex 1), Digital 3&4 Ltd (Digital 3 and 4 Multiplex), SDN Ltd (now owned by ITV)
(Multiplex A), BBC Free to View Ltd (Multiplex B), National Grid Wireless Ltd (Multiplexes C and D).
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This terrestrial form of transmission (received by aerial rather than satellite dish, via cable or broadband
telephone line) has limited “space”, or spectrum bandwidth. Therefore, the Government, which owns and
controls the radio spectrum by issuing licences (through the regulator, Ofcom), decided in 1999 that the
analogue terrestrial transmissions should be turned oV, moving everyone completely over to digital
reception. The other forms of transmission do not have such limited “space”, but terrestrial television has
always traditionally been universally available for no other fee than the BBC licence fee. The Government
therefore have decided that the same form of transmission should still be universally available for free. All
other forms of digital television are provided by private companies, and only the output is regulated. Digital
transmission is more financially economical and the switching-oV of the analogue signal will mean the UHF
radio spectrum can be used more eYciently.

Advantages

There are several advantages to switching over to only digital TV and turning the analogue signal oV. It
will:45, 46

— benefit the UK economy as a whole by £1.1 to £2.2 billion in Net Present Value (NPV) terms;47

— bring DTT signals to the 20 to 25% of the UK households who live in areas that cannot currently
receive them because of spectrum limitations;

— enhance reception in areas of existing DTT coverage, particularly reception on portable TVs;

— increase quality and choice for viewers;

— reduce costs for broadcasters, who will no longer have to transmit services in both formats, or
replace old analogue transmission equipment;

— free up about a third of the spectrum currently used by analogue transmission (as digital
transmission is more eYcient). This will then be available for new services (see Use of freed
spectrum bandwidth section.

Disadvantages

However, switching oV the analogue transmission of TV will mean that all current analogue TV sets will
need to be converted to receive digital TV with a set-top-box (STB) or replaced with an integrated digital
TV set (iDTV) to decode digital signals. This will aVect TVs and video cassette recorders (VCRs): in
domestic settings, including tenanted households and multiple-dwelling units; non-domestic settings such
as hospitals; and also TV rental businesses. Currently a number of households also need a new rooftop aerial
to receive DTT (approximately 30% of households); however, after the analogue signal has been turned oV

and the transmission power increased (see Process section) only an estimated 10% of households will require
replacement aerials. Table 1 gives typical costs of this equipment.

Table 1

TYPICAL COST OF DIGITAL EQUIPMENT48

Equipment Cost

Freeview set-top box £50
Incremental cost of iDTV £100
Sky free to view installation £150
Sky pay installation & subscription (1yr) £240
Cable installation & subscription (1 yr) £210
Unencrypted free to air satellite service installation* £100
Digital recorder £107
New roof top aerial installation £125
New feed to an existing roof aerial £50
New digital set top aerial £20

Source:Ofcom report: Scientific Generics, Cost and power consumption implications of digital switchover,
November 2005.

*See “Coverage and signal quality” section

45 The Digital Switchover Programme-Programme Structure, Digital UK, DCMS, DTI & Ofcom, September 2005.
46 Report of the Digital Television Project, Digital Television Project, November 2004.
47 Cost benefit analysis of digital switchover, DTI & DCMS, February 2005.
48 Equipment costs from review of prices from suppliers and/or a range of retailers and aerial installers.
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Several costs will be imposed on consumers (see Table 2), the environment, broadcasters and those
involved in the switchover process:

— consumers who do not want digital TV or have just not converted their TVs by the time the
analogue signal is turned oV in their area will need to go digital to still receive familiar TV services;

— consumers who have only converted one TV set to digital will have to convert any additional sets
as well;

— consumers who want to be able to record a diVerent channel from the one that they are watching
will need to additionally convert or replace their VCR, most likely with a personal video recorder
(PVR: see Digital equipment section);

— the environment may be aVected by an increase in energy consumption due to the additional
electronic equipment used to convert TVs and VCRs to digital. Energy eYciency of consumer
equipment is expected to improve over time (see Environmental eVects section);

— broadcasters will need to convert the analogue transmission system to digital;

— the relevant organisations will need to plan and manage the switchover process and to
communicate it to consumers.

Table 2

BREAKDOWN OF NON-VOLUNTARY CONSUMER SPEND, NATIONAL 2008–12

2008–12

Primary sets £76m
Subsequent sets £143m
Recording devices £230m
Aerials £123m
Total £572m

Source:Ofcom report: Scientific Generics, Cost and power consumption implications of digital switchover,
November 2005.

Planning, Management and Implementation

Although 63% of UK households now receive digital television on at least one TV set and this figure has
increased rapidly in the last few years, 100% switchover of all sets will not happen without a policy to turn
the analogue signal oV. The cost benefit analysis has shown that the economic benefits of switching oV the
analogue signal are greater if this happens sooner rather than later. However, there are several logistics that
have been and have to be carried out before switchover can happen.

Feasibility studies

Digital Television Project (DTP)

In 2001 the Government set an aim for “the UK to have the most dynamic and competitive market for
digital TV in the G7, as measured by take up, choice and cost”.49 The DTP was established in 2001 under
the joint stewardship of the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) and the Department of
Trade and Industry (DTI), as a partnership between the Government, broadcasters, manufacturers,
retailers, consumer groups and other stakeholders. Its objective was to ensure that the criteria set for
switchover are met, so enabling Ministers to decide how and when to proceed and then help prepare for
SwitchCo (now calledDigital UK), a successor organisation, to carry out switchover. The project submitted
its concluding report to DCMS and DTIMinisters in November 2004. The report clarified the questions of
whether to proceed to switchover and how and when to do so (see Switchover process section).50

Trials

A technical trial was carried out in 2002 that researched the implications of fully converting households
to digital by simulating conversion for a small group of houses. This showed that interest in digital TV
increased after it was experienced.

A fuller trial was carried out in two Welsh villages, LlansteVan and part of the village of Ferryside,
Carmarthenshire. This started in November 2004 and led to the residents voting for the analogue signal
being switched oV in March 2005. This area is served by one transmitter. The trial was to investigate the
technical issues for broadcasters and consumers associated with the switch from analogue to digital

49 Opportunity for all in a world of change, DTI/DEE White paper, February 2001.
50 Report of the Digital Television Project, Digital Television Project, November 2004.
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terrestrial television transmission. It was a partnership between the Government, broadcasters and digital
multiplex operators, working closely with the transmission contractors, Intellect (representing receiver
manufacturers) andOfcom. Trial households were required to acquire their digital equipment, and to install
it themselves, just as they would do at regional switchover. All equipment was subsidised, although aerial
adjustments were not. Anyone experiencing problems was oVered support through the Trial helpline. A
home visit was authorised if problems persisted. Help with delivering, installing and using equipment was
oVered to everyone aged 75 and over, or who suVered from a serious physical disability or vision-
impairment, or was immobile. Advice on the use of subtitles was oVered to residents whose hearing was
impaired. Several key lessons were learnt from this trial on transmission and coverage, consumer experience,
remote controls, aerials and connectivity and communication (see Issues section).

The DCMS is holding another major trial, in collaboration with Age Concern and Help the Aged, in one
ward in Bolton. This will be just for those aged 75 and over to see how much and what sort of help they
might need. This area is very mixed socio-economically. All people of this age group have been contacted
and given the option to take part. Free DTT equipment will be provided, or the choice of other forms of
digital television with the equivalent cost towards them. A call centre has been set up and help is oVered
either through this or an engineer sent round to help if needed. An optional follow-up call will be oVered
from a volunteer or social worker to show participants how to use the equipment. The trial will end in
November or December 2005 and the results will feed into a scheme to support the vulnerable through
switchover (see Support for the vulnerable).

Management and implementation

To be successfully implemented, digital switchover will need the support and contribution of:

— public service broadcasters to end analogue transmissions;

— the DTT multiplex operators to roll out the digital terrestrial network;

— the supply chain industry to ensure appropriate and adequate equipment is available to receive
digital TV services;

— consumer organisations and groups to advise the digital switchover programme and their
members;

— a number of government departments, agencies and other bodies to implement digital switchover
in the public sector (for example in social housing, on public estates and where TV services are
provided in support of public services;

— all those who own or maintain television systems to ensure they have been adapted/upgraded in
preparation for digital switchover, including landlords and hoteliers.

There are three main parties involved with the managing and implementing of digital switchover: the
Government, the regulator (Ofcom) and a new organisation, Digital UK (formally known as SwitchCo).
Their specific roles in the process are outlined below.

Government

The DCMS and DTI are responsible for managing the policy of digital switchover. They are committed
to ensuring aVordable, universal access to high-quality, free-to-view and subscription digital TV and
achieving this switchover between 2008 and 2012.

Ofcom

The independent regulator has to ensure commercial (non-BBC) broadcasters and multiplex operators
(who operate the multiplexes, or frequencies, that digital television is organised into) comply with their
relevant licence obligations and make any necessary variations to these licences. They have to ensure fair
and eVective competition in the communications sector and gather and publish data about developments.
Ofcom will also negotiate and secure international agreement to the use of the 14 frequency channels that
will be released for reuse at switchover, as well as the channels required for digital terrestrial broadcasting
post switchover.

Digital UK

Digital UK, previously known as SwitchCo when it was being set up, launched in April 2005. It is the
independent, impartial, not-for-profit organisation responsible for co-ordinating the switch over from
analogue to digital TV in the UK. Digital UK was formed by and is jointly owned by the public service
broadcasters (BBC (56% share), ITV, Channel 4, Five, Teletext and S4C) and the digital terrestrial multiplex
operators (National GridWireless (previously Crown Castle UKLtd) and SDN (now owned by ITV)). The
interests of the supply chain (television equipment manufacturers, retailers and aerial manufacturers and
installers) are also represented on the board.
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Digital UK is responsible for:

— co-ordinating the technical roll out of the digital terrestrial television across the UK;

— communicating with the public about digital switchover to ensure everyone knows what is
happening, what they need to do, and when;

— liaising with TV equipment manufacturers, retailers, digital platform operators and consumer
groups to ensure understanding of and support for the switchover programme.

The work of these three parties is coordinated through the joint Digital Switchover Programme. This
programme is overseen by theMinisterial Group onDigital Switchover, consisting ofDCMS/DTIMinisters
and representatives of the key stakeholders.

Switchover Process

Timetable

The timing of digital switchover depends on several factors. The economic calculations of both the benefit
to the UK economy as a whole in NPV terms and benefits to manufacturers and retailers show that the
sooner the analogue signal is turned oV the better. However, the Report of the Digital Television Project
(Nov 2004) highlighted that planning and preparation time is needed. The report stated that:

— because of technical considerations and constraints within the television equipment supply chain,
digital switchover will need to be a rolling region-by-region programme;

— switchover will take at least four years from the first switch-oV;

— at least two years preparation will be needed before the start of the process in order for the
broadcasters to develop plans to upgrade and extend the digital terrestrial network and to give
consumers suYcient time to prepare.

The timetable for digital switchover was first suggested by Ofcom in February 2005 and the final version
has been confirmed this month by the Government (Table 1). This order was set for technical reasons. The
areas are ITV regions.

Table 3

THE TIMETABLE FOR SWITCHING OVER ITV REGIONS TO DIGITAL TELEVISION

Region 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
1st half 2nd half 1st half 2nd half 1st half 2nd half 1st half 2nd half 1st half 2nd half

Border X
West Country X
HTV Wales X
Granada X
HTV West X
Grampian X
Scottish Television X
Yorkshire X
Anglia X
Central X
Meridian X
Carlton/LWT (London) X
Tyne Tees X
Ulster X

Source: Tessa Jowell Confirms Digital Switchover Timetable And Support For The Most Vulnerable,
15 September 2005.

http://www.culture.gov.uk/global/pressnotices/archive2005/dcms11605.htm

Process

A number of changes will be made to in crease the coverage and quality of signal of PSBDTT throughout
the UK:

— the number of digital transmitters will be increased (all analogue transmitters will be converted);

— the power level of the digital signal will not have to be kept low to avoid interference with the
analogue signal, so the power of transmission will be increased;

— the mode of transmission of the BBC multiplexes will be changed.
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Transmitters

Only 80 out of the 1,150 transmitters are currently used for digital transmission. To improve the coverage
and quality of the signal, all the transmission sites will be converted to at least transmit the PSB multiplexes
in digital. There are several issues surrounding this which could aVect the timing, but which have been
factored in:

— structural studies have been carried out on the transmitter masts to check that they can support
the extra weight of the transmission infrastructure. A few masts have to be replaced, which will
need planning permission. One of these masts is in the Border region, so time before switchover
has had to be allowed to gain permission and rebuild it;

— the type of digital kit used (which depends on the power level) at each mast depends on which
frequency can be used for the area it covers. For most regions across the UK this will depend on
regional spectrum negotiations between countries, which will be carried out in June 2006. This
delays the start of planning negotiations for these areas as the outcomes will aVect applications;

— at least two full summers have to be set aside for work on the masts to allow for bad weather;

— the BBC andmultiplex operator Digital 3&4 Ltd are currently running procurement competitions
for transmission service providers. Both hope to have contracts in place early next year to allow
for antenna to be ordered in time to meet the switchover regional dates

— New infrastructure will need to be fitted at the top of each mast, so existing analogue and radio
equipment will have to be moved down the masts to accommodate the newDTT equipment at the
top of the mast. The existing digital terrestrial transmitters will be removed. This may cause some
disruption to services about two years before each area is due to have the analogue signal turned
oV. The owners of the transmitter sites are responsible for fitting the equipment using a
combination of their own and supplier-provided staV. Specialist engineers are being trained up to
try to ensure that there are enough to carry out these services.

Power

The frequencies approved for high power transmission in the UK are currently used for analogue
transmissions. This has restricted the power and coverage of current digital transmissions. At switchover,
the PSB multiplexes will be transferred to these high power frequencies as the analogue signal is turned oV,
to give maximum coverage. This will give maximum, near-universal coverage for these multiplexes,
substantially replicating analogue television coverage.

Transmittance mode

PSB services are currently transmitted in four out of the six multiplexes, but the mode of transmission for
the two BBC multiplexes will change at switchover, allowing all the PSB services to be transmitted in only
threemultiplexes. Themode currently used by the BBCmultiplexes is 16QAM, amodewhich ismore robust
against impulsive interference and with lower channel capacity and higher coverage; this will change to 64
QAM, a less robust mode with high channel capacity and lower coverage, but with the increase in power
compensating for the reduced robustness. Two of the commercial (non-PSB) multiplexes will also probably
change mode from 16 QAM to 64 QAM. The other two multiplexes already use 64 QAM and will continue
with this. The increase in power and conversion of more transmitters at switchover will make it possible to
achieve approximately equivalent coverage to analogue, including the use of set-top aerials in those areas
where this is possible on analogue, even with the change of mode. This change of transmission mode will
create additional capacity in the multiplexes.

Switchover sequence

In each region, one analogue TV channel, most likely to be BBC Two, would be converted to carry one
of the BBC’s digital multiplexes carrying the digital equivalent of the analogue channel and other BBC
services. This multiplex would give consumers who have not converted to digital, or those who have
problems with reception, a chance to set up their televisions, with only a short-term possible loss of one
channel. After a period of time (up to probably one month) the remaining analogue channels would be
switched oV and replaced by the remaining PSB multiplexes. At this stage the power will also be increased
on these multiplexes. However, due to the change of frequencies of the multiplexes, STBs and iDTVs will
need re-tuning at each stage. The current generation of STBs generally do not do this automatically and this
could be a major diYculty for many viewers: some STBs will rescan automatically, others will give an
onscreen prompt and others will need to be done manually. Proposals for an automatic rescan mechanism
are under consideration but, even if implemented, will only be available in receivers purchased after it is
introduced. The Digital Television Group (DTG, the industry association for digital television in the UK)
considers this to be a big problem which is not getting the urgent attention it deserves.
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Issues

Communication

A survey in March 2004 for the DTP51 showed that many people were not fully aware of what digital
switchover will mean: that the analogue signal will be turned oV. It was thought, however, that when a
definite date was announced for analogue switch-oV this wouldmake a diVerence to the rate in which people
convert. However, 5% of respondents to the survey said they would never convert andmillions of consumers
see no reason to adopt digital TV at all; they see the analogue switch-oV policy as coercive, think the new
technology is too expensive, confusing and diYcult to use, or are simply happy with what they have already.

Advertising and general support

After the recent announcement by the Government, confirming digital switchover, the information for
consumers on digital switchover has been increased. Any information now gives around three years notice
for even the first region to convert. Digital UK launched a press campaign the week of the announcement.
They have published advertisements and have been consulting the supply chain to incorporate their
concerns (see Supply chain section, below). They have also set up a website and call centre to answer non-
technical questions. Initially, consumer information will be concentrated in the first regions to be
switched over.

The BBC is responsible for marketing the digital availability of its services on all platforms and will
continue their digital promotions. As the time for the analogue signal to be turned oV in each region gets
nearer, the information will intensify. In the last few days before switchover starts in a region, it is intended
that messages will be on screen on the channel to switch first (see Switchover process).

Digital tick logo

In autumn 2004 the DTP created and introduced the digital switchover Certification Mark (often called
the “Digital Switchover Logo” or “digital tick logo”). The digital tick logo certifies information, goods and
services that are designed to help consumers through switchover. When used on digital receivers and
recorders, it certifies products designed to work through switchover. Its purpose is, essentially, to help
consumers make the right choices about digital switchover. It is visible in retailers across the UK, and also
on TV and recording equipment of most leading brands. Other organisations, including some platform
operators and, in the future, aerial installers, also participate in the digital switchover Certification Mark
scheme. In these cases, and with retailers, the tick logo indicates that they have been properly trained and
prepared for digital switchover and can give information or advice.

A consumer group, the Voice of the Listener and Viewer (VLV), are concerned that it should be made
clear to consumers exactly what the digital tick logo indicates on equipment. If it does nomore than indicate
that a STB will convert an analogue television to receive digital television (the current situation) it should
make this clear. If the logo indicates that the equipment has passed a certain standard of, for example
usability or energy eYciency, this should also be made clear (possible future situation). VLV’s view is that
there should be a centralised source of information that viewers can consult about the precise characteristics
of each of the STBs on the market, so that they know which one to buy. Digital UK, the Government and
the BBC cannot give this sort of information, as they are product neutral.

Converting secondary TV sets

Even those households that have digital TV may be aVected by switchover as many have additional
analogue sets that have not been converted and still quite often watch analogue TV, even on sets that have
been converted. 41% of viewing in all homes is on additional sets, and a small percentage of these have been
converted so far. To be able to still use these additional sets, either a STB will have to be bought or an extra
additional set subscription paid for pay-TV services. Some boxes have multiple tuners that can feed from
the main room into others, allowing diVerent channels to be watched simultaneously.

Supply chain

It is important, particularly to the manufacturers, retailers and aerial installers, to aim for a steady rise
in take-up of digital equipment. Through good communications, large peaks in demand just before
switchover in each region can try to be avoided. Most other EU member states will be switching to digital
in parallel and therefore demand across Europe for digital equipment will rise significantly, putting pressure
on the entire supply chain. This means that careful and advanced planning by the supply chain, and
understanding of these supply chain issues by Digital UK and other stakeholders in planning consumer
communications, is important if demand is to be satisfied.

51 Attitudes to Digital Switchover, DTP report: The Generics Group, March 2004.
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Intellect, the manufacturers’ association, welcomes the Government announcement and the launch of
Digital UK’s communications campaign: “With the higher investment in communications, centred around
the digital tick logo, manufacturers can now plan ahead with certainty and confidence and consumers can
start to make more informed purchasing decisions. The promotion of the digital tick logo is vital as until
the announcement the logo had only been promoted by the supply chain with no support fromGovernment
or broadcasters. The logo must hold value for both consumers and industry as well as being synonymous
with the core information and messages about switchover.”

Digital equipment

The equipment available for conversion to digital television for all platforms is still mostly a STB.
Integrated digital televisions (iDTVs), with the decoder built in, are available, but not widely available still
(27% of all TVs sold in the UK in August were iDTVs) and are only for terrestrial reception. Those that are
available give limited choice on type of set. This means that consumers buying new television sets now,
especially smaller screens, will not necessarily be ready for digital switchover without additional equipment,
for terrestrial, satellite or cable television. However, they should be informed of this if the retailer operates
the digital tick logo.

The DTT STBs vary widely in price, but the cheapest are still not necessarily the easiest to use; they may
be harder to set up. Simple inconveniences like the use of several diVerent remote controls could get
frustrating. It is generally accepted that programming a recording on an existing VCR and digital STB is
fraught with diYculty; a few STBs make special provision for this by signals on the scart connector, but this
feature is not at all common. Some analogue TVs are not suitable for conversion with a STB as they need
a scart socket, which some sets are too old to have. Some STBs are not sold with a scart lead, so this needs
to be purchased separately.

Intellect also state that theBBC’smarketingmessages forDTVdoes not helpmanufacturers or consumers
in switchover. They argue that, because the BBC’s aim is to focus on specific price points for low cost
products this distorts the market and does not facilitate consumer choice, which has been a core element of
the digital tick logo. There is a wide range of digital equipment available and while low cost products will
be right for many people, they will have less functionality and so be harder to use, and will probably be less
energy eYcient and so not be “environmentally friendly” and cost more to run (see Environmental eVects).

Recording digital broadcasts on VCRs using a STB is possible but is not easy. However, if viewers use
the same STB as they are using for their TV they cannot watch one digital channel whilst recording another
digital channel. Therefore, to still use their VCRs as they are used to viewers will have to either convert their
VCRaswell as their TVor purchase a new digital recording device. The alternative is to use a Personal Video
Recorder (PVR).52 Digital recorders are beginning to increase in choice and decrease in price.

Environmental eVects53

There are two potential environmental eVects of digital switchover: on climate change (from transmitter
power usage and consumer power usage) and the disposal of waste television, VCRs and other equipment
replaced or made surplus as a direct consequence of switchover.

Climate change

The Government’s Regulatory and Environmental Impact Assessment states that “Digital switchover
will increase energy usage and will therefore contribute to climate change.”54

In terms of power usage, digital transmission is more eYcient than analogue. However, any savings in
energy use will be reduced by additional use caused by new services on radio spectrum cleared as a result of
switchover.

The increased use of additional electronic equipment for digital television has increased the consumer
power usage. STBs, especially the cheaper ones, tend to be less energy eYcient than iDTVs as they require
a separate power supply. They tend to not be able to completely turn oV and still use a reasonable amount
of electricity in the stand-by mode. The extra energy costs for consumers for each terrestrial STB could be
around £2–£8 per year, more for satellite boxes (although currently satellite viewers cannot choose their
box).55 This is an increase of around 0.1–0.4 kWh, approximately 0.006% for an average household.56

Most of the extra take-up of STBs that will be forced by switchover will be for additional TV sets which
consumers would not necessarily have converted until replacing the set. It is hoped that, with the
announcement of digital switchover, there will be an increase in demand for iDTVs (although the energy

52 Digital television, POSTnote 233, Parliamentary OYce of Science and Technology, December 2004.
53 Regulatory and Environmental Impact Assessment: the timing of digital switchover, DCMS & DTI, September 2005.
54 Regulatory and Environmental Impact Assessment: the timing of digital switchover, DCMS & DTI, September 2005.
55 Cost and power consumption implications of digital switchover, Ofcom report: Scientific Generics, November 2005.
56 Digest of UK Energy Statistics, DTI, 2002.
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eYciency of these will depend on the design and type of TV) and for all products that meet the best practice
standards for energy consumption. Some sort of energy eYciency labelling system may be introduced in
the future.

The Government have suggested improvements that could decrease the overall energy impact using
existing technology:

— through improvements in design of STBs;

— by changes to the market for digital television sets, for example for smaller screen and/or
portable sets;

— through policy intervention including promoting energy eYciency standards and labelling for new
equipment.

Waste

Although switchover in itself will not require equipment to be thrown away, there is likely to be an
increase in the disposal of waste electronic and electrical equipment due to switchover. This will be due to
the earlier sales, so earlier disposal, of some STBs due to compulsory switchover and the conversion of
secondary TVs to be digitally enabled.

There is also likely to be some acceleration in the disposal of recordable DVD players and VCRs.
Additionally, some consumers will consider TV sets not worth converting with a STB, or will replace their
TV sets earlier than otherwise to get an iDTV. DTI and Defra are commissioning research to model any
changes in patterns of waste disposal generated by switchover now that the timescale has been determined.
The Government and Digital UK have stated that they will make sure that consumer communications do
not encourage unnecessary disposal of TV equipment.

From June 2006 the Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) regulations, which implement
the EUWEEEDirective, come in to force. This makes producers of electrical goods financially responsible
for the collection, treatment and recycling of waste electrical and electronic equipment. This also covers
products on the market before this implementation date. Therefore, after this date, any WEEE produced
as a direct result of switchover will be treated and recycled according to the standards of this directive. This
will minimise the environmental impact from WEEE.

Coverage and signal quality

Currently, only 73% of UK households can receive the full Freeview service, although 80% can receive
the BBC digital services. This will only change when the analogue signal starts to be turned oV, the number
of transmitters used for digital increased, and the power of digital transmissions improved. However, DTT
will still not be receivable by the whole country after switchover. The PSB channels have to ensure
substantial replication of analogue coverage, estimated by Ofcom to be 98.5%, after switchover. This will
not necessarily be exactly the same 98.5% that receive analogue terrestrial television. The commercial (non-
PSB) multiplex operators are not obliged to extend their coverage. However, they do have to move the
multiplexes to new frequencies to vacate frequencies that are planned for reuse after switchover. The
Government and Ofcom believe they will make enhancements to their networks at the same time and could
increase coverage up to 90%. The DTT service, Freeview, is not synonymous with DTT so coverage of the
full Freeview package is dependant upon how far the commercial (non-PSB) multiplexes extend their
coverage.

For current low power DTT, 34% of households57 are likely to need an aerial upgrade before they receive
a reliable signal. Even after switchover some rooftop aerials will have to be adjusted or replaced and there
could be particular problems in multiple dwelling units. Many additional sets use set-top aerials through
which it will be challenging to ensure good reception.

DTT is remarkably robust inmost situations but the way it fails means that people inmarginal areas must
have good aerial installations and, likewise, digital is not always as tolerant as analogue when it comes to
reception on portable TVs with set-top aerials. In areas of marginal reception, digital is diVerent to
analogue. Where as the analogue signal will become progressively noisy (snow on the picture) or show
ghosting, the digital signal will continue to be received with perfect pictures up to a point when it suddenly
fails. This eVect is referred to as the digital “cliV edge.” Near the point of failure, the slightest change, such
as rain on leaves, can tip the balance. Interference from thermostats or switches in the home can cause
“blocking” or freezes.

Where DTT reception is not possible, even after switchover, the main low cost option is free to view
satellite. This service is currently only available from Sky, for which consumers are required to have a
professional Sky installation and buy Sky equipment. A viewing card is needed to decode the encrypted
channels (specifically Channel 4 and Five). Some of the PSBs (currently ITV and BBC) are planning to
launch an unencrypted free to air satellite service. ITV have announced that this service will be launched in

57 Driving digital switchover, Ofcom, April 2004.
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early 2006. This service will be available with any satellite box and dish, so providing a more competitive
service than at present when only Sky equipment is available. Interactive services will most likely match
those of Freeview initially. Satellite could also be a more economical means than DTT of getting a good
signal to consumers in some low-density population areas. However, there can be similar problems with the
reception of satellite transmissions to that of DTT, since viewers can get signal dropout when there is heavy
rain. This can be overcome by increasing the transmission power. The coverage of satellite is not full 100%
as it is not always possible to position the dish so as to get line of sight to the satellite; this may be because
of building obstructions in urban areas or occasionally due to the terrain in steep sided valleys. Some
buildings cannot have a satellite dish due to planning restrictions and to tenancy/lease restrictions. However,
the Government is working to relax the current permitted development rights for satellite dishes. Perhaps
up to 5% of the population may be aVected by such problems. It is therefore not guaranteed that 100% of
the population will be able to receive free to view television.

The Voice of the Listener and Viewer are concerned that as one communication technology (analogue
transmissions) is being replaced with another (digital transmissions) which has some quite diVerent
technological characteristics, some of these will improve the quality of signal received by the viewer, but
others may well make life more complicated, and even, for some viewers, less satisfactory.

Support for the vulnerable

The Government is putting in place a support scheme for the most vulnerable consumers. The
Government has decided that the BBC will meet the costs for this help. Assistance will be oVered to:

— all households with at least one person aged 75 or over;

— all households with at least one personwith a significant disability (receiving attendance allowance
or disability living allowance).

This help will be free of charge to those in the above categories that are receiving pension credit, income
support or jobseekers allowance; other households will pay a modest fee. Specific support will be oVered for
households where at least one person is blind.

The necessary equipment will be provided to convert one television set to receive digital along with the
relevant help to install and use the equipment. A limited choice of equipment will be oVered, ranging in cost
and functions. If a diVerent platform to DTT (satellite, cable, broadband) is wanted then arrangements will
bemade for equivalent help to be provided. Consumers will be protected from commercial pressure, but will
still be oVered choice.

Where possible, friends and family will be encouraged to help with this process, so continued support will
be oVered through them. Social Services will help identify who needs help. Work with charities and the
Welsh trials have shown that not all in these groups really need help, but they want the reassurance that they
can get help if they do need it. At present, 7% of this group have diYculties using analogue television. It is
thought that around 13% will have diYculties with digital television.

The details of this scheme are still being developed, but the aim is to contact all those that qualify for
this help. The identification of these consumers will need new legislation put in place to overcome the Data
Protection Act (1998). This ensures that every relevant person will know that they are entitled to help. These
consumers will be contacted as soon as the legislation is in place and the equipment will be installed a short
while before switchover in each region. Help will be oVered either by phone or by the equipment installer,
who will be specifically trained.

Consumers who do not fall into the categories above will not be oVered any help under this scheme.
General help will be available from the Digital UK helpline and technical help from manufacturers. The
Government and BBC decided that financial assistance would not be oVered to the poorest people. They
think that many of these consumers already have digital TV as a cheaper form of entertainment. It was also
thought that this kind of help would not be the best use of public money as it would cost too much to
administrate for the small help it would oVer.

Use of Freed Spectrum Bandwidth

The switchover process will release fourteen frequency channels in the radio spectrum for re-use. The use
of this spectrum is governed by ITU regulations and is allocated to high power broadcasting. An
International TelecommunicationUnion (ITU)Regional RadioConference (RRC) is currently considering
the re-allocation of country assignments within Europe, Africa and the Middle East. Planning rules were
agreed in a first stage conference last year and country submissions, including the UK’s, must be have been
received by end October 2005. The UK submission was for two additional high power multiplexes, which
oVers the best opportunity for flexible use and does not necessarily represent the actual intended use. The
RRC is expected to consider proposals to allow more flexible use of this spectrum resource. The outcome
will depend on international negotiations led by Ofcom at the RRC (May/June 2006) and bilateral
negotiationswithUKneighbours between nowand then. Ofcom state that “TheUK’s stance in forthcoming
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international radiocommunications conferences is to seek the greatest flexibility in the use of the cleared
spectrum after switchover for the many other UK demands on its use, thereby maximising the benefits of
switchover.”58

Technology applications are rapidly developing, but it is possible to make some predictions of possible
uses. Compression technology is also developing, and is already allowing more services to be broadcast in
the same spectrum. As well as increasing DTT coverage, the following uses are possible:

— more standard definition TV services, audio (radio) channels, or local TV;

— HDTV: with the improved compression technology high definition television is becoming more
feasible by digital terrestrial. HDTV is particularly suitable for drama, factual and action intensive
programmes,. A new HD decoder and HD capable screen are needed, which will also receive
standard definition broadcasts. Some broadcasting companies are planning HDTV services in the
next few years on satellite and cable, starting with the 2006 World Cup; The Digital Television
Group state that most broadcasters believe that high definition will become the norm for all
broadcasts within the next decade and that DTT could become the “poor relation” if it is not
allowed the flexibility to introduce HD broadcasting.

— more interactive services: improvements to electronic programme guides (EPGs) that enable
viewers to see on-screen the available programmes by date, time and subject and enable easy
programming of PVRs; service based interactive services such as eGov, eHealth, eTourism,
Gambling, Video-Clips; mixed with broadband to give a return facility (personal shopping,
banking, etc.);

— mobile TV, broadcasting to handheld devices, such as mobile phones, and to vehicles;

— information and management services such as traYc congestion information;

— wireless technology, including wireless broadband;

— converged services (4G technology).

Summary

Switching oV the analogue television signal will have many advantages, not least being a major gain in
technical spectrum eYciency, with spectrum being freed for additional uses for existing and new
technologies. This will benefit the UK economy and consumers. After switchover, virtually the whole
country will have access to aVordable, free-to-view digital television, with greater quality reception and
more choice of channels, services and of delivery platform (terrestrial and satellite). The PSB broadcasting
costs will also reduce as they will not have to transmit in both digital and analogue, and the analogue service
will not have to be maintained.

However, there are many costs that will be encountered to enable this switch-oV. These will be:

— financial, for all the organisations involved in the process and for consumers;

— disruption in service for consumers and the inconvenience of purchasing new equipment, retuning
equipment and possibly upgrading aerials;

— environmental, with extra power consumption and waste equipment.

Throughout the process of this switchover policy, the Government, Digital UK and Ofcom need to
ensure that:

— the consumers are well informed throughout so that they understand the necessity of the policy,
the full implications for them and the timetable;

— the consumers are given support when needed, by the appropriate organisation, throughout the
process from choosing equipment, installing it and using it;

— the vulnerable are given adequate help and support throughout;

— the timetable is kept to;

— the process is kept financially viable;

— the coverage is increased to give all consumers who receive analogue terrestrial access toDTTPSBs
or free satellite service;

— every consumer’s reception is at least adequate;

— the aVordable DTT reception equipment is of a standard of useability that can be understood by
all potential users, as this is a compulsory policy;

— the environmental impact from the policy and on-going process is minimised;

— the possible uses to which released spectrum could be put are kept as flexible as possible to allow
for new technologies and balancing both broadcasting and telecommunications;

58 Driving digital switchover, Ofcom, April 2004.
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— consumer and social terms are considered, as well as financial, for potential uses of released
spectrum.

The trial in Wales in 2004–05 found that “the key driver for digital television and for acceptance of the
ending of analogue transmissions is the content, not the technology.” However, the smooth running of the
process of digital switchover and the capability and ease of use of the technology could certainly also be the
diVerence between encouragement and discouragement.

30 November 2005

Memorandum submitted by City Broadcasting

Death Knell or Opportunity?

New Local Television channels broadcasting on digital television could fill the vacuum that will be left as
ITV withdraws from regional programming.

Yet existing local television channels will lose their licences at analogue switch-oV and have no guarantee
of a digital replacement.

After switchover how will local TV be able to aVord digital spectrum if it is auctioned to high bidders
willing to pay a premium for mobile TV and high definition channels?

So, if existing local channels lose their analogue frequencies and cannot aVord a digital replacement, how
can we expect new local TV services to emerge?

Background

1. A handful of local television channels have pioneered local television since the introduction of
restricted service licences in 1999. Currently they are all operating on the basis of short-term analogue RSL
licences fromOfcom—inOxford, Londonderry, Leicester,Manchester, Isle ofWight andYork—which will
expire when analogue TV is switched oV in each region.

2. The existing analogue licences were awarded as short-term licences.

3. Existing licencees have been told by Ofcom that they will lose their analogue frequencies when
analogue switch-oV takes place in each region.

4. Ofcom argues that local channel operators knew they would lose their licence when analogue TV is
switched oV and is currently reviewing the future of existing local channels. It will launch a local television
consultation in January—it is scheduled to finish in mid 2006.

5. Nonetheless the existing local channels have built local television businesses despite this uncertainty
about their future.

6. National analogue broadcasters already knowwhat their Digital Replacement Licences (DRL) will be
and can plan accordingly.

7. There is currently no provision for DRLs for existing local TV operators.

8. In the interim existing local TV licencees have met DCMS and Ofcom to ask to simulcast their local
channels on digital in order to secure the future of their businesses after analogue switch-oV.

If digital spectrum is auctioned to mobile TV premium services and high definition national services will local
TV news channels be able to aVord it?

1. Ofcom has announced it is to explore how digital spectrum freed up by the analogue switch-oV could
provide opportunities for new services. Ofcom describes this released spectrum as “The Digital Dividend”.

2. Local television channels have metMinisters and Ofcom oYcials to argue that a worthwhile use of the
Digital Dividend would be to build a new tier of local digital TV services which could fill the vacuum that
is left by the contraction of ITV’s regional services.

3. However commercially valuable spectrum is likely to be auctioned by Ofcom in packages designed to
attract premium users such as Mobile phone video and wireless broadband.

4. Although there is an assumption that analogue switch-oV will provide plentiful spectrum, new High
Definition services on Freeview are likely to absorb a considerable amount of the freed spectrum.

5. Competition for this released digital spectrum could drive up prices in the same way that broadcasters
have been paying premium prices to secure scarce Freeview channels.

6. Will local television be able to aVord the released spectrum?

7. As an alternative to the released spectrum,Ofcom says “interleaved spectrum” can be used for a variety
of local or regional services and the future use of this spectrum will also form part of the Digital
Dividend Review.
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8. However this Spectrum will also be required for microphones in studios and outside broadcasts
(PSME) and it is unclear if this will leave suYcient interleaved spectrum to accommodate local television
channels throughout the country.

9. If local TV cannot aVord released spectrum and must compete for interleaved spectrum, how can we
be sure that new local TV channels will emerge?

10. Yet there is considerable evidence that the public value the local news which existing channels can
provide and Ofcom’s research indicates viewers would prefer more local rather than regional news.

11. Could “reserved spectrum” be secured from the “interleaved spectrum” to ensure local television
channels are not squeezed out of the market by commercial operators with no public service obligations?

Has Ofcom undertaken detailed frequency planning for the provision of a range of new local television services?

1. When asked at the recent Westminster Media Forum whether spectrum could be available for local
television, themajor transmission companies said they have focussed only onmetropolitan markets as these
markets are the only ones which have commercial value.

2. If so, it suggests that there may not be spectrum available for smaller towns and rural areas.

3. OfcomoYcials argue that detailed frequency planning for local TV cannot be undertaken until a policy
for local television has been set by DCMS.

4. But without a dedicated spectrum plan for local television, the frequencies which will best serve towns,
cities and regions might be assigned to other applications.

Should local television concentrate on being a broadband-only service?

1. There is growing interest in using broadband to provide local digital services.

2. However existing local television companies believe it is essential to oVer local television news through
a TV set using digital terrestrial television so that they can reach the maximum number of people in an area.
Broadband can then be used to complement the DTT channel.

3. However if the future cost of local DTT spectrum reflects the rates currently being paid for national
Freeview channels (ie £12 million paid by Channel 4), then DTT spectrum could be so expensive that local
channels will only be able to operate as broadband channels.

4. While broadband can be used to complement a broadcast service, it is no substitute for a local
television channel which can connect with an audience in the same way that a local radio station connects
with its listeners.

5. It is important that existing local channels can experiment with new services by simulcasting their
services on digital television prior to analogue switch-over.

6. Meetings have been held with Ofcom and DCMS to request digital simulcasting for pilot schemes
operated by existing local TV channels.

About City Broadcasting

City Broadcasting is a television consultancy company which has considerable specialist experience of
local television in the UK and in 2000 launched Channel M inManchester for the GuardianMedia Group.

City Broadcasting is currently developing a local channel in Carlisle, which is where analogue switch-oV

will begin in 2008.

City Broadcasting is also co-ordinating plans for the North West Digital Platform, a project which will
provide open access to digital distribution to public sector stakeholders, community groups and members
of the public in the North West of England.

4 November 2005

Memorandum submitted by the Oxford University Programme in Comparative Media Law and Policy

1. Introduction

The Oxford University Programme in ComparativeMedia Law and Policy (PCMLP) researches changes
in media and communications systems through an international network and using comparative
methodologies. Its work considers the interplay between changingmedia systems and human rights debates,
democratic values and economic development. The Programme concentrates on three main areas: research
and publications, technical assistance and building an international network, and involving students and
researchers from around the world in the Programme’s activities. PCMLP aims:
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— To examine the processes of restructuring media and telecommunications structures from various
perspectives;

— To provide a framework for understanding the background, mechanisms, and prospects of the
processes of media restructuring; and

— To help provide a new generation of scholars and policymakers with a sharpened comparative
insight into the problems of adjustment of technology to society.

The international dimension is relevant to the subject of digital switchover for four reasons. First, research
from other countries experiencing similar transitions can inform us about technical performance, market
take-up, and consumer behaviour and satisfaction. Second, the policy dilemmas and trade-oVs experienced
in other countries may be similar in some cases to our own. If they have been resolved diVerently, we might
ask why and how, and whether a best-practice consensus is emerging. Third, markets (eg for transmission
technology and receiver decoders) are trans-national. Fourth and finally, switchover policy-making in the
European Union, in certain respects, takes place in conjunction with other member states. We need to be
aware of likely trends in other European countries and how these in turn may aVect the United Kingdom.
All of these rationales for research interlock and intertwine.

This short paper cannot hope to oVer definitive conclusions, especially as developments are still verymuch
in progress, and it does not attempt to provide an exhaustive survey. It tries to portray the big picture.Digital
television at present is largely a preoccupation of the advanced economies of the world and the major
markets are the United States, Japan and Europe—and, within Europe, the UK, Spain, Germany, Italy and
France. The paper aims to draw out some of the implications of comparative policy in this area and to
provide a pragmatic overview to assist the Committee in assessing the current UK policy. It has been
prepared byDamian Tambini, director of the Programme, and two visiting researchers in this field:Michael
Starks (formerly manager of the UK Digital TV Project and currently researching digital switchover with
a grant from the British Academy) and Trinidad Garcı́a (from Complutense University of Madrid, a PhD
researcher looking at switchover policy in Spain and the UK).

One caveat: in a study of this nature, with evidence drawn from many diverse sources, some more recent
than others, some translated, there is a small risk that statistics may be produced according to diVerent
methods and, of course, even in a few months situations can change.

2. The United States

2.1 Leap to digital HDTV?

At the outset the digital television agenda in the United States was about high definition television
(HDTV). In 1986 Japan put forward its analogue high-definition system, Hi-Vision, as the basis for a global
standard. Had this been agreed, it would have placed the Japanese consumer electronics industry, already
powerful in an increasingly global market, in pole position for the next generation of technology and
products. American companies reacted by lobbying for an American version of terrestrial HDTV. The
American TVmarket consisted of over 100 million homes with over two sets per household: prime territory
for marketing a new generation of technology.

The FCC (Federal Communications Commission) set up an Advisory Committee and, after General
Instrument announced a technical breakthrough in 1990, this recommended an all-digital HDTV system.
After much testing, the ATSC (Advanced Television Systems Committee) standards for digital terrestrial
television in the United States were established.

2.2 Evolution of FCC policy

The FCC’s initial approach to digital terrestrial television was to loan all the existing terrestrial
broadcasters an additional frequency (suYcient for an HD transmission), oblige them to simulcast their
analogue service in digital HDTV for perhaps 15 years, then shut down all analogue transmission and take
back the extra frequency. The “carrot” for terrestrial broadcasters lay in free new spectrum and the absence
of any new competition.

However, while plenty of broadcaster expenditure was envisaged, there was no source of additional
revenue: simulcast advertising carried on the HD channel would initially be to tiny audiences. The
broadcasters showed strong interest in standard definition digital services as well. By the time the legal
foundations for launching digital terrestrial television were laid down in the 1996 Telecommunications Act,
HD had become optional. The terrestrial broadcasters would be loaned the extra spectrum but whether they
used it for HD was left to their discretion. The simulcast requirement was eased and later removed.

In return for this commercial flexibility, the broadcasters were required to achieve digital switchover on
an accelerated timetable, so that spectrum could be released and auctioned. They were set staggered start-
dates between 1999 and 2003 and the FCC’s target was to terminate analogue broadcasting by 31
December 2006.59

59 FCC, Fifth Report and Order, April 1997.
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The broadcasters lobbied for a softer switchover date and found ready allies in Congress. The Balanced
Budget Act of 1997 introduced a qualification whereby analogue broadcasts could continue after 2006 if
fewer than 85% of households in any given area were equipped to receive digital television (terrestrially, by
satellite or by cable).

Even this plan hit problems. Many broadcasters faced planning or financial hurdles relating to
transmission masts and were unable to start digital broadcasting on time. Digital TV receiver sales were
slow, as consumers waited for more digital content and lower receiver prices. Shops continued to sell
millions of analogue TVs each year. No date for 85% take-up could be confidently forecast.

2.3 Mandating digital TV sets

The FCC acknowledged that 2006 was no longer credible and gave case-by-case consideration to
arguments by broadcasters unable to implement on time, with penalties for undeserving cases. More
controversially, it broadened the regulatory framework to encompass the receiver industry. It decided to use
powers it had been granted in a diVerent context under the All-Channel Receiver Act of 1962 to mandate
the inclusion of digital tuners in new TV sets.60 The receiver manufacturers challenged this in court. The
FCC won.

The requirement is being phased in and is now due to be complete for all screen sizes by March 2007.61
One of the side-eVects was an increase in the production of “HD-ready” flat screen TV monitors with no
tuner at all (but suitable for linking to a digital HD set-top box). However, the policy is beginning to show
results and the receiver manufacturers, reconciled to it, have become advocates of fixing a “hard date” for
digital switchover.

2.4 Cable and satellite

Terrestrial transmission is of only modest importance in the United States. Around 60% of homes are on
cable (a mixture of digital and analogue) and a further 20% are served by digital satellite.

In 2003 the FCC endorsed an agreement between the TV set manufacturers and the cable companies on
a standardised interface between the digital cable input and a digital TV set, making it possible to “plug and
play” one-way digital cable services without the need for a set-top box (though a cable card would be needed
for conditional access).62 Thismeant that themandated digital TV sets, eachwith anATSCdigital terrestrial
tuner, were no longer just a product for the small terrestrial TV market but could also be sold as “digital
cable-ready” in an open market.

Cable companies are obliged, under “must carry” rules, to relay the local broadcast services. Satellite
operators are not obliged to carry local broadcast services but, if they choose to do so for a particularmarket
(which, in general, is an attractive business proposition), they have to carry all the relevant local services
and not just some.

There has been much debate over how to apply this approach to digital television. Should the “must
carry” obligation cover the new digital as well as the analogue broadcast services (“dual carriage”)? And if
broadcasters transmit several standard definition services, do they all have to be carried (“multi-casting”)?
The FCC’s answer to both questions has been “No”.63

Post-switchover the broadcasters want cable companies to be obliged to carry their digital signals
throughout their systems. Some analogue cable operators want to be free to “down-convert” the digital
signal at the head-end for analogue distribution to continuing analogue TV viewers.

This issue remains unresolved but allowing this exception to an all-digital world could dramatically
reduce the number of American households aVected by switchover. The Government Accounting OYce
estimated in 2005 that about 19% of US households (disproportionately non-white and Hispanic and
disproportionately poor) rely wholly on terrestrial television, though switchover would also aVect cable and
satellite homes with terrestrial second and third TV sets (eg in bedrooms or kitchens)64.

60 FCC, Second Report and Order, August 2002.
61 FCC, Second Report and Order, November 2005.
62 FCC press release on easing digital TV transition for consumers, 10 September 2003.
63 FCC press release on resolving dual and multicast carriage issues, 10 February 2005.
64 General Accounting OYce, Digital Broadcast Television Transition: Estimated Cost of Supporting Set-Top Boxes to Help
Advance the DTV Transition, (GAO 05-258T, Washington D.C.), 17 February 2005.
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2.5 Fixing a “hard date”

Both political and industry pressures have beenmounting to jettison the 85%digital penetration threshold
and fix a “hard date” for full digital switchover. Congress is interested in the contribution (variously
estimated at between $10 billion and $30 billion) which a spectrum auction could make to reduce the federal
budget deficit65. The 9/11 Commission highlighted the need for increasing the spectrum allocated to “first
responders” (fire, police, ambulance services) in an emergency66—so taking spectrum away fromTV for this
purpose commands political support. Through the High Tech Digital Coalition, leading electronics
companies have emphasised the suitability of the released spectrum both for public safety use and for
wireless broadband.

Spectrum reallocation has some support among consumer groups who are not opposed outright to
switchover but advocate a “consumer-friendly” implementation, with financial protection for those
compelled to switch. The terrestrial broadcasters have invited the receiver manufacturing industry to design
cheap converter boxes to enable analogue TV sets to keep functioningwhen they receive only a digital signal.
So there is political debate about whether such boxes should be subsidised and, if so, for whom and how.
Putting warning labels on analogue receivers in the shops is also under consideration and would probably
be accepted by the industry.

The timing mooted for a “hard date” is 2009 and the issue is currently caught up in the Congressional
Budget Reconciliation process.

A great deal of work remains to be done. The FCC has to finalise the post-switchover frequency plan
whichwill involve significant frequency changes (it has ruled out doing a phased switch-oV, region by region,
because of the complexity of frequency boundary issues among some 1,700 terrestrial broadcasters). Cable
regulatory issues, copyright protection methodology and a debate over broadcasters’ future public service
obligations all need resolution. Responsibilities and any new cross-industry collaborative arrangements
need to be decided: Congress would make the decision about a “hard date” but would not lead
implementation. Once responsibilities have been clarified, public communication needs to change gear and
the logistics need mapping. The operational implications are not yet in sharp focus. However, a political
decision to commit to 2009 would still allow three years for managing the practicalities of implementation.

2.6 The USA and the UK: similarities and diVerences

The United States and the United Kingdom were “first movers” in digital terrestrial television and their
experiences show several broad similarities:

— industry’s collaborative process for technical standard-setting,

— the policy link between the introduction of digital terrestrial television and the intention to switch-
oV analogue terrestrial,

— the allocation of spectrum to existing terrestrial broadcasters,

— the importance of spectrum clearance and reuse as a dominant motive,

— early market experience not following policy expectations,

— government’s ultimate responsibility for setting the switchover timetable,

— government standing back from the operational implementation of switchover.

Specific diVerences, however, are numerous:

— the importance of high-definition in the US (technologically the Americans are making a bigger
leap into the future),

— theAmerican digital TV setmarket being driven by improved picture and sound quality, especially
for large-screen displays (new digital channels have driven UK set-top boxes sales),

— the sheer scale and complexity of the American market (the number of broadcasters, channels,
households, TV sets, etc),

— the dominant role of cable in the USmarket (the concept of “digital cable-ready” TV sets, and the
importance attached to the “must carry” regulations),

— the mandating of digital tuners by the FCC,

— the absence of any FCC requirement for digital terrestrial services to simulcast analogue
terrestrial output,

— the absence of an equivalent to the role of the BBC and the licence fee,

— the greater clarity and immediacy of American plans for reusing released spectrum, including a
public safety purposewhich has public support, and industry pushing for other newdevelopments,

65 See, for example, evidence from Motorola and from Aloha Partners to the Senate Committee on Commerece, Science and
Transportation, 12 July 2005.

66 The 9/11 Commission Report, authorised edition W.W. Norton (New York 2004) p 397.
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— the stronger American budgetary interest in accelerating the switchover timetable and auctioning
spectrum,

— the relative lack of formal cross-industry stakeholder collaboration in the US after the initial
technical standard-setting (ie no equivalent to the UK’s Digital TV Group and the Action Plan,
leading up to the formation of Digital UK).

3. Japan

In 1989NHK, Japan’s public broadcaster, launched satellite services including analogueHDTV, financed
by a supplementary licence fee. It was Japan’s bid to have this HD technology recognised as the basis for a
new global standard that triggered the rival digital television initiatives of Europe and the United States.
Since the US committed instead to digital high definition, Japan has been rapidly catching up in the new
business of digital television.

3.1 The framework for digital television

Japan has adopted its own set of digital television technical standards, termed ISBD (Integrated Services
Digital Broadcasting), with some similarities to European system. ISDB maximises technical compatibility
between digital satellite and digital terrestrial television. This, coupled with agreement between free-to-view
broadcasters on a common Conditional Access system to restrict copying, makes it possible to manufacture
dual platform (satellite and terrestrial) high definition TV sets.

These technical standards, along with spectrum allocation policy, were also designed to support mobile
television via hand-held mini-TVs or mobile telephones. No longer first-to-market in digital television,
Japan aspired instead to be the most far-sighted.

3.2 Digital satellite

Japan’s first digital broadcasts started outside of this government-regulated framework. As Sky had done
in the UK, multinational commercial companies entered the Japanese market using satellites to oVer multi-
channel subscription services for reception either via their own proprietary set-top boxes or via cable. One
of these, Sky PerfecTV, has built up over 3 million digital satellite subscribers.

Government-regulated digital satellite television began in 2000, based on Japan’s allocated direct-to-
home satellite slots.67 NHK is licensed to provide three satellite channels: two simulcasts of its analogue
satellite services and the third wholly HD. Licences also went to two pay TV operations and five advertising-
financed services provided by sister companies of the main terrestrial commercial broadcasters. An open
market in digital satellite receivers developed, with tuners either built into, or sold to accompany, large flat-
screen TVs.

However, by the time these government-licensed digital satellite services were launched, NHK had built
up over 10 million supplementary licence fee-paying households on analogue satellite. It could not alienate
this constituency of “legacy” households by compelling them to transfer to digital satellite without plenty
of notice. The plan is to stop high definition programming on analogue satellite in 2007 and to end standard
definition analogue satellite services in 2011.68

3.3 Committing to full digital switchover

Through no coincidence 2011 is also the year in which analogue terrestrial television is due to end. The
Japanese government boldly announced the analogue terrestrial switch-oV date before digital terrestrial
television in Japan was even launched. Indeed, for licensing reasons a precise date has been set: Japan is to
switch fully to digital TV on 24 July 2011.

The government motives, here as in other countries, are to remain abreast of changing television and
telecommunications technology and to seize the opportunity to release, and re-use, scarce spectrum. In this
high-technology economy, spectrum is under increasingly heavy demand and vacated analogue TV
frequencies are likely to be used for digital radio and for telecommunications, including mobile
communications.

The challenge of accomplishing digital switchover by this date is formidable. Japan is a densely populated
country, with some 48 million TV households possessing over 100 million TV sets and a high level of
communal reception. Cable and master-antenna relay systems account for around 50% of households. The

67 Ministry of Public Management, Home AVairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Japan, Major Aspects of Japan’s
Broadcasting Policy, December 2002.

68 Ministry of Public Management, Home AVairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Japan, Third Action Plan for the Promotion
of Digital Broadcasting, April 2003.
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cable companies are mostly small and local—there are over 600—and many lack the capital to switch to
digital. The government is encouraging them to work to the 2011 timetable but has not required them to do
so by law.

Perhaps the greatest challenge comes from Japan’s mountainous topography. In total Japan has around
15,000 transmitting devices mounted on around 8,000 transmission masts (compared to the UK’s 1,100
masts). Spectrum is intensively used and, whereas in the UK it has been possible to find new frequencies for
digital terrestrial television in between the frequencies used for analogue, this is impractical in Japan.

Accordingly, the Japanese government decided to spend 180 billion yen (about £900million) reorganising
the analogue terrestrial frequencies in order to make space for digital terrestrial transmissions.69 This is a
complex technical project, and over 4 million homes need to be visited for TV retuning. The advantage of
the scheme is that digital terrestrial services can be launched on their correct long-term frequencies, avoiding
the complex four-year region-by-region digital frequency changes which switchover will involve in the UK.

3.4 Digital terrestrial services and receivers

The Japanese government awarded digital terrestrial licences to NHK and to the current terrestrial
commercial broadcasters (of whom there are around 170), who are expected to make large investments in
digital production and transmission infrastructure. 85% of their output has to be a simulcast of their
analogue terrestrial services and 50% has to be in high definition. The latter has the eVect of requiring so
much spectrum that, ahead of switchover, no new broadcasters can enter the market (a point which has
perhaps helped soften the costs of switchover to the broadcasters).

New data-cast services will be launched and a segment within the spectrum allocated to each broadcaster
has been set aside for transmission to hand-heldmobile receivers from 2006. Initially the content for mobiles
will simply be themain terrestrial output but special programming specifically designed formobile reception
may be permitted subsequently.

Digital terrestrial transmissions to the Tokyo, Osaka and Nagoya regions—the main centres of high
population—began in 2003. The extension of digital terrestrial television to the rest of the country is planned
for 2006, only five years ahead of the switchover deadline.

Because the consumer proposition is based on high definition, mainly free-to-view, services, reception is
designed to be on new integrated high definition digital TV sets. These are normally flat-screen (as distinct
from cathode-ray tube) and can receive both digital satellite and digital terrestrial services (assuming the
appropriate aerial). They were initially introduced at the top end of the market, with large screen sizes and
prices in excess of £1,000. There is as yet no substantial set-top box market aimed at converting analogue
TVs, although stand-alone tuners are sold to work with HD-ready TVmonitors or with analogue HD sets.

Digital TVs are still regarded as expensive and analogue sales continue to dominate themarket, outselling
digital receivers in 2004 in a ratio of 3:1. However, for 2005 the ratio is closer to 2:1, so the market is
changing.70 For digital TVs to start outselling analogue sets on a major scale, digital tuners will need to be
included in small screen-size models.

3.5 Collaborative Action Planning

In 2001 the government and the terrestrial broadcasters formed the National Council for the Promotion
of Terrestrial Digital Broadcasting. It has produced a “road-map” giving dates and target coverage figures
for the roll-out of digital terrestrial transmissions.

In 2003 it convened a wider body, called the National Conference for the Promotion of Terrestrial Digital
Broadcasting, which also included the receiver manufacturers, the cable companies, local government
bodies and other stakeholders. It issues annual Action Plans. The goal for 2011 is the conversion to digital
terrestrial (or to wired relays of digital terrestrial) of 48 million homes and 100 million receivers, and key
milestones have been set for take-up by 2006 (football World Cup in Germany) and by 2008 (Beijing
Olympics).71

TheAction Plans also cover activities carried out by a non-profit organisation formed by the broadcasters
and receiver manufacturers to undertake promotion. It runs an outsourced Call Centre (financed by a
government grant), publishes explanatory leaflets, and administers a system for labelling receivers in the
shops, including a yellow warning sticker with the date 2011, for display on analogue TVs. This is a
voluntary system, only agreed after much dialogue about the need for a planned phasing-out of analogue
TVs and about the obligation to give consumers timely information about potentially obsolescent
equipment.72

69 Ministry of Public Management, Home AVairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Japan, Major Aspects of Japan’s
Broadcasting Policy, December 2002.

70 Japan Electronics and Information Technology Industries Association, November 2005.
71 Ministry of Public Management, Home AVairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Japan, Third Action Plan for the Promotion
of Digital Broadcasting, April 2003.

72 Association for the Promotion of Digital Broadcasting, November 2005.
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By the end of September 2005 a cumulative total of over 6 million digital terrestrial-capable receivers and
digital cable set-top boxes had been sold,73 leaving a dauntingly steep graph of projected sales required for
2011 to be workable. On this basis digital household penetration is quoted as around 13%, though the
methodology for measuring it is still under review. Publicity about switchover remains relatively low key.
Research undertaken in March 2005 showed that, while 66.4% of respondents had heard about switchover
as a long-term goal, only 9.2% were aware of the 2011 deadline.74

If there are any unvoiced doubts as to whether 100 million digital receivers will really have been sold by
2011, they may be oVset by expectations of significant growth in broadband reception of broadcast TV
services. In 2004 the government published a White Paper noting that at the end of 2003 78.2% of Japanese
households had a personal computer; 61.7% used always-on Internet connections; and 93.9% had mobile
phones, of which 56.5% were Internet compatible.75 This is the electronic environment to which digital
television is now being added. The Japanese government is unlikely to waver in its aim to release
broadcasting frequencies for telecommunications.

3.6 Japan and the UK: similarities and diVerences

Similarities between Japan and the UK on digital switchover include:

— spectrum clearance as a major aim;

— the importance of terrestrial TV as a platform;

— allocation of digital terrestrial spectrum to existing broadcasters;

— simulcasting policy;

— the role of a licence fee-funded major public broadcaster; and

— the role of industry working collaboratively with government.

The diVerences are more numerous:

— Japan’s switchover date named ahead of digital terrestrial launch;

— Japan’s major analogue frequency changes at the outset;

— the central role of high definition in Japan;

— the greater importance in Japan of integrated digital TV sets, predominantly, flatscreen/HD,
compared to set-top boxes;

— the existence of dual platform receivers in Japan (although note that digital satellite services do
not include simulcasts of analogue terrestrial);

— Japan’s digital terrestrial services planned for mobile reception;

— the labelling of analogue TVs with warning stickers in Japanese shops; and

— extent of the Japanese government’s involvement in leading, and helping to fund, digital
switchover (no equivalent of Ofcom).

4. Europe

4.1 The EU and the Pattern of National Diversity

In the 1980s Europe reacted to Japan’s analogue HDTV initiative by developing its own rival analogue
satellite system, including high definition, called MAC (Multiplex Analogue Component). Embodied in a
European Directive, it proved technically over-ambitious and commercially disastrous. In the UK British
Satellite Broadcasting, using MAC, failed, and Sky, using simpler low-cost technology, succeeded.

In the 1990s European broadcasters and receiver manufacturers reacted against politically-driven high
technology strategies and vowed to implement what the market would support. Many European countries,
with a history of state or public service dominated broadcasting, had relatively fewTV channels. Themarket
was ripe for multi-channel choice which new standard definition digital TV could supply. Unlike the United
States and Japan, Europe therefore opted for standard definition digital television. With the highest digital
take-up in the world, currently well over 60%, the UK assessed the market correctly. While there is now a
growing interest in the UK and elsewhere in Europe in HDTV, no European country’s switchover policy is
based on it.

73 Japan Electronics and Information Technology Industries Association, November 2005.
74 Norio Kumabe, Visiting Professor, Global Information and Telecommunication Studies, Waseda University, Japan,
November 2005.

75 Ministry of Public Management, Home AVairs, Posts and Telecommunications, Japan, Information and Communications in
Japan—Building a Ubiquitous Network Society That Spreads Throughout the World,White Paper 2004.
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Due to the failure of the MAC Directive and the liberalising trend emerging from Information Society
documents such as the Bangemann Report and the Green Paper on Convergence, the EU has favoured a
market-driven approach to the digital transition. It endorsed the commercially-based and collectively
developed DVB (Digital Video Broadcasting) standards and, by deciding not to be prescriptive in detail,
has permitted considerable technical diversity.

The EU framework has been broadly set by:

— the Television Without Frontiers Directive, currently under revision, which regulates the free
movement of television broadcasting services in the Union in order to promote the development
of a European market in broadcasting and related activities, such as television advertising and the
production of audiovisual programmes,

— the Electronic Communications Framework Directive with its associated directives76 and the
Radio Spectrum Decision, which regulate transmission facilities (infrastructure and associated
services) and radio spectrum,

— areas of competition law, including the Merger Control Regulation Antitrust (Articles 81 and 82
EUTreaty), standards for services of general interest (Article 86) and State aid review (Article 87).

The Communications Review in 199977 and the subsequent communication Principles and guidelines for
the Community’s audiovisual policy in the digital age,78 crystallised a horizontal and technologically-neutral
regulatory approach that was reinforced with the Communication from digital “switchover” to analogue
“switch-oV”.79 The switchover process was to be guided by a neutral multi-platform approach.

In May 2005, the European Commission recommended that its members phase out analogue terrestrial
broadcasting by 2012, calling for a coordinated approach.80 It has developed a vision of the Information
Society based on converging media services, networks and devices.81 With an eye on Europe’s regional
Radiocommunications conference next year, it advocates a common European approach and market
mechanisms to manage radio spectrum.82

However, policy decisions and timing issues have been left largely to member states. While national
governments are not free individually to mandate digital TV sets, since the market for TV receivers is a
European one, in other respects they have considerable latitude. They are not precluded from taking steps
to promote a specific technology for transmission of digital television as a means for increasing spectrum
eYciency, provided such actions are “proportionate”.

The result has been a very varied set of experiences in diVerent European countries, reflecting diVerent
market sizes, the balance between platforms, the pattern of competition, the availability of terrestrial
frequencies, the strength of the desire to safeguard public broadcasting and/or to foster broadcasting
pluralism, and the degree of focus on re-using released analogue spectrum for other purposes.

It is not possible to describe the European market in general terms in the way that the United States and
Japanese markets can be characterised: national diversity within Europe is too great. Two observations can
be made:

— western Europe is much further advanced than eastern Europe,

76 New regulatory framework for electronic communications. Applies to all transmission infrastructures, irrespective of the
types of services carried over them (the so-called “horizontal” approach). Therefore, covers all electronic communications
networks, associated facilities and electronic communications services, including those used to carry broadcasting content
such as cable television networks, terrestrial broadcasting networks, and satellite broadcasting networks. Regulation of
content broadcast over electronic communications networks (eg radio and television programmes or TV bouquets) remains
outside the scope of the framework. The new legal framework draws upon the following directives: Framework Directive,
Authorisation Directive, Access Directive, Universal Service Directive and Directive on privacy and electronic
communications. The framework takes account of the links between transmission and content regulation. These links
concentrate on the following areas: authorisation of networks and services, allocation and assignment of radio spectrum;
must-carry; access to networks and associated facilities, including access to application program interfaces (API) and
electronic programme guides (EPG) for interactive digital television.

77 Communication on a new framework for Electronic Communications Services: infrastructure, transmission and access services.
The 1999 Communications Review; COM 1999 (539).

78 Principles and guidelines for the community’s audiovisual policy in the digital age; COM 1999 (657) final.
79 Communication on the transition from analogue to digital broadcasting (from digital “witchover” to analogue ‘switch-oV);COM
2003 (541) final.

80 Countries will need to coordinate their DTT service roll-out in border regions with their neighbours. DTT and analogue
television services will need to be protected against interference while limited frequencies must be shared. Currently,
negotiations are underway at the International TelecommunicationUnion (ITU) with the aim of putting together a frequency
plan for an all-digital broadcast environment for Europe, Africa and parts of Asia. The year 2038 has currently been retained
as the theoretically final date for analogue switch oV.

81 Communication i2010—A European information society for growth and jobs; COM (2005) 229 final.
82 Three communications have been adopted: A market-based approach to spectrum management in the European Union; COM
(2005) 400 final. A forward-looking radio spectrum policy for the European Union: Second Annual Report; COM (2005) 411
final. EU spectrum policy priorities for the digital switchover in the context of the upcoming ITU Regional Radiocommunication
Conference 2006 (RRC-06); COM (2005) 461 final.
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— smaller countries and/or countries in which cable and satellite predominate, and terrestrial
reception is therefore relatively unimportant are likely to find it easier to switch oV analogue at
an early date than others. It is probable, for example, that Finland, Sweden, the Netherlands and
Germany will complete switchover ahead of the UK.

Beyond that it is necessary to look in more detail at the individual national experiences and, in the section
below, we describe briefly the situation in Europe’s four major digital TV markets (apart from the UK):
Spain, Germany, Italy and France.

4.2 Four major national markets

4.2.1 Spain: a second chance for DTT

On 30 November 2005, Spain oYcially re-launched digital terrestrial television. Its first venture into the
field ended with the collapse of the pay-TV service, Quiero, in circumstances not dissimilar to the collapse
of ITV Digital in the UK.

In Spain terrestrial television plays a major role. In a country with 13.7 million households83, cable and
satellite penetration is modest (1.1 million and 2 million subscribers, respectively84). A single satellite
platform, Digital!, controls the pay-TV market. Even though Telefónica’s TV over DSL has made an
impact, with 100,000 subscribers by October 2005, a successful digital terrestrial platform is viewed as
essential to analogue switch-oV.

Spain was one of the pioneers in launching digital terrestrial services in Europe. Legislation was approved
in 1998 and Quiero launched in May 2000. All the existing national and regional broadcasters were given
a second free frequency to simulcast in digital and began to do so in April 2002. Two additional national
digital terrestrial channels, Net TV and Veo TV were launched in June 2002. The receiver market depended
on Quiero’s provision of set-top boxes to its subscribers. Switchover was targeted for 2012. But due to
financial diYculties, Quiero TV ceased to broadcast in May 2002, leaving Net TV, Veo TV and the
simulcasting broadcasters transmitting to a stagnant market85.

A period of inaction followed. The new Government has decided to modify the regulatory framework
and technical plan and re-launch DTT before the end of 2005, bringing forward analogue switch-oV from
2012 to 2010. Free-to-view services, with a key role for the state broadcaster, RTVE, are central to the
scheme. RTVE will have a multiplex containing four channels with regional variations and, in due course,
another Single Frequency Network multiplex covering the whole of Spain. Previously, its role was minimal:
it shared one multiplex with the other national broadcasters and received no additional funding. With its
two multiplexes now, it will be expected to cover 80% of the population by the end of 2005, 90% by 2008
and 98% for the proposed switch-oV in 2010.

In addition:

— the 17 Spanish regions (“Comunidades Autónomas”, Independent Autonomies) have been
granted a second multiplex,

— Canal! pay analogue channel is being converted to free-to-view (and renamed Cuatro) and its
digital simulcast version will strengthen the free-to-view digital terrestrial oVer,

— another new analogue terrestrial channel is being created to cover 70% of the population86 and it
too will be simulcast on digital terrestrial, allowing its analogue version to be switched oV in 2010.

The strategy is to drive through switchover spearheaded by a “Freeview”-style digital terrestrial platform.
Five multiplexes oVering national services will be organised as follows:

— RTVE will operate five channels,

— the existing analogue commercial broadcasters (Antena 3, Tele 5 and Cuatro) three each,87

— the existing digital terrestrial operators (Veo TV and Net TV) two each,

— the new analogue channel (La Sexta) another two.

After switchover, each existing analogue national broadcaster will get a whole multiplex.

At regional and local level public competitions are being organised for the regional and local services.
Technical planning takes account of possible mobile and HD development.

83 End 2003, European Audiovisual Observatory (EAO).
84 2004, CMT.
85 Quiero’s failure can be ascribed to: (a) its relativeweakness compared to the other pay-TVplatforms (couldn’t compete against
them because never had a real diVerentiated oVering—14 channels, lack of prime unique content—; and had to face some
technical problems with reception); (b) important financial losses (high costs and low margins for premium content—soccer
rights—; high network costs; subsidised set-top boxes and monthly fee discounts); (c) and a management strategy
emphasising access to Internet through the TV set.

86 Once launched, it will have to broadcast to at least 40% by the end of its first year in digital as well as analogue.
87 Telecinco will oVer a channel devoted to fiction and another to sports, Antena 3 one channel dedicated to children and one
service aimed at women, while Cuatro will broadcast a news channel and another dedicated to music.
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There is now an open market in unsubsidised receivers. The price for a basic set-top box ranges from
79–119 euros upwards, and for iDTVs from 1,200 to 4,900 euros. Major manufacturers report that since
last January more than 400,000 receivers have been sold (more than half during the last three months), of
which only 5% were iDTVs. The industry forecasts that at least another 300,000 units will be sold during
Christmas sales88 but the receiver market is still in its infancy.

The switchover process is organised through the State Secretary of the Telecommunications and
Information Society linked to the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Commerce. The CMT (Comisión del
Mercado de las Telecomunicaciones; TelecommunicationsMarket Commission) is the independent regulator
for telecommunication market and audiovisual services.

A new Audiovisual Law and a new Public TV Law are expected soon. The latter would limit advertising
time on state television. Currently, the maximum of 12 minutes per hour applies to all broadcasters. The
Government plans to reduce the minutes at least to eight in RTVE’s case, so as to release part of its revenues
to the benefit of commercial operators. RTVE’s funding is currently under scrutiny and debate. The new
law to be passed should re-define its scale, scope, business model and role in the digital world.

In February a new body called the “Comisión para el Seguimiento de la Transición a la Televisión Digital
Terrestre” was set up under the presidency of the State Secretary of Telecommunications, composed of
representatives from RTVE, regional channels, commercial television broadcasters, radio stations,
electronic manufacturers, installers and wholesalers. The committee aims to foster and develop digital
terrestrial as well as to establish and approve a strategy for digital transition. In October the broadcasters
also launched an organisation called the “Asociación Pro TDT” to undertake promotion.

There are no oYcial plans to subsidise digital take-up and/or digital switchover, though all main
stakeholders demand subsidies. Nor are there any oYcial plans to mandate digital TV sets or label analogue
TVs as obsolescent, despite pressure from manufacturers.

After a period of relative stagnation following the collapse of Quiero, digital terrestrial television in Spain
now has a second chance, strongly linked to switchover. The plans are now mostly laid, though some
uncertainties remain; the platform has been relaunched; it remains to be seen what will happen in practice.

Similarities with the UK are:

— pioneer development in digital terrestrial television that suVered from early failure of the pay-TV
service, Quiero, which collapsed for similar reasons as ITV Digital;

— digital terrestrial simulcasts of analogue services;

— switchover dependent on digital terrestrial as well as other platforms;

— switch to a new Freeview-style business model for digital terrestrial; and

— a fuller role now being given to the public television broadcaster.

DiVerences include:

— a longer period of policy inaction after Quiero’s collapse;

— greater management by government in the Spanish case;

— no detailed timetable yet for Spanish analogue switchoV;

— greater importance in Spain given to regional/local services and regional decentralised
broadcasting regulators;

— less choice of aVordable set-top boxes for Spanish consumers; and

— no announcements in Spain of subsidies for vulnerable consumers.

4.2.2 Germany: switchover through low dependence on terrestrial

TheGermanTVmarket is dominated by cable: in a country with 36.2million households, only 2.6million
rely on terrestrial TV, cable penetration is the highest at 20.6 million, followed by satellite at 13 million89

(satellite has a strong free-to-view character in Germany, as well as oVering pay TV options). The number
of people directly aVected by analogue terrestrial switch-oV is therefore relatively small. Digital switchover
began in 2002.

Frequencies for terrestrial broadcasting in Germany are scarce and there was no possibility of having a
lengthy period of digital and analogue simulcasting as in the UK. Digital terrestrial is therefore being
launched shortly before analogue switchoV and marketed on the basis that analogue transmissions will
shortly cease. The switchover process is regional, in “islands” formed by large conurbations, under the
regulatory authority of the “Lander” who have responsibility for media regulation.

It is significant that digital terrestrial has been chosen to facilitate switchover. The alternative would have
been to attempt to convert everyone to cable or satellite, with satellite as the non-subscription option. This,
however, would have been more disruptive and expensive for consumers, satellite signals in urban

88 Cinco Dı́as, “400.000 sintonizadores de TDT se han vendido este año”, 15/11/2005.
89 February 2005, Analysys.
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environments are subject to high building shadows, and many cable operations take their feed from
terrestrial transmissions. Terrestrial is also valued by some consumers for portability and set-top reception,
often for second or third sets (and Germany’s technical planning takes this into account). The potential of
digital terrestrial for mobile reception was also a factor. However, it is unlikely that digital terrestrial
coverage will be universal, and some rural areas will rely on the established pattern of free-to-view satellite
reception.

Digital terrestrial was initially launched in Berlin in October 2002. Legislation has been in place since
spring 2002 and the sunset date for completing switchover, following a detailed timetable, is 2010.

Analogue switch oV has already happened in several regions90:

— in 2003, Berlin became the first all-digital metropolis in the world,

— other areas, such as North Rhine Westphalia, northern Germany and Bavaria, have followed suit
(eg: on 31 August 2005, the terrestrial analogue signal was switched oV in Munich, Nuremburg
and parts of southern Bavaria following a three month simulcast period),

— digital terrestrial services are planned to start in the Halle/Leipzig, Erfurt/Weimar and Rostock/
Schwerin areas this December, with the Kassel, Mannheim and Stuttgart areas following during
2006.

The digital terrestrial oVering in Germany depends on the assignments in every “island”. The actual
number of channels depends on the spectrum available and varies from region to region91. For example, in
Berlin-Brandenburg, MABB, the regulatory authority, assigned multiplexes to the major public and
commercial broadcasters but decided at the same time that a minimum of two multiplexes should be
available for other broadcasters and new applicants. In May 2004, up to 20 programmes on five channels
could be received in the Cologne/Bonn area and up to 16 on four channels each in Hannover/Braunschweig
and Bremen/Unterweser. Following the switch oV in Munich, Nuremburg and parts of southern Bavaria,
viewers can access 20 television programmes, some of them oVering MHP (multi-media home platform)
services.

There is an open market in receivers, with about 20 models available and an average cost of 100 euros92.
Digital terrestrial pay-TV is a theoretical possibility but limited by the assignment of available spectrum to
free-to-view channels. Most receiving equipment sold does not include conditional access.

TheBerlin government body,MABB, coordinated all the terrestrial broadcasters in its region and acted as
an enabler for digital terrestrial, bringing together the main stakeholders to develop a joint communications
campaign. “Must carry” obligations were imposed on cable.

MABB also provided two types of subsidy:

— on the supply side, to secure their participation in digital terrestrial, commercial broadcasters were
given amultiplex andMABBpaid approximately 30%of the digital transmission costs for a period
of five years,

— on the demand side, a scheme for low income households was designed (supporting set-top box
rental and purchases during the switchover period).

The European Commission has recently ruled against the digital terrestrial transmission subsidy to
commercial broadcasters in Berlin-Brandenburg. It decided that the aid, worth some four million euros,
violates EU Treaty state aid rules (Article 87(1)) because it is liable to distort competition, and should
therefore be repaid.

In the wake of the successful switchover in Berlin, digital terrestrial is now seen as in less need of subsidy
and other regions have not oVered a Berlin-style scheme for low income households. The public
broadcasters have committed to bring digital terrestrial television to 90% of the population, beyond the
major conurbations and into more rural areas. It is expected that by the end of the 2005 digital terrestrial
will be available to 45 million Germans though only a small fraction will use it.

Completion of analogue terrestrial switch-oV by 2010 in Germany looks very feasible. Germany will
almost certainly be the first major European market to complete the process and the primary reason for this
is its relatively low dependence on terrestrial reception.

Similarities with the UK include:

— collaborative working between the industry and government;

— a leading role for public broadcasters;

— a detailed regional switchover timetable; and

— an open market in aVordable receivers.

The most striking diVerences are:

90 DTT map in http://www.ueberallfernsehen.de/
91 If in Berlin seven multiplexes of four channels each have been assigned, in Bremen/Unterweser between five and seven
(four-five channels each), in Hannover five (four channels each) and in Cologne/ Bonn six (four channels each).

92 Screen Digest, “Cost of buying into European DTT”, August 2004, No 395.
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— the predominance of cable and satellite in Germany;

— the scheme to switch isolated “islands” through short simulcasting periods;

— the decision not to provide universal digital terrestrial coverage;

— the greater stress laid on indoor and portable digital terrestrial reception;

— the controversial (now judged illegal) Berlin subsidy of commercial broadcasters’ transmission
costs.

4.2.3 Italy: an unusual subsidy policy

The Italian market is dominated by free-to-view multichannel analogue terrestrial services. There are 11
analogue terrestrial channels, essentially constituting a duopoly in that RAI, the public service broadcaster,
and Mediaset, the dominant commercial broadcaster, own three channels each and between them account
for approximately 90% of the audience. In a country with 21.5 million households, cable penetration is low
(0.2 million) and satellite services, though they dominate the pay market, are limited compared to other
countries (2.6 million)93. TV over DSL is growing: Fastweb had acquired 138,000 subscribers by March
2004. Overall, however, as in Spain, terrestrial remains the dominant means of television viewing and digital
terrestrial is seen as critically important to analogue switch oV.

Though Italian regulators regarded the introduction of digital TV as an opportunity to restructure the
terrestrial sector and introduce more competition, the historic RAI-Mediaset duopoly continues.
Legislation passed in 2001 was modified, controversially, in 2003: the so-called Gasparri Law overturned
an earlier Court ruling that would have forced Mediaset to give up on one of its three analogue terrestrial
channels in order to promote pluralism. SoMediaset and RAI retain their hegemony and, at present, digital
terrestrial development rests on cooperation between them.

Mediaset was first to launch inDecember 2003with amultiplex of five channels. RAI followed onemonth
later with two national multiplexes. In January 2004 Telecom Italia and TV International launched two
channels and in February that year TF1 and HCS (Holland Co-ordinator and Services) reached an
agreement to exploit another multiplex. By the end of 2004, five multiplexes were in operation:

— two multiplexes from RAI (9-10 channels),

— one multiplex from Mediaset (five channels),

— one multiplex from Telecom/TV International (two channels),

— and one multiplex operated by D-Free (TF1 & HCS).

The channels carried on each multiplex are decided by the multiplex operators, but to ensure pluralism,
40% of the channels on each multiplex must be provided by a third party (except for RAI’s first multiplex).
Approximately 25 national channels and 40 local ones, including the simulcast of the existing national
terrestrial channels, are available in total, with a mixture of free-to-view and event-based pay-TV services94.
The business model for digital terrestrial was originally all free-to-view, based on advertising revenue.
However, led byMediaset, the broadcasters decided to challenge Sky Italia in oVering premium content and
now oVer pay-TV content through pre-pay rechargeable cards.

Italy has had a rapid take-up: bymid-2004, therewas amarket of approximately 500,000 digital terrestrial
set-top boxes (the cheapest ones are around 100 euros95). Growth was kick-started by the Italian
government’s decision to oVer subsidies of 70 euros to consumers (provided they have paid their licence fee)
whotpurchase set-top boxes capable of providing interactive links to websites with the potential to support
e-government development96. Such digital terrestrial set-top boxes contain MHP (multi-media home
platform) technology. Fastweb boxes can also qualify, but satellite receivers do not. While Sky Italia has
complained about this, there is at present no indication that the European Commission will rule against this
unique form of subsidy. Few e-government services are yet available and few receivers have a return path
but trials are underway.

RAI and Mediaset have accompanied the subsidised receiver purchase scheme with a strong marketing
campaign, demonstrating the close cooperation between the two main broadcasters which underpins the
digital terrestrial venture.

Two other organisations are involved. The “Autoritá per le Garanzie nelle Communicazioni” (Agcom),
is an independent regulatory body for converged communications, whose two main tasks assigned by law
are to ensure equitable conditions for fair market competition and to protect the fundamental rights of all
citizens. “Associazione DGTVi” is the Association for the Development of the Digital Terrestrial TV,
composed by RAI, Mediaset, La7 Televisioni, FRT, D-Free and Fondazione Ugo Bordoni, which aims to
cooperate with Agcom and the Ministry of Communications in the transition from analogue to digital.

93 February 2005, Analysys.
94 A detailed oVering can be found at http://www.dgtvi.it/stat/DGTVi/Page1.html
95 Recent STB prices comparisons at http://www.trovaprezzi.it/categoria.aspx?id%79&libera%MHP
96 Paolo Romani, deputy minister of communications, has announced that 110 million euros have been included in the 2006
budget in order to help households purchase interactive STBs. Even though, is likely that the amount of the subsidy will
decrease from 70 to 50 euros per household.
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While Italy initially launched digital terrestrial services to 50% of the population, coverage is now being
extended to 70% and the longer term aim is to reach nearly 90% of the population. Satellite might be used
to provide coverage to the remaining areas.

Due to the lack of available spectrum, a long simulcast period is impractical. Switch-oV is therefore
oYcially planned for the end of 2006 (a date established by law) and will be organised on a region-by-region
basis. A very short transition period is assumed. The local governments of Sardinia and Val d’Aoste have
already agreed with the national Ministry of Communications to switch oV their analogue signals in 2006.
Subsidy may well be involved. The next candidate for analogue switch-oV will probably be Friuli-Venezia
Giulia. More widely, how much force the 2006 target will have in practice remains to be seen.

Similarities with the UK include:

— the importance of terrestrial television and of the free-to-view market,

— the leading role played by the public broadcasters in collaboration with commercial broadcasters
in developing and promoting digital terrestrial television,

— the plan to switch oV analogue region-by-region.
The diVerences, however, are considerable:

— the earlier (and highly ambitious) switch-oV date introduced by law even before digital terrestrial
was launched,

— the very short simulcast period envisaged,

— the lower digital terrestrial coverage target of around 90%, with the possible use of satellite
elsewhere,

— the direct subsidy to consumers to purchase set-top boxes, eg incorporating MHP, linked to a
political commitment to develop TV access to e-government.

4.2.4 France: later terrestrial entry and MPEG4

The French TV market is characterised by a large variety of pay-TV operators oVering multichannel
television through cable and satellite: Canal! oVers analogue terrestrial pay-TV; on satellite there are two
rival platforms, TPS and Canal Satellite; cable operators include NOOS, FTC and NCNuméricâble; while
Neuf Telecom, Free and France Telecom, among others, provide TV over DSL. Satellite and cable
penetration is limited, however. In a country with 23.5 million households, 3.75 million subscribe to cable
and 4 million to satellite97. As in Spain and Italy, terrestrial remains the dominant means of television
viewing and the existing terrestrial broadcasters are major players.

France has been a relatively late entrant to digital terrestrial TV, following strong initial opposition from
commercial broadcasters and lengthy debates about the regulatory framework (put in place in August 2000
but altered in 2004). Digital terrestrial was finally launched in 2005, however, with the goal of analogue
switch-oV in mind.

The CSA (“Conseil Supérior de L’Audiovisuel”) is the regulator which assigns broadcast licences and
ART (“Agence de Régulation des Télécommunications”) is in charge of digital terrestrial network planning.

Finding frequencies has not been easy and has involved some analogue frequency changes. Digital
transmission obligations are based around providing about 85% coverage from 115 transmitter sites by
200798. How to cover the rest of the country has not yet been decided and a Task Force has been created to
propose technical, legal and economic solutions. The analogue switch-oV target is 2010 (five years after the
launch of digital terrestrial) provided receiver penetration is high enough99. In other words, this is not a
hard date.

“Télévision Numérique Terrestre” (TNT), the first French digital terrestrial service, was launched on a
free-to-view basis on 31 March 2005, branded “La Télévision Numérique pour tous”, digital television for
all. Coverage has grown from 35% of the population in April to 50% during October. A pay-TV launch is
expected to follow by, or before, March 2006.

This represents the outcome of a protracted regulatory process. Back in 2002 the regulator, the CSA,
originally considered 70 channels’ applications to launch on digital terrestrial. The initial licensed national
channels included:

— simulcasts by the existing terrestrial broadcasters who were given the right to a channel (public
service broadcasters have, by law, priority access to spectrum),

— six additional free-to-view channels,

— and 14 pay-TV channels.

97 February 2005, Analysys.
98 At http://www.csa.fr/upload/publication/rapport–couverture–tnt.pdf, a report can be found on the 2007 coverage
requirements.

99 DTT map at http://www.tnt-france.com/calendrier-tnt.php
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However, in October 2004, in the interest of pluralism the Conseil D’Etat revoked six of the channels
awarded to Canal!/Lagardère: they exceeded the legal limit of six digital terrestrial channels by any single
company. The CSA organised a public tender to award these six channels plus two more (initially reserved
for the public sector but rejected by the government), and in May 2005 selected eight new programme
services (four free-to-view and four pay-TV services).

The CSA has decided to reserve three channels per area, which can be shared, for local and regional
broadcasters. In the Paris region an extra multiplex that will accommodate nine local services will be
established. In October 2005 the regulator decided to open a public consultation on local channels in the
TNT platform in Ile-de-France, prior to a possible public tender. This will not be complete until early in
2006.

Digital terrestrial TV in France is following a hybrid free-pay business model. Eighteen free-to-view
national channels are currently being oVered100. Eleven pay-TV national channels101 will be on the air by
March 2006 at the latest. Cable operators (not satellite) are obliged to carry the free-to-view channels in their
digital television bundles.

While all other European digital terrestrial television, including the French free-to-view services, use the
well-established MPEG-2 coding system, France has decided to introduce a more advanced compression
system, MPEG-4, for its digital terrestrial pay-TV services. Because it is less demanding of spectrum,
MPEG-4 is likely to be used in due course for high definition digital terrestrial television, for which France
is making planning provision. Canal! and TPS have already been authorised to transmit in MPEG-4 on
their respective multiplexes and Eurosport has also been given permission to begin experimental television
transmissions using MPEG-4 in standard definition. MPEG-4 will be mandatory for digital terrestrial pay-
TV. MPEG-4 pay TV receivers must be able to handle services from diVerent pay broadcasters.

The decision to require MPEG-4 for digital terrestrial pay services carries risks, according to a report by
consultants Analysys:

— lack of MPEG-4 receivers may cause delays in pay-TV launch,

— upon launch, receiver prices are likely to be high, potentially limiting take-up,

— the use of multiple standards might lead to market confusion with wider consequences for the
platform.

France is also considering mobile television, based on the DVB-H standard. Not only have Groupe
Canal!, SFR and Nokia announced a joint DVB-H trial to 500 users but TPS has also announced
separately that it will be experimenting with DVB-H. A commercial launch is unlikely before 2006 or 2007.

Meanwhile growth in MPEG-2 digital terrestrial TV is underway. The first basic set-top boxes, without
interactivity, were available to buy in the first quarter of 2005. According to the CSA, reception equipment
is now available at prices ranging from 79 euros to 500 euros and it is possible to use adapters marketed in
certain other European countries. Three months after its launch, TNT estimated that more than 500,000
receivers had been sold. By October the figure had reached 685,000. TNT quotes digital terrestrial
penetration at 8% of covered areas and forecasts sales of 1 million receivers by the end of the year.

While France has many similarities with the UK in terms of size of market and the importance of
terrestrial broadcasting, the most striking diVerences are:

— its pattern of satellite broadcasting, with competing pay platforms,

— its relatively late entry into digital terrestrial television,

— its decision to adopt two diVerent compression standards for digital terrestrial broadcasting:
MPEG2 for free-to-view channels and MPEG4 for pay-TV and HDTV,

— the “softness” at this stage of its target analogue switch-oV date.

5. Market-Specific and Common Features

From the above descriptions and analysis, it is clear that both across the globe and within Europe, several
of the features of digital television are specific to individual countries and help explain their diVerent
experiences and switchover strategies. Key diVerences include:

— size of market,

— extent of analogue multi-channel TV before start of digital,

— scope for HDTV versus scope for more standard definition channels,

— relative importance of terrestrial in relation to satellite and cable,

— strength of satellite and/or cable pay TV,

— availability of frequencies for digital terrestrial before analogue switch-oV,

— role played by public service or state television,

100 Details at http://www.tnt-gratuite.fr/
101 http://www.csa.fr/upload/decision/multiplex–19juill2005.pdf
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— nature and scale of competition among commercial TV companies,

— strength of concern about the prevention of copying (greater for HD services),

— degree of government interest in interactive services via digital TV,

— detail of plans for auctioning and/or re-using released spectrum.

It is easier to point to diVerences than to point confidently at common features and principles, which some
unexpected development in the future could contradict, but the following observations form a helpful
hypothesis at this stage:

1. No country has decided to “skip” digital terrestrial completely, even countries where terrestrial
reception is least important.

2. No country has launched digital terrestrial without also adopting an analogue switch-oV goal
(implying a compulsory final phase).

3. To facilitate analogue switch-oV, digital terrestrial spectrum needs to be allocated to existing
terrestrial broadcasters (not necessarily exclusively).

4. To facilitate analogue switch-oV, consumers need to be oVered a free-to-view option with receivers
available at aVordable prices in the open market: in practice this tends to mean digital terrestrial
and/or free-to-view digital satellite.

5. Digital terrestrial pay TV is commercially risky where satellite and cable pay TV is well-established
and/or strong—but hybrid free-pay digital terrestrial can work.

6. Analogue switch-oV dates which are set politically without regard to consumer take-up of digital
TV tend to be postponed.

7. Full switchover is generally easier in countries where terrestrial reception is of limited importance
and, at least in respect of their main TV set, only a minority of households are aVected.

8. In countries where terrestrial reception is dominant, high digital penetration achieved during the
period of voluntary take-up is important as a pre-condition of switchover, since this reduces the
number of households whose main TV set is likely to be analogue at the point of compulsion. Such
take-up does not have to be exclusively digital terrestrial but other platforms only contribute if they
carry digital versions of the analogue terrestrial services to be withdrawn.

9. Coordination between government, regulatory bodies, broadcasters, and TV manufacturers and
retailers is important for a number of purposes: from standard-setting at the outset through to the
practicalities of implementing switchover.

10. Possible re-uses for released spectrum generally include high definition, greater pluralism, and
mobile television, but also go wider than broadcasting.

DIGITAL SWITCHOVER AT AN OVER-SIMPLIFIED GLANCE

UK Spain Germany Italy France US Japan

TV households (hhs) 24.5 million 13.7 million 36.2 million 21.5 million 23.5 million 110 million 48 million

Switchover target date 2008–12 2010 2010 2006 (start) 2010 subject 2009 is under 2011
to take-up consideration

Importance of terrestrial High High Very Low High High Low High
(analogue/digital) in platform
mix

Role of digital terrestrial in Major: full Major: RTVE Minor, though Substantial: Substantial: Modest: only Major role
switchover strategy coverage for 98% coverage coverage up to coverage target coverage target 19% hhs without with cable

public services 90% c. 90% c. 85% cable or satellite (satellite does
not simulcast)

Approx % digital terrestrial 21 % 1% 5% 13% 3% 3% (receivers 13% (including
hhs (estimate only: current with ATSC cable relays)
figures not available on tuner)
standardised basis)

Feasibility of achieving target High Too soon to say High End date Date not hard Date not yet Too soon to
switchover date uncertain hard, but 2009 say

possible

Fuller public domain data about digital penetration by platform and country is available in the Analysys
report cited in the Bibliography at the end of this paper and on the Astra website www.ses-astra.com.

6. Digital Switchover—In Conclusion

6.1 Objectives of switchover

The broad policy aims of clearing spectrum, modernising infrastructure, and improving the services to
the consumer are shared across the major countries studied. Uncertainty about the cash value and potential
alternative uses of spectrum is natural given rapid technological change, but the common potential
broadcasting uses include mobile television, High definition digital terrestrial television, mobile television,
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and more digital broadcasters and channels, including regional and local developments. Where terrestrial
television is amajor platform, then increased channel choicemay be an important benefit, butwhere channel
choice is already widespread through cable or satellite, HDTV, mobile television and improved quality
become more important. Alternative uses outside broadcasting are proposed in the United States, where
there is a desire to allocate additional spectrum to the emergency services and perhaps to develop wireless
broadband more fully. Options within Europe will depend on agreements with other countries, in the
context of the major conference on regional spectrum policy in 2006 and bilaterally as well.

6.2 Public policy intervention

No country has attempted to achieve an entirely “hands-oV” digital switchover process. Collaboration
between broadcasters, receiver manufacturers, government and regulators is necessary for (a) technical
standard-setting and (b) the practical implementation of the roll out. Government and regulators therefore
have been involved in a range of interventions: from cajoling, facilitating industry bodies, formalising
standard-setting, licensing new spectrum allocations, and protecting the interests of the consumer. Public
policy has to work with the market, but the market will not deliver switchover without a public policy
framework.

Where there is a major national public service broadcaster, it has generally taken a central role in pubic
policy for switchover, though this role varies.

A range of other policy levers exists, including mandating digital tuners in new televisions, voluntary or
required labelling of digital sets, and warning notices on analogue TVs for sale. These would naturally be
the subject of consultation with industry and, in Europe, any mandatory regulation could have an EU
dimension.

While coverage and take-up criteria apply in judging the timetable, hard dates for switchover are required
for both consumer and investor clarity once the prospect is imminent. Region-by-region switchover, if
practical, has the potential to reduce risk and assist the logistics.

Subsidy options can arise either in kick-starting digital television or in completing switchover. EU case
law will evolve following the ruling that a Berlin subsidy was illegal.

6.3 Role of digital terrestrial television

Digital terrestrial has a role in the switchover strategy of all the countries surveyed here. The pattern of
launch of a pay-TV service, and its collapse and replacement with a free service, is not unique to the UK—
Spain has had a similar experience. The extent of head-on competition with well-established satellite and/
or cable subscription services is a relevant factor. No country has opted for an all-pay system of digital
terrestrial: the emerging pattern is either fully free-to-view or hybrid free-pay.

Digital terrestrial’s role in switchover varies according to the importance of terrestrial reception and the
extent to which the analogue services to bewithdrawn are widely available on cable and satellite. Evenwhere
terrestrial broadcasting has a minor role, DTT coverage targets are high. Whether full national coverage
should be achieved by digital terrestrial or whether free-to-view satellite is appropriate as the only non-
subscription option in some areas has been a matter for individual countries to decide and the resulting
picture is a varied one.

6.4 Platform monopoly and pluralism

Fears that switching-oV of analogue terrestrial broadcasts might result in a decline in competition and
pluralism by gifting dominance or near monopoly to one of the platforms—particularly one partially
outside national jurisdiction—have been oVset by the consolidation of the positions of incumbent
broadcasters, whether on a single or multi-platform basis. As noted here, allocating digital terrestrial
spectrum to existing terrestrial broadcasters has been a common feature of switchover policies. The
development of digital terrestrial television alongside analogue, with restrictions on spectrum availability,
has placed tight limits on the numbers of new entrants. Whether the freeing-up of additional spectrum after
analogue switch-oVwill bring greater pluralism will depend on regulatory priorities and ground-rules at the
time the new spectrum is auctioned or allocated.

6.5 Consumer information on receivers

The purchase by consumers of the right equipment for switchover, based on reliable and relevant advice,
is of critical importance. At present digital television receivers are predominantly set-top boxes. However,
the market for integrated digital TV sets and its relationship to the growing popularity of flat-screen TVs
will also be important as analogue switch-oV comes into sharper focus. Because the UK’s switchover
completion date is so far ahead, relatively speaking, it faces a lengthy period during which other new
developments, eg high definition and mobile television, may move beyond the trial stage into
implementation, adding complexity to consumer information about pre-switchover receiver options. The
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range of equipment on which television via broadband can be displayed is also relevant. In theUnited States
explaining the diVerence between high definitionTVs andHD-readyTVs, not tomention digital cable-ready
TVs, is part of the communications challenge. Clarity of consumer advice is likely to be of increasing
importance here too.

6.6 UK switchover in a comparative setting

The UK is a major market in which terrestrial reception plays a major role so switchover is not so simple
here as, on present evidence, it may prove to be in Germany—or even the United States. However, the UK
leads the world in digital take-up—measured across all platforms for the main household TV—and this
places it in a strong position to complete the process on the timetable which it has selected. It is in a far more
advanced position than the other major countries where terrestrial has a major role—Japan, Spain, Italy
and France—and has been prudent in choosing a later completion date.
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6 December 2005

Memorandum submitted by Hutchison 3G UK Ltd

Hutchison 3G UK Limited (“H3G”) is the UK’s fifth mobile network operator, having won the 3G
licence reserved for the new entrant in the 3G spectrum auction. H3G has been instrumental in both
increasing competition in theUKmobile phonemarket and in driving themigration to 3G technologywhich
delivers a range of mobile broadband services including television services. Operational since 2003, H3G is
the fastest growing mobile network provider in UK history and already oVers service to well over three
million customers. H3G has national coverage for traditional voice services and has 87% population
coverage for its mobile broadband services. This is greater than any other UK mobile operator.

H3G has been interested to note during the ongoing “Analogue Switch-OV” inquiry the direction of
questioning the Committee has taken during its various evidence sessions. Whilst there are many technical
issues arising from the switchover timescale, it occurs to us that there are several directly comparable issues
which could be equally raised in relation to the mobile sector. We note that, while the technologies and
services within the broadcasting and mobile sectors have been converging rapidly, the policy approach to
those sectors remains resolutely “unconverged” and contradictory.

The following table may be instructive:

Digital Broadcasting Mobile Broadband 3G

Reliant on allocation of spectrum Yes Yes
for delivery

Provides multiple audio and Yes Yes
video services using digital
encoding

Provides news and information Yes—to a fixed location Yes—to the individual
services in video format
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Digital Broadcasting Mobile Broadband 3G

Universal availability important Yes—provides a base line access Yes—provides lowest cost
for social inclusion to news and information at low access to broadband services

cost

Increasingly using interactive Yes Yes
elements

Replacement for existing more Yes Yes
limited technology with related
competition concerns

Customers 22 million households once 60 million individuals once
migration complete migration complete

Revenue as % of GDP 10.1 12.3
(2004) (TV) (Mobile voice and data)

Migration plan Detailed and extensive Ofcom has no view on the
government intervention with optimal speed of migration from
clear dates for switch oV and 2G to 3G.
public information on this
process, Government
involvement in managing the
many public and private sector
stakeholders involved

Despite these many similarities it is clear that there is no standardised process to monitor and deliver
migration across technologies. Whereas Ofcom has been empowered to take an interventionist approach in
relation to the switch from analogue to digital broadcasting it has no explicit statutory requirement with
regard the migration from 2G to 3Gmobile broadband. Although all of the 3G licensees have an obligation
to reach 80% 3G coverage by end of 2007, an obligation that H3G has already met, the performance of the
other operators in delivering 3G migration has been much slower. To date this has prompted a limited and
inconclusive response by Ofcom.

Operator Number of reported 3G Subscribers

Vodafone 438,000 (September 2005)
Orange Est: 300,000 (January 2005)
O2 No oYcial numbers
T-Mobile No oYcial numbers
H3G 3,200,000 (August 2005)

It is also our belief that with the advent of television on mobile the emergence of 3G as a technology
platform may be of equivalent or even greater significance than the digital broadcasting switchover. If
licence commitments are properly enforced by Ofcom (and it is our express view that they Ofcom should
act against those operators who fail to meet their 3G roll-out targets) over 80% of the population will have
the potential to access mobile broadband services using their existing mobile provider, by 2007, five years
before the completion of the digital broadcasting switchover.

For consumers to fully enjoy the benefits of 3G technology it is essential that a critical mass of users
connect. For example video calling only becomes attractive when there are a large number of people with
3G video enabled phones. The value of network services such as video calling rises with the square of the
number of people connected. Similarly for new content services to be rolled out on to 3G (including
government information) there needs to be a large base of 3G enabled customers that are capable of
accessing this information. Just as leadingmedia content providers, such as the BBC, have helped to pioneer
the migration to digital radio and television platforms, we would welcome them playing an equivalent
supportive role in the development of 3G.

There is no doubting that there are significant commercial implications in migrating existing customers
from 2G to 3G. Incumbent operators have low financial incentives to switch already retained customer
contracts to a new platform that requires increased investment in both network and handset. Without any
incentive, or enforcement to do so, one of the initial objectives of the 3G licensing, to drive technology
innovation through competition, will not be met. With the 2G to 3G migration, as has been the case with
the broadcasting digital switchover, both the imperative of incentives and the provision of content should
be addressed.

17 January 2006
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Memorandum submitted by TrinityStar Associates Ltd

Introduction

Terrestrial television broadcasting, in a form we recognise today, started almost 60 years ago in the UK.
In that time it has undergone one major transition, from black and white 405 lines to colour 625 lines, and
is nowpart way through its second, from analogue to digital. Satellite broadcasting and cable television have
also appeared on the scene and become significant. Any change to an existing broadcasting system will
always be complex and potentially disruptive because of the large installed base of equipment. In any
transition, it is always attractive to go for the very latest technology, however, viewers are used to a reliable
rugged system and are not tolerant of their television misbehaving in the way that computers do with new
software. For that reason the broadcast tends towards the tried and tested rather than the latest.

The purpose of this submission is to look at the engineering issues behind analogue switchoV and to
explain these in a way that makes the constraints and compromises that go into planning a system clear.

Background

Television broadcasting was restarted immediately post war with a black and white system using 405 lines
on VHF Band I with a single programme from the BBC. Near universal coverage of the UK was achieved
with around 50 stations. In 1955, ITVwas born under the auspices of the Independent Television Authority.
ITV also started in 405 black and white but on the much higher Band III channels, pushing transmission
technology to the limit. This heralded the first “set top boxes” which were to enable Band I sets to watch
Band III.

Colour transmissions started in the late 60s using new spectrum on UHF bands IV and V. The spectrum
use was planned and co-ordinated at an international conference in Stockholm in 1960 (a plan that we use
today and is the basis for our digital plan going forward). Two things are important about this:

— Due to the propagation characteristics of UHF compared to VHF, over 1,000 stations would now
be needed to give universal coverage.

— There was spectrum availability to allow full simulcast of the 405 and 625 line services, 405 line
finally being closed down in the early 80s.

At the time the UHF stations were built, provision was made for four UHF channels. This made the
building of Channel Four in the early 80s more straightforward as the antennas, structures and combiners
were all in place and the building programme was to add the transmitters. Channel 4 launched in November
1982 following the world’s fastest ever rollout of a national television network.

Within bands IV and V, 46 channels are available for transmission. The network, totalling some 1,150
sites, was rolled to provide a service down to communities of 200 people. This added up to 4,600
transmitters, which meant that each available channel was reused 100 times. Analogue transmissions are
very susceptible to interference from other transmitters from a considerable distance so this represented
quite a feat of planning.

Research and development work on digital started in the 1980s in the Independent Broadcasting
Authority R&D department and was continued post privatisation in 1990. It is interesting to note that the
possibility of mutichannel digital terrestrial existed at the time Channel 5 launched and there was press
comment at the time about launching with “yesterdays technology”.

The digital terrestrial system was demonstrated in the House of Commons in 1995 and paved the way,
under the 1996 Broadcasting Act, for the planning and implementation of the present 80-station DTT
system. At the time, the UK was the world leader in this technology.

The Dawn of Digital Terrestrial

Nomore spectrumwasmade available for the newDTT system, sixmultiplexes had to be shoehorned into
the existing channels. Furthermore the regulatory constraint was that there must not be any degradation of
the analogue service. The best that could be achieved was a network using 80 stations using low power
(81 were planned but co-ordination problems meant that the Channel Islands were never built).
Furthermore, restrictions were placed on some of the transmitters in some directions to avoid interference,
this resulted in some homes receiving a subset of the possible six multiplexes.

The transmission technology is OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex), which is, in eVect,
splitting the digital signal up into “comb” of carriers within the channel. Each element of the comb only
carries low speed data and only a small part of the data resulting in a rugged signal. At the time receiver
chipsets were available only for the 2K carrier variant (8K has now been adopted in other countries). One
of the disadvantages of 2K is greater susceptibility to impulse noise.
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The system went live on 15 November 1998. The transmission network was delivered on time and within
budget. Much was learnt in the first years; the interference to analogue was not as sever as feared do the
DTT transmitter powers were increased improving coverage. As compression technology improved more
channels were squeezed into the platform.

The use of the platform and the marketing aspects are outside the scope of this submission but there is
no doubt that the simple Freeview concept was the key success factor that has lead to DTT being a close
second to Sky.

Looking to the Future, Project Genesis

Once the 80 station DTT system was on air a small group started thinking about the “all digital future”
and how to get there. This lead to a project commissioned by the ITC called Project Genesis. In the first
phase we developed a number of scenarios, looking to beyond analogue switchoV to form a view of the end
game. A broad range of views was taken from across the industry and then, in the second phase, some of the
scenarios were developed in great detail. It was something of a first bringing together a regulatory, strategic,
engineering and planning view to build a picture of the future.

The co-authors of this report,102 published in 1999, were Dave Brian, Brian Tait and myself with input
from Smith Consulting. The Genesis report forms the blueprint for the future of digital television in the UK
and many of its concepts have now found their way into EU thinking. It is a tragedy that Dave was later
killed in a road accident, perhaps this submission will stand as a tribute to his fine work.

The next stage was to look at how to get from where we are now to the all-digital world. In an ideal world
we would build out digital to match analogue coverage and then withdraw analogue when digital take-up
had reached an acceptable level. The snag was that the existing broadcast spectrum was tightly packed and
no extra was available, on the contrary the changeover entailed releasing 14 of the 46 channels.

The conundrum was that we wanted to build digital in order to be able to close analogue but could not
build digital without closing analogue. From early 2003 a colleague, Brian Haseler, and I turned our minds
to this. The only solutions being oVered in the industry at the time were hugely expensive and technically
unworkable, involving multiple changes of transmitter frequency at each site. Between us we developed the
concept of closing down one analogue channel at a transmitter site and immediately replacing it with a high
power digital multiplex that contained the analogue services being withdrawn. From a viewer perspective,
they would lose an analogue channel but would get the service back by getting a digital box (if they had not
already done so). After a period of time the remaining analogue services would be withdrawn. From a
resource perspective this would break the project down into manageable chunks and phase the activity over
time. The plan rapidly became known as “the ntl plan”. It had its first public airing at the Digital Action
Plan (DAP)Stakeholders Group on 18 February 2004 when Brian and I presented it to the industry. There
was widespread support for the principle but no one was going to volunteer to be the first oV at that stage.

The planwas adopted by theDAP andwork started on the way inwhich the changeover should be tackled
across the country. A sensible basis was the existing television regions. It rapidly became clear that the order
would be determined by engineering constraints as there was only a certain order to do the changeover that
avoided one region wiping out existing coverage in an adjacent, yet to be converted, region. The country
divided in to two blocks, within those blocks the order was fixed but the order of the two blocks could be
swapped. Early work on this by Brian and myself was taken into and developed by the DAP Regional
Rollout Group. The North/West block was chosen to go first as it had the lowest risk of being changed in
the process of co-ordinating channels with France/Belgium/Holland.

All this work has now transferred to DigitalUK and forms the basis of very detailed implementation
plans.

Engineering Issues and Constraints

System choices

The overarching specification for DTT allows numbers of choices so that the system can be engineered
to match the needs of the user. One choice has been mentioned above, that between 2K and 8K carriers.
The UK has decided to transition to 8K which will improve performance and avoid being trapped in a 2K
system forever. All but the very early DTT receivers cope seamlessly with both standards.

Other choices involve balancing capacity against ruggedness against transmitter power. There is a choice
between modulation schemes referred to as 16QAM and 64QAM. 16QAM represents a more rugged signal
against 64QAM having 20% more capacity. The diVerence in ruggedness can be oVset by an increase in
transmitter power. Currently both are in use.

Ofcom103 consulted on this and other options in February 2005 and concluded that 64QAK would be
used. This was in conjunction with the DTT power being at"7dB relative to analogue (one fifth the power)
at most sites and at "4dB at some. This would result in a served population of 98.5%.

102 Genesis Project, Independent Television Commission, February 2000.
103 Ofcom, Planning Options for Digital Switchover, February 2005.
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Coverage and frequency planning

The actual coverage of a transmitter is determined by three factors:

— Distance from the transmitter.

— Interference from other transmitters.

— Terrain blocking the signal.

From the above, it is clearwhy there are few transmitters in EastAnglia and lots in SouthWales. Although
distance is ultimately a limiting factor, in practise the other two are far more significant.

As things stand today, there is a stable situation with a known population of transmitters in the UK and
surrounding countries. Similarly the interference from the UK out and other countries inwards is
understood and allowed for. As mentioned above, this is all based on the 1960 Stockholm plan. One
possibility would be to start with a clean sheet of paper and totally re-plan for digital, however this would
be a mammoth task. What has sensibly been accepted is the concept of “conversions”. This was agreed at
an international planners conference at Chester and allows an exiting Stockholm 60 analogue allocation to
transition to digital. This eases the frequency planning and co-ordination task considerably but it is still
complex. The mechanism for co-ordination is explained more fully in the next section.

The UK frequency plan should deliver 98.5% coverage, however, there is a little more to it than this.
Expressed in full the plan will deliver coverage to an acceptable level of all three public service multiplexes
to 98.5% population for greater than 99% of the time based on a standard receiving aerial at 10m height.
The 99% time reflects the fact that incoming interference changes with weather conditions and very
occasionally the weather may give rise to increased interference, (this is the same for analogue). The levels
of interference are “worst case” based on known plans of our EU neighbours and the commercial
broadcasters rolling out to their full allocation of 200 sites. It may well be that the interference is less, in
which case this number served will rise.

Similarly the remaining 1.5% are not simply “have nots”. Some of the 1.5% will get all three multiplexes
but at a quality that the planners regard as below standard. Inmost cases this is recoverable by a better aerial
installation. There will be a subset that will get one or two multiplexes and a few that get none.

It is not possible to say where those few will be other than they will not be concentrated on a particular
geographical area and will be scattered house or very small communities.

As a very general statement, anyone getting a passable analogue signal now should be able to get digital.
Using the same planning tool, analogue delivers 98.5%. The note of caution is that the two 98.5%s are not
necessarily the same. The diVerences (which will be very small) arise from inevitable small changes in
transmitter antenna pattern when they are re-engineered and diVerent levels of incoming interference from
the Continent.

Regional Radio Conference

The Regional Radio Conference 2006 will put in place a plan to replace the Stockholm 1960 plan. Each
country has now submitted its plans and discussions between neighbouring countries have been taking place
to mesh their individual plans. For the UK, Ofcom leads this activity with support from the BBC and the
two transmission operators, National Grid Wireless and Arqiva.

The UK, in line with most, of its neighbours, has put in a plan for eight multiplexes (described in the
planning as “layers”). Six of these represent the six licences UK multiplexes and the remaining two have
been planned in the 14 channels of released spectrum. One of the two new ones is of particular interest to
the broadcasters as it is mainly a conversion channel rather than a new allocation and so is eminently suitable
for broadcast applications.

All being well the RRC should be a rubber-stamping exercise but there remains some risk of change to
the plan along the South and East coast up to the conference.

Extent of rollout

In 1993 there was strong feeling in the industry and government that DTT would only roll out to 200
stations and that satellite would be themechanism to deliver service to 8–10% of the population (5–6million
people). Detailed analysis coupled with developments in small transmitters reversed this sentiment and the
Digital Replacement Licences issued by Ofcom in December 1994 contained an obligation to build out to
the full 1,154 sites (except the commercial operators who are limited to 200 by spectrum availability).

From the transmission point of view, the project to build the DTT network will cost circa £500 million
of which 20% is for stations 201 to 1,154. These sites vary from quite significant ones covering a large town
down to a telephone box sized building covering perhaps 200 people. In total these sites cover 4 million
people, which works out to an average of £25/head for conversion (this cost is borne by the transmission
company/broadcaster). The tiny sites represent the worst case, if we take the smallest covering 200 people,
the conversion cost is around £15,000 which represents £75/head.
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There is a cost should conversion not take place as many of the smaller sites are only used for broadcast
and, if this ceases; they will have to be returned to a Greenfield site. The cost to do this is comparable with
the conversion cost.

The changeover plan

The principles behind the changeover plan have already been outlined. This section provides more detail
and explains more of the thinking behind the plan.

The task of changeover is dominated by the work that needs to be done at the main stations; the work at
the small relay stations is largely a box swap. It is for this reason that the four-year changeover period has
remained even though the number of stations considered has gone from 200 to the full 1,154.

At the main stations, the existing analogue transmitters and low power DTT transmitters have to be
removed and replaced by high power DTT. In two cases the structure needs replacing and in many others
strengthening. The antenna at the top of the mast needs upgrading or total replacement. In many cases,
electrical switchboards and generators need replacing. Most of the analogue equipment is near end of life
and due for replacement.

Of these tasks the most critical is the structure/antenna work as this can only be done in the summertime.

A typical project plan for, say, a sports stadium, would have a number of milestones along the way and
then a contingency period at the end before it was required for use. This project is unusual in that there are
firm milestones representing the changeover date for each region (this would be publicised well in advance
and are therefore firm). Contingency at the end of the project is therefore no use. The solution in this case
is to build contingency at the beginning by starting the antenna work two years in advance of the time it is
needed. The project will stand one or two bad summers before serious slippage occurs.

The project is divided down to amain transmitter and its relays. Two years before changeover the antenna
work will be done. Around six months before changeover the new transmitters will be installed and
thoroughly tested. On the changeover night, the BBC2 analogue transmitter will be closed down and a high
power multiplex brought up on that channel. Over the next 24 hours all the relays will be visited and
converted. One month later the remaining analogue transmitters will close and the other DTT transmitters
will go to their new channel and high power and the relay stations completed.

From a transmission point of view the month is about right, shorter than two weeks would leave
insuYcient preparation time. Longer than one month would mean diverting teams to another site and then
bringing them back.

This sounds like a great deal to be done from the viewer perspective in a short space of time but it is
important to note that the existing sites reach 75% so it is only those on the edge of main station coverage
and those in the relay areas who will not have DTT until the first switch.

The Future

There is no doubt that DTT has become a successful platform, the sales of receivers and the price recently
paid for the extra capacity on the platform are proof of that. The platform is now full and there are unlikely
to be improvements in the MPEG2 compression technology that will allow much more to be squeezed in.

The domestic trend towards larger screen sizes will raise awareness and desire for high definition. HD is
bandwidth hungry and the present system could not cope with it. There are two (not mutually exclusive
choices):

— Provide more spectrum.

— Move to a more eYcient coding system.

A simple strategy would be to allow one or two more multiplexes for broadcast. Using MPEG2, two HD
channels could be put onto a multiplex. A better strategy would be to code the HD signals in MPEG4.
Domestic equipment that could cope would receive the HD signals; the remainder would not.

A better strategy still would be to consider how to migrate the whole platform toMPEG4. At present all
consumer equipment for DTT is MPEG2 and suggesting that this should be thrown away is inconceivable.
It is probable that boxes will soon be dual-standard so over time the problemwill disappear with the natural
replacement cycle. The implication of this is to simulcast in MPEG2 and MPEG4 for a period of years.
Again this will need more capacity than the current six multiplexes. With seven or eight it would be possible
to transmit some HD as well as simulcast some existing channels. Fortunately this has no implications for
the transmitter network, which will handle both.

Ofcom have just launched a consultation into the use of the released spectrum, hopefully it will conclude
that some should be used for broadcasting.
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Conclusion

This submission has set out to give some background to where we are now, explain some of the issues and
give some insight into the engineering and technical aspects of the transmission system. Opinions expressed
are those of the author and do not represent any organisation other than TrintyStar.

17 November 2006

Further supplementary memorandum submitted by National Grid Wireless Ltd

DIGITAL TELEVISION SWITCHOVER: PROPORTION OF HOUSEHOLDS ABLE TO OBTAIN
RECEPTION BY SET-TOP AERIALS

Following our evidence to the Committee on 20December 2005, I have set out below current information
concerning set-top aerial reception.

To assist me in answering the Committee’s question, I approached Ofcom, who kindly provided me with
this information from the results from a collaborative study led by Ofcom which was called Portable
Reception of DTT: Predicted Impact of Digital Switchover on Portable Reception of Terrestrial Broadcasts.
The study completed its work in April 2005 and was carried out with assistance from various parties
including i2media research ltd, the BBC, DTI, NTL, DTG YouGov and ourselves.

This draft report draws on information from desk-top computer modelling and signal strength
calculations, aerial performance measurement works and the results from questionnaires received from
2,000 households using indoor aerials. Of approximately 25 million households in the UK, it estimates 1
million households use an indoor aerial on their main TV set and that “between 50% and 75% of these
households will be able to receive digital terrestrial broadcasts on the same sets using existing or improved
portable reception systems”.

However, these results are preliminary and I understand furthermore detailed research onDTV reception
is currently underway, as noted by Ofcom in their oral evidence to the Committee.

6 February 2006

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Arqiva

Overview

Wewish to refer to the recently announcedDigital DividendReview (DDR) byOfcomwhichwill examine
the re-use of UHF spectrum released during the DSO programme.
I would like to preface these comments by underlining our endorsement of Ofcom’s decision to undertake
this spectrum review; however, there are two key recommendations to the Committee in this regard:

— To encourage the Committee to question the DDR timing with respect to its detrimental impact
on deployment of High Definition and Mobile TV services.

— Consider establishment of a separate Culture, Media and Sport Committee to facilitate industry
debate on Mobile TV—the most significant media development this decade to impact the 2012
Olympics.

DDR Timing

We have ascertained from Ofcom that current DDR plans will result in a lengthy analysis process with
licence award likely to be delayed until over 12 months has elapsed.

HD/DSO—Due to the advanced nature of the DSO programme, key infrastructure decisions must be
made for equipment deployment before the planned UHF award is made. This will result in poorly
optimised solution for subsequent deployment of High Definition television. A separate, detailed paper will
be submitted on this subject.

Mobile TV—This pioneering concept is at a critical stage of its market development. The UK’s success
in maintaining its European competitive position and delivering a reliable service for the 2012 Olympics is
wholly dependent upon early release of suitable spectrum, including channel 36. Arqiva has recently
completed an industry leading consumer trial with O2 which successfully demonstrated the demand and
feasibility of this concept. It is our view that the DDR’s lengthy decision process will jeopardise the UK’s
lead in these areas.
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Examination of Mobile TV

The complexities of this emerging market provide ample scope for multiple technical standards,
frequencies and service propositions to be oVered. We are concerned that without the existence of an
independent forum for inclusion of this debate the DDR will focus too heavily on best use of spectrum and
ignore the broader industry requirements for Mobile TV—a situation, which will potentially result in an
unsatisfactory launch platform for London prior to the 2012 Olympics.

Summary of Recommendations

We recommend the Committee pursue the following:

— Accelerate Ofcom’s decision process for completion of UHF licence award within 2006.

— Establish an independent Culture, Media and Sport Committee to examine the wider industry
impact and needs of Mobile TV.

1 March 2006

Memorandum submitted by BBC Radio 4: You and Yours

You and Yours is BBC Radio 4’s flagship consumer and social aVairs programme broadcast between 12
noon and 1pm every week day lunchtime.

The programme has 3.181 million listeners per week. Their average age is 59. 56.1% of You and Yours
listeners are female. 43.9% are male.

The social grading of listeners breaks down as follows:

— A and B: 36%.

— C1: 36%.

— C2: 14.2%.

— D and E: 13.6%.

Introduction

Between 5–20 January, working in conjunction with the Culture, Media and Sport Select Committee
members, we gave our listeners the unique opportunity to contribute directly to the Committee’s inquiry
into Analogue switch-oV.

We specifically asked our listeners to respond to the following question:

“How should the cost of the analogue to digital switchover be met?”

Response

The response was overwhelming; within two weeks we received 643 e-mails, calls and letters. They break
down into six categories:

— 39% (251 listeners) were concerned about the technology. Some were worried they wouldn’t have
a TV signal come switchover and others complained of the inferior digital picture quality.

— 30.48% (196 listeners) referred to digital switchover as a “stealth” tax.

— 13% (84 listeners) believed there is lack information about the implications of digital TV and felt
that some vulnerable members of society maybe overlooked during the switchover.

— 6% (39 listeners) were in favour of switchover.

— 5.75% (37 listeners) suggested more channels wouldn’t lead to greater choice.

— 5.6% (36 listeners) other.

Examples of those concerned about the technology implications of digital switchover

You and Yours received many e-mails, calls and letters from around the UK from people worried about
poor digital reception. We have taken a geographical cross section of the responses to give Committee
members an idea of areas where there are concerns.

Kevin Barrett.

“I live inWest Cornwall close to trans-Atlantic cable stations, in sight ofGoonhilly satellite station
and where Marconi sent his first message. Can we get digital? Can we hell! Not even Channel 5.”

Katherine Wesson.

“I live in the centre of Truro, Cornwall and I and most of neighbours cannot receive satellite TV
or Channel 5 because of a granite viaduct and a woodland nearby.”
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Janice Brown.

“I live in North Wales. In our area there is no digital reception.”

Peter Rigarlsford.

“I live in Lincolnshire and we have a ‘Freeview’ box. Despite being able to see the transmitter we
have a terrible digital reception. We even had our aerial changed but to no avail, we had the
installer back to check the signal, he said it’s as good as we’re going to get. In anything more than
a little breeze the picture distorts and the sound goes out of sinc. Some evenings we even have to
resort back to our analogue box.”

Gillian Simmons.

“I live in the Scottish Borders, one of the first areas which will lose its analogue signal and yet we’re
currently unable to get a digital signal. I have been unable to get assurances from the local
authority that this will change in time for 2008.”

Mrs Lambeth.

“We live five miles outside theM25 in theWeald area of Kent. We are informed that the free BBC
channels are unobtainable in our postcode, TN8 7AA. The mountainous area of the North and
South Downs apparently inhibit the signal. What can we expect in Wales, the Peak District, the
Lakes and Westmoreland in Cumbria?”

Mrs Lambeth went on to make a point also raised by Graham Allan from Harlow in Essex.

Mrs Lambeth.

“…and as we live in a 14th Century dwelling we are prohibited from using a satellite dish on
our roof.”

Graham Allan.

“We live in an historical area and for many years are local authority hasn’t allowed residents to
install Sky Dishes on their roofs, we’re in an area where digital can’t be received so how will we
manage when the signals are switched oV?”

You and Yours also received many e-mails, letters and calls from people who were “dismayed” at the
Government’s determination to switch oV analogue signals in favour of “inferior” digital pictures.

Dr. JonathonWeinreich has worked in the technical side of television for many years and is shocked that
the Government is considering turning oV the analogue signal in preference to a low quality alternative.

“Since 1990 there has been a steady degradation in what is considered a broadcast quality signal.
In part this seems to be based on a false assumption: that anything digital is a large improvement
on anything analogue. In fact the PAL analogue TV signal is a highly specified and accurate
format, with an extremely high data rate. In contrast the digital system known as ‘Freeview’ is a
relatively low bandwidth signal of low visual quality.”

A view echoed by David Seal, a broadcast systems engineer with 40 years’ experience.

“The quality of terrestrial digital pictures is inferior to some analogue due to excessive compression
to squeeze more channels into the spectrum”.

Many people contacted the programme keen to point out to the Select Committee that since they have
taken up “Freeview” they can’t watch a programme and record another on a diVerent channel. Liz (surname
withheld) summed up the views of many.

“The thing that annoys me most with ‘Freeview’ is that you can no longer record a programme on
another channel from the one you are watching. With the way decent programmes overlap, this
means you’ll need two TVs and boxes to be able to video something while watching something
else.”

Finally in the technology category we received an e-mail from Robert Auger, who suggests that by the
time London’s analogue signal is switched oV, the equipment will be out of date.

“The timescale for the digital switchover is way out of kilter with the march of technology
solutions. By 2012 the ‘new’ systemwill be laughably antiquated. High gain aerials, RF amplifiers,
upgraded UHF cabling and so on will never be the economical answer. The focus should be on
subsidising a wireless home media network solution that would connect all devices in the house,
TV, radio, broadband and music systems and provide a full service to every room.”
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Examples of those concerned about the cost of Analogue switch-oV

A substantial number of people who contacted You and Yours feel that the cost of analogue switch-oV

has been vastly underestimated by the Government. An e-mail from Colin Abbott summed up many
correspondents received by the programme.

Colin Abbott.

“I have invested in digital and so far it has cost me £250. This has been for a replacement external
aerial, two ‘Freeview’ boxes and a signal amplifier as the digital signal is extremely low powered.
I still need to spend several hundred pounds for two digital recorders.”

Ms. E Bones from Cumbria wrote to the programme expressing concerns shared by many who are
receiving benefits.

“I am disabled and spend a lot of time with the TV as my only company. I have many TV sets
around the house. In order to have the same flexibility from ‘Freeview’ as from analogue I will
need six digital receivers. However, two of my television sets are old and have no scart sockets.
Thus, I will need to replace TVs and two videos. How am I supposed to aVord these simple
entertainments on Incapacity Benefit and DLA?”

You and Yours also received an e-mail from Kaz (surname withheld) a nurse in South Wales who is
concerned about the personnel cost of the analogue cost of switch-oV.

“I know this is going to happen but I can’t aVord a Freeview box and I am not in a category which
will receive financial help.”

Other e-mails, calls and letters in this category suggested ways in which digital switchover might be met
without aVecting the personal pocket.

Graham Laughton from East Sussex compares analogue switch-oV to the introduction of the National
Grid. He suggests payment should be picked up by those who devised the plan to turn oV the analogue
transmitters.

“When the National Grid was introduced all electrical appliances in every home were tested for
suitability or not. If they didn’t reach the correct standard they were converted or replaced at no
expense to the householder. As we users have no say in this decision the cost of converting should
be covered by the Government.”

Examples of those who believe there is lack information about the implications of digital TV and those who feel
some vulnerable members of society may be overlooked during the switch-oV

Many of the You and Yours listeners contributing in this section had personal stories to tell. Some had
similar experiences to TV aerial fitter Ian Simons.

“My job puts me in the front line of digital switchover as I install digital set top boxes. One of the
biggest problems is the fact that the digital equipment to too complicated for old people to use.
Many of them can only just use the basic analogue service and when faced with two remote
controls and a bewildering array of channels they become confused. Something has to be done to
make it simpler for them.”

Pensioner Richard Porter raised the issue about the lack of technical support.

“When Channel 5 was launched they sent someone to retune my video. Now that we are going
over to DTT nobody is coming round to reposition my aerial. I don’t have the necessary ladders
and the hardware to do this myself.”

Whereas, Lindy Brett contacted the programme to suggest that it isn’t just older people who will left
floundering with the technology needed for digital TV.

“I live with a radio astronomer and we have good TV and radio equipment which is carefully
tended by the resident expert. I have a maths degree and, indeed, a PhD in astronomy, but I am
not an equipment expert. I increasingly leave it all to my partner. Without him, I’d struggling
among poorly written manuals and badly designed menuing systems. I am concerned that my
friends and I, for that matter will not be able to work the new technology without my personal
expert.”

We also had an email from a BBC engineer who works on one of the corporations community buses in
Cumbria. These buses are equipped with IT equipment and oVer advice to remote communities about,
among other things, advances in technology. Tim Tierney writes that there is a lack of understanding about
what is available now and what is free.

Tim Tierney.

“I meet members of the public every day of the week and lots of them have no idea that the BBC
has all its TV programmes free to air on satellite now, not just in the future. They’re unaware that
they don’t need to make payments to Sky.”
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You and Yours also heard from engineering undergraduate Samuel Carlisle who has suggests a solution
for those who may be confused with digital technology.

“If it is not possible for the majority of the population to apply themselves to configure a television
system then why not work with local secondary schools to have a class to train any technically
inclined students to configure these systems. They could then install the system within their local
community. If the Government paid for the pupil to be trained there will be no financial gain in
conning their customers.”

You and Yours received a great many e-mails, letters and calls querying whether analogue switch-oV

would aVect their digital radio output. As this doesn’t seem to be the case we have included these responses
in this section surmising that they are held because of a lack of information.

Examples of those in favour of Analogue switch-oV

The programme received 39 calls, letters and e-mails from listeners on this particular part of the inquiry,
many supporting the improved picture quality and choice of viewing.

Philip l’Anson from Lemington Spa.
“Digital isn’t all bad. In theory we live outside the area to receive ‘Freeview’ yet we pick up most
of the channels.We like having BBC3, BBC4, ITV3E4 andMore4. Plus it’s great getting the radio
channels, I can check what’s on Radio 4 without leaving the armchair.”

Philip Bone contacted You and Yours to suggest that “scare” stories of people being left with a blank
screen are alarming and untrue.

“I think that the digital TV switchover will go the same way as the Year 2000 scares. Once set up
it is no more diYcult to work than analogue TV. The sooner they switch oV the analogue
transmitters and boost the power of the digital signals to stop the glitches the better.”

And Michael Burke is keen to raise the point that every western nation has to take this step as a
technological necessity.

“The lumbering analogue signals are like a huge lorry broken down on a narrow country road,
blocking half the available airwaves with just a handful of channels.We need that space if everyone
in Britain is to have the chance to receive better pictures and more choice. We have to modernise
the means of transmission.”

Examples of those who think more channels won’t lead to more choice

On the issue of extending programme choice we received this e-mail from Alison Keys in Lincolnshire.
“I’m not interested in the alternative digital can oVer. For example, two kids channels? I don’t have
children; BBCParliament? No thanks; 24 hour news? Ugh; BBC3? Celeb rubbish, the odd comedy
which will be transferred to BBC2 if it’s any good; BBC4? Same thing.”

One listener suggests that analogue switch-oV could have a positive eVect if it meant more local
programming. David Rushton called the programme from the Institute of Local Television in Edinburgh.

“Early returns from surveys suggest viewers would prefer to receive a local TV service as part of
the digital switchover package. If necessary many are willing to drop quiz/shopping/auction
channels in favour of a local service. Local TV can be rolled out with switchover oVering 250 local
channels. Meanwhile France and Spain are oVering 1,000 local channels on roll-out.”

You and Yours feedback

This particular programme promoted one of the largest responses we have ever had on Call You and
Yours. Listeners seemed keen to be involved with the radio programme because of the potential to help
shape the Select Committee’s final report.

6 March 2006
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